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For William C. Stokoe
and for our students

“In 1960, when Sign Language Structure and The Calculus of Structure
were published . . . they argued that paying attention to sign language
could only interfere with the students’ proper education.”

William C. Stokoe
May 1988

“The language [ASL] I finally discovered when I was 14 years old made
me understand what’s happening around me. For the first time, I
understood what was happening and finally started to learn. Now my
education brain is blossoming.”

Gallaudet undergraduate
November 1990
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Preface to the Third Edition

In the years since the publication of the first edition of Linguistics of American Sign
Language, we have been fortunate to have had the opportunity to communicate
with teachers and students who have used the book. During that same time period,
we have been using the text in our classes and workshops. The changes in this edi-
tion reflect both our experience and the comments received from users.

In this new third edition, we set out to refine and clarify the existing text and,
at the same time, make substantive changes that reflect the ever-developing lin-
guistic thinking about ASL. Readers familiar with the first two editions will find a
revised unit on the function of space in ASL and new supplementary readings. In
addition, we have added a section on artistic uses of ASL. These changes have been
made in order to provide students with a broader understanding of the linguistics
of ASL.

It is our hope that the users of this text and its accompanying videotape will
continue to find them to be useful tools in their exploration of ASL structure.
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Introduction

We developed Linguistics of American Sign Language because of the lack of mate-
rials on American Sign Language (ASL) structure at the undergraduate level. The
text emerged over the years as we taught ASL structure to fluent users of the lan-
guage. We had two basic goals in writing this text.

Our first goal is to teach the basic concepts of linguistics as they pertain to ASL
structure. To this end, we introduce fundamental areas of linguistic inquiry—
phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and the use of language—and discuss
the phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic, and sociolinguistic struc-
ture of ASL. Our discussion reflects the current state of research in these areas, in-
cluding the work of individual researchers. We recognize that there is more than
one perspective on some aspects of ASL structure. We have chosen to work within
the theoretical framework developed by our colleagues in the Department of ASL,
Linguistics, and Interpretation at Gallaudet University—Scott K. Liddell and
Robert E. Johnson. We also recognize that perspectives on linguistic phenomena
are often subject to rapid change, and our materials reflect some of the most sig-
nificant changes in perspective. One of the most important concepts we want to
convey is that linguistic inquiry is a dynamic and flexible undertaking, not a frozen
or static one. In fact, even since the first publication of this book in 1992, perspec-
tives on some aspects of sign language structure and its use have changed, and re-
search in areas such as discourse and variation has increased dramatically.

Our second goal is to teach students to think critically about the structure of
ASL and about claims that researchers make about that structure. We encourage
students not to memorize linguistic facts, but rather to think about language struc-
ture. This text is designed for undergraduate-level students who already know how
to sign ASL and who have skills in using the language. For that reason, we set aside
the time for class discussions, during which students can think about and question
the information being taught. We encourage students to use what they already
know to learn about the linguistics of ASL.

Linguistics of American Sign Language consists of seven parts; six of these parts
are divided into units. The first part, Basic Concepts, introduces fundamental ideas
about languages as unique communication systems. We use this section to focus at-
tention on the fact that ASL is a language. No one can really understand the struc-
ture of ASL without first knowing its basic components. The second part, Phonol-
ogy, provides an introduction to the basic parts of signs and lays the groundwork for
the examination of the different aspects of ASL morphology (part three), ASL syn-
tax (part four), and ASL semantics (part five). Part six, Language in Use, deals with
variation and historical change, discourse, bilingualism and language contact, and
artistic uses of ASL, in other words, how signers use their language.

xv



Part seven consists of supplemental readings. The readings are of three types:
“classics,” such as the articles by Battison and Stokoe, to provide historical back-
ground for the study of sign language linguistics; articles that represent current re-
search on ASL; and readings that provide a foundation in general linguistics. Many
of the readings cover, in detail, concepts that are explained in the text.

In addition, a two-part videotape accompanies the text. The first part of the
videotape contains a short story in ASL. The story will be used for homework as-
signments. The second part of the videotape follows the text and provides examples
of the signs discussed in the text and on the homework.

Because of our focus on the linguistic structure of ASL, we have not included
information about Deaf culture or the Deaf community. Your teacher may choose
to include such information in your course.

xvi Introduction
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Basic Concepts

GOALS 
To identify the basic characteristics of any language, spoken or signed;
to understand why ASL is a language; to understand what linguistics is
and what linguists do.

SUPPLEMENTAL READINGS
“Analyzing Signs,” by Robbin Battison (1978); pp. 199–218

Files 4, 5, and 6 from Language Files: Materials for an Introduction to
Language, by Monica Crabtree and Joyce Powers (1991); pp. 219–230

WHAT IS A LANGUAGE?

In this course, we will explore the structure of ASL. The scientific study of language
is called linguistics. Linguists are interested in discovering and describing the rules
that govern the communication system we call language. Linguists analyze many
aspects of language (see p. 2 for a list of the major subfields of linguistics). We will
begin with a discussion of the basic characteristics common to all languages,
whether signed or spoken.

Language is a rule-governed communication system. A communication sys-
tem is a system that people use to communicate information to each other. When
a system is based on rules that its users know and follow, it is called a rule-governed
system. Without these rules, people would not have a communication system, mak-
ing communication impossible. Other rule-governed communication systems in-
clude Morse code, semaphore (the flag system used in the United States Navy),
traffic signals, symbols used in public places, and the communication systems used
by bees, birds, dolphins, and nonhuman primates. Both Morse code and sema-
phore use symbols to represent letters of the alphabet, numbers, and, in the case of
Morse code, punctuation, so they are in essence “codes for codes,” codes for a writ-
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ing system. Language shares some features with other communication systems, but
is also distinguished from other communication systems by a number of features.

Features Shared by Language and Other Communication Systems 

Language Is Composed of Symbols. Language, as other communication systems,
is composed of symbols that its users manipulate to produce meaning. Different
kinds of symbol systems exist to facilitate linguistic communication. English has a
writing system that uses symbols to represent sounds or combinations of sounds.
For example, the written letter a is a symbol for one sound in the English word cat,
and the combination of written letters is a symbol for an entity in the real world; cat
is a symbol for a small mammal having a tail, whiskers, etc. The spoken English
word is a symbol, part of a different symbolic system separate from the written sys-
tem, though not unrelated to it. The ASL sign cat is also a linguistic symbol (see

2 Basic Concepts

The Major Subfields of Linguistics

Listed below are some of the major subfields of linguistics and the aspect of language with which
each is especially concerned.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL LINGUISTICS: the study of
the inter-relationship between language and cul-
ture (particularly in the context of non-Western
cultures and societies).

APPLIED LINGUISTICS: the application of the
methods and results of linguistics to such areas
as language teaching; national language policies;
lexicography; translation; and language in poli-
tics, advertising, classrooms, courts, and the like.

HISTORICAL LINGUISTICS: the study of how lan-
guages change through time; the relationships of
languages to each other.

MORPHOLOGY: the study of the way in which
words are constructed out of smaller meaningful
units.

NEUROLINGUISTICS: the study of the brain and
how it functions in the production, perception
and acquisition of language.

PHONETICS: the study of speech sounds; how
they are articulated (articulatory phonetics); their
physical properties (acoustic phonetics); how
they are perceived (auditory/perceptual phonet-
ics).

PHONOLOGY: the study of the sound system of
language; how the particular sounds used in
each language form an integrated system for
encoding information and how such systems dif-
fer from one language to another.

PRAGMATICS: how the meaning conveyed by a
word or sentence depends on aspects of the con-
text in which it is used (such as time, place,
social relationship between speaker and hearer,
and speaker's assumptions about the hearer's
beliefs).

PSYCHOLINGUISTICS: the study of the interrela-
tionship of language and cognitive structures; the
acquisition of language.

SEMANTICS: the study of meaning; how words
and sentences are related to the (real or imagi-
nary) objects they refer to and the situations they
describe.

SOCIOLINGUISTICS: the study of the interrela-
tionship of language and social structure; linguis-
tic variation; attitudes toward language.

SYNTAX: the study of the way in which sentences
are constructed; how sentences are related to
each other.

Note: Reprinted by permission of the publisher, from M. Crabtree and J. Powers, compilers, Language Files:
Materials for an Introduction to Language (1991):5. Columbus: Ohio State University Press.



Figure 1). (Small capital letters are used for the English word that corresponds to
the ASL sign. This is called a gloss and will be discussed at length in part two.)

Language Is a System; Symbols Are Organized and Used Systematically. Lan-
guages are rule-governed systems, and it is the job of linguists to discover what the
rules are and how the system works, a job that is not always easy. The rule-governed
nature of ASL can be explained, in part, by examining the conditions on the for-
mation of ASL signs. These conditions were first described by Robbin Battison
(1978) as a result of his observations about the structure of ASL signs. Battison pro-
posed that sign formations were based on two conditions, which he called the Sym-
metry Condition and the Dominance Condition. The Symmetry Condition states
that in a two-handed sign, if both hands move, then they will have the same hand-
shape and type of movement. This is illustrated by the signs drama and maybe. The
Dominance Condition states that in a two-handed sign, if each hand has a differ-
ent handshape, then only the active hand can move; the passive hand serves as a
base and does not move. (For right-handed signers, the right hand is the active or
dominant hand, while the left hand is the passive or base hand. The opposite is true
for left-handed signers.) The Dominance Condition is illustrated by the signs
word and money.

When a two-handed sign has different handshapes, Battison reported that the
passive hand tends to be one of seven basic handshapes—B, A, S, O, C, 1 (or G),
or 5 (see Figure 2). From this information, it is clear that sign structure is not ran-
dom. Signs can be grouped into different classes; for example, signs like drama and
maybe are systematically different from signs like word and money.

Several observations can be made at this point.

Basic Concepts 3
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C A T

FIGURE 1. Symbolic representation of “cat.”
Note: This is one of several variants of the sign CAT.
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1. ASL users can think of many examples of signs in both classes.
2. If both hands move in signs like word and money, the sign looks odd and seems

to break the rules.
3. The movement in drama and maybe is alternating, meaning that the hands move

in exactly opposite ways (that is, when the right hand is up, the left hand is down;
when the left hand moves up, the right hand moves down). If the movement is not
alternating, the signs look funny and seem to break the rules.

Not all two-handed signs where both hands move require alternating move-
ment; some use simultaneous movement, as seen by the signs can (be able to) and
play. The point is that the signs drama and maybe clearly illustrate some under-
lying structure or rules. It is also important to begin to notice and describe sign

4 Basic Concepts
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FIGURE 2. The seven basic handshapes of the passive hand.



structure—How many hands does the sign drama have? Are the handshapes the
same or different? Is the movement of the hands alternating or simultaneous?
Skilled users of ASL and some native users may never have noticed or articulated
the rules that govern the structure of signs.

Symbol Forms May Be Arbitrary or Iconic. When talking about the forms of a
communication system, arbitrary means that the actual form of the symbol does
not reflect the form of the thing or activity it symbolizes. Iconic means that the form
of the symbol is an icon or picture of some aspect of the thing or activity being sym-
bolized. Examples of “folk explanations” of the origin of signs based on iconicity
include the sign girl, which is made on the chin to represent bonnet ribbons; and
the sign man, which depicts the brim of a hat.

All languages, spoken and signed, have examples of arbitrary forms and iconic
forms. Liddell (1990) pointed out that this is not an either-or issue. All languages
have iconic and arbitrary symbols. This recognition is especially important for the
study of sign language structure because until recently, although researchers rec-
ognized the iconicity in ASL signs, they did not seem to know how this fit in the
overall description of ASL structure. Furthermore, linguists had a definite sense
that admitting the existence of iconicity in sign languages was admitting that sign
languages were not “real” languages, certainly not as real as spoken languages
whose forms were supposedly arbitrary. It was as though the arbitrary nature of ASL
signs had to be emphasized to prove that ASL is a real language and not just a col-
lection of “pictures in the air.”

In many communication systems, the actual form of the symbols used may be
arbitrary; that is, the fact that red traffic lights are red is of no importance. What is
important is the constant relationship between the form, a red light, and its con-
ventional meaning, stop. The actual form of the dance that bees do has no con-
nection with the distance from the hive. Likewise, the actual number of dots and
dashes in each Morse code signal or the actual design on a semaphore flag is arbi-
trary. What is important in each case is the relationship between the established
form and the meaning. Likewise, in language, the actual forms that speakers or
signers use may be arbitrary. We discussed the English word cat, which consists of
three sounds, k ae t. The combination of those sounds and the resulting form is ar-
bitrary; that is, the form of the linguistic symbol does not reflect the physical entity
it symbolizes. Nothing about the word cat is reminiscent of an actual cat.

Not all words in spoken languages are completely arbitrary in their form. Lin-
guists have described processes in spoken languages such as onomatopoeia and
phonesthesia. Onomatopoeia in spoken languages occurs when the linguistic form
of a word symbolizes the sound of the object or activity to which the form refers.
For example, the sound that a rooster makes is called cock-a-doodle-do in English,
chi chi ri chi (ch is pronounced as k) in Italian, and kokekokko in Japanese. Another
example in English would be choo choo, referring to a train.

Phonesthesia describes groups of words that resemble each other and whose
form seems to reflect their meaning. For example, Bolinger (1975) pointed out that
English words that end in -ump, such as rump, dump, hump, mump, lump, bump,
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seem to share a meaning of heaviness and bluntness. Likewise, words such as twirl,
whirl, furl, and gnarl seem to share a meaning of twisting. One problem with the
linguistic analysis of such words is that -ump and -irl or -url cannot be isolated and
described as meaningful units in the way that meaningful units (or morphemes) are
traditionally isolated and described. Nevertheless, part of the linguistic form of the
word seems to symbolize some aspect of the thing or activity that it represents, and
that is what iconicity means: The linguistic form is an icon or picture of some as-
pect of an entity or activity.

It would appear, then, that all spoken languages have iconicity. And clearly,
sign languages have iconicity as well. While the form of many signs, such as wrong

or lousy, is arbitrary, the form of many other signs reflects some physical aspect of
the entities or activities they represent.

Sarah Taub (2000) speculated that iconic forms are created in ASL when a
mental image associated with an original concept is selected (for example, a typi-
cal tree for the sign tree). This image is then schematized so that it can be repre-
sented in the language. In this process, the essential features are kept and the un-
necessary ones are dropped—using the example of the sign tree, it doesn’t matter
exactly how many branches an actual tree has or how thick the trunk is. This im-
age is then encoded, using the appropriate aspects of ASL, such as the forearm and
the 5 handshape. The result is an iconic symbol that is a part of the vocabulary of
the sign language.

Images are schematized differently in different sign languages. This can be
seen in the different signs for student in ASL, Italian Sign Language (LIS), and
Thai Sign Language (see Figure 3). So, simply because the forms of some signs re-
flect some physical aspect of the entity or activity to which they refer (i.e., are
iconic) does not mean that there are no arbitrary forms in ASL or that ASL is a col-
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FIGURE 3. Signs for STUDENT in ASL, Italian Sign Language, and Thai Sign Language.



lection of pictures in the air with no grammatical structure. For example, it is prob-
ably true that the form of the sign sit is an iconic representation of human legs sit-
ting. However, other sign languages have different ways of symbolizing this con-
cept; the actual way of iconically symbolizing in sign language is language specific.
That is, as long as some physical aspect is symbolized, it doesn’t matter which of
several symbolizeable aspects is chosen, and different sign languages choose dif-
ferent aspects.

While the sign sit may be iconic, focusing on its iconicity will not provide
much insight into the interesting relationship between sit and the noun chair,
and other noun-verb pairs like it. Nor will it help explain how the movement of the
verb sit can be modified to mean sit-for-a-long-time (slow, circular movement)
or sit-abruptly (short, sharp movement). Finally, while the sign sit may be iconic
of human legs sitting, the sign for cat sit is made with two bent fingers, not four,
even though most cats have four legs; the signs cat sit and bird sit are made with
the same two bent fingers, even though cats and birds have different kinds of legs.
The point is that while signs may be iconic, iconicity does not mean a literal rep-
resentation of the thing or activity. Sign are linguistic units; they are not pictures in
the air. While the iconicity of signs is interesting and important, it is only one as-
pect of American Sign Language structure (see Figure 4).
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Arbitrary: The form of the symbol does not reflect the characteristics of the concept, thing,
or activity it symbolizes.

Iconic: The form of the symbol does reflect some characteristic of the concept, thing, or
activity it symbolizes.

Note: The form of the symbol may be arbitrary or iconic; the form cannot be predicted; what can be
predicted is the constant relationship between a symbol (arbitrary or iconic) and a concept, to produce a
meaning.

It is possible to have symbols for other symbols. For example, CAT is the written symbol for the ASL
signed symbol (9 handshape on the cheek).

iconic
0

(reflects
the shape
of the
mouth)

arbitrary
m

(includes
most
symbols
for
sounds)

iconic
twirl
swirl
lump
hump
cocka-
doodledo

iconic
CAT

Kinds of Symbols:

Form of Symbols:

Signed SymbolSpoken Symbol DrawingWritten Symbol
(letters or groups

of letters)

Concept (may be abstract or a thing or an activity)

arbitrary
WRONG

iconicarbitrary
cat

FIGURE 4. Arbitrary and iconic symbols.



Members of a Community Share the Same Communication System. Users of
Morse code know how the system works; likewise, sailors who use semaphore share
a knowledge of that system. Bees, dolphins, and birds share the rules of their re-
spective communicative systems. And the same can be said for the users of com-
munication systems that are known as languages. The concept of a community of
users traditionally has been the source of debate in linguistics. Nevertheless, it is
possible to define communities of users, often in terms of regional, ethnic, occu-
pational, socioeconomic, or gender differences. That is, users of American Sign
Language in one part of the country may have different signs from users in another
part of the country; black signers may sign differently from white signers; particu-
lar occupational groups may have special signs for their work; although no research
is yet available on this, it may be the case that middle-class, college-educated sign-
ers sign differently than working-class signers who completed high school; men
and women may sign differently depending on the topic.

Many ASL signs have regional variants. Although this has not been studied ex-
tensively, there is evidence of its occurrence. It is not a question of a “wrong” sign
or a “right” sign, but simply a question of different signs for the same concept.

Features That Make Language Unique

Language Is Productive; The Number of Sentences That Can Be Made Is Infinite; and
New Messages on Any Topic Can Be Produced at Any Time. Other communica-
tion systems are limited in the number of messages that can be produced. Bees
show limited productivity, while the calls that birds make show none. That is, there
is a limit to the number of messages that birds and bees produce. Since semaphore
and Morse code are codes for a written language, an infinite number of messages
could be produced, but it would be impractical. Semaphore and Morse code are
designed for the rapid communication of a limited number of messages. However,
the number of sentences that can be produced with the symbols and signals of hu-
man language is infinite. It is impossible to even try to count how many sentences
can be produced in a given language. Part of the very nature of language is that the
number of sentences is infinite, that anything can be encoded.

Language Has Ways of Showing the Relationship Between Symbols. In other com-
munication systems (e.g., Morse code, semaphore, and animal systems), the sym-
bols occur sequentially, and the perceiver gets meaning from seeing or hearing the
sequence of symbols. But other communication systems do not have ways of show-
ing a relationship between symbols, while languages do. For example, in the En-
glish sentence The boy sits on the couch, the -s on the verb sit indicates that the sub-
ject of the verb is third person singular; that is, the -s shows a relationship between
the verb and the subject noun. In the sentence The boy drives carelessly, the word
that follows the verb is known as an adverb, and it describes the verb.

ASL also has ways of showing relationships between symbols. The verbs drive

and look at can be signed with the mouth in what is usually described as “mm,”
with the lips slightly protruded. This facial expression is a nonmanual signal that
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can be translated into English as “regularly, unexceptionally.” This nonmanual
signal is very different from “th,” with the lips pouted and the tongue visibly posi-
tioned between the teeth. This can be translated into English as “carelessly.” (See
part three for further explanation of nonmanual adverbs.)

Languages have grammatical signals that are used to show the relationship be-
tween symbols. English has a class of words called prepositions that are used to show
the relationship between other words. In the sentence, The book is on the table, the
word on shows the relationship between the words book and table. ASL shows this
relationship in a different way. The sentence could be translated as

t t
TABLE INDEX-right, BOOK CLASSIFIER-PREDICATE-for-BOOK ON TABLE

In ASL, the relationship between the table and the book is shown with the use of clas-
sifier predicates, not with a preposition. The classifier predicate in this sentence is the
sign used to show the book being placed on the table. The t on top of the signs table

and book indicates topicalization; in other words, by raising the eyebrows and tilting
the head slightly, the signer can indicate the topic of the sentence. ASL has a way of
showing the relationship between symbols, a way that is different from English.

Language Has Mechanisms for Introducing New Symbols. The set of symbols used
in other communication systems is limited and set. New symbols cannot be intro-
duced during the course of use. However, one of the most interesting facts about
language is that it permits the constant introduction of new symbols by a variety of
avenues. The sign microwave was introduced fairly recently, for example, through
the process of compounding. Other examples of ASL compounds include home

(eat � sleep), brother (boy � same), and resemble (look � strong). 

New signs are added to the language as a result of language contact. Many
American signs for countries are now being abandoned in favor of the country’s
own sign (see Figure 5). The Deaf Way conference, an international meeting held
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American Sign Language: ITALY Italian Sign Language: ITALY

FIGURE 5. The ASL and Italian Sign Language signs for ITALY.



at Gallaudet University in July 1989, had the effect of introducing a number of new
signs into ASL, such as the sign for club (see Figure 6).

Language Can Be Used for an Unrestricted Number of Domains. The domains
(topic areas) of other communication systems are generally restricted to essential
survival or emergency management; this is not the case with a language. The com-
munication systems that animals use are restricted to the domains of food, danger,
and mating, while the domains of semaphore are restricted to navigational and
emergency information. However, language can be used for any domain that hu-
mans need to express, from survival and emergencies to philosophy and art. Again,
since semaphore and Morse code are codes for written language, it would be pos-
sible to discuss any topic, but highly impractical.

The Symbols Can Be Broken Down into Smaller Parts. In most other communica-
tion systems, each symbol is a discrete unit that does not seem to have internal
structure that can be manipulated by its users. For example, there are different
types of bee dances, but the units that make up the dances cannot be recombined
to make new dances; some research evidence shows the existence of smaller parts
in birdsong and primate calls; the design on a semaphore flag is constant and dis-
crete, as is the number of beeps in a Morse code signal. However, a fascinating fact
about language is that the symbols of which it is composed can be broken down
into smaller parts. In linguistics, this fact is called duality of patterning. In lan-
guage, meaningless units are combined to form arbitrary symbols, and these sym-
bols can in turn be recombined to create larger meaningful units. This point can
be illustrated by comparing the signs lousy, awkward, and preach with the signs
three-months, three-dollars, and nine-weeks. All six signs have internal
structure: they each have a handshape, a location, a palm orientation, and move-
ment. In ASL, the separate parts of some of the signs also have independent mean-
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FIGURE 6. The Deaf Way sign for CLUB.



ing. In the signs three-months, three-dollars, and nine-weeks, the hand-
shape has specific meaning, such that the sign three-months is different from
two-months, the sign three-dollars is different from five-dollars, and nine-

weeks is different from six-weeks.
In other signs, all the parts together have one meaning. For example, in lousy,

awkward, and preach, the handshape has no meaning; all of the parts of the sign
function together as a unit (see Figure 7).

More than One Meaning Can Be Conveyed by a Symbol or a Group of Symbols. In
other communication systems, each symbol or group of symbols has one meaning.
These systems are incapable of expressing irony, sarcasm, humor, or indirectness.
Not so with language. A single ASL sentence can function as a request for infor-
mation, a command, or a statement. In any language, a single symbol or group of
symbols may have different functions and, conversely, a single function may be re-
alized by different symbols. For example, the simple question in ASL,

q

HOME YOU

meaning, “Are you going home?” can function either as a request for information
or as a request for a ride home. [Note: the q above the line indicates a yes-no ques-
tion, which entails raising the eyebrows and thrusting the head slightly forward (see
Figure 8).] In linguistics, these differences have to do with pragmatics; that is, the
meaning of a word or sentence depends upon aspects of the context in which it is
used, such as time, place, relationship with the other person, and so forth. Related
to this is the fact that we can also use language to lie or misrepresent a situation.
While some birds do learn the calls of other bird species for the purposes of de-
ception, it may be purely genetically determined behavior.
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PREACH (handshape has no meaning) NINE-MONTHS (handshape has specific meaning)

FIGURE 7. A comparison of signs in which handshape has no meaning and specific meaning.



Language Can Refer to the Past, the Future, and Nonimmediate Situations; It Is Not
Restricted to the Present and the Immediate. The feature of language that allows
users to refer to different time periods is known as displacement. Other communi-
cation systems generally are restricted to present and immediate situations. It is true
that the dance that bees perform may refer to a food source not in the immediate
vicinity, but the reference is nonetheless to a fairly immediate entity. Birdsong shows
no evidence of displacement. Language distinguishes itself by allowing references
to events and entities not immediately present, and to past, future, and conditional
events and entities. This concept is illustrated in the following ASL sentence:

YESTERDAY PRO.3 TOLD-ME GO WILL PRO.3

“Yesterday she told me she would go.”

In this sentence, pro.3 refers to a person who is not immediately present; the
sign yesterday refers to an event that happened prior to this particular sentence.
(The structure and function of what is written as pro.3 will be discussed in part
three.)

Language Changes Across Time. A major difference between language and other
communication systems is that language changes across time as the result of use
and interaction among users. While other communication systems may change,
change must be consciously introduced and is not the result of natural interaction
and use. This is not so with language. New words or signs are added to a language
to reflect new technology (for example, the sign computer). Existing signs change
over time. You can see this by comparing your signs for cow, will, tomato, and
help with the older forms of these signs illustrated on the videotape (see Figure 9).
What changes do you see?
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q
HOME YOU

“Are you going home?”

FIGURE 8. An example of raised eyebrows and head tilt with yes-no questions.



Language Can Be Used Interchangeably. All users of a language can send and re-
ceive messages. This is not true, though, of other animal communication systems.
Birdsong, for example, is done only by males, and bee dancing is done only by the
foragers, the bees who hunt for food.

Language Users Monitor Their Use. As people produce language, they listen to or
watch themselves, and they also correct themselves if they think the production is
faulty. If an ASL signer produces the wrong sign, he or she may erase the air or sign
no-i-mean and start over. Researchers don’t know if birds and bees monitor their
messages or not.

Parts of the System Must Be Learned from Other Users. A lot of research evidence
indicates that humans are born with an innate capacity to learn and use language.
Children must interact with adults and with other children to completely learn
their language. Researchers think that this may be important for bee dancing and
birdsong, but probably only to a limited extent.

Language Users Can Learn Other Variants of the Same Language. Clearly, users of
ASL from New York can learn and use California signs that may differ from New
York signs. And users of ASL can learn and use foreign sign languages. Research
shows that this is simply not the case with bees, birds, and nonhuman primates—
they seem to be restricted to using one variant.

Language Users Use the Language to Discuss the Language. Users of language
write dictionaries, grammar books, and linguistics textbooks. They reflect upon
their language, they think about it, and discuss it. This feature seems to be unique
to the human species.
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Old sign New sign

FIGURE 9. A comparison of old and new signs for HELP.



WHAT IS ASL? WHY IS ASL A LANGUAGE?

American Sign Language is a natural language used by members of the North
American Deaf community. It is a language that has developed naturally over time
among a community of users. ASL exhibits all of the features of language discussed
in this section.

Not much is known about the deaf people who lived in North America before
1817, but some probably came from Great Britain or Europe and some were prob-
ably born here. Deaf people who came from other countries probably brought their
sign languages with them, and other communities of deaf people living in Amer-
ica probably developed their own language. Because there was little contact be-
tween different communities, several kinds of sign language probably were used in
America before 1817.

In 1817, Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet and Laurent Clerc established the Con-
necticut Asylum for the Education and Instruction of Deaf and Dumb Persons—
now called the American School for the Deaf—in Hartford, Connecticut. Gal-
laudet had met Clerc when he travelled to Europe in search of a method for
educating Alice Cogswell, the deaf daughter of his neighbor, Dr. Mason Cogswell
(Lane, 1984). He had first gone to Great Britain to learn about the oral method
used by the Braidwood Schools in Scotland and near London, but the directors of
these schools refused to share their methods.

While in London, Gallaudet met a Frenchman by the name of Sicard, who
was the director of the Royal Institution for the Deaf in Paris. Sicard was in London
with two of his deaf students, Jean Massieu and Laurent Clerc, demonstrating the
success of his teaching methods. The method used at the Royal Institution in-
volved the use of French Sign Language along with a set of signs invented to rep-
resent parts of written and spoken French not found in French Sign Language.
These so-called methodical signs were originally developed by Abbé de l’Epée, the
founder and first director of the school in Paris. Sicard invited Gallaudet to the
Royal Institution to learn French Sign Language and their teaching method. Gal-
laudet accepted Sicard’s offer and spent several months in Paris. When he returned
to the United States, he was accompanied by Laurent Clerc. Clerc came to the
United States to help establish a school for deaf children in Connecticut. On the
trip to the U.S., Clerc taught Gallaudet French Sign Language, and Gallaudet
taught Clerc English. 

Many deaf people and some hearing people came to Hartford to learn the
method being used at the newly established school. Some of the deaf students who
came to Hartford brought their own sign language with them, including those from
Martha’s Vineyard. They also learned the sign language being used at the school,
which no doubt included some French signs. As students graduated, they became
teachers in other schools, thus spreading sign language to states across the country. 

ASL is very different from systems such as SEE or LOVE that were developed
to represent English on the hands for use in deaf education. (These systems are also
commonly known as Manually Coded English, or MCE.) ASL and other sign lan-
guages are also very distinct from the gestures found in many spoken languages. As
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David McNeill (1992) explained, and as we will see as we explore the structure of
ASL, one of the basic principles of languages is that parts combine to create larger
wholes. In ASL, handshape, movement, and other grammatical features combine
to form signs and sentences. In spoken languages, smaller gestures do not combine
to form larger gestures, and gestures usually only occur while a person is speaking.
In addition, units of language have standards of form (that is, a word or a sign is con-
sistently produced the same way and that way is recognized by the community that
uses it). Gestures do not have such standards of form. Each gesture is created at the
moment of speaking and is not controlled by the structure of a linguistic system.
ASL is such an autonomous linguistic system and it is independent of English. It
has all of the features that make a language a unique communication system. ASL
is a language.
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UNIT
1

Signs Have Parts

GOAL
To introduce the concept that signs have parts, that signs have internal
structure.

We know that one of the features that makes language unique is that the symbols
that make up language can be broken down into smaller parts. Phonology is the
study of the smallest contrastive units of language. For spoken languages, those
contrastive units are sounds, and linguists study how the sounds in a language are
structured and organized.

ANALYZING THE PARTS OF SIGNS

Sign language linguists use the term phonology to refer to the study of how signs
are structured and organized. ASL signs have five basic parts—handshape, move-
ment, location, orientation, and nonmanual signals (facial expression). These ba-
sic parts are also known as parameters. Signs can share one or more of the same pa-
rameters. For example, the sign feel has the same handshape as the sign sick, the
same movement as the sign happy, and the same location as the sign complain.
summer and dry differ in location, red and cute in handshape, short and train

in palm orientation, and sit and chair in movement. However, these pairs share
three parameters: summer and dry share handshape, movement, and orientation;
red and cute share movement, orientation, and location; short and train share
handshape, location, and movement; and sit and chair share location, hand-
shape, and orientation (see Figure 10). It is the difference in one parameter that is
responsible for the difference in meaning.

We know that signs have parts, and we must identify those parts in order to
know the meaning of a sign. We know from signs like summer and dry that loca-
tion must be an important part because summer and dry have different meanings,
yet the only difference between the two signs is the location. Likewise, we know
from signs like sit and chair that movement must be an important part because
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SUMMER DRY

CUTE

TRAIN

CHAIR

RED

SHORT

SIT

FIGURE 10. Pairs of signs that differ in only one parameter.
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the only difference in the form of the two signs is the movement. The same is true
of handshape for red and cute and orientation for short and train. The basic
questions to be answered when analyzing pairs of signs are How do you know that
pairs of signs have different meanings? and What part of the sign is responsible for
the difference in meaning?

Nonmanual signals are the fifth basic part of signs. Many signs in ASL require
a nonmanual signal in order to be produced correctly. Nonmanual signals are the
facial expressions that accompany certain signs. For example, the sign not-yet is
usually made with the mouth open and the tongue slightly out; the sign finish is
made with the lips protruded. Without these nonmanual signals, the signs are not
correct.

When analyzing the distinct parts of signs, it is helpful to remember the fol-
lowing three points:

1. Make sure that the parts are indeed the same and not just similar. For example, the
handshape of responsibility is a Bent B, the same as the handshape in compare,
but only similar to the handshape in book.

2. Sometimes two English words are represented by the same sign. For example,
should may sometimes be glossed as need, but the form of the sign is identical.

3. There are items that look like ASL signs in that they have handshape, movement,
location, and orientation, but neither their meaning nor their function is ASL. For
example, the sign because has the same movement as forget or the same loca-
tion as summer, but because is not an ASL sign. It is the result of codes invented
to represent English manually.

GLOSSING SIGNS

Glossing means choosing an appropriate English word for signs in order to write
them down. Glossing is not the same as translating, but, like translating, it is some-
times a difficult task. A gloss of a signed story will be a series of English words, writ-
ten in small capital letters, that correspond to the signs in the ASL story. Parts of
English, such as plural markers, past-tense markers, and prepositions, do not ap-
pear in glossing unless they are produced in the specific story. The nonmanual fea-
tures are indicated on a line above the sign glosses. Some basic conventions used
for glossing are as follows:

1. Signs are represented with small capital letters in English; for example, cat

house, student.
2. Lexicalized fingerspelled words are written in small capital letters and preceded by

the # symbol; for example, #do.
3. Full fingerspelling is represented by dashes between small capital letters; for ex-

ample, m-a-r-y.
4. Nonmanual signals and eye-gaze are represented on a line above the sign glosses;

for example:
t

PRO.1 ONE STORY NEVER FORGET
“There’s one story I’ll never forget.”
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Labelling Systems

In addition to glossing signs into English, linguists have seen the need to devise a
system for describing the structure of signs. We will discuss two systems that have
been developed for describing the handshapes, locations, and movements of
signs—the Stokoe system and the Liddell and Johnson system. These systems will
be explained in later units; however, as an introduction to the concept of labelling
systems, it is important to know the following three points:

1. In order for linguists to describe the structure of signs, they need to agree on the
symbols used for description. These agreed-upon symbols are known as conven-
tions, and they provide linguists with a consistent and predictable tool for descrip-
tion. A labelling system is such a tool.

2. It is important that the labels used be as precise as possible. The particular label for
a handshape, a movement, or a location and the arrangement of the labels in a par-
ticular way reveal something about the structure of signs.

3. The system chosen for labelling the parts of signs is a direct reflection of the re-
searcher’s perspective on the structure of signs. Labelling systems do not exist in a
vacuum, independent of linguistic theory. This point will be returned to in detail
in discussion of the Stokoe system and the Liddell and Johnson system.



Homework Assignment 1

1. For each sign Iisted below, find another sign that has the same parameters for handshape, movement, and
location.

Same Handshape Same Movement Same Location

Example: FEEL SICK HAPPY MY

a. RESPONSIBILITY

b. FORGET

c. CUTE

d. ENJOY

e. BICYCLE

f. UGLY

g. BEST

h. WORSE

i. MONKEY

j. DISCUSS

2. What is the difference between the signs in each pair?

a. SUMMER/DRY

b. RED/CUTE

c. SHORT/TRAIN

d. SIT/CHAIR

3. What does each pair of signs have in common?

a. SUMMER/DRY

b. RED/CUTE

c. SHORT/TRAIN

d. SIT/CHAIR

4. List four signs that must have a nonmanual signal with them.

5. After viewing the story on the videotape, gloss the beginning 30 seconds of the story. The first sentence
is glossed below. Keep a record of how long it takes to gloss this part of the story.

t

Example:    PRO.1 ONE STORY NEVER FORGET
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Homework Assignment 2

1. Suppose you are the first linguist to describe ASL signs and you have to describe the handshape in each
of the following signs. Pick a name for each handshape.

Example: SHOE S handshape

a. GIRL g. LECTURE m. MOTHER

b. ELEVATOR h. PREACH n. ALWAYS

c. SPAGHETTI i. PEOPLE o. PLATE (DISH)

d. AWKWARD j. GIVE p. LOBSTER

e. TRAVEL k. MATH q. SHOULD

f. PLAY l. PITY r. MARRY

2. Pick a name for the location (place where the sign is made) of each of the following signs.

Example: KNOW face

a. PLAY e. FACE i. STRICT

b. NOT f. YESTERDAY j. BROKE (NO MONEY)

c. FEEL g. HOSPITAL k. PUNISH

d. DOCTOR h. TIME l. DUTY

3. Pick a name for the movement in each of the signs listed below.

Example: HELP upward

a. OPPRESS f. MAYBE k. TRAVEL o. DIVIDE

b. BUSY g. SELL l. COMMUTE p. DIE

c. KEY, LOCK h. YES m. CLEAR q. FASCINATING

d. BOIL i. COFFEE n. APPROACH r. CONTACT

e. RELATED j. MISS (didn’t see something)

4. Using the labels you have picked for handshape, location, and movement, describe the following signs.

a. CHILDREN c. TRAIN e. DEAF

b. PLAY d. UNDERSTAND f. GIVE
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UNIT
2

The Stokoe System

GOAL
To explain Stokoe’s system for describing signs.

SUPPLEMENTAL READINGS
“Signs Have Parts: A Simple Idea,” by Robbin Battison (1980);
pp. 231–242

“Introduction,” from A Dictionary of American Sign Language, by
William C. Stokoe (1965; 1976); pp. 243–258

In unit 1, we saw that ASL signs have internal structure; that is, that they can be bro-
ken down into smaller parts. Those parts include handshape, location, movement,
palm orientation, and nonmanual signals. In this unit, we examine the first system
devised for the formal description of signs. Homework Assignment 2 introduced
you to labelling systems. In the first section, you described the handshape for each
sign; in the second and third sections you described the location and the move-
ment of signs. You have probably discovered that there may be different solutions
to the same problem. For example, the handshape of preach can be described as
a 9 or as an F; there are different signs for lobster; both busy and commute can
be described as having a back-and-forth movement.

The realization that emerges from the homework assignment is that there is a
need for consistency and uniformity in a descriptive system. Arguments can be
made for choosing either 9 or F as the label for the handshape in preach, but once
a choice of label has been made, it must be used consistently. In addition to con-
sistency, there is a need for precision, so that if the movement in both busy and
commute can be described as back and forth, some way must be created to
uniquely describe the movement in each sign. The movement in some signs, such
as approach or divide, may be difficult to describe, making the need for precision
in descriptions even more important.
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THE STOKOE SYSTEM

William C. Stokoe devised the first system for describing signs. Before Stokoe, signs
were thought of as unanalyzable wholes, with no internal structure. Stokoe was the
first to suggest that signs could be analyzed in the same way that the units of spoken
language can be analyzed. In 1960, Stokoe proposed that signs have three parts
(parameters) that combine simultaneously. The three parts are the location of the
sign, which he called the tabula or tab; the handshape, which he called the desig-
nator or dez; and the movement, which he called the signation or sig. Palm orien-
tation and nonmanual signals were dealt with indirectly in the Stokoe system. 

Stokoe referred to the three parameters as cheremes, from the Greek word cheir,
for hand. He saw cheremes as meaningless elements that combine to form all signs,
in the same way that phonemes combine to form words in spoken languages. Each
parameter has a set of members known as primes. For example, handshape primes
include A, B, and 5; location primes include face, nose, and trunk; movement
primes include upward movement, downward movement, and movement away
from the signer. Figures 11 and 12 show the symbols used for writing the signs of
ASL, as they appear in The Dictionary of American Sign Language (1965) by
William C. Stokoe, Dorothy C. Casterline, and Carl G. Croneberg. In Stokoe’s sys-
tem, cheremes were written down in a specific order—TDs. That is, the location
of the sign (tab) was written first, followed by the handshape (dez), and then the
movement (sig). For example, the sign idea is written as follows:

∩ I ^

∩ indicates the forehead location, I represents the handshape, and ̂ represents the
upward movement. Stokoe’s system allows for some variations on the basic TDs

representation of signs. Signs with two hands are represented as TDDs (for ex-
ample, with); signs with one movement and then another are shown as TDss

(for example, million).



FIGURE 11. Stokoe’s symbols for writing the signs of American Sign Language.
Note: Reprinted by permission of the publisher, from W. C. Stokoe, D. C. Casterline, and C. G. Croneberg, A Dictionary
of American Sign Language (rev.). (1976): x–xii, Silver Spring, MD: Linstok Press.



FIGURE 12. Examples of Stokoe’s transcription system.
Note: Reprinted by permission of the publisher, from W. C. Stokoe, D. C. Casterline, and C. G. Croneberg, A Dictionary
of American Sign Language (rev.). (1976): 168, Silver Spring, MD: Linstok Press.



Homework Assignment 3

1. Using the Stokoe symbols for movement, location, and handshape, transcribe the following signs:

a. ENJOY e. SUNDAY

b. BEGIN f. EVERY SATURDAY

c. BROKE (no money) g. KNOW

d. BUSY h. NOT
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UNIT
3

The Concept of Sequentiality 
in the Description of Signs

GOAL
To explain why sequentiality is a key concept in the description of
signs.

SUPPLEMENTAL READINGS
Files 20 and 30 from Language Files: Materials for an Introduction to
Language, by M. Crabtree and J. Powers (1991); pp. 259–266

In unit 2, we discussed the system devised by William Stokoe for describing ASL
signs. Stokoe’s work clearly represents the beginning of linguistic analysis of sign
language structure. In this unit, we will focus on two issues relating to sign lan-
guage structure that emerge from Stokoe’s system—the level of detail needed to de-
scribe ASL signs, and the representation of sequence in ASL signs.

DETAIL IN THE DESCRIPTION OF ASL SIGNS

According to Stokoe’s system, the location for the signs heaven, sign, and children

is described as Ø, or “the neutral place where the hands move,” in contrast with other
specific locations on the body such as nose, neck, or arm. Similarly, the handshape
for give, number, and nothing is described as O. In the case of the location, the de-
scription Ø does not show that the signs heaven, sign, and children are in fact pro-
duced at distinctly different levels (see Figure 13). To produce the sign heaven at the
level at which sign is produced would be unacceptable; likewise, to produce the sign
children at the level at which heaven is produced would be unacceptable. The de-
scription of the location for each sign needs to be more specific. The description Ø
is not specific enough. And while the handshape of give and number may look the
same, the handshape for nothing is quite distinct. The description of O for the hand-
shape of these three signs is not specific enough (see Figure 14). 



HEAVEN

SIGN CHILDREN

FIGURE 13. Signs that are described in Stokoe’s system as having the same location.

GIVE NOTHINGNUMBER

FIGURE 14. Signs that have the same handshape, according to Stokoe’s system.
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THE REPRESENTATION OF SEQUENCE IN ASL SIGNS

Some ASL signs have only one handshape, one movement, one location, one palm
orientation, or one nonmanual signal. For example, the sign mother has only one
handshape; the sign understand has one location; the sign color has one hand-
shape and one location; and the sign maybe has one palm orientation. However,
many ASL signs have more than one handshape, location, palm orientation, or non-
manual signal. That is, many ASL signs have a sequence of hand-shapes, locations,
palm orientations, or nonmanual signals. Examples of such sequences are as follows:

handshape: UNDERSTAND X →1

location: DEAF ear → chin

palm orientation: DIE (1-handed) palm down →palm up

nonmanual signals: FINALLY closed lips →mouth open

In the Stokoe system, a sequence of two movements is shown in the movement
part of the transcription. The sign million would be written as follows:

MILLION BɑB
...

x.�x.

This notation means that the Bent B handshape of the active hand (B) contacts the
base hand (palm up, Bɑ) once in a sharp movement ( x

.) and then moves away from
the signer (�) and repeats the contacting movement (x). The sequence of move-
ments, then, is represented as x.�x.. In the Stokoe system, when there is a sequence
of handshapes, orientations, or locations, the change is shown in the movement
portion. For example, understand has two handshapes, X and G (in the Stokoe
system), and the second handshape is shown with the movement

∩ X
�

�� [G]

This notation means that the handshape X moves toward the signer (�) at the fore-
head (∩) and that there is an opening action (��) that results in the handshape G.

The sequence of orientation in the sign die is shown in the movement

BɒBɑɑ
ɒ

This notation means that one hand begins with the palm down (Bɒ) and the other
hand begins with the palm up (Bɑ). In the course of producing the sign, the ori-
entation of each hand changes so that ɒ becomes ɑ and ɑ becomes ɒ.

In one variant of the sign deaf, the G handshape moves upward (^), contacts
the face (x) and then moves toward the signer (�) and contacts the face again. The
sign is represented as follows:

∪G^x�x

So the sequence of locations is shown by x�x .
It is not that the Stokoe system ignores sequences of handshapes, locations, and

orientations. These sequences are seen as a function of the movement component.
It is essential to understand that in Stokoe’s system these sequences are seen as
unimportant in the description of signs. What this means is that he proposed a
structure for sign language that is different from the structure of spoken language
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at its most basic level. To clarify this point, we must examine one of the most basic
concepts in the phonology of any language, that is, the concept of contrast.

In English, we are able to isolate and describe the basic parts of English
phonology (phonemes) because of word pairs that are called minimal pairs. An ex-
ample of a minimal pair are the words pat and bat. These words are contrastive in
meaning (that is, they mean different things), and they are identical in all segments
(parts that occur in sequence) except one. Furthermore, the two segments that con-
trast, p and b, differ in only one feature: b is produced with vibration of the vocal
cords and is called a voiced sound, while p has no vibration and is voiceless. The
following diagram analyzes the segments of the minimal pair pat and bat (æ is the
symbol used to represent the vowel):

p æ t b æ t

place of articulation: bilabial alveolar bilabial alveolar

manner of articulation: stop stop stop stop

voiced or voiceless: voiceless voiceless voiced voiceless

The features that are listed under each sound are referred to as a bundle of ar-
ticulatory features. P and b differ in only one feature in the bundle, in the feature
of voicing. We know that p and b must be contrastive phonemes in English (that is,
they must be among the basic building blocks of the language) because two se-
quences of sounds that are otherwise identical have different meanings, and that
difference in meaning must be linked to the difference between p and b. The kind
of contrast demonstrated by pat and bat is called sequential contrast.

Sequential contrast is different from what is known as simultaneous contrast
(that is, distinctions of one feature within a single, co-occurrent bundle of features).
As we just saw, the contrast between the English sounds p and b (when these sounds
are not in a sequence of sounds) is an example of simultaneous contrast. P and b
each consist of co-occurrent features, and they differ only in one of those features,
namely, voicing. Similarly, in the Stokoe view of signs as simultaneously produced
parameters, there are many pairs of signs that are in contrast. For example, in the
Stokoe system, the following pairs of signs are considered minimal pairs.

MOTHER FATHER contrast in location

SIT CHAIR contrast in movement

RED SWEET contrast in handshape

In all of the pairs, the signs differ in only one of the co-occurrent parts.
In the Stokoe system, contrast is seen as simultaneous contrast, and the issue of

sequential contrast is not discussed. However, there are examples of sequential con-
trast in ASL, and because these examples exist, a system for describing ASL struc-
ture must be able to describe and account for any sign in the language. An example
of sequential contrast in ASL can be seen in the pair of signs christian and
congress. congress is produced with a sequence of locations on the upper chest;
christian is produced almost exactly like congress, except that its final location
is the lower torso. The contrast between the two signs lies in the difference in
one feature, the final location. Similarly, in the one-handed version of the sign
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children, the palm orientation is down, while in the one-handed version of die,
the palm is down and then up. The contrast between the two signs is in the se-
quence of orientation, down-down as opposed to down-up.

The Dictionary of American Sign Language (DASL) describes the location of
the sign give as Ø, the neutral location for signs without body contact. However,
the contrast between the signs first-person-give-to-third-person and third-

person-give-to-first-person is precisely in the location, and both of those signs
show a sequence of locations.

It is very important to understand that many signs have sequences of hand-
shapes, locations, orientations, or nonmanual signals but that the sequence is not
contrastive. For example, some signs show a sequence of nonmanual signals, as
with the sign admit, which first has the lips pursed as the palm contacts the chest,
and then the mouth opens as the hand moves away from the chest. A similar se-
quence occurs in one version of the sign finally as the hands change orientation
(see Figure 15). Without these nonmanual signals, the signs are not properly pro-

FINALLY

FINALLY (PAH)

FIGURE 15. Two versions of FINALLY.



duced, and the sequence within the nonmanual signal cannot be reversed. It is not
possible to begin with an open mouth and end with closed lips. It would seem then,
that sequence in nonmanual signals is very important.

Many signs have a sequence of locations; that is, first one and then the other.
For example, the sign deaf begins just below the ear and ends on the chin. How-
ever, it can begin the other way around, on the chin, and end just below the ear.
This is an example of variation in ASL, variation that occurs for stylistic or regional
or grammatical reasons. What is important is that the variation lies in the sequence
of locations. Since the sign means the same thing whether it begins at the ear or the
chin, it is not an example of contrast, but the sequence of locations still is impor-
tant in understanding the structure of ASL and how it can vary.

It is important to remember that sign languages show sequential contrast in the
same way that spoken languages do, and it is very important for the system used to
describe the sign language to represent that fact.

SUMMARY

The following list summarizes some of the problems with the Stokoe transcription
system.

1. Detail in the description of ASL signs. For example,
Location

HEAVEN Ø
SIGN Ø
CHILDREN Ø

Handshape
GIVE O
NUMBER O
NOTHING O

2. The representation of sequence in ASL signs.
a. million BɑB

...
x.�x. Movement repeated, sequence of movement.

b. congress and christian both have a sequence of location, and the only dif-
ference between them is the final location. However, in the Stokoe system, this
sequence of location is not shown. They are transcribed as follows:
congress []Cx >x

christian ��[]BBV

The same location is given for both, [ ], which means “trunk, body from shoul-
ders to hips.” 

c. die BɒBɑɑ
ɒ

The sign has two orientations in sequence (R:palm up→down;L:down→ up),
and that is shown in the movement. However, signs like one-handed die and
one-handed children, which each have a sequence of orientations and seem
to differ only in orientation, are not distinguished as such in the Stokoe system.

d. deaf ∪G^x�x

The sign has two locations in sequence (chin→ cheek), and that is shown in the
movement. This sign also can be made from cheek→ chin. The Stokoe system
does not show this.
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e. give ØO�O�
ɑ
�

The specific location of the hand provides information about who is the sub-
ject and who is the object of the verb. The Stokoe system does not include this
information.

f. admit and finally are among the many signs that include a nonmanual signal.
The parts of the nonmanual signal must be produced in sequence. However, in
the Stokoe system, no mention is made of the nonmanual signal, much less of
the fact that the parts of the signal must occur in sequence.
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UNIT
4

The Movement–Hold Model

GOAL
To explain the basic principles of the Movement–Hold Model

SUPPLEMENTAL READING
“American Sign Language: The Phonological Base,” by Scott K. Lid-
dell and Robert E. Johnson (1989); pp. 267–306

In unit 3, we examined ways in which the labelling system devised by Stokoe can-
not adequately describe the structures of signs, specifically in the areas of level of de-
tail and sequentiality. In this unit, we will very briefly describe a system developed
by Scott K. Liddell and Robert E. Johnson. We will refer to this system as the Move-
ment–Hold Model. Though details of the model are numerous and complex, its ba-
sic claims about sign language structure are important. The basic claims reflect a
perspective about the structure of signs that significantly differs from Stokoe’s per-
spective, and it is important to understand that difference in perspective.

The basic claim about the structure of signs in the Movement–Hold Model is
that signs consist of hold segments and movement segments that are produced se-
quentially. Information about the handshape, location, orientation, and nonman-
ual signals is represented in bundles of articulatory features. These bundles of ar-
ticulatory features are similar to the ones we described in unit 3 for the sounds of
spoken languages. Holds are defined as periods of time during which all aspects of
the articulation bundle are in a steady state; movements are defined as periods of
time during which some aspect of the articulation is in transition. More than one
parameter can change at once. A sign may only have a change of handshape or lo-
cation, but it may have a change of both handshape and location, and these
changes take place during the movement segment. For example, in the sign
understand, only the handshape changes; in the sign false, only the location
changes; however, in the sign fascinating, both the handshape and the location
change, while the sign is moving.
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Let’s look at some more examples. The sign week is shown on this page in a
simplified version of the Movement–Hold notation.

WEEK

SEGMENTS

RIGHT HAND Hold (H) Movement (M) Hold (H)

handshape 1 1 
location base of tip of 

left hand left hand  articulatory

orientation palm down palm down 
bundle

nonmanual signal — — 
LEFT HAND

handshape B 
location front of torso  articulatory

orientation palm  bundle

nonmanual signal — 

The sign week begins with a hold (H), with the right hand (for right-handed sign-
ers) at the base of the left hand. It then moves (M) to the tip of the left hand and
ends with a hold in that location. The change in the sign is in the location of the
active hand, from base to tip of the passive hand.

The one-handed sign guess is written as follows:

GUESS

SEGMENTS

RIGHT HAND H M H

handshape C S

location right eye left cheek

orientation palm up palm down

nonmanual signal — —

This sign begins with a hold at the level of the right eye and then moves left and
ends in a hold near the left cheek. The sign begins with a C handshape and ends
with an S handshape, and the palm orientation begins with the palm facing left and
ends with the palm facing downward.

Not all signs have a hold-movement-hold (H M H) structure (see Table 1).
While there are at least six possible sign structures, H M is not among them (see
Figure 16). As you can see, not all combinations are acceptable in the structure of
the language. Though the details of the complete Liddell and Johnson Movement–
Hold system are beyond the scope of this course, it is important to understand three
basic components of the system. 



TABLE 1. Possible Sign Structures

STRUCTURE SIGN

Movement (M) ALWAYS, SOMETHING

Hold (H) COLOR, STUDYa

M H THINK, KNOW, MY

M H M H CONGRESS,b FLOWER

M M M H CHAIR, SCHOOL, PAPER

a The wiggling of the fingers in these signs is described as inter-
nal movement.
b Liddell and Johnson (1989) show the structure of CONGRESS as
M H M M H (see p. 280).

ALWAYS Structure: M COLOR Structure: H THINK Structure: M H

CONGRESS Structure: M H M H SCHOOL Structure: M M M H

FIGURE 16. Examples of possible sign structures.



1. The Liddell and Johnson system makes the claim that the basic units of signs—
movements and holds—are produced sequentially. The information about hand-
shape, location, orientation, and nonmanual signals is represented in bundles of
articulatory features found in each unit. This claim is very different from Stokoe’s
claim that the parameters of signs are produced simultaneously, but it parallels
claims about the segmental structure of spoken languages. Liddell and Johnson
claim sign languages and spoken languages are the same in their basic structure,
adding support to arguments that sign languages are legitimate and viable lan-
guages. Sign languages are not unlike spoken languages, as Stokoe said. They are
like them in the most basic way.

2. The Liddell and Johnson system solves the descriptive problems presented by the
Stokoe system. Sequence is very important and contrastive in some signs, and this
system can describe sequence very efficiently. The system also provides adequate
detail for the description of signs, and it provides a way to clearly describe and ex-
plain the numerous processes that take place in sign language.

3. Linguists and others who analyze signs are able to identify the movements and
holds in signs and explain where the information about handshape, location, ori-
entation, and nonmanual signals is described. What may differ among linguists’
analyses is the number of primes for each parameter—for example, Stokoe
counted 19 handshape primes, while Liddell and Johnson counted more than
150. In the Movement–Hold model, a sign such as think, for example, would lead
to the following representation:

THINK

SEGMENTS

M H

handshape 1 1
location near forehead forehead
orientation palm down palm down
nonmanual signal — —

Different segmental structure may reflect a difference in meaning. Another
good example of this is the difference in segmental structure between sit (M H)
and chair (M M M H). In the case of help, the difference in segmental structure
may reflect a generational or regional difference—older signers may use the H M H
variant, while younger signers may use the M H M M H one. The important concept
to remember is that differences in meaning or regional and generational differences
are differences in the actual way that the signs are put together. The Liddell and John-
son model provides a clear and precise way to describe these differences.

REFERENCE

Liddell, S. K., and Johnson, R. E. (1989). American Sign Language: The phonologi-
cal base. Sign Language Studies 64:195–277.
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Homework Assignment 4

1. Identify the segments in the following signs:

Example: DRY H M H

a. FALSE f. SIT k. HELP p. BRING

b. ALWAYS g. CHAIR l. BROKE (no money) q. WRITE

c. EAT h. CAN’T m. PREACH r. KING

d. COLOR i. INTERESTING n. WEAK s. WHERE

e. PAPER j. WEEK o. ARRIVE t. BLACK

2. Transcribe the following five signs in the Liddell and Johnson model and in the Stokoe system and com-
pare your transcriptions. If possible, consult the DASL directly for Stokoe’s transcriptions of these signs.

a. UNDERSTAND

b. BLACK

c. DEAF

d. SIT

e. CHAIR
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UNIT
5

Phonological Processes

GOAL
To understand some phonological processes in ASL

Now that we have talked about the parts of signs and how they are organized, we
can talk about ways in which that order may vary. The parts of signs may occur in
different orders, and the parts of signs may influence each other. These variations
are due to phonological processes. In this unit, we will discuss four of them: move-
ment epenthesis, hold deletion, metathesis, and assimilation.

MOVEMENT EPENTHESIS

Signs occur in sequence, which means that the segments that make up signs occur
in sequence. Sometimes a movement segment is added between the last segment
of one sign and the first segment of the next sign. This process of adding a move-
ment segment is called movement epenthesis. It is illustrated in the sequence of
signs father study (see Figure 17). The basic form of both signs is a hold with in-
ternal movement, as follows:

FATHER STUDY

(right hand)

H H

When the two signs occur in sequence, a movement is inserted between the two
holds, so that the sequence looks like this:

FATHER STUDY

H M H

We will return to movement epenthesis when we discuss fingerspelling.

HOLD DELETION

Movement epenthesis is related to another phonological process called hold dele-
tion. Hold deletion eliminates holds between movements when signs occur in se-
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quence. For example, the sign good is composed of a hold, a movement, and a
hold. The sign idea is also composed of a hold, a movement, and a hold. When the
two signs occur in sequence, a movement is inserted between the last segment of
good and the first segment of idea (another example of movement epenthesis).
What also happens is that the last hold of good and the first hold of idea are elim-
inated, so the structure is hold-movement-movement-movement-hold (see Figure
18). The whole process would look as follows:

Basic sign: GOOD IDEA

H M H H M H

Movement Epenthesis: H M H M H M H

Hold Deletion: H M M M H

This is a fairly common process in ASL, and we will return to it when we talk about
compounds.
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FATHER STUDY

FATHER STUDY

FIGURE 17. An example of movement epenthesis.



METATHESIS

Sometimes parts of the segments of a sign can change places. This process of
changing place is called metathesis. To illustrate metathesis, look at the basic struc-
ture of the sign deaf:

DEAF

M H M H

handshape 1 1 1 1

location cheek cheek jaw jaw

orientation palm out palm out palm out palm out

However, the location feature of the first and last segment might be reversed (see
Figure 19). In that case, deaf would look like this:
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GOOD IDEA

GOOD IDEA

FIGURE 18. An example of hold deletion.



DEAF

M H M H

handshape 1 1 1 1

location jaw jaw cheek cheek

orientation palm out palm out palm out palm out

Many signs allow segments to change place, including congress, flower,

restaurant, honeymoon, navy, twins, bachelor, parents, home, and head.
Other signs do not allow the location feature of segments to change place, such as
body, king, christ, indian, blouse, thanksgiving, children, and thing. In unit
1 of part 6 we will talk about variation and what motivates signs like deaf to exhibit
variation.
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FIGURE 19. An example of metathesis.

DEAF DEAF

ME INFORM

FIGURE 20. An example of assimilation.



ASSIMILATION

Assimilation means that a segment takes on the characteristics of another segment
near it, usually the one just before it or after it. A good example of this is the hand-
shape in the sign pro.1 (1st person, “I”). The basic handshape is a 1, but when
the sign occurs in a sequence, very often the handshape changes to match the
handshape of another sign in the sequence. When signers produce the sequence 
pro.1 inform, very often the handshape of pro.1 changes from 1 to O because of
the handshape of inform (see Figure 20). Likewise, when signers produce the se-
quence pro.1 know, very often the 1 handshape of pro.1 becomes the Bent B
handshape of know. We will talk about assimilation more when we talk about com-
pounds in part three.
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UNIT
6

Summary

GOAL
To summarize the principles of ASL phonology

In this unit, we will summarize the material that has been covered on ASL phonol-
ogy. The key points to remember are as follows:

1. Like the symbols of spoken languages, the symbols of sign languages have parts.
2. The study of the smallest contrastive parts of a language is called phonology.
3. Before Stokoe’s analysis, signs were thought to be unanalyzable wholes.
4. Stokoe’s model makes the claim that signs are composed of three simultaneously

produced parameters—the location, the handshape, and the movement. Stokoe
demonstrated simultaneous but not sequential contrast.

5. Liddell and Johnson’s model makes the claim that signs are composed of sequen-
tially produced movements and holds. The handshape, location, orientation, and
nonmanual information is contained in bundles of articulatory features. Sequen-
tial contrast can be demonstrated.

6. The Movement–Hold Model allows for the level of detail needed for the adequate
description of sign structure and of sign processes in ASL.

7. The Movement–Hold Model demonstrates that the fundamental structure of sign
languages is parallel to the fundamental structure of spoken languages. Stokoe
stated that the structure of sign language is fundamentally different from the struc-
ture of spoken languages. He supported this theory with his claim that the para-
meters are simultaneously produced.

8. There are phonological processes in ASL that may influence how the parts of signs
are produced or the order in which the parts are produced.

PERSPECTIVES ON THE STRUCTURE OF SIGNS

1. Before Stokoe, signs were thought of as unanalyzable wholes.
Stokoe (1960; 1965) described and analyzed signs. From his research, he con-

cluded that signs have parts; signs have three parameters—handshape, movement,
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and location. (Orientation was added to the system later.) According to Stokoe,
sign morphemes are different from the morphemes and words of spoken languages
because they are seen as simultaneously, not sequentially produced.

Liddell and Johnson (1982 to the present) agreed with Stokoe that signs have
parts, but they disagreed on the number of parts. Liddell and Johnson found that
signs have five parameters—handshape, movement, location, orientation, and
nonmanual signals.

2. Most signs can be segmented into movements and holds.
Liddell and Johnson also found sign language phonology parallels spoken lan-

guage phonology. Both spoken languages and sign languages divide the segments
that make up the words or signs into two major types of units:
a. Consonants and vowels in spoken languages.
b. Holds and movements in sign languages.
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UNIT
1

Phonology vs. Morphology:
What’s the Difference?

GOAL
To understand the difference between phonology and morphology

SUPPLEMENTAL READINGS
Files 40, 42, and 43 from Language Files: Materials for an Introduction
to Language, by M. Crabtree and J. Powers (1991); pp. 307–317

In part two, we defined phonology as the study of the smallest contrastive parts of
language. In American Sign Language, signs are made up of hold segments and
movement segments. A hold segment has handshape, location, orientation, and
nonmanual features, and likewise, a movement segment has handshape, location,
orientation, and nonmanual features.

In comparing the signs lousy, awkward, and preach with the signs three-

months, three-dollars, and nine-weeks, we saw that the handshape in lousy,

awkward, and preach has no separate meaning. In those three signs, as in many
others, the handshape, location, orientation and nonmanual information combine
to produce one meaning. The separate parts can be identified, but they do not each
have separate meaning. That is not the case, however, in three-months, three-

dollars, and nine-weeks. In these three signs, the handshape does have a sepa-
rate meaning—it indicates a specific quantity. To change the handshape in the sign
three-dollars immediately changes the meaning of the quantity of money being
signed. To change the handshape in nine-weeks or three-months changes the
meaning of the number of weeks or months being talked about. (This process will
be discussed more in unit 2, when we talk about numeral incorporation.) 

Phonology is the study of the smallest contrastive parts of language. The parts
of language that we study in phonology do not have meaning. So when we study
phonology and we look at the sign three-months, we are simply interested in the
fact that the sign has a handshape, a location, an orientation, and a movement. The
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fact that the handshape has the specific meaning of the quantity three is part of
morphology.

MORPHOLOGY

Morphology is the study of the smallest meaningful units in language and of how
those meaningful units are used to build new words or signs. Put another way, mor-
phology is the study of word formation, of how a language uses smaller units to
build larger units.

The smallest meaningful unit in a language is a morpheme. Some morphemes
can occur by themselves, as independent units. These are called free morphemes.
The English words cat and sit are examples of free morphemes; the ASL signs cat

and lousy are examples of free morphemes. Some morphemes cannot occur as in-
dependent units; they must occur with other morphemes. These are called bound
morphemes. The English plural -s (cats) and third person -s (sits) are examples of
bound morphemes; the 3 handshape in the ASL signs three-weeks and three-

months are examples of bound morphemes. And as we will see, while a morpheme
is often an identifiable form, a morpheme may also be a process.

Languages have many ways to build new words or signs. Using the patterns of
words or signs that already exist, they can create totally new forms. They can also
make compound words or signs by combining two forms that already exist. They
can borrow words or signs from other languages, and ASL can create new signs
based on the writing system of English. We will discuss examples of all these pro-
cesses in ASL.
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UNIT
2

Deriving Nouns from Verbs in ASL

GOAL
To be able to explain how nouns are derived from verbs in ASL

In unit 1, we said that morphology is the study of word formation, of how a language
uses meaningful units to build new words or signs. One example of a morphological
process is the way that a language uses verbs to derive nouns. That is, the verbs that
are already in the language are used to create nouns. English has a group of verbs
from which nouns have been made. In each of these cases, the difference between
the verbs and nouns is found in the stress placed on different syllables (see Table 2).

From the examples in Table 2, two regular patterns emerge.

1. The verbs tend to be stressed on the second syllable (some verbs can receive stress
on either syllable, such as import or contrast), and the nouns tend to be stressed on

TABLE 2. Nouns Derived from Verbs in English

VERBS NOUNS

convíct cónvict
segmént ségment
subjéct súbject
presént présent
impáct ímpact
impórt ímport
incréase íncrease
contrást cóntrast
insúlt ínsult
insért ínsert
protést prótest
convért cónvert
projéct próject
rebél rébel
conflíct cónflict

Note: The stress is indicated by the slash mark over the vowel.



the first syllable. Stress means that a particular sound in a word, usually a vowel, is
more prominent; that is, it is said with more emphasis.

2. Because of the difference in stress between a noun and a verb, the vowels in the
two words sound different. This means, for example, that the vowel sounds in the
first syllable of the verb convert and in the noun convert sound different.

This is just one of the regular patterns in the relationship between verbs and nouns.
Another example in English occurs when the suffix -er is added to verbs, which
transforms the verbs into nouns. For example, adding -er to the English verbs write,
dance, walk, and think, results in the nouns writer, dancer, walker, and thinker.
Again, there is a regular pattern in the relationship between verbs and nouns.
These patterns illustrate an earlier point—morphology is about the creation of new
units, and one way to create new units is to take a form that already exists in the lan-
guage and change it in some way.

These two examples from English morphology illustrate the difference between
a morpheme that is a form and a morpheme that is a process. In the case of adding -
er to a verb in order to form a noun (walk/walker), -er is a form that consists of two
sounds; it is a form that is added on to other forms to create a new word. Since it can-
not occur by itself, it is a bound morpheme. However, in the case of the verb subjéct
and the noun súbject, we can’t identify a specific form that is added to the verb to de-
rive the noun; in other words, we can’t see a morpheme. We can see that the stress
on the verbs is consistently different from the stress on the nouns. On the verbs, it is
generally on the second syllable, while on the nouns, it is on the first syllable (for ex-
ample, contést/cóntest, progréss/prógress). The process of moving the stress to the
first syllable results in the creation of a noun related to the verb. This concept of the
morpheme as a process is important in understanding ASL morphology.

ASL also has verbs and nouns that show a regular pattern. Some examples of
verbs and nouns that are related in ASL are listed in Table 3.

These noun-verb pairs were first analyzed by Ted Supalla and Elissa Newport,
two researchers who published their findings in 1978. Supalla and Newport no-
ticed that there are pairs of verbs and nouns in ASL that differ from each other only
in the movement of the sign. For example, in the pair sit and chair, the hand-
shape, location, and orientation of the two signs are the same, but the movement
is different. It is the movement that creates the difference in meaning between the
two signs. In the same way, the handshape, location, and orientation of fly and
airplane are the same, but the movement is different.

Supalla and Newport focused on movement and described the differences be-
tween verb movement and noun movement in great detail. By looking at pairs of
verbs and nouns within the Liddell and Johnson framework for describing signs,
we can say that related verbs and nouns may have the same handshape, location,
and orientation, and that the noun simply repeats or reduplicates the segmen-
tal structure of the verb (see Figure 21). The segmental structure is the move-
ments and holds of a sign. So, for example, the basic structure of the verb sit is
Movement-Hold, and the basic structure of the noun chair is Movement-Hold-
Movement-Movement-Hold. A diagram of the structure of the two signs is as follows:
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SIT CHAIR

M H M H M M H

Notice the movement after the first hold in chair. This is an example of move-
ment epenthesis (see p. 42), which happens when nouns are derived from verbs in
ASL. The basic structure of the verb is repeated, so when the last segment of the
verb is a hold, a movement is added before the first segment of the verb is repeated.
The result of reduplicating the verb structure is not simply M H M H; it is M H M
M H. In production, the first H may be deleted, resulting in M M M H. Verbs have
different segmental structure (the basic structure of sit [M H] is different from the
basic structure of open-book [H M H]), but in both cases, the basic structure of the
verb is repeated, with movements added in order to form the noun. Look through
the list of verbs and nouns below and describe the basic structure of the verbs; note
how that basic structure is repeated to form the noun. 

This process of repetition is called reduplication. Similar to the derivation of
nouns from verbs in English, the morpheme in ASL is the process of reduplication.
We do not add a form to the ASL morpheme sit to derive the noun “chair”; we re-
peat the morpheme sit.

The process of adding bound morphemes to other forms to create new units is
called affixation. Plural -s (cats), third person -s (follows), and -er (walker) are all af-
fixes in English; specifically, they are suffixes. English also has prefixes, such as un-
in untie or re- in reschedule. There may be some examples of affixation in ASL, such
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TABLE 3. Related Verbs and Nouns in ASL

VERBS NOUNS

FLY AIRPLANE
GO-BY-BOAT BOAT
GO-BY-SKIS SKIS
CALL NAME
SELL STORE
OPEN-BOOK BOOK
SIT CHAIR
PUT-GAS-IN GAS
OPEN-DOOR DOOR
CLOSE-WINDOW WINDOW
PUT-ON-CLOTHES CLOTHES
PUT-ON-HEARING-AID HEARING-AID
PUT-ON-PERFUME PERFUME
LICK-ICE-CREAM ICE-CREAM
COMB-HAIR COMB
USE-BROOM BROOM
USE-SHOVEL SHOVEL 
PAINT PAINT
IRON-CLOTHES IRON
ICE-SKATE ICE-SKATES
ROLLER-SKATE ROLLER-SKATES
PRINT NEWSPAPER
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as the agentive suffix in signs like teacher, lawyer, and actor, but the real origin
of these signs is not clear. At this point, it seems that when ASL and English create
new units from already existing units, they tend to do it in fundamentally different
ways. English and many spoken languages frequently use affixation; ASL tends to
repeat or change the segmental structure of the original form, while keeping parts
of that form, including the handshape, the location, and the orientation. We will
see other examples of this in later units.

REFERENCE
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SIT CHAIR

OPEN-BOOK BOOK

FIGURE 21. Noun and verb pairs that differ in movement.



Homework Assignment 5

1. The videotape (The Snowmobile story) has examples of nouns that have related verbs in ASL and ex-
amples of verbs that have related nouns in ASL. Find one example of each.

a. Noun on the videotape:

b. Related ASL verb (may not be on videotape):

c. Verb on the videotape:

d. Related ASL noun (may not be on videotape):

2. Find three more examples of noun-verb pairs not listed in the book.

a.

b.

c.

3. Which of the following sets are noun-verb pairs in ASL and which have related signs for the noun and
the verb?

a. PUT-IN-JAIL JAIL

b. PUT-ON-EARRING EARRING

c. SHOOT-GUN GUN

d. MAIL-LETTER LETTER

e. DRIVE-CAR CAR
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UNIT
3

Compounds

GOAL 
To be able to explain how compounds are formed in ASL

COMPOUNDS IN ASL

In unit 2, we saw that one way that ASL can create new signs is by deriving nouns
from verbs. In this unit, we will look at another way that ASL can create new signs.
Sometimes a language creates new words by taking two words (free morphemes)
that it already has and putting them together. This process is called compounding.
Both English and ASL have many compounds. We will first look at some examples
from English.

In English, the word green is combined with the word house to make the word
greenhouse. The word black is combined with the word board to make the word
blackboard. Some other examples of English compounds are hatrack, railroad,
bookcase, blackberry, showroom, and homework.

When nouns are derived from verbs in English or in ASL, a regular pattern can
be described. A pattern can also be described for the formation of compounds. In
English, when two words come together to form a compound, two fairly pre-
dictable changes take place.

1. The stress (that is, the emphasis) is usually on the first word of the compound, and
the stress on the second word is usually reduced or lost. When the word green and
the word house come together to form the compound greenhouse, the stress is on
the word green: gréenhouse.

2. A new meaning is created when two words come together to form a compound.
For example, greenhouse does not mean a house that is green, it has the specific
meaning of a place where plants are grown. Blackboard does not mean a board that
is black, it means a board that is used for instructional purposes, which may be
black, green, or brown.

The research done by Supalla and Newport on nouns and verbs in ASL has al-
ready been mentioned. Another researcher, Scott Liddell, has done a great deal of
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research on compounds in ASL (see Table 4 for examples of ASL compounds). He
noticed that when two signs come together to form a compound, predictable
changes take place as the result of rule application, just as they do in English-
compound formation. There are two kinds of rules that cause the changes—mor-
phological and phonological.

Morphological rules are applied specifically to create new meaningful units
(in this case, compounds). Three morphological rules are used to create com-
pounds in ASL: (1) the first contact rule, (2) the single sequence rule, and (3) the
weak hand anticipation rule.

1. Sometimes the hold segment of a sign includes contact on the body or the other
hand (+c). In compounding, the first or only contact hold is kept. This means that
if two signs come together to form a compound and the first sign has a contact hold
in it, that hold will stay. A preceding movement may be deleted. If the first sign
does not have a contact hold but the second sign does, that contact hold will stay.
It is important to notice that while the hold may appear in the compound, the ac-
tual contact may not. For example, the sign good has the structure

H M H
+ contact + contact

The sign night has the structure:
M H(+)

+ contact

The (+) following the H in night means that the sequence M H is repeated. When
the sign good and the sign night come together to form the compound
good � night, the first contact hold of good is kept, and one movement-hold se-
quence of night is kept. The transition to the compound is as follows:
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TABLE 4. ASL Compounds

ASL COMPOUND ENGLISH TRANSLATION

GIRL � SAME “sister”

BOY � SAME “brother”

MOTHER � FATHER “parents”

BLUE � SPOT “bruise”

THINK � MARRY “believe”

THINK � SAME-AS “it’s like”; “for example”

THINK � TOUCH “be obsessed with”

TALK � NAME “mention”

FACE � NEW “stranger”

GOOD � ENOUGH “just barely adequate”

JESUS � BOOK “Bible” 

LOOK � STRONG “resemble”

Note: The symbol between the two glosses indicates that the sign is a compound.



GOOD NIGHT
H M H M H(+)
+c +c +c

GOOD � NIGHT

H M M H
+c +c

It happens that both good and night have contact holds. But in the compound
think � same, only think has a contact hold. The structure of think is
M H

+c

The structure of same is M H M H; it does not have contact holds. When think

and same come together to form a compound, the contact hold in think is
kept, and one movement hold sequence of same is dropped. The structure of
think � same results from these changes.

THINK SAME
M H M H M H

+c

THINK � SAME

H M M H
+c

Notice that in the compounds good � night and think � same, an M is added af-
ter the final H in good and think. This is an epenthetic M, which we will discuss
shortly.

2. When compounds are made in ASL, internal movement or the repetition of move-
ment is eliminated. This is called the simple sequence rule. We saw in the sign
night that the M H sequence is repeated. Other signs that show repetition include
girl, work, and name. Signs that have internal movement include mother and
father. The internal movement occurs while the hand is in the hold segment. In
mother and father, the wiggling of the fingers is the internal movement. When
these signs come together with other signs to form compounds, the repetition or
internal movement is eliminated. For example, the following compounds don’t
show any repetition:
GIRL � SAME “sister”
TALK � NAME “mention”

And in the sign for “parents,” the fingers do not wiggle as they do in the individual
signs mother and father.

3. When two signs are combined to form a compound, if often happens that the
signer’s weak hand anticipates the second sign in the compound. For example, in
the compound sister (girl � same), you will notice that the weak hand appears in
the space in front of the signer with the 1 handshape of the sign same at the same
time that the active hand is producing the sign girl. This can also be seen in the
compound believe (think � marry) in which the weak hand appears with the
C handshape of the sign marry while the active hand produces the sign think.
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Phonological rules may be applied whenever signs are produced in sequence
and do not result in any changes in meaning. We see at least three different phono-
logical rules occurring with compounding: (1) movement epenthesis, (2) hold
deletion, and (3) assimilation.

1. We described movement epenthesis in the unit on phonological processes. It in-
volves adding a movement segment between the last segment of one sign and the
first segment of the next sign. An example of movement epenthesis in compound-
ing can be seen in the compound think � same, where a movement segment is
added between the final hold of think and the first movement of same. It should
be noted that in the final production of a compound, the epenthetic movement
may assimilate to a following movement. For example, in the sign sister, an
epenthetic movement occurs between the final hold of the first sign, girl, and the
initial movement of the second sign, same, producing the structure H M M H.
However, the structure of the compound in actual production is H M H.

2. A second phonological rule that applies when two signs come together to form a com-
pound is that noncontact holds between movements are eliminated. This is an ex-
ample of the process of hold deletion that was discussed in part 2 unit 5. For example,
the structure of the sign look is M H. The structure of the sign strong is H M H.
None of the holds in these two signs have contact with the body or with the other
hand. When these two signs come together to form a compound, they look like this:

LOOK STRONG
M H M H M H

An epenthetic M occurs between the two signs. The holds between the move-
ments are eliminated and the result is

LOOK STRONG

M H H M H

LOOK � STRONG

M M M H

Notice that this is the structure of the compound when it is first formed. Another
version of the compound consists of H M H, with the index finger touching the
nose on the first hold (see Figure 22).

3. As we said in the unit on phonological processes, assimilation means that a seg-
ment takes on the characteristics of another segment near it, usually the one just
before it or after it. Assimilation occurs frequently in ASL compounds. In the com-
pound believe, the handshape of the sign think may change to look more like the
handshape of the sign marry; in resemble (look � strong), the location of the
sign strong may be closer to the location of the sign look.

The result of compounding is that a new meaning is created. It may not be pos-
sible to predict the meaning of the new sign simply by looking at the two signs that
form the compound. For example, the signs think and marry form the compound
believe, but new signers cannot guess the meaning of the compound and many na-
tive signers are surprised to learn the origin of the compound. Likewise, the signs
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look and strong come together to form the sign resemble, but the meaning of the
compound is not obvious simply from the joining of the two signs. Similarly in En-
glish, simply knowing the meaning of the words green and house that form the com-
pound greenhouse will not be sufficient to figure out the meaning of the compound.

In summary, we see that, as in English, compound formation in ASL is a rule-
governed process. ASL has a way of creating new signs by putting together signs that
already exist in the language, and when two signs come together to form a com-
pound, predictable and describable changes happen.
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LOOK � STRONG

LOOK � STRONG

FIGURE 22. Two versions of the compound LOOK � STRONG.
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Homework Assignment 6

1. For each of the English translations of ASL compounds listed below, write which two signs come together
to form the compound and describe what changes happen when the two signs come together.

Example: “sister” GIRL SAME

M H M M H M H M M H

Changes: +c +c +c +c

Morphological Rules:

Single Sequence M H M H

+c +c

First Contact Hold H M H

+c +c

Weak Hand Anticipation yes

Phonological Rules:

Movement Epenthesis H M M H

+c +c

Assimilation (possibly handshape of GIRL, orientation of SAME, movement)

Result: H M H

+c +c

a. “believe” e. “Bible”

b. “wife” f. “resemble”

c. “husband” g. “mention”

d. “home”

2. List at least four other compounds in which the first sign is either THINK or MIND.

Example: THINK � TOUCH “be obsessed with”

3. There are three compound signs on the videotape. Find them and write down which two signs form each
compound and its English translation.
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UNIT
4

Lexicalized Fingerspelling and Loan Signs

GOAL
To be able to explain lexicalized fingerspelling and loan signs in ASL

FINGERSPELLING

ASL creates new signs in a third way—by representing the symbols of written En-
glish with ASL signs. This process is commonly referred to as fingerspelling (see
Table 5). We will refer to these signs as fingerspelled signs. In the examples discussed
in this unit, the symbol # placed before a gloss indicates that the sign is fingerspelled.

Robbin Battison, an ASL linguist, did the first research on fingerspelling in
ASL. He noticed, among many things, that when a written English word is repre-
sented with ASL signs, different changes may take place. It is important to notice
that what have traditionally been called the “letters” of fingerspelling are ASL signs,
each with a segmental structure and a handshape, location, and orientation. It is
true that the handshapes of the signs may resemble the written symbol and it is true
that fingerspelling in ASL is the direct result of language contact with English. For
example, the handshape of the sign C may look like the written English symbol C,
but the sign is a sign and not a letter.

From a morphological perspective, these signs are free morphemes. A signer
may produce each morpheme distinctly in what we will call full fingerspelling.
This is represented with dashes, as in w-h-a-t (see Figure 23). In actual produc-
tion, however, changes often take place when fingerspelling morphemes are pro-
duced in sequence. A number of separate morphemes may begin to act like one
single morpheme, like a single sign. This what we refer to as lexicalized finger-
spelling, and we use the symbol # to mark it, as in Figure 23. Eight of the changes
that are part of the lexicalization process are described in the following section.
These changes were first described by Battison (1978).

Some of the Signs May Be Deleted

In the fingerspelling of #yes, there is a sign Y and a sign S; there is no sign E. While
there are signs in ASL with one handshape or two handshapes in sequence, there
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are no signs with more than two handshapes in sequence. However, many finger-
spelled signs start out with four or more handshapes (for example, #back, #rare,
#sure, #what, and #early). It seems that fingerspelled signs undergo pressure to
conform to the rules of ASL structure. One of these rules seems to be “no more
than two handshapes are allowed in a sign.” This may explain why some signs in
fingerspelled signs are deleted, as in #back.

Another rule seems to govern the acceptable sequence of handshapes in a
sign. That is, it seems that some handshapes can only be followed by certain other

TABLE 5. Fingerspelled Signs in ASL

#BANK #DO
#BACK #SO
#OFF #OK
#ON #KO
#IF #JOB
#SALE #YES
#EARLY #NO
#BUT #DOG
#BUS #TOY
#CAR #FIX
#HA #WHAT

W H A T

#WHAT

FIGURE 23. Fingerspelled versions of WHAT: W-H-A-T and #WHAT.
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handshapes. For example, the sequence of handshapes in the sign chicken is
from an Open L-like handshape to a closed Flat O-like handshape. This sequence
occurs naturally in ASL. A very similar sequence occurs in the lexicalized finger-
spelled sign #no. The handshape sequence in #no fits the pattern for handshape
sequences in ASL. However, the sequence of handshapes in the lexicalized fin-
gerspelled sign #job is unlike any ASL sign; it is not an acceptable sequence.

The Location May Change

Battison described the usual place for fingerspelling to take place as an area just be-
low and in front of the signer’s dominant shoulder. In fact, when names or English
words are fingerspelled for the first time, they are often fingerspelled in this area.
However, fingerspelling is not restricted to this area; the location can change. For
example, if someone is obsessed with food, people can talk about the person in a
teasing way by fingerspelling #food on the forehead. In addition, we will see many
examples in which the location of a fingerspelled sign includes grammatical in-
formation concerning the subject or object of a verb.

Handshapes May Change

In the fingerspelled sign #car, the C handshape has the thumb extended and in-
volves principally the index and middle finger, and the R also has the thumb ex-
tended. The sign B in the fingerspelled sign #back has the fingers hooked.

Movement May Be Added

Within the Liddell and Johnson framework, a fingerspelled sign begins as individ-
ual signs that are symbols for English orthographic symbols. Each sign is basically
a hold with a handshape, location, and orientation, and these holds are produced
in sequence. When a series of holds are produced in sequence, movements are nat-
urally added in the transition between holds. This is an example of the process of
movement epenthesis. 

The basic structure of the fingerspelled sign #back is as follows:

BACK

H H H H

handshape B A C K
location sh sh sh sh
orientation palm out palm out palm out palm out

However, when a signer produces the holds in sequence, movement is naturally
added between the holds. The final structure of the fingerspelled sign could prob-
ably be described as H M H. 

The addition of movement also may be accompanied by a change in location.
For example, in the fingerspelling of #yes, the movement includes a dip in the wrist
followed by a pulling back of the S sign; the fingerspelled sign #sale includes a
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counterclockwise circular movement; the sign #sure involves a movement for-
ward with the R sign and a movement backward with the E sign.

The Orientation May Change

The palm orientation of a sign may change in a fingerspelled English word. For ex-
ample, in the fingerspelling of #job, the final orientation of the B sign is opposite
of its orientation if it were being signed alone; in the sign #ha, the orientation of
the A sign goes from palm out to palm up.

There May Be Reduplication of the Movement

If one were to fingerspell the written word ha, there would be a sign H and a sign
A. However, there is a fingerspelled sign #ha in which the index and middle finger
are moved back and forth repeatedly. The repetition of the movement is called
reduplication. Other examples include the signs #no and #do.

The Second Hand May Be Added

The fingerspelled sign #what may be produced on both hands simultaneously as
may the sign #back. Sometimes this is done for stylistic reasons, or to show em-
phasis. Other times it is because the left hand has different meaning from the right
hand. This is discussed below.

Grammatical Information May Be Included

The location of the hands while fingerspelling can indicate the relationship between
people or places. The location carries meaning and so is grammatical. For example,
someone may be talking about a trip they took to a distant location. In the course of
the conversation, they may have set up the location of that place in front of them to
the right. When it comes time to talk about returning from that location, they may
begin the fingerspelled sign #back in that location with the palm facing in, move the
sign towards them, and complete it near their body. Similarly, a girlfriend and a
boyfriend may have a history of breaking up and getting back together. Someone
might describe this by fingerspelling #back simultaneously on the right hand and the
left hand with the palms facing each other and the hands moving together, and by
then signing #off with the hands moving away from each other. Another example is
the fingerspelled sign #no. It can be signed away from the signer, meaning “I say no
to you or to a third person.” However, it can also be signed with the palm facing the
signer, with the meaning of “You (or someone) say no to me.” Here the location and
the orientation provide grammatical information about who is the subject and who
is the object of the verb. We will discuss this more in the section on verb agreement.

LEXICALIZED FINGERSPELLING

Many people have noticed that the separate signs of fingerspelling tend to blend to-
gether when they are produced in fingerspelled signs. That is, they tend to “be-
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come like individual signs.” In linguistics, the word lexicalized means “like a word,”
or “word-like,” that is, like an independent unit. Examples of lexicalization in En-
glish include compounds such as greenhouse, breakfast, and Christmas, which are
formed by uniting two separate lexical items that function as one word with a
unique meaning. Acronyms such as NASA (National Air and Space Administra-
tion) and scuba (self-contained underwater breathing apparatus) are also examples
of lexicalization in English. In these cases, a new word is formed by using the first
letter of each word in the phrase.

Lexicalization describes the process of fingerspelling because the separate
signs do seem to become like one, to be used like other ASL signs, and to follow the
rules of ASL signs. For example, Battison noticed that in general, no sign uses more
than two handshapes. This means that a fingerspelled sign like #if or #or can pre-
serve both signs and still follow the rules of ASL. However, fingerspelled signs like
#back or #early present problems because they are formed from four and five
signs. The result is that while all of the signs are not immediately lost, there is a ten-
dency to reduce the number of signs as they become more like other ASL signs.

There is a difference between full, formal fingerspelling and lexicalized finger-
spelling, but it is easy to see how quickly the process of lexicalization begins. Just
think about how you would fingerspell someone’s name if you were introducing
them for the first time and then how the form of that fingerspelling would change
if you used the name over and over again in a conversation. The changes that you
observe are examples of lexicalization. The eight changes described earlier are also
parts of the lexicalization process.

It is important to realize that lexicalization is a gradual process and that some
fingerspelled signs may be more completely lexicalized than others. For example,
#no and #do have undergone many changes and look like ASL signs, while signs
like #busy and #early are not as fully lexicalized. Similarly, the sign #mich on the
videotape, while it is a sign in terms of meaning and use (it is clearly used and un-
derstood as the name for the state of Michigan), is less lexicalized as it retains four
handshapes in a sequence not found in natural ASL signs.

Three final observations about fingerspelled signs can be made.

1. Quite often, ASL has both a fingerspelled sign and a sign for the same concept. For
example, car and #car, bed and #bed, busy and #busy.

2. People often produce combinations of fingerspelled signs and signs (such as
life#style) or choose to fingerspell parts of sentences that could just as well be
signed. Some very interesting research has been done on this by Arlene B. Kelly at
Gallaudet University, but we don’t yet have full explanations as to why this happens.

3. People often use both hands to fingerspell or they may sign with one hand and fin-
gerspell with the other, either at the same time or alternately during a conversa-
tion. Again, research on this extremely interesting area is just beginning.

Researchers are also studying the two-handed fingerspelling used by British and
Australian signers and the representation of writing systems used by deaf people who
are in contact with written Chinese, written Arabic, written Hebrew, and written Rus-
sian. All of these languages have written symbol systems that are very different from
written English. It seems that deaf people in contact with all of these written languages



have manual ways of representing the written system, in the same way that American
deaf people represent the alphabet with signs. For example, Jean Ann has found that
deaf people who use Taiwan Sign Language produce signs that represent the charac-
ters of written Chinese. Like fingerspelling in ASL, the structure of these character
signs is somewhat different from that of regular Taiwan Sign Language signs.

LOAN SIGNS

When two languages are in contact, one thing that happens is that the languages
may borrow words from each other. English has borrowed words from Italian
(pizza, spaghetti, ravioli), from Arabic (algebra, coffee), from French (quiche, bou-
quet), from American Indian languages (tobacco, squash), and from many other
languages. ASL also borrows from other sign languages. The best examples are
signs for the names of countries that are now being used instead of the American
signs for those countries. Examples include japan, italy, china, and australia

(Figure 24), and are the direct result of American deaf people coming in contact
with deaf people from those countries. Another example is the sign club, which
was introduced at the Deaf Way conference in Washington, D.C., in 1989. The
sign was adapted from a sign used widely in Europe meaning “deaf club,” and it re-
sponded to the need for a sign that could be readily used and understood by 5,700
conference participants from around the world. Deaf people from different coun-
tries are interacting with each other more often than before as transportation has
become more accessible and affordable. As a result of increased contact and inter-
action, they have begun to borrow signs from each other.
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ASL sign for AUSTRALIA Loan sign from Australian Sign Language for AUSTRALIA

FIGURE 24. An example of a loan sign.
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Homework Assignment 7

1. The videotape has fourteen examples of fingerspelled signs. Find four and explain what changes have
taken place in terms of the eight changes discussed in this unit: deletion/addition, location, handshape,
movement, orientation, reduplication, second hand, and grammatical information.

2. Fingerspell your first name and describe the changes that take place when it is fingerspelled over and
over, in terms of the eight changes. 
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UNIT
5

Numeral Incorporation

GOAL
To be able to explain numeral incorporation in ASL

So far in our discussion of ASL morphology, we have looked at how whole signs that
already exist are used to derive new signs. We have seen how verbs are used to de-
rive nouns, such as sit and chair; what changes we expect when two signs come
together to form a compound, such as believe or sister; how English ortho-
graphic symbols are represented by ASL fingerspelling signs, such as #back or
#job; and how signs from other sign languages are borrowed into ASL, such as
italy or china. It is important to notice that while the parts of signs may change or
disappear as a result of the morphological processes described, the starting point for
the processes are free morphemes.

In this unit, we will look at how bound morphemes (that is, meaningful units
that cannot occur alone) can combine to create new meanings. Signs are com-
posed of movements and holds, and the information about handshape, location,
orientation, and nonmanual signals is contained in bundles of articulatory features
that are a part of the movements and holds. For example, the sign week would be
represented as follows:

WEEK

DOMINANT HAND H M H

handshape 1 1
location base of hand tip of fingers
orientation palm down palm down
nonmanual signal — —

However, we know that the concept of two weeks or three weeks can be expressed
in ASL by changing the handshape of this sign. By changing the handshape from a
1 to a 2 or a 3, the number of weeks referred to changes. The location, orientation,
and nonmanual signal remain the same. This process in ASL is known as numeral
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incorporation (see Figure 25), and it has been described by Scott Liddell and Robert
E. Johnson. We can say that the sign two-weeks has two meaningful parts (mor-
phemes). One is the part that includes the segmental structure—the holds and the
movement—and the location, orientation, and nonmanual signal. It means week.
The other meaningful part is the handshape, which has the meaning of a specific
number. When the two parts are produced together, the meaning of the sign is “spe-
cific number of weeks.” A diagram of the two morphemes would look like this:

NUMBER OF WEEKS

H M H

handshape (varies)
location base of hand tip of hand
orientation palm down palm down
nonmanual signal — —

ONE-WEEK TWO-WEEKS

THREE-WEEKS

FIGURE 25. Numeral incorporation in ASL



The morphemes in this example are bound morphemes, that is, morphemes
that must occur with other morphemes. For example, the handshape cannot occur
by itself. It must occur within a segmental structure, with a location, an orientation,
and possibly a nonmanual signal. Bound morphemes are different from free mor-
phemes, which may occur by themselves. For example, the sign lousy in ASL
(along with many other lexical signs) is a free morpheme. Its individual parts—
handshape, location, orientation—do not have independent meaning and are not
morphemes, but when they are all put together, the result is one meaningful unit,
one morpheme. It is interesting to see the difference between the lexical sign lousy

and the sign three-weeks. In lousy, the individual parts do not have independent
meaning and are not morphemes, but the whole sign is a morpheme. The sign
three-weeks has the same handshape as lousy, but in three-weeks, the hand-
shape does have independent meaning and is a bound morpheme. In other words,
the sign three-weeks is made up of two morphemes. What is interesting is that
two signs with the same handshape can have such different linguistic structure.

The process of numeral incorporation is very common in ASL. Usually there
is a limit to how high the numbers can go. For example, for most native signers, the
handshape for week can be changed from 1 through 9; for number 10 and higher
the sign is signed separately from the sign week. The same is true for months, days,

dollars, and so forth.
Numeral incorporation in ASL can be found with the signs week, month, day,

dollar amount, place in a race, exact time, period of time, and height. It is
important to notice that many of these signs have a characteristic movement, lo-
cation, and orientation. For example, dollar amount is generally signed in the
area in front of the dominant shoulder, with a sharp twisting movement resulting
in a change of orientation; exact time usually requires that the index finger of the
dominant hand contact the passive wrist before moving outward from the wrist.
What is important to understand is that the segmental structure (movements and
holds) and the location, orientation, and nonmanual signal of each one does not
change. All of those parts consist of one morpheme that communicates the main
topic. The handshape does change to indicate the specific quantity being discussed.

Signs for age traditionally have been thought of as examples of numeral incor-
poration, especially for ages 1 through 9, in which the numeral handshape starts at
the chin, with the palm out, and moves out. However, work by Scott Liddell has
demonstrated that the sign old in these constructions functions more like a prefix
and extends beyond ages 1 to 9 to include all ages (for example, old-22 and old-55).
Thus, the handshape change that we see in ages 1 to 9, even though it resembles the
numeral incorporation of week or month, is the result of phonological assimilation.
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Homework Assignment 8

1. Think about and briefly describe how you would sign the following signs.

Ex.: TIME: Touch passive wrist with active index finger, then move active hand back and forth in neutral
space with handshape appropriate to time; 1–10, fine; seems to change for 11 and 12.

a. HEIGHT

b. FIRST, SECOND, THIRD PLACE

c. TV CHANNEL

d. PERIOD OF TIME (e.g., 6–9 p.m.)

e. DOLLAR AMOUNT (e.g., $1, $2)

f. NUMBERS ON A SHIRT

g. SPORTS SCORES (e.g., in racquetball, “I have 9 and you have 11”)

2. The videotape shows three examples of signs involving numbers. Answer the following questions about
these signs.

a. The three signs are:

b. What area do the signs refer to—for example, age, time, etc.

c. Are the signs examples of numeral incorporation?
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UNIT
6

The Function of Space in ASL

GOAL
To understand the role of location in ASL morphology

SUPPLEMENTAL READING
“The Confluence of Space and Language in Signed Languages,” by
Karen Emmorey (1999); pp. 318–346

As we have said, morphology is the study of the smallest meaningful units of a lan-
guage. We have seen how ASL signs have internal structure, how they are made up
of separate parts. Those parts may have independent meaning, that is, they may be
morphemes. In the preceding unit on numeral incorporation, we saw how hand-
shape can be a morpheme in ASL. In this unit and in the next five units, we will fo-
cus on how location may have independent meaning in ASL signs. We will look at
the function of space in ASL.

As we saw in the phonology units, location is a part of all ASL signs. Location
may be on the body. For example, the location for the sign bored is the nose, for
feel it is the chest, and for russian it is the waist. Location may also mean the sign-
ing space surrounding the signer, so that the location for the sign where is in the
space in front of the signer’s dominant shoulder, while the location for shoes or
coffee is the space in front of the signer’s torso. A very important point is that while
all signs have a location on the body or in space, signers use location in many dif-
ferent ways. That is, location has many different functions in ASL signs.

Karen Emmorey (1999) has described some of the key functions of space in
ASL and we will summarize her discussion here. The function of space may simply
be articulatory. Remember that signs are composed of movement and hold seg-
ments and that segments include a bundle of articulatory features. Those features
include handshape, location, orientation, and nonmanual signals. So the location
of the sign (i.e., where the sign is made) may just be part of how the sign is made.
Each sign is made in a particular location, and that location is part of the structure
of the sign, but the location itself does not have independent meaning. Sometimes,
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changing the location of the sign changes its meaning, as in the signs summer,

ugly, and dry, and in this case, space is used to indicate phonological contrasts.
As we will see, while verbs in spoken languages are modified to show person

and number by adding suffixes to a word stem, sign languages accomplish this
partly with the use of space. We see this morphological use of space in verbs such as
give, for example. In the sentence first-person-give-to-second-person (“I give
you”), the hand moves from the space associated with the first person (the signer)
to the space associated with the second person. And in the sentence second-

person-give-to-first-person (“You give me”), the hand moves in the opposite
direction. We see the morphological use of space also in what are known as aspec-
tual markers. For example, we can show that someone is giving continually or over
and over again by the use of movement and space.

Space is also used for referential functions. That is, a location in space can be
associated with a nominal. This may be accomplished by producing the sign for the
nominal and then indexing (pointing to) a particular point in space. This point in
space may continue to be referred to during the conversation by repeated indexing.
Pronouns in ASL may also make use of indexing, such that a pronoun sign directed
at a specific point in space can be understood to refer to the noun associated with it. 

We see the locative function of space in classifier predicates and locative verbs.
In this case, space provides information about the location of a person or object in
a three-dimensional framework. For example, when a signer is talking about a car
moving from one place to another, the sign would probably be made with a 3 hand-
shape and would move from one part of the signing space to another. 

Space can be used in ASL to indicate a signer’s frame of reference. For example,
within a relative frame of reference, a signer usually describes a scene from his or
her perspective. Some signs have intrinsic features (for example, cars have identifi-
able fronts and backs), and we will see how classifier predicates represent these fea-
tures. Signers also can make reference to absolute frames of reference, as when they
use the signs for “east,” “west,” “north,” and “south.” 

Finally, space in ASL can be related to narrative perspective. In the course of
telling a story involving different characters, a signer may seem to take on the role
of one of the characters. One of the ways the signer switches to a different role is
through the use of space—the signer’s body may shift to one side, the eye gaze may
shift, and the position of the head may change. 

As we can see, space has many functions in ASL. In the units that follow, we
will take a closer look at some of these functions. 
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UNIT
7

Classifier Predicates and Locative Verbs

GOAL
To be able to explain classifier predicates in ASL

In our discussion of numeral incorporation, we introduced the concept of mor-
phemes, and we saw how signs can be made up of different meaningful parts. In
this section, we will talk about a class of verbs in ASL. These verbs are called clas-
sifier predicates, and we will see how they are made up of meaningful units. First,
we must define the word predicate.

Languages have ways of referring to things or activities, and those ways are
called nouns or noun phrases. Languages also have ways of saying something about
those nouns or noun phrases, and those ways are called predicates. In the English
sentence The boy is home, the boy is a noun phrase, and is home says something
about the boy. In this sentence, is home is a predication about the boy; it can also
be called a predicate. Predicates can have different forms, they are not limited to
verbs. In fact, in the English sentence The boy is home, the predicate is a verb (is)
with a noun (home). In the English sentence The boy is sick, the predicate is a verb
(is) with an adjective (sick). We can look at the sentence like this:

The boy is sick

noun phrase predicate

Many languages do not use the verb to be. In those languages, a predicate may
consist of simply a verb, a noun, or an adjective. In ASL, for example, the sentence
boy eat consists of a noun (boy) and a predicate, the verb (eat). The ASL sentence
boy home consists of a noun (boy) and a predicate that is a noun, home. The ASL
sentence boy sick consists of a noun and a predicate that is an adjective, sick.
These ASL sentences do not include the verb is, but the noun home and the ad-
jective sick function as predicates; they say something about the noun boy. Verbs,
nouns, and adjectives can be predicates in ASL.
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CLASSIFIER PREDICATES

ASL has another class of predicates called classifier predicates. To understand
these, we first have to understand what is meant by a classifier. We will start
with an example. In ASL, when a signer describes how a car drove past, the sign
car is used, followed by a sign with a 3 handshape, moving from right to left in
front of the signer, with the palm facing in. A sign with the same handshape can be
used to talk about the movement of a boat or a bicycle. The movement, orienta-
tion, and location can change to show how the car or boat or bicycle moved. This
same handshape, used for all three signs, has the general meaning of vehicle. The
3 handshape is an example of a classifier: it is a symbol for a class of objects. The 3
handshape is the symbol for the class of objects vehicle. A classifier in ASL is
a handshape that is combined with location, orientation, movement, and non-
manual signals to form a predicate. The English sentence The car drove past would
be signed in ASL as car 3-cl (move from right to left of signer with palm facing in).
The predicate is vehicle-drive-by, and the classifier is the handshape of the pred-
icate. In the Liddell and Johnson system, the ASL predicate vehicle-drive-by

looks like this:

VEHICLE-DRIVE-BY

H M H

handshape 3 3
location right left
orientation palm in palm in
nonmanual signal — —

Note: The labels used in this book for classifier handshapes are different from
the ones used by Liddell and Johnson in their system.

Another example of a classifier handshape is the Bent V handshape that sym-
bolizes the class of animals sitting. To sign the ASL sentence cat sit, we first make
the sign cat and then the ASL predicate animal-sit.

ANIMAL-SIT

M H

handshape Bent V Bent V
location near shoulder near shoulder
orientation palm down palm down

This same predicate can be used to say something about a bird or a dog or a squirrel.
The classifier in this predicate is the handshape.

ASL has many classifier handshapes and many classifier predicates. Ted Supalla
(1978) identified two basic parts in classifier predicates: the movement root and the
handshape (Figures 26 and 27), which have been discussed further by Liddell and
Johnson.



Movement Roots

1. Stative Descriptive: In this group of movement roots, the hand moves to describe
an object, but the movement of the hand does not mean that the object itself is
moving. An example of this is the predicate for flat-surface, pile-of-coins, or
mound-of-rice.

2. Process: In this group, the hand moves, and the movement does mean that the ob-
ject being described is moving or appears to be moving. The example we described
earlier of car-drive-by is an example of a process root. Other examples include
person-walk-by or trees-go-by.

3. Contact Root: In this group, the hand has a downward movement, but it does not
mean that the object is moving, nor does it describe the shape of the object. 

It has the meaning of be-located-at. Examples of the contact root include the
earlier example of cat sit (that is, cat be-located-in-that-place), car-be-
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Type: Stative Descriptive
Meaning: The shape of a car

Type: Process
Meaning: Car drive by

Type: Contact
Meaning: Car be located

FIGURE 26. Movement roots of classifier predicates.



whole
entity
morpheme
(e.g., CAR)

surface
morpheme
(e.g., DESERT)

instrumental
morpheme
(e.g., HOLD-CUP)

depth and width morphemes
(e.g., POLE)

extent
morpheme
(e.g., FLAT-TIRE)

perimeter-shape
morpheme
(e.g., PICTURE-FRAME)

on-surface
morpheme
(e.g., CROWD-OF-PEOPLE)

FIGURE 27. Classifier handshapes.



located, cup-be-located, or city-be-located. Also in this group is the predi-
cate produced with the pointing index finger, as in the sentence girl there. In
that case, the sign would be produced with a downward movement towards a spe-
cific point in space. However, this sign can also occur in a sentence such as
baltimore there, d.c. here, in which the movement of the index finger might be
straight out from the signer, as if indicating points on an imaginary map.

Classifier Handshapes

1. Whole Entity Morphemes: These are handshapes that refer to an object as a
whole, such as a car, an animal, or a person standing. Other concepts that are rep-
resented by whole entity morphemes are airplanes, flying saucers, person lying
down, person sitting, old person, many people standing in line, and piece of paper.

2. Surface Morphemes: These handshapes represent thin surfaces or wires, narrow
surfaces, or wide surfaces. An example is a B handshape used to represent an ex-
panse of desert.

3. Instrumental Morphemes: Handshapes in this category represent hands holding
different objects or instruments as they act on objects. Examples include paper;
cups of various kinds (for example, the handshape for holding a paper cup is dif-
ferent from the handshape for holding a tea cup); and instruments such as scissors,
knives, tweezers, brushes, rakes, video cameras, syringes, baseball bats, and golf
clubs.

4. Depth and Width Morphemes: These handshapes represent the depth and width
of different things, such as tree trunks and pipes, and include the representation of
layers, such as layer of thick make-up or layer of snow. These handshapes are also
used for stripes of various widths.

5. Extent Morphemes: Handshapes in this group represent amounts or volumes,
such as an amount of liquid in a glass, a stack of papers, or an increase or decrease
of an amount. The handshape in deflate-tire is in this class, representing the de-
crease in the volume of air.

6. Perimeter-Shape Morphemes: The handshapes in this group represent the exter-
nal shape of an object. Shapes such as a rectangle, a round table, and a clump of
mud or grass have specific classifier handshapes. The handshape used for describ-
ing a notecard or a playing card is in this group, as is the handshape for coins, poker
chips, or buttons.

7. On-Surface Morphemes: Handshapes in this group represent large groups or
crowds of people, animals, or objects. For example, handshapes are used to de-
scribe a crowd of people, a herd of cattle moving, an audience.

A classifier predicate consists of a movement root and a classifier handshape
together. However, not all roots can go with all handshape types. For example, con-
tact roots can be used with handshapes for whole entities, surface, and perimeter-
shape morphemes, but not with instrumental, extent, or width and depth mor-
phemes. Likewise, process roots can be used with instrumental, extent, surface,
and whole entity morphemes, but not with width and depth or perimeter-shape
morphemes. Furthermore, the same object may be represented with different
handshapes. For example, a car may be described using a whole entity morpheme
or a surface morpheme, depending on what is needed in a particular sentence. A
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piece of paper might be represented with a whole entity morpheme or with an in-
strumental morpheme, depending on whether the paper is lying on a table or be-
ing held in someone’s hand.

Every classifier predicate has a location, and the location in classifier verbs typ-
ically represents a location in three-dimensional space. If the signer produces a
classifier predicate with a 3 handshape and a contact movement root in a particu-
lar point in space, the meaning is that a vehicle is located at that point in three-
dimensional space. In this case, the location of the classifier predicate also has the
location fixing function that we discussed in unit 6. The exact point in space has
meaning and refers to a point in real three-dimensional space. For example, sup-
pose a signer is recounting that a vehicle is moving from one place to another. The
signer must move the active hand from exactly one place to exactly another; to stop
half-way would clearly mean that the vehicle stopped half-way, and the meaning of
the half-way point is different from the meaning of the beginning and end points.

ASL has many classifier predicates, and it is one of the most important ways
that ASL has to create new signs. Earlier descriptions of ASL structure have sug-
gested that ASL shows pluralization with classifier predicates. However, pluraliza-
tion is a process that applies to nouns, and classifier predicates are not nouns. They
can represent the concept of “more than one” (think, for example, of how you
would sign cars-parked-in-a-row or crowd-of-people) but the concept of
“more than one” is communicated with classifier predicates. For example, cars-

parked-in-a-row could be signed several different ways: with repeated downward
movement of the active hand (3 handshape) or with a “sweeping” movement of the
active hand, with the passive hand (3 handshape) stationary in both cases. Both of
these show “more than one,” but with classifier predicates.

Classifier predicates are made by combining small meaningful units to create
bigger units, the main units being the handshape and the movement. The location,
orientation, and nonmanual signals are also important. In fact, the location infor-
mation in a classifier predicate tells where an object is located. If an object moves,
the location information tells the initial location and the final location. The non-
manual signals relay information also; just think how nonmanual signals are used
for describing thin objects as opposed to fat or thick objects. 

In some cases, the meaning of the small units in a classifier predicate cannot
be easily separated out. All that is important, sometimes, is the meaning of the large
unit. This is called lexicalization, the process whereby the meaning of the small
units “gets lost” in the meaning of the large unit. ASL has many examples of signs
that have become lexicalized. If one stops and looks carefully at the handshape, lo-
cation, orientation, and movement of the sign, one can see how the sign was built,
but the meaning of each part no longer plays a role. For example, the handshapes
in the signs key, ring, pack, or trust might be said to have been instrumental
handshapes at the time that the sign was being built, but we hardly think of them
as instrumental now. Likewise, the handshapes in traffic might have been sur-
face morphemes meaning “surface pass by,” and the handshape in commute might
have been a whole entity morpheme meaning “object move between two places,”
but signers don’t think of those meanings now. The handshape in the sign fall

might have been chosen as signers were building the sign because of its function as
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a whole entity morpheme representing human legs, but the sign can be used for
hair-fall-out, and the handshape does not refer to human legs.

The sign people-walk-two-by-two is a productive classifier predicate. This
means that each part of the sign has independent meaning. Each part can function
as a morpheme. The handshape can be changed to mean three-by-three or
four-by-four; people can walk two-by-two in different locations; people can
walk two-by-two facing each other or facing the same way, that is, the orientation
can have meaning; and the nonmanual signal can also have meaning. The signer
selects each part and builds the sign from scratch each time it is used. But in the
sign funeral, while the sign may have started out as a classifier predicate (the
handshape is clearly a whole entity morpheme for “standing person”) the parts of
the sign do not have independent meaning. They are not separate morphemes.
The signer does not build the sign from scratch every time it is used. All of the parts
work together to create one meaning. The parts cannot be changed and still have
the same meaning of funeral. funeral is a good example of a lexicalized classi-
fier predicate (see Figure 28).

PEOPLE WALK TWO-BY-TWO FUNERAL

M M M H M H M H M H

handshape V V V V (but could be handshape 2 2 2
location depends→ 1, 3. 4 . . .) location near right shoulder
orientation depends→ orientation palm out→
nonmanual signal depends→ nonmanual signal —

Productive Classifier Predicate: Each part has mean-
ing and can be separated; the signer selects each
part and builds the sign from scratch each time he or
she uses it.

Lexicalized Classifier Predicate: The parts of the sign
may be the same as the parts of productive classifier
predicates (for example, the handshape is clearly a
whole entity morpheme for standing person), but the
parts now cannot be separated out. They are no
longer separate morphemes; they do not have inde-
pendent meaning. They all function together to cre-
ate one meaning. The signer does not build the sign
from scratch every time. The sign is “ready to use.”

FIGURE 28. Productive classifier predicates vs. Lexicalized classifier predicates.
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Locative Verbs

Classifier predicates are composed of a movement root and a classifier handshape,
and their location represents a location in three-dimensional space. There is another
kind of verb in ASL—locative verbs. Locative verbs are like classifier verbs in that they
use location to represent a location in three-dimensional space. A good example of a
locative verb is throw. When a signer signs the sentence john throw rock, the di-
rection of the movement of the verb indicates the direction in which the object is
thrown, and there is a lot of flexibility in the direction. For example, if the signer is
talking about throwing something to someone standing on a balcony above him, the
direction of the sign is upward; if the signer is talking about throwing something down
to someone, the direction is downward; if the signer is talking about throwing some-
thing over his shoulder, the direction of the sign would show that, and so forth. Other
examples of locative verb, are the fingerspelled sign #hurt, in which the sign func-
tions as a verb that can be placed on the specific area of the body, and put.

Locative verbs are quite different from verbs like enjoy, punish, or upset, which
are examples of plain verbs (Padden, 1988; see unit 9), signs in which the location
feature is simply a part of how the sign is made. The function of the location in plain
verbs is articulatory. In these signs, location does not have independent meaning.

Locative verbs share with classifier predicates the fact that location represents a
place in three-dimensional space. One difference between locative verbs and clas-
sifier predicates is that the handshape in classifier predicates has independent
meaning, but the handshape in locative verbs does not have independent mean-
ing. That is, as we said in unit 7, a classifier handshape usually represents a class of
objects (e.g., 3 handshape for vehicles), some aspect of the size or shape of an en-
tity (e.g., F handshape for small round objects), or the hand holding an object (e.g.,
instrumental handshapes). 

We cannot say that the handshapes in locative verbs such as put, #hurt, or
throw are classifiers. The best way to illustrate the difference is to compare the
locative verb #hurt and the classifier predicate use-scalpel (see Figure 29).

#HURT USE SCAPEL

FIGURE 29. The difference between locative verbs and classifier predicates.
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While we would say that the handshape in use-scalpel is an instrumental clas-
sifier handshape, related to a hand holding a scalpel, the handshape of #hurt is
not a classifier handshape, even though both signs can be used on specific body
locations.

SUMMARY

The handshapes in classifier predicates may represent not only the whole entity,
but also the surface, depth and width, extent, perimeter shape, and the instrument
used for a particular action. Most of these handshapes are very iconic, and it may
be from the large number of classifier verbs in ASL that people get the idea that
ASL is “pictures in the air”. After reading and discussing this section, you will un-
derstand that classifier predicates are morphological structures in ASL, and not
“pictures in the air”.

Some people say that ASL is made up of many gestures, and that these gestures
account for as much as 60 percent of the language. This assumption may come from
the fact that the structure of classifier predicates is highly iconic. However, what
some people call gestures are really a part of ASL structure, a very important part.

Classifier predicates have two parts—movement roots and classifier hand-
shapes. These can be divided into different types, as follows:

Movement Roots Classifier Handshapes

stative descriptive whole entity

process surface

contact instrumental

depth and width

extent

perimeter shape

on surface

We have also seen that locative verbs are like lexical signs and unlike classifier
predicates in that their handshapes are not classifiers; and that locative verbs are
like classifier predicates and unlike lexical signs in that their location has indepen-
dent meaning.
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Homework Assignment 9

1. In each sentence below, find the classifier predicates and name their movement roots and handshape
morpheme types.

Example: I parked the car in front of the house.

CAR contact root, whole entity morpheme

a. We were sitting there and this guy walked by.

b. The book was in the middle of the table.

c. There were five birds on the telephone line.

d. One person was standing and the other was sitting.

e. Baltimore is here and D.C. is there.

f. From the window, I could see seven planes lined up.

g. There were three poles in a row: a real skinny one, a medium-sized one, and a big fat one.

h. From the space shuttle, the earth looks smooth.

i. He got peanut butter out of the jar with a knife.

j. Suddenly, the glass was empty.

2. There are many classifier predicates on the videotape. Find four and gloss them and describe their move-
ment roots and classifier handshapes.
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UNIT
8

Classifier Predicates and
Signer Perspective

GOAL
To be able to explain classifier predicates and signer perspective
in ASL

In an earlier unit, we discussed classifier predicates in ASL. These verbs are created
by combining the small units of signs—handshape, location, orientation, and non-
manual signals—in the segmental structure (movements and holds). Some of
these classifier predicates show perceived motion; that is, the hand (or hands) move
to show a surface or an object that appears to be moving (see Figure 30). The in-
formation in this unit is based on our own research. We have found that the classi-
fier predicate with a 3 handshape for vehicles can be signed with the base hand un-
der it in a B handshape. This base hand can move repeatedly, making the meaning
of the sign surface-pass-under-vehicle, or that the car goes down the road. If the
handshape of the base hand changes to a 3 handshape and moves in the direction
opposite of the active hand the meaning becomes vehicle-pass-vehicle. Another
example is a 1 handshape used to represent a person and a 5 handshape moved next
to the 1 handshape, meaning surface-pass-person (for example, a person passing
trees). Finally, an F handshape can be used to represent a coin while the base hand
in a B handshape moves under it, meaning surface-pass-under-coin.

Perceived motion can also be indicated through orientation. Orientation used
productively means that signers pay attention to it and use it to create different
meanings. Examples include surface-pass-under-vehicle-going-uphill and
surface-pass-under-vehicle-going-downhill (see Figure 31).

Signs in this class are not restricted to one kind of movement. We find that
movement is highly productive and may have the meaning of speed or quantity of
objects, depending on the situation. For example, to express the concept of passing
objects and passing surfaces, greater speed is shown by faster signing of the seg-
mental sequence, in this case movement hold. In the case of passing objects,
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SURFACE-PASS-UNDER-VEHICLE VEHICLE-PASS-VEHICLE

SURFACE-PASS-PERSON SURFACE-PASS-UNDER-COIN

FIGURE 30. Examples of perceived motion.

SURFACE-PASS-UNDER-VEHICLE-
GOING-UPHILL

SURFACE-PASS-UNDER-VEHICLE-
GOING-DOWNHILL

FIGURE 31. Perceived motion through orientation.



plurality can be shown by repetition of the sequence, so one-vehicle-pass-

vehicle-fast (M H) contrasts with many-vehicles-pass-vehicle (M H M H).
Great speed may also be shown either by a structure that is a hold with internal
movement, as in surface-pass-under-vehicle-very-fast or by an extended hold
followed by a movement and a hold with internal movement (see Figure 32). 

Location is also very important in classifier verbs, and the verbs are not limited
to one location. One can sign surface-pass-vehicle-on-side, surface-pass-

under-vehicle, surface-pass-over-vehicle, and surface-pass-in-front-of-

vehicle. The surface in question may be the surface that the signer is moving on,
the road her car is traveling on, or the ice that she is skating on. The difference be-
tween surface-pass-vehicle-on-side and surface-pass-signer-on-side is a dif-
ference of location (see Figure 33). There is a clear difference between “object or
surface pass other object” and “object or surface pass or appear to pass signer’s
body.” Verbs showing objects or surfaces passing the signer’s body show the same
productivity in movement for objects or surfaces passing other objects. We can sign
trees-pass-signer, telephone-poles-pass-signer, or roof-pass-over-signer.
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TWO VARIATIONS OF SURFACE-PASS-UNDER-VEHICLE-VERY-FAST

FIGURE 32. Examples of movement used to show great speed.

SURFACE-PASS-VEHICLE-
ON-SIDE

SURFACE-PASS-SIGNER-ON-SIDE

FIGURE 33. A comparison of “object pass object” and “object pass signer.”



So, for example, telephone poles can seem to go by fast or slow, depending on
changes in the segmental structure.

The classifier handshape for many of these predicates is a whole entity hand-
shape: tree, pole, car, and so forth. The movement root would be a process root be-
cause what is meant is actual motion by the signer. It is interesting to notice that in
the two-handed predicates of this type, in which one hand represents the object
that actually moves and the other represents the surface upon which it is moving,
the process root is produced in the surface handshape and not in the whole entity
handshape of the object moving. In fact, it does not seem acceptable or gram-
matical in these two-handed signs for the process root to be produced with the
whole entity handshape. 

Up to this point, we have talked about classifier predicates for objects or sur-
faces that move or appear to move. Location shows whether the signer’s perspec-
tive is involved or not. But the interesting thing about these verbs is that they can
show signer perspective, whether or not the object or surface is moving or appears
to be moving. For example, it is possible to sign surface-pass-under-vehicle at
what we call a general level (at mid-torso). This is essentially a general description
of a vehicle going along, with no specific reference to what the signer can see (see
Figure 30).

surface-pass-under-vehicle can also be signed at eye level. One might ex-
pect that at eye level, the sign indicates that the car itself is located at a higher level.
But surface-pass-under-vehicle at eye level means “I saw the car go by.” This
could happen if the signer were in a car behind the car being described and was ex-
plaining what the car in front looked like (see Figure 34).

We have also noticed that it is possible to produce a classifier predicate at eye
level for an object or surface that is not moving or perceived to be moving. We can
sign person-be-seated-in-front-of-me at eye level or person-be-seated, with
no reference to signer perspective, at the general level. It is possible to sign cars-

be-located-in-place at the general level, and cars-be-located-in-front-of-

me at eye level. So the location information in a classifier predicate can have the
meaning of “from signer perspective.” The area meaning “from signer perspective”
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seems to range between the upper chest and shoulders to the top of the head, but
the level of a specific sign may depend on the relative location of the objects in the
signer’s perspective.

ASL appears to have two level systems (see Figure 35). The first system is used
for representing the general location of objects and events. This system does not
make reference to signer perspective. In the second system, specific reference is
made to signer perspective, and this reference is specifically in the location part of
the verb.

The second system has three basic levels, which are determined by the relative
perspective of the signer. Examples of these levels are road-pass signed at the low
level, vehicle-be-located signed at the mid-level, and roof-pass signed at the
high level. It may be that (1) nonperspective verbs sometimes can be signed at a
higher level and (2) perspective verbs sometimes may be signed at a lower level.
When this happens, it is openly marked in the discourse. For example, train-pass

may be signed at waist level with the meaning of “from signer perspective,” but the
sentence before will establish that the signer is looking down from a hill. There-
fore, if a verb happens at perspective level, it means “from signer perspective,” un-
less it has been otherwise marked. And if a verb occurs at the general level, it does
not include signer perspective unless otherwise marked. 
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UNIT
9

Subject-Object Agreement

GOAL
To be able to explain subject-object agreement in ASL

We have seen that verbs in ASL can include information about how the action of
the verb is performed. In this unit, we will look at how verbs in ASL can include in-
formation about the subject and object of a verb. When a verb includes this infor-
mation, we say that the verb agrees with the subject or object, and the process is
called subject-object agreement.

SUBJECT-OBJECT AGREEMENT IN ENGLISH

Some examples from English may help explain subject-object agreement. In the
sentences The boy sees the girl and The girl sees the boy, we know who the subject
is and who the object is partly by the word order, that is, by the position of the words
in the sentence. The boy is the subject in the first sentence and it occurs before the
verb, and the girl is the object. In the second sentence, the girl is the subject and it
occurs before the verb, and the boy is the object. We also know that the subject is a
third person because of the s on the verb sees. This is an example of subject agree-
ment in English: the verb includes information about the subject. As we explained
in unit 1, the third person -s is a bound morpheme.

In the sentence I see the girl, there is no special marking on the verb to indicate
the subject. We know who the subject is from the word I and from the word order,
but we cannot say that the verb agrees with the subject. English also uses some spe-
cial words to indicate the subject or object, so that in the sentence I saw the girl, I
is used for the subject, while in the sentence The girl saw me, me is used for the ob-
ject. The sentences Me saw the girl or The girl saw I are not grammatical in English.

SUBJECT-OBJECT AGREEMENT IN ASL

English uses word order and some special pronouns, or a combination of the two,
to indicate subject and object. There is not very much subject-object agreement in
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English. That is, except for the third person -s, verbs don’t generally include infor-
mation about subject and object. ASL is very different from English in this way be-
cause many ASL verbs do include information about subject and object. This in-
formation is contained in the location part of the verb or in the orientation part, or
sometimes in both the location and orientation parts. And since the location or the
orientation are the parts of the sign that affect meaning, we can say that location
and orientation are morphemes. Many verbs in ASL have a structure similar to
what we saw with numeral incorporation: one morpheme consists of a kind of
frame and has the basic meaning of the verb, and another morpheme consists of
the location and/or orientation of the sign and indicates the subject and object
of the verb. In this way, we can say that location and orientation are morphemic.
We will look at seven different kinds of verbs in ASL. This information is based
on research done by Liddell and Johnson.

Orientation

The orientation of some verbs includes information about the subject and object
of the verb. In the verb hate (the form of the verb with an 8 handshape), the palm
faces the object and the back of the hand faces the subject. In the ASL translation
of the English sentence I hate him, the back of the hand would face the signer and
the palm would face the location in which the object had been established. The
most important point is that there would be no separate signs for I or him because
information about subject and object is included in the orientation part of the verb.
If we label the signer A and the other person B, the sentence would look like this:

PRO.1HATEPRO.3

H M H

handshape 8 Open 8
location torso torso
orientation: palm B B

back of hand A A
nonmanual signal — —

If we look at the sentence He hates me, the situation is reversed.

PRO.3HATEPRO.1

H M H

handshape 8 Open 8
location torso torso
orientation: palm A A

back of hand B B
nonmanual signal — —

In both cases, the back of the hand faces the subject and the palm faces the object.
tease is another example of a verb in which subject-object information may be in-
cluded only in the orientation.
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Location

Sometimes the subject-object information is included in the location, as in the
verb help. The orientation does not change, but the location of the verb tells us
who is the subject and who is the object. So, if we label the signer’s location as A
and the other person’s location as B, the sentence I help him looks like this:

PRO.1HELPPRO.3

H M H

handshape A A
(with base hand)

location A B
orientation (base hand) palm up palm up
nonmanual signal — —

The sentence He helps me looks like this:

PRO.3HELPPRO.1

H M H

handshape A A 
(with base hand)

location B A
orientation (base hand) palm up palm up
nonmanual signal — —

Once again, the location tells us who is the subject, and the first location includes
this information.

Orientation and Location

There are ASL verbs in which both the orientation and the location include infor-
mation about the subject and the object. For example, in the discussion of finger-
spelling, we saw that ASL has a fingerspelled verb #say-no-to. In the sentence I say
no to him we label the signer’s orientation and location as A, and the other person’s
orientation and location as B. This is analyzed in the following chart. In this chart,
the first location is the subject and the second location is the object, and as with
hate, the palm faces the object and the back of the hand faces the subject (see
Figure 36). In the sentence He says no to me, the situation is reversed:

PRO.1SAY-NO-TOPRO.3

M H

handshape V Closed V
location A B
orientation: palm B B

back of hand A A
nonmanual signal — —

Note: These are not the handshapes used in the Liddell and Johnson system. We have
chosen simplified descriptions for the sake of illustration.
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PRO.3SAY-NO-TOPRO.1

M H

handshape V Closed V
location B A 
orientation: palm A A

back of hand B B
nonmanual signal — —

Other verbs in this category include give and ask and the two-handed signs
bother and flatter, in which the location and orientation of both hands show
who is the subject and who is the object. 

Object Information

All the verbs discussed so far have information about both the subject and the ob-
ject included in their structure. In all these cases, the subject information occurs
first. There are verbs, however, that show both subject and object, in which the ob-
ject information occurs first, such as invite, hire, and copy. So, if we label the
signer’s location as A and the other person’s location as B, the sentence I hire him
looks like this:

PRO.1HIREPRO.3

H M H

handshape B B
location B A
orientation palm up palm up
nonmanual signal — —
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“I say no to him.”

FIGURE 36. Subject-object information in the location and orientation of the verb.



The verb starts at the object location and ends up at the subject location. And in
the sentence He hires me, the same is true:

PRO.3HIREPRO.1

H M H

handshape B B
location A B
orientation palm up palm up
nonmanual signal — —

Here again, the verb starts in the object location and ends up in the subject
location.

Reciprocals

Other ASL verbs that include both subject and object information are called reci-
procals. This means that there is information about two subjects and two objects si-
multaneously. An example of this is the verb understand-each-other. In this
verb, one hand is placed near the signer’s forehead, with the palm facing out. The
location of that hand indicates the subject, and the orientation indicates the object.
The second hand is on the same level as the first hand, with the palm facing the
signer. In the second hand, the location once again indicates the subject, that is,
another person, and the orientation indicates the object, that is, the signer. So each
hand shows both subject and object at the same time, with location and orienta-
tion. Other examples of this kind of verb are look-at-each-other (Figure 37) and
see-each-other.
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Object-Only Verbs

Some verbs only include information about the object. An example is the verb
tell. The verb in the sentence I tell him looks like this:

PRO.1TELLPRO.3

H M H

handshape 1 1
location chin away from chin
orientation palm down palm up
nonmanual signal — —

A separate sign is required for the sign pro.1 because the information about the
subject is not included in the location or the orientation. The same is true for the
verb in the sentence He tells me.

PRO.3TELLPRO.1

H M H

handshape 1 1
location chin sternum
orientation palm down palm down
nonmanual signal — —

A separate sign is required for he because the information about the subject is not
included in the verb.

Plain Verbs

There are verbs in ASL that do not include any information about the subject or
the object. Some researchers call these verbs plain verbs (see Padden, 1988). All
these verbs require separate signs for subjects and objects. One example is the verb
punish. The verb in the sentence I punish you is diagrammed as follows:

PUNISH

H M H

handshape 1 1
location near elbow below elbow
orientation palm side palm left
nonmanual signal — —

No information is included in the verb about the subject or the object. The
sentence requires the separate signing of the signs i and you. Other examples of
verbs in this category include love, like, taste, think, understand, shock, and
know.
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SUMMARY

This is a basic introduction to subject-object agreement in ASL verbs. The most
important points to remember are listed below.

1. Many verbs include information about subject and object in the verb and do not
require or do not allow separate signs for subjects and objects.

2. There are different ways for information about subjects and objects to be included
in a verb. Not all verbs include the information in the same way.

Finally, we have talked about how location is used in ASL, and we have
pointed out that location in agreement verbs is different from location in classifier
predicates or locatives. All three involve three-dimensional space. The location in
an agreement verb identifies the subject or object of the verb, and the signer’s hand
does not have to move from precisely one point to precisely another to be correct.
For example, in the ASL sentence pro.l-give-pro.2 (“I give you”) the location near
the signer identifies the subject, while the location in front of the signer identifies
the object. But there is no specific point to which the signer’s hand must move in
signing the verb. On the other hand, when a signer uses the classifier predicate 
3-cl: move, as in describing the movement of a car from one place to another, the
signer’s hand moves from one specific place to another, and if the hand stops
halfway, the meaning is that the car stopped halfway to the second point. Similarly,
when a signer uses a locative verb such as #hurt to indicate where there is pain, the
specific location is important. The locations in classifier predicates and locatives
do not identify subjects and objects, while the locations in agreement verbs do.
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Homework Assignment 10

1. Find two examples of verbs that include subject-object information on the videotape. Do they include
both subject and object, or just object?

2. Find two examples of plain verbs (verbs that require separate signs for subject and object) on the video-
tape.

3. Carry some 3 × 5 cards or a small notepad with you for one day and write down all the verbs that you re-
member from your conversations. Divide them into plain verbs and verbs that include information about
subject and object. (Write down at least two examples of each.)
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UNIT
10

Pronouns and Determiners

GOAL
To understand pronouns and determiners in ASL

SUPPLEMENTAL READING
“A Class of Determiners in ASL,” by June Zimmer and Cynthia
Patschke (1990); pp. 347–353

PRONOUNS

A pronoun represents a person, place, or thing that has already been identified. Ex-
amples of pronouns in English are he, she, it, them, and us. Examples of English sen-
tences with pronouns are He came home early and She gave it to us. When reading
or hearing those sentences, we must know to what or to whom he, she, it, or us refers.
If we do not know, we cannot understand the sentence. We understand the sentence
because the referent (the noun that the pronoun represents) has been introduced
earlier in the conversation or because we guess from the context. For example, if one
sentence describes the boy and the next sentence uses the pronoun he, it is safe to as-
sume that the pronoun he represents the boy. Or suppose three people are seated at
a table. If one person looks at the person on her right and points to the person on her
left and says He told me something interesting, the meaning of he comes from the
context, and we can assume that he refers to the person on the left.

ASL also has pronouns. In this unit we will focus on subject and object pro-
nouns. There are both similarities and differences between English and ASL pro-
nouns (see Table 6). Consider the ASL sentence pro.3 silly, which can be trans-
lated in English as “He is silly.” In this ASL sentence, pro.3 is a pronoun and is
produced with the index finger pointing away from the signer. We use the gloss
pro.3-i (i = index finger) for this pronoun. While the sign is for a third person (as
opposed to first person i or me, glossed as pro.1), it does not indicate whether the
third person is masculine or feminine, in the way that the English words he and she
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do. The third person pronoun in ASL can also be produced with the thumb, and
we gloss that pronoun as pro.3-t (t = thumb). 

Recent work by Liddell and Johnson suggests that there is no clear distinction
between second and third person pronouns in ASL. In addition, the meaning of
any given pronoun is determined by the context in which it is produced. For ex-
ample, if the signer points away from her body, that same sign may refer to a sec-
ond person or to a third person. Which one it refers to depends on the sentence in
which it occurs. The asterisks in Table 6 indicate that ASL may not have separate
forms for second and third person, even though we may gloss them as pro.2 and
pro.3.

English also shows a distinction between subject and object pronouns—he
(subject pronoun) and him (object pronoun), we and us, she and her, they and
them, and so forth. ASL pronouns, like the pronouns in many other languages, do
not show this distinction. Instead, subject and object are indicated in the sequence
of signs. For example, ASL sentence pro.1 punish pro.2 has two pronouns, one
that points toward the signer and usually contacts the chest (glossed as pro.l), and
one that points away from the signer (glossed as pro.2). The English translation of
this sentence would be “I punish you.”

ASL pronouns do show a number difference, so that the signs for pro.2 refer-
ring to one person and pro.2 referring to more than one person are different.
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TABLE 6. A Comparison of Subject and Object Pronouns in English and ASL

PRONOUNS ENGLISH ASL

Subject Pronouns

First person
singular I PRO.1
plural we WE, TWO-OF-US, THREE-OF-US . . .

Second person
singular you PRO.2 (singular)*
plural you PRO.2 (plural), TWO-OF-YOU, THREE-OF-YOU . . .*

Third person
singular he, she, it PRO.3-index,* PRO.3-thumb
plural they THEY, TWO-OF-THEM, THREE-OF-THEM . . .*

Object Pronouns

First person
singular me PRO.1
plural us WE, TWO-OF-US, THREE-OF-US . . .

Second person
singular you PRO.2*
plural you PRO.2 (plural), TWO-OF-YOU, THREE-OF-YOU . . .*

Third person
singular him, her, it PRO.3-index, PRO.3-thumb
plural them THEM, TWO-OF-THEM, THREE-OF-THEM . . .*

*ASL may not have separate forms for second and third person pronouns.



pro.2 referring to one person is signed with one index finger pointing away from
the signer. pro.2 referring to more than one person might use a V handshape with
the palm facing up, with movement back and forth between two points in front of
the signer. Number differences are also indicated in third-person pronouns. For
example, pro.3 referring to one person might be a pointing index finger, while
pro.3 referring to more than one person might be a pointing index finger that
moves in a sweeping motion from one place to another. pro.3 referring to more
than one person could also be signed using a number handshape, so that the pro-
noun could be glossed as two-of-them or three-of-them or even four-of-

them.
Location serves an important function in pronoun signs. Many ASL pro-

nouns consist of a pointing index finger, which leads us to two questions:
(1) What is the function of the location of the sign itself? and (2) What is the func-
tion of the location to which the finger points? It seems that the function of the
location of the sign itself is articulatory—that is, location is simply a part of the
pronoun sign and it does not have independent morphological meaning. For ex-
ample, pro.3 can be produced either on the signer’s right side or on the signer’s
left side to represent a third person. It doesn’t seem to matter which side the
signer chooses, but it is important to notice that once one side is chosen to refer
to a specific third person, the same side must be used consistently during that
conversation. One cannot point first to one side and then to the other to refer to
the same person.

Pronouns represent a person, place, or thing that has already been introduced
or is clear from the context. The location in space to which the finger points iden-
tifies the referent of the pronoun (the person, place, or thing being talked about).
So, even though pronoun signs point at a location in space and are produced in a
particular location near the signer’s body, the function of location is very different
from location in classifier predicates or locative verbs.

DETERMINERS

ASL has another kind of pointing sign—determiners. Determiners are words or
signs that modify nouns. They indicate whether the noun referred to is a specific
noun or any member of a particular class of nouns. Examples of determiners in
English include the, a, and an. The indicates a specific noun, while a and an indi-
cate any member of a particular class. For example, there is a difference in mean-
ing between the cat and a cat. Other English determiners include my, that, and
every.

ASL also has determiners. Determiners in ASL are pointing signs produced
with the index finger. They always occur with a noun, and they may occur before,
after, or simultaneously with the noun. Determiners in ASL are glossed as det. Fig-
ure 38 is an example of a determiner occurring before a noun in the sentence pro.1
ask det girl (“I ask the girl”). An example of a determiner after a noun is girl det

silly (“The girl is silly”), and an example of a determiner occurring simultaneously
with a noun is man/det silly (“The man is silly”) (see Figure 39). We say that the
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noun and the determiner occur simultaneously because the determiner with the 1
handshape is produced with the passive hand at the same time that the dominant
hand produces the sign man. 

With regard to the function of location of the determiner, it seems that it is ar-
ticulatory, that is, it is simply where the sign is produced. Researchers June Zim-
mer and Cynthia Patschke found that often the location of the determiner is the
same or similar to the location of the noun that it accompanies. For example, in the
sentence girl det silly, the pointing sign that is the determiner occurs at the
chin level of the sign girl, while in the sentence man det silly, the determiner
might occur at the chest level of man (see Figure 40). Furthermore, Zimmer
and Patschke concluded that the actual direction in which the finger is pointing
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PRO.1 ASK DET GIRL

FIGURE 38. Determiner occurring before the noun.

t
MAN/DET SILLY

FIGURE 39. Determiner occurring simultaneously with noun.



has no independent meaning and is not significant. So once again, we see a kind
of sign whose location feature functions very differently from the location feature
in other signs.
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MAN DET SILLY

FIGURE 40. Determiner produced at the same level as the noun it accompanies.



Homework Assignment 11

1. Look at the snowmobile story on the videotape and make a list of the pronouns that you see. You should
find at least ten.

2. Collect and gloss four examples of ASL sentences with determiners that you see in everyday conversa-
tion. Provide an English translation of each.
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UNIT
11

Temporal Aspect

GOAL
To understand the basic concept of temporal aspect in ASL

Aspect means information contained in a predicate that tells us how the action of
the predicate is done. In ASL, aspect concerns forms that are verbs and adjectives
both. Our discussion of aspect will be fairly short, because while this is a very pro-
ductive area in ASL, not much research has been done on it. Most of our discus-
sion is based on research done by Klima and Bellugi (1979).

Klima and Bellugi examined many different kinds of aspect markers in ASL,
including markers that show that the activity of the verb is never-ending, frequent,
drawn out, or intense. Many of the aspect markers they examined have to do with
how the action of the verb is performed with reference to time. The linguistic term
for this is temporal aspect, and we will discuss some examples of it.

One way to tell how the action of a predicate is done in ASL is through the seg-
mental structure of the sign. For example, a basic form of the sign study is a two-
handed sign: the base hand is a hold with a B handshape with the palm facing up,
and the active hand is a 5 handshape with the palm facing down. The fingers of the
active hand wiggle. The sign would be described as a hold with internal move-
ment. However, the sign study can also be produced so that it means study-

continually. In this form, the handshape and orientation of the sign are the same
as the basic form, and the location is basically the same. What is very different and
what gives the meaning of continually is that the sign moves repeatedly in a
circle. Within the Liddell and Johnson framework, the structure of this sign is
an M. The movement of the circle looks like this:
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The circular movement tells us how the action of the verb is performed with
reference to time. The circular form of the verb study is inflected for aspect. In-
flection is the linguistic term for a morpheme that adds grammatical information
to a word or a sign. In the discussion of noun-verb pairs in unit 1, we pointed out
that there seems to be a fundamental difference between English morphology and
ASL morphology. The difference is that English tends to “add things on” in the pro-
cess of creating new units, while ASL tends to change the structure. A good
example of this is temporal aspect in ASL (see Figure 41). As we explained in units
1 and 2, sometimes a morpheme is best identified as a process instead of an identi-
fiable form. The result of this process is a new morpheme. When linguists study
temporal aspect inflections in spoken languages, generally they describe mor-
phemes that are added on to the beginning or the end of a verb. Those morphemes
give information about how the action of the verb is performed.

In ASL, we cannot say that anything is added on to the verb study to get the
meaning of study-continually. The handshape and the orientation stay the same,
but the basic structure of the sign changes from a hold to a movement, and the lo-
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STUDY-CONTINUALLY STUDY-REGULARLY STUDY-FOR-PROLONGED-PERIOD

STUDY-OVER-AND-OVER-AGAIN STUDY-IN-A-HURRY

FIGURE 41. Examples of temporal aspect inflection in ASL.



cation changes as a result of the movement. Sometimes the change in structure is
accomplished by the process of reduplication. (See p. 302–304 for Liddell and John-
son’s discussion of reduplication and aspect.) Also, a very specific nonmanual signal
adds to the meaning of continually. While linguists describe ASL verbs as being in-
flected—that is, having grammatical information added—the process of inflection
seems to be very different from spoken language inflection. Many ASL verbs can
have the aspect inflection meaning continually, including write and sit. Some
adjective predicates that can have this inflection include wrong and silly. 

Another aspect inflection has the meaning of regularly. This inflection is ex-
pressed by moving the sign in a straight line like this:

For example, the sign study can have an M M H M M H structure in which the
direction of the movement is a straight line. Signed this way, the meaning becomes
study-regularly. Other predicates that can have this inflection are go, preach,
and sick.

A third inflection has the structure of an M and has the meaning of for-a-

prolonged-period-of-time. It looks like this: 

Verbs that can have this inflection include look-at, cry, sit, and stand. sick is an
adjective predicate that can have this inflection.

A fourth aspect inflection has an M H M H structure and looks like this

It has the meaning of over-and-over-again and can be used with verbs like study

and look-at. 
During the fall of 1990, a Gallaudet University student, Randall Shank, did

some research on a fifth temporal aspect inflection that is glossed as in-a-hurry.
He found that when the signing space for a sign is reduced and the movement is
done very quickly, the meaning of the sign is in-a-hurry. This inflection can be
seen with verbs such as sew, write, eat, and study. We cannot define one single
movement path for this inflection, as sew-in-a-hurry has a circular movement,
while eat-in-a-hurry has a back and forth movement. But they have in common
the increased speed of the movement and reduced signing space.
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Another one of our students, Rosella Ottolini, observed that the meaning of 
i-a-hurry can also be indicated with internal movement of the fingers. For ex-
ample, the basic structure of the sign analyze is Hold-Movement-Hold-Move-
ment-Hold . . . , with the fingers repeatedly crooking and straightening during the
movement. In analyze-in-a-hurry, the hands move downward from one location
to another with an H M H structure as the fingers rapidly straighten and crook. The
latter is internal movement and looks like wiggling. This version of the sign is also
usually accompanied by a particular facial expression, with the eyes squinted and
the lips parted and tense.

Another temporal aspect marker observed by two other students, Martina
Cosentino and Laura Clarke, conveys the meaning of “activity performed under
pressure and then concluded.” It includes a reference to time because it shows the
performance of the activity and the end of the activity in two distinct parts. In the
first part, the structure of the verb is produced as a hold (even if the basic form of
the verb includes movement) and the lips are parted and tense, the eyes squinted.
This part shows the on-going pressured activity. The second part shows the end of
the activity, as the mouth drops open, the eyes relax, and the structure of the man-
ual part of the sign is a short movement forward followed by a hold. Some verbs that
show this marker include give-birth, drive-car, run, study, type, struggle,

read, push, and pull.
While temporal aspect provides a good example of morphemes as process, it

also shows how ASL sometimes uses what looks like the affixation used commonly
in spoken languages. For example, signs that have a basic M H structure may add
an initial hold to indicate a particular meaning. For instance, the basic structure of
the sign arrive is M H, but produced with an initial hold, it can have the meaning
of arrive-at-last or arrive-following-some-delay. This added initial hold is
essentially an affix.

This is a very basic introduction to the topic of temporal aspect. We have not
discussed all the temporal aspect inflections, but we have shown that ASL has a very
structured way of indicating the way in which the action of a predicate is per-
formed. Not all inflections can be used with all verbs. Clearly, a lot more research
is needed in this area.

REFERENCES
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Homework Assignment 12

1. Using the descriptions of aspect in the text, find as many examples as you can from everyday conversa-
tions of verb and adjective predicates that can have aspect inflection.

a. CONTINUALLY d. OVER-AND-OVER

b. REGULARLY e. IN-A-HURRY

c. FOR-A-PROLONGED-PERIOD

2. Can all of the verbs and adjectives take every inflection? Give two examples where a verb or adjective
can take one inflection but not another.
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UNIT
12

Derivational and
Inflectional Morphology

GOAL
To understand the difference between derivational morphology and
inflectional morphology

We have talked about morphology, the study of the smallest meaningful units in
a language and of how those meaningful units are used to build new words or
signs. Morphology is the study of word formation, of how a language uses smaller
units to build larger units. As a language uses smaller units to build larger ones,
two different processes are at work. Some of the larger units built from smaller
units are the result of a derivational process, and some are the result of an inflec-
tional process.

DERIVATIONAL MORPHOLOGY

Derivational morphology is the process of making new units for the language, in
other words, deriving new units. An example of derivational morphology in En-
glish is the creation of nouns from verbs by the addition of the suffix -er. For ex-
ample, when the suffix -er is added to the verbs write, read, and sign, the result is a
noun with the meaning of “person who does the activity of the verb.” The nouns
writer, reader, and signer are derived from the verbs write, read, and sign. Another
example from English is the derivation of verbs from adjectives by the addition of
the suffix -en. For example, when -en is added to the adjectives soft and hard, the
verbs soften and harden are derived. 

The examples of derivational morphology that we have looked at in ASL in-
clude the derivation of nouns from verbs, as in the derivation of chair from sit,
compounding, fingerspelled signs, numeral incorporation, classifier predicates,
and perspective verbs. In all of these cases, small units of ASL are put together to
create new large units. Nouns are derived from verbs, a series of fingerspelled signs
become more like one sign, a handshape having the meaning of a specific number
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is incorporated into a segmental structure having the meaning of age or week or
month, a movement root and a handshape are put together to make a classifier
predicate, and the location of the classifier predicate provides specific information
about the signer’s perspective.

INFLECTIONAL MORPHOLOGY

Inflectional morphology is different from derivational morphology. While deriva-
tional morphology is about the creation of new units, inflectional morphology is
the process of adding grammatical information to units that already exist. For ex-
ample, when -s is added to nouns in English, the result is a meaning of plural—
cats, dogs, books. The -s is known as an inflection. Another example is the -s that is
added to verbs with the meaning of “third person,” as in walks, writes, or signs. This
-s is also an inflection. The inflections add grammatical information to a unit; they
do not result in the creation of a new unit.

We have looked at two examples of inflectional morphology in ASL—aspect
and subject-object agreement. In the case of aspect, the structure of a verb is
changed to show a difference in the meaning of the verb. For example, the verb
sit is signed as M H, but if the sequence changes to a movement, the meaning be-
comes sit-for-a-long-time. We would say that the verb sit is inflected.

Verbs can include information about the subject and the object in the orien-
tation or location parts of their structure. An ASL verb like give is said to be in-
flected for both subject and object, while a verb like tell is inflected only for ob-
ject. The orientation and location parts of the structure provide grammatical
information in the verbs. A new unit is not created; grammatical information is
provided in already existing units.

Both derivational and inflectional processes in ASL may be fundamentally dif-
ferent from such processes in spoken languages. ASL does not tend to add on as
spoken languages do. Instead, ASL tends to change the fundamental structure, as
in the case of temporal aspect, or change one part of one segment, as in the case of
subject-object agreement in verbs.

The same part of a language can be affected by both derivational and inflec-
tional processes. For example, the ASL verb sit can be used to derive the noun
chair, and it can be inflected to mean sit-for-a-long-time. The ASL verb talk

can combine with the sign name to create the compound mention, which is a de-
rivational process. The same ASL verb talk can be inflected to mean talk-for-a-

long-time.
Some components of ASL become part of the language through a derivational

process and then participate in inflectional processes. For example, the formation
of the fingerspelled sign #no is a derivational process. It is the creation of a new unit
in ASL. That same fingerspelled sign can then be used as a verb, as in He says no
to me or I say no to him. The information in the location and orientation part of the
verb is inflectional, since it provides grammatical information about the subject
and object of the verb.
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Homework Assignment 13

1. The morphological processes that we have discussed in ASL include noun-verb pairs, compounds, sub-
ject-object agreement, aspect, fingerspelling, foreign loans, numeral incorporation, the formation of clas-
sifier predicates, the use of classifier predicates, the use of numeral incorporation, and use of finger-
spelled signs as predicates. Assign each of the eleven processes listed here to derivational or inflectional
morphology.
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UNIT
13

Time in ASL

GOAL
To have a basic understanding of the role of time in ASL structure

One of the features that makes language unique as a communication system is that
its users are not limited to talking about events in the here and now. Language al-
lows its users to talk about things that are not immediately visible. We can talk
about people or things or events in another room, another state, another country.
Language also allows its users to talk about events that happened in the past or
events that will happen in the future.

Certain parts of language structure allow us to show a difference among the
present, the past, and the future. Sometimes we use independent lexical items. For
example, in English we use the words tomorrow, yesterday, soon, or two days ago to
indicate the time of an event. The word will is another independent lexical item in
English that indicates a future event. 

English also has special morphemes to indicate the time of what is being dis-
cussed. For example, the English sentence He walks has a different meaning from
the English sentence He walked. In the first sentence, the letter s has the meaning
of “third person present”; the letters ed in the second sentence are pronounced t,
and this t has the meaning of “past.” In these two sentences, the base form, walk,
may be inflected with the morpheme -s if the meaning is “third person present” or
with the morpheme -t if the meaning is “past.” Forms like the -s and the -t are called
tense markers; they show what tense is intended.

If we consider that spoken words are made up of consonant and vowel seg-
ments, we can see that inflecting a verb for third person present basically means
adding the consonant s to the verb. The s is sometimes pronounced z or iz, de-
pending on the last sound of the verb. Likewise, inflecting a verb for past tense es-
sentially means adding the consonant t to the verb (the t is sometimes pronounced
d or id, depending on the last sound of the verb).

Sometimes tense is shown by a whole different form altogether. For example, we
recognize the English sentence He sees as having a present tense meaning; but most
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speakers of English would not accept He seed as the correct past tense form. The past
form of the verb see is saw, so not all verbs add -ed to show the meaning of past. Forms
in English like the third person present -s and the past tense -ed are called bound mor-
phemes: they are meaningful units of language that cannot occur by themselves; they
must be attached to another form. Bound morphemes are different from free mor-
phemes that can stand by themselves. In the unit on numeral incorporation, we gave
the example of the handshape as an example of a bound morpheme in ASL.

Tense in English is sometimes shown with independent lexical items and
sometimes with special morphemes. Time is handled differently in ASL structure.
In general, ASL does not use bound morphemes like third person present -s or past
tense -ed. While we will see some bound morphemes in ASL time signs, ASL does
not add segments to a sign to indicate tense.

EXPRESSING TENSE IN ASL

Traditionally, time in ASL has been described in terms of an imaginary time line
that runs perpendicular to the signer’s body. The area near the signer’s torso has a
general meaning of “present,” the area farther away has a meaning of “future,” and
the area over the shoulder has a general meaning of “past.”

In addition to the time line, many separate lexical items are used to specify the
time of the event being described, including now, today, yesterday, tomorrow,

up-until-now, not-yet, from-now-on, recently, later, long time ago, and
future. Four of these signs—yesterday, tomorrow, not-yet, and recently—
are independent lexical items whose meaning is only partly related to the imagi-
nary time line. Their orientation, location, and movement do seem to be related to
the time line—yesterday moves backward and tomorrow moves forward—but
they are also full lexical items.

Two signs—up-until-now and from-now-on—clearly seem to depend, in
part, on movement along an imaginary time line for their meaning. up-until-now

generally moves from the shoulders to a point in front of the signer, and from-now-

on generally moves from a point in front of the signer forward. The other signs—
now, today, later, long time ago, and future—are like yesterday, tomorrow,

not-yet, and recently in that they are independent lexical signs. It is true that they
can all be produced further forward or back on the imaginary line, but it seems that
the change in location adds emphasis to the meaning. For example, one can sign
now in the area in front of the torso, with a general meaning of “in the present.” But
the sign can be produced at least two other ways, one much closer to the signer, with
the wrists almost touching the torso, and one farther away, with the arms almost out-
stretched. In the first case, the movement might also be noticeably tense, while in
the second case, the movement might be larger and sharper. Both signs also might
have particular nonmanual features. The point is that while each one is at a differ-
ent point on the so-called time line, the location of the sign has nothing to do with
time. The location serves to emphasize the meaning of now.

As we said, the second example of now can be produced with the arms almost
outstretched, relatively far away from the signer’s body and far down the time line,
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but the location on the time line does not change the meaning to “now closer to
the future.” In fact, this sign means “not in the future at all.” We can see the same
thing with later. The basic sign might be produced fairly close to the signer’s
torso. Another form of the sign might be produced with the arm almost completely
outstretched. A traditional description might say that this is farther along the time
line, but we suggest that this different location may also be for emphasis. The lo-
cation is only one part of this sign that gets a lot of its meaning from its segmental
structure along with its handshape, orientation, and nonmanual signals.

Other independent lexical items for time include morning, afternoon,

night, noon, and midnight. ASL also has the signs year, week, month, day,

hour, minute, and time, and these signs allow numeral incorporation. In other
words, the handshape in these signs is a bound morpheme that has the meaning of
the specific number being referred to—two weeks or three months or four years,
while the other aspects of the sign function as one morpheme to mean week or
year or month. In addition, the basic signs year and week use location and ori-
entation to indicate years or weeks in the past or in the future. For example, con-
sider how you would sign three-week-ago or two-year-past or four-year-

from-now.

HABITUAL TIME

ASL structure also has a way of representing habitual time. For example, the way
of signing every week or every monday or every month is different from the ba-
sic signs for these concepts. To sign the days of the week to mean “every Monday,
Tuesday,” etc., the basic structure is H M H, which moves from the height of the
signer’s dominant shoulder to the mid-torso, with the palm orientation toward the
signer. The handshape is the one used for the specific day of the week. In the case
of every week, the sign week is produced in separate locations, each one lower
than the preceding one. To sign every night, the handshape and orientation of the
basic sign are kept, while the segmental structure is H M H, and the sign moves
from the signer’s left to the signer’s right.

In all the examples we’ve presented, the basic structure of the signs changed to
achieve new meanings. The changes involve bound morphemes, similar to tense
markers in spoken languages, but in ASL, bound morphemes are not added on to
an existing sign. Rather, some parts of the basic sign are kept, and others are
changed. In the case of every monday, the handshape and the orientation are the
same as the basic sign monday but the segmental structure (H M H) and the loca-
tion are very different. ASL can also show the duration of time, as in the signs ALL-
DAY-LONG and ALL-NIGHT-LONG.

WILL AND FINISH

ASL has two signs that can be glossed as WILL and FINISH and a fingerspelled sign
#WILL. One might think that these signs have only the meaning of “in the future”
and “in the past” and that they might be similar to their English counterparts, but
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it seems that they are also used for emphasis as well as for referring to the time of
an event. For example, the English sentence “Tomorrow I will go to the store” can
be produced in ASL as TOMORROW PRO.1 GO-STORE. The meaning of “future”
comes from the separate lexical sign TOMORROW. The ASL sentence

nod

TOMORROW PRO.1 GO-STORE WILL PRO.1

would be translated as the emphatic English sentence “I will go to the store to-
morrow!”

The sign FINISH, while often translated as “past” and used in some forms of
signed English as the equivalent of English -ed, may also have the function of a
completive marker. That is, it shows that the event being described is completely
finished. For example, the sign FINISH would probably not appear in sentences that
simply make reference to the past. The English sentence “Yesterday he walked
down the street” would be rendered in ASL as YESTERDAY PRO.3 WALK and not as

nod

YESTERDAY PRO.3 WALK FINISH.

The second sentence would most aptly be translated as “Yesterday he did walk!”
This sentence would be used to clear up doubt. It might also constitute the first half
of a longer sentence meaning “Once he had finished his walk, he ate.”

brow up

YESTERDAY PRO.3 WALK FINISH, EAT PRO.3

In either case, the sign FINISH does more than just indicate past tense; other el-
ements in the sentence do that work.

This is a very brief introduction to time in ASL. The most important point to
understand is that ASL has ways of representing time, and that they are different
from the ways in which time is represented in English.
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UNIT
1

Definitions

GOAL
To understand the meaning of syntax

SUPPLEMENTAL READINGS
“Syntax: Sentences and Their Stucture,” by Edward Finegan and Niko
Besnier (1989); pp. 354–357

“The Study of Sentence Structure,” by William O’Grady, Michael
Dobrovolsky, and Mark Aronoff (1989); pp. 358–388

One of the features of language that makes it distinct from other communication
systems is its productivity. The number of sentences that can be produced in a lan-
guage is infinite, but each language has a finite set of rules for making sentences.
Users of a language know these rules and use them to produce new sentences and
to understand the sentences used by other people.

One of the interesting things about language is that a finite set of rules is used
to produce an infinite set of sentences. Sometimes the users of a language cannot
explain the rules of their language, but they know when a rule has been broken.
They recognize grammatical and ungrammatical sentences. People sometimes
make mistakes when they are using their language, and very often they correct
themselves as they are using language. But just because they make mistakes does
not mean that they don’t know the rules. There is a difference between a user’s com-
petence in a language and a user’s performance in a language, a difference between
what a user knows about the language and how a user uses the language. One part
of a user’s competence is knowledge of the rules for making sentences, or the syntax
of the language. Another word commonly used for syntax is grammar. It is impor-
tant to recognize that theories about syntactic structure are continually developing
and evolving. The theories now in existence include Noam Chomsky’s minimalist
approach (the latest step in a theory of syntax that began with transformational gen-
erative grammar and passed through government and binding), cognitive grammar
(Langacker 1987), and functional grammar (Dik 1978). The discussion of ASL syn-
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tax in this book is based on the framework for ASL syntax presented by Liddell
(1980).

Before we talk about sentence structure in ASL, we need to take a look at the
work that specific signs do in sentences. That is, do the signs function as nouns,
verbs, adjectives, or adverbs? These different categories of signs are called lexical
categories.

Large groups of lexical signs in ASL have very similar properties. These shared
characteristics allow us to organize lexical signs into lexical categories. Four major
lexical categories to which members can be easily added are nouns (N), predicates
(Pred), adjectives (Adj), and adverbs (Adv). There is also a group of minor lexical
categories in which members are restricted to a fixed number of elements already
in the language. The minor categories include determiners (Det), auxiliary verbs
(Aux), prepositions (Prep), conjunctions (Conj), and pronouns (Pro).

Each lexical category has a unique set of morphological frames (the position of
a sign with respect to the bound morphemes that can be attached to it with a sign)
and syntactic frames (the position in which a sign occurs relative to other classes of
signs in the same phrase). Both frames of a given sign can be used to determine the
lexical category of that sign. The characteristics of the lexical categories in ASL are
explained below. Even though there are some universal tendencies across languages
in the area of lexical categories and the strategies we lay out here are valid tools in
the investigation of other languages, it is important to note that what follows is a de-
scription of ASL lexical categories; the details are not the same in other languages.

MAJOR LEXICAL CATEGORIES

Nouns

Noun signs identify entities such as individuals (name signs like david-on-temple,
#ann), places (chicago, #sears, #denny’s), and concrete and abstract things
(computer, table, theory). While many English nouns form the plural by add-
ing the bound morpheme -s (door/doors), noun signs ASL tend to occur only in the
syntactic frame. That is, unlike English nouns, it seems that there are no bound
morphemes that attach to nouns in ASL to pluralize or to otherwise modify them.
Instead, ASL nouns often use determiners (some, many, few) to indicate that a sign
is plural. An example of a determiner (many and index-arc) and noun that show
plurality would be

t

MANY #CAR INDEX-arc STILL NEW

In this example and others in this unit, the object of the sentence precedes the
predicate. This is indicated by a t over the object. We will discuss this further in
unit 4.

A small number of ASL nouns form the plural by reduplication. That is, the
noun is repeatcd two or three times in an arc or linear movement path. Some ex-
amples of noun reduplication are brother++, sister++, word++, tree++, and
plant++. Most nouns, however, cannot be reduplicated.
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Nouns can combine with determiners and adjectives (signs that describe the
noun). Some examples of the possible combinations are shown below.

t

Det + N INDEX-rt WOMAN NEAT

Det N Pred
In the following example, woman/index is produced simultaneously with both
hands

t

N/Det WOMAN/INDEX-rt NEAT

N/Det Pred

t

Det + N + Det MANY #CAR INDEX-arc STILL NEW

Det N Det Adv Pred

Predicates

Predicates say something about the subject of a sentence, whether it is a noun or
pronoun. In many languages, including ASL, adjectives and nouns function as
predicates. English requires a verb as part of the predicate, while ASL does not. As
we explained in the unit on classifier predicates, a predicate may consist of a verb,
a noun, or an adjective. Here are some examples of predicate signs in ASL.

PRO.3 PLAY

play is a verb, and it describes what the subject, pro.3, is doing.

t

BOY INDEX-rt HOME

N Det Pred

home is a noun, but it can become a predicate when it says something about the
noun, in this case boy. It is often called a predicate noun or nominal predicate. In
the sentence pro.3 boy, boy is another example of a predicate noun.

t

INDEX-lf HOUSE YELLOW

Det N Pred

yellow is a predicate adjective since it describes something about the house—its
color. Colors can be either adjectives or predicates, depending on where they appear
in the sentence. An example of a color used as an adjective would be as follows:

t

YELLOW HOUSE OLD

Adj N Pred

t

SMALL DOG INDEX-lf SICK

Adj N Det Pred
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sick is a predicate. Even though its gloss looks like the English adjective sick, which
can appear before or after the noun (as an adjective or predicate adjective), the ASL
sign sick seems to always function as a predicate. It seems that it cannot gram-
matically precede a noun in ASL, as it can in English—“the sick dog.” Psycholog-
ical, physiological, and emotional states like stupid, funny, healthy, happy,

confused, and upset are all predicates in ASL. Therefore the sentence sick dog

index-rt small is ungrammatical in ASL because sick can only function as the pred-
icate. It cannot be used as an adjective before the noun. However, physical char-
acteristics like tall, thin, big, and ugly tend to be either adjectives or predicates.

Members of the lexical category of ASL predicates indicate progressive tense
by adding the progressive morpheme after the verb. This is different from English,
which indicates progressive tense by adding the morpheme -ing (sit/sitting).

V + progressive morpheme SIT-with-tiny-circle-movements

READ-with-repeated-movements

Another class of predicates in ASL consists of classifier predicates. As we saw
earlier, they consist of a movement root and a classifier handshape. Unlike ASL
nouns, progressive tense and classifier predicate changes occur in the morpholog-
ical frame, not the syntactic frame. Some examples of classifier predicates are de-
scribed below.

classifier handshape + stative descriptive morpheme (2h)B-CL “pile of coins”

The active hand moves to describe the pile of coins while the passive hand acts as
the surface.

classifier handshape + process morpheme 1-CL “person walks by”

The active hand moves to indicate the movement of the object being described.

classifier handshape + contact morpheme 3-CL “car is located”

The active hand moves downward a short distance when it is placed at a particular
location. Its movement does not mean that it is a moving object; it represents the
concept of being located.

One of the syntactic properties of predicates is that they can combine with aux-
iliary verbs (Aux) such as will, can, and finish (see the section on minor cate-
gories for more on Aux). This syntactic frame can be demonstrated as follows:

nodding

Aux + Pred WILL EAT PRO.1

Aux Pred CS (copy subject)

nodding

Pred + Aux EAT WILL PRO.1

Pred Aux CS

nodding

Aux + Pred + Aux WILL EAT WILL PRO.1

Aux Pred Aux CS
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Another syntactic frame for predicates is that predicates can occur at the be-
ginning or at the end of a command or request such as (please) leave! finish!

watch-pro.1! and don’t-mind.

(PLEASE) + Pred PLEASE STOP!

Pred + (PLEASE) STOP PLEASE!

Adjectives

ASL adjectives (Adj) have the property of being placed before a noun. Both physi-
cal characteristics and colors often function as adjectives, but they can become
predicates when they appear after nouns. In the morphological frame the move-
ment can be produced in an emphatic way to show degrees of the adjective.

t

Adj + stress movement INDEX-rt VERY-TALL MAN, PRO.1 TELL-PRO.3-rt WILL

DET Adj N N Pred Aux

This adjective property is reflected in a syntactical frame as follows:

t

Adj + N + Det TALL MAN INDEX-rt, PRO.1 TELL-PRO.3-rt FINISH

Adj N Det N Pred Aux

Adverbs

Adverbs (Adv) usually modify adjectives and predicates by using particular non-
manual signals (NMS) and particular movements. However, it seems that in ASL,
the features of a sign that carry adverbial meaning often are incorporated directly
into the structure of the adjective sign or the predicate sign, as seen in the examples
below. Figure 42 shows that the sign tall is a two-handed sign in which the active
hand moves from the base to the fingertips of the passive hand. The sign can be
glossed very-tall when the sign begins well below the passive hand, brushes it,
and ends above the fingertips, along with a marked facial expression.

Adj + stress movement VERY-TALL MAN

Adj + Adv N

t

Pred + stress movement MAN INDEX-rt VERY-TALL

N Det Pred + Adv

t

Pred + temporal aspect INDEX-lf CHILD SIT-FOR-LONG-TIME

Det N Pred + Adv

t

Pred + NMS INDEX-rt MAN DRIVE-carelessly

Det N Pred + Adv
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Adverbs can also indicate when an action or event took place—yesterday, two-

weeks-ago, next-two-days, and still. They tend to occur at the beginning of a sen-
tence. The following sentence provides an example of this syntactic frame:

t

Adv + N + Pred TOMORROW PRO.1 OFF

Adv N Pred

Other adverbs, such as not and headshaking also modify predicates. Headshaking
is a morphological change, as the following sentence illustrates.

neg (headshaking)

Adv + Pred #ANN HUNGRY

Adding the adverb not to the sentence is a syntactic change.

Adv + Pred ANN NOT HUNGRY

N Adv Pred

Adv + Pred + Adv #ANN NOT HUNGRY NOT INDEX-ann

N Adv Pred Adv CS

not can also function as a predicate, as is shown below:

rhet-q

ANN HUNGRY, NOT

MINOR LEXICAL CATEGORIES

The members of minor lexical categories have little meaning outside of their gram-
matical purpose and are used to relate phrases of various types to other phrases.
These groups consist of determiners (Det), auxiliary verbs (Aux), prepositions
(Prep), conjunctions (Conj), and pronouns (Pro).
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Determiners

As we saw in the unit on pronouns and determiners, determiners (Det) occur with
nouns. This class includes signs like index (using index finger), many, some, all,

my, and your. Some examples follow.

t

Det + N MY DAUGHTER VERY-SICK

Det N Pred + Adv

t

N + Det GIRL INDEX-rt L-CL “zoom off”

N Det Pred

t

N/Det MAN/INDEX-rt SILLY

N/Det Pred

t

Det + N + Det SOME FOOD INDEX-rt-middle-lf #NG

Det N Det Pred

t

Det + Adj + N INDEX-lf YELLOW RED FLOWER FALSE

Det Adj N Pred

t

Adj + N + Det YELLOW RED FLOWER INDEX-If FALSE

Adj N Det Pred

Auxiliary Verbs

Auxilliary verbs (Aux) like will, can, finish, must, and should tend to show up at
the beginning or at the end of a sentence. Occasionally they are found both before and
after the predicate. Auxiliary verbs accompany other verbs or predicates and are used
to add tense and aspect information. Here are some examples in the syntactical frame:

nodding

Aux + Pred PRO.3 MUST EAT

N Aux Pred

nodding

Pred + Aux PRO.3 EAT MUST INDEX-PRO.3

N Pred Aux CS (copy subject)

nodding

Aux + Pred + Aux PRO.3 MUST EAT MUST INDEX-PRO.3

N Aux Pred Aux CS

Morphemes can be added to auxiliary verbs by incorporating nonmanual sig-
nals. The concept of may, might is conveyed in this way.
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Aux + NMS brow up, lips drawn, slightly headshaking side to side

PRO.3 EAT

Prepositions

Prepositions (Prep) show relationships between nouns and predicates or pronouns.
In ASL these relationships are typically expressed with classifier predicates, agree-
ment verbs, and the index finger pointing to mean “at.” ASL does not have many
independent preposition signs like the English words under, on, in, above, with,
and to. ASL does use signs like in, on, under, and behind; however, these signs
function like predicates and not like prepositions in English. We could call them
prepositional predicates. For example, the sign inside produced on the chest with
repeated movement to talk about inner feelings is such a predicate (see Figure 43).

t

OLD FEELING STILL INSIDE-my-chest

Adj N Adv Pred

Likewise, the sign behind is the predicate in this sentence:

PRO.1 BEHIND

N Pred

This sentence has the meaning of “I’ve already planned for that,” and in it, behind

functions as a predicate (see Figure 44). This function is syntactic in nature. Clas-
sifier predicates and agreement verbs also act as prepositions, and often the prepo-
sitional relationship is incorporated into the structure of the classifier predicate or
agreement verb. This use is morphological and is shown in the examples below.
The relationship is indicated by Pred + Prep.

t

Classifier predicate + from and to MY FRIEND 1-CL “walk from left side to right side”

Det N Pred + Prep

Classifier predicate + classifier predicate

t t

TABLE B-CL ”be located” (left hand) BOOK B-CL ”be located under the table” (right hand)

N Pred + Prep N Pred + Prep

OLD FEELING STILL INSIDE

FIGURE 43. An example of INSIDE used as a prepositional predicate.
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Agreement verb + to

t

#JOHN, #ANN ann-GIVE-TO-john

N N Pred + Prep

It seems that there is only one sign that functions like an English preposition, and
that is index (using index finger), a concept similar to the English preposition at.

Prep + N PRO.3 LIVE INDEX-rt CHICAGO

N Pred Prep N

Conjunctions

Conjunctions (Conj) join words or phrases of the same category. In ASL, examples
include but, understand, or, and plus. Examples of conjunctions in the syntac-
tical frame are as follows:

N + Conj + N PRO.3 BRING #TV, SHELF PLUS SOFA

N Pred N N Conj N

cond

Pred + Conj + Pred PLAY SAD #OR HAPPY, NO-MATTER

N Pred Conj Pred Pred

t

Adj + N + Copy + Adj + N RED CHAIR #OR RED TABLE, MUST CHOOSE ONE

Adj N Conj Adj N Aux Pred N

S + conj + S (S = sentence)

brow up

PRO.2 CAN GO STORE UNDERSTAND HELP MOTHER FIRST

Aux Pred N Conj Pred N Adv

S S

PRO.1 BEHIND

FIGURE 44. An example of BEHIND functioning as a predicate.
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Pronouns

Pronouns include pro.1 (first person), pro.2 (second person), pro.3 (third person),
we-two, they-three, and they are used as both subjects and objects. In a mor-
phological frame, some numbers can be incorporated into pronouns.

Pro + number WE-THREE LEAVE

Five seems to be the limit for incorporation into pronouns (6–9 are rarely used).
Also, pronouns can be incorporated into agreement verbs, another example of

a morphological frame. (We discussed this in the unit on agreement verbs.)

agreement verb + PRO PRO.2-GIVE-TO-PRO.1

Pronouns can also be expressed in a syntactical frame.

q

PRO + plain verb + PRO PRO.2 LOVE PRO.3

These are the main lexical categories that we will encounter as we look at the
sentence structure of ASL. As we can see, ASL shares some features with spoken
languages but is unique in other ways.
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Homework Assignment 14

1. Gloss two sentences from the videotape and explain how you know they are sentences. What is it about
the signs and the nonmanual features that tells you where one sentence begins and ends, for example?

2. Think of two ungrammatical (unacceptable) sentences in ASL and explain why they are ungrammatical.

3. Find one example of someone self-correcting while signing. How does the person indicate that he or she
is correcting himself/herself? What is the mistake? 

4. Using your gloss of the Snowmobile story, identify the lexical category of the signs in the first five sen-
tences.
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UNIT
2

Simple Sentences with Plain Verbs

GOAL
To understand how simple sentences with plain verbs work in ASL

INTRANSITIVE VERBS

Every language has certain basic structures for sentences. Sentences are made up
of subjects and predicates. Some sentences include objects and others do not. The
linguistic term for verbs or predicates that do not allow objects is intransitive. The
basic word order for a sentence with an intransitive predicate in ASL is Subject-
Verb. A sentence with this kind of predicate is boy silly. In this case, the subject is
a noun. The subject could also be a pronoun. The English sentence He is silly
would be signed in ASL as pro.3 silly. The pronoun in this case is represented by
the index finger pointing in the direction of the space already established as refer-
ring to that person, often with eye gaze accompanying the pointing. 

As we saw earlier, some ASL predicates do not contain information about the
subject or object. These are called plain verbs. The basic word order for a simple
sentence is Subject-Verb, but ASL has two other acceptable structures for simple
sentences with plain verbs. One is Subject-Verb-Pronoun, where the pronoun
copies the subject with the head nodding. We can write the structure as follows:

nd

S V Pro

(Note: We use the abbreviation nd for nodding, in contrast to the word nod for a
single downward movement of the head.)

An example of this structure is found in the following sentence:

nd

BOY SILLY PRO (subject copy)

The other possible structure is Verb-Pronoun, where the pronoun includes head
nodding:

nd

V Pro
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The sample sentence then becomes silly pro, or:

nd

SILLY PRO

This structure assumes that we have established that we are talking about a boy.
Every sentence in a language has a basic linguistic structure. As we mentioned

earlier, there are a number of different theories about the structure of sentences.
One theory, introduced by the linguist Noam Chomsky, proposed that a sentence
has a basic form, deep structure, and that other forms of the sentence come from
that basic form. In other words, additional sentences can be derived from the basic
form of a sentence by a series of rules. Those rules are called transformations, and
the resulting sentence that is produced is called the surface structure. Using this in-
formation, we can see that the sentence

nd

BOY SILLY PRO

is derived from the deep structure sentence boy silly by a transformational rule.
This rule allows a pronoun that refers to the subject to occur at the end of the sen-
tence with head nodding. The derivation looks like this:

Deep Structure: BOY SILLY

nd

Subject Pronoun Copy Rule: BOY SILLY PRO

nd

Surface Structure: BOY SILLY PRO

The other possible structure for simple sentences with plain verbs is

nd nd

Verb Pro, as in SILLY PRO

In this case, the deep structure is still boy silly, but two rules are used to derive the
surface structure: the pronoun copy rule and the subject deletion rule. The de-
rivation looks like this:

Deep Structure: BOY SILLY

nd

Subject Pronoun Copy Rule: BOY SILLY PRO

nd

Subject Deletion: —SILLY PRO

nd

Surface Structure: SILLY PRO

One combination that ASL does not allow is the verb followed by the noun
subject, as in *V S. The asterisk in front of the sentence indicates that the sentence
is not acceptable in ASL. Therefore, the sentence *silly boy is ungrammatical in
ASL.
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TRANSITIVE VERBS

Many verbs in ASL do allow objects. The term for verbs that allow objects is tran-
sitive. The basic word order for a sentence with an object is Subject-Verb-Object,
as in the sentence father love child. However, as with intransitive verbs, differ-
ent word orders are possible for sentences with transitive plain verbs. For example,
during the course of conversation, father love child can be changed to

nd

Subject Verb Object Subject copy

Pro Pro Pro

or

nd

FATHER LOVE CHILD FATHER

Pro Pro Pro

(In this and other examples, Pro under the noun means the third-person pronoun
is used to refer to the noun.) The following structure is also possible:

nd

Verb Object Subject copy

Pro Pro

or

nd

LOVE CHILD FATHER

Pro Pro

Topicalization

While the basic word order for a sentence containing an object is Subject-Verb-
Object, very often the object is the first element of the sentence. The placement of
the object at the beginning of the sentence is called topicalization and is very com-
mon in ASL. The sentence father love child can be changed so that the object
occurs first. The sentence then becomes

t

CHILD, FATHER LOVE

The t over child indicates topicalization. It is marked by special nonmanual fea-
tures, which we will discuss in unit 4.

As we saw before, this same sentence can occur with pronouns instead of
nouns, and the object pronoun can be topicalized, as follows:

t

Object, Subject Love

Pro Pro
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The same sentence can occur with the following word order:

t nd t nd

Object, LOVE Subject or CHILD, LOVE FATHER

Pro Pro Pro Pro

The changes in word order of sentences with transitive verbs are the result of trans-
formational rules.

SUMMARY

This unit is a basic introduction to the structure of simple sentences with plain verbs
in ASL. The most important points are summarized in the chart and list below.

1. The basic word order in ASL sentences with intransitive verbs is Subject-Verb.
2. Other word orders are allowed, but if they are used, the fact that they are not

Subject-Verb will be marked in some way. For example, if the subject is repeated
as a pronoun, the repetition will be accompanied by nodding.

3. The basic word order in ASL sentences with transitive verbs is Subject-Verb-
Object.

4. Other word orders are allowed, but if they are used, the fact that they are not
Subject-Verb-Object is marked in some way. If the subject pronoun occurs after the
verb or is repeated, the head nods. If the object is the first element in the sentence,
so it occurs in front of the verb and the subject, the eyebrows are raised, the head is
tilted, and there may be a slight pause before the rest of the sentence is signed.

5. The basic word order Subject-Verb-Object is not the most commonly used word
order in ASL.
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Sentences with Simple Plain Verbs

SENTENCE EXAMPLE

A. Intransitive Sentences: S V BOY SILLY

S-Pro V S-Pro SILLY

nd nd

S-Pro V S-Pro S-Pro SILLY S-Pro

nd nd

V S-Pro SILLY S-Pro

B. Transitive Sentences: S V O FATHER LOVE CHILD

nd nd

S-Pro V O-Pro S-Pro-copy S-Pro LOVE O-Pro S-Pro-copy

nd nd

V O-Pro S-Pro-copy LOVE O-Pro S-Pro-copy

t t

O, S V CHILD, FATHER LOVE

t t

O-Pro, S-Pro V O-Pro, S-Pro LOVE

t nd t nd

O-Pro, V S-Pro O-Pro, LOVE S-Pro



UNIT
3

Simple Sentences with Agreement Verbs

GOAL
To understand the basic structure of simple sentences with agreement
verbs in ASL

Many verbs in ASL do include information about the subject and the object, and
the structure of sentences with these verbs is different from the structure of sen-
tences with plain verbs. We will discuss three possible structures.

1. Simple sentences with agreement verbs and no separate signs for the subject and
the object. The gloss of the English sentence I give you is an example of this struc-
ture. The sentence could be signed as follows:

PRO.1GIVEPRO.2

and the structure of the sentence could be described as follows:

Subj.VERBObj.

to indicate the fact that information about the subject and object is included in the
verb.

2. Verbs that allow or require a separate sign for the subject. tell is one of these verbs.
The English sentence He tells me would be signed as follows:

PRO.3TELLPRO.1

he would be represented with the index finger, while the information about the
object (me) would be in the location part of the verb. It may also be that a separate
sign for the subject is produced (perhaps for emphasis or to disambiguate the sen-
tence) and included in the verb as well. The sentence You give me could be signed
as follows:
PronounPRO.2VERBPRO.1

or
YOUPRO.2GIVEPRO.1

3. Subject pronouns follow the verb, again, for emphasis or disambiguation. This
structure would be as follows:
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nd

VERB Subj.
Subj Obj Pro

An example of this would be the sentence I give you.

nd

PRO.1GIVEPRO.2 PRO.1

Once again, the basic word order in all three sentence structures is Subject-Verb-
Object (see chart below). Other word orders are used, and if they are, they are
marked with head nods.
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Simple Sentences with Agreement Verbs

sVo PRO.1GIVEPRO.2

S-Pro sVo YOU PRO.2GlVEPRO.1

nd

sVo S-Pro PRO.1GIVEPRO.2 PRO.1



Homework Assignment 15

1. We described four possible structures for intransitive simple sentences with plain verbs in ASL. Write one
example of each.

a. Subject Verb

b. Pronoun Verb

nd

c. Pronoun Verb, Pronoun

nd

d. Verb Pronoun

2. We described six possible structures for transitive simple sentences with plain verbs. Write one example
of each.

a. Subject Verb Object

nd

b. Subj. Pro Verb Obj. Pro Subj. Pro copy

nd

c. Verb Obj. Pro Subj. Pro

t

d. Obj., Subj. Verb

t

e. Obj. Pro, Subj.

t nd

f. Obj. Pro, Verb Subj. Pro

3. We described three structures for simple sentences with agreement verbs. List the three structures and
give an example of each.
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UNIT
4

Basic Sentence Types

GOAL
To understand the basic sentence types in ASL

In units 2 and 3, we looked at the basic rules for word order in ASL. In this unit, we
will look at some basic sentence types in ASL, focusing specifically on the role that
nonmanual signals play in ASL syntax. The five basic sentence types we will look
at are questions, negations, commands, topicalization, and conditionals. ASL also
has declarative sentences (that is, sentences that convey referential information).
As a group, declarative sentences do not seem to be marked by one particular non-
manual signal as are other sentence types in ASL.

QUESTIONS

Yes-No Questions

Yes-no questions are questions that require a yes-no answer. An example of a yes-no
question in English is Is John home? The word order for a yes-no question places
the verb before the subject (as opposed to the order in a declarative sentence: John
is home). When a speaker of English says this yes-no question, his or her voice usu-
ally rises at the end of the question. In English, then, yes-no questions have a defi-
nite form that is different from other kinds of sentences. The same is true of ASL.
Yes-no questions in ASL do not have any particular word order, but they do have
nonmanual signals that go with them. When someone asks a yes-no question, the
eyebrows are raised, the eyes are widened, and the head and body may tilt forward;
sometimes the shoulders are raised and sometimes the last sign is held (see Figure
45). The symbol that we use to represent the nonmanual signal that goes with a yes-
no question is q. An example of a yes-no question is as follows:

q

MAN HOME

This sentence would be translated into English as “Is the man home?”
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Wh-questions

Wh-questions involve the use of words like where, who, when, what, and why. Ex-
amples of Wh-questions in English are Where is John? and When is class finished?
Wh-questions in English have a special word order, with the verb usually preced-
ing the subject. When a speaker asks a Wh-question, his or her voice usually goes
down at the end of the question. Wh-questions in ASL also include the use of the
signs where, who, when, what, and why, and a very specific nonmanual signal.
When someone asks a Wh-question, the eyebrows squint and the head tilts; also,
the body may lean slightly forward and the shoulders may be raised (see Figure 46).
The symbol used for a Wh-question is wh, and an example is as follows:
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q
MAN HOME

FIGURE 45. Nonmanual signals as part of a yes-no question.

wh-q
MAN WHERE

FIGURE 46. A Wh-question.



wh-q

MAN WHERE

This sentence would be translated into English as “Where is the man?”

Question Mark Wiggle

Sometimes questions in ASL include a sign that is glossed as question mark

wiggle (QM wg). These questions are often asked when the signer is surprised by
the information he or she is being given, or when the signer wants to check what
the other person is saying. QM wg is a sign with an X handshape with internal
movement (wiggling). The nonmanual signal that accompanies sentences with
this sign is the same as yes-no questions (eyebrows raised, eyes widened, head and
body tilted forward) (see Figure 47). An example is as follows:

q

THINK TEST EASY QM wg

This sentence could be translated to English as “You really think that the test is easy?”
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THINK TEST

EASY QM wgq
THINK TEST EASY QM wg

FIGURE 47. An example of question mark wiggle.



Rhetorical Questions

When people are speaking or signing, they often use forms that look like questions
but that don’t really behave like questions. They use forms that look like ques-
tions but they don’t expect an answer from the person to whom they are speaking.
These questions are called rhetorical questions, and their job is to provide the con-
nections in what the speaker is saying. They are called rhetorical questions because
while they look like questions, they do not do the work that real questions do. They
are not seeking a yes or a no or the information that Wh-questions seek. An example
of a rhetorical question in ASL is as follows:

rhet

PRO.1 TIRED WHY STUDY ALL-NIGHT

The symbol that is used for rhetorical questions is rhet. An English translation
of this sentence could be “I’m tired. Why? Because I studied all night.” Other signs
in ASL besides why that are used in rhetorical questions are reason, when, who,

what, where, and for-for. The nonmanual signal used with rhetorical questions
tells us that they do not have the same function as yes-no or Wh-questions. Most
rhetorical questions use a Wh-word, and one might expect Wh-nonmanuals with
them—squinted eyebrows and tilted head. But the nonmanuals used with rhetori-
cals include raised eyebrows and a slight shake or tilt of the head (see Figure 48).
So even though the form may be a Wh-sign, the nonmanuals tell us that the func-
tion is not that of a Wh-question.

NEGATION

Sentences in ASL are not always affirmative. Signers often have occasion to use
negative sentences, as do speakers of English. Some examples of negative sen-
tences in English are The man is not home or He cannot see me. The process of
changing an affirmative sentence to a negative is called negation. In ASL, negative
sentences have specific nonmanual signals that include shaking the head from side
to side, and possibly frowning or squinting. The symbol used for negation in ASL
is neg, and an example is as follows:

neg

MAN HOME

This could be translated to English as “The man is not home.” It is interesting to
note that the sign not is not required in negative sentences and may be used more
for emphasis. The nonmanual signal is sufficient to produce a negative sentence.

COMMANDS

The sentences that people use to give commands are different from other kinds of
sentences. In English, commands (or imperatives) often occur without a subject
(the result of a transformational rule that deletes the subject you), as in Sit down!
or Come here! In ASL the subject is also often deleted or occurs after the verb as a
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pronoun. ASL imperatives also have particular nonmanual signals, including mak-
ing direct eye contact with the person being talked to, and possibly frowning. An
example of an imperative in ASL is

*SIT*

The symbol * is used to indicate an imperative.

TOPICALIZATION

Topicalization occurs in ASL when the object of a sentence can be moved to the
front of the sentence. The example we used in Unit 2 was as follows:

Deep Structure: FATHER LOVE CHILD

t

Topicalization: CHILD, FATHER LOVE
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PRO.1 TIRED rhet
WHY

STUDY ALL-NIGHT
rhet

PRO.1 TIRED WHY STUDY ALL-NIGHT

FIGURE 48. An example of a rhetorical question.



t

Surface Structure: CHILD, FATHER LOVE

The object that is moved to the front of the sentence and is topicalized is marked
by particular nonmanual signals, which include raised eyebrows and a head tilt,
and possibly a short pause. The symbol used for the nonmanuals of topicalization
is t. Another example of topicalization is:

t

HOMEWORK, PRO.1 DETEST

This could be translated in English as “Homework, I detest it,” or “As for home-
work, I detest it.”

CONDITIONALS

Conditional sentences express a condition upon which the topics being discussed
depend. An example of a conditional sentence in English is If it rains tomorrow, the
game will be cancelled. In English, words such as if indicate a conditional. The ASL
signs #if and suppose also can be used to express conditionals. However, non-
manual signals play a very important role in conditional sentences. Conditional
sentences can be constructed in ASL with nonmanual signals and without the use
of signs to show the conditional. The nonmanual signals for conditionals include
raised eyebrows, a head tilt, and possibly a short pause. The symbol used for con-
ditionals is cond, and an example is as follows:

cond

TOMORROW RAIN, GAME CANCEL

It is important to note that the second part of the sentence is not conditional. It may
be a negative or affirmative statement, a question, or a command.

THE IMPORTANCE OF NONMANUAL SIGNALS

Nonmanual signals, and not the signs, often determine the sentence type in ASL.
The signs of a sentence can be identical, but it is the nonmanuals that make for the
difference in sentence type. Consider, for example, the signs home you. These two
signs can occur in four different sentence types. The signs themselves are the same;
the nonmanuals are different.

nd

Declarative: HOME PRO.2 “You are home.” 

q

Yes-No Question: HOME PRO.2 “Are you going home?”

neg

Negation: HOME PRO.2 “You weren’t home.”

Command: *HOME PRO.2* “Go home.”

In each of these examples, the nonmanual signal is vital in conveying the
signer’s intended message.
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SUMMARY

We have seen here how important nonmanual signals are in syntax. In part 2
(Unit 1), we saw that many individual lexical signs require a nonmanual signal, such
as finally, not-yet, admit, and so forth. This has to do with the phonological struc-
ture of individual signs. Nonmanual signals are also important in morphological
structure because the signals can have independent meaning and may attach to a
variety of signs. For example, the mouth configuration glossed as “mm” and having
the meaning of “regularly” can be produced with many different verbs, for example,
drive, study, read, and walk. A different mouth configuration glossed as “th” can
be used with the same verbs (and many others) but with the meaning of “carelessly.”
Finally, nonmanual signals are important for ASL discourse, that is, the level of lan-
guage use above the individual sentence. They may indicate the use of reported
speech and they play a role in turn-taking and topic control. So we see that non-
manual signals are important in all areas of ASL structure: phonology, morphology,
syntax, semantics, and discourse. The following chart summarizes the information
on sentence types and nonmanual signals in ASL.
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SENTENCE TYPE NONMANUAL SIGNALS EXAMPLE

1. Questions q

a. Yes-No Questions Eyebrows raised, eyes widened, MAN HOME
head and body may be tilted for-
ward; shoulders may be raised;
last sign may be held

wh

b. Wh-Questions Eyebrows squinted, head tilted; MAN WHERE
body may be forward;
shoulders may be raised

q

c. Question Mark Wiggle Same as yes-no questions THINK TEST EASY QM wg

rhet

d. Rhetorical Questions Eyebrows raised, head may be PRO.1 TIRED WHY STUDY ALL-NIGHT
tilted or may shake slightly

neg

2. Negation Head shakes side-to-side; MAN HOME
may have frown or squint

3. Commands Direct eye contact with *SIT*
addressee, may frown

t

4. Topicalization Eyebrows raised, head tilted, HOMEWORK, PRO.1 DETEST
possibly a short pause

cond

5. Conditionals Eyebrows raised, head tilted; TOMORROW RAIN,
possibly a short pause and GAME CANCEL
eye gaze shift



Homework Assignment 16

1. Look at the videotape and identify as many sentence types as you can. You should find examples of de-
claratives, topicalizations, yes-no questions, Wh questions, rhetorical questions, and negations. Gloss an
example of each.
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PART
FIVE

SEMANTICS





UNIT
1

The Meaning of Individual Signs

GOAL
To gain a basic understanding of the semantics of signs

SUPPLEMENTAL READING
“The Study of Meaning,” by William O’Grady, Michael Dobrovolsky,
and Mark Aronoff (1989); pp. 374–388

Semantics is the study of the meaning of words and sentences. So far, we have looked
at the basic units used to construct signs—movements and holds, handshapes, loca-
tion, orientation, and nonmanual signals—that is, the phonological structure of
ASL. We have seen how these parts can be used to construct new units, that is, the
morphological component of the language, and we have seen how units are put to-
gether to form sentences. But for people who use language to communicate with
each other, they not only need to share the phonology, morphology, and syntax of a
language, but they also must share a system of meaning. The symbols and combina-
tions of symbols must have shared value for the users of a language. Semantics is the
study of the rule-governed ways in which languages structure meaning.

DETERMINING MEANING

How do we know what a sign means? When we see another signer use the sign cat

or house or think, how is it that we get the meaning intended by the signer from
the combination of movements and holds, handshape, location, orientation, and
nonmanual signals? Finding answers to these questions takes us back to the very
first issue that we discussed, that is, the features that communication systems and
languages have in common. You will recall that one feature that languages and
other communications systems have in common is that they are shared by mem-
bers of a community. The users of a language or variety of language determine what
the meaning of a given combination of movements, holds, handshape, location,
orientation, and nonmanual signals (that is, a specific sign) will mean.

Since meaning is determined by a specific community of users, the same com-
bination of features, or the same sign, may have different meanings to different
communities. For example, the combination of features that in ASL is glossed as
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name is glossed as rome (the name of the capital city) in Italian Sign Language
(LIS) (see Figure 49). The same combination of sounds that in spoken Italian func-
tions as a feminine plural definite article—le—in spoken Irish means “with.”

Users of languages all over the world commonly look to written dictionaries as
the definitive source for the meaning of words and signs, but it is important to re-
member that the people who write dictionaries derive their definitions of words or
signs by carefully observing the way words and signs are used by real people. Dic-
tionaries for sign languages are unique in that, while they may be organized to re-
flect the linguistic structure of the sign language, they seem to be almost neces-
sarily bilingual. That is, in addition to providing an inventory of the signs in a sign
language, sign language dictionaries almost always also provide written glosses for
the signs in the majority language of the community in which the sign language
is used. Stokoe’s Dictionary of American Sign Language was an exception because
it did not present the signs by an alphabetical list of their English glosses, but
rather by the parameters of location, handshape, and movement. The potential
problem with bilingual dictionaries is that the same sign may have different En-
glish glosses assigned to it or different signs may be assigned the same English
gloss. Therefore, the meaning of the sign may not always be clear from the gloss
assigned to it.

Types of Meaning

Researchers have identified three different kinds of meaning: referential meaning,
social meaning, and affective meaning.

Referential Meaning. Referential meaning is the idea, thing, or state of affairs de-
scribed by the sign or sentence. For example, the sign cat refers to a four-legged
mammal with a tail, whiskers, and so forth. The meaning of the sign california is
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the western state that has the Pacific Ocean to the west, Mexico to the south, Ore-
gon to the north, and so forth. That state is the referent of the sign. 

Social Meaning. Signs and sentences also provide information about the social
identity of the language user. For example, certain choices of signs may reveal
where the person is from, whether the person is male or female, or whether the per-
son is African American or Caucasian. This is the social meaning that can be con-
veyed by linguistic symbols.

Affective Meaning. Affective meaning provides information about the signer’s
feelings, attitudes, or opinions concerning a piece of information. Affective mean-
ing can be conveyed by individual sign choice and by sentence structure. For ex-
ample, a signer may be reporting a conversation that she had with another person
in which the person talked about her work. One way to report the conversation
would be to say “Alice explained to me about her fascinating research,” while an-
other way would be to say “Alice boasted to me about her boring old project again.”
Both sentences report the same basic information, that Alice talked about her work,
but the signer’s attitude toward what Alice said is completely different in each sen-
tence. In the first sentence, the words explained and fascinating convey the mean-
ing that the signer was really interested in what Alice had to say; in that second sen-
tence, the words boasted, boring old project, and again clearly convey the message
that the signer was not interested in what Alice had to say and had a negative opin-
ion of her work. The difference in meaning between the two sentences is a differ-
ence in affective meaning.

Denotation and Connotation

The referential meaning of a sign or a sentence is often called its denotation, while
the social and affective meaning is often called connotation. The difference be-
tween denotation and connotation can be illustrated with two signs in ASL that can
be glossed as deaf. The sign deaf that is made with a 1 handshape that moves
straight down from the ear to the chin denotes someone’s audiological status and
has a fairly neutral connotation. However, the form of the sign that is produced
with a fairly slow arc movement and with a puffed cheek, while still denoting some-
one’s audiological status, also conveys the message that the person is a full-fledged
member of Deaf culture. This is a social connotation.

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LEXICAL ITEMS

Users of a language know the phonological, morphological, and syntactic rules of
their language, and they also know many individual words or signs. The collection
of words or signs that they know is called the lexicon, and the individual words or
signs in that collection are called lexical items. One area of semantics concerns the
possible meaning relationships between lexical items in the lexicon. A number
of different relationships can exist, including hyponymy, part/whole relation-
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ships, synonymy, antonymy, converseness, and metaphor. We will briefly dicuss each
relationship.

Hyponymy

Consider the signs blue, red, yellow, green, orange, and purple. You will
quickly see that all of these signs are signs for colors. Now, ASL also has a sign
color. The referent for color includes all of the signs in the set listed above, along
with many other colors not listed. Each of the individual color signs has a meaning
relationship with the sign color: the sign color is an inclusive term, and the
meaning of each of the individual signs is included in the meaning of the sign
color. The signs for the individual colors are hyponyms (the prefix hypo-meaning
“below”), and the sign color is the hypernym. Another example is the hypernym
sign language, which includes the hyponyms ASL, LSF (French Sign Lan-
guage), LIS (Italian Sign Language), and LSQ (Quebec Sign Language).

Part/Whole Relationships

Another meaning relationship between signs is the one found between signs like
hand and arm. This is not a hyponymic relationship because a hand is not a kind
of arm. A hand is a part of an arm, and the referent of the sign hand is included in
the referent of the sign arm. That is, an arm includes a hand. Another example
might be the relationship between the signs phonology and linguistics because
phonology is a part of linguistics. The meaning of the sign linguistics includes
the meaning of the sign phonology.

Synonymy

We describe two signs as being synonymous if they “mean the same thing.” When
we say two words or signs “mean the same thing,” we are generally talking about
their referential meaning. For example, most users of English would agree that the
words sofa and couch mean the same thing or that soda and pop refer to the same
thing. But often words or signs that have the same referential meaning have differ-
ent social or affective meaning. For example, the English words think and cogitate
refer to the same mental activity, but cogitate tends to be used in fairly formal set-
tings and not in more informal ones, unless the user is making a joke about the rel-
ative formality or informality of the situation. In ASL, deaf signed with a 1 hand-
shape from ear to chin has the same basic referential meaning of “audiological
status” as deaf signed with an A handshape at the ear then opening to a 5 hand-
shape. However, the two signs have very different social and affective meanings.
While the first is fairly neutral, the second generally has the meaning of “profoundly
deaf,” and its usage is sharply restricted—it is generally not considered socially ap-
propriate for hearing non-native signers to use this sign. So while the two signs may
look like synonyms and are at one level, they are not synonymous at another level.

Another interesting comparison involves the pairs of signs in ASL such as bed

and #bed, car and #car, or busy and #busy. One member of each pair is a lexical
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sign, while the other is lexicalized fingerspelling. They appear to be synonymous,
and yet their occurrence may be governed by discourse factors. Although this has
not been researched as yet, it is possible that the fingerspelled sign is chosen for em-
phasis. Again, these pairs of signs seem to be synonymous at a referential level but
not at a discourse level.

Antonymy

Antonymy describes the relationship between two signs that are opposite in mean-
ing, and it is a binary relationship; it can only describe the relationship between two
signs at a time. There are two basic kinds of antonymy—gradable and nongradable.
The signs large and small are antonyms, but it is easy to see how the concept of
“large” and “small” are relative. For example, in the domain of vegetables, a cu-
cumber is larger than a pea but smaller than a pumpkin. Gradable antonyms can
thus show degrees of the concept to which they refer. Something can be relatively
larger or smaller, something can be relatively harder or easier, even though large

and small and hard and easy are pairs of antonyms. The English words alive and
dead and the ASL signs alive and dead are considered to be nongradable an-
tonyms, in that one is either alive or dead but not both. But it should be pointed out
that users of both English and ASL sometimes use nongradable antonyms as if they
were gradable, as in the English expressions “half-dead” or “barely alive” and their
ASL equivalents.

This brings us to some interesting observations about antonyms in ASL. One
concerns the way in which the language shows gradation. For example, in English,
degrees of size (large or small) may be shown by suffixation, that is, by adding the
suffix -er or -est as in largest or smaller, or with separate and formally unrelated lex-
ical items—tiny, enormous, midsize, etc. In ASL, when the goal is to show degrees
of meaning, the first question the signer may ask is “what exactly am I talking
about?” Representing the size of an object, place, or person is usually accom-
plished with classifier predicates, and, as we know from the unit on classifier pred-
icates, different handshapes and movement roots are used for different entities. For
example, the classifier predicate used for representing the size of a car would vary
depending on the actual size of the car being described. The handshape chosen to
represent a limousine will be different from the handshape chosen to represent a
small car, like a VW bug (see Figure 50). The handshape chosen to represent a
thick book will be different from the one chosen to represent a thin book.

Specific classifier handshapes may be accompanied by specific nonmanual sig-
nals; pursed lips may accompany handshapes representing thin objects, while
puffed cheeks may accompany handshapes representing larger objects. In addi-
tion, it is also possible to show gradation within a chosen classifier predicate. For
example, the signer may choose a particular classifier handshape to represent a
limousine, but the relative size of the limousine can be varied by changing the end-
ing location of the sign. Normally, the sign begins with the hands touching or close
together, and then they move apart from each other; how far they actually move
apart indicates the relative size of the limousine (usually with an accompanying
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nonmanual signal as well). This, then, shows gradation by changing some aspect
of the sign structure, in this case, location and nonmanual signal.

This is also the case for lexical signs. For example, the ASL equivalent of “half-
dead” might consist of producing the sign dead but producing the final hold in a
location closer to the initial hold than where the final hold is produced in the cita-
tion form of the sign. Gradation, then, is not represented by adding a whole new
sign, but rather by altering some feature of the already existing sign (see Figure 51).

In this regard, consider the ASL signs good and bad. In English, the words
good and bad are antonyms, but their respective phonological forms are completely
unrelated. The ASL signs good and bad are also antonyms, but unlike the English
pairs, their phonological forms are clearly related—they share a hold-movement-
hold structure, as well as handshape and location. The difference in meaning lies

LIMOUSINE VW BUG

FIGURE 50. An example of variation in classifier handshapes.

DEAD “HALF-DEAD”

FIGURE 51. An example of gradation in lexical signs.



in the difference in the final palm orientation, up for good and down for bad.
There are other pairs of signs like this in ASL, such as like and don’t-like, want

and don’t-want, and know and don’t-know, pairs that also represent opposition
in meaning. It would appear that these antonyms are related by a morphological
process because the change in the final palm orientation has the effect of chang-
ing the meaning of the sign. While it is not clear that this morphological process is
productive, that is, that new pairs of antonyms are being created, there does seem
to be a difference between these pairs of antonyms in ASL and pairs of antonyms
in English.

Converseness

Another semantic relationship between signs or words is called converseness. It is
similar to antonymy and is seen in pairs of signs like wife and husband. If A is the
husband of B, then B is the wife of A; wife is said to be the converse of husband.
Other examples in ASL are pairs of signs like teacher and student or aunt and
niece. As with antonymy, the English words wife and husband have no formal re-
semblance to each other. However, in ASL, it seems that many pairs of signs that
exist in a converse relationship also resemble each other phonologically. For ex-
ample, wife and husband are both compounds respectively resulting from the
joining of woman and marry and man and marry, and their form is very similar.
Likewise teacher and student probably result from a process of affixation in
ASL, whereby a form having its origin in a sign for person is attached to verbs, in
this case teach and study. Likewise, aunt and niece have the same structure and
are produced in the same location with similar palm orientations; they differ only
in handshape. So once again, it seems that in ASL, signs that have a semantic re-
lationship may also share a phonological relationship.

Metaphor

The location feature of the ASL signs aunt and niece brings us to another kind of
meaning relationship between words and signs known as metaphor. A metaphor is
generally defined as an extension of the use of a word or sign beyond its primary
meaning to describe referents that are similar to the word or sign’s primary referent.
In English, for example, the word head (whose referent is “top part of an animal’s
body”) is found in phrases such as the head of the class or the head of the line. In
these phrases, the meaning of the word head has been extended to mean not only
the top part of an animal but also the top part of other things.

In their book Metaphors We Live By, Lakoff and Johnson define three different
kinds of metaphorical meaning: orientational, ontological, and structural. Orien-
tational metaphors rely on spatial information to communicate the metaphor. For
example, in many languages, the concept of up is related to positive meanings,
while the concept of down is related to negative meanings. In English, this is seen
in expressions such as cheer up, lift one’s spirits, and lighten up, as opposed to feel-
ing down, what a downer, and being down and out. Researchers such as Woll,
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Wilbur, Boyes-Braem, Frishberg and Gough, and Wilcox have researched meta-
phor in ASL and have pointed out that ASL also makes use of orientational
metaphors. We see this in signs such as depressed and tired, in which the move-
ment of the sign is downward, as opposed to thrilled and happy, in which the
movement is upward. Upward and downward movement in ASL signs can also
carry a metaphor of presence or absence, as in the signs appear and disappear.

Sarah Taub (2000) has researched metaphor in sign languages and discovered
that there is a strong link in sign languages between metaphor and iconicity.
Metaphor is the use of one domain of experience, the concrete one, to describe or
reason about the abstract domain, and the iconic system of classifier predicates in
sign languages has movements, locations, and handshapes that can be used for the
metaphorical description of abstract (nonphysical) situations. Taub explained that
metaphor in sign languages involves double mapping—that is, there is a relation-
ship between the concrete and the abstract, and a relationship between the con-
crete image chosen to represent the abstract and the forms (handshape, location,
movement, palm orientation, nonmanual signals) of the language. The ASL
metaphor analysis is digging shows this double mapping: digging is a metaphor
for the abstract concept of analysis, and this metaphor is represented in ASL by
two oscillating Bent V handshapes moving downward in neutral space in a digging
motion. This kind of double mapping for metaphor is widespread in sign lan-
guages. 

Ontological metaphors treat abstract entities, states, and events as though they
were objects. In English, for example, people talk about falling into or climbing
out of a depression, as if the emotional state of depression were a tangible place.
Likewise, they talk about working their way through a problem or being so busy that
they feel like they are treading water or just barely keeping their heads above water.
In all of these cases, abstract emotional states are represented as though they were
actual locations or objects. ASL also has ontological metaphors. For example, a
signer might express strong interest in a particular academic area by producing the
sign that could be glossed as fall-into, with a Bent V handshape moving sharply
downwards (the base hand for this sign is a B handshape). The area of interest is
thus portrayed as a location into which one can physically move. Likewise, during
a discussion, a signer can indicate that a particular idea should be held until later
in the discussion by producing a sign that consists of a C handshape closing to an
S handshape. This sign strongly resembles the instrumental classifier handshape
used to represent the holding of various real objects. In the case of its metaphorical
use, the idea is being treated as an object that physically can be held.

Finally, structural metaphors treat one concept in terms of another more tan-
gible concept. A common example from English is the expression “time is money,”
in which the abstract concept of time is treated as a tangible object that can be
saved, wasted, spent, and so forth. Time is dealt with in a similar way in ASL, such
that time that has run out may be represented with the same extent classifier hand-
shape that is used to show a depletion of tangible substances like water or paper.

One kind of metaphor that occurs frequently in ASL has to do with hand-
shapes. Frishberg and Gough make reference to “families of signs,” that is, groups
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of signs that share the same handshape and that also share a portion of their mean-
ing. For example, many signs produced with an Open 8 handshape have to do with
emotions such as feel, excite, depress, pity, sensitive, and sick. Similarly,
many signs having to do with negation and negative concepts are produced with an
A handshape (e.g., not, deny, refuse, blame, and suffer). Handshape would be
considered metaphorical in these signs because while there is nothing inherently
negative or emotional about the actual handshape, those handshapes have come
to be associated with those meanings by users of the language. We cannot say that
these handshapes are morphemes because they are not consistently associated with
those meanings and handshape cannot be substituted in these signs to change the
meaning of the sign in the way that it can in numeral incorporation, for example,
where it is a morpheme. They are more like the examples of sound symbolism that
we discussed for English, that is, groups of words like lump, stump, hump, and
bump, that share the sounds -ump. We don’t want to say that -ump is an English
morpheme, but users of English would say that -ump symbolizes a meaning of
heavy and thick.

This, then, is a brief introduction to some of the kinds of meaning relationships
that may exist between signs. In the next unit, we will look at the semantics of
sentences.
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Homework Assignment 17

1. Find examples of ASL signs that illustrate the difference between denotation and connotation.

2. Find additional examples in ASL of the following meaning relationships:

a. hyponymy

b. part /whole relationships

c. synonymy

d. antonymy

e. converseness

f. metaphor
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UNIT
2

The Meaning of Sentences

WORD ORDER AND SEMANTIC ROLES

We have seen some of the ways in which individual signs have meaning. We now
turn our attention briefly to the ways in which sentences have meaning. First of all,
we will see that it is not enough to simply say that the meaning of a sentence comes
from just adding up the meanings of all the signs in the sentence. There is more to
it than that. We can see this from the following two ASL sentences:

CAT CHASE DOG “The cat chases the dog.”

DOG CHASE CAT “The dog chases the cat.”

These two sentences have different meanings, and the difference in meaning
comes from the order in which the signs appear. So, sign order or word order is an
important factor in determining the meaning of a sentence. What is also important
is the relative semantic role of each sign in a sentence. By semantic role, we mean
how sentences show who did what to whom, with whom, or for whom. Examples
of semantic roles are agent, patient, experiencer, instrument, and cause. For ex-
ample, in the first sentence above, the cat is the agent, the “doer” of the action de-
scribed by the verb, and the dog is the patient, the “receiver” of the cat’s action. In
the second sentence, the same signs have opposite semantic roles—the cat is now
the patient, and the dog is now the agent, showing us how important knowing the
semantic role of a sign is in understanding a sentence. In the sentence joan like

pizza, Joan is the experiencer. She is not really doing anything or receiving any ac-
tion; she is experiencing some physical or psychological sensation. In the English
sentence “The key opens the door,” the semantic role of the word key is as instru-
ment. The ASL version of that sentence might be as follows:

t

DOOR, KEY, CL: key-open-door

It is interesting to note that the semantic role of instrument is often realized in ASL
with the classifier handshape of a classifier predicate, along with the sign for the in-
strument (see Figure 52).
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The final semantic role we will discuss is cause. In the English sentence “The
tornado destroyed the trees,” the semantic role of tornado is that of cause. The ASL
version of this sentence (see Figure 53) might be as follows:

t

TREES, TORNADO DESTROY

and, just as in the English sentence, the sign tornado would have the semantic
role of cause.
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DOOR, KEY,    CL: key-open-door

FIGURE 52. An example of the semantic role instrument.

TREE TORNADO DESTROY

FIGURE 53. An example of the semantic role cause.



FUNCTION WORDS OR MORPHEMES

Another way in which we understand the meaning of sentences is through the func-
tion words or morphemes in a language. Function words or morphemes indicate
tense, aspect, reference, and deixis.

In spoken languages, tense is often indicated by bound morphemes that attach
to verbs, as in the English past tense marker -ed. Tense may also be indicated by sep-
arate lexical items such as last night or next year. As we saw in the chapter on time
in ASL, tense in ASL is often indicated by separate signs in a sentence and possibly
also by the position of the body and the location of the hands in the signing space.
For example, a signer may lean slightly backward and to one side while talking
about an event that happened earlier than another event being discussed. Other
markers of tense may exist in ASL, but research in this area has just begun.

Aspect has to do with the manner in which the action of a verb is performed, as
we saw in the unit on temporal aspect. While in spoken languages aspect may be
indicated by bound morphemes or by separate lexical items, we saw that ASL as-
pect is often shown by altering the basic structure of the sign, as in the sign sit-for-

a-long-time as opposed to sit, an M structure as opposed to an M H structure.
Reference provides information about the relationship between noun phrases

and their referents. For example, the English sentences A cat is on the porch and
The cat is on the porch mean different things, and the difference in meaning comes
from the use of the deteminers a and the. The same holds true for ASL. The fol-
lowing sentences have different meanings:

MAN/DET SILLY “The man is silly.”

MAN SILLY “A man is silly.”

As we saw in the unit on pronouns and determiners, the determiner in ASL pro-
vides the meaning of “that specific man” as opposed to “any unspecified man” (see
Figure 54). 
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Deixis (which comes from the Greek verb deiktikos meaning “to point”) marks
the orientation or position of objects and events with respect to certain points of ref-
erence. For example, a teacher in a classroom asks the students “Do you have any
questions about that?” while pointing to a problem on the blackboard. The pro-
noun you is considered an example of personal deixis (as are all personal pronouns)
and refers to the students. The word that is an example of spatial deixis, and to un-
derstand it, the students must be able to see what it refers to (i.e., the problem on
the board). A third kind of deixis, temporal deixis—the position or orientation of
actions or events in time—is accomplished with separate lexical items or bound
morphemes, such as the ones we discussed with relation to tense. Deixis is ex-
tremely complex for both spoken and signed languages, but it is easy to see that ASL
has examples of all of the kinds of deixis mentioned (see Winston 1993 for ex-
amples). We see personal deixis in the personal pronoun system already discussed.
When a signer mentions a place, a person, or an object during the course of a con-
versation and establishes it in space and then subsequently refers to that place, per-
son, or object with an index finger or perhaps with eyegaze or both, that is an ex-
ample of spatial deixis. And temporal deixis is done with separate lexical items and
possibly body position and hand position, as we mentioned earlier.

CONTEXT

Even if we know the meaning of all the signs in a sentence and we can see what the
semantic role of the signs is and can identify the function words or morphemes,
sometimes that is still not enough to figure out the meaning of a sentence. Very of-
ten, the physical and social context in which the sentence is produced plays a cen-
tral role in helping understand what the meaning is. It is important to know who is
producing the sentence, what his or her relationship is to the person seeing or hear-
ing the sentence, and where the sentence is being produced. For example, the En-
glish sentence “It’s hot in here” may often be interpreted as a request for someone
to open the window. There is nothing in the words themselves about a window or
about opening a window. The sentence is simply a description of the condition of
the room, but in many contexts it is seen as a request for action, and someone will
get up and open a window. Given that there is nothing in the sentence itself that
overtly mentions opening a window, that meaning must be coming from the situa-
tion or context in which the sentence is being produced. A similar sentence can be
produced in ASL with similar results, so clearly context is important in under-
standing the meaning of ASL sentences as well.

The area of linguistics that investigates the role of context in understanding mean-
ing is called pragmatics. In the Basic Concepts section of the text, we said that one
thing that makes languages unique is that one sentence may have more than one
meaning. What makes this possible is the role that the social and physical context plays
in the meaning of the sentence. The example in that section is the ASL sentence 

q

HOME YOU
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which may be simply a yes/no question with the function of requesting information
(see Figure 55). However, it may also be a request for a ride home, even though
there is no mention of a ride or of home, or it could also be a complaint by a boss
to an employee who is leaving too early. Which meaning of the sentence is in-
tended is in large part determined by the situation in which it is produced. We see,
then, that what a sentence means is a lot more than just the sum of the signs or
words produced.
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Homework Assignment 18

1. Find an example of an ASL sentence in which word order changes the meaning of the sentence.

2. Find an example of an ASL sentence that can have different meanings depending on the context and ex-
plain what the different contexts are and what the different meanings of the sentence are.
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UNIT
1

Variation and Historical Change

GOAL
To gain a basic understanding of sociolinguistic variation in ASL

SUPPLEMENTAL READINGS
Files 120 and 123 from Language Files: Materials for an Introduction
to Language, by M. Crabtree and J. Powers (1991); pp. 389–393

“Analyzing Variation in Sign Languages: Theoretical and Method-
ological Issues,” by Rob Hoopes, Mary Rose, Robert Bayley, Ceil
Lucas, Alyssa Wulf, Karen Petronio, and Steven Collins (2000);
pp. 394–415

“Sociolinguistic Aspects of the Black Deaf Community,” by Anthony
J. Aramburo (1989); pp. 416–428

When we study a language it is important not only to look at its structure (phonol-
ogy, morphology, syntax, and semantics), but also how the language is used. Hu-
man beings use language every day in a variety of social settings and for a variety of
reasons. Ralph Fasold (1984), a sociolinguist, pointed out that while we do use lan-
guage to communicate information to each other, we also use language to define
the social situation; in other words we use language to make our social and cultural
identity clear, to show our group loyalties, to explain our relationships to other
people, and to describe what kind of event we think we are involved in. Language,
therefore, has different functions: it has communicative functions and it has social
functions.

Dell Hymes, an anthropologist, introduced the concept of communicative
competence. According to Hymes (1972), when someone knows a language, he or
she knows how to use the forms of the language; knows the phonology, morphol-
ogy, and syntax of the language; and knows how to use the language appropriately.
This means the person knows how to enter or leave a conversation properly, what
kind of language to use for a request or an apology, what kind of language is ap-
propriate for different social situations, and so forth. When a user of a language is
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communicatively competent, he or she knows how to use language for both com-
municative and social functions.

Sociolinguistics is the study of the interrelationship of language and social
structure. Sociolinguists study variation in language, contact between languages,
language planning and policy, language attitudes, and the relationship between so-
cial interaction and language, including the structure of conversation. In this sec-
tion, we will provide an introduction to three major areas of sociolinguistics—vari-
ation, discourse, and bilingualism and language contact.

VARIATION

Variation in language means that people have different ways of saying the same
thing. The earliest studies of variation in language focused on regional variation.
People in one geographic area may use a language differently from people in an-
other geographic area, even though the language they are using has the same
name. For example, in the United States, many regional differences are found in
the vocabulary of spoken English. Some people use the word sofa, while others say
couch, and still others say davenport; some people say soda, while others say pop or
coke or soft drink; some people say bag while others say sack or poke; some people
use the word supper while others use dinner, and so forth.

Regional differences can also be found in the phonological system of the lan-
guage. Those differences may be referred to as accents. For example, someone from
Boston may have a New England accent, while someone from Atlanta may have a
southern accent. This simply means that certain sounds in the speaker’s phono-
logical system are consistently produced in a way that is different from the sounds
in another speaker’s phonological system. A speaker from Boston may say the a in
the words car and father differently from a Chicagoan, and the Boston speaker may
not produce the r in either word. There also may be some morphological and syn-
tactical regional differences.

Variation is not limited to regional variation. Other kinds of variation include
social variation, ethnic variation, gender variation, and age variation. For example,
people from different socioeconomic groups within the same society may speak dif-
ferently—differences have been described between working-class and middle-class
speakers of American English. African American people may speak differently
from white people, men may speak differently from women, and old people may
speak differently from young people.

The same kind of variation exists in American Sign Language. We see variation
at all levels of ASL structure: phonological variation, morphological variation, and
lexical variation. Many examples of lexical variation have been documented.
Ask a group of native ASL signers to show you their signs for picnic, birthday,

halloween, early, and soon and you will see examples of regional variation
(see Figure 56). Some of the variation exists because, in the past, deaf students at-
tended the residential school in their region and did not have much contact with
signers from other areas. Another reason for variation is that ASL was not formally
taught or even recognized in the schools.
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Despite the variations in ASL, it seems to be somewhat more standardized than
other sign languages. LIS, for example, seems to have much more regional varia-
tion than ASL. This may be because when deaf education began in the United
States, many teachers, both deaf and hearing, came to the American School for
the Deaf in Hartford, Connecticut, from all over the country to learn Clerc’s teach-
ing method. They then returned to their schools. Many graduates of the school in
Hartford established schools for the deaf in other parts of the country. As a result,
both the teachers and the graduates took with them the ASL they had learned in
Hartford. Not so in Italy, where there were few centralized schools and where only
fairly recently the deaf communities in the different cities have begun to have con-
tact. For a long time the many deaf communities were isolated from each other,
each with its own sign language, and no attempt was made by school administra-
tors to establish contact among students in schools for the deaf. The result is a lot
of regional differences.

ASL also has ethnic variations. Anthony Aramburo has found that black sign-
ers and white signers use different signs for school, boss, and flirt (see Fig-
ure 57). This variation is probably due to isolation and lack of contact between
black and white deaf communities as a result of segregated education. Research on
Ebonics in ASL is currently being done (Lewis 1997). Research has also been done
on the sign language used by Navajo Indians of Arizona (Davis and Supalla, 1995)
and on the Tactile ASL used by deaf-blind people (Collins and Petronio, 1998;
Haas, Fleetwood, and Ernest, 1995). These studies have revealed some interesting
variation patterns.

Signers also report gender variation, that is, differences between the way men
and women sign, although this is an area that still needs to be researched. And
there are also age differences, such that older signers may have ways of signing that
differ from younger signers. Students often report forms of signs that they have
seen used by older friends and relatives. This brings us to the issue of historical
change.
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As we said, variation means a different way of saying the same thing. Often, the
same person will have different ways of saying the same thing and will make a
choice depending on the situation. And often the different forms will stay in the
language indefinitely. But many times, a change in an existing form will be intro-
duced, or a whole new form will appear. The old form and the new form may co-
exist for a while, and then the old form may disappear. This process is called his-
torical change.

Historical change in languages often takes place in the vocabulary and in the
phonology, but some changes may happen in the morphology and syntax as well.
An example from spoken languages is the evolution from Latin to the Romance
languages (French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and Romanian). The changes in
Latin were the result of the passage of a great deal of time and social change. How-
ever, if we were able to visit what is now France in the year a.d. 800, we would
see that older speakers in a given community on a given day in the marketplace
spoke differently from speakers in the younger generation. For them at that mo-
ment in time, it would simply look like variation (i.e., “we have different ways of
saying the same thing”). From our modern perspective, it looks like historical
change. Gradual changes in all parts of the language took place over a very long
period of time, such that modern French is completely different from the Latin that
is its base. 

Researchers such as Nancy Frishberg, James Woodward, Carol Erting, and
Susan DeSantis have described historical change in ASL, and other researchers
have described historical change in other sign languages. Many ASL signs bear a
close resemblance to LSF signs because Clerc was a signer of LSF. We can see evi-
dence of historical change from LSF to ASL. For example, signs such as cat, cow,

horse, and devil that were produced with two hands in LSF are produced with one
hand in ASL. Some signs that in LSF were produced on the elbow (help and
guide) are now produced on the passive hand in ASL. 
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Some changes have occurred as a result of assimilation, where the handshape
of one hand has become like the handshape of the other. In an older form of the
sign tomato, the dominant hand is a l handshape while the passive hand is an
O handshape. Over time, the passive handshape has become a l. We see this with
other signs as well, such as last, believe, and husband. Sometimes the location
feature of a sign changes with time, as in the sign wrong, which in an older form
was produced on the mouth and is now produced on the chin; or the sign feel, the
location of which has moved from the left side of the chest to the middle. And while
some signs have changed from being two-handed to one-handed, others such as
die and journey have changed from being one-handed to two-handed. These are
all examples of historical change in ASL.

One of the unique characteristics of language is that it changes over time, and
the change is continual. We can see changes going on right now with the intro-
duction of new terms for telephone, television, and computer technology. For ex-
ample, the different signs that exist for computer reflect both regional differences
and changes in technology. Similarly, the sign for changing the channels on a tele-
vision, an iconic sign of a hand changing the channels on a television, is being re-
placed by a newer sign that is iconic of a remote control.

The older form of home was a compound consisting of the signs eat

and sleep. The handshape of sleep assimilated to the eat handshape, and the lo-
cation of eat assimilated to the sleep location. The basic segmental structure is
still M H M H. However, it is not uncommon now to see a form of the sign home

that has the same handshape, but has the structure M M M H in one location. This
sign looks like the handshape repeatedly tapping the same location on the lower
cheek. As we said, language is always changing. 

The most recent work on variation in ASL includes a five-year project done by
the authors of this book with the participation of Robert Bayley, Mary Rose, Alyssa
Wulf, Paul Dudis, Susan Schatz, and Laurie Sanheim (forthcoming). Beginning in
1994 we traveled to seven sites in the United States (Staunton, Va.; Frederick, Md.;
Boston; New Orleans; Kansas City, Mo.; Fremont, Calif.; and Bellingham, Wash.)
and videotaped 207 ASL users in everyday conversation. We are now analyzing the
tapes to describe the phonological, morphosyntactic, and lexical variation that we
observed. Phonological variation includes variation in signs made with a 1 hand-
shape, variation in the sign deaf (signed from ear to chin, from chin to ear, or as a
single contact on the cheek), and variation in the location of signs such as think,

know, and suppose, which are produced on the forehead in citation form but can
move down and be produced below the forehead.

In our analysis of phonological variation, we hypothesized that the variation
observed in all three variables could be explained by phonological factors (that is,
the characteristics of the location or handshape of the preceding or following
signs). But when we analyzed almost 10,000 examples of the three variables (1,618
for deaf, 2,862 for location signs, and 5,356 for 1 handshape signs), we found that
while phonological variables do show some effect, the major factor in explaining
the variation is the grammatical function of the sign. Specifically, deaf can func-
tion as an adjective, noun, or predicate, and the noncitation forms (chin-to-ear or
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contact-cheek) are much more likely to be adjectives, while the citation form (ear-
to-chin) is more likely to be a predicate. With location signs, verbs favor citation
forms (at the forehead), while function words like prepositions favor the lower
noncitation forms. First-person pronouns favor noncitation 1 handshapes (thumb
open or all fingers open) second person is neutral, and third-person pronouns and
content signs (nouns and verbs) favor citation forms (thumb and all fingers except
index closed). We are also finding correlation with social factors. For example, with
the sign deaf, younger and older signers in general favor the chin-to-ear form,
while middle-age signers favor the ear-to-chin form. Signers from Boston and
Maryland strongly prefer the ear-to-chin form, while signers from the other areas
are neutral or prefer the chin-to-ear form. And while older signers prefer the fore-
head level for the location signs, younger signers prefer the lower forms. 

Morphosyntactic variation includes the dropping of the subject pronoun with
verbs that usually require a subject, such as feel, know, or like. Our research fo-
cused on plain verbs, verbs that do not incorporate any information about the sub-
ject or object. Surprisingly, even though plain verbs do not contain subject infor-
mation, they are more likely to occur without a signed pronoun than with one. Key
factors in accounting for the variation are switch reference (whether the subject of
the target verb is the same as the immediately preceding subject or different), the
person and number of the pronoun (a first-person pronoun is more likely to be
signed than other pronouns), and English influence (a pronoun is more likely to
occur in a more English-like sentence). Older signers and women are more likely
to produce pronoun subjects than leave them out. 

Lexical variation involves asking signers what their sign for a list of concepts is,
such as rabbit, computer, africa, and japan. The signers in our study were asked
to demonstrate 34 separate signs. We found a distinction between lexical innova-
tion and phonological variation. For example, the new signs for africa and japan

are lexical innovations and we see that these new signs have been adopted by all
age groups in all seven regions. The old and new variants of signs like rabbit (the
old sign being produced at the forehead and the new one being made on the hands
in neutral space) are used by all age groups, indicating that while there may be
change in progress, it is not a completed change. If the change were completed, we
would expect younger signers to use only the newer forms. This project shows that
ASL, like other languages, has sociolinguistic variation, with both linguistic and so-
cial factors accounting for the variation. 
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Homework Assignment 19

1. Find three examples of regional variation in ASL.

2. Find three examples of ethnic variation in ASL.

3. Find three examples of age variation in ASL.

4. There are at least two signs for TELEPHONE, an older form and a newer form. See if you can find some
similar pairs of signs that reflect changes in technology.

5. Can you find any examples of differences between men’s signing and women’s signing? Look for signs
that men use that women don’t use or vice versa, or different ways that men and women produce the
same sign.
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UNIT
2

ASL Discourse

GOAL
To gain a basic understanding of ASL discourse

SUPPLEMENTAL READINGS
“Toward a Description of Register Variation in American Sign Lan-
guage,” by June Zimmer (1989); pp. 429–442

“Features of Discourse in an American Sign Language Lecture,” by
Cynthia B. Roy (1989); pp. 443–457

Throughout this textbook, we have seen that the different parts of ASL have inter-
nal structure. In the phonology section, we saw that signs have parts and that the
parts are structured. In the morphology section, we looked at the smallest mean-
ingful units of ASL and talked about how they are used to build new units in the
language. In the section on syntax, we saw that ASL sentences are also structured;
word order is not random, and nonmanual signals play a very important role in the
construction of ASL sentences. So, we have seen that there is structure at each level
of the language. But there is more to language than single isolated sentences.
People talk to each other, they sign to each other, they write letters and novels and
newspaper articles. These are all examples of the use of language, and the use of
language involves using many sentences.

When people talk or sign or write, the language they use also has structure—
words and sentences are not just thrown together in any order. In sociolinguistics,
the term discourse is used to refer to any use of language that goes beyond the sen-
tence. Discourse can refer to how language is organized in conversations, and it
can also refer to how the sentences in a written text, such as a novel or a linguistics
textbook, are organized. As we pointed out in Unit 1, language has social functions
as well as communicative functions. Language is a kind of social behavior. The
analysis of discourse has a lot to do with the social functions of language. In this
unit, we will provide a brief introduction to discourse analysis and look at some ex-
amples of the structure of discourse in ASL.
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As explained by the sociolinguist Hudson (1980), the study of discourse in-
volves a number of different areas, four of which we will discuss here—the func-
tions of language, language as skilled work, the norms and structure of language
use, and language as a signal of social identity.

THE FUNCTIONS OF LANGUAGE

Language has social functions as well as communicative functions. We don’t al-
ways use language just to communicate information. Often, language is used to es-
tablish or reinforce social relations or to control the behavior of other people. For
example, imagine that you are walking down the street and you see an acquain-
tance—not someone you know well, not a friend, but someone you recognize—
coming towards you. You don’t really want to stop and chat, so you keep walking,
but as you walk by, you make eye contact and either nod your head or sign a greet-
ing. You may even sign the signs what’s up and fine or nod your head as a greet-
ing as you walk by, and the other person may sign the same signs or nod at the same
time. The function of language in this situation is not only to exchange informa-
tion but also to let the other person know that you see him and that you are not ig-
noring him.

To get a better understanding of the social functions of language, imagine how
strange it would be to walk by an acquaintance and not sign anything! If someone
you knew walked by you without a greeting, you might say that person was being
rude or impolite. That leads us to ask what politeness means. In part, it means rec-
ognizing the existence of another person, and the way we accomplish that recog-
nition is with language.

We use language for other social functions as well, such as apologizing, warn-
ing, threatening, commanding, and requesting. All of these functions go beyond
the purely communicative function of telling someone something she does not al-
ready know. In fact, you may sometimes tell someone something she does already
know, as a way of controlling behavior. For example, telling someone “It’s cold in
here,” may have the function of requesting that the person close the window.

LANGUAGE AS SKILLED WORK

It is possible to be a good or a not-so-good user of a language. Some people are very
skilled at getting what they want through the use of language, and others are not.
And skilled language use tends to be respected in many cultures. In the American
Deaf community, skilled storytellers and poets are recognized and respected, and
the recognition and respect come precisely from their skill in the use of ASL.

It is not uncommon at social gatherings and parties for people to play ABC or
number games in ASL, with respect shown for those who do it well.

THE NORMS AND STRUCTURE OF LANGUAGE USE

Discourse has internal structure and is governed by norms. By norms, we mean
how many people can sign at once, how much one person should sign, what can
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be signed about, and so forth. It is easy to see the norms by looking at examples of
when they are violated. For example, in a conversation, only one person signs at a
time. If another person begins signing before the first has indicated that he is fin-
ished, the second person will be said to have interrupted. The first person may then
indicate that he is not finished yet and that the other person should wait his turn.
The fact that the second person’s behavior is labeled an interruption shows that the
norm is “one person signs at a time and when it is clear that she is finished, another
person may begin.”

Another norm governs what is appropriate behavior if you have to walk be-
tween two people who are signing to each other. In spoken language conversations,
it is polite to say “excuse me” as you pass. That is, it is appropriate to use language
to recognize the fact that you are temporarily in the way. However, in the deaf com-
munity, it is perfectly acceptable and polite to walk between two people having an
ASL conversation without signing excuse-me. Not only is it polite, but to stop and
sign excuse-me or to duck one’s head or bend over as one walks by may even be
unacceptable because it will almost always bring the conversation to a halt and
cause an interruption. This is a norm that differs from the norms for spoken lan-
guage conversations. 

You probably know someone who has been described as being a nice person
but who talks too much. The unspoken meaning is that the person always says more
than is necessary or talks about things that he or she shouldn’t. The norms here
concern quantity and quality of discourse—how much and about what we should
talk. Finally, norms dictate what topics can be discussed in which settings. Not all
topics are considered appropriate for all settings. There seems to be a norm that says
some topics are acceptable in public settings, and others are acceptable in private
settings. Language users have ways of communicating to each other that the norm
is not being followed, that what is being discussed should be discussed at another
time. We also have ways of talking about private issues in public places (e.g., whis-
pering), and we see examples of it in ASL, as well. Signers may use very reduced
forms of signs or sign with one hand in a very reduced signing space. Unfortunately
there is not much research on this aspect of ASL discourse as yet.

Internal Structure

Discourse has internal structure. This structure comes about in different ways. One
way is turn-taking. Since everyone in a conversation does not sign at once, signers
have different ways to get and keep a turn in conversation. For example, when a per-
son is signing and then comes to the end of a thought, the person may pause. If an-
other person in the conversation self-selects, that person will take the next turn. If
the second person does not self-select, the first person may continue signing or the
conversation may end. Another way to get a turn occurs when the first person asks
the second person a question, thereby giving the next turn to the second person.

It is important to notice that turn-taking varies depending on the social setting.
In a regular conversation, it is usual for conversational partners to self-select, unless
one person asks a question of another person. In a classroom, however, it is gener-
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ally the teacher’s responsibility to select who gets the next turn; students generally
don’t self-select. In a courtroom, it is customary that an attorney asks questions of the
witness on the stand and the witness answers; witnesses do not usually ask questions.

We also have ways of keeping a turn in conversation once we have gotten it. You
will notice in sign conversations that often, if someone tries to interrupt a signer, the
signer will lower or avert his eyes and perhaps hold up an index finger or an open
hand to indicate that he is not done yet. In fact, as Baker (1977) and other researchers
have found, eye gaze is very important in structuring conversations in ASL.

Discourse also may be structured by topic. That is, when a topic is introduced,
it controls the flow of a conversation. We may stay on the topic, we may go from
general to specific aspects of the topic, we may introduce issues related to the topic,
and we may stray from the topic or introduce a new topic. Language has ways of
showing how we are dealing with a topic. For example, speakers of English may say
“On a related topic . . .” or “I don’t mean to change the subject, but . . . ,” both as
ways of informing others that a change is taking place.

We see examples of structure by topic in ASL. Roy (1989, see p. 397) looked at
the structure of a high school science lecture and saw that the teacher used the
signs now and now-that to structure his talk. The talk was divided into very clear
episodes, and the transitions between the episodes were marked with these signs.
In this way, the students watching the lecture were easily able to follow the pre-
sentation of the topic and the subtopics. Roy also found that one feature of the lec-
ture that made it very interesting for the students was constructed dialogue. Con-
structed dialogue is used in conversations to tell someone about a conversation that
has already taken place—“He said . . . ,” “Then I said . . . ,” etc. During the con-
structed dialogue, the signer usually shifts her body and her eye gaze, so that it is
perfectly clear when she is talking and when the other person is talking. Signers
may even report a conversation between two other people and take the role of each
by shifting the body and eye gaze.

Hudson suggested that discourse may also be structured by what he calls ency-
clopedic knowledge. That is, the knowledge about a topic that one person brings to
a conversation may be very different from the knowledge that another person brings
to the conversation. For example, if you are explaining ASL structure to someone
who has no knowledge of it, you will go into much greater detail and have longer
turns than if you are explaining it to someone who shares your knowledge. What
we know and what we think the other person knows structures our conversations.

Register Variation

The structure of discourse may differ depending on the setting, that is, where and
when a conversation takes place. This is known as register variation. Register, in this
case, means “language appropriate for a certain occasion.” This has traditionally
been a very difficult area to describe in any language, but a fairly clear example can
be seen by comparing the signs used in informal and formal settings. In informal
settings, many two-handed signs may be signed with one hand (coffee, tea, vote,

people, etc.; see Figure 58). In many pairs of signs that have the same meaning,
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Formal sign: COFFEE Informal sign: COFFEE

Informal sign: PEOPLEFormal sign: PEOPLE

Formal sign: DEAF Informal sign: DEAF

FIGURE 58. Examples of register variation.



one sign is used in formal settings, and the other sign is used in informal settings.
The sign used in informal settings would be totally unacceptable in formal settings.
For example, this is true of the two-handed form of deaf, which is used in formal
settings, and the form of deaf produced at the ear location.

The location of signs may vary depending on the social setting. In formal set-
tings, the sign know may be made on the forehead, while it may be made on the
cheek or in the space in front of the signer in informal settings, or it may be a wiggle
of the nose.

Zimmer (1989, see p. 380) researched register variation in ASL. She compared
one person’s signing production in a formal lecture, in a television interview, and
in an informal conversation, and found evidence of register variation in ASL. For
example, she found that signs used in the informal setting did not occur in the for-
mal setting, such as pea-brain, what’s-up, or kiss-fist (“adore”). She found many
rhetorical questions in the lecture, but none in the informal and television inter-
view settings. She also found that the signing space in the lecture was much larger
than in the other two settings. She found more topicalization in the informal set-
ting than in the formal one.

LANGUAGE AS A SIGNAL OF SOCIAL IDENTITY

Finally, language may be used as a signal of social identity. A good example from
English is the use of first names as opposed to a title with a last name. Do we call
someone we have just met “Dr. Wilson” or “John”? And if we start out calling
someone “Dr. Wilson,” how do we know that it is acceptable to start calling that
person by his first name? The use of a first name or of a title with a last name indi-
cates the social identity of both the speaker and the person being spoken to. It shows
what the social relationship between the two people is.

If you have studied Spanish, French, Italian, German, or other languages, you
know that many languages have very complex ways of showing social relationships
with pronouns. These languages have pronouns for formal situations and pronouns
for informal situations. The pronouns used by a boss and an employee may be dif-
ferent from those used between friends. Not very much is known about how ASL
or other sign languages signal social identity, but this is a very fruitful area for fu-
ture research. Think about your own use of ASL: Do you use first names and names
with titles in your conversations, as spoken languages do? How do you signal that
you are a student and that you are talking to a boss or a professor? Do you sign dif-
ferently with a good friend than with a teacher?

NEW AREAS OF RESEARCH

In recent years, the analysis of ASL discourse has focused on a variety of areas, in-
cluding the use of nonmanual signals such as eye gaze and mouthing (Bahan and
Supalla 1995; Bridges and Metzger 1996) and the use of space for reference
(Emmorey, 1999 [see pp. 318–346]; Emmorey and Reilly, 1995; Winston, 1993,
1999; van Hoek, 1996). Studies also include the analysis of parent-child discourse
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(Volterra and Erting 1994) and interpreted discourse (Roy 1993; Metzger 1995).
Research about space and gesturing in ASL will provide important information
about spoken language discourse as well.
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Homework Assignment 20

1. You are walking along and you see a group of your friends talking. You want to join the conversation.
Think about and describe how you enter the group and how you get a turn to talk. What signs do you
use? What about eye gaze? What is the correct way to enter a conversation and what is the “wrong” way?

2. What do you do in an ASL conversation when you want to change the topic? What signs do you use? Is
there a particular way to change the subject?

3. Make a list of five signs that are signed differently in formal and informal situations, and describe how
they differ. For example, KNOW may differ depending on the setting.
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UNIT
3

Bilingualism and Language Contact

GOAL
To gain a basic understanding of bilingualism and language contact,
especially as they relate to the deaf community

SUPPLEMENTAL READING
“Language Contact in the American Deaf Community,” by Ceil Lucas
and Clayton Valli (1989); pp. 458–480

Bilingualism and contact between languages is another important area of soci-
olinguistics. François Grosjean, who has done research on bilingualism, has stated
that “bilingualism is present in practically every country of the world, in all classes
of society, in all age groups; in fact, it has been estimated that half of the world’s
population is bilingual” (1982:vii). W. F. Mackey, another researcher, observed
that “bilingualism, far from being exceptional, is a problem which affects the ma-
jority of the world’s population” (1967:11). Obviously, bilingualism is an issue that
is of interest to deaf people all over the world, for two reasons:

1. It is almost impossible for members of a deaf community not to have contact with
the majority language of the country in which they live. In fact, most often they
have been forced to learn that language in its spoken and written form while use
of their natural sign has been forbidden. Deaf people almost always live in a situa-
tion of bilingualism and language contact.

2. Most of the research on bilingualism and language contact in the deaf community
has focused on contact between the spoken language of the community at large
and the natural sign language of the deaf community. However, the opportunity
for language contact between natural sign languages has been increasing as the
members of different deaf communities around the world begin to interact with
each other. The results of this language contact are very interesting and deserve a
lot of research attention.
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THE REASONS FOR BILINGUALISM

Bilingual situations happen for many reasons. One main reason is that individuals
or groups of people who speak one language move to an area where another lan-
guage is spoken. This can happen as the result of military invasions or colonization.
For example, English and French are spoken in many countries of the world as the
result of colonization; the Romans invaded Britain many centuries ago and
brought Latin with them; and Spain colonized South America beginning in the fif-
teenth century and brought Spanish.

People also move for social or economic reasons. In Europe, many “guest work-
ers” have moved from Italy and Turkey to Germany and Sweden to find work, and
have brought their native languages with them. Following the end of the war in
Vietnam, many people from Southeast Asia came to the United States, bringing
with them languages such as Cambodian, Hmong, and Vietnamese. Recently,
many Soviet citizens have emigrated to Israel, bringing Russian with them. Some
people move for reasons of trade and commerce. One of the earliest examples
would be the Portuguese-speaking sailors who traveled to West Africa in the six-
teenth century, coming in contact with different African languages.

Bilingual situations also come about through nationalism and political feder-
alism. This has happened in many countries upon gaining independence from the
European nations that colonized them. The newly independent nation chooses a
national language to be used for education, government, newspapers, and so forth.
A bilingual situation comes about because many people learn the national lan-
guage but also want to keep their native language. Countries where this has hap-
pened include India and Nigeria.

Education and culture can also result in bilingualism. For example, the lan-
guage of education in Europe during the Middle Ages was Latin, and educated
people knew both their native language (e.g., French, Italian, or Spanish) as well
as Latin. For many years before the revolution in Russia, the language of education
and culture was French, and most educated people knew both Russian and
French.

Urbanization and intermarriage can also result in bilingualism. When people
from the country move to the city to find work, they may have to learn the language
of the city. In Guatemala, for example, many people who live in the country speak
one of twenty-two different Indian languages. If they move to a city or a big town to
find work, they may have to learn Spanish, the official language of the country.
Likewise, a speaker of one language may marry a speaker of another language, and
they may learn each other’s language.

In a deaf community, bilingualism comes about in different ways. In the Amer-
ican Deaf community, people who have Deaf parents learn ASL as their native lan-
guage and English as a second language both from their parents and in school.
However, for many years teachers and deaf students were not permitted to use ASL
in classrooms. The language emphasis was either spoken English or some form of
what we call sign-supported speech, that is, spoken English with signs added. Many
deaf children have learned ASL from their peers in residential schools. Still other
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children have learned to sign from the interpreter provided to them in mainstream
programs. Some deaf children do become bilingual in ASL and some form of En-
glish, but most deaf people do not become bilingual until they are adolescents or
adults.

Maintained Bilingualism

When two languages happen to be used in the same location, they may both stay,
or one of them may gradually disappear. The situation where they both stay is
called maintained bilingualism. In one case, two separate monolingual communi-
ties can exist close together with some contact, as with French and English in the
province of Quebec in Canada. In this situation, not everyone speaks both lan-
guages. Maintained bilingualism may also mean that everyone is bilingual and that
the languages serve different purposes in the community. In Paraguay, for example,
two languages are used—Spanish and Guaraní, an indigenous language. Almost
everyone speaks both. They use Spanish for official purposes, such as school and
government, and use Guaraní at home and among friends. The situation in the
American Deaf community is generally one of maintained bilingualism. Most deaf
people know some form of English and ASL.

Sometimes, bilingual situations result in a return to monolingualism. The sec-
ond language may disappear, and the first may stay as it did following the Germanic
invasions in Italy many centuries ago when the Germanic languages disappeared
and Latin stayed. In other cases, the first language may disappear, and the second
may stay. This has happened in the American West with many Native American
languages that now have given way to English. One final situation may occur as a
result of bilingualism: a new system may evolve through the processes of pidginiza-
tion and creolization. The social conditions that usually accompany the emer-
gence of pidgins and creoles are very special. Many people have suggested that
there is a kind of pidgin in the American Deaf community, but we disagree with
this perspective.

LANGUAGE CONTACT

A great deal of research has been done on what happens when two or more spoken
languages are in contact with each other. We will focus on the contact between two
sign languages and on the contact between a sign language and a spoken language.

Lexical Borrowing

When one language borrows a lexical item—a word or a sign—from another lan-
guage and incorporates it into its system, this is called lexical borrowing. Examples
of lexical borrowing in American English include the Italian words pizza and
spaghetti and the French word bouquet. Generally, the form of the word or the sign
changes as it becomes a part of the borrowing language’s system. For example, the
words pizza and spaghetti sound very different in American English than they do
in Italian because they have become part of the American English system. Sign
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languages also borrow from each other. In recent years, for example, the ASL signs
for many countries (australia, italy, japan, and china, etc.) have been replaced
with the signs for those countries used by the native signers of the countries.

Code-Switching

Code-switching happens when a bilingual person is using one language and then
switches to another language. The switch may be just one sign or it can be a part of
a sentence, a whole sentence, or a whole paragraph. This might happen, for ex-
ample, if a native signer of LIS switched for part of a sentence to ASL, and then
switched back to LIS. Generally with code-switching, the forms do not change;
they are not incorporated into the other language.

Foreigner Talk

Foreigner talk may occur when the user of one sign language (Signer A) is signing
with the user of another sign language (Signer B). Suppose Signer B is trying to
learn Signer A’s sign language or does not know it well. Signer A may simplify her
language so that Signer B will understand. She does not include signs from other
languages; she just simplifies her own language for the foreigner.

Interference

Interference may happen when a bilingual person unconsciously uses parts of one
language in another language. The signer may use a handshape or a movement
that is not part of the language he is using, simply by accident.

Pidgins, Creoles, and Mixed Systems

Theoretically, contact between two sign languages can result in pidgins, creoles,
and mixed systems. Researchers disagree as to what the words pidgin and creole
mean, but there does seem to be some agreement that the conditions under which
they occur are special. Usually a pidgin is the result of language contact between
the adult users of mutually unintelligible languages. The language contact occurs
for very specific purposes, like trade. These adult users are usually not trying to
learn each other’s language, but rather a third language that will help them im-
prove their social and economic status. Often, they are removed from the situation
in which they can continue to be exposed to their first language. They also may
have restricted access to the language they are trying to learn and may end up learn-
ing it from each other. This was the sociolinguistic situation during the slave trade
in West Africa and the West Indies, when many pidgins emerged.

The pidgins that emerge from these situations seem to share many linguistic
features, including a greatly reduced morphology and syntax. Many linguists agree
that when children are born in these situations and learn the pidgin as their native
language, they begin to change it and make it more complex. The result is what
linguists call a creole. Although such a situation has not yet been observed, it is pos-
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sible to imagine a situation like this in the American Deaf community: Two sign-
ers of different sign languages are in contact and are trying to learn ASL, but basi-
cally only have access to ASL through each other; they are also removed from their
native sign languages. The outcome of their interaction might look like what lin-
guists have called pidgins. A final possibility is what linguists called a mixed system,
a language resulting from language contact that combines elements of both lan-
guages.

LANGUAGE CONTACT BETWEEN SIGNED AND SPOKEN LANGUAGES

When language contact occurs between a sign language and spoken language, we
make a further distinction between unique phenomena and following spoken lan-
guage criteria literally (see Figure 59). Following spoken language criteria literally
means following the rules of a language exactly. For example, when a signer code-
switches from ASL to English, the signer literally stops signing ASL and begins
speaking English, or vice versa. This can occur when a deaf person is signing ASL
with a bilingual hearing person and then puts down her hand and speaks an En-
glish word, maybe for emphasis; or when a hearing bilingual is speaking English to
another hearing bilingual and then stops speaking and uses an ASL sign.

Sign and spoken language may also borrow from each other, following the
literal definition for borrowing. For example, the ASL signs boy � friend,
girl � friend, home � work, home � sick, and black � board are all examples of
English compounds that have been borrowed into ASL. Conversely, hearing bilin-
guals may take the mouth configuration from an ASL sign and turn it into an En-
glish word. For example, the mouth configuration that is part of the classifier pred-
icate meaning “large pile of papers” or “thick book” can be glossed as “cha.” We
have heard this used by hearing students in a sentence such as “I have cha home-
work.”

Unique phenomena are phenomena that seem to occur only as a result of the
contact between a sign language and a spoken language. Fingerspelling, for ex-
ample, is unique. As we pointed out earlier, fingerspelling is a representation with
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ASL forms of the orthographic system of English. Some researchers have said that
fingerspelling is an example of borrowing, but borrowing is a relationship between
two phonologies, be they signed or spoken. We have seen examples of borrowing
between two sign languages. But fingerspelling is a relationship between the
phonology of a sign language and the orthography of a spoken language, and the
forms are always part of the sign language. Sometimes signers produce combina-
tions of fingerspelling and signing, as in the sign life#style or the phrase #take-

care-of.
Another unique phenomenon is mouthing of English words, distinct from the

mouth configurations that are part of ASL signs. Davis (1989) discussed the differ-
ence between full English mouthing, where the word is essentially pronounced
without voice, and reduced mouthing, where the word is not fully pronounced.
Davis also described lexicalized mouthing, such as the mouth configurations in the
signs finish or have, which clearly derive from the English pronunciation of those
words but have become part of the ASL signs. 

A fourth unique phenomenon is the code-switching that may occur between
ASL and one of the invented systems for coding English manually, such as SEE 1
or SEE 2. We describe this as a unique phenomenon and not as contact between
two sign languages since these codes are not natural sign languages and are heav-
ily influenced by the structure of spoken languages. We can imagine a situation,
for example, in which a signer might switch from ASL to SEE 1 to represent a quote
in English. 

Contact signing is also a unique phenomenon. Contact signing results from
the contact between English and ASL and has features of both. This is what has tra-
ditionally been called Pidgin Sign English (PSE) in the American Deaf commu-
nity. We have done a lot of research on this kind of signing. We don’t use the term
pidgin because this kind of signing does not seem to have the linguistic features of
what linguists call pidgins, and the social situations in which contact signing is
used are not like the ones in which spoken language pidgins come about, as we ex-
plained earlier. We have seen contact signing being used not only by deaf people
with hearing people, but also by deaf people with other deaf people. Its linguistic
features include English word order, the use of prepositions, constructions with
that, English expressions, and mouthing of English words, as well as ASL non-
manual signals, body and eye gaze shifting, and ASL use of space. It may also in-
clude the other unique phenomena we have mentioned (i.e., fingerspelling and
combinations of fingerspelling and signs).

One important thing to keep in mind about contact signing is the wide variety
of the language backgrounds of the people in contact situations. Everyone is
unique, and so what happens in each contact situation will be unique. The contact
signing produced by a hearing bilingual who is a native English speaker will be dif-
ferent from the contact signing produced by a deaf bilingual who is a native ASL
signer. Their contact signing may share some of the same features, but it may not
be identical in its structure. It is also possible for signers to switch during a conver-
sation from ASL to contact signing or from contact signing to ASL. Again, we con-
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sider this to be unique, as contact signing itself is the result of contact between En-
glish and ASL.
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UNIT
4

Language as Art

Goal
To gain a basic understanding of the different artistic forms in ASL

ASL is not used only for everyday communication. Artistic forms such as story-
telling (which includes A-to-Z stories, numerical stories, and classifier stories), per-
cussion signing, drama, comedy, and poetry have long existed in the Deaf com-
munity. The artistic forms of ASL have played an important role in the transmission
of culture and history from generation to generation of Deaf people. The artistic
forms of ASL are often quite distinct in their structure. For example, storytelling, a
popular art form among Deaf people, demonstrates a complex structure that in-
cludes the extensive use of formulaic elements. 

STORYTELLING

Storytelling is a fundamental part of Deaf culture. As with spoken language stories,
ASL stories can be fables, personal experiences, anecdotes, or legends. Ben Ba-
han’s “Bird of a Different Feather” (1992) is an excellent example of a fable. It tells
the story of a singing bird who lives in the world of eagles and struggles to live up
to their expectations. It very much applies to Deaf people’s common experience of
being raised with hearing people’s expectations. “For a Decent Living” by Sam Su-
palla (1992) is a good example of a legend about a Deaf young man’s dramatic fate.
Like many other anecdotes and personal stories about funny experiences with
house parents and teachers at residential schools, it also contains “paving the way”
experiences (situations in which the Deaf hero of the story paves the way for other
Deaf people through his pioneering experience).

A-to-Z Stories

A-to-Z stories (also called ABC stories) have been passed down through the gener-
ations dating back to the nineteenth century. In an A-to-Z story each sign represents
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one of the twenty-six handshapes in the manual alphabet, from A to Z. The stories
cover a wide range of topics, including an operation, a haunted house, a romantic
couple, a car race, and a basketball game. The transition from A to Z must be very
smooth, as in a regular story. A-to-Z stories are not easy to translate into English
since their meaning depends on the visual effect created by the alphabet hand-
shapes. The following example illustrates a classic A-to-Z story about a car race:

Handshape Equivalence

A A driver gripping the steering wheel;

B the back of the race car being raised, still not moving forward;

C lights being flashed from top to bottom real fast;

D the front of the race car being raised up as it is spinning;

E the sound effect for the screeching tires, EEEEEEEEEE;

F the audience’s eyes following the race car that zooms off;

And the story continues until it ends with the Z handshape. Some very creative sto-
ries can also be told from Z to A! 

Numerical Stories

Numerical stories are similar in form to A-to-Z stories. Each sign includes a hand-
shape that represents a number from 1 to 15 or higher. A clever short, sharp, slap
story, “Got it?!”, starts with the sign for “hey you” made with a 1 handshape, fol-
lowed by look-at-me with the 2 handshape, terribly-lousy with the 3 hand-
shape, and continues up to 11 where it ends with got-it?! After several repetitions,
the audience members finally understand what the narrator was trying to tell them
about the hidden numbers and they nod, “Got it!” Stories can also be created with
A-to-Z handshapes and numerical handshapes together.

Classifier Stories

The classifier story is a very rich, creative art form. The story is told exclusively with
classifier predicates (see unit 7 in part 3). One of the many classic classifier predi-
cate stories is about a golf ball. In this story the storyteller’s head becomes a golf ball.
It creates a point of view as it is put on a tee and watches a club approach several
times before it is hit. After the ball is hit, it flies high over the trees, and then it de-
scends and lands on the ground, bounces, rolls slowly, and finally stops. It is hit
again, rolls toward the cup, and circles the rim of the cup before going down into
the hole. Many funny visual images are created in this story.

PERCUSSION SIGNING

Percussion signing consists of using only one instrument, such as a bass drum, to
beat rhythmic vibrations that Deaf people can feel while a performer signs with the
beats. The beats are linked to the movements of the signs. Percussion signing
started in the 1940s at Gallaudet University football games when it was performed
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for the song of the Gallaudet mascot. Now this art form is growing. It also can be
done without an instrument, relying on the clapping of hands to create the rhythm
for the performer. This kind of percussion signing was seen at the Deaf President
Now events at Gallaudet University in 1988.

Drama

According to A Journey into the Deaf-World (Lane, Hoffmeister, and Bahan, 1996),
ASL plays and skits probably emerged in the mid-nineteenth century in the resi-
dential schools. Dramatic performances have flourished in the twentieth century
in Deaf clubs, Deaf colleges, Deaf theater groups, Deaf TV/film production
groups, and Deaf celebration groups. Drama in ASL is characterized by large and
rhythmic sign movements and clear visual facial information such as facial gram-
mar (questions, adverbs, conjunctions, and so forth) and emotions. 

In the early 1970s, the National Theatre of the Deaf debuted an original ASL
play called My Third Eye about ASL and Deaf people, and it was a huge success.
Regional Deaf theaters have sprung up around the U.S., including the Onyx The-
ater (New York City), The New York Deaf Theater, Cleveland Signstage Theater,
Deaf Bailiwick Artists (Chicago), and Deaf West Theater (Los Angeles), as well as
in college theaters at Gallaudet University and the National Technical Institute for
the Deaf. There have also been efforts to create original productions in ASL. For
example, Tales from a Clubroom by Bernard Bragg and Eugene Bergman, Institu-
tion Blues by Don Bangs, and Broken Spokes by Willy Conley have been produced
in local and college theaters. 

Some films have been created by Deaf people. A Deaf filmmaker named
Ernest Marshall produced feature films between 1937 and 1963 in which all the
actors used ASL. Another good example of Deaf film production is Think Me Noth-
ing by Peter Wolf. It represents the strong core of the Deaf world. The big break-
through for Deaf performers came in the 1980s when Marlee Matlin won an Os-
car for her role in Children of a Lesser God (1986) and Juliana Fjeld received an
Emmy award for her television production, Love Is Never Silent (1985). Since then,
many Deaf actors and actresses have gone into the TV/film industry.

DEAF HUMOR

Deaf humor developed in the Deaf community partly as a way of coping with the
oppression Deaf people face in the hearing world. ASL comedy amuses Deaf au-
diences. It includes funny stories, jokes, sketches, and other similar forms that
make people laugh. One classic example of a funny story goes like this: 

A crowd goes crazy when a deaf giant comes into town. He spots one woman lying
down frightened, comes toward her, and gently lifts her onto his huge palm. She lies
motionless on his palm, still frightened. The giant says, “You are so beautiful! I want to
marry . . . !” The audience laughs, knowing that the woman is smashed to death when
the giant signs marry, as the active hand moves fast and hard toward the palm. Then
the giant says, “Oh uh . . . oral is better, oh well.”
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This statement is very ironic and is intended to make Deaf people giggle uncom-
fortably since they know about the history of oral oppression. 

Mary Beth Miller is a well-known comedienne. One of her more popular rou-
tines involves her “live” hands that fight each other in ASL. It is really masterful
when she, the right hand, and the left hand are in turmoil. For example, the left
hand protests that the right hand is being used most of the time and the left hand
thinks this is not fair, so it won’t cooperate with the right hand. This gives Mary
Beth some trouble and she scolds the hands for their silly behavior. The skit goes
on and on and it really makes the audience laugh very hard since they know the use
of both hands is important in ASL. 

Two ASL comedians, Charles McKinney and Al Barwiolek, formed a comedy
team (CHALB) that had much success and performed in many places all over the
world during the 1980s and 1990s. One of their most famous shows was called Deaf
Pa What? It was about Deaf people’s habits in the Deaf world. In one sketch they
exaggerated Deaf people’s “long good-bye”: They put on coats and hats, indicating
they are about ready to leave, but they continue chatting for another half hour.
Then they realize they must go, but again they continue chatting for a half hour or
more with coats and hats on. This is a big hit with all audiences in the Deaf com-
munity because it is so much a part of Deaf people’s daily lives. 

Poetry

ASL poetry emerged in the 1970s and is a fast developing art form. It is believed
that from the 1840s (when residential schools flourished in the U.S.) to the 1960s
(when William Stokoe recognized ASL as a language), there were some ASL po-
ets, but they went unrecognized because of the oppression of ASL and the inabil-
ity to document signs and sign performances. In the 1970s, videotape equipment
became widely used, and, as a result, it became possible to record and preserve ASL
and ASL poetry. Several ASL poets—Patrick Graybill, Ella Mae Lentz, and Clay-
ton Valli—published their works on tape in the 1990s. 

In Deaf in America: Voices from a Culture (1988), Carol Padden and Tom
Humphries discuss rhythm of movement in two ASL poems, “Eye Music” by Ella
Mae Lentz and “Windy Bright Morning” by Clayton Valli. They describe the
rhythmic quality in both poems in an effort to point out how movement can express
notions like harmony, dissonance, and resonance differently in poetry than in ASL
prose. 

Valli (1996) has also explored the features and functions in prose and poetry in
ASL. At the phonological level, signs in prose are not specifically chosen for pho-
netic form. However, signs in poetry are chosen for specific phonetic form (physi-
cal image) to accomplish rhyme, rhythm, and meter; the signs also are more flexi-
ble in regard to changing of phonetic parameter(s). The morphological and lexical
features are treated quite differently. Signers can create a new sign by compound-
ing, inventing, borrowing, and other processes, but new signs must be approved by
the community through use. Poets, on the other hand, can create new signs
through invention. The new sign is created by the poet and does not require a his-
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tory of use by the Deaf community. As for syntactic features, classifier predicates in
prose tend to be used after identifying arguments of the verb. This is not so in ASL
poetry, where classifier predicates often are used without explicitly identifying ar-
guments. Gilbert Eastman, an ASL poet and performer, uses a lot of classifier pred-
icates and physical images in his poem about the historic and dramatic Deaf Pres-
ident Now movement, “DPN Epic.” This poem shows clearly that ASL poetry is
very different from ASL prose. 

Poetic Features. ASL poetry contains the same features found in spoken language
poetry—rhyme, rhythm, and meter (Valli 1996). We can illustrate these features
with two lines from Vivienne Simmons’s poem, “White Rose.” These lines look
simple and smooth, but they are really quite complicated in terms of rhyme,
rhythm, and meter.

chatting flower-everywhere, humble-rose-out-there

colorful flower-everywhere, white-rose-out-there

Several different kinds of rhyme are evident in these two lines. The transition
from open handshape at the beginning (5 handshape or 4 handshape) to closed
handshape at the end (Flat O) is repeated in each of these lines. This is called hand-
shape rhyme; it also can be end-rhyme because of the closed handshapes at the ends
of these lines. Another kind of rhyme, movement path rhyme, is present in the al-
ternating circles and arcs in each of these lines. Location and nonmanual signals
(NMS) are repeated also, producing location rhyme and NMS rhyme. The hand-
edness in each line starts with two hands and ends with one hand. This is called
handedness rhyme.

Rhythm in ASL poetry is created in a variety of ways: movement paths, assim-
ilation, change of a sign, choice of a sign, handedness, alternating movement,
movement duration, and movement size. The rhythm in our example is domi-
nated by enlarged movement paths and use of handedness.

Meter is a count of something we can see. The essence of meter is the contrast
between heavy and light syllables. We see this kind of meter in the example. They
are pentametric (five feet in a line). The first signs in each line are double-spondaic.
A spondaic foot shows equivalent stress in both of the syllables. The second signs in
each line are double-trochaic. A trochaic foot consists of a stronger syllable followed
by a weaker syllable. The last signs in each line are iambic, a weaker syllable fol-
lowed by a stronger one. As you can see, the meter of ASL poetry depends heavily
on visual movement (refer to the videotape that accompanies this text for a perfor-
mance and an explanation in ASL of the example). 

SUMMARY

One of the major aims of studying the artistic uses of ASL is to help learners dis-
cover the richness of the language, its multiple meanings, its enormous flexibility,
and its complicated and very useful structures. Thus, this knowledge is the gate-
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way to success in education and careers as well as to full participation in our
bilingual/multicultural society.
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Homework Assignment 21

1. Think of a significant event that has taken place in your life, something that you may have told other
people about before. Organize your thoughts into a story that you can present to your class. This is dif-
ferent from just telling someone about an event during a conversation—what you are preparing is more
like a performance. As you rehearse your story, you may want to videotape yourself so you can see clearly
what your story looks like and which parts you may want to change. Memorize your story and perform
it for your class.

2. Analyze your story and describe how your presentation is different from just telling someone about the
event during a conversation. Look at specific features such as the use of space, eye gaze, sign choice,
speed and size of signing, handedness, possible repetition of signs and phrases, and so forth. What is the
structure of your story? Does it have a clear beginning, middle, and end? How many parts does it have
and what is the function of each part?

3. Can you identify any characteristics shared by all of the ASL art forms? What do they all seem to have in
common?
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PART
SEVEN

SUPPLEMENTAL READINGS





Sign language and speech are superficially
unlike each other, since one involves a
manually produced, visually received sig-
nal, while the other involves an orally pro-
duced, auditorily received signal. If we are
to look for common features in the form of
speech and sign behavior, then we must
explore the organization of signs at a level
general enough to permit some compar-
isons to spoken words. This necessitates a re-
examination of the function of the phono-
logical component of a grammar.

1.1 SUBLEXICAL STRUCTURE

The goals of a complete phonological de-
scription are to establish three interde-
pendent aspects of linguistic form: (1) the
sublexical analytical units which in com-
bination with each other make up the
morphemes of the language; for spoken lan-
guages these components would be seg-
ments (phonemes in the structuralist frame-
work) described in terms of distinctive
feature specifications (not to exclude tone,
stress, etc.); (2) the allowable and non-
allowable patterns of distribution of these
units, whether stated at a deep underlying
level by morpheme structure constraints, or
at the surface level as the result of phono-
logical rules and morphophonemic alterna-
tions; (3) the patterns of historical changes
occurring over time; and (4) to link the

above components, rules, and patterns of
alternation with the physical or phonetic
framework, and to seek motivation for these
structures and constraints in the articulatory
and perceptual processes which encode and
decode the forms of the language. 

What this adds up to is a set of rules and
constraints that limit the possible forms
which may be used in a given natural lan-
guage to express meaning. For spoken lan-
guages, we may take the universe of forms
to be the entire range of sounds produced
by the human vocal apparatus, only a small
set of which are potential human speech
sounds. The phonology of a particular spo-
ken language would further circumscribe
this set, delimiting a finite set of sound ele-
ments combinable according to a set of
rules and constraints to yield the allowable
morphemes of the language, plus their
alternative forms when used in strings
(phrases or sentences).

For sign languages the task is analogous.
Out of the entire range of gestures that it is
possible to make with the human body (par-
ticularly torso, head and arms), the phonol-
ogy of a sign language must specify the pos-
sible signs of a given sign language, and also
specify their form when used in strings. In
this sense a gesture is not necessarily a sign,
but every sign is also a gesture.

I will continue to use the word “phonol-
ogy” to refer to the analogous level of ab-
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stract structure in sign languages. Stokoe
(1960) coined the term “cherology” to apply
to much the same area. I choose to avoid this
term for three reasons: (a) to avoid confu-
sion between Stokoe’s structural analysis
and the present study, which is cast in a
generative phonological framework; (b) to
avoid using a new term where a familiar one
seems both adequate and appropriate; (c) to
highlight existing similarities between
speech and signing.

The units of analysis posited by Stokoe
still have a great deal of validity, however,
and have been used by subsequent re-
searchers in the field. He noted that signs
in ASL required three different types of in-
formation about simultaneously occurring
events to specify their information and to
distinguish them from other signs. He refers
to these as the aspects of a sign so as to avoid
unnecessary confusion with a sequence of
segments (Stokoe 1972):

a. The location of the sign in relation to the
body, which Stokoe termed the tabula (or
tab);

b. The handshape(s) or configuration(s) of
the hand(s) involved in the sign, called
the designator (or dez);

c. The movement executed by the hands,
called the signation (or sig).

Besides the three aspects explicitly
stated, Stokoe (1960) makes use of a fourth
type of simultaneous formational informa-
tion in his transcription system. This is the
spatial orientation of the hands, in relation
to each other and/or the rest of the body.
Battison (1974), Frishberg (1974, 1975),
Woodward (1973a), Woodward and Erting
(1975), and others have since made orienta-
tion information more explicit in sign de-
scriptions. Under this analysis, the lexical
entry for each sign must be specified for
each of these categories, and class relation-
ships among signs can be stated in terms of

shared specifications. Each of these cate-
gories of location, handshape, movement,
and orientation thus may be viewed as com-
prising a sub-set of elements which make
the equivalent of a phonological inventory.
These units were termed cheremes by
Stokoe (1960) and primes by Bellugi (1972).
Naturally the interaction and interdepen-
dence of these hypothetical units are as im-
portant as the units themselves.

Stokoe (1960) and Stokoe et al. (1965)
posited 19 distinct hand configurations, 12
distinct locations, and 24 distinct move-
ments as the basic manual components of
signs. In addition, Stokoe’s (1960) analysis
coded the passive hand of a two-handed sign
as a location. In his structuralist analysis,
independence of these units was based
on their contrasting role in minimal pairs.
All other variants of location, handshape,
etc., were treated as “allochers” of these
cheremes. At the more “phonetic” surface
level there are many more possible distinc-
tions, of course.

My own observations suggest that there
are approximately 45 different handshapes
and 25 different locations on the body or in
space where signs are made. There are
fewer different types of movements and ori-
entations (perhaps on the order of one
dozen each). Klima (1975) suggests that
there are close to 40 significant handshapes,
12 locations, 16–18 orientations, and 12
simple movements. Newkirk (1975), in de-
veloping a transcription and orthography for
ASL, noted more than 54 distinct hand-
shapes, the remainder of his analysis not be-
ing comparable for enumeration.

The exact number of different primes
depends upon more complete phonological
and “phonetic” analyses than are now avail-
able, and depends upon the resolution of a
number of descriptive problems. For one
thing, there are many alternatives for coding
the same type of information about the
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physical nature of signs: Direct linear move-
ment between two locations could be coded
entirely in terms of those locations; finer
points about manual contact could be
coded by orientation and locations, or they
could be coded separately, as in Friedman
and Battison (1973); fine movements of the
fingers are sometimes (but not always)
equivalent to recognizable changes of hand-
shapes; orientation could be just a cross-
classifier of handshapes rather than having a
status equal to handshape, movement, and
location aspects. For another thing, the state
of the art has advanced to the point where
information on the psychological reality of
sign phonology is only just beginning to
emerge (Bellugi et al. 1975, Lane et al.
1976, Poizner 1976). 

The important point at present is not
how many primes there are in each of the
four categories, but that there is some justi-
fication in assuming that there are four sep-
arate categories, that each category is com-
posed of a finite set of distinct elements, and
that every simple sign comprises a prime
specification for each of the four categories
which are to be articulated simultaneously.
These assumptions, which demand a re-
finement going beyond the scope of this
study, are sufficient to facilitate the present
descriptions and discussions.

Besides describing the physical forma-
tion of signs, these primes serve to distin-
guish signs from each other, often mini-
mally. Not all of these primes contrast at an
underlying level of representation, as we
shall see later. Minimal pairs of signs can be
found that differ in form only in one partic-
ular aspect. For the aspect of handshape,
there are pairs of signs which are identical in
all respects except for the particular hand-
shape involved. An example is the pair of
signs car

1 and which (Figure 1). The only
difference between them is that car uses the
standard A or S handshape2 (compact fist,

thumb closed against side or knuckles),
while which uses the Å handshape (com-
pact fist, thumb extended).

In the case of location a minimal pair is
chinese and sour (Figure 2). The two signs
are identical except that chinese is made
on the temple or high on the cheek and
sour is made near the mouth.

A minimal pair for movement is found
in name and short (brief) (Figure 3).
name is made with simple contact (some-
times repeated) while short (brief) is
made identically except for having a side-to-
side brushing motion of the upper hand. 

Finally, the pair name and sit (chair)
differ minimally only by orientation. In the
sign name, both volar (palm) surfaces are
oriented more-or-less toward the body, and
the fingers make contact on the edges. In sit
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(chair), both volar surfaces point down-
ward. 

What we have seen so far is the begin-
ning of a sublexical or phonological analysis
of signs. The four categories of location,
handshape, movement, and orientation
comprise classes of units which may serve to
distinguish signs from each other. Before
moving on to other combinatorial aspects of
these units, we should consider the form of
the articulator, the human body.

1.2 THE BODY AS ARTICULATOR

It may be helpful to dissociate ourselves from
our bodies temporarily and to consider our
bodies as machines capable of generating
manual visual signs. For our purposes here,
there are actually two basic ways of viewing
the body as a machine—one in terms of pro-
duction of signs and the other in terms of
perception of signs. In terms of perception,
the body is a bilaterally symmetrical object
with a very complicated moving organ (hand
and arm) on each side. However, in terms of
production of signs and the actual usage of
the body, observations indicate that signers
tend to use one hand and one side of the
torso much more than the other.3 It is a ma-
jor thesis of this study that this opposition be-
tween potential visual symmetry and the ac-
tual manual asymmetry of the body creates a
dynamic tension of great importance for the

formational organization of signs, and we
shall return to it often.

In the context of this study we shall need
three pairs of terms to discuss the compo-
nents and activities of the left and right sides
of the body. The terms left and right them-
selves are superfluous, since they are arbitrary
labels for sides unrelated to function, and be-
cause the opposition of left and right is non-
distinctive for signs—it carries no meaning. A
one-handed sign means the same thing re-
gardless of whether it is performed by the left
or right hand (except for cases where the sign
refers to something to the left or to the right),
and a two-handed sign does not change
meaning regardless of whether the left and
right hands reverse their formational roles.

The term dominant will be used to refer
to the hand preferred for most motor tasks,
and nondominant will refer to the other
hand. For descriptions of signs involving
two hands, we shall use the functional terms
active and passive. A two-handed sign may
either have two active (moving) hands, or it
may have an active and a passive hand. The
active hand has a much larger role and exe-
cutes a more complex motor program than
its passive partner, which can be absolutely
stationary. Under certain circumstances the
passive hand may be in motion due to tran-
sitions from the previous sign, or due to
moving up into signing space from one of
the rest positions. This motion is of course
quite variable and quite irrelevant for the
sign itself, except when considering transi-
tions between adjacent signs and their po-
tential metamorphosis into compounds. 

Signers can be characterized as being
either left-handed with respect to signing or
right-handed with respect to signing. For
most signers with right (left) hand domi-
nance, their right (left) hand will assume the
active role most of the time. This is the nat-
ural, or unmarked, state of affairs. In special
circumstances there is switching of the
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hands (Battison 1974, Klima and Bellugi
1975, Frishberg 1976b). 

A third pair of terms ipsilateral and con-
tralateral, meaning same side and opposite
side, respectively, are useful in discussing
the orientation of signs with respect to
where contact is made on the body. For
signs which are not specified in terms of left
or right, it is more germane to note which
side of the body is touched in terms of ipsi-
lateral (same side as that of the active hand)
and contralateral (opposite side), rather
than right and left. For example, in the
American pledge of allegiance, the right
hand contacts the contralateral breast; in a
military salute, the right hand contacts the
ipsilateral forehead or temple. Since we
have already noted that left-right distinc-
tions are superfluous to sign descriptions,
the interaction between two articulators
(body and hand), each having a left-right
orientation, is easily described regardless of
whether the left (right) hand touches the

left (right) side of the body—ipsilateral
contact—or whether the left (right) hand
touches the right (left) side of the body—
contralateral contact.

1.3 TYPOLOGY OF SIGNS

Given the preceding definitions, perspec-
tives on the body as a sign-generating ma-
chine, and proposed elements of formation,
it is now possible to return to the discussion of
the formational qualities of signs in isolation.
Our first task is to propose a tentative classifi-
cation based on distinct types of motor acts.

For the purposes of this discussion, we
shall posit six mutually exclusive, exhaus-
tive, types of signs:

Type Ø: One-handed signs articulated
in free space without contact (e.g.
preach, Figure 4).

Type X: One-handed signs which contact
the body in any place except the oppo-
site hand (chinese, sour, Figure 2). 
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Type 1: Two-handed signs in which both
hands are active and perform identical
motor acts; the hands may or may not
contact each other, they may or may
not contact the body, and they may be
in either a synchronous or alternating
pattern of movement (which, car, Fig-
ure l; restrain-feelings, Figure 4). 

Type 2: Two-handed signs in which one
hand is active and one hand is passive,
but both hands are specified for the
same handshape (name, short/brief,

sit/chair, Figure 3).
Type 3: Two-handed signs in which one

hand is active and one hand is passive,
and the two hands have different hand-
shapes. Note that signs which were ex-
cluded specifically in Type X fit in
Types 2 and 3—one hand contacts the
other (discuss, contact (a person),
Figure 4). 

We shall also need to posit a sixth type,
Type C, to account for those compounds
which combine two or more of the above
types. 

Computing the frequency of types illus-
trates the opposition between the principles
of symmetry and asymmetry. If one includes
both one- and two-handed signs, then a ma-
jority of them are asymmetrical; if one looks
only at the two-handed signs, most of them
are symmetrical: 

In a study of more than 2,000 signs of Amer-
ican Sign Language, we found that only
35% involve the use of both hands where
both hands are active [type 1]. About 40%
of the signs are made with one hand only
[types Ø and X], and another 25% are made
with one hand acting on the other hand
which remains stationary as a base [types 2
and 3]. Thus, for almost two-thirds of these
signs, one hand is used as the dominant
hand. (Klima and Bellugi 1975:232)

This classification is not intended to be
absolute and definitive, as there are other

bases for classification, e.g., type of move-
ment (Supalla 1976, Grosjean 1977) or type
of contact. But this classification allows us to
relate signs directly to the relative complex-
ity of certain motor acts. As discussion war-
rants, this general schema will be amended
and refined.

Types 1, 2, and 3, the two-handed signs,
are of greatest interest, since (apart from
type C), they are the more complex signs
and lend themselves more easily to relative
measures of complexity. We can demon-
strate the relative complexity of types 1, 2,
and 3 by reference to Figure 5, which repre-
sents an idealized procedure for identifying
the handshape specifications of a two-
handed sign. Note that this is only a linguis-
tic-analytic model and not a psycho-linguis-
tic model. It merely reflects the amount of
information coded into a two-handed sign
according to the analysis of handshape spec-
ifications presented.

In terms of this model, the chain of
questions which leads to the specification
of the handshapes of a two-handed sign is
more complex for type 3 than for type 2, and
more complex for type 2 than type 1, where
complexity is indicated by the number of
questions. This is summarized in Table 1.

According to this model, type 1 signs
can involve a greater amount of redundancy
in that fewer questions are required to arrive
at the specification for the two handshapes
involved. Conversely, the greater number of
questions required to specify both hand-
shapes of a type 3 sign reflects a greater
amount of internal structure, more com-
plexity and less redundancy. Type 2 signs lie
between these two extremes.

1.4 MORPHEME STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS
ON TWO-HANDED SIGNS

The information presented thus far on two-
handed signs can be described in terms
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more compatible with linguistic descrip-
tions, since they in fact reflect a hierarchy of
constraints on the ways in which manual el-
ements may combine to form sign mor-
phemes. Simply by examining the descrip-
tive definitions of types 1, 2, and 3, one can
formulate two morpheme structure con-
straints stated over simultaneous primes
which severely limit possible forms in a way
which excludes the more complex forms. I
call these two interlocking constraints the

Symmetry Condition and the Dominance
Condition (an earlier description can be
found in Battison 1974). Both of these con-
straints can be stated in the familiar if-then
form of morpheme structure conditions of
spoken languages—if a certain structural
configuration or element is present in the
morpheme, then certain other things must
be present (or absent) also.

The Symmetry Condition states that (a) if
both hands of a sign move independently dur-
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PROCEDURE
STARTS HERE

Q 1 Q 3

Q 2 Q 4

Identify
active hand(s)

Identify
passive hand

Do two hands
have identical
handshapes?

Are both hands moving
(without one pushing or

pulling the other)?

[∴Type 1] [∴Type 2] [∴Type 3]

Yes Yes No

No

(Continue identification of remaining
aspects of sign—location, orientation, movement)

Q = Question

FIGURE 5. Idealized procedure for identifying the handshape specifications of a two-handed sign.

TABLE 1. Questions Required to Obtain Handshape Information on a Two-Handed Sign, Following
Schema in Figure 5

QUESTION QUESTION QUESTION QUESTION
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Type 1 XX XX

Type 2 XX XX XX

Type 3 XX XX XX XX



ing its articulation, then (b) both hands must
be specified for the same location, the same
handshape, the same movement (whether
performed simultaneously or in alternation),
and the specifications for orientation must be
either symmetrical or identical. 

“Same location” in this case means ei-
ther (a) the physically identical location—
both hands are actually in the same area; or
(b) the hands are in mirror-image locations
on either side of the line of bilateral symme-
try. An example of physically identical loca-
tions would be the sign since (also glossed
up-till now) (Figure 6), in which both
hands start from the same corner of the up-
per chest and flip outwards. An example of
(b) would be the sign which (Figure 1) in
which each hand is equidistant from the
line of bilateral symmetry.

“Symmetrical orientation” can be de-
fined as any orientation in which identical
parts (any parts) of the two hands have mir-
ror image orientations with respect to the
plane which separates them. “Identical ori-
entation” means that both hands have the
same orientation with respect to the body
(e.g., fingers pointed out from the body and
palms down), but it says nothing about the
orientation of the hands with respect to each
other. Both since and which have symmet-
rical (and identical) orientations—identical
parts of the hands “face” each other across
the line which separates them. The sign be-

prepared (Figure 7) illustrates identical
orientation without symmetricality: Both
hands have volar surfaces contralateral,
metacarpals outward, but identical parts of
the hand do not face each other across the
line which separates the hands.

Rephrased very informally, the Symme-
try Condition amounts to saying: “If a two-
handed sign is going to bear the added com-
plexity of having both hands move, then
both hands must perform roughly the same
motor acts.” A large number of logically pos-
sible gestures in which two hands perform
different motor activities are thus excluded
from being potential sign morphemes.

The simple Dominance Condition, in-
versely related to the Symmetry Condition,
states that (a) If the hands of a two-handed
sign do not share the same specification for
handshape (i.e., they are different), then
(b) One hand must be passive while the ac-
tive hand articulates the movement, and
(c) The specification of the passive hand-
shape is restricted to be one of a small set:
A, S, B, 5, G, C, and O4 (Figure 8).

Type 3 signs obey this constraint with
very few exceptions. In effect, the Domi-
nance Condition rules that if a two-handed
sign is so complex as to involve two differ-
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ent handshapes, then the overall complex-
ity of the sign must be reduced by (a) pro-
hibiting movement of one hand (usually
the nondominant) and (b) severely restrict-
ing the possible handshapes which may ap-
pear on this passive hand. The reduction
from approximately 45 handshapes to a
mere 7 greatly reduces the complexity of
the sign and increases the redundancy,
since a specification of one hand from
among seven possibilities requires less in-
formation than a specification of one hand-
shape among 45 possibilities. This con-
straint on complexity should tend to
facilitate both the production and percep-
tion of such a complex sign. Looked at
another way, the answer to question 4 of
Table 1 does not carry as much information
as the answer to question 2, since it chooses
from among fewer possibilities.

Finally, it should be noted that the two-
handed signs not delimited by either the
Symmetry or the Dominance Condition
constitute the in-between group, type 2, in
which the handshapes are identical, but
only one hand is active.

1.5 MARKED AND UNMARKED HANDSHAPES

The seven handshapes mentioned in refer-
ence to the Dominance Condition form an
interesting group of critical importance.
The first thing of note bears repeating:
These particular seven handshapes may
take the role of the passive hand in type 3
asymmetrical signs when dozens of others
are proscribed. Secondly, a glance at Fig-
ure 8 suggests that these seven handshapes
are maximally distinct, basic geometrical
shapes. A and S are closed and maximally
compact solids; B is a simple planar surface;
5 is the maximal extension and spreading of
all projections; G is a single projection from
a solid, the most linear; C is an arc; O is a
full circle. They are thus the most basic pos-
sible handshapes, given these geometrical
criteria, suggesting that they are maximally
distinct in both articulatory and perceptual
terms (with the exception of A and S, which
are very distinct from the others, but very
similar to each other). 

There is also reason to believe that these
seven are the most natural basic handshapes
in a phonological sense also—i.e., that they
are the unmarked elements in their set:
(1) They have a high frequency of occur-
rence in a wide array of contexts (some of
them exclusive contexts, as we have seen);
(2) They are found in all other sign lan-
guages for which information is presently
available to us; (3) They are among the first
handshapes mastered by deaf children ac-
quiring ASL from their parents (Boyes 1973,
McIntire 1977); (4) In a visual perception
experiment designed to test hypothetical
feature analyses for 20 handshapes, Lane et
al. (1976) found that the four hands least
confused (i.e., most resistant to distortion by
noise) were, in order, 5, B, C, and O, with A
ranking 7th; (5) Children make production
errors of handshape substitution which tend
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toward elements of this set (Boyes 1973);
(6) This small set of unmarked handshapes
functions less restrictively than other more
marked handshapes—not only in terms of
frequency as in (1) above, but in interaction
with other elements of the sign: These seven
handshapes have greater variety in how they
may contact the body or the other hand in
order to form signs; the more marked hand-
shapes have greatly restricted points of con-
tact (pointed out to me by Richard Lacy).
Figure 9 compares the points of contact pos-
sible with an unmarked handshape (B), a
handshape of intermediate status (3), and a
highly marked handshape (R), which nearly
always occurs in initialized5 signs. These
seven handshapes predominate in signs

which require the active hand to change
handshapes during the articulation of the
sign. Of these 155 “dez-changing” or “double-
handshape” signs, 136 (87.7%) have at least
one unmarked handshape, and 98 (63.2%)
change from one unmarked handshape to
another (double-handshape signs are dis-
cussed in greater detail later in this chapter). 

From the discussion thus far, it is evident
that the complexity of handshapes individu-
ally and in simultaneous combinations are
offset by quite stringent restrictions of distri-
bution and co-occurrence. Unmarked hand-
shapes have wider distribution and more free-
dom of co-occurrence than the more marked,
more complex handshapes. The increased
complexity of certain handshape combina-
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[         indicates contact on
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THREE-WEEKS

FORMAL-ATTIRE,
LOUSY
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ROCKET

CIGAR

FIGURE 9. Comparison of potential points of contact of unmarked (B), intermediate (3), and marked (R)
handshapes. (Glosses are examples of signs made by contacting these points.)



tions in two-handed signs also prompts cer-
tain restrictions to balance out the complex-
ity: Where both hands are required to move in
a sign, they must perform identical or nearly
identical motor acts—they cannot move in-
dependently within a given sign (Symmetry
Condition). For those signs which require two
dissimilar handshapes, one of the hands must
be passive, and must be one of the seven most
basic, unmarked handshapes (Dominance
Condition).

This dynamic tension between in-
creased complexity of some aspects of a sign
and decreased complexity in other areas is a
theme which will recur frequently in this
study. It suggests that there are some rela-
tive, and perhaps absolute, restrictions on
the allowable complexity of ASL signs. This
is well illustrated by the preceding data on
handshapes. In the following sections we
shall consider additional evidence from lo-
cations, and from the number of beats in the
articulation of individual signs.

1.6 MORPHEME STRUCTURE
CONSTRAINTS ON LOCATION

The location aspect of signs is quite different
from the handshape aspect, both in articu-
latory and perceptual terms. Handshapes
are differentiated by the spatial configura-
tions of the hand, involving the extension,
contraction, contact, and divergence of the
fingers. These relatively fine movements
and configurations are acted out and dis-
played in an area of less than 50 square
inches (the fully extended and open “5”
hand of an average adult would not quite fill
an area of 50 square inches). Fingerspelling,
which relies almost totally on differentia-
tion of handshapes, normally takes place in
the region of the small circle in Figure 10
(shown for a right-handed person). 

The manifestation and differentiation
of the locational aspect of signs are neces-

sarily grosser in many ways, since the extent
of the space used is larger. Signs may be ar-
ticulated freely in space, or they may involve
contacting parts of the body. The general
area in which signs are made is indicated by
the large circle in Figure 10. Exaggerated
signs, certain gestures, and pantomime may
exceed these limits, but most signs would be
made in this restricted area, which has been
termed “signing space” by Bellugi (1972)
and Frishberg and Gough (1973a).

The differentiations in location, whether
on or off the body, are made within a much
larger area than the differentiations for static
handshapes. Obviously, there must be some
compensation for this disparity in physical
range. Three contributing factors act to bal-
ance out the motor-perceptual tasks on the
relatively finely differentiated hand versus
those on (or in front of) the more grossly dif-
ferentiated body. The first of these is that the
movements performed in this large signing
space are performed by the brachial system,
the movements of which probably cannot
be as finely controlled or differentiated as
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those of the digital system. Thus locational
targets within this large space should be fur-
ther apart. The second factor involves the vi-
sual backdrop of the body itself. Locations
in signing space are not differentiable by rel-
ative distance alone, but by their proximity
or relations to the gross landmarks of the
body—the head, chin, shoulders, waist, etc. 

Third, the entire signing space is not
used uniformly. Certain areas allow greater
complexity of motor acts. This can be
shown in two ways:

(1) Measuring vertically we could com-
pare the discrete levels on the body where
signs are made. For this purpose we need
only consider signs made by contacting the
head, neck, or trunk (the “height” of signs
made by contacting the arm itself is difficult
to establish, since the arm is a mobile or-
gan). Figure 11 shows the different heights
at which various signs may contact the body.
Not all of these height differences are
phonologically distinctive, and for many of
them minimal pairs cannot be found—but
this is not crucial to the argument. It is ap-
parent that greater vertical location differen-

tiation is possible as one moves from the
waist to the head.

(2) We could gauge the relative com-
plexity of handshapes occurring in signs
made at these various levels. One approach
to this problem would be to trace the rela-
tionship between the unmarked hand-
shapes (A, S, B, 5, G, C, and O) and the
height of the location of the signs in which
they occur. 

Table 2 shows the number of unmarked
and marked handshapes occurring in signs
in either of two major areas: The head (in-
cluding 15 signs made on the neck) and the
trunk (from shoulders to waist). The signs
were taken from DASL (Stokoe et al. 1965),
and included signs which are normally
made in close proximity without contact.

The percentage of marked handshapes
in the head area is certainly higher than the
percentage of marked handshapes occur-
ring in the trunk area—33.1% as opposed to
24.1% (χ2 = 4.10; d.f. = 1; p < .05). While
this is a significant difference, but not an
overwhelming one, we should note addi-
tionally that 33 of the 34 signs made on the
trunk with marked handshapes either in-
volved contact on the upper or central trunk
alone (e.g., religion, egotistic, volun-

teer) or involve both upper and lower trunk
contact (e.g., king, lord). Thus Table 2
does not reflect the fact that the lower por-
tion of the trunk is almost “off limits” to
marked handshapes. [We should note that,
although DASL was compiled with the aid
of many data corpora, it makes no claims to
be complete. As more signs come to the at-
tention of linguists and lexicographers, the
counts in Table 2 will surely change, al-
though the proportional results are assumed
to be correct.]

Thus it does appear that the vertical lo-
cation component of signs is systematically
restricted in a manner consistent with the
need to keep visual elements perceptually
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distinct. Areas higher in the signing space
permit more complex combinations of
manual visual elements, both in terms of
fineness of location distinctions and the
complexity of individual handshapes.

An explanation for both these restric-
tions based on visual perception was pro-
posed by Siple (1973), who suggested that in
areas of high visual acuity, finer differentia-
tion of handshapes and locations was to be
expected. Signers in a conversation do not
look at each other’s hands, since the hands
move radically and rapidly; instead we ob-
serve that they seem to fix their gaze on the
lower part of the signer’s face (regardless of
whether the signer is accompanying the
signs by mouthed or spoken words).

Thus Siple hypothesized that visual
acuity should be highest in this area (the
small circle in Figure 12), and should fall off
rapidly as the distance from this central area
increases. Siple also proposed that in the ar-
eas in the outer reaches of sign space, in ar-
eas of low visual acuity, not only should
there be signs with simpler handshapes (i.e.,
more unmarked handshapes), but also more
two-handed signs. Every two-handed sign
that contacts the body is highly symmetrical
(according to the criteria already discussed
under the Symmetry Condition), and thus a
greater proportion of two-handed signs in-
sures a greater amount of articulatory and
perceptual redundancy for the signs made
in this area. Note also the finer differentia-

tion of vertical locations in the combined
head and neck area is also consistent with
her explanation.

An alternative explanation to these find-
ings is one based on visual “landmarks”
rather than visual acuity. Coincidentally,
the area delimited by Siple as corresponding
to the highest visual acuity is also the area
which has the greatest number of visually
distinguishable (and readily nameable)
body parts. On the visual backdrop of the
facial surface we can readily distinguish
the lips, chin, teeth, mouth, nose, nostril,
cheek, jaw, dimple, moustache, temple, eye,
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TABLE 2. Number of Signs with Marked and Unmarked Handshapes Located in Two Major Areas

UNMARKED MARKED
HANDSHAPES HANDSHAPES TOTALS

Head and Neck Locations 311 154 465
(66.9%) (33.1%)

Trunk Locations 107 34 141
(75.9%) (24.1%)

Totals 418 188 606

Source: Enumeration of signs from Stokoe et al. (1965), Dictionary of ASL.

χ2 = 4.10, d.f. = 1, p <. 05

FIGURE 12. Central area of signing space.



eyebrow, etc., while the lower part of the
signing space offers relatively fewer visible
landmarks—shoulder, chest, side, waist.
These distinguishable backdrop cues may
facilitate the perception of the location of
the sign.

The question of the relative merits of
these two alternative explanations is best left
to experimental determination; it is possible
that the two systems interact and support one
another. The issue of one- vs. two-handed
signs in relation to sign locations will come
up again in Chapter 2. 

If we take a slightly different view of the
body and consider the lateral, not the verti-
cal, placement of signs, we find restrictions
also. We can distinguish three types of con-
tact laterally: Ipsilateral, in which the hand
(whether left or right) touches the corre-
sponding side of the body; Contralateral, in
which the hand crosses the line of symmetry
and contacts the opposite side of the body;
Central, in which the hand contacts the
midline of the body.

In general, we observe that no ipsilateral
or central contact is restricted—most ipsi-
lateral and midline areas (on the different
levels specified previously in Figure 11) are
utilized by some signs. Contralateral con-
tact is somewhat more restricted. Compare
the shaded areas on the bodies in Figures
13a and 13b.

The shaded areas indicate where a right
hand is attested in making a bodily contact
during the articulation of a sign (the corre-
sponding areas for the left hand of a left-
dominant signer would be depicted by hold-
ing the page to a mirror). If we consider all
types of body-contact signs, then Figure 13a
represents where these contacts may take
place. 

Figure 13b shows a reduced contact
area where signs specified for only a single
contact may be made. Note that the areas
which are shaded in Figure 13a but un-

shaded in Figure 13b are just those where a
specific type of sign is made—signs which
require two contacts, one on each side of the
body’s midline. 

In the forehead area, there are signs
such as summer and black, both of which
brush a forefinger from contralateral to ipsi-
lateral. At midface there is flower, which
contacts first the ipsilateral, and then the
contralateral side of the nose. At the chin are
the examples farm, bachelor, restau-

rant, sloppy, dry and boring, which con-
tact the contralateral side and then move to
contact the ipsilateral side of the chin. At
the marginal area of the waist we have the
sign sailor, in which both hands (in the O
configuration) contact first the side contra-
lateral to the dominant hand, then the ipsi-
lateral side.

Regarding the shaded areas which are
not common to both bodies in Figure 13, a
morpheme structure condition is suggested:
If a sign is specified for contralateral contact
for a place other than the opposite breast or
arm, then it is also specified for ipsilateral
contact; contralateral contact does not occur
on its own. But this constraint actually has
very few signs in its domain; most of them
are listed above. This fact, coupled with the
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FIGURE 13. (a) Body locations for all signs. 
(b) Body locations for single-contact signs.



very restrictive nature of the constraint, sug-
gests that ipsilateral locations are the more
natural or unmarked, while contralateral lo-
cations are marked. 

This seems in accordance with the in-
tuitive notion that extra effort is required to
move the manual articulator to a location
on the opposite side of the body’s midline.
The exceptional nature of the opposite
hand and arm as locations is likely due to
the fact that they themselves are mobile and
do assume a more central position when
used as locations (e.g., as the passive hand in
a type 2 or type 3 sign). The opposing hand,
when used as a location where the moving
hand articulates, is generally held in front of
the central meridian of the body; it does not
remain at the extreme edge of the body.

For locations of signs, we thus find that
there are systematic restrictions on the use
of certain locational elements, and some re-
strictions on combinations of these ele-
ments. This is true of both the vertical and
lateral dimensions of location. We find
some basis for these systematic restrictions
in considering the dynamics of the moving
articulator and principles of visual percep-
tion.

1.7 METRIC RESTRICTIONS

The last set of constraints to be proposed, be-
fore moving on to phonological processes in
Chapter 2, involves specifying the temporal
complexity of a sign by counting the num-
ber of manual articulations involved. Not
surprisingly, there appears to be an upper
limit, which shall be one of the principal
concerns when we discuss the lexical re-
structuring of borrowed forms (loan signs)
in Chapters 4 and 5.

In fact, two is the upper limit of com-
plexity for the formation of signs. A simple
sign can be specified for no more than two
different locations (a sign may require mov-

ing from one location to another), and no
more than two different handshapes (a sign
may require that the handshape changes
during the sign). It is not clear whether such
an absolute metric restriction applies to ei-
ther orientations or movements. Note that
these restrictions are claimed for simple
signs only, not compound signs. However, it
is interesting to note that many, if not most,
compounds are themselves composed of no
more than two simple signs.

1.71 Locations

We have already discussed some restrictions
on signs with double locations; now we can
look at the range and variety of the occur-
rence of these signs. No sign is specified for
more than two locations, which themselves
must be located in the same major area. Fig-
ure 14 demarcates four major areas on the
body where signs make contact. Any sign
which makes two separate contacts with the
body confines those contacts to the same
major area. The only exceptions to this are
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compound signs or signs derived from com-
pound signs.

Examples of signs made in two separate
locations are (a) Head area—flower (both
sides of the nose), indian (nose to crown or
temple), bachelor (chin, contralateral to
ipsilateral); (b) Trunk area—king (contra-
lateral breast to ipsilateral waist), sailor

(both hips), our (breast, ipsilateral to
contralateral); (c) Arm area—bridge (wrist
to elbow), improve (wrist to forearm),
power (shoulder to forearm); (d) Hand
area—toast (i.e., toasted bread; volar and
dorsal surface), flatter (volar and dorsal
surface of extended index finger), then

(thumb tip to index tip).
In contrast to this restriction on simple

signs, compound signs (or signs derived
from compounds) may move from a loca-
tion in one major area to a location in an-
other major area: sister, derived from girl

+ same, contacts the cheek and then the
opposite hand; remember, derived from
think + seal, may contact the forehead be-
fore contacting the opposite hand; daugh-

ter, derived from girl + baby, contacts the
cheek and then the forearm. An examina-
tion of phonological processes in the follow-
ing chapter will show that these complex
compounds crossing major area boundaries
are unstable, and tend to delete one of their
locations.

1.72 Handshapes

Some signs may require that one or both
hands change handshapes while making a
sign; these signs are limited to no more than
two such different handshapes. These signs
which change handshapes during the artic-
ulation of a sign will be referred to as double-
handshape signs, and are of great impor-
tance to understanding the restructurings of
Chapter 4. Double-handshape signs fall
into two broad types—those which also in-

volve moving from one location to another,
and those which remain in one relatively
confined area. Both of these types include
signs made in space and signs made on the
body. Examples of each of these follow. 

note-down (Figure 15) is made on the
opposite palm, and involves changing the
active hand from an O to a 5, without any
additional movement. (This sign means “to
make a note of something important,” not
“taking notes in a class.”) Other double-
handshape signs made in one location on
the body include accept (5 becomes O,
contacting the trunk), orange (C closes to
S, in front of the mouth or chin), chewing-

gum (V becomes V
…

[Bent V], fingertips con-
tacting cheek).

Double-handshape signs which move
on the body include restrain-feelings

(Figure 16) (5 becomes S, moving down the
trunk), split/disappear (L becomes bO
[baby O], moving along the extended index
of the opposite hand), far-out (5 becomes
S, with the same location and movement as
split).
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Double-handshape signs made in
space, off the body, may also be either static
or moving, although locational points are
not as easy to supply, since there are no con-
venient reference points in space without
reference to the body. Static double-hand-
shape signs made in space include milk

(hand held about shoulder height, C be-
comes S, repeatedly), and one of the signs
for beat/overcome (S becomes H). Other
signs which might fit this class include 81 of
the signs for the numbers between eleven

and ninety-eight. However, these are all
transparently analyzable as compounds.

Finally, signs which move in space and
also change handshapes: sign-asl (verb;
Figure 17) (each hand alternatively moves
forward, changing from S to 5, repeatedly);
welfare/subscribe (hand moves from
head height to shoulder height, changing
from L to bO (baby O)); be-prepared (Fig-
ure 18) (ulnar surface of one S-hand con-
tacts thumb surface of the other S-hand,
hands thrust forward and change to 5-hands,
once); bawl-out (same as be-prepared,
but rapidly reduplicated). 

Double-handshape signs, in spite of
their apparent complexity, appear to be a
stable part of the language if we judge on the
basis of their prominence—there are 155
double-handshape signs listed in DASL.
They exhibit a number of interesting char-
acteristics which bear on the present discus-

sion and on the later discussion of loan
signs. There are four major points to be
made about the type of handshapes which
occur in double-handshape signs:

(1) As already pointed out, the hand-
shapes which predominate in these signs are
the unmarked seven—A, S, 5, B, G, C, and
O. Of the 155 signs which change hand-
shapes, 136, or 87.7%, involve at least one
member of this select set; in 98 of the signs,
or 63.2%, both handshapes are unmarked.

(2) The dimension of change which is
most often involved in these handshape
changes is that of relative openness and
closedness of the handshapes. Thus straight,
extended fingers may bend or fully contract
into the palm (B→ B

…, V→V
…, 5→S); ex-

tended fingers which are bent or curved
may straighten out ( B

…→B, V
…→V, O→5,

X→G) or they may close (C→S); fingers
which are contracted into a compact fist
may extend fully (A→5, S→5). 153 signs,
or 98.7%, vary in this way along the
closed/open dimension. (The two excep-
tions are haircut and both, in which
V→U; the fingers converge but do not close
or bend.)

(3) It follows from the above that most of
these handshapes involve maximal changes
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FIGURE 17. SIGN-ASL (repeated)

BE-PREPARED
[once]

BAWL-OUT
[repeated]

FIGURE 18.



along the closed/open dimension. If we con-
sider the two handshapes A and S to be the
maximally compact, closed handshapes,
and B and 5 as the maximally open hand-
shapes, then these two end-points enjoy a
prominent role in double-handshape signs.
125 signs, or 80.6%, involve at least one ele-
ment from the set A, S, B, and 5 (83 as the
initial handshape, 73 as the final hand-
shape, and 31 signs which involve a maxi-
mal change from A/S to B/5, or vice-versa). 

(4) The handshape changes on the di-
mension of open/closed are generally rele-
vant to all involved fingers. Thus, if two fin-
gers are extended, both will be bent; if five
fingers are extended, all of them will be bent
over or closed completely, etc. In measur-
ing this tendency, we find that 136 signs,
or 87.7% of the double-handshape signs,
change the closed/open dimension of all in-
volved fingers, instead of merely some of
them. So while there are signs where C →S
(closing all fingers), we do not find C → V

…

(leaving two bent extended fingers); we find
O opening all its fingers to 5 and closing all
its fingers to S, but we do not find signs
where an O opens two of its fingers to an L,
nor do we find signs where O closes three of
its fingers to bO (baby O).

Double-handshape signs exhibit re-
stricting tendencies on handshapes which
exclude many logically possible, but overly
complex gestures. Complexity of these signs
is held to a minimum by favoring the in-
volvement of unmarked handshapes which
make simple transitions to other unmarked
handshapes along a single dimension of
open vs. closed hand.

1.73 Iterations

Besides measuring the number of locations
and number of handshapes included in a
sign, we can also measure the number of
unit executions or beats that are required to

articulate a sign. Execution here means the
production of the basic specified units of the
sign—its location, handshapes, orientation,
and movements all in one bundle (some of
these locations or handshapes may be dou-
bled or complex, as we have just seen). Thus
a single execution or beat is one complete
cycle of a sign, with no part of it being re-
peated.

Some signs require internal repetition;
the individual lexical item may consist of a
reduplicated gesture. Sometimes this serves
to mark an inflection on a sign which com-
monly consists of one execution. Some
noun plurals are formed this way, for ex-
ample, and some verb inflections are
marked by special types of repetition (Fis-
cher 1973). But what concerns us here are
the parameters of monomorphemic lexical
description and differentiation. In this re-
gard, it turns out that some signs simply re-
quire two beats, some for seemingly arbi-
trary reasons, and some because they are
derived from signs which once had two dif-
ferent locations, but currently have a reiter-
ated gesture made in one location (Frish-
berg 1975, 1976). 

Examples of signs that require two met-
rical beats include many (which itself is a
double-handshape sign in which S→5, so
the sign consists of a chain of handshapes;
S→5→S→5), school, knock (on a door),
go-back-and-forth (or commute), bawl-

out (Figure 18), discuss (Figure 4), pain,

preach (Figure 4), and name (Figure 3). 
There are also some signs which always

have only a single beat, the movements of
these often being sharp. Reduplication in
these forms is either not attested, or only
found when the sign is inflected in some
other manner. These include the signs: 
be-prepared (Figure 18), trick (“to trick
someone;” volar side of active A hand hits
dorsal side of upright passive G, once); il-

legal (volar knuckles of active L strikes and
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rebounds from volar surface of passive B,
once); lose (“to lose a game;” volar folded
knuckles of active V contacts volar surface
of passive B, once); convince (ulnar edge
of B strikes edge of upright G, once);
knack/can-do (tips of thumb and index
of F contact chin, once; see DASL pp.
155–156). 

Further, we should note two things.
First, while there are signs which are limited
to one beat in unmarked contexts, the signs
which require at least two beats have no ab-
solute limit on the actual number of itera-
tions. The number two is a required mini-
mum; such a sign may be produced with
three iterations, or four iterations, etc.
There are no lexical distinctions based on
the difference between two and four itera-
tions, or two and five iterations, etc.; the dif-
ference is between signs with one beat and
those with iterations.

1.8 SUMMARY

We have seen that for the submorphemic
level of American Sign Language, the for-
mational level, one can establish goals of de-
scription and explanation which are conso-
nant with those of generative phonology. In
particular, the phonological component of
a language must determine the permissible
and inadmissible forms of a language. Start-
ing with a brief description of the manual vi-
sual elements of ASL, the primes which fall
into the four aspects of location (tab), hand-
shape (dez), movement (sig), and orienta-
tion, we have seen that ASL restricts the for-
mation of admissible signs:

(1) The units themselves have a hier-
archy of complexity which is measurable.
Certain handshapes (A, S, B, 5, C, G, and
O) are unmarked handshapes. Certain lo-
cations of the body are favored over others
for the complexity of signs they enter into:
Ipsilateral and central locations are un-

marked in this regard, and contralateral lo-
cations are marked; locations in proximity to
the head area allow finer differentiation of
handshapes and locations than in the trunk
area, and this is in accordance with strate-
gies for visual perception available to the
sign perceiver.

(2) Other constraints regulate the com-
binational properties of these elements as
they form morphemes. The Symmetry
Condition requires symmetry if both hands
of a sign are moving, in order to limit the
complexity of the sign; likewise, the Domi-
nance Condition restricts the movements
and possible handshapes of the passive hand
in signs which have two different hand-
shapes, one on either hand. Bilateral sym-
metry is thus unmarked, and asymmetry is
marked.

(3) For double-handshape signs (signs
which change handshapes during the sign),
signs which have two locations, and signs
which have a double execution (or redupli-
cation), we also find restrictions. We have
posited an upper limit on the underlying
form of a sign, which states that it may not
require more than two handshapes, two lo-
cations, or two separate executions of the ba-
sic gestural motor act. Double-handshape
signs themselves are restricted in the types of
handshapes which they may involve.

There remains another very important
question: Do these proposed constraints sys-
tematically disallow certain manual forma-
tions in ASL, or do they merely represent ac-
cidental gaps in the lexicon which could be
filled but are not? A tentative answer will be
proposed after more evidence is presented
in Chapter 2.

In conclusion, these are the basic
points:

a. It is possible to describe and measure for-
mational complexity of signs.

b. There are severe restrictions on the for-
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mation of signs which exclude the more
complex combinations of manual-visual
components.

c. Therefore not all possible manual-visual
gestures are permissible signs in ASL.

d. The restrictions on possible occurring
signs of ASL are motivated by the dynam-
ics inherent in manual articulation and
visual perception: The restrictions are lin-
guistic limitations on information cod-
ing, partly brought about by a need for sys-
tematic redundancy in the signals.

In informal terms, Chapter 1 has
pointed out “what signs look like, and why.”
In Chapter 2 we shall see how these prin-
ciples and structures take a more active role
in determining the shape and substance of
American Sign Language—in other words,
how signs behave, both in terms of passage
of time, and in terms of juxtaposition to
other signs.

NOTES

1. Sign glosses are given in small capital letters. The
gloss is simply a common translation of the sign
into an English word, and the semantic, syntactic,
and morphological properties of the word and the
corresponding sign do not necessarily coincide.
For example, the English word “attend” has two
different ASL translations, one sign meaning “pay
attention,” and the other meaning “to go to an
event.” Conversely, the single ASL sign since can
also be translated into English as “lately,” “up till
now,” “has been,” etc. As such, the capitalized gloss
is merely a convenient label or name of a sign. As
much as possible, the same capitalized gloss
(name) will always be applied to the same sign.
Additional notes on other transcription conven-
tions will be found in Chapter 4.

2. The capital letters and numerals used in descrip-
tions of signs are names (or symbols) of hand-
shapes, and should not be confused with letters of
any alphabet (although in some cases that is the
motivation for the symbol). The symbols in this
study are based on Stokoe’s (1960) transcriptional

system. The reader who is unfamiliar with the
handshapes involved in fingerspelling and in
American Sign Language should consult Appen-
dix A; Stokoe’s symbols for handshapes appear in
Appendix B.

3. This concurs with Kimura’s findings (1973a, b)
that the dominant hand makes more free move-
ments while accompanying speaking activity.
From these studies and many more, including
cases of aphasia in deaf signers, she makes a strong
case for left hemispheric control (in right handers)
of the motor activities underlying verbal and ges-
tural activity, including sign language (Kimura
1974, Kimura, Battison, and Lubert 1976).

4. For the purpose of simplifying the discussion here,
this “select set of seven handshapes” includes pho-
netically distinct variants which do not always con-
trast at any underlying level of representation. A
permissible variant of A on the passive hand (and
certain other contexts) is S, which differs only in
that the thumb is more compact—placed over the
knuckles rather than at the side of the index fin-
ger—the A is generally found in signs requiring
volar contact and the S hand with ulnar contact. B
(with thumb held at side of index finger—not
folded into palm as with fingerspelled B) and 5 also
co-vary or freely vary in many contexts. See Fried-
man (1976) for a more detailed description of the
distributional patterns of handshapes.

5. “Initialized” signs (or “initial dez” signs, or “initial
handshape” signs) are those whose handshapes
correspond (via fingerspelling) to the first letter of
the English word which commonly translates the
sign. Thus the sign way may use a W handshape,
although it is standardly made with a B handshape.
More commonly, many signs use one of the hand-
shapes that do not correspond to a letter of the fin-
gerspelled alphabet (e.g. airplane, hate, and
third); recall that there are more than 26 different
handshapes. Other signs coincidentally use hand-
shapes which correspond to fingerspelled letters,
but they may have no connection to an English
gloss (e. g. school with B handshapes, telephone

with a Y handshape, sign(ature) with a B and an
H hand). For some handshapes (e.g. D, E, R, T,
and W), nearly all the signs which employ them
are initialized signs. In this sense they can be said
to occur in a restricted context, since they are not
freely productive handshapes. For example, signs
commonly made with an R handshape include
restaurant, rocket, room, rat, rathskellar,

red, register, research, rule, reason, re-

spond, and rehearse.
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As a speaker of English, you know a great
deal about your language—but suppose
someone were to ask you to put all that
knowledge down into a textbook to be used
to teach English to others. You would soon
find out that although you know perfectly
well how to speak English, you are not con-
sciously aware of most of that knowledge.
Linguists are interested in this “hidden”
knowledge, which they call linguistic com-
petence. In this course we will be examining
(among other things) the elements of lin-
guistic competence—that is, what you
know when you know a language.

But if linguistic competence isn’t avail-
able to conscious thought, how can we find
out what this competence is like? We can
observe speakers’ linguistic performance,
and draw conclusions about the knowledge
that underlies it. You can think of linguistic
competence as being a person’s potential to
speak a language, and his or her linguistic
performance as the realization of that po-
tential. Compare it with riding a bicycle.
You can have the ability to ride a bike even
when you’re not using that ability, and even
though you probably aren’t fully aware of all
the complex motor tasks and feats of bal-
ance and timing that are involved. When
you get on a bike and go, that’s bicycling
performance.

Now suppose you’re riding along, and
you hit a bump and fall off. That doesn’t

mean you’re not a competent cyclist, even
though your performance was impaired.
Maybe you just weren’t paying attention to
where you were going, or a squirrel ran in
front of your tire, or it was dark and you
couldn’t see well. Linguistic performance is
quite similar; speech usually contains lots of
mistakes and hesitations, but that doesn’t
mean that the competence underlying that
speech is flawed. Since competence can’t
be observed directly, linguists use linguistic
performance as a basis for drawing conclu-
sions about what competence must be like.
However, they try to abstract away from per-
formance factors (the inevitable speech er-
rors, incomplete utterances, and so on) in
their study of linguistic competence.

So what are some of the things you
know about your language? Here is a brief
survey.

PHONETICS

Part of your linguistic competence has to do
with your knowledge of the sounds of your
language. You know how to produce them
though you may have never had to really
think about the mechanics of doing so.
Imagine, for instance, that you are trying to
describe to someone else how the first sound
in the word the is pronounced (the, by the
way, contains only two sounds). Or suppose
you had to explain the differences between

File 4—Introduction: What Do You Know
When You Know a Language?
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the vowels in the words bat, beat, and boot.
You have probably been producing these
sounds for years without having to think
twice about them. When you attempt to
learn another language, you become
acutely aware that other languages have
sounds that English does not have—for ex-
ample, French r, French or Spanish p, the
German ü and ö vowels, the ch of German
(which has more than a single pronuncia-
tion), or the clicks of some languages of
Africa such as Xhosa and Zulu.

PHONOLOGY

Not only can you produce and perceive the
sounds of your language, you know how
these sounds work together as a system. For
instance, you know what sequences of
sounds are possible in different positions. In
words like ptomaine or Ptolemy English
speakers usually omit the p, because pt is not
a combination that can occur at the begin-
ning of English words. There is nothing in-
herently difficult about this cluster, how-
ever; it occurs non-initially in many English
words such as apt, captive, and lapped, and
some languages (including Greek) do allow
pt clusters to occur word-initially.

An even more dramatic demonstration
of your inherent knowledge of possible sound
sequences appears when you consider Jumbles
and Scrambles from the newspapers. (These
are actually concerned with unscrambling
letters, not sounds, but the same principles
apply.) For example, gisnt has five letters.
There are 5! (5 × 4 × 3 × 2 × 1 = 120) pos-
sible arrangements of these letters. When
you do a Jumble, however, you rarely con-
sider many of the possibilities: you’ve prob-
ably already grouped n and g as ng, put the
one vowel somewhere in the middle, and
put s and t together in st. You don’t even
think of beginning words with ng, gt or gs or
ending them with gnt or tn, or even gn (this

does occur, but it’s rare and pronounced as
n). Your inherent knowledge of what is a
possible sequence of sounds in the English
language enables you to eliminate these
possibilities.

Your knowledge of phonology also al-
lows you to make substitutions for unfamil-
iar sounds. Consider the sounds discussed
earlier that are foreign to an English
speaker. When we try to pronounce words
containing such sounds, we usually replace
them with sounds from our own language.
For instance, English speakers often pro-
nounce the German name Bach with a final
k sound, and replace the ü in German grun
“green” with the same vowel as in English
moon. Or English speakers may ignore dif-
ferences that are important in other lan-
guages but not in English, such as the tones
in Thai and the Chinese languages.

MORPHOLOGY

For the most part, speech consists of a con-
tinuous stream of sound with few pauses be-
tween words. Speakers, however, have little
trouble breaking utterances down into the
words that make them up. Thus an English
speaker can easily analyze (a) as containing
the sequence of words in (b), and a Welsh
speaker can just as easily break (c) down into
(d) [which means the same thing as (b)].

(a) Ihavetogohomeearlytoday.

(b) I have to go home early today.

(c) Rhaidimifyndadre’ngynnarheddiw.

(d) Rhaid i mi fynd adre’n gynnar heddiw.

You also know how to break individual
words down into smaller parts that have a
meaning or some other function, and you
know how to create words by combining
these smaller parts. For instance, how many
parts are there to the words desk, oranges,
and unbelievability? Can you produce an
example of a word you’ve never heard or
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read before? You can certainly understand
newly composed words—for example, un-
coffeelike. As a speaker of some language,
you know which such combinations are pos-
sible and which ones aren’t. Compare baker
with the nonword *erbake, or nicely with
*bookly (the “*” is used to mark that some-
thing is ungrammatical—in this case, that it
is not a possible word). What is wrong with
these starred words?

SYNTAX

You can recognize well-formed—that is,
grammatical—sentences:

(a) *You up pick at o’clock will eight.

(b) *I will picks you up at eight o’clock.

(c) I will pick you up at eight o’clock.

(d) At eight o’clock, I will pick you up.

(a) and (b) are ungrammatical; (a) is just
nonsense and (b) violates the standard En-
glish rules of subject-verb agreement; (c)
and (d) are grammatical, and they are also
syntactically related to each other. Why is
(d) grammatical but (e) not?

(e) *You up at, I will pick eight o’clock.

There is an important difference be-
tween the grammaticality of a sentence
(whether it is structurally well-formed) and
semantic acceptability (whether it makes
sense). Below, (f) is structurally well-formed
[compare it with the structurally parallel
sentence in (g)], but semantically odd.

(f) Colorless green ideas sleep furiously. 

(g) Contented little cats purr loudly.

SEMANTICS

Part of your linguistic competence has to do
with your ability to determine the meaning
of sentences. Your competence also allows
you to determine when a sentence has more
than one meaning. Consider the following

ambiguous sentences; what are the different
meanings each one can have?

(a) I like chocolate cakes and pies. 

(b) I’ll meet you at the bank.

(c) Visiting relatives can be dreadful.

(d) I saw her duck.

You also know when different sentences
mean the same thing.

(e) John is an unmarried male.

(f) John is a bachelor.

(g) The car bumped the truck.

(h) The truck was bumped by the car.

Above, (e) and (f) are synonymous sen-
tences, as are (g) and (h). In addition, (g)
and (h) are syntactically related (one is the
passive of the other).

PRAGMATICS

Your understanding of the meaning of sen-
tences and larger utterances also involves an
understanding of how the context of those
utterances influences their meaning. For in-
stance, suppose you’re a student in a class-
room; there’s a lot of noise out in the hall,
and the instructor says to you “Can you
close the door?” Taken quite literally, this is
an inquiry about your door-closing abilities,
but you would probably not even think of
taking the question in that way. Instead, you
would understand it as a request that you
close the door.

As a speaker of a language, you sub-
scribe to unspoken conventions that enable
you to use and interpret language correctly,
though you may have never consciously be-
come aware of these “rules.” You also know
how to use language to do things—to per-
form what are called speech acts. In the ex-
ample above, your instructor performed the
act of requesting you to close the door.
Think about the many different ways you
could use language to perform the act of, 
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for example, finding out from someone
what time it is, requesting information from
someone, or giving someone a warning.

STYLES OF SPEECH

You also understand the contexts or situa-
tions in which different styles of language
may be used. Suppose, for instance, you are
explaining what it is you plan to do after col-
lege (a question most students are relent-
lessly subjected to). In what ways would
your answer be different if you were talking
to your roommate, to your parents, or to a
prospective employer at a job interview?
Speech styles can vary in pronunciation, vo-
cabulary, and syntax, among other things.

(Who are you more likely to use a sentence
like this one with? With whom is there a
greater likelihood that one will employ a sen-
tence of this genre?)

You are also probably quite aware that
not all speakers of your language talk in ex-
actly the same way. Everyone speaks a di-
alect, and dialects can vary in subtle or strik-
ing ways. You can often draw conclusions
about where a speaker is from, and you may
make assumptions about their ethnic back-
ground or socioeconomic class based on the
way they talk. Justified or not, most people
have opinions about their own speech and
that of others; though they may not realize
it, these opinions are strongly influenced by
nonlinguistic factors.
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To most people, the word “grammar” means
the sort of thing they learned in English
classes, when they were taught about sub-
jects and predicates and parts of speech,
and told not to dangle participles or strand
prepositions. To a linguist, however, “gram-
mar” means something rather different; it is
the set of elements and rules that make up
a language. Actually, linguistics recognize
three distinct things called “grammar.”

The first kind of grammar was discussed
in File 4. It is those aspects of a speaker’s
knowledge of language that allow him or
her to produce grammatical utterances—
that is, a speaker’s linguistic competence.
This kind of grammar is made up of knowl-
edge of phonetics, phonology, morphology,
syntax, and semantics. Everyone who speaks
a language has a grammar of that language
in his or her head, but details of this gram-
mar will vary among dialect groups and
even among speakers of the same dialect.
Note that this grammar determines the
structural wellformedness of utterances, not
their appropriateness. You can imagine pro-
ducing perfectly grammatical sentences
that are pragmatically unacceptable or styl-
istically odd—for example, answering a
question with a wholly irrelevant statement
or using lots of slang on a graduate school
application. Knowledge of pragmatics and
language variation is not usually considered
to be part of grammar proper, though it is an

important part of your knowledge about
language.

Linguists concern themselves with dis-
covering what speakers know about a lan-
guage, and describing that knowledge ob-
jectively. They devise rules of descriptive
grammar. For instance, a linguist describing
English might formulate rules (i.e., descrip-
tive generalizations) such as these:

1. Adjectives precede the nouns they mod-
ify.

2. To form the plural of a noun, add -s.
3. The vowel sound in the word suit is pro-

duced with rounded lips.

Descriptive grammar, then, is created by
linguists as a model of speakers’ linguistic
competence.

When most people think of “grammati-
cal rules,” they think of what linguists call
rules of prescriptive grammar. Prescriptive
rules tell you how to speak or write, accord-
ing to someone’s idea of what is “good” or
“bad.” Of course, there is nothing inherently
good or bad about any use of language; pre-
scriptive rules serve only to mold your spo-
ken and written English to some standard
norm. Here are a few examples of prescrip-
tive rules; you can probably think of others.

4. Never end a sentence with a preposition.
NO: Where do you come from?
YES: From where do you come?
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5. Never split an infinitive.
NO: . . . to boldly go where no one has
gone before
YES: . . . to go boldly where no one has
gone before

6. Never use double negatives.
NO: I don’t have nothing.
YES: I don’t have anything. I have noth-
ing.

Notice that the prescriptive rules make
a value judgment about the correctness of
an utterance and try to force a usage that
aligns with one formal norm. Descriptive
rules, on the other hand, accept the patterns
a speaker actually uses and try to account for
them. Descriptive rules allow for different
varieties of a language; they don’t ignore a
construction simply because some prescrip-
tive grammarian doesn’t like it.

So, if prescriptive rules are not based
on actual use, how did they arise? Many of
these rules were literally created by some-
one. During the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries, scholars became preoc-
cupied with the art, ideas, and language of
ancient Greece and Rome. The Classical
Period was regarded as a golden age and
Latin as the perfect language. The notion
that Latin was somehow better or purer than
contemporary languages was strengthened
by the fact that Latin was strictly a written
language and had long ceased to undergo
the changes natural to spoken language.
John Dryden’s preoccupation with Latin led
him to write: “I am often put to a stand in
considering whether what I write be the id-
iom of the tongue . . . and have no other way
to clear my doubts but by translating my En-
glish into Latin.” For many writers of the sev-
enteenth and eighteenth centuries the rules
of Latin became, whenever remotely feas-
ible, the rules of English. The rules above
are all results of this phenomenon.

Speakers of English have been ending
sentences with prepositions freely since the

beginning of the Middle English period
(about 1100). There are even some in-
stances of this construction in Old English.
Speakers who attempt to avoid this often
sound stilted and stuffy. The fact that ending
sentences with prepositions is perfectly nat-
ural in English did not stop John Dryden
from forbidding it because he found it to be
non-Latin. His rule has been with us ever
since.

Since the early Middle English period,
English has had a two-word infinitive com-
posed of “to” plus an uninflected verb (e.g.,
“to win”). English speakers have always
been able to split this two-word infinitive by
inserting words (usually adverbs) between
the “to” and the verb (e.g., “to quickly
hide”). There have been periods in English
literary history when splitting infinitives was
very fashionable. However, 18th century
grammarians noticed that Latin infinitives
were never split. Of course, it was impos-
sible to split a Latin infinitive because it
was a single word (e.g., describere, “to write
down”). But that fact did not prevent the
early grammarians from formulating an-
other prescriptive rule of English grammar.

The double negative rule has a different
source. In Old and Middle English, double
and triple negatives were common, and
even quadruple negatives existed. The fol-
lowing sentence from Old English illus-
trates this; it contains two negative words,
and was entirely grammatical.

7. ne bið ðær nænig ealo gebrowen mid Es-
tum 
not is there not-any ale brewed among
Estonians
“No ale is brewed among the Estonians.”

By Shakespeare’s time, however, the double
negative was rarely used by educated speak-
ers, although it was still common in many
dialects. In 1762, Bishop Robert Lowth at-
tempted to argue against the double nega-
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tive by invoking rules of logic: “. . . two neg-
atives in English destroy one another or are
equivalent to an affirmative.” Of course, lan-
guage and formal logic are different systems,
and there are many languages (e.g., Rus-
sian) in which multiple negation is required
for grammaticality. Certainly no one mis-
understands the English-speaking child or
adult who says “I don’t want none.” But
Lowth ignored the fact that it is usage, not
logic, that must determine the descriptive
rules of a grammar. 

It is somewhat surprising that rules
which do not reflect actual language use
should survive. There are several reasons,
however, for the continued existence of pre-
scriptive rules. First, they provide a standard
form of a language that is accepted by most
speakers of that language; adherence to pre-
scriptive rules allows a speaker to be under-
stood by the greatest possible number of in-
dividuals. This is especially important for a
language such as German, which has di-
alects so different from one another that
their speakers cannot always understand
each other. Second, a set of standard rules is
necessary for students learning English (or
any other language) as a second language.
Imagine the chaos if there were no guide-
lines for learning English (or Spanish, or
German, or Russian, etc.). Thus they serve a
very useful purpose for language teachers
and learners as well. Finally, and most im-
portantly, there are social reasons for their

existence. Nonstandard dialects are still
frowned upon by many groups and can in-
hibit one’s progress in society. The existence
of prescriptive rules allows a speaker of a
nonstandard dialect to learn the rules of the
standard dialect and employ them in appro-
priate social circumstances. Therefore, pre-
scriptive rules are used as an aid in social
mobility. This does not mean, however, that
these judgments about dialects are linguisti-
cally valid. The idea that one dialect of a lan-
guage is intrinsically better than another is
simply false; from a linguistic point of view
all dialects are equally good and equally
valid. To look down on nonstandard dialects
is to exercise a form of social and linguistic
prejudice.

EXERCISES

1. Which of the following are prescriptive
statements, and which are descriptive?

a. It’s me is ungrammatical; It’s I is the
correct way to say this.

b. Between you and me is correct; between
you and I is ungrammatical.

c. People who say ain’t may suffer some
negative social consequences because
many speakers of English associate
ain’t with the dialects of the working
classes.

d. In casual styles of speaking, English
speakers frequently end sentences with
prepositions; ending sentences with
prepositions is avoided in formal styles.
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It is generally recognized that the words of a
language and the pieces that make up these
words (all of which are discussed in some
detail in later files) represent a connection
between a group of sounds, which give the
word or word-piece its form, and a meaning.
For example, the word for the inner core of
a peach is represented in English by the
sounds we spell as p, i and t, occurring in
that order to give the form pit. The combi-
nation of a form and a meaning connected
in this way gives what may be called a lin-
guistic sign.

An important fact about linguistic signs
is that, in the typical instance in a language,
the connection between form and meaning
is arbitrary. The term “arbitrary” here refers
to the fact that the meaning is not in any way
predictable from the form, nor is the form
dictated by the meaning. The opposite of ar-
bitrariness in this sense is nonarbitrariness,
and the most extreme examples of nonarbi-
trary form-meaning connections are said to
be iconic. Iconic forms are directly repre-
sentational of their meanings (for example,
a “No Smoking” sign that has a large red X
through a cigarette). Moreover, the connec-
tion in such cases is not a matter of logic or
reason, nor is it derivable from laws of na-
ture.

Thus, the fact that the inner core of a
peach may be called a stone or even a seed as
well as a pit points to arbitrariness in the

above example, for if the connection be-
tween the form and the meaning here were
nonarbitrary (because the form determined
the meaning, or vice versa), there should
only be one possible form to express this
meaning. Also, there is nothing intrinsic in
the combination of the sounds represented
by p, i and t that suggests the meaning “inner
core of a peach,” for the same sounds com-
bined in a different order have an entirely
different meaning in the word spelled tip.

Arbitrariness in language is shown by
other considerations. For instance, it is usu-
ally the case cross-linguistically that words
with the same meaning have different forms
in different languages and that similar forms
express different meanings. Thus, what is
water in English is eau in French, Wasser in
German, shui in Mandarin Chinese, and
so on. And the same form (pronounced
like the English name Lee) means “bed”
in French (spelled lit), marks a question
in Russian, and means “meadow” or “side
sheltered from the wind” in English
(spelled lea and lee respectively), as well as
being an English proper name. If there were
an inherent, nonarbitrary connection be-
tween form and meaning in all languages,
with the meaning being determined by the
form, then such cross linguistic differences
should not occur.

Similarly, the pronunciation of particu-
lar words can change over time (see File 92
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on sound change). For instance, from a vari-
ety of evidence, including their spelling, we
know that words such as wrong, knight, and
gnaw must have had an initial w, k, and g re-
spectively at some point in the history of En-
glish, and have thus undergone a change in
their pronunciation, i.e., in their form. If we
hold to the view that the form-meaning con-
nection is determined and nonarbitrary, and
if we further suppose that the original pro-
nunciations of these words reflected this
inherent and nonarbitrary relationship be-
tween form and meaning, then how can we
maintain this inherent connection when the
pronunciation changes without any accom-
panying changes in meaning? The relation-
ship between the form and meaning of a
word, therefore, has to be arbitrary in order to
allow for inevitable changes it may undergo.

It is clear, therefore, that arbitrariness is
the norm in language, at least as far as the

basic relationship between the form of a
word and its meaning is concerned. At the
same time, though, it turns out that there
are many nonarbitrary aspects to language.
Again, to focus just on vocabulary and the
form-meaning connection (though nonar-
bitrariness can be found in other domains of
language), notice that a small portion of the
vocabulary of all languages consists of items
whose forms are largely determined by their
meanings. Most notable and obvious are the
so-called onomatopoetic (or onomatopoeic)
words, i.e., words that are imitative of nat-
ural sounds or have meanings that are asso-
ciated with such sounds of nature.

Examples of onomatopoetic words in
English include noise-words such as bow-
wow for the noise a dog makes, moo for a
cow’s noise, splat for the sound of a rotten
tomato hitting a wall, swish or swoosh for
the sound of a basketball dropping cleanly
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Crosslinguistic Examples of Onomatopoeia

SOUND ENGLISH GERMAN FRENCH SPANISH HEBREW ARABIC MANDARIN JAPANESE

1. Dog [bawwaw] [vawvaw] [wahwah] [wawwaw] [hawhaw] [cʕʕʕawə] [wãwwãw] [wãwa]
barking (baby talk)

2. Rooster [kakəduədldu] [kikəRiki] [kokoRiko] [kikr̃iki] or [kikuRiku] [kikiki:s] [kuku] [kokekokko]
crowing [kokoroko]

3. Cat meowing [miaw] [miaw] [miaw] [miaw] [miaw] [mawmaw] [meaw] [niaw]
(baby talk)

4. Cow lowing [mu:] [mu] [mø:] [mu] [mu] [c
⊥ʕu:] [mo] [mo:mo:]

5. Sheep bleating [ba:] [mε:] [be:] [bε:] [mε:mε:] [ma:ʔ] [mε:mε] [mε:mε:]

6. Bird chirping [twit-twit] [pip] [kwikwi] [pippip] [tswits [zægzæg] [čiči] [čiči]
tswits]

7. Bomb [bum] [bum] [bRum] or [bum] [bum] [bɔm] [bɔ̃ŋ] [bãŋ]
exploding [vRum]

8. Sound of [haha] [haha] [haha] [xaxa] [haha] [qahqah] [haha] [haha]
laughing

9. Sound of [aču] [hači] [ačum] [aču] or [apči] [ʕcʕʕats] [hačũ:] [hakšɔ̃ŋ]
sneezing [ači]

10. Sound of [splæt] [pač] [flæk] — [flox] [ʔax] [pyaʔ] [gušaʔ]
something
juicy hitting
a hard surface

11. Sound of a [tı̆ktak] [tı̆ktı̆k] [tı̆ktak] [tı̆ktak] [tı̆ktak] [tı̆ktı̆k] [tiktɔk] [ciktakɯ. ]
clock

*Buffalo cow



through the hoop, cockadoodle-doo for the
noise a rooster makes, and so on. Further ex-
amples include derivatives of noise-words,
such as cuckoo, a bird name derived from the
noise the bird makes, babble, a verb for the
making of inarticulate noises derived from
the perception of what such noises sound
like, burble, a verb for the making of a rush-
ing noise by running water derived from the
sound itself, and so on. In all of these words,
the match-up between the form of the word
and the meaning of the word is very close:
the meaning is very strongly suggested by the
sound of the word itself.

Even in such onomatopoetic words,
however, an argument for arbitrariness is to
be found. While the form is largely deter-
mined by the meaning, the form is not an
exact copy of the natural noise; roosters, for
instance, do not actually say cockadoodle-
doo—English speakers have just arbitrarily
conventionalized this noise in that form.
Moreover, when different languages imitate
the same sound, they have to make use of
their own linguistic resources. Different lan-
guages admit different sound combinations,
so even the same natural sound may end up
with a different form in different languages,
though each of the forms is somewhat imi-
tative. For example, a rooster says cockadoo-
dle-doo in English but kukuku in Mandarin
Chinese, even though (presumably) roost-
ers sound the same in China as in America.
If there were an inherent and determined
connection between the meaning and the
form of even onomatopoetic words, we
would expect the same meaning to be rep-
resented by the same sounds in different
languages. Thus, the strongest evidence for
nonarbitrariness, namely the existence of
onomatopoetic words, is not quite so strong
after all; in fact, comparison of such words
in different languages can be used to argue
for a degree of arbitrariness in linguistic
signs. To make this point more clearly, we

give below eleven natural sounds that are
represented by onomatopoetic words in
eight languages. The similarity among them
is expected, due both to the nature of the
words and to possibility of borrowing be-
tween geographically neighboring lan-
guages; still, the variation is also great. 

In what may perhaps be considered a
special subcase of onomatopoeia, it is often
found that certain sounds occur in words
not by virtue of being directly imitative of
some sound but rather by simply being
evocative of a particular meaning; that is,
these words more abstractly suggest some
physical characteristics by the way they
sound. This phenomenon is known as
sound symbolism. For instance, in many lan-
guages, words for “small” and small objects
or words which have smallness as part of
their meaning often contain a vowel which
is pronounced with the tongue high in the
front part of the mouth (see File 22), which
we will represent by the symbol [i]. This oc-
curs in English teeny “extra-small,” petite
and wee “small,” and dialectal leetle for
“little,” in Greek mikros “small,” in Spanish
diminutive nouns (i.e., those with the mean-
ing “little X”) such as perrito “little dog”
where -ito is a suffix indicating “little,” and
so on. Such universal sound symbolism—
with [i] suggesting “smallness”—seems to
be motivated by several factors: first, the
high, front vowel [i] uses a very small space
in the front of the mouth, and second, [i] is
a high-pitched vowel and thus more like
the high-pitched sounds given off by small
objects. Thus the use of [i] in “small” words
gives a situation where an aspect of the
form—the occurrence of [i]—is deter-
mined by an aspect of the meaning—
“smallness”—and where the form to a cer-
tain extent has an inherent connection with
the meaning, even though not directly imi-
tative in any way. We may thus character-
ize the appearance of [i] in such words as
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somewhat iconic—the “small” vowel [i] is
an icon for the meaning “small(ness).” 

In addition to such universal sound
symbolism, there are also cases of language
particular sound symbolism, in which some
sound or sequence of sounds can come to be
associated in a suggestive way with some
abstract and vague but often sensory-based
meaning. For example, in English, words
beginning with fl-, such as fly, flee, flow,
flimsy, flicker, and fluid, are often suggestive
of lightness and quickness. Also, there are
many words in English that begin with gl-
and refer to brightness (such as gleam, glis-
ten, glow, glint, glitter, and glimmer), as well
as a group of words signifying a violent or
sudden action that all end in -ash (such as
bash, mash, crash, and flash). In all such
groups, an identifiable aspect of the form re-
lates in a nonarbitrary way to the meaning.

Even in such cases, however, arbitrary
aspects are again identifiable. Thus there are
words which have the appropriate sequences
of sounds but do not fit into the group se-
mantically, such as glove and glue with re-
spect to the gl- group, or sash and cash with
respect to the -ash group. There are also
words with appropriate meanings that do not
fit in formally, such as shine or hit; note too
that the English word small does not contain
the “small” vowel [i], but instead a relatively
“open” or “large” vowel (think about what a
dentist or doctor might tell you to say in or-
der to get your mouth open wide, and com-
pare that to the vowel of small). Also, from a
cross-linguistic perspective, it turns out that
other languages do not (necessarily) have the
same clustering of words with similar mean-
ings and a similar form. For example, the
Greek words for “fly,” “flee,” “flow” and
“fluid” are petó, févo, troéxo, and iró, respec-
tively, showing that the fl- sound symbol is an
English-particular fact and so cannot be a
matter of a necessary and inherent connec-
tion between form and meaning.

All in all, these examples show that
nonarbitrariness and iconicity have at best a
somewhat marginal place in language. At
the same time, though, it cannot be denied
that they do play a role in language and
moreover that speakers are aware of their po-
tential effects. Poets often manipulate ono-
matopoeia and sound symbolism in order to
achieve the right phonic impression in their
poetry; for example, Alfred Tennyson in his
poem The Princess utilized nasal conso-
nants to mimic the noise made by the bees
he refers to:

The moan of doves in immemorial elms 
And murmuring of innumerable bees

(V11.206–7)

Similarly, the successful creation of new
words often plays on sound symbolic effects;
for instance, the recently coined word glitzy
meaning (roughly) “flashily and gaudily ex-
travagant” fits in well with the group of En-
glish words discussed above with initial gl-.
It seems, therefore, that even though arbi-
trariness is the norm in language and is an
important distinguishing characteristic sep-
arating human language from other forms
of communication (see File 10), an aware-
ness of nonarbitrary aspects of language is
part of the linguistic competence of all na-
tive speakers and thus is worthy of study by
linguists.

EXERCISES

1. In what ways do compound words such as
blackboard or outfox show a degree of
nonarbitrariness in their form-meaning
connection? Will this be true for all com-
pound words? (Hint: think about the
color of objects we call blackboards.)

2. In Chinese, expressions for moving from
one city to another by way of yet another
city must take the form “from X pass-
through Y to Z,” and cannot be expressed
as “from X to Z pass-through Y;” this is il-
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lustrated in the examples below (“*” indi-
cates that a sentence is unacceptable).

a. ta cong San Francisco jinguo
he from pass-through
Chicago dao New York

to
“He went from San Francisco
through Chicago to New York”

b. *ta cong San Francisco dao New York
he from to
jinguo Chicago
pass-through

How would you characterize the form-
meaning relationship exhibited by these
Chinese expressions?

3. Onomatopoetic words often show a resis-
tance to change in their pronunciation
over time; for example, in earlier stages of
English the word cuckoo had roughly the
same pronunciation as now, and failed to
undergo a regular change in the pronun-
ciation of vowels that would have made it
sound roughly like cowcow; similarly, the
word babble has had b sounds in it for over
2,000 years and did not undergo the
sound shift that is characteristic of all the
Germanic languages (see File 102) by
which original b came to be pronounced

as p. Can you suggest a reason for this re-
sistance to change on the part of these
(and similar) words?

4. One piece of evidence for sound symbol-
ism is the often quite consistent responses
that speakers of a language give to the
judgment of the relative meanings of
pairs of nonsense words, where the only
clue to work from is the sound (i.e., the
form) of the words. For example, speakers
of English typically judge the nonsense
word feeg to refer to something smaller
than the nonsense word foag. Try the fol-
lowing experiment out on a friend and
then compare your friend’s responses
with your own and compare your results
with those of others in your class:

Pronounce the words below according to
regular English spelling, and decide for
each pair of words which member of the
pair could refer to something heavy and
which to something light (you might want
to ask if given a pair x and y, it is possible
to say that “an x is a heavier y” or vice-
versa).

a. lat–loat e. fleen–feen
b. foon–feen f. seeg–sleeg
c. mobe–meeb g. poas–poat
d. toos–tace h. toos–tood



It was December of 1971 and I was flying from
San Diego to Europe to attend some meetings
and see some friends. I had been working with
American Sign Language for about a year, and
one of the books that I kept going through
again and again was the Dictionary of Ameri-
can Sign Language. I decided to meet the prin-
cipal author of that book as long as I was stop-
ping in at Washington, D.C. Who knew when
I would have a chance like that again? I called
up Bill Stokoe and he invited me to lunch. At
lunch, we chatted; he was friendly and full of
ideas and wanted to know about mine.

He later surprised me when he wrote to of-
fer me a job that summer (the Watergate sum-
mer of 1972) in the Linguistics Research Lab.
Of course I accepted; the salary he offered was
twice what I would have asked for. I made sev-

eral false starts that first summer and actually
wrote up very little of my research or my ideas;
but the following year Bill asked me to come
out again. After the second summer in the
Lab, I did not return to graduate school in
San Diego. After all, I had finished my course
work, and at Gallaudet College I could write
my dissertation while surrounded by hun-
dreds of skilled signers, the people who could
help me discover new things about this very
peculiar language that I had chosen to study.
I had some ideas but very little direction at
this point. Bill gave me the support I needed
to develop my ideas and to shape my work into
something coherent. It took years . . .

INTRODUCTION

The thing that interested me most about Bill
Stokoe was that he had hold of an exciting
idea, one that clearly was going to lead some-
where. He said that Sign Language was a lan-
guage like any other language and that it
could be analyzed as a language. This simple
idea contradicted many popular beliefs: for
who could see similarities between the move-
ments of hands and body and the audible
sounds produced by speaking? What possible
basis of comparison was there? And, as the
argument went, even if they did have some
casual similarity, we would still know that
signed languages were fundamentally differ-
ent from spoken languages: after all, signs are
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like pictures drawn in the air with hands,
aren’t they, while words are quite abstract?

This is actually the crucial part of the ar-
gument, and the basic idea that Bill devel-
oped. Bill believed that the basic way to
think of a sign was not as a picture, but as a
complex and abstract symbol that could be
analyzed into parts. This heretical idea con-
tradicted what most experts had always said
about signed languages, but eventually it
took hold, because it opened new doors of
understanding. Analyzing signs into parts al-
lowed us to develop new theories about how
signed languages work, where they came
from, where they are going, and what is the
best way to teach them. This simple idea
also later influenced the way in which Sign
Language is used in classrooms, and how it
is used by interpreters. In this chapter I
would like to give a short history of how this
simple idea developed, the scientific in-
quiries that it inspired, and the social action
and professional policies that derive from it.
The story is not yet at an end.

SIGNS AS PICTURES

There are perhaps several reasons for the tra-
dition of thinking of signs as pictures: they are
visual; they involve space and size and shape;
and they sometimes seem to represent things
wholly and directly, just like a picture or a
drawing. I would not argue against any of
those very common observations. Signs are
like pictures in many ways. But to stop there is
to miss an important point. Saying that signs
are like pictures is like saying that speech is
like music. Spoken languages certainly have
their musical aspects, but there are so many
things about words and connected speech
that are not like music—especially how they
transmit meanings. There is more to signs
than meets the eye; even if a sign does seem
like a picture, that may not be the most im-
portant aspect of a sign to investigate. 

There are several kinds of evidence
which demonstrate that the pictorial or
graphic nature of signs is not the most impor-
tant aspect of Sign Language. First, several
different kinds of experiments show that
people who don’t know Sign Language have
a hard time guessing what very common
signs mean, even in a multiple-choice test.
Second, if we compare signs from different
countries, we find that not everyone uses the
same kind of gesture to represent the same
meaning; in other words, different signed
languages may represent the same thing with
different kinds of gestures. Third, if we look
very carefully at written and filmed records of
older signs, we find that very often these signs
have changed to become less graphic or pic-
ture-like, and have become more like a stan-
dardized gesture that must be pronounced in
a particular way to be “just right.” For ex-
ample, the sign student (based on the sign
learn) originally was made so that it seemed
to create the image of taking something from
a book and absorbing it into the mind; how-
ever, the modern sign looks very much like
taking something and tossing it away! Fourth,
sometimes even if you know what a sign
means, you may find it hard or impossible to
decide just exactly what pictorial image con-
nects the meaning with the gesture. Some
signs are just less pictorial than others.

For all these reasons and others (which
are reviewed more carefully by Klima and
Bellugi in their 1979 book) it is evident that
we cannot learn very much or explain very
much about Sign Language by depending
on the weak idea that they are graphic pic-
tures written in the air with the hands.
There has to be something more.

WRITING ABOUT SIGNS

Bill Stokoe had a lot of faith in his ideas; that
is, he always was a stubborn man, unwilling
to change his opinions just because very few
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people agreed with him. Faith and stubborn-
ness are sometimes just two ways of looking at
the same thing.

At first his ideas didn’t make sense to
anyone. Many respected experts (including
some of the authors in this volume) dis-
missed his ideas as worthless; he was wasting
his time. But knowledge comes step by step,
and Bill Stokoe had a plan for studying Sign
Language. First, he would need to describe
the language in an elemental sense: he must
write a dictionary. But before he could do
that, he would need to write signs down on
paper, in order to “capture” them accurately
and describe how they are made. So first he
would have to invent an adequate writing
system—and that’s where the idea began to
take real shape.

In order to develop a transcription (writ-
ing) system for signs, Bill was forced to take a
good hard look at how signs are made: what
parts of the body move or don’t move, how
the fingers bend or extend, how the hands
contact the body, where they touch, the
speed and repetition of movements, and so
on. If he could just think of a written symbol
for each of the important elements in making
signs, then he could write them down, collect
signs, and begin even further analyses that
could provide important information about
these very strange communication systems.

Very early on, he proposed that every
sign had at least three independent parts:

location— where on the body or in
space is the sign being made?
On the cheek, the chest, in
front of the body, etc.?

handshape—how are the fingers ex-
tended and bent in this par-
ticular sign? Is the hand a
fist, or does it have some fin-
gers extended, etc.?

movement— how does the hand (or
hands) move? In a circle,
up-and-down, forward, etc.?

From his experience and training with
other languages, Stokoe then made an as-
sumption that turned out to be true. He as-
sumed that within each of these three cat-
egories, there were probably a limited
number of different ways of making these
sign parts. For example, there might be ten
different handshapes, or there might be one
hundred; the important thing was that he
could probably develop a list of all the possi-
bilities, and then develop symbols for each
one of them—the list was not going to be in-
finitely long. The same would be true of dif-
ferent locations and movements. The possi-
bilities were not endless. There was probably
a system to it, waiting to be discovered.

In the end, he came up with a system
that worked: he had 19 different basic sym-
bols for handshapes, 12 different basic
symbols for locations, and 24 different
basic symbols for types of movements.
In much the same way that the symbols
0123456789 allow us to express any num-
ber, Stokoe now had a system that would
allow him to express any sign on paper. He
published a list of symbols and some of his
early thoughts about how to use them in a thin
volume in 1960 called Sign Language Struc-
ture. Table 1 shows the chart he published. 

Regardless of how well this system cap-
tured the important parts of signs, it was an
advance for the time, and it gave us some
new tools to work with in probing Sign Lan-
guage further. There were also practical ap-
plications. Using a transcription system, for
example, a dramatist could use the tran-
scription system to record exactly the signs
needed for a play, a poem, or some other
dramatic presentation; a Sign Language
teacher could begin to organize lesson ma-
terial according to which signs are similar,
or which signs are different. The most im-
portant thing that Stokoe went on to create,
however, was the first true dictionary of
Sign Language. With Carl Croneberg and
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Dorothy Casterline, he collected, orga-
nized, and described more than 2000 differ-
ent signs from the language he had begun to
call American Sign Language. The dictio-
nary was published in 1965.

We must remember the social and in-
tellectual climate of fifteen years ago: many
people were still denying that there was
such a thing as a signed language. Certainly
there was nothing that deserved the elegant
title of American Sign Language (displayed
in capital letters like that). And whatever
kind of language it was, it was certainly
nothing like the very large, complicated,
and elegant spoken languages that were
known in the world. As a matter of fact,
some people belittled the language by refer-
ring to the dictionary and saying, “Only
2000 signs? This clearly indicates the im-
poverished, simple nature of Sign Lan-
guage.” What these people forgot is that our
scientific knowledge of spoken languages
has been developed and refined over several
thousand years. By contrast, the scientific
study of signed languages has only been pro-
gressing for twenty years, if we date it from
Stokoe’s first publication in 1960. We were
only scratching the surface, so far. 

Why was the dictionary so important?
Surely there were other books that listed
signs that deaf people use? But none were
like this. A dictionary gives several different
kinds of information about the words (or
signs) of a language. For each lexical entry
(separate word or sign), it gives: a coded
physical description, telling us how to phys-
ically reproduce (pronounce) the word or
sign; the meaning of that word or sign, in-
cluding special nuances; the grammatical
functions and properties of that word or sign,
telling us how we might use it in a sentence
and what variations we might expect de-
pending upon its grammatical form; some-
thing of the history of that word or sign, es-
pecially a history that relates to other words

or items in the language. The Dictionarv of
American Sign Language gave us all that.
Previous books had given us only scattered
and incomplete (and sometimes mislead-
ing) information about signs and Sign Lan-
guage. Without a writing or transcription sys-
tem, signs cannot be faithfully reproduced,
unless especially clever photos or illustra-
tions are used (and they usually were not).

The Dictionary of American Sign Lan-
guage was remarkable for another reason:
the signs were arranged according to a prin-
ciple of the language. Just as spoken lan-
guage dictionaries arrange their words al-
phabetically (according to the order of the
first letter, then the second letter of the word,
and so on), Stokoe arranged his sign dictio-
nary according to the parts of the signs that
he used for transcription. Thus, this idea that
signs are complex objects with parts not only
led to a writing system, but also led to a prin-
ciple of organizing all the signs that could
be related to each other, depending upon
which parts they shared. This is like the way
we think of different words as being related if
they share the same sounds, particularly at
the beginnings of words. This arrangement
also shows a lot of respect for the language. 

Considering the obvious usefulness of
Bill’s analysis, the reader might expect that
he received a lot of support for his work from
members of the Deaf community and from
professionals in the field of deafness. But
this was certainly not the case. Why didn’t
his ideas catch on more rapidly? Why was
there such resistance and even hostility to
his ideas about analyzing, transcribing, and
describing signs?

There are two interesting reasons for
this lack of support that are not usually con-
sidered. The first reason concerns the pre-
vailing attitudes among educators of deaf
people and deaf people themselves. At that
time, you must remember, Sign Language
was only accepted if it could be justified as a
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contribution to the educational system. Any
new idea about Sign Language was dis-
cussed as a tool for classroom use. As several
stories have it, students and faculty at Gal-
laudet and at some residential schools mis-
takenly assumed that they were going to be
forced to learn this new transcription system
for signs, and that all their books would
be written in these complex symbols. Of
course, nothing was further from the truth:
the transcription system was intended as a
scientific tool. But there were enough ru-
mors and feelings going around to prevent
anyone from really seeing the transcription
system as Bill had intended it.

The second reason was a strategic error
on Bill’s part. Bill gave new technical names
to the things he was describing. Perhaps he
didn’t realize that he was creating resistance
to learning when he gave complex names to
simple and familiar things. He referred to
dez, tab, and sig when he could have simply
said handshape, location, and movement.
Some people were probably put off by these
strange words and had some difficulty learn-
ing what they meant and keeping them sep-
arate; I certainly did, and I worked hard at it.

PARTS OF SIGNS

Comparing, grouping, and classifying signs
according to what parts they have in com-

mon and what parts they don’t is not simply
a convenience for organizing dictionaries.
Like words, signs must be broken up into
parts in order to perceive what they mean.
This is especially true of the kinds of com-
plex signs that Ursula Bellugi describes in
the next chapter, but it is also true of very
simple signs. 

Just as we know that the two English
words “skim” and “skin” are different words
with different meanings, we know that they
are minimally different. That is, the only dif-
ference between these two words is the final
sound unit: “m” or “n.” Of course we can
find thousands of these minimal pairs (pairs
of words that differ in only one minimal
way). From them we can determine what
types of sound units play an important role
in distinguishing meanings in a spoken lan-
guage. We can do the same with a signed
language.

We can find minimal pairs of signs that
differ in only one aspect of their production.
For the aspect of handshape, there are pairs
of signs that are identical except for their
handshape. An example is the pair of signs
car and which (Figure 1). The only differ-
ence between them is that car has a fist with
the thumb closed against the knuckles,
while which has a fist with the thumb ex-
tended. In the case of location, a minimal
pair of chinese and sour (Figure 2). The
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two signs are identical except that chinese

is made on the temple or high on the cheek
and sour is made near the mouth.

A minimal pair for movement is found
in name and short (Figure 3). name is
made with simple contact (sometimes re-
peated), while short is made identically ex-
cept for its brushing motion of the upper
hand. Figure 3 also shows that the orienta-
tion of the hands might also be a distinctive
aspect of signs. The pair of signs name and
chair differ only by their orientation: in
name, both palm surfaces point towards the
body, but in chair the palm surfaces point
downward. These and many other examples
of minimal pairs show that there are critical

parts of a sign that allow us to distinguish it
from other signs. 

There is also reason to think that this is
not just a convenient way to speculate about
words and signs. This kind of division into
parts seems to reflect the way deaf native
signers think in signs. Several memory ex-
periments with both spoken and signed lan-
guages have shown that the errors people
make when trying to recall lists of vocabu-
lary items are frequently related to the other
member of a minimal pair. In a spoken ex-
periment, for example, someone who heard
“vote” might later recall it as “note;” in a
signed experiment, someone might see the
sign tree (with the hand completely open
and fingers extended and spread, the entire
upright forearm shakes on its axis) but later
recall it as the sign noon (same gesture,
without the shaking). The same principles
of analysis into parts seem to guide the struc-
ture and use of signed languages and spoken
languages.

There are several other different types of
constructive arguments that are based on an
analysis of signs into component parts like
the one that Stokoe proposed. If we are try-
ing to argue that signs are not simply ran-
dom gestures that our bodies just happen to
be able to perform, and if we also want to ar-
gue that a sign does not have to be a “pic-
ture” and does not have to “graphically” rep-
resent an idea or an object, then we might
look for some other factors or forces that de-
termine how signers use their hands and
their bodies to make signs.

From work with spoken languages, it is
well known that the individual sounds in a
language and the way those sounds can
come together to make words in a language
are always only a small portion of what hu-
mans are able to articulate. Not every pos-
sible vocal sound is used in a spoken lan-
guage. Of the sound units that a language
uses, not every possible combination of
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these units is used to form syllables or
words—many are unlikely or impossible
combinations, such as “frtps.” This is be-
cause sounds and their combinations are
governed and limited by psychological and
physiological laws relating to the speech or-
gans, and by the way that the ear takes in and
processes information.

It is easy to show that the same kinds of
principles determine how the different ele-
ments of signs—handshapes, locations, and
movements—can come together (or co-
occur) to form complete signs. Of course,
some things are quite impossible to do with
the hands because of physical limitations.
But what about things that are possible, but
too complex and unnatural for the kind of
rapid signing that is common in conversa-
tion? Are there such things? Linguistic re-
search has shown that there are.

The example I will offer here is from
some work I did while studying how signs
limit the ways that different parts can occur
together. (At that time, I was looking for
something parallel to what we call mor-
pheme structure constraints in spoken lan-
guages.) In ASL, as in all signed languages
that we know about, many signs are made
with both hands. Logically then, the hand-
shapes could either be the same (for ex-
ample, two fists), or they could be different
(for example, a fist on the left hand and a
“V” shape on the right hand). As it turns out
for the signs that I studied, there are a num-
ber of rules and predictions that you can
make on the basis of the handshapes used in
signs made with both hands. For example, if
the two handshapes are different:

• only one hand will move during the
sign—usually the “dominant” hand.

• the hand that does not move will not be
just any one of dozens of handshapes—it
will be one of the simplest, or most nat-
ural, handshapes (the closed fist, the open
palm, the open hand with fingers spread,

the fist with index finger extended, the
“O” hand, or the “C” hand).

This kind of limitation, which is observed in
other signed languages as well as in ASL
leads to several further observations. First,
the limitation is systematic and excludes
large numbers of possible hand arrange-
ments; there are only a very few existing
signs which break the two “rules” above.
Second, there seems to be a physiological
reason for the way these “rules” operate:
complex and moving things are most often
on the dominant hand; simple and static
things will most often be on the nondomi-
nant hand (the one that is usually not as
skilled in doing things). Other reasons may
include perceptual factors, such as how
many different things the eye and the brain
can take in and keep track of when a person
watches signs. There is quite a bit of evi-
dence that perceptual limitations play a role
in “shaping” possible signs.

There is no need here to continue list-
ing and describing the many different kinds
of constraints that people have hypothe-
sized for the structure of signed languages.
For the purposes of this paper, the impor-
tant theoretical point is that these con-
straints are like those that explain how spo-
ken languages operate: the forms of a
language are constrained by physiological
and perceptual factors on the production
and perception of spoken words and ges-
tural signs.

There are practical observations that
are linked to this small set of rules. Consider
the problem that faces many professionals
who work with signs, especially teachers of
young deaf children. Very often teachers
will want a sign for a particular word or a
concept, but they don’t know what that sign
is, or even know if it exists. Occasionally,
they will appropriately ask several skilled
signers to determine what they should sign.
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Much more often, they will either finger-
spell the word or invent their own sign.

Now, what about all these signs that get
invented? Many schools have continuing
discussions in committees whose main pur-
pose seems to be to invent signs. But are
these invented signs appropriate? Do they fit
the natural rules of how signs can be con-
structed out of parts? The answer is that
many of the invented signs, particularly the
signs that have been invented to transliterate
English words, are unnaturally complex.
Many of the signs that have been invented
for children, including the names of ani-
mals and toys, violate some of the rules that
natural signs obey. The results of this situa-
tion have been observed by many people in
many different places: both children and
adults have difficulty learning how to make
the signs; both children and adults tend to
change the signs, to pronounce them in a
little more natural way; and experienced
signers often view some of these signs as be-
ing unnatural (“they don’t fit in”), and in
some cases peculiar, silly, or even crude.
The lesson is quite clear: we should study
how deaf people use signs in a conversa-
tional context, and we should pay attention
to the detail of how the signs are made. Only
then, and only cautiously, should anyone at-
tempt to invent a sign on their own—and
only as a last resort.

EXTENDING THE IDEA THAT SIGNS
HAVE PARTS

The first summer working in the Linguistics
Research Lab was one of exploration and
discovery for me. Contrary to what I ex-
pected, Bill did not order me to carry out a
specific research plan; he didn’t order me to
transcribe videotapes, and he didn’t have
me compiling information from dusty
books on a hot summer day. He allowed me
to think about what I wanted to do, and to

take it from there. I kept thinking about
breaking signs down into parts and compar-
ing them; I knew that this would be the way
to discover all sorts of things about signing,
and that this would provide a basis for com-
paring signs with words. That summer,
Lynn Friedman (another summer research
assistant) and I began to talk about another
level of structure. We knew that it was inter-
esting and useful to think of signs broken
down into handshapes, locations, and
movements . . . but what was beyond that?
What was a handshape? What was a move-
ment, really? These things could also be an-
alyzed into finer parts, and perhaps that di-
vision would be useful too. We felt that if we
could isolate the different levels of structure
of a sign, we might compare them to the dif-
ferent levels of structure of a word. We felt
that a word corresponded to a sign pretty
well, and the three aspects that Stokoe had
discovered might correspond roughly to in-
dividual sounds in a spoken word. But we
also knew that even individual sounds were
composed of finer parts called distinctive
features, and perhaps we would also find a
corresponding level of structure in signs.

Distinctive features in spoken language
can refer to many things, but for our pur-
poses here I might say that they refer to dif-
ferent acts that the vocal organs (mouth,
lips, tongue, etc.) perform in order to make
the sounds of language. For example, the
feature of lip rounding is a distinctive feature
of many sounds in many languages. We felt
that we might discover a similarity, so we be-
gan by breaking down handshapes into fea-
tures that we called bent (if the fingers were
bent), crossed (if some of the fingers crossed
each other), spread (if the fingers were not
touching each other), etc. We eventually
came up with a preliminary analysis of fea-
tures for handshapes, locations, and move-
ments, and we later pursued this track of in-
vestigation more thoroughly in our ways.
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By now you may be asking yourself,
“Why bother breaking down signs into finer
and finer details?” The answer is that we
were creating a tool for understanding how
Sign Language works. Since all of us were
continually trying to think of new ways to get
valid and meaningful information about
signs, it made sense to at least experiment
with the very lowest, very finest level of de-
scription: how different parts of the body
had to arrange themselves and move in or-
der to compose a sign. It was also good prac-
tice for learning how to describe signs ade-
quately, and eventually might help us sort
out what were the important, as opposed to
the unimportant, parts of signs.

The second set of reasons had to do with
the general strategy among sign researchers
at the time. We were always looking for fa-
miliar things that would help alert us to how
signs really worked. Since spoken languages
had been studied for many centuries, there
was a set of traditions (sometimes mislead-
ing) and set of theories (sometimes conflict-
ing) about how human beings managed to
move their mouths and tongues and make
sounds, and how they could listen to those
sounds and somehow form the impression
that the other person had given them infor-
mation. There is something magical about
it, after all. But for spoken languages, we
had at least made a dent in the problem.
There are large dictionaries of spoken lan-
guages and many scholars who study those
languages. Even elementary school chil-
dren learn something about grammar and
composition in their classrooms. More im-
portantly, there is a vocabulary of technical
terms for discussing spoken languages. The
natural thing to do, although cautiously, was
to try to find things in signed languages that
looked like, or seemed to act like, familiar
things in spoken languages. In this way, we
were trying to answer the question: “In what

ways are signed languages like spoken lan-
guages?” If we kept finding similarities de-
spite their different production mechanisms
(the hands and body versus the voice) and
despite their different perceptual mecha-
nisms (the eyes versus the ears), then we
would feel sure that we were somehow get-
ting closer to discovering ways for producing
and perceiving language that all humans
share, regardless of whether a given human
can hear or not. Any time that a researcher
did find a similarity, it might lead that re-
searcher onto a very productive path. This
was true of the distinctive feature analysis.
As it turns out, allowing us to think about
distinctive features of signs allowed us to
make a connection to three different kinds
of psychological studies that had been done
with spoken languages. These offered re-
searchers three new bases for comparing
signs and words as people actually used
them.

The first kind of study concerned psy-
chological processes like perception and
memory. Experiments had showed that the
“inner language” of the mind may operate
in terms of something like distinctive fea-
tures. This led to a whole series of investiga-
tions by various researchers on the memory
and perception of signs. 

The second type of study concerned the
effects of brain damage on language pro-
duction and perception. Some of the de-
scriptive work on hearing people who have
suffered brain damage used an analysis of
distinctive features; this work could now be
extended to studies of deaf people (usually
elderly) with brain damage.

A third type of study was even more ex-
citing than the other two. People who study
“slips of the tongue” (everyday speech er-
rors) have found that these errors help us un-
derstand how the brain controls the parts of
the body that express speech and language.
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One of the only ways to describe some of the
errors is in terms of distinctive features. This
suggested a new avenue of investigation for
sign researchers, who then began to study
“slips of the hand,” or sign errors.

The point of these little anecdotes is not
to inform you about distinctive features.
The point is to show the logical progression
of ideas leading to further ideas and action. 

I think it is very easy to show, for ex-
ample, that the original idea that signs have
parts influences the ways in which we think
about the grammar of a signed language.
Just to take one point, many writers have
said (even into the 1970’s) that a signed lan-
guage has no distinction between nouns,
verbs, and adjectives, as spoken languages
do. The truth is quite the opposite, as Ursula
Bellugi explains in the following chapter;
we just weren’t paying attention to the right
parts of the sign. Normally, a spoken lan-
guage will add some additional sounds to a
word (a suffix or prefix) to indicate whether
it functions as a noun or a verb in the sen-
tence. For example, “claw” can be either a
noun or a verb, but “clawed,” “clawing,” and
“de-claw” can only be verbs. Anyone who
looked for signs that “added on” bits of signs
in this way was disappointed, because there
weren’t any. But as Ted Supalla later no-
ticed, there are systematic differences be-
tween nouns and verbs in American Sign
Language: they are expressed as different
types of movement. Bellugi describes this in
greater detail in her chapter. I only raise the
point now to show how one observation can
build on, and make use of, another. Once
movements had been separated (in a sense)
from other parts of signs, it became easier to
notice different roles that individual move-
ments might play.

Another way that we can use the infor-
mation about the structure of individual
signs is when we try to decide if two different

“pronunciations” of a sign make two differ-
ent signs, or if they are just alternate pro-
nunciations of the same sign. This becomes
an issue when we consider what an “idiom”
is in American Sign Language. Without dis-
cussing it in any great detail, we can show
that things that are often called sign “id-
ioms” are often just ordinary signs that are
difficult to translate into English (see similar
comments in Hansen’s paper on Danish
Sign Language), or are signs that are con-
fused with other signs. For example, some
people claim that the sign succeed has an
idiomatic or special meaning, “finally” or
“at last.” But these two signs are made differ-
ently: succeed has two distinctive move-
ments, while the sign that I call at-last has
only one sharp movement. If two signs are
made differently, and have different mean-
ings, this is good evidence that they are sep-
arate signs. So at-last is not an idiom, even
though it might historically derive from the
sign we call succeed. One of the ways ASL
expands its vocabulary is through such
changes in movement. Again, we see one
more reason for paying attention to the fine
details of how signs are formed. 

This is just one example of how the term
“idiom” has been often misused when it is
applied to Sign Language; the effect is often
to obscure how the language really works,
and to make it seem as if the language is un-
structured and simple. Of course, nothing
could be further from the truth.

CONCLUSION

In this essay I have described some of the re-
search findings that have come out of the
last twenty years of thinking about the struc-
ture of signed languages. This description
has pointed out a few general principles and
a few practical results that have sprung from
a very simple idea: signs have parts. The dis-
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cussion has also shown that when we inves-
tigate signed languages, we find many paral-
lels to the structure of spoken languages. I
think that this will become a very significant
factor in how we hearing people think about
deaf people, and in how deaf people think
about themselves. It is becoming harder and
harder these days to maintain that Sign Lan-
guages are very “simple” and “primitive.”
On the contrary, they are very rich and com-
plex systems. Future investigations in which
signing and speaking are compared will tell
us more about the wonderful capacity the
mind has to deal in abstract symbols.

In closing, let me say that simple ideas
are usually the most valuable ones. The
work that Bill Stokoe began more than
twenty years ago, and which he continues
today, has produced ideas that have gener-
ated interest among scholars everywhere.
They have led to a re-examination of poli-
cies and attitudes towards deaf people; they
have contributed to the emergence of deaf
people as a cultural group; and they have let
all of us, deaf and hearing, come a little bit
closer to each other.
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Introduction to 
A Dictionary of American Sign Language

William C. Stokoe, Dorothy C. Casterline, and Carl G. Croneberg

1. THE ELEMENTS OF AMERICAN
SIGN LANGUAGE

A first look into a dictionary may be more
perplexing than enlightening to one unfa-
miliar with the language, but even those
readers who know American Sign Language
best will find this dictionary strange at first
because the language has never before been
written. It is written here and can be written
because of what we know of its structure.
Each sign of this language has three things
which distinguish it from all other signs in
the language. Let us call these things aspects
since they are ways of looking at something
that can happen all at once. The three as-
pects of a sign are (1) the place where it is
made, (2) the distinctive configuration of the
hand or hands making it, and (3) the action
of the hand or hands. In the early stages of
the structural analysis of this language it was
decided to call the place the tabula or tab, to
call the active hand the designator or dez,
and the action it made the signation or sig.
These three terms, tab, dez and sig are used
throughout the dictionary as brief and con-
venient labels for the three aspects of signs.
The reader who becomes completely famil-
iar with them and the aspects of signs they
refer to will find his thinking and reading
about signs and his study of unfamiliar signs
in the dictionary entries made much easier. 

What happens when a person makes a
sign may be described in many different

ways, from a kind of telegraphic mention of
some essentials to a leisurely description of
every detail of the activity. To supplement
written descriptions of signs line drawings
and photographs have long been used, but
these can show only a static moment in the
process of signing. To indicate sig motion dot-
ted lines, arrows drawn on the film, double
exposures, and sequences of views have been
used—none really successfully. Full repre-
sentation of signs in motion pictures is unsat-
isfactory too, for it is expensive, cumbersome,
and essentially artificial. Although it is usual
to deal with languages, especially in dictio-
naries, a word at a time, a language is really a
whole of which words are somewhat artificial
parts. Users of sign language find it harder to
get what a person is signing in a carefully
made motion picture than what a live signer
is signing. When a film is cut to separate in-
dividual signs, that difficulty is increased.
One sign blends or merges with another as a
signer proceeds. Students of other languages
are aware of the same difficulty. We write:
“I want to see what he is doing to them,”
but we say and hear something more like: 
“aywannaseewoteesdointoem.”

1.1 Writing American Sign Language

With the understanding that all separation
of real human communication into word-
size units is a little artificial, we can proceed

Source. Reprinted by permission of the publisher, from W. C. Stokoe, D. C. Casterline, and C. G. Croneberg, A Dictionary of
American Sign Language (rev.). (1976): vii–xxxi. Silver Spring, MD: Linstok Press.
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to a representation of the separate signs of
the American sign language by symbols for
the three elemental aspects of a sign. If we
use “T,” “D,” and “s” as cover symbols for
any possible tab, dez, and sig, we can write a
sign thus: TDs. This formula or convention
for writing a sign indicates that at or in some
place (T), visibly distinguished from all
other sign language places, a hand configu-
ration (D), distinctly different from all oth-
ers used in sign language, performs an ac-
tion (s), visibly unlike all other such actions.

Not all signs are made in just this way,
because the sig may be a combination of
movements. Some signs will be written like
this: TDS

S. Here two sig actions are com-
bined; that is they are done at the same time.
Thus “down” and “touch” (�

×) written one
above the other will indicate that the dez
moves down while in contact with the tab.
In other words it grazes, brushes, or scrapes
down across the tab. Or two straight-line
sigs, ‘right’ and ‘down’ (�

� ), done together
combine to make a motion downward and
to the signer’s right. 

Another kind of formula shows the sig
symbols side by side: TDSS. This way of writ-
ing a sign indicates that one sig action is
done first and a second follows.

A third kind of formula shows two dez
symbols: TDDS. This way of writing a sign
indicates that both the signer’s hands serve
as a double dez. A double-dez sign like this
may have a single sig symbol as shown or
have a compound (S

S) or a double (SS) sig. In-
deed, some double-dez signs and some with
single dez may have three sig symbols (S

S
S)

or (sss) and some even four (S
S

S
S).

All that is needed now to read a sign
written in the dictionary is a knowledge of
what specific symbols may be used to re-
place these general cover symbols in the for-
mulation, and a knowledge of what visible
aspects of sign activity are represented by
the specific symbols. The fifty-five symbols

shown in the following table (and on the
endpapers for handy reference) may seem
more burden-some to learn than the En-
glish alphabet of twenty-six symbols. But the
writing of signs is both simpler and more
consistent than English spelling. Our con-
ventions of spelling in English allow o-u-g-h
to have five separate pronunciations, for in-
stance, and one vowel sound may be spelled
with e, ee, ei, ie, ea, ae, ay, i, y, oe, and other-
wise. The fifty-five symbols used to write
American sign language stand for just fifty-
five things visibly unlike all the rest. More-
over, grouping within the fifty-five helps to
learn the symbols and what they stand for. 

The first twelve symbols stand only for
tab aspects. The next nineteen stand for
hand configurations used as dez and some
of these are also used as tab. Most of this
group of nineteen will be immediately rec-
ognized by the reader who knows and uses
the American manual alphabet, but appear-
ances are misleading.

The dez and tab hand configurations of
American sign language are similar to but
not identical with the configurations of fin-
ger spelling. In finger spelling the configu-
rations and the direction in which the hand
and fingers point must be kept within very
close limits, but in American sign language
the configuration symbolized “A” for in-
stance may look more like the “s” or the “t”
of the manual alphabet than the “a,” or it
may look like nothing used in finger
spelling at all—depending on what sign is
being made, on who is making it, or on
where he learned the language. Again, the
sign language configuration symbolized
“H” may look at times like the manual al-
phabet “h” or “u” or “n,” depending on the
direction the fingers point as the dez moves
in making the sig.

The last twenty-four of the symbols in
the table below stand for sig aspects only and
divide into subgroups. First there are four



subgroups of three symbols each, showing a
similar relationship within the subgroup.
Vertical motion, for instance, might be con-
sidered one sig and given one symbol; but
some signs are identical in every respect ex-
cept that the sig of one is upward motion, of
another downward motion, and of a third
up-and-down motion. The same three-way
distinction, of sideways motion, of to-and-fro
motion, and of rotational motion of the fore-
arm gives three more of these subgroups of
three members. The last seven of the twenty-
four symbols for sig motion also form a sub-
group as they all indicate interaction be-
tween the tab and dez of a sign or between
the two hands of a double-dez sign.
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1.3 Conventions of Writing American
Sign Language

When the tab, dez, and sig of a sign have
been identified as three or more of the fifty-
five aspects in the table above, that sign has
been uniquely described and the appropriate
symbols should suffice to show it in written
formulation in this order: TDS. However, a
few additional symbols and some conventions
of using the symbols to write signs have been
adopted to make the notation more explicit.

First, many signs begin with the tab and
dez or the two hands of the double dez in a
particular relationship. This may be looked
at as a stage in the process of sig action, but
in writing signs it is easier to show it as part
of the tab-dez picture. Thus when one hand
rests on or is held above the other, the sym-
bol for the lower hand will be shown with a
line above it, as in AA× “coffee.” A line be-
low the symbol indicates that the hand rep-
resented is uppermost as in AÅ× “assistant”
(the dot over the dez is explained below). A
vertical line between the symbols indicates
that the hands are side by side, close to-
gether or touching, as in ØAIA× “with.” A
subscript symbol (oı) between indicates that
one hand is held, with or without contact,
behind the other, as in ØAoıA� “follow.” A
cross, the same symbol used for “crossing”
sig, between configuration symbols indi-
cates that as the sign begins the forearms,
wrists, hands, or fingers are crossed as in
ØB††B÷

ɒ “divide.” The symbol for “linking”
sig used in this way indicates initially
clasped hands or fingers as in ØF)(F “co-

operate,” and the symbol for entrant sig in-
dicates one configuration within the other,
as in 5o• Gɑ “begin.”

Second, sig symbols written as subscripts
to tab or dez symbols will show the way the
hand or hands are held. Hence, the sign
translated “school” is written BɑBɒ× . to show
that the tab is supinated, turned palm up, and
the dez is pronated, turned palm down. A dif-
ferent sign, translated “money,” is written
BɑBɑ× . ; in it both hands are palm up. The
dot after the sig symbol is explained below. 

Third, some special features of a config-
uration may need noting. Thus a dot above a
tab or dez symbol shows that the thumb or
other finger not usually prominent is ex-
tended or used in the sig action, as in ∪A

.�

“not.” Again, if the configuration is displayed
or used with the fingers bent it will be shown
with a triple mark ( I I I) above, as in BɑC

I I I

ɒ�

“rough.” When the forearm is prominent, the
“forearm” tab symbol is placed before the
configuration symbol, as in Ø√Gɑ “always.”

Three other marks are used to show sig
action more explicitly than may be done
with sig symbols alone. A dot above the sig
symbol indicates a short, sharp, tense or
checked movement, as in ��V

I I I

×
.
“strict.” A dot

used to the right of a sig symbol indicates a
repetition of the whole sig, as in BɑBɒ× .

“school.” Two dots indicate two or more rep-
etitions, as in BIB

I I I

× . . “often.” A curve (˜) after
the sig symbol indicates that the sig action of
the hands in a double-dez sign is done first
by one then by the other, as in ØFFN ˜ “if.” 

When the sig includes the actions
“open” or “close,” the dez configuration
changes, and, to show what the hand be-
comes, the new dez symbol may be shown
in brackets, as in ∩B< >

# [A] “forget.”
Some signs occur in pairs, or rarely trip-

lets, for a single concept. These compounds,
analogous to compound words or word-
phrases of English are shown with a symbol
(��) between to indicate the compounding.
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The foregoing explanation of the system
with the table of symbols should adequately
introduce written signs to a user of Ameri-
can sign language. However, for the reader
who does not already know the language,
the following photographic illustrations
may be more enlightening.

1.4 lllustrations of Tab and Dez Notation

No attempt has been made here to illustrate
sig aspects. Only carefully made motion

picture studies or observation of actual sign-
ing can give an adequate idea of the nature
of sig action and the wide variation a sig ac-
tion may show and still be accepted as the
same. 

Note that right and left may be re-
versed. Although the photographs show the
right hand as dez and the left, when used, as
tab, any sign may be made with dez left-
and tab right-handed. Signers who are left-
handed often use left hand as dez; and in a
long utterance, as in interpreting for a non-
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signing speaker, even a right-handed signer
may change to the use of left hand as dez.
Most of the illustrations show the dez and
tab as it would be seen by one to whom the
sign is addressed. To show some configur-
ations clearly, however, the camera has
looked over the signer’s shoulder, picturing
the dez nearly as the signer himself would
see it. 

1.5 Table of the American Manual Alphabet

Although finger spelling, a one-for-one
representation of alphabetical symbols,
and sign language are totally different
modes of communication, many of the
hand configurations are shared or similar.
Furthermore there are signs that use as dez
the alphabetical configuration of the initial
letter of the English gloss. For these rea-
sons a table showing the configurations of
the manual alphabet is reproduced on this
page. American Manual Alphabet



2. THE DICTIONARY ENTRIES

An entry in the dictionary will give informa-
tion on some or all of these points:

1 the sign in symbols

2 variants of the sign

3 the nature of the sign

4 notes on how the sign is made

5 special usage indications

6 syntactic value: N, V, 
x

7 glosses, English equivalents

8 notes on usage, related signs, examples

9 cross-reference.

2.1 The Sign in Symbols

Signs in the dictionary are listed in the order
of the symbols used to write them. This is
the order shown in 1.2, Table of Symbols,
and also in the endpapers. Thus signs with
the same tab are arranged according to the
order of their dez symbols, and signs with
the same tab and dez are arranged accord-
ing to the order of their sig symbols.

2.2 Variants of the Sign

Following the main listing at a little distance
are shown variants of the sign which are ei-
ther slightly different ways of making the
sign or different ways that the same sign may
be written.

2.3 Nature of the Sign

After the variants or after the sign itself if
none are shown, a parenthesis may occur.
The first item within parentheses is an indi-
cation of the nature of the sign, when this
can be given with assurance. Most signs,
like the words in any language, are associ-
ated with a meaning simply because users of
the language use them so. However, Ameri-
can Sign Language uses visible human ac-
tivity instead of sounds, hence there may of-

ten be a relationship of some kind between
a sign and its referent. Onomatopoeia, the
imitation in language sounds of the sound
referred to (buzz, quack, hum, etc.) has a par-
allel in sign language, but the ways that
signs relate to their referents may be distin-
guished:

Pantomimic signs, like all signs of Ameri-
can sign language, have tab, dez, and
sig; but together these make an action
which represents itself. Thus “knock”
ØA �

� . is a sign but is also exactly
what a person does when knocking
on a door. Again “cold” ØAA×. may
be accepted as a likely reaction of any-
one feeling cold. Real pantomime has
no more place in signing than chanting
has in speaking but the label will be
shown wherever there is a reasonable
supposition that the sign has a panto-
mimic origin.

Imitative signs are similar to pantomimic
except that they single out some feature
or object of the whole meaning to imi-
tate more or less closely. Thus “car”
and “drive” ØAAN ˜ imitate the hands
gripping an imaginary wheel but still
represent the rest of the car or the
whole activity of driving it. Again in
“pipe” ∪Y×. the dez hand itself indi-
cates the object but there is no attempt
in signing “pipe” to pantomime the
whole activity of smoking. In the sign
“dance” BɑVvz the sig indicates, does
not pantomime, the action while the
dez indicates the legs of the dancer.
Here the sig is as much smaller than the
real action of dancing as the dez hand
is smaller than the body; but in
“amazed” Ø_V

I I I

ɒV
I I I

ɑ+ the hands and fin-
gers imitate the jaws and teeth drop-
ping open in amazement so that the
sign is larger, not smaller, than the imi-
tated action.

Metonymic signs are occasionally marked
as a special class of imitative signs
which pick a relatively unexpected fea-
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ture or object of the whole meaning to
represent or imitate.

Indicative signs are not always so labeled
in the dictionary, for the action of
pointing toward the referent makes fur-
ther indication redundant. It should be
noted, however, that there are different
degrees of indicative signs. The signs
for “I” and “me” are made close to the
referent; the latter usually makes actual
contact with the signer’s body. But the
sign for “you” indicating several per-
sons simply sweeps an arc that more or
less precisely indicates the width of the
group. Still further from direct and tac-
tile indication are the signs for third
person which do not require the refer-
ent or referents to be present or visible.

Name signs form a special class, not only
because they are unique appellations
for individual persons but also because
they use a set of tab, dez, and sig aspects
somewhat different from those of other
signs. See Appendix B.

Initial-dez signs are coinages to translate a
particular English word and have as dez
the manual alphabet configuration for
the first letter of that word. Although
this is an open class and still used in
coinage of new signs, it is by no means
an innovation. The American sign lan-
guage signs for colors, the days of the
week, for wine, and others are direct
translations from cognate French signs
and use different initials of course when
the English spelling differs. Many of the
earliest French initial-dez signs can be
attributed with certainty to the Abbe de
l’Epée who describes his inventions of
signes methodiques to augment the
signes naturelles in use by Parisian deaf-
mutes in the eighteenth century.

2.4 Notes on How the Sign Is Made

For the reader who knows American Sign
Language the symbolic notation will suffice
to indicate a sign and may even, with its sub-

scripts and modifications, be a redundant
symbolization. However, for those who use
the dictionary as an aid to learning the sign
language, the symbols alone may not be
enough to allow exact reproduction of a
sign. Therefore, within the parentheses in
the entry are notes on the special features of
tab, dez and sig, if these need further expla-
nation. These notes for the sake of concision
are expressed in terminology taken from
structural linguistics. Explanation of the
terms will be found in Section 3 below.

2.5 Special Usage Indications

Most signs are used and may be used in any
situation where sign language may be used,
and these signs need no special marking.
There are, however, signs which are seen in-
variably or usually in formal, religious, plat-
form (public or academic lecture), dra-
matic, colloquial, or humorous contexts.
These will be so labeled within the paren-
theses. Other signs are known to be locally
rather than nationally used and will be la-
beled local, dialectal, or regional with fur-
ther specification where possible. Within
the categories above there are also subdivi-
sions. Since several denominations conduct
religious work with the deaf and have their
own traditions of translating liturgical and
scriptural language into signs, the special
usage label may be Roman Catholic, Lu-
theran, and the like, instead of the general
religious. There is no attempt to list exhaus-
tively all the signs peculiar to denomina-
tional linguistic communities. Some sign
language manuals approach this task. See
“Bibliography,” Appendix E.

2.6 Syntactic Value

Although the description of the grammati-
cal and syntactical structure of a language
cannot be adequately given piecemeal in
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dictionary entries, each entry does indicate
by the use of labels “N,” “v,” and “×”
whether the sign is of the sort which may be
used alone or as the center of a phrase of
nominal, verbal, or adjectival-adverbial
function. A full discussion of these matters
will be found in Appendix A, “American
Sign Language Syntax.” At times the simi-
larity of an idea expressed in English and in
American sign language may lead one to
suppose more structural parallels than really
exist. Moreover, the practice of glossing
signs with English words may mislead one
to suppose that the sign and word are gram-
matical as well as semantic counterparts.
However, both suppositions are fallacious;
and even though a noun, for instance, is
used to gloss a sign, it is more accurate to un-
derstand from the label “N ” that “this sign
has nominal uses” than to classify it men-
tally as a noun and so engraft the whole
“parts of speech” concatenation on a lan-
guage which has a different system of syntax.

2.7 Glosses, English Equivalents

A dictionary of American Sign Language
could conceivably contain no words of En-
glish at all, just as a dictionary of English
might have no words of any other language
within its pages. However, two considera-
tions have kept this dictionary from being
made on such strict lines. First, it is hoped
that it will have some usefulness as a bilin-
gual dictionary and yet avoid the most seri-
ous errors such hyphenated works fall into.
Its users may be especially interested in the
problem of translating from English into
ASL or the reverse. They will therefore give
careful consideration to these remarks and
to the appendices in which the grammar
and syntax of sign language are described.
Second, American Sign Language is in a
different case from those languages like
French, Spanish, and Italian that coexist

with English in American communities.
The deaf user of ASL, no matter how pure
his sign language usage among his deaf fel-
lows, is also a part of the general American
culture and no further justification should
be needed for the commingling of sign lan-
guage and English in these pages.

Therefore, following the syntactic label
in each entry will be given one or more En-
glish words which will, at least sometimes,
adequately translate the sign. However, the
reader is warned, here generally and in the
entries specifically, that there may be uses of
the signs that the word will not translate and
uses of the word for which the sign would be
inappropriate.

2.8 Notes on Usage, Related Signs, Examples

Because single word glosses for a sign are
so often inadequate and approximate, there
follows in many entries a note on the kind of
context in which the sign will be used, the
environment in which the gloss will serve,
and the uses of the gloss which the sign will
not fit. These are followed often with ex-
amples in sign phrases or sentences and the
translations of the latter. In these notes con-
siderable reference will be made to other
signs, synonyms, or signs of similar structure.

2.9 Cross-Reference

Finally, many entries conclude with a refer-
ence to one or more other signs in the dic-
tionary. These references are intended to
help the user of the dictionary find several
entries, which taken together, will cover a
certain semantic ensemble; will show signs
related in their aspects but distinct in mean-
ing; or will lead to a longer entry, an article
in which a number of related signs are dis-
cussed and differentiated.

There is another kind of cross-reference
as a feature of the dictionary. At the back will
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be found an alphabetical list of the words
used as glosses. These are followed by num-
bers that refer to the page on which the sign
so glossed may be found.

3. SIGN LANGUAGE STRUCTURE1

AND VARIATION

In linguistics a first consideration is the
phonology of any language under study,
what sounds it uses as its elemental units
and how they are selected and used. Lan-
guage sounds, phones, are rigorously classi-
fied into phonemes, classes of language
sounds whose members are called allo-
phones (the suffix -eme for “same,” and the
prefix allo- for other). All the sounds—
which will be different if measured phonet-
ically—that constitute one phoneme are al-
lophones of that phoneme and are treated
by the speakers of the language as alike.
Thus the vowel of hat, had, and has is a
phoneme, even though its allophone in hat
is very short and its allophone in has is two
or three times as long. An even more striking
illustration of this sameness with a differ-
ence is furnished by the English of Chinese
speakers whose own language has sounds
like English “l” and “r” as allophones of the
same phoneme. To them “flied lice” is no
different from fried rice.

For the scientific description of a lan-
guage, especially that actual production of
language a linguist observes, a set of distinct
symbols for each of the phonemes of the
language is necessary and sufficient. How-
ever, a strictly phonemic writing system
would not be practical. If a speaker some-
times says /blows/ and sometimes says
/blowz/ for the same garment (blouse) the
writing will have to have two ways to spell
the same thing. And if speakers from differ-
ent regions or social strata differ in “pronun-
ciation,” a phonemic writing system will be

full of different spellings; for instance:
brush, bresh, bersh; just, jist, jest, jerst; idea,
idear, idee, ijea. A more practical system of
writing, and one that much more accurately
accounts for the social phenomena of lan-
guages, is morphophonic.

A morphophone is a unit of language
out of which the minimum meaning bear-
ing units, morphemes, are made. A morpho-
phone is actualized as one or another
phoneme. Thus the “u” in just represents a
morphophone of English which some
speakers actualize as the phoneme /e/, some
as /i/, some as /u/ and some as /ə/. Allowing
for individual and dialect differences in ac-
tualization, morphophones serve to repre-
sent the language of those whose speech is
different yet mutually intelligible, just as
phonemic symbols represent classes of allo-
phones that have phonetic differences.

3.1 Cheremes and Allochers

The nature of sign language structure is not
very different from that of spoken language
structure, once account is taken of the
vocal-visual difference. Sign language uses,
not sounds, but visible distinct elemental
units. Looked at simply as different things
to see, the activity of signing can show infi-
nite variety. However, sign language, like
other language, puts these many things into
classes. Analogous with the phoneme is the
sign language chereme (CARE-eem, the
first syllable from a Homeric Greek word
meaning “handy”). It is a class of visual
units that may differ in visible ways but that
are just the same in their use in American
Sign Language. These units, allochers, may
look so different to one unaccustomed to
the language that he misses the essential
fact that they are the same. For example,
the dez chereme symbolized in this dictio-
nary as “Y” may look like the hand configu-
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ration for “y” in the manual alphabet—that
is one allocher. It may have the three
middle fingers only loosely curled—that is
another allocher of “Y.” It may have the
three middle fingers at right angles with the
palm—still another. It may have the fore-
finger and little finger parallel and ex-
tended, the thumb either bent or ex-
tended—two more allochers. All these
allochers are represented by the cheremic
symbol “Y.” Some of them are in free varia-
tion; others are selected automatically (are
in complementary distribution) according
to the tab and sig used with them in signs.
Thus “mistake” which ends with the
middle of the dez against the chin uses the
tightly curled fingers, but “why,” which be-
gins (for some signers) with the middle fin-
gers of the dez lightly brushing down the
forehead, selects the open allocher of “Y.” 

There is a chereme somewhat like “Y.”
But this, like other cheremic contrasts, pro-
duces a different sign, while the allocheric
differences merely mean “a different way of
making that sign.” It is symbolized “8- .” It too
has allochers: open with the hand rigid, the
middle finger at right angles to the rest;
tense, the middle fingernail caught by the
ball of the thumb; and lax, the tips of middle
finger and thumb lightly touching. The
problem in writing sign language, and in
recording it in a dictionary is to take account
of such differences but at the same time not
to treat as different those things that users of
the language react to as same.

3.2 Morphophonics

The concept of the morphophone and mor-
phophonic notation, which allows for inter-
change, alternation, and replacement of
phonemes, was first publicly enunciated (by
Henry Lee Smith, Jr., at the January 1965
meeting of the Washington Linguistics

Club) after much of this dictionary had
been completed. The symbols used herein
for the elemental units, cheremes, of signs
cover allocheric differences at least. The
user of the dictionary, aware of the morpho-
phonic concept, may find it very helpful to
think of the notation, however, as “mor-
phocheric,” that is, a sign printed with “Y”
for dez may sometimes be seen with an al-
locher of “8- ,” or even of “B.” This kind of
variation is easier to find and describe than
to account for in a writing system serving all
users of a language. Just as the southern
American English speaker’s identical pro-
nunciation of pin and pen does not negate
the many primary contrasts between /i / and
/e/, so the actual occurrence of American
Sign Language in one signer’s performance
does not negate the primary contrasts the
editors have observed and recorded. In
short, pin and pen are spelled differently in
English and yet may be said as different or as
same in actual use. So too the signs listed in
this dictionary as using different cheremes
may have different or the same cheremes in
actual use. This caution, to be aware of
sameness and difference simultaneously
and at different levels, is needed in any study
of language, more especially in one so dif-
ferent in nature from other languages but so
similar in submorphemic structure.

3.3 Variation and Flexibility

The reason for introducing such technicali-
ties of linguistic theory into a dictionary of
sign language is eminently practical. Almost
all that has been put into print about Amer-
ican Sign Language gives, intentionally or
not, the impression that a sign must be made
precisely so, will always be seen made that
way, and admits of no variation. Nothing
could be further from the truth. Individual,
local, regional, and other differences oper-
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ate at all levels in all languages. One per-
son’s “idee” is another’s “idear” even though
they both write idea. Just so, one person’s
“Y” will look like another’s “I.” Once the stu-
dent of American Sign Language grasps
the nature of the “allo-” and “-eme” distinc-
tions, he will be in a much better attitude for
learning and understanding than if he ex-
pects all sign language activity to look like

what some person or book lays down as the
sign. 

NOTES

1. For a more detailed treatment see Stokoe, “Sign
Language Structure: An Outline of the Visual
Communication System of the American Deaf,”
Studies in Linguistics, Occasional Papers: 8. Buf-
falo, N.Y., 1960.
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Although languages can in principle use
modes of communication other than sound
(for instance, visual signals) to convey
meaning, it is nevertheless true that most
human languages are spoken. This may not
be an accident: some theorists have claimed
that using the vocal apparatus for language
freed human hands to engage in other ac-
tivities and so had survival value in the evo-
lution of the race. Note that people all over
the world adopted spoken language, but
sign language is only used in special cir-
cumstances. Phonetics is the study of speech
sounds, which are known more technically
as phones.

A whole chain of activities is involved in
communicating meaning by sound. First of
all, a speaker encodes meaning into sounds
which he or she produces using the tongue,
lips, and other articulatory organs. These
sounds are transmitted through the air to
reach the hearer. Then the hearer perceives
them through auditory processes, finally
translating them back into meaning. There
are therefore three aspects to the study of
speech sounds: articulatory phonetics, the
study of the production of speech sounds;
acoustic phonetics, the study of the transmis-
sion and the physical properties of speech
sounds (such as intensity, frequency and du-
ration); and auditory phonetics, the study of
the perception of speech sounds.

The study of articulatory phonetics has
had the longest history among the three sub-
branches of phonetics; it was already fairly
developed by the 19th century. In the popu-
lar musical My Fair Lady, based on Bernard
Shaw’s play Pygmalion, the eccentric pro-
fessor Higgins was actually modeled after
the phonetician Henry Sweet. Acoustic
phonetics, however, has mostly developed
only in the last few decades. Acoustic pho-
netics has had to rely heavily on the use of
sophisticated instruments that perform
analyses of sound vibration. A particularly
important instrument, the spectrograph,
was invented only in the 1940s. Among the
three branches of phonetics, auditory pho-
netics is the least understood, due to gaps
that remain in our understanding of human
neurology and perception. 

Articulatory phonetics involves the
study of how phones are produced by speak-
ers, and the description and classification of
those sounds according to their properties.
Each of these aspects of articulatory phonet-
ics will be considered in the files that follow,
and the basic concepts of acoustic phonetics
will be introduced. We will also be learning
and using a system of phonetic symbols that
linguists have developed for representing
speech sounds. In a phonetic transcription
one sound is represented by one symbol,
and each symbol represents a single sound.

File 20—Phonetics: 
The Sounds of Speech

M. Crabtree and J. Powers

Source. Reprinted by permission of the publisher, from M. Crabtree and J. Powers, compilers, Language Files: Materials for an
Introduction to Language (1991): 45–47. Columbus: Ohio State University Press.
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Compare this system with English orthogra-
phy (i.e., spelling), which is full of inconsis-
tencies—for example:

• sometimes the same sound is spelled us-
ing different letters, as in sea, see , scene,
receive, thief, amoeba, machine, and
Aesop.

• sometimes the same letters can stand for
different sounds, as in sign, pleasure, and
resign, or charter and character, or father,
all, about, apple, any, and age.

• sometimes a single sound is spelled by a
combination of letters, as in lock, that,
book, boast, shop, apple, or special.

• sometimes a single letter represents more
than one sound, as in exit or use.

• sometimes letters stand for no sound at
all, as in know, doubt, though, island,
rhubarb, or moose.

Phonetic transcription, however, is con-
sistent and unambiguous because there is
always a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween sounds and symbols. This is even true
across languages, so that the symbols you
will be learning can be used to transcribe
the sounds of any language. Phonetic sym-
bols are written within square brackets, [], to
distinguish them from letters or words writ-
ten in ordinary orthography. It is important
to remember that these symbols are not the
same as letters, and that they represent the
sounds of language, not letters of a writing
system.

PHONETIC SYMBOLS FOR THE CONSONANTS
OF ENGLISH

SYMBOL SAMPLE WORDS

[p] pit, tip, spit, hiccough, appear

[b] ball, globe, amble, brick, bubble

[t] tag, pat, stick, pterodactyl, stuffed

[d] dip, card, drop, loved, batted

[k] kit, scoot, character, critique,
exceed

[g] guard, bag, longer, designate,
Pittsburgh

[ʔ] uh-oh, hatrack, Batman

[f] foot, laugh, philosophy, coffee,
carafe

[v] vest, dove, gravel, anvil, average

[θ] through, wrath, thistle, ether, teeth

[ð] the, their, mother, either, teeth

[s] soap, psychology, packs, descent,
peace

[z] zip, roads, kisses, Xerox, design

[š] shy, mission, nat ion, glacial, sure

[ž] measure, vision, azure, casualty,
decision

[h] who, hat, rehash, hole, whole

[č] choke, match, feature, righteous,
constituent

[�] judge, George, Jell-O, region,
residual

[m] moose, lamb, smack, amnesty, ample

[n] nap, design, snow, know, mnemonic

[ŋ] sing, think, finger, singer, ankle

[l] leaf, feel, Lloyd, mild, applaud

[r] reef, fear, Harr is, prune, car p

[w] w ith, sw im, mow ing, queen,
tw ilight

[y] you, beautiful, feud, use, yell

[w. ] which, where, what, whale, why
(for those dialects in which witch
and which do not sound the same)

SYLLABIC CONSONANTS

[m. ] possum, chasm, Adam, bottomless 

[n. ] button, chicken, lesson, kittenish

[l.] little, single, simple, stabilize

[r. ] ladder, singer, burp, percent

PHONETIC SYMBOLS FOR THE VOWELS
OF ENGLISH

SYMBOLS EXAMPLES

[i] beat, we, believe, people, money

[ı] bit, consist, injury, malignant,
business
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[ə] but, tough, among, oven, sofa

[o] boat, beau, grow, though, over

[ɔ] bought, caught, wrong, stalk, core

[a] pot, father, sergeant, honor, hospital

DIPHTHONGS

SYMBOLS EXAMPLES 

[ay] bite Stein aisle choir island

[aw] bout, brown, doubt, flower, loud

[oy] boy, doi ly, rejoice, perestroika,
annoy



DISTINCTIVE AND NONDISTINCTIVE SOUNDS

Suppose we drew up a list of all the phones
in some language (though as discussed in
File 27, this is not actually possible: there
is a potentially infinite number of speech
sounds in a language, since no sound is ever
pronounced quite the same way twice).
Such a list still would not give us informa-
tion about a very important aspect of the
sound structure of a language, namely the
values that these sounds have to its native
speakers. In every language, certain sounds
are considered to be the “same” sound, even
though they may be phonetically distinct.
For example, native speakers of English
consider the [l] in lay to be the same sound
as that in play, even though the former is
voiced and the later voiceless, as discussed
in File 27. And if you ask a native speaker of
English how many different sounds are rep-
resented by the underlined letters in the
words pin, bin, and spin, he or she will prob-
ably say “two,” grouping the aspirated [ph] of
pin and unaspirated [p] of spin together.
Though [ph] and [p] are phonetically differ-
ent sounds, native English speakers over-
look this difference.

A native speaker of Hindi, however,
could not ignore this difference. To a
speaker of Hindi, [ph] is as different from [p]
as [ph] is from [b] to our ears. The difference
between aspirated and unaspirated stops

must be noticed by Hindi speakers because
their language contains many words that are
phonetically identical, except that one word
will have an aspirated stop where the other
has an unaspirated stop. The data below il-
lustrate this.

[khəl] “wicked person”

[kəl] “yesterday”

[kapi] “copy”

[kaphi] “ample”

[phəl] “fruit”

[pəl] “moment”

[bəl] “strength”

A native speaker of English can overlook the
difference between aspirated and unaspi-
rated stops because aspiration will never
make a difference in the meanings of En-
glish words. If we hear someone say [mæp]
and mæph] we may recognize them as dif-
ferent pronunciations of the same word
map, but not as different words. Because of
the different ways in which [p], [ph] and [b]
lead to meaning distinctions in English and
Hindi, these sounds have different values in
the phonological systems of the two lan-
guages.

In general, speakers will attend to pho-
netic differences between two (or more)
sounds only when the choice between the
sounds can change the meaning of a
word—that is, can cause a distinction in
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File 30—Phonology:
The Value of Sounds: Phonemes

M. Crabtree and J. Powers

Source. Reprinted by permission of the publisher, from M. Crabtree and J. Powers, compilers, Language Files: Materials for an
Introduction to Language (1991): 89–93. Columbus: Ohio State University Press.
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meaning. Such sounds are said to be dis-
tinctive with respect to one another. One
way to determine whether two sounds in a
language are distinctive is to identify a min-
imal pair, which is a pair of words that dif-
fer only by a single sound in the same posi-
tion, and which have different meanings,
but which are otherwise identical. For ex-
ample, the English words [thæp] and [thap]
form a minimal pair in which [æ] and [a]
contrast. This pair of words demonstrates
that the sounds [æ] and [a] are distinctive
relative to one another in English. [phəl]
and [bəl] constitute a minimal pair in
Hindi, contrasting [ph] and [b]; [phəl] and
[pəl] also form a minimal pair in Hindi. But
notice that there are no English minimal
pairs involving [ph] and [p]. These two
sounds are never distinctive with respect to
one another in English.

Consider another example in which
two languages make different distinctions
using the same set of sounds. In English it is
possible to find minimal pairs in which [l]
and [r] are contrasted; for example, leaf [lif ],
reef [rif]; lack [læk], rack [ræk]. However, [l]
and [r] are never distinctive in Korean. Con-
sider the data below ([i-] represents a high
central lax unrounded vowel).

[param] “wind”

[iri-m] “name”

[pal] “foot”

[mal] “horse”

As these examples illustrate, minimal pairs
can never be found for [r] and [l] in Korean
because these two sounds do not appear in
the same positions in words: [r] appears only
between two vowels, while [l] does not ap-
pear in this position. And this observation
about the distribution of [r] and [l] is not
merely a property of these isolated ex-
amples, but is true of all Korean words con-
taining these sounds. Observations of this

sort play an important role in determining
which sounds are considered to be the
“same” by a native speaker.

PHONEMES AND ALLOPHONES

So far, we have seen that there is phonolog-
ical information (namely, information
about which sounds are distinctive relative
to which others) that cannot be extracted
from a list of the sounds of a language. This
information, however, is part of the “inter-
nal grammar” or linguistic competence that
speakers have. Linguists attempt to charac-
terize this information about the sound sys-
tem of a language by grouping the sounds
in the language’s phonetic inventory into
classes. Each class contains all of the sounds
that a native speaker considers to be the
“same” sound. For example, [p] and [ph] in
English would be members of the same
class. But [p] and [b] are members of differ-
ent classes because they are distinctive. A
class of speech sounds which are identified
by a native speaker as the same sound is
called a phoneme. The members of these
classes, which are actual phonetic segments
produced by a speaker, are called allo-
phones—thus an allophone is a phone that
has been classified as belonging to some
class, or phoneme. In the above example,
[p] and [ph] are allophones of the same
phoneme in English, which we can label
/p/. However, in Hindi, these sounds are al-
lophones of different phonemes. Note that
symbols representing phonemes are written
between slash brackets; this distinguishes
them from symbols representing phones.

By giving a description like this, lin-
guists attempt to show that the phonological
system of a language has two levels. The
more concrete level involves the physical re-
ality of phonetic segments. Phonemes are
something more abstract. Note that when
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linguists group sounds into phonemic
classes, it is necessary to appeal to psycho-
logical notions like meaning. This is no ac-
cident, because phonemes are psychologi-
cal units of linguistic structure.

To emphasize this point, linguists some-
times describe phonemes as the form in
which we store sounds in our memory. It
makes sense to remember words in terms of
phonemes because it is much more efficient
not to store information about phonetic de-
tails. As we will see, the details about the
phonetic form of a word can be predicted
from its phonemic form. For example, when
we attempt to memorize a word like path,
we notice that it begins with /p/, not /s/ or /j/.
But we need not learn as a particular fact
about this word that the p must be aspirated;
this is done automatically whenever the
word is pronounced.

The first sound in a word like path is
pronounced when the brain sends signals to
the articulatory organs to produce a pho-
netic realization of the phoneme /p/—or, in
everyday terms, to make the p-sound. [ph],
an allophone of the phoneme /p/, is the
product of these instructions. Since pho-
nemes are psychological concepts, they are
not directly observable in a stream of speech.
Only allophones of phonemes are.

The phoneme is a unit of linguistic
structure which is just as significant to the
native speaker as the word or the sentence.
Native speakers reveal their knowledge of
phonemes in a number of ways. When an
English speaker makes a slip of the tongue
and says [či ken] for key chain, reversing [č]
and [k], he or she has demonstrated that [č]
functions mentally as a single unit, just as
[k] does. Recall from File 21 that this is not
the only way to conceptualize [č]: it is pho-
netically complex, consisting of [t] followed
immediately by [š]. (Thus key chain can be
transcribed as either [ki čen] or as [ki tšen].)

Yet since [č] represents the pronunciation of
a single phoneme /č/ in English, no native
speaker would make an error which would
involve splitting up its phonetic compo-
nents: you will never hear [ti kšen] as a slip
of the tongue.

Knowledge of phonemes is also re-
vealed in spelling systems. For example, En-
glish does not have separate letters for [ph]
and [p]; they are both spelled with the letter
p. Examples like this show that the English
spelling system ignores the differences in
pronunciation that don’t result in meaning
distinctions. For the most part, the English
spelling system attempts to provide symbols
for phonemes, not phonetic segments. In
general, alphabetic writing systems tend to
be phonemic rather than phonetic, al-
though they achieve this goal with varying
degrees of success.

DISTRIBUTION OF SPEECH SOUNDS

To find out which sounds are thought of by a
native speaker as the same sound and which
sounds are distinctive relative to one an-
other, it is important to look at where these
sounds occur in a language. In other words,
linguists try to discover what the phonemes
of a language are by examining the distribu-
tion of that language’s phones. The distribu-
tion of a phone is the set of phonetic envi-
ronments in which it occurs. For example,
we saw in file 27 that nasalized vowels in En-
glish appear in the environment of a nasal
consonant. More precisely, a linguist would
describe the distribution of English [ı̃], [õ],
and so on by stating that they occur immedi-
ately preceding a nasal consonant.

We can also describe the distribution of
one phone relative to that of another. Two
speech sounds in a language will either be
in overlapping distribution or complemen-
tary distribution with respect to one another.
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We will consider each of these distribution
patterns in turn.

Two sounds are in overlapping distribu-
tion when the sets of phonetic environ-
ments in which they can occur are partially
or completely identical. For example, con-
sider a small selection of English words in
which the sounds [b] and [d] appear. (Re-
call that “*” indicates that a word is unac-
ceptable. *[dlit] is not a possible English
word.)

bait [bet] date [det]

lobe [lob] load [lod]

knobs [nabz] nods [nadz]

bleat [blit] *[dlit]

You can see that the set of environments of
[b] is partially similar to that of [d]: both
sounds occur word-initially before a vowel,
and they both occur between [a] and [z].
(Of course, their actual distributions are
much wider than this, but we are using a
very limited set of data.) The distribution of
these two sounds is not identical, however,
because [b] can occur word-initially before
/ l/ but [d] cannot. Nevertheless, their sets of
possible phonetic environments overlap,
and so we say that [b] and [d] are in overlap-
ping distribution in English.

Some (but not all—see the paragraph
below) sounds that are in overlapping distri-
bution are contrastive with respect to one an-
other, which is another way of saying that
they are distinctive sounds. Consider the [b]
and [d] words above. Bait and date form a
minimal pair, as do lobe and load, and knobs
and nods. The choice between [b] and [d] in
the environments [_et], [lo_], and [na_z]
makes a difference in the meanings of these
words. Because the difference between [b]
and [d] can result in a contrast in meaning
(bait vs. date and so on), we say that [b] and
[d] are in contrastive distribution. As you
know, two distinctive (or contrastive) phones

are classified as being allophones of separate
phonemes. Thus [b] is an allophone of the
phoneme /b/, and [d] is an allophone of
the phoneme /d/.

Other phones that are in overlapping
distribution are in free variation. As an ex-
ample, consider the following words con-
taining [p] and [p°] (recall from File 27 that
[p°] represents an unreleased voiceless bil-
abial stop).

leap [lip] leap [lip°]

soap [sop] soap [sop°]

troop [trup] troop [trup°]

happy [hæpi] *[hæp°i]

It should be clear that these sounds are
also in overlapping distribution, because
they share some of the same environ-
ments: they both can appear at the ends of
words. Unlike the [b] vs. [d] examples,
however, there are no minimal pairs in
these data. Although there are pairs of
words containing the same sounds but
one, these words do not contrast in mean-
ing. Thus the choice between [p] and [p°]
in leap, soap, and troop does not make
a difference in meaning; rather, these
sounds are interchangeable in word final
position. To a native speaker, sounds like
[p] and [p°] which are in free variation are
perceived as being the “same” sound, and
so we conclude that they are allophones of
the same phoneme.

Complementary distribution is just the
opposite of overlapping distribution. To un-
derstand this better, think about what the
term complementary means: two comple-
mentary parts of something make up the
whole. For example, the set of people in
your class at any given moment can be di-
vided into the set of people who are wearing
glasses and the set of people who are not.
These two sets of people complement each
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other. They are mutually exclusive—i.e.,
nonoverlapping—but together they make
up the whole class. Therefore they are com-
plementary sets.

Now let’s consider a linguistic example.
The sounds [p] and [ph] occur in English
words such as the following.

spat [spæt] pat [phæt]

spool [spul] pool [phul]

speak [spik] peek [phik]

As you can see, [p] and [ph] are not in over-
lapping distribution: they do not occur in
the same phonetic environment. In fact,
they are in complementary distribution. [p]
occurs after [s] but not word-initially. [ph]
occurs word-initially but not after [s]. There
are no minimal pairs involving a [p]-[ph]
contrast; since these sounds appear in differ-
ent phonetic environments there can be no
pair of words composed of identical strings
of sounds except for [p] in one and [ph] in
the other. Phones that are in complemen-
tary distribution are allophones of a single
phoneme. In this case, [p] and [ph] are both
allophones of the phoneme we can repre-
sent as /p/. The appearance of one allo-
phone or the other is predictable when those
allophones are in complementary distribu-
tion. Here we can predict that [ph] (but

never [p]) will appear in word-initial posi-
tion in words other than those listed above,
and that [p] (but never [ph]) will follow [s] in
other words.

To summarize, a phone’s distribution is
the collection of phonetic environments in
which the phone may appear; when lin-
guists describe a phone’s distribution they
describe this collection. Relative to each
other, two (or more) phones will be in over-
lapping or complementary distribution. If
they are in overlapping distribution, they
are either in contrastive distribution or in
free variation. Phones in contrastive distri-
bution may appear in minimal pairs, and
are allophones of different phonemes.
Phones in free variation may appear in the
same phonetic environments but never
cause a contrast in meaning; they are allo-
phones of the same phoneme. In either
kind of overlapping distribution, given a
particular phonetic environment (such as
[be_] or [li_]) one cannot predict which of
the phones will occur. If the two (or more)
phones are in complementary distribution,
their appearance in particular phonetic en-
vironments (such as [s_æt] or [_æt]) is pre-
dictable, they can never appear in minimal
pairs, and they are allophones of the same
phonemes.



ABSTRACT

This paper has the ambitious goal of outlin-
ing the phonological structures and pro-
cesses we have analyzed in American Sign
Language (ASL). In order to do this we have
divided the paper into five parts. In section 1
we detail the types of sequential phenom-
ena found in the production of individual
signs, allowing us to argue that ASL signs are
composed of sequences of phonological
segments, just as are words in spoken lan-
guages. Section 2 provides the details of a
segmental phonetic transcription system.
Using the descriptions made available by
the transcription system, Section 3 briefly
discusses both paradigmatic and syntag-
matic contrast in ASL signs. Section 4 deals
with the various types of phonological pro-
cesses at work in the language, processes re-
markable in their similarity to phonological
processes found in spoken languages. We
conclude the paper with an overview of the
major types of phonological effects of ASL’s
rich system of morphological processes.

We realize that the majority of readers
will come to this paper with neither sign lan-
guage proficiency nor a knowledge of sign
language structure. As a result, many will
encounter reference to ASL signs without
knowing their form. Although we have been
unable to illustrate all the examples, we
hope we have provided sufficient illustra-
tions to make the paper more accessible.

1. SEQUENTIAL PHENOMENA IN
SIGN FORMATION

1.1 Background

The fact that all spoken languages combine
meaningless elements to form meaningful
symbols is regarded as one of the defining
features of human language. Stokoe (1960)
demonstrated that ASL signs may also be
viewed as compositional rather than holistic
and thereby provided the first structural evi-
dence that ASL should be regarded as a lan-
guage rather than merely a gesture system.
His pioneering work has had a profound ef-
fect on all subsequent research into ASL
structure. 

He proposed that a sign consists of three
parts which combine simultaneously: the
tab (location of the sign), the dez (hand-
shape), and the sig (the movement). In-
fluenced by the American structuralists,
Stokoe referred to these three aspects of a
sign as “cheremes.” He regarded cheremes
as meaningless elements which combined
to form all the signs in the language, in a
manner analogous to that of spoken lan-
guage phonemes.

The Stokoe model has been adopted
almost universally by sign language re-
searchers. The most recent treatments of
the model hold signs to be temporally uni-
tary phenomena, composed of some num-
ber of simultaneously occurring gestural
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primes. According to this view of sign struc-
ture, the entire set of gestures comprising
a sign is seen to be analogous to the set of
articulatory primes that comprise a single
segment in spoken language (Studdert-
Kennedy and Lane 1980; Klima and Bellugi
1979:85–194).

Differences among signs are described
by the substitution of primes within the si-
multaneous bundle. Thus, the difference be-
tween the signs mother (an Open “5” hand
touches the chin twice with the thumb) and
father (an Open “5” hand touches the fore-
head twice with the thumb) is described as a
difference in location in the bundles of oth-
erwise identical primes. Analogously, the
difference between [p] and [t] is commonly
described as a difference in the place of
articulation primes in bundles of otherwise
identical primes. Because of this view, sign
languages have been seen to be unusual in
that meaning is attached to such simultane-
ous bundles rather than to sequences of such
bundles as it is in spoken languages. 

In this model of sign structure (as in the
model of spoken language segment struc-
ture), however, the claim that signs are si-
multaneous bundles of primes is not a
claim that there are no sequential events
within signs. It is a claim that within signs
sequential organization is phonologically
unimportant. Thus, while Stokoe and more
recent workers recognize sequence within
signs, they typically hold it to be phonolog-
ically insignificant (Stokoe 1960, Battison
1978). This is similar to the recognition that
the onset-closure sequence present in the
stops [p] and [t] is phonologically insignifi-
cant.

Liddell (1984a) argues that an adequate
description of many phenomena in ASL
requires the recognition of sequences of
primes, and demonstrates that such se-
quences are capable of signaling contrast
among signs. Below we will describe several

descriptively important sequences of primes,
and then return to the issue of contrast.

1.2 Handshapes

A significant number of signs in the ASL lex-
icon are produced with changes in hand-
shape. For example, understand begins
with an S handshape but ends with a 1
handshape.

This handshape change is described by
Stokoe et al. (1965) as a unitary movement
they call an “opening movement” wherein a
handshape changes from a “Closed” hand-
shape to an “Open” handshape. Table 1 pre-
sents a sampling of signs which all begin
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FIGURE 1. UNDERSTAND

TABLE 1. Signs with Initial S Handshape
Changing to Second Shape

INITIAL FINAL
SIGN HANDSHAPE HANDSHAPE

UNDERSTAND S 1

THROW S H

TWELVE S V

SO-WHAT S O

FINGERSPELL-TO S 4

GAMBLE S 5



with an S handshape, but end with different
handshapes.

Many other sequences of two hand-
shapes occur in ASL signs. A smaller num-
ber of signs are produced with a sequence of
three handshapes. In shocked the hand-
shape sequence is S-C-S. In think-same-

thought the sequence is S-1-S. In govern-

ment the sequence is 1-Bent 1-1.

1.3 Locations

It is quite common for the hand to move
from one location to another location dur-
ing the production of a single sign. Such re-
locations occur frequently in simple signs
and are especially common in compound
signs, almost all of which move from one lo-
cation to another.

The sign parents is such a compound
sign, derived from the signs mother and
father. It begins at the chin (the location of
mother) and then moves to the forehead
(the location for father). Table 2 lists sev-
eral examples of signs in which the location
of the hand changes.

Compounds are marked with a “(C).”
Because Stokoe’s sign schema permits a sign
to have only one location, his notations treat

relocations in simple signs as complexes of
movements. Thus, for example, navy might
be said to be located at the left side of the
waist and then to move to the right and
make contact. The actual location at the
right side of the waist would not be speci-
fied. Compounds are treated as linked nota-
tions of two complete signs, each of which
has its own location.

Numerous verbs in ASL are marked for
subject and object agreement and typically
move from one location to another. Table 3
shows the locations involved with two verbs
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TABLE 2. Initial and Final Locations of Some Common Signs

SIGN INITIAL LOCATION FINAL LOCATION

SANTA-CLAUS chin chest

GOOD chin base hand

NAVY left side of waist right side of waist

KING left side of chest right side of waist

INDIAN nose side of forehead

AHEM chin chest

(C) PARENTS chin forehead

(C) SON forehead forearm

(C) PALE chest face

(C) BROTHER forehead base hand

(C) PROMISE chin base hand

FIGURE 2. PARENTS



marked for agreement. tell always begins
in contact with the chin, and then moves to
a location which reflects agreement with its
object. give agrees with both its subject and
object. Its initial and final locations are de-
termined by the subject and object agree-
ment morphemes which are inserted into
the verb stem. Subject and object marking is
not capable of being represented in Stokoe’s
notation system. We will discuss this in
more detail in section 1.6.

1.4 Movements

Stokoe’s original observations demonstrated
that some signs require movements to be
carried out in sequence. He describes chicago

as being made with a rightward movement
followed by a downward movement; when

with a circular movement followed by a
contacting movement; year with a circular

movement followed by a contacting move-
ment; and also with a contact movement
followed by a rightward movement, then
another contacting movement. 

Supalla and Newport (1978) demon-
strate that very finely detailed differences in
movement could distinguish some nouns
from related verbs. Whereas Stokoe et al.
(1965) reports the existence of a single sign
meaning both “sit” and “chair,” Supalla and
Newport claim that sit and chair are sepa-
rate signs. They find that for more than 100
such noun-verb pairs, the pattern of move-
ment of the noun differs in predictable ways
from that of the verb. They distinguish these
formational differences in terms of three
“manners of movement.” They describe the
movement of the sign sit as a single, unidi-
rectional movement with a “hold manner”
and that of chair as a repeated, unidirec-
tional movement with “restrained manner.”
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TABLE 3. Initial and Final Locations for Two Agreement Verbs

VERB SUBJ. OBJ. INITIAL LOC. FINAL LOC.

TELL — 1st person chin chest

TELL — 3rd person(a) chin place(a)

GIVE 1st person 3rd person(b) chest place(b)

GIVE 3rd person(a) 3rd person(b) place(a) place(b)

GIVE 3rd person(b) 1st person place(b) chest 

FIGURE 3a. WHEN FIGURE 3b. ALSO



Their manners of movement demon-
strate a significant type of sequentiality in
the formation of signs. The sign sit begins
with a motion toward the base hand and
ends with the two hands in contact, but not
moving. A sign ending with the hands im-
mobile is said to have “hold manner” at the
end of the sign. In their view such motion-
less periods are as important in providing
contrast as are the periods of movement.
They note (1978:96) that one of the possible
implications of their findings is that signs
may have sequential internal segments
rather than a simultaneous bundle of fea-
tures.1

1.5 Local Movements

Local movements are small repeated move-
ments of the fingers and wrist which accom-
pany the major movements of the hand. For
example, long-ago is produced with a “5”
hand configuration which moves backward
to a hold at a point just over the shoulder.
During the backward movement itself the
fingers wiggle, but the final hold is pro-
duced without finger wiggling.

Thus long-ago contains the sequence:
local movement, no local movement. In

other signs, such as jump-for-joy the wig-
gling is restricted to the middle of the sign
where the active hand does not contact the
base hand. This produces the sequence: no
local movement, local movement, no local
movement.

1.6 Nonmanual Signals

Many nonmanual signals involve no se-
quentiality. For example, the combination
of raised eyebrows and backward head tilt
which accompanies topics (Liddell, 1977) is
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SIT CHAIR

FIGURE 4. The movement differences between SIT and CHAIR.

FIGURE 5. LONG-AGO



purely configurational, with no internal
changes. Some nonmanual signals, how-
ever, are produced by sequencing nonman-
ual activities. Some such nonmanual sig-
nals occur as part of lexical items and others
occur as part of morphological processes. A
lexical item which requires a sequence of
nonmanual activities is give-in. During the
initial part of its production the lips are
closed but during the final part of its pro-
duction the lips are open. all-gone, on the
other hand, begins with the lips apart and
the tongue slightly protruding and ends with
the lips closed.

Sequences of nonmanual activities are
also important as part of morphological
processes. Liddell (1984b) describes a se-
quence of nonmanual activities required
as part of the inflection for unrealized-
inceptive aspect. When this inflection is ap-
plied to a verb, specific, predictable changes
occur in both the manual and nonmanual
portions of the sign. The sequence of non-
manual behaviors associated with this in-
flection require the signer to inhale through
the mouth while rotating the trunk, and
then to hold the resulting configuration dur-
ing the final portion of the sign.

1.7 Contrast in ASL

We have illustrated several types of sequen-
tiality in ASL signing, including sequences
of handshapes, locations, nonmanual sig-
nals, local movements, and movements and
holds. The simultaneous model of sign struc-
ture is not able to represent these sequential
details in an effective way. This alone argues
for a descriptive device which is able to rep-
resent important aspects of ASL sequence. 

Specifically, given that signs have se-
quential structure, that sequence can be
shown to correspond to phonological seg-
ments responsible for sequential contrast of
the sort found in spoken languages. The

identification of physical sequence in the
linguistic signal provides the evidence
needed to argue that signs are composed of
sequenced, abstract, linguistic segments.
Support for the existence of such linguistic
segments comes, in part, from a demonstra-
tion that ASL, like spoken languages, con-
tains pairs of signs distinguished only by dif-
ferences in sign-internal sequence.

It has become traditional in treatments
of ASL structure to illustrate “minimal
pairs” of signs as a demonstration of phono-
logical contrast. However, because the si-
multaneous model of sign structure dictates
that signs are composed of a single, simulta-
neous bundle of gestural features, such pairs
of signs are able to demonstrate only simul-
taneous contrast of the sort found within
segments in spoken languages. Thus, stay-
ing for the moment with the notion that
signs are simultaneous, most “minimal
pairs” of signs identified in the literature on
ASL exhibit contrasts analogous to the dif-
ferences between [p], [t], and [b]. They are
distinctions of one feature within a single,
co-occurrent bundle of features.

By contrast, in spoken language ana-
lysis, the notion of “minimal pair” has typi-
cally been used to demonstrate sequential
contrast. Thus, a minimal pair is usually
considered to be two words, contrastive in
meaning, which are identical in all seg-
ments except one, in which they differ by
only one feature. The kinds of ASL sequen-
tial details we have identified above provide
this kind of evidence for sequential contrast.

thank-you and bullshit are minimal
pairs in this sense. Both begin with identical
holds produced at the chin and move to
holds produced at a location about six inches
out and slightly below the chin. In both
signs, the orientation of the hand remains
constant, with the palm toward the face and
the wrist toward the ground. Thus, from the
perspective of movement, location, and ori-
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entation the signs have identical sequences.
They differ only in hand configuration se-
quence. Specifically, during the production
of the sign thank-you, the hand configura-
tion begins and ends as a “B.” In the sign
bullshit, however, it begins as a “B” and
ends as an “S.” In Table 4 the parts of thank-

you and bullshit are aligned.
Although true minimal pairs such as

these are not abundant in ASL, there are
similar pairs that demonstrate sequential
contrast in each of the major descriptive pa-
rameters of signs. Together they demon-
strate that segments function to signal con-
trast in ASL in much the same manner as
in spoken languages, and suggest that the
description of segments is central to an ade-
quate phonological analysis of ASL signs. In
addition, the value of a segmental descrip-
tion in the analysis of the phonological and
morphological processes of ASL will be-
come more apparent as we proceed.

2. A PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTION SYSTEM
FOR ASL 

At first glance, it may seem inappropriate to
use “phonology,” “phonetics,” and other

seemingly vocally-based terms in referring
to details of sign language and its organi-
zation. As we mentioned earlier, Stokoe’s
work explicitly avoids this difficulty by posit-
ing terminology such as “chereme” and
“cherology,” which are specific to sign lan-
guage. Battison (1974) demonstrates that
sign language descriptions contain a sublex-
ical level of analysis that appears in certain
ways to be organizationally and functionally
equivalent to the level of phonology in spo-
ken languages. He argues convincingly that
standard phonological terminology refers
appropriately to those levels. A part of what
we will be demonstrating in this paper is
that an analysis of the patterns of organiza-
tion of sign language signals yields levels of
analysis quite similar to those known to exist
in spoken language phonologies.

It is a matter of historical accident that,
during the period of development of mod-
ern linguistic terminology, all languages
known to linguists were spoken languages.
Even so, for the most part, phonological ter-
minology refers to the patterns of organiza-
tion of linguistic signals, rather than to the
signals themselves. Thus, the vocal refer-
ence of the phone- stem in words such as
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TABLE 4. Sequential Contrast Between Minimal Pairs THANK-YOU and BULLSHIT.

THANK-YOU

first part middle part last part

movement hold move out hold

location chin transitional out from chin

orientation palm to chin transitional palm to chin

hand configuration B transitional B

BULLSHIT

movement hold move out hold

location chin transitional out from chin

orientation palm to chin transitional palm to chin

hand configuration B transitional S



phoneme is largely unnecessary. We use
phonological terminology in referring to the
organization of sign languages, with the un-
derstanding that the terminology here, as in
studies of other languages, refers to general
principles of organization probably found in
all languages rather than to the specific vo-
cal gestures of spoken languages.

2.1 Goals of Transcription

A transcription system for a language or set
of languages should meet the dual goals of
at once providing for the accurate repre-
sentation of the detail of the “facts” of a
language and assuring that those represen-
tations are useful in characterizing the
organization of the facts.

We have attempted to devise a system
that provides a linkage between the abstract
and concrete aspects of phonological systems
without committing overwhelmingly to ei-
ther. Clearly, an adequate system of tran-
scription must have elements of both. On the
concrete end, a transcription must account
for all the linguistically interesting details of
the production of the signal. For our pur-
poses, such phonetic transcription will be
roughly equivalent in its concreteness to the
“systematic phonetic representations” of
standard generative phonology (Chomsky
and Halle 1968). While such representations
must account for a great deal of detail, they
exclude (a) linguistically nondistinctive dif-
ferences such as the difference between api-
cal and laminal [s] in English; (b) sequential
detail within phonologically functional
units, e.g., elimination of onset and closure
information from the description of English
stop consonants; (c) detail stemming from
universal physiological conditions; (d) detail
stemming from individual physiological con-
ditions, e.g., absolute voice pitch; and (e) tra-
ditionally nonlinguistic detail such as rate,
loudness, and affect marking features.

On the abstract end, an adequate nota-
tion system must provide descriptive devices
that permit a plausible linkage between the
detailed surface representation and the
underlying forms of the individual lexical
items that are present in it. Thus, a single set
of descriptive devices should at once be ca-
pable of characterizing each of the follow-
ing: (a) the phonological shape (underlying
form) of lexical items; (b) the phonological
aspects of the morphology; (c) phonological
processes; and (d) the surface forms of signs
in running signed productions (at the level
of concreteness specified above). To the ex-
tent that a system of notation succeeds in
achieving this balance, it provides phonetic
motivation for phonological features and
phonetic plausibility for the abstract struc-
tures and processes of the phonological
component.

That the system be usable is a second,
more pragmatic goal which has influenced
the current form of our notation system.
Thus, while sign notations will ultimately
be reducible to matrices of binary phono-
logical features, most of the notations pre-
sented here contain taxonomic entries that
represent bundles of such features. The use
of such taxonomic entries is primarily a mat-
ter of clerical and typographical conve-
nience, reducing the number of symbols re-
quired to transcribe a sign.

2.2 Overview of Sign Structure

2.2.1 Describing Segments. The segment is
the central element in our view of the struc-
ture of signs. Thus, the representation of
segments is the essential task of our notation
system. In our system, each segment is rep-
resented individually and signs (and dis-
course strings) are represented as strings of
segments.2

Segments in sign languages are com-
posed of two major components. One de-
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scribes the posture of the hand; the other de-
scribes its activity. A description of the pos-
ture of the hand is concerned with where it
is, how it is oriented, how its own movable
parts are configured, and so on. The features
that describe these details are collectively
called articulatory features. We refer to the
combination of articulatory features needed
to specify a given posture of the hand as an
“articulatory bundle.”

The articulatory bundle contains four
major clusters of features. The first repre-
sents the hand configuration, i.e., the state of
the fingers and thumb. The second cluster
represents point of contact, which specifies
the primary location with respect to which
the hand is located, the part of the hand that
points to or contacts that location, and the
spatial relationship between that hand part
and that location. The third cluster repre-
sents facing, which is composed of sets of
features specifying a second location, and
features indicating the part of the hand
which faces that location. The fourth clus-
ter of features in the articulatory bundle,
orientation, contains features specifying a
plane toward which a part of the hand faces.
Orientation features distinguish thing (a
sequence of movements made with the
palm up) from children (like thing but
with the palm down). The four clusters, all
taken together, describe the posture of the
hand at a particular point in the production
of a sign. They do not describe the activity of
the hand.

The features that specify the activity of
the hand during the production of the seg-
ment are grouped into a separate segmental
feature bundle. They describe whether or
not the hand is moving, and, if so, in what
manner. The elemental work of this class of
features is to distinguish movements from
holds. Movements are defined as periods of
time during which some aspect of the artic-
ulation is in transition. Holds are defined as

periods of time during which all aspects of
the articulation bundle are in a steady state. 

While the descriptive work of the seg-
mental features is to detail the movement of
the articulators, they function within signed
strings to divide the flow of gestures into
segments. By definition, then, the features
that distinguish movements from holds also
define the segmental structure of larger
units such as signs, which we represent as
strings of juxtaposed segments. This is not
unlike the manner in which the major class
features of generative phonology function.
In spoken language phonology, major class
features specify phonetic details of segments
such as spontaneous voicing, interruption of
the airstream, and syllabicity. These same
feature values distinguish consonants from
vowels and therefore also function to specify
the manner in which the flow of speech is
divided. 

The remaining features in the segmen-
tal bundle specify the finer detail of seg-
ments such as contour of movement, simul-
taneous local movement of the fingers, and
precise timing information such as length.
We will discuss these features in detail
below.

We have presented the articulatory bun-
dles and segmental bundles separately, and
in fact they function independently from
each other in the specification of entire seg-
ments. The articulatory features combine
to describe postural states. By definition,
movement segments are those during
which there is a change in state in some
complex of articulatory features, and hold
segments are those during which no such
change occurs. Because they involve a
steady state, a single matrix of features will
be sufficient to describe holds. This matrix
will contain both the segmental bundle of
features including the specification of fine
detail of the segment and the articulatory
bundle of features describing the postural
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state present during the production of the
hold segment.

Movement segments, however, present
another problem. During a movement the
hand changes from one posture to another.
Thus, because our articulatory features rep-
resent states, our system requires the specifi-
cation of an initial and final bundle of artic-
ulatory features to indicate the changes
during the production of the segment.
Movement segments contain one bundle of
segmental features containing the specifica-
tion of the segment type and the fine details
of the movement and two bundles of articu-
latory features, the first of which specifies
the postural state at the inception of the
movement and the second of which speci-
fies the postural state of the hand at the con-
clusion of the movement. Hold segments
contain one articulatory bundle; movement
segments contain two articulatory bundles. 

Both hold and movement segments
may be represented by matrices of features,
but following the discussion above the ma-
trices will be different. The hold segment
would correspond to be a straightforward
and traditional feature matrix as in Figure 6,
while the movement segment will have one
set of segmental specifications and two sets
of articulatory specifications, as in Figure 7. 

An apparent alternative solution to the
use of two kinds of matrices might be to use

only hold matrices, let them define segmen-
tal structure, and have movement take
place as a result of transitions from one state
to the next. As we present more detailed de-
scriptions of signs it will become apparent
that independent movement features are
necessary. This is because the fine details of
movement production are features of the
movement itself, not of either of the indi-
vidual articulatory bundles. For example,
when the hand moves on a path from one lo-
cation to another, that path may take any of
three contours. It may move in a straight
line, on an arc, or on an indirect path with a
sharp change of direction in the middle.
These differences in path are contrastive
and therefore must be recorded. They are
not a feature of the initial articulatory pos-
ture nor of the final articulatory posture nor
of both at once. They are a feature of the pe-
riod of time during which the hand is
changing from the initial posture to the final
posture. Thus, they are details of the move-
ment itself and must be specified indepen-
dently of the articulatory information. Con-
siderations presented below will confirm
this claim of independence of the segmen-
tal and articulatory bundles of features.

2.2.2 Non-Manual Behaviors. The seg-
mental structure of signs also bears on the
representation of the non-manual behaviors
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FIGURE 6. A hold matrix.

initial
articulatory
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segmental
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final
articulatory
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FIGURE 7. A movement matrix.



that have linguistic function in ASL. At
times, non-manual behaviors clearly have
functions that are independent of the
segment. Examples of such non-manual
behaviors are those that have syntactic func-
tion and those that have clear morphologi-
cal status. Others appear to be tied to spe-
cific segments within specific signs (Liddell
1984a). In both cases, although possibly in-
dependent in function, the behaviors are
timed to the production of segments, and
need to be specified in the transcription sys-
tem. The exact nature of this specification
will be taken up later.

2.2.3 Describing Sequences of Segments.
In the view of sign structure presented here,
individual signs and larger constructions
are all composed of sequences of segments.
Thus, a sign or a piece of discourse may be
represented as a sequence of hold and
movement matrices, each composed of the
appropriate number of segmental and artic-
ulatory bundles. The sign good, for ex-
ample, is composed of three segments: a
hold, a movement, and a hold (see Figure
26b). The first hold occurs with the finger
pads of a flat hand in contact with the chin.
For convenience, we will call this complex
of articulatory information “posture a.”
From this hold, the hand moves outward
and downward to a final hold, which occurs
in space about a foot in front of the sternum
with the same flat hand configuration ori-
ented so that the palm of the hand is facing
(roughly) upward and the tips of the fingers
are pointing outward at about a forty-five de-
gree angle. We can call this complex of ar-
ticulatory information “posture b.” In our
matrix format we can represent this sign as
in Figure 8.

Notice that in the representation of
good the initial articulatory specification of
the movement segment is the same as the ar-
ticulatory specification of the first hold seg-

ment. Similarly, the final articulatory speci-
fication of the movement segment is the
same as the articulatory specification of the
second hold segment. An initial posture of
any segment in a string is identical to the fi-
nal posture of the preceding segment. This
is true by definition because a given line of
transcription represents a sequence of be-
haviors of a single articulator, which can
only start a gesture from the posture in
which it terminated the preceding gesture.
From this perspective it is unnecessary to
record every articulatory bundle of informa-
tion because (within signs) two articulatory
bundles that share a common segmental
boundary must be identical.

This observation stands as additional ev-
idence for the independence of the articu-
latory features from the segmental features.
It also recommends the use of an autoseg-
mental representation which permits the at-
tachment of single clusters of features of one
sort to single clusters of features of another
sort (Goldsmith 1976, McCarthy 1979), as
in Figure 9. 

Autosegmental representations of the
sort presented in Figure 9, in addition to
enhancing clerical economy, provide addi-
tional support for the earlier suggestion that
the articulatory bundle of features is au-
tonomous in function from the segmental
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FIGURE 8. Representation of feature matrix for
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bundle of features. It is also quite likely that
certain of the clusters of features within the
articulatory bundle itself enjoy a similar kind
of autonomy, particularly at the lower levels
of the phonology where the independent
postural and movement components must
be finely timed to one another. Similarly,
there may be more autonomous tiers of fea-
ture clusters at the level of the phonology
that controls the production of fast speech,
in which muscular activities and postures
are reinterpreted and produced as percep-
tually and productively similar (though
linguistically different) muscular behaviors.
Autosegmental analyses of these phenom-
ena may prove to be worthwhile. For our
purposes, however, it is sufficient to use only
the articulatory and segmental tiers, together
with a tier for non-manual behaviors.

A number of the combinations of seg-
ments that may occur in ASL signs are pre-
sented in Figure 10. 

2.2.4 Describing Signs Requiring Two
Hands. As we indicated above, many signs
make use of both hands as articulators.
From a phonetic perspective, each hand is
independent of the other. Moreover, the
hands may carry different phonetic infor-

mation at a given moment. For example,
one may be moving while the other is not.
One may be in one location or orientation
or hand configuration while the other hand
is specified differently for one or more of
these details. As one might expect, there
appear to be fairly strong conditions on the
nature and extent of the simultaneous artic-
ulation of two segments (Battison 1974,
1978), so the two hands are not completely
independent phonologically. While a nota-
tion system may ultimately be able to elimi-
nate certain aspects of the information that
is predictable from such constraints on si-
multaneous articulations, it is useful at early
stages of analysis to be able to represent each
hand in its full phonetic configuration. 

From the perspective of the segmental
notation system described above, there is no
difference between the productions of one
hand and those of the other. Given this and
their phonetic independence, each hand
must be represented as a separate string of
segmental notations, and the segments of
one hand must be attached (for timing pur-
poses) to the co-occurrent segments of the
other hand.

The first difficulty encountered in the
representation of the behaviors of both
hands is that right and left are not absolute
in signing. First, left-handed and right-
handed signers sign mirror images of the
same sign sequence with no change in
meaning. A notation system should describe
both the left-handed, left-dominant and the
right-handed, right-dominant versions iden-
tically. Secondly, certain constructions treat
spatial locations on the right and the left as
absolute. A notation system must be able to
distinguish right from left under these con-
ditions. Third, certain constructions allow a
signer to meaningfully alternate between
right-dominant and left-dominant signing.
The notation system must be able to de-
scribe this sort of alternation.
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Padden and Perlmutter (1984) intro-
duce the terms “strong” and “weak” to de-
scribe the active hand and the hand it acts
upon. Adopting those terms for our notation
system will permit signs to be specified in a
single way although signed in mirror image
by right- and left-handed signers. We have
chosen to use two vertically stacked strings
of segments for two-handed signing. The
top line represents the strong hand and the
bottom line represents the weak hand. In
such cases, the strong hand is understood to
be the dominant hand of the signer. Partic-

ular transcriptions of running sign will need
to be marked for the dominance of the
signer. When a signer shifts from expected-
dominance signing to opposite-dominance
signing the strong label will be shifted to the
bottom line and the weak to the top line. In
those instances when each hand is actually
operating independently, the top line will
be right for right-dominant signers or left for
left-dominant signers.

It appears that the strong hand segments
function as the central organizing elements
for the timing of strings of co-occurrent
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segments. Therefore, the segments of the
weak hand must be attached to those of the
strong hand. Several combinations of strong
and weak hands within signs and our con-
ventions for attaching them are presented in
Figures 11–13. 

2.3 Detailed Description of
Segmental Bundles

Segmental feature bundles specify the de-
tail of movements and holds. Each such
cluster defines one segment in the string of
gestures in the transcription of a running
signed production. Ultimately, the segmen-
tal bundle will contain numerous binary

features. At present it contains five slots for
the entry of taxonomic symbols represent-
ing clusters of features. The five types of en-
tries within the segmental bundle are laid
out as shown in Figure 14.

2.3.1 Major Classes of Segments. There
are two major classes of segments in ASL:
holds and movements. As described above,
a movement (M) segment is characterized
by a change in one or more of its articula-
tory features and hold (H) segments are not.
Notice that not all movement segments in-
volve movement from one location to an-
other. The change in articulatory specifica-
tion may occur in the hand configuration
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(understand), the orientation (start), or
other clusters of the specification. Such
non-path movements do not appear to have
a phonological status different from that of
path movements (those in which there is a
change in the point of contact specification)
and so need not be distinguished by a spe-
cial feature.

2.3.2 Contours of Movement. Those move-
ment segments that move on a path be-

tween two locations may do so on one of sev-
eral contours. Straight [str] movements tra-
verse a direct, straight path between two
points (good). There are two types of indi-
rect contour paths: round [rnd] and seven
[7]. The seven contour describes an indirect
path that is sharply angled (chicago). The
round contour describes an indirect path
that is smooth. Arcs (our) and circles (face)
both describe round paths but are distin-
guished by the fact that an arc begins at one
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FIGURE 11. FIRED, a two-handed sign in which the strong hand moves with respect to the weak hand.

FIGURE 12. LARGE, a two-handed sign in which two hands move independently, simultaneously, and
symmetrically.



location and ends at another whereas a cir-
cle begins at a point, traverses a round path,
and ends at its beginning point.

2.3.3 Contour Planes. When a path move-
ment is not straight, it is necessary to specify
an additional piece of information, which
functions to orient the path. The entries in-
dicate the plane upon which the hand trav-
els as it moves between points. We currently
record five planes. The horizontal plane
[HP] is the plane parallel to the floor (our).
The vertical plane [VP] is that plane parallel
to the front of the torso (rainbow). The sur-
face plane [SP] is the plane parallel to the
surface at a location on the body or hand
(face). The midline plane [MP] is a plane
that intersects the surface plane along the
midsaggital line of the body (blouse, sign),
or the plane through the long midline of the

bones of the arm or the hand (basket). We
currently use the designation oblique plane
[OP] to represent the plane that is horizon-
tal from side to side but angled up and away
from the body.

2.3.4 Quality Features. Quality features de-
scribe fine details of a segment. Among
these are the temporal qualities prolonged
[long], shortened [short], and accelerating
[acc], and the nontemporal qualities tense
[tns], reduced path [sm], and enlarged path
[lg]. The quality feature contacting [con-
tact] indicates that the hand makes contact
with the other hand or a body location dur-
ing the course of the movement. It describes
brushing movements, in which the hand
travels between points on two sides of a lo-
cation, making brief contact with that loca-
tion as it passes. It is also useful in describing
the movement in which the hand moves to
a location, makes brief contact, and re-
bounds to a point near that location.

2.3.5 Local Movements. The major classes
of segments (H and M) reflect activity of the
hand taken as a whole. It is common for
signs simultaneously to exhibit movement
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FIGURE 13. MAYBE, a two-handed sign in which the strong and weak hands perform independent
movements but in temporal alternation.
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FIGURE 14. Organization of segmental features.



at the finger, wrist or elbow joints. Such
movements are overlaid on the actual seg-
mental activity, occurring together some-
times with H segments and sometimes with
M segments. Thus, they are secondary,
though linguistically significant activities.
Each of the local movements is character-
ized by rapid, uncountable repetition. All
may occur in H segments. At least wiggling,
twisting, nodding, and hooking may occur
in M segments.3

Wiggling [wg] represents repeated, se-
quentially alternating retraction at the first
joint of all fingers extended at the first joint
(color). Hooking [hk] involves repeated, si-
multaneous retraction at the second and
third joints of all fingers that are extended at
the first joint and retracted at the second and
third joints (“hooked” hand configurations)
(worm). Flattening [fl] is repeated, simulta-
neous retraction at the first joint of all fingers
that are extended at the second and third
joints and retracted at the first joint (“flat”
hand configurations) (sticky).4 Twisting
[tw] describes repeated, alternating rotations
of the wrist (where). Nodding [nod] is a re-
peated retraction and extension of the wrist
joint (yes).5 Releasing [rel] involves rapid, re-
peated opening of fingers that have thumb
restraint (shirk-responsibility). Rubbing
[rub] is repeated, back and forth rubbing of
the thumb and the finger pads (dirt). Cir-
cling is a repeated, uncountable local cir-
cling about a central point simultaneously
with either an H or M. It requires the speci-
fication of a plane.

2.4 Detailed Description of
Articulatory Bundles

Each articulatory bundle is composed of
eight entries, each representing a complex
of features. The entries cluster into four pos-
sibly autonomous groupings, described
above as hand configuration (HC), point of

contact (POC), facing (FA), and orientation
(OR). They are organized as shown in Fig-
ure 15.

2.4.1 Hand Configuration. We have found
more than 150 HCs in ASL lexical signs.
Many more occur in the surface forms of
running sign. A system of thirteen mostly bi-
nary features will distinguish all HCs we
know to exist in sign languages. The taxo-
nomic symbols we use as HC entries in our
notations are capable of describing all the
HCs of ASL and many more. They translate
to features in a very straightforward way.

The HC entry is organized according to
the following schema (see Figure 16).

While most HC use only the hand, oth-
ers use the entire hand and forearm as a unit
(all-day). Following Stokoe (1960), the
symbol indicates the presence of such fore-
arm involvement in the HC. If / is absent,
the HC is assumed to use only the hand it-
self.

The HC description we have developed
differs from most other approaches in that it
notes finger configuration and thumb con-
figuration separately. The portion of the HC
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notation concerned with finger configura-
tion contains slots for three symbols. The
first is handshape, which indicates the state
of extension and retraction of the four fin-
gers. The symbols presented in Table 5 rep-
resent those combinations of open and
closed fingers we know to occur in ASL
signing.

Each of the four fingers is indepen-
dently capable of being in one of four basic
configurations: open (proximal joint (PJ)
and distal joint (DJ) extended); closed (PJ
and DJ flexed); hooked (PJ extended, DJ
flexed); flattened (PJ flexed, DJ extended).
The taxonomic symbols presented here
function primarily to indicate which fingers
are open and which are closed. The slot la-
beled [2nd Fing] in the schema contains di-
acritics for the hooking and flattening of
those fingers ordinarily extended in a given
handshape. Hooked is indicated by [“]; flat-
tened is indicated by [^]. Thus, the symbol
1” indicates that the index is extended at the
proximal joint and flexed at the distal joints
and the symbol B^ indicates that all four
fingers are flexed at the proximal joints and
extended at the distal joints.

The diacritic for lax [~] indicates an ad-
ditional modification to the finger configu-
ration. It relaxes (slightly reverses) the
prominent muscle action at both the proxi-
mal and distal joints. If the joint is extended
lax will flex it slightly, although not enough
to be fully flexed. Similarly, if the joint is
flexed, lax will extend it slightly, although
not enough to be perceived as fully ex-
tended. Thus, the effect of laxing is that the
finger remains as specified but not rigidly so.
Lax tends to affect all four fingers but has no
effect on the configuration of the thumb.

All details of thumb configuration are
specified in the final cluster of symbols. The
primary value for the thumb is thumb rota-
tion. The proximal joint of the thumb (near
the wrist) is capable of rotating about ninety

degrees on its axis. When the thumb is re-
laxed and roughly adjacent to the plane cre-
ated by the palm of the hand, it is in its un-
opposed [u] rotation. When the thumb is
unopposed, its friction pad faces across the
palm, and is capable of contacting the radial
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TABLE 5. Symbols for Taxonomic Description of
Major Finger Combination

SYMBOL CONFIGURATION

A Four fingers closed (pads contact palm)

S Four fingers closed (tips contact palm)

1 All but index closed

! All but middle closed

l All but pinky closed

Y All but pinky closed; pinky spread

= All but pinky and index closed; un-
spread

> All but pinky and index closed; pinky
and index spread

H All but index and middle closed; un-
spread

V All but index and middle closed;
spread

K Ring and pinky closed; index open;
middle partly open

D Index open; all others partly open

R Ring and pinky closed; index and
middle crossed

r Ring and pinky closed; middle open;
index partly open and crossed under
middle

W All but pinky open and unspread

6 All but pinky open and spread

7 All but ring open and spread

8 All but middle open and spread

F All but index open and unspread

9 All but index open and spread

B All four fingers open and unspread

4 All four fingers open and spread

T All fingers closed; thumb under index

N All fingers closed; thumb under middle

M All fingers closed; thumb under ring
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side of the middle joint of any (flattened)
finger or the radial side of the palm. Typi-
cally, if the thumb is touching the palm, it is
in unopposed position. 

The thumb may also be rotated so that
its friction pad faces the palmar surface.
This is its opposed [o] rotation, in which the
tip of the thumb may easily contact the tip
of any of the fingers. The opposed thumb
typically cannot touch the palm of the hand
except at the base of the little finger. It often
contacts the fingers at the tip, pad, or nail,
and if the fingers are closed may contact the
back of the penultimate finger bones.

Both opposed and unopposed thumbs
must also be specified for one of four values
of secondary extension and flexion, indi-
cated in the [2nd Thumb] slot. The proximal
joint of the thumb is near the wrist and along
with the two more distal joints operates to de-
fine the same four values of extension and
flexion available to the fingers. Because the
thumb features are descriptive rather than
taxonomic, however, open and closed must
be indicated. An open thumb is one in which
the proximal and distal joints are both ex-
tended. Thus the symbol Bu will indicate a
handshape with all fingers extended and un-
spread and a thumb that is on the plane cre-
ated by the palm and extended at about
ninety degrees outward from the radial side
of the hand. The symbol Bo will designate
the same finger configuration with the
thumb extended at a ninety degree angle
from the palmar surface. Leaving the PJ ex-
tended and flexing the DJ provides the
hooked [“] thumb configuration. In flat [^]
thumb configurations the PJ is flexed and
the DJ is extended. In the [^] configuration
the degree of flexion of the middle joint is
typically adjusted to bring the thumb pad
into contact with either a finger pad (for [o^]
thumbs) or the middle joint of the first finger
flexed at the PJ (for [u^] thumbs). When the
[u^] thumb is not in contact with a finger it

is in pad contact with the radial side of the
palm. The closed [-] configuration flexes
both the PJ and the DJ. The symbol Bu- in-
dicates the B fingers with the thumb flexed
and in contact with the palm. Ho- indicates
a hand configuration in which the index and
middle fingers are extended and the thumb
is closed over the ring and little fingers.

In many hand configurations the
thumb contacts one or more of the fingers.
The specifications for this are the final entry
in the hand configuration schema. There
are four kinds of contact: tip contact [c];
thumb pad contact [p], in which the thumb
pad contacts either the finger pad or the ra-
dial side of the finger; finger restrained con-
tact [f ], in which the thumb pad contacts
the finger nail; and thumb restraint [t], in
which the finger pad contacts the thumb
nail. These symbols combine to describe
every hand configuration we know to exist
in ASL. A selection of them is presented in
tabular form in Appendix A.

2.4.2 Point of Contact. The Point of Con-
tact (POC) cluster contains slots for four
symbols. These are: location, analogous in
function to place of articulation in that it
identifies a place on the passive articulator;
handpart, the part of the hand that is located
there; proximity, how near the handpart is to
the location; and the spatial relationship be-
tween the handpart and the location.

Three different kinds of location speci-
fication may be entered in the location slot.
Some signs are made with reference to a lo-
cation on the body, some are made in the
signing space surrounding the front of the
head and torso, and some are made at a spe-
cific place on the weak hand.

Body Locations are those places where
lexically distinctive signs may be made on
the head, neck, torso, upper legs, or arms
(exclusive of the hands). We have found that
the accurate description of ASL requires
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many more phonetically distinctive body lo-
cations than proposed in earlier treatments
of sign notation. The entries describing
body location are composed according to
the following schema:

(%) (i) location (t or b)

The slot labeled location is filled by one
of the twenty major body locations shown in
Table 6.

Diacritic symbols may be added to each
of the major body location descriptions in or-
der to specify other locations near them. The
diacritic [%] indicates that the location spec-
ified is on the side of the body contralateral
to the signing hand. If this slot is empty the
location is assumed to be ipsilateral.

Most of the major locations specified
above are surrounded by a set of corre-
sponding locations that may be described
by adding two diacritics to the basic loca-
tion symbol. The first is ipsilateral [i], indi-
cating that the hand is at a location slightly
toward the outside of the body from the ma-
jor location. The second indicates a loca-
tion in the top [t] portion or bottom [b] por-
tion of the major location. Combining
these entries provides the locations repre-
sented in Figures 17, 18, and 19. Appendix
B presents examples of lexical signs made at
each of the locations we know to be distinc-
tive in ASL.

TABLE 6. The Twenty Major Body Locations

BH back of head CN chin

TH top of head NK neck

FH forehead SH shoulder

SF side of forehead ST sternum

NS nose CH chest

CK cheek TR trunk

ER ear UA upper arm

MO mouth FA forearm

LP lip AB abdomen

JW jaw LG leg

FIGURE 17. Articulatory locations on the head
and neck.

FIGURE 18. Articulatory locations on the torso.

FIGURE 19. Articulatory locations on the arms.



Signs may also be produced at locations
in the signing space surrounding the front of
the body and head. Such spatial locations
are described by a combination of a diacritic
indicating a distance forward from the body
on a perpendicular line, a symbol indicating
the extent of ipsilateral offset from the mid-
line, and the symbol for a major central
body location:

Proximity—Ipsilateral Offset—Central Location

We currently distinguish four degrees of
forward distance for spatial locations: proxi-
mal [p], indicating a location within a few
inches of the body location; medial [m], a
position roughly an elbow’s length from the
body location; distal [d], a comfortable arm’s
length from the body; and extended [e], a full
arm’s length from the body location.

The side-to-side dimension appears to
require two degrees of ipsilateral offset. The
first of these is roughly in line with the breast
and the second is roughly in line with the
outside edge of the shoulder. In order to
avoid confusion with the set of finer distinc-
tions among ipsilateral offset for the body lo-
cations, we refer to the degrees of ipsilateral
offset for spatial signs with the numbers [0]
(no offset), [1], and [2], respectively.

The last symbol indicates the height of
the spatial location. It is chosen from among
the major body location symbols that refer to
points along the midline of the body (TH,
FH, NS, MO, CN, NK, ST, CH, TR, AB).
Thus, each spatial location is represented by
a complex of three symbols. For example, the
symbol m-0-TR describes a location about
an elbow’s length directly in front of the so-
larplexis. The symbol m-1-TR indicates a lo-
cation at the same height and distance for-
ward, but on the breastline. Similarly, the
symbol d-2-FH describes a location about an
arm’s length forward and a shoulder’s width
to the ipsilateral side of the center of the fore-
head. Appendix C presents selected signs
produced at different spatial locations.

Most signs appear to locate on points
like those described above. However, one
important class of signs makes use of loca-
tions created by vectors radiating from mid-
line locations. We have found use for seven
such vectors. These vectors ([L3] [L2] [L1]
[0] [R1] [R2] [R3]) and the locations they
create around their intersection with the
lines representing degrees of distance from
the body are presented in Figure 20. One
such semicircular system of locations may
exist at each contrastive height along the
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midline. The vector specification substi-
tutes in the spatial location schema for the
ipsilateral offset number.

Thus, m-R1-TR specifies a location at
TR height, about an elbow’s length out from
the center line on an approximately thirty
degree right vector. Although the addition
of a second set of location specifications
may appear to be excessive, the behavior of
predicates inflected for subject and object
agreement and the behavior of locative
predicates require it. We will return to this
issue in more detail below.

For many signs, the location of the
strong hand is a point on the weak hand
(fired). The schema describing weak hand
locations is composed of two symbols: one
indicating a major part of the hand (hand,
fingers, forearm, thumb, etc.), and the other
indicating a zone in that major hand part
(inside, back, radial edge, etc.). The specifi-
cations for locations on the weak hand and
examples we have found in ASL appear in
Appendix D.

The handpart slot of the POC complex
will contain a handpart specification con-
structed in the same way as those described
above. Whereas the handpart specifications
exemplified in Appendix D specify weak
hand locations, the handpart slot proper indi-
cates which part of the strong hand makes ref-

erence to or contacts the location of the POC.
An inventory of strong hand handparts we
know to occur in ASL is presented in Appen-
dix E. Combining handpart and location in
POC, we would find that the first segment of
the sign good, for example, contacts the LP
location with the fingerpads of the strong
hand. The POC of this segment will contain
PDFI in the handpart slot and LP in the loca-
tion slot. In the final segment of the sign stop,

the handpart is UL and the location is PA.
The proximity slot of the POC cluster

specifies whether the handpart is in contact
[c] with the location or, if not in contact,
then its distance from the location. It appears
that three distance specifications (proximal
[p], medial [m], and distal [d]) are sufficient.

The spatial relationship slot of the POC
cluster describes the direction at which the
handpart is offset from the location. In
brushing signs the hand moves between
points on two sides of a location, making
brief contact as it passes the location. For ex-
ample, in the sign false the handpart is the
RAFI of a 1o- (index extended) hand con-
figuration. The location is NS, the tip of the
nose. The hand begins at a point proximal
and to the ipsilateral side of the nose and
moves to point proximal and to the con-
tralateral side of the nose, briefly contacting
it as it passes (Figure 21).
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We use two sets of spatial relationship
symbols. One set refers to locations on the
body or in space and the other set refers to
locations on the weak hand. Those for body
and spatial locations are the absolute direc-
tions over, under, behind (toward body from
spatial location), ahead, contra, and ipsi. Be-
cause the weak hand can move, the spatial
relations specified with respect to weak
hand locations are relative to parts of the
hand. The set includes: tipward [toti], base-
ward [toba], toward ulnar side [toul], toward
radial side [tora], palmward [topa], and
backward [tobk]. An articulatory bundle
specified c in the proximity slot may be left
unspecified in the spatial relation slot.

2.4.3 Describing Hand Orientation. The
POC entries in the notation simply place a
part of the hand at a location. At any location
it is possible for the hand to assume countless
orientations. The orientation of the hand is
important in ASL signs, for both lexical con-
trast and morphological functioning. It ap-
pears that signs make use of two dimensions
functioning together to orient the hand. The
first of these is facing, which “points” a part
of the hand at a location. The second is ori-
entation proper which usually indicates
which part of the hand is pointing toward the
ground. The facing cluster is composed of
two entries: one for a handpart and one for a
location. The orientation cluster is also com-
posed of two entries: one for a handpart
(other than that used in facing) and one for a
plane (usually HP). The sign stare exempli-
fies the interaction of facing and orientation.
In citation form it is produced as a hold with
the hand located near and in front of the
shoulder, with a V^o-hand configuration. If
the third person object is associated with the
vector R1, the tips of the fingers point di-
rectly forward toward R1 and the base of the
hand points toward the ground. If the object
is associated with the vector L2, the hand re-

mains in front of the shoulder, and the base
continues to point to the ground, but the tips
point to the object agreement location, in
this case mL2SH.6 Numerous object agree-
ment inflections may be achieved by alter-
ing the facing complex of stare, indepen-
dently from POC and orientation.

3. MORPHEME STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS

Upon recording a corpus of connected signs
using the system described above, it be-
comes clear that certain phonetic details of
the segmental strings are predictable. For
example, some details of phonetic represen-
tations recur as consistent patterns in the
lexicon. These may be stated as morpheme
structure constraints (MSC) on the combi-
nations of features and segments permissi-
ble in novel lexical forms.

Battison (1974, 1978) identifies several
MSCs in ASL, based on the notations pre-
sent in Stokoe et al. (1965). As a result, they
are stated largely in terms of a simultaneous
model of sign structure. Nonetheless, he
identifies both simultaneous and sequential
conditions on the structure of ASL signs. For
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example, he observes that the hand configu-
ration R may contact locations in only a rel-
atively limited number of ways (1978:38).
This observation can be restated explicitly
as a segmental MSC: If the hand configura-
tion of a segment is specified as Ro-, then the
hand part specification in POC will be
one of the following: TIFI (donut), PDFI
(restaurant), BAFI (cigar), BA (rocket).7
Segmental MSCs such as this will constrain
the inventory of segments that may be uti-
lized in forming novel morphemes.

Similarly, Battison noted that in signs
in which the hand configuration changes,
only a limited number of sequences occur.
One such sequential MSC states that if
two segments of a sign contain different
hand configuration specifications and the fi-
nal hand configuration is 1o-, then the first
hand configuration will be 1”o-f (under-

stand). Similar sequential constraints appear
to pertain to the following final/initial pairs of
hand configurations: Ho- / Ho”-f (beat), Vo-
/ Vo”-f (twelve). Such constraints describe
the preferential structure of lexical items but
do not operate as phonological processes
across word boundaries. For example, in the
clause extremely-fond-of ## name “I am
extremely fond of that name,” the Ho-hand
configuration of the final sign name does not
predict a H”o-f hand configuration for the
preceding sign. extremely-fond-of retains
its So-hand configuration, resulting in the se-
quence So-Ho-. The sequence H”o-f Ho-
would be ungrammatical for this clause.
Many other constraints such as these appear
to exist in the lexicon, and will ultimately de-
scribe the extensive harmonic sequencing
observable in ASL signs.

Battison also identifies another, more
unusual sort of MSC, which specifies co-
occurrence relationships between the two
hands (1974). Spoken languages have little
need for specifying the possibilities of co-
occurrence among the independent articu-

lators, although constraints on the feature
[round] and constraints describing coarticu-
lated implosives are probably similar in func-
tion. In ASL it is possible to have fully speci-
fied strong and weak hands performing
identical activities (large) or mirror image
activities (maybe), or completely different
activities (fired). Moreover, there are mini-
mal contrasts among one-handed and two-
handed signs (like; interesting), so the
weak hand is not completely predictable,
and must be specified. Battison’s Domi-
nance Condition specifies rather rigid limi-
tations on differences between the hands.
He points out that if the two hands have dif-
ferent hand configurations then the hand
configuration of the weak hand must be cho-
sen from a very limited set of easily discrim-
inable hand configurations, while the hand
configuration of the strong hand is much less
constrained. The refinement of MSCs of
this type promises to be a rich area of re-
search in the segmental phonology of ASL.

4. PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES

The phonological strings contain still an-
other sort of predictable detail, traceable to
phonological processes, producing alterna-
tions among surface forms. These processes
are typically described by a complex of
phonological rules, each of which may alter
some detail of the representation of a form
or add nonlexical phonological information
to a string. The combined action of these
processes ultimately derives the surface rep-
resentation of the string.

4.1 Movement Epenthesis

Phonological processes proper influence the
phonetic shape of phonological strings. Many
of the phonological processes known to occur
in spoken languages appear also in ASL. The
most easily described is a process which in-
serts a movement between concatenated seg-
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ments, the second of which begins with an
initial articulatory bundle different from the
final articulatory bundle of the preceding seg-
ment. For the most part, this process applies at
the boundary between signs and enjoys the
relatively straightforward function of moving
the hand from the articulatory posture that
ends one sign to the articulatory posture that
begins the next. In the case of mother mull-

over the Movement Epenthesis Rule inserts
an M segment between the last segment of
mother and the first segment of mull-over.

Although it may seem to be unnecessary
to propose a rule describing a process so
predictable, pervasive, and physiologically

motivated, the M segment introduced into
strings by the M Epenthesis Rule functions
as a critical part of the environment that
feeds another phonological process.

4.2 Hold Deletion

That process is Hold Deletion, which, with
certain exceptions, eliminates hold seg-
ments occurring between movement seg-
ments. The surface form of the phrase good

## idea “good idea” demonstrates the appli-
cation of the H Deletion Rule.

Because the sign good ends with a seg-
ment articulated in a different way from the

FIGURE 23. The effect of M Epenthesis in the string MOTHER MULL-OVER.

Effect of Movement Epenthesis MOTHER

MULL-OVER MOTHER MULL-OVER
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initial segment of idea, the M Epenthesis
Rule will insert a segmental bundle, speci-
fied as M, between the two signs. This has
the effect of moving the hand from the area
immediately in front of the chest to a loca-
tion in contact with the side of the forehead

and simultaneously changing the other ar-
ticulatory specifications from those describ-
ing an open hand oriented with its back to
the HP to those of a hand with only the little
finger extended and oriented with the tip of
the little finger upward.

FIGURE 24. Underlying form of GOOD IDEA.
FIGURE 25. GOOD IDEA (Movement Epenthesis
applied)

Final form of GOOD IDEA (Hold Deletion applied) GOOD

IDEA GOOD IDEA

FIGURE 26. The effect of M Epenthesis in the string GOOD IDEA.



Whereas the isolated signs good and
idea end and begin with substantial holds,
when juxtaposed in this phrase the final H
of good and the initial H of idea are de-
leted. The critical environment for the appli-
cation of this rule seems to be the M seg-
ments that surround each H segment.8

The surface form of the clause idea # #
good “The idea is good” is also affected by
the H Deletion rule, which again causes only
the inter-M holds to be deleted [Figure 27].

Certain conditions prohibit application
of the H Deletion Rule. Holds that are
lengthened, either by the presence of local
movement or by morphological processes
such as the one which produces a length-
ened H at the beginning of emphatic forms,
tend not to delete. Moreover, it appears that
the application of H Deletion is variable by
context. Although the extent and exact na-
ture of the variation is not yet clear, it ap-
pears that H segments that do not contact
the body or the other hand are generally
deleted in inter-M contexts (as long as they
are not lengthened), whereas those that do
contact another body part are variably
deleted. The following combinations result
(+ indicates body contact) [Figure 28].

4.3 Metathesis

A number of signs exchange an initial se-
quence of segments with a sequence of final
segments in certain contexts that appear to
be purely phonological. The sign deaf is
typical of such metathesizing signs.

In this form of the sign the index fin-
ger first moves to contact the cheek and
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FIGURE 27. M Epenthesis and H Deletion.

FIGURE 28. Possible and disallowed application
of H Deletion.

FIGURE 29a. DEAF

FIGURE 29b. DEAF



then moves to contact the jaw. This form
of the sign typically occurs immediately
following signs produced in the higher fa-
cial areas. Thus, it would be likely to oc-
cur in the clause father ## deaf “Father
is deaf,” since father is produced with
contact at iFH. However, if deaf is im-
mediately preceded by a sign in the lower
facial regions (and perhaps other lower
areas), the initial two segments are ex-
changed with the final two segments. In the
clause mother ## deaf “Mother is deaf,”
the sign mother produced at the chin
causes deaf to be produced as in Fig-
ure 30.

The sign we further illuminates the
metathesis process. There are two forms of
we; one has a segmental structure like that
of deaf, the other has an H M H sequence,
with an arc M. we1 metathesizes but we2

does not (Figure 31).9
The signs congress, flower, restau-

rant, deaf, honeymoon, navy, twins,

bachelor, parents, home, and head have
all been observed to undergo metathesis. All
these signs have the same basic segmental
structure as deaf, i.e., a movement to a hold
at one location followed by a movement to a
hold at another location. Because no sign

with another segmental structure has been
observed to metathesize, application of the
phonological rule appears to require this
underlying segmental structure. However
not all signs with this underlying segmental
structure may metathesize. body, king,

christ, indian, blouse, thanksgiving,

children, and thing all have the appropri-
ate segmental structure but may not
metathesize. Most of these share the char-
acteristic that their two contacts are in
markedly different locations on the body.
The last two do not make contact with the
body. These tentatively appear to be addi-
tional phonological constraints on the ap-
plication of the rule.

These observations carry two important
implications for the general theory of the
structure of signs we are proposing here.
The first is that we have some justification
for treating signs with this segmental struc-
ture as having two lexical parts. Specifically,
we propose that the underlying form of such
signs contains two unconnected M H se-
quences, which are subject to metathesis
and which (whether or not metathesis has
applied) are connected by the M Epenthe-
sis Rule, as represented in Figure 32.10 Signs
such as we2 have a unitary lexical form
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FIGURE 30a. DEAF (after metathesis). FIGURE 30b. DEAF (after metathesis).



H M H, which may not be permuted by
metathesis and in which the segmental in-
formation in the M must be specified as an
arc.

The second important implication of
these observations suggests that a complete
feature analysis of locations will provide in-
sights into the nature of phonological pro-
cesses. First it is probable that some feature
or set of features unites the sets of locations
between which metathesis may occur and
distinguishes those which are saliently dis-
tant enough to prohibit metathesis. More-
over, the conditioning of the Metathesis
Rule by prior signs will depend on a feature
analysis that recognizes that certain loca-
tions are more to the left or right or below or
above certain other locations. Only features
that carry this sort of information may con-
dition the appropriate application of the
Metathesis Rule. Such featural information

will account for the fact that signs made on
the stomach, the chest, or the chin may all
provide the condition that selects initial oc-
currence of the lowermost sequence of
deaf.

4.4 Gemination

Although such occurrences are rather rare
in ASL, it sometimes happens that the ter-
minal segment of one sign is identical to the
initial segment of the following sign. In the
sentence,

SPAGHETTI3A, MOTHER REPULSED-BY3A

“Mother really hates spaghetti”

the final segment of mother (the form of
mother without local movement) and the
initial segment of repulsed-by are identical
holds. The result is a single long hold. An
epenthetic movement away from the chin
or a hold of normal length is ungrammati-
cal.

4.5 Assimilation

There are numerous instances of assimila-
tion in ASL. For example, the hand config-
uration of the sign me typically assimilates to
that of a contiguous predicate in the same
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FIGURE 31. Alternate forms of WE.

FIGURE 32. Relationship between metathesis
and epenthesis.



clause. Thus, whereas the underlying form
of me contains a 1o- hand configuration, in
the string

MOTHER3ASTARE-AT1. ME GULP.

“Mother was staring at me and I was nervous
about what was to come”

me assumes the 9o-c hand configuration of
gulp. The extent to which signs other than
me assimilate to the hand configuration of
another sign, although not yet thoroughly
investigated, appears to be considerably
more limited.

Assimilation of the hand configuration
of the weak hand to that of the strong hand
in two-handed signs is quite common. For
most signers it appears to be variable, prob-
ably controlled by formality and fast-signing
constraints. Thus, it is common that in signs
in which the strong and weak hand configu-
rations are different in formal signing, the
weak hand configuration will be fully as-
similated to the strong hand configuration
in casual or fast signing.

We have observed numerous other ex-
amples of assimilation in ASL. Among these
are the assimilation of orientation and fac-
ing features of the weak hand to those of the
strong hand; assimilation of features specify-

ing location in POC of an initial segment of
one sign to the location features of the final
segment of the preceding sign; assimilation
of location features of the final segment of a
sign to the location of the initial segment of
a following sign; two-handed signs becom-
ing one-handed as a result of assimilation to
a one-handed sign in the same string; one-
handed signs assimilating to two-handed
signs. These processes await more detailed
description.

4.6 Reduction

Frishberg (1975) notes a number of histori-
cal trends in ASL which she identifies as
“displacement.” Each of these involves the
diachronic relocation of certain signs to ar-
eas either less central to the face (and
thereby less likely to obscure important fa-
cial signals) or to areas more central to the
lower head and upper body regions of the
signing space (and thereby more readily per-
ceptible).

Although such forms appear to be lexi-
calized at their new locations, the phono-
logical processes that originally must have
moved them are still active in contemporary
ASL. The rules which account for them
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ME GULP ME GULP

FIGURE 33. Phonological assimilation of handshape features in the string ME GULP.



appear to be variably selected by casual sign-
ing, and, like vowel reduction rules in spo-
ken languages, have the effect of neutraliz-
ing contrasts of location. Thus, many signs
that are produced with contact at the SFH
location in formal signing may be produced
in casual signing at the CK location. Simi-
larly, signs produced at the CK location (in-
cluding those moved from the SFH loca-
tion) may be produced at the JW location.
These same signs also appear at times with-
out contact in the area immediately in front
of the iNK location. The first segment of the
sign know-that is produced formally at the
SFH location but may occur in casual sign-
ing at any of the other locations described
above.

In a somewhat similar manner, signs
produced at a location proximal to, but not
in contact with FH or NS in citation form
(know-nothing, doubt) and signs pro-
duced with contact at the mouth (glass)
may be produced at the CH location. Signs
that do have underlying contact at the FH or
NS locations are not subject to the effects of
this rule (father, blind). Similar rules exist
to reduce peripheral locations on the torso
to more centralized locations.

It appears also that there are rules that re-
duce the distance between the locations of
two-location signs in casual signing. The
M M M H sequence of the type isolated by
the metathesis rule (congress, home) is
commonly reduced by such a rule, and it ap-
pears that many other segment sequences
also undergo a similar reduction process
(good, give, etc.). Similarly, the size of the
first (round) movement in M M H se-
quences such as year, when, politics, and
question is often reduced in casual signing.

4.7 Perseveration and Anticipation

Typically, signed strings contain both one-
handed and two-handed signs. When a one-

handed sign follows a two-handed sign, al-
though the weak hand is not required, in ca-
sual and fast signing it commonly either per-
severates features of the former sign or
anticipates features of the following sign, or
both, rather than returning to a resting posi-
tion. Although these processes and other
very late phonological processes such as re-
duction have the relatively trivial phonolog-
ical function of speeding and smoothing the
phonetic string, they apply very broadly.
Thus, because they apply to most forms pro-
duced in comfortable signing, these pro-
cesses commonly have a substantial impact
on the underlying form of lexicalized com-
pounds and other lexical entries that result
from the lexicalization of productively pro-
duced forms.

5. MORPHOLOGICAL PROCESSES

Another sort of predictable detail originates
in the morphology, where morphological
processes create words. Across languages,
words are formed by attaching lexical forms
to one another and by moving, reproducing,
deleting from, adding to, and altering the
phonological information carried by lexical
forms. Although both morphological pro-
cesses and phonological processes may add,
delete, alter, or move phonological details,
they differ in that phonological processes do
not account for meaning changes whereas
morphological processes do.

Below we will describe a small selection
of ASL morphological processes that illus-
trate the diverse phonological effects which
result from their application. We have di-
vided these processes into two broad cate-
gories. In the first, meaningful feature bun-
dles (morphemes) are inserted into one or
more segments of a root with incomplete ar-
ticulatory feature bundles. This insertion
results in a phonologically fully specified
stem. In the second major category, the
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morphological processes operate on a com-
pletely formed stem either by removing
some of its phonological features and insert-
ing them in a segmental frame, by modify-
ing them through reduplication, or, rarely,
by attaching an affix.

5.1 Processes that Insert Features in Roots

For many ASL signs, we posit lexical forms
of roots with empty spaces (or “cells”) in
their underlying feature specifications. A
number of ASL morphological processes
“fill out” such incompletely specified roots
with morphemes which consist of the small
bits of phonological information used to fill

the empty cells in the root. The three signs
in Figure 34 are representative of a large
class of such signs, built from roots specified
for all their features except hand configura-
tion. 

These three signs are identical except
for their hand configuration. first-place is
produced with a 1o- hand configuration,
second-place has a Vo- hand configura-
tion, and third-place has a Vu hand con-
figuration. Signs meaning fourth-place

through ninth-place can be formed by us-
ing other hand configurations. In numer-
ous other signs the same hand configur-
ations convey equivalent meanings of
numerosity.
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FIRST-PLACE SECOND-PLACE

THIRD-PLACE

FIGURE 34. Substitutability of numeral morphemes into a phonologically incomplete root morpheme.



We contend that these signs (and others
with numeral hand configurations) contain
at least two morphemes: the root mor-
pheme, a numeral classifier which means
“place in a competition,” and the numeral
morpheme. The two morphemes in sec-

ond-place and their phonological relation-
ship to one another are sketched in Figure
35. The root, place-in-competition, is
composed of three segments and two in-
completely specified articulatory feature
bundles. A numeral morpheme is required
to complete the phonological representa-
tion of the stem second-place.

We refer to roots such as place-in-

competition as “Incomplete S-morphs,”

since their phonological representation is
segmental, but incomplete (Johnson and
Liddell 1984). The numeral morpheme is
referred to as a “P-morph” since it only
provides paradigmatic contrast (i.e., it con-
tains no segmental information). It can be
inserted into a root consisting of one or
more segments and its features simply
spread according to autosegmental prin-
ciples. We have identified more than thirty
different incomplete S-morphs which, like
place-in-competition, require the inser-
tion of a numeral morpheme.11

A second major category of incomplete
S-morph contains verb roots with unspeci-
fied location information. The completed
form of the verb stem of such signs contains
location (vector) specifications received
through the insertion of subject and/or object
agreement morphemes. Two such verbs, ask

and tell, are illustrated in Figure 36.
The initial location for tell is the chin.

Its final location, however, is determined by
the insertion of an object agreement mor-
pheme. In Figure 37, tell agrees in location
with the 3rd person object already indexed
on the signer’s left.12

ask is structured so as to
allow both object agreement and subject
agreement morphemes to be inserted.

The subject agreement morpheme pic-
tured on the left in Figure 38 is determined
by the person and location of the subject
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FIGURE 35. The two bound morphemes required
for “first place,” “second place,” etc.

TELL ASK

FIGURE 36. An object agreement verb (TELL) and a subject-object agreement verb (ASK).



nominal, and is inserted into specific places
in the two feature bundles. The object
agreement morpheme is determined by the
person and location of the object and is sim-
ilarly inserted into both articulatory bun-
dles. Thus, the completed verb stem 3a-ask-
3b is composed of three morphemes: one
root and two agreement morphemes.

In the examples of feature insertion dis-
cussed so far, the root contains only a small
number of empty cells. Many other signs are
built from roots that are specified only for
segment type, and contain empty cells for

all other segment features and all articula-
tory features. This class of signs has been re-
ferred to as “classifier predicates” by Liddell
(1977), and “verbs of motion and location”
by Supalla (1978), who first proposed the
idea of movement roots in the analysis of
these signs. Morphological processes insert
a number of morphemes in appropriate
cells to derive a polysynthetic predicate
stem.

The type of information which can be
inserted into such movement roots has been
investigated in depth by Supalla (1978). We
will not provide additional analysis here, but
simply observe that this category of predi-
cate is highly productive in ASL and is
responsible for a significant number of the
signs observed in ASL discourse.

5.2 Processes that Operate on Fully
Specified Stems

The processes we describe below all operate
on fully specified stems. Such stems can
either come directly from the lexicon as
completely specified s-morphs, or become
fully specified through processes like those
described above.
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FIGURE 37. The shape of TELL with an object
agreement morpheme.

FIGURE 38. The shape of ASK with subject and
object agreement morphemes.

FIGURE 39. The composition of a classifier
predicate.



5.2.1 Frames. Many ASL inflections have
an unusual characteristic. Regardless of the
syllable structure of the uninflected stem
(the input to the process), the syllable struc-
ture of the inflected form (the output) is
completely uniform. For example, Liddell
(1984b) describes the verb inflection for un-
realized-inceptive aspect. The input to the
inflection could be a verb with a single seg-
ment, two segments, or even three seg-
ments. The inflected verbs, however, uni-
formly have the shape M H.

In this analysis the inflected verb is not
strictly a modification of the verb stem, but
rather results from feeding a small piece of
articulatory information from the verb stem
into a segmental structure referred to as an
“inflectional frame.” Figure 41 shows the
shape of the uninflected verb stem tell,

and its form when inflected for the unreal-
ized-inceptive (U-I) aspect.

For verb stems in the same verb class as
tell, the initial feature bundle of the stem is
identical to the final feature bundle of the U-
I form of the verb. Further, all of their U-I
forms have the form M H, and all have the
same location features in the initial feature
bundle. The inflectional frame is the phono-
logical structure provided by the inflection it-

self. This frame is not prefixed or suffixed
onto the stem, but rather, serves as the phono-
logical framework used to construct the in-
flected sign. The frame has a partially speci-
fied initial feature bundle, but no final
bundle of features. For verbs like tell, which
begin in contact with the body, the initial
bundle of articulatory features is removed
from the stem and inserted into final position
in the frame. The remainder of the phono-
logical information from the verb stem does
not appear in the inflected form.13 The re-
sulting sign begins at the location specified
by the inflectional frame and moves to what
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TELL TELL (unrealized-inceptive)

FIGURE 40. TELL and its unrealized-inceptive form.

FIGURE 41. The stem TELL and its unrealized-
inceptive form.



was the original location specified in the
stem.

Many details have been left out of our
description of this inflection. In fact, three

such frames (i.e., three allomorphs) are
needed to account for the U-I data. A fuller
account can be found in Liddell (1984b).
There are a number of other ASL in-
flections which will naturally lend them-
selves to an analysis utilizing inflectional 
frames.

5.2.2 Reduplication. Reduplication is com-
mon in ASL. Habitual aspect and iterative
aspect are each marked in ASL by a different
type of reduplication rule.14 Figure 43 illus-
trates the form of the verb look along with
its habitual and iterative forms.

For purposes of our discussion, we will
use the verb stem ask, described earlier, and
its habitual and iterative forms. The shape of
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FIGURE 42. Unrealized-Inceptive Frame.

LOOK LOOK (habitual)

LOOK (iterative)

FIGURE 43. The habitual and iterative forms of LOOK.



the movement of these forms is the same as
that seen in Figure 44. The verb stem ask is
an incomplete S-morph. It has phonologi-
cal cells which are filled with subject and
object agreement morphemes.

After the subject and object agreement
morphemes are inserted, the phonological
structure of the stem is complete. Habitual
aspect is then marked for the verb ask

through the application of a reduplication
rule like the following:

Habitual Aspect Rule:

(for H M H signs)

1 2 3 → 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

srt srt srt srt

The rule produces four copies of the
verb stem and shortens each of the move-
ments (srt).15 The application of this rule cre-
ates the environment for the M Epenthesis
Rule described under phonological pro-
cesses above.

The circled Ms are inserted between
the final H of one repetition and the initial
H of the next by the M Epenthesis Rule. Be-
cause none of those Hs are attached to artic-
ulatory bundles specified for body contact,
the H Deletion Rule applies. It deletes every

H except for the first and the last, producing
the structure in Figure 45.

The epenthetic Ms and the feature
bundles attach as shown in Figure 46. This
produces what, for ASL, is a relatively long
word consisting of nine segments.

A different and slightly more compli-
cated reduplication rule could have ap-
plied, producing the iterative aspect.

Iterative rule: 
1 2 3 → 1 2 3 M 1 2 3 M 1 2 3

Long arc Long arc Long

The application of this rule to ASK will
produce the following structure (see Figure
47).

In this case the M Epenthesis Rule will
not apply because the reduplication rule itself
has already inserted a particular type of M
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FIGURE 44. ASK

FIGURE 45. Habitual form after application of M
Epenthesis.

FIGURE 46. Surface form of ASK (habitual aspect.)

FIGURE 47. Result of application of iterative rule
to ASK.



(with the feature “arc”) between each
repetition of the stem. The rule has also
marked some of the Hs with the feature
[long], which prohibits application of the H
Deletion Rule. The H Deletion Rule may ap-
ply to unlengthened Hs, however. Its applica-
tion produces the structure in Figure 48.

The application of the Iterative Rule
has also produced a rather long ASL sign,
though its structure is significantly different
from that produced by the Habitual Aspect
Rule. 

We will now summarize the morpho-
logical and phonological processes which
have interacted to form these two forms of
ask. Each began as a phonologically incom-
plete stem. The stem was made complete
through a morphological rule which inserts
agreement morphemes into the stem. The
completed stem then underwent one of the
reduplication rules, which produced an as-
pectual inflection. The application of either
of the reduplicative rules creates the envi-
ronment for the application of one or more
phonological rules. The phonological rules
then apply to produce the correct surface
form. 

It has been common practice in the past
to refer to signs which have undergone
reduplication process as being marked by
the phonological feature [+ redup] (Fischer
and Gough, 1978; Supalla and Newport,
1978; Klima and Bellugi, 1979; Padden and
Perlmutter, 1984). It should be clear from
the two reduplication rules we have exam-
ined that such an approach is not adequate.

The two reduplicated forms do not differ
from their stems by the single phonological
feature [+/- redup]. They have undergone a
reduplicative process which copies phono-
logical segments, adds phonological fea-
tures, and triggers the application of phono-
logical rules.

5.2.3 Affixation. Across spoken languages,
one of the most common phonological
means for marking the application of a mor-
phological process is the affixation of one or
more segments to a stem. This also occurs in
ASL, but it is uncommon. The one clear
case is a nominalizing suffix having the
structure M H. When suffixed to the verb
teach, it produces a word meaning
“teacher,” and, when suffixed to the noun
law, it produces “lawyer.” This is the only
ASL morpheme we know of which clearly
has the status of an affix. Most ASL mor-
phological activity involves filling in cells in
phonologically incomplete segments, or op-
erations on phonologically complete stems,
which either modify them through the use
of frames, or through some type of redu-
plicative process.

6. CONCLUSION

Early in this paper we suggested that, al-
though the terminology of modern phonol-
ogy would appear to eliminate signed lan-
guages from phonological analysis, the
concepts that underlie the terminology are
sufficiently broad to permit its application to
the levels of organization of sign language.
Our discussion of the phonetic, phonologi-
cal, and morphological structures of ASL has
been aimed at demonstrating the often sur-
prising degree to which both the levels of or-
ganization and the processes and structures
of ASL parallel those found in spoken lan-
guages. Thus, it should now be possible to re-
fer to the phonetic structure, the morpheme
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FIGURE 48. ASK (Iterative form) after H deletion
is applied.



structure conditions, or the phonological
processes of sign languages and be confident
that what is being described is analogous to
similar phenomena in spoken languages.
This potential for comparison permits an ex-
pansion of our knowledge about language
universals, and should encourage the de-
scription of some of the dozens of indepen-
dent sign languages of the world. 

More importantly, the unique lexical
structures and morphological processes we
have identified and described add to our
knowledge of the variety of forms of human
language.
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NOTES

1. It might be possible to argue that in many cases,
the hold at the end of a sign is simply the physio-
logical result of making contact with the body. It is
not difficult to demonstrate that this is not so. The
sign know moves toward the forehead, makes con-
tact, then stops briefly in contact with the fore-
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head. It can be described as ending with hold
manner. Liddell (1984a) reports the occurrence
of a noncontacting form of the sign in which the
hand approaches but does not touch the forehead
and in which the sign still ends with hold manner.

2. In actuality, discourse strings must be represented
as several simultaneous strings: one for each
hand, since each produces segments, and one for
each linguistically independent complex of torso,
head, and facial behaviors. For the moment we
are focusing on segments and strings of segments
produced by a single hand. 

3. Earlier work treated these as features of hand con-
figuration (Liddell, 1984a). There is evidence for
their independence from hand configuration,
however, in the fact that certain of the local
movements function as the sole manual markers
of inflectional morphemes attached to signs
which have plain (i.e., nonmoving) hand config-
urations in their uninflected forms.

4. It may be that a single feature such as “contract-
ing” unifies both hooking and flattening.

5. For certain hand configurations and under cer-
tain discourse conditions it is possible to achieve
twisting and nodding with the elbow joint rather
than the wrist joint. For example, the sign where

is typically performed by twisting the wrist but by
changing the hand configuration to one with a
straight, rigid wrist the twisting can be transferred
to the elbow. Similarly, yes which normally nods
at the wrist may nod at the elbow in its emphatic
form.

6. This sign also inflects for subject agreement. In
fact, the example shown in Fig. 22 is the appro-
priate one for a first person subject, but we will
not deal with this issue here.

7. Recently introduced signs for representing En-
glish words whose spellings begin with r use three
other hand parts in POC: PA (relax), UL
(right), RAFI (really), but the use of such in-
troduced signs is highly constrained.

8. A treatment whereby lexical forms of such signs
contain terminal M segments and H segments
are inserted finally would also have to propose
that the initial H segments were also inserted by
phonological process. This is not an appealing so-
lution, however, since there exist signs with initial
M segments that are not preceded by H segments,

even in isolation (when). We know of no princi-
pled way to predict which signs would add an H
and which would not. Moreover, a number of
signs consist of only a hold in isolation but are
deleted between Ms. The underlying M solution
would clearly not work for such signs since they
have no M. The alternative proposal would
amount to a claim that they have no segmental
structure in their underlying forms which appears
to introduce unnecessary complication to a the-
ory of lexical structure of ASL.

9. The feature bundles in these two signs share
many features. That is, feature bundle “b” is
closely related to feature bundle “B.” Likewise,
feature bundle “d” is very similar to feature bun-
dle “D.”

10. Hold Deletion may optionally apply to the first
hold of this string, yielding an M M M H surface
form. In addition, although the derivation is pre-
sented in ordered form, M Epenthesis and
Metathesis appear to be unordered with respect
to each other. 

11. Many of these are analyzed in detail in Liddell,
Ramsey, Powell, and Corina (1984).

12. In ASL discourse any nominal may be assigned a
grammatical association with a spatial location or
vector. The process of assigning this association
has been called “indexing” and the location or
vector associated with the nominal has been
called its “index.” While ASL pronouns may
make reference to a nominal by pointing at its in-
dex, verbs such as tell and ask agree with their
subject and object nominals through the inser-
tion of agreement morphemes. The agreement
morphemes are morphs, the phonological form
of which is a specification determined by the lo-
cation of the index of a nominal.

13. We hesitate to talk about “deletion” here since
this constructive process may take place within
the lexicon. If so, then the process merely copies
(reads, selects) specific information from the lex-
ical entry of the stem and there is nothing to
delete.

14. The data on these aspects are from Klima and
Bellugi (1979), who first described them.

15. The actual number of repetitions can vary. For ex-
ample, it could easily be produced with three
rather than four repetitions.
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A continuous stream of speech can be bro-
ken up by the listener (or linguist) into
smaller, meaningful parts. A conversation,
for example, can be divided into the sen-
tences of the conversation, which can be di-
vided up further into the words that make
up each of the sentences. It is obvious to
most people that a sentence has a meaning,
and that each of the words in it has a mean-
ing as well. Can we go further and divide
words into smaller units which still have
meanings? Many people think not; their im-
mediate intuition is that words are the basic
meaningful elements of a language. This is,
however, not the case. Many words can be
broken down into still smaller units. Think,
for example, of words such as unlucky, un-
happy, and unsatisfied. The un- in each of
these words has the same meaning, loosely,
that of “not,” but un is not a word by itself.
Thus, we have identified units—smaller
than the word—which have meanings.
These are called morphemes. Now consider
the words look, looks, and looked. What
about the s in looks and the ed in looked?
These segments can be separated from the
meaningful unit look, and although they do
not really have an identifiable meaning
themselves, each does have a particular
function. The s is required for agreement
with certain subjects (she looks, but not *she
look), and the ed signifies that the action of
the verb look has already taken place. Seg-

ments such as these are also considered
morphemes. Thus, a morpheme is the small-
est linguistic unit which has a meaning or
grammatical function. 

Some words, of course, are not com-
posed of other morphemes. Car, spider, and
race, for example, are words, but they are
also morphemes since they cannot be bro-
ken down into smaller meaningful parts.
Morphemes which are also words are called
free morphemes since they can stand alone.
Bound morphemes, on the other hand, never
exist as words themselves, but are always at-
tached to some other morpheme. Some ex-
amples of bound morphemes in English are
un, ed, and s.

When we identify the number and types
of morphemes a given word consists of, we
are looking at what is referred to as the struc-
ture of the word. Morphology is the study of
how words are structured and how they are
put together from smaller parts. Morpholo-
gists not only identify the different classes of
morphemes but also study the patterns that
occur in the combination of morphemes in
a given language. For example, consider the
words rewrite, retake, and relive. Notice that
re is a bound morpheme which attaches
only to verbs, and, furthermore, attaches to
the beginning of the verb, not the end.
Every speaker of English knows you can’t
say write-re or take-re (where re- is connected
to the end of the free morpheme), nor can
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you say rechoice or repretty (where re- is con-
nected to a morpheme which is not a verb).
In other words, part of a speaker’s linguistic
competence is knowing, in addition to the
meaning of the morphemes of a language,
the ways in which the morphemes are al-
lowed to combine with other morphemes.

Morphemes can be classified as either
bound or free, as we have seen. There are
three additional ways of characterizing mor-
phemes. The first is to label bound mor-
phemes according to whether they attach to
the beginning or end of a word. You are most
likely familiar with these terms. A prefix at-
taches to the beginning and a suffix attaches
to the end of a word. The general term for
prefixes and suffixes is affix, so bound mor-
phemes are also referred to as affixes. The
second way of characterizing morphemes is
to classify bound morphemes according to
their function in the complex words of which
they are a part. When some morphemes at-
tach to words, they create, or derive, new
words, either by changing the meaning of the
word or by changing its part of speech. For ex-
ample, un- in unhappy creates a new word
with the opposite meaning of happy. Notice
that both unhappy and happy are adjec-
tives. The suffix ness in quickness, however,
changes the part of speech of quick, an ad-
jective, into a noun, quickness. Morphemes
that change the meaning or part of speech of
a word they attach to are called derivational
morphemes. Other morphemes do not alter
words in this way, but only refine and give
extra grammatical information about the
word’s already existing meaning. For ex-
ample, cat and cats are both nouns which ba-
sically have the same meaning (i.e., they re-
fer to the same sort of thing), but cats, with
the plural morpheme -s, contains only the
additional information that there are more
than one of these things referred to. The mor-
phemes which serve a purely grammatical
function, never creating a new word but only

a different form of the same word, are called
inflectional morphemes.

In every word we find that there is at least
one free morpheme. In a morphologically
complex word, i.e., one composed of a free
morpheme and any number of bound affixes,
the free morpheme is referred to as the stem,
root, or base. However, if there is more than
one affix in a word, we cannot say that all of
the affixes attach to the stem. Consider the
word happenings, for example. When -ing is
added to happen, we note that a new word is
derived; it is morphologically complex, but it
is a word. The plural morpheme -s is added
onto the word happening, not the suffix -ing.

In English the derivational morphemes
are either prefixes or suffixes, but, by
chance, the inflectional morphemes are all
suffixes. Of course, this is not the same in
other languages. There are only eight in-
flectional morphemes in English. They are
listed below along with an example of the
type of stem each can attach to.

The difference between inflectional
and derivational morphemes is sometimes
difficult to see at first. Some characteristics
of each are listed here and on the next page
to help make the distinction clearer.

DERIVATIONAL MORPHEMES

1. Change the part of speech or the meaning
of a word, e.g., -ment added to a verb
forms a noun (judg-ment) re-activate
means “activate again.”

2. Syntax does not require the presence of
derivational morphemes. They typically
indicate semantic relations within a word,
but no syntactic relations outside the word
(compare this with #2 below) e.g., un-kind
relates -un “not” to kind, but has no partic-
ular syntactic connections outside the
word—note that the same word can be
used in he is unkind and they are unkind.

3. Are usually not very productive—deriva-
tional morphemes generally are selective
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about what they’ll combine with e.g., the
suffix -hood occurs with just a few nouns
such as brother, neighbor, and knight, but
not with most others, e.g., friend, daugh-
ter, or candle.

4. Typically occur before inflectional suf-
fixes, e.g., govern-ment-s: -ment, a deriva-
tional suffix, precedes -s, an inflectional
suffix.

5. May be prefixes or suffixes (in English),
e.g., pre-arrange, arrange-ment.

INFLECTIONAL MORPHEMES

1. Do not change meaning or part of speech,
e.g., big, bigg-er, bigg-est are all adjectives.

2. Are required by the syntax. They typically
indicate syntactic or semantic relations
between different words in a sentence,
e.g., Nim love-s bananas: -s marks the 3rd
person singular present form of the verb,
relating it to the 3rd singular subject Nim.

3. Are very productive. They typically occur
with all members of some large class of
morphemes, e.g., the plural morpheme
/-s/ occurs with almost all nouns.

4. Occur at the margin of a word, after any deri-
vational morphemes, e.g., ration-al-iz-ation-s: 
-s is inflectional, and appears at the very
end of the word.

5. Are suffixes only (in English).

There is one final distinction between
types of morphemes which is useful to make.
Some morphemes have semantic content.
That is, they either have some kind of inde-
pendent, identifiable meaning or indicate a
change in meaning when added to a word.
Others serve only to provide information
about grammatical function by relating cer-
tain words in a sentence to each other (see 2
under inflectional morphemes, above). The
former are called content morphemes, and
the latter are called function morphemes.
This might appear at first to be the same as
the inflectional and derivational distinction.
They do overlap, but not completely. All de-

rivational morphemes are content mor-
phemes, and all inflectional morphemes are
function morphemes, as you might have sur-
mised. However, some words can be merely
function morphemes. Examples in English
of such free morphemes that are also func-
tion morphemes are prepositions, articles,
pronouns, and conjunctions.

In this file, we have been using conven-
tional spelling to represent morphemes. But
it is important to realize that morphemes
are pairings of sounds with meanings, not
spellings with meanings, and representing
morphemes phonetically reveals some in-
teresting facts. We find that just as different
free morphemes can have the same pho-
netic representations, as in ear (for hearing)
and ear (of corn), the same is true of bound
morphemes. For example, the plural, pos-
sessive, and third person singular suffixes
can all sound identical in English (e.g., cats
[kæts], Frank’s [fræηks], and walks [waks]).
These three suffixes are completely differ-
ent morphemes, they just happen to be ho-
mophonous, or sound alike, in English.
Similarly, there are two morphemes in En-
glish that sound like [in]. One means “not”
as in inoperable or intolerable, and the other
means “in” as in intake or inside.

One of the more interesting things re-
vealed by transcribing morphemes phoneti-
cally is the interaction of phonological and
morphological processes. For example, some
morphemes have more than one phonetic
representation depending on which sounds
precede or follow them, but since each of the
pronunciations serves the same function or
has the same meaning, it is considered to be
the same morpheme. In other words, the
same morpheme can be pronounced differ-
ently depending upon the sounds that follow
or precede it. Of course, these different pro-
nunciations will be patterned. For example,
the phonetic representation of the plural
morpheme is either [s] as in cats, [z] as in
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dogs, or [əz] as in churches. Each of these
three pronunciations is said to be an allo-
morph of the same morpheme because [s],
[z], and [əz] all have the same function (mak-
ing some word plural) and because they are
similar phonetically. Note that this same
phonological process which causes the
plural morpheme /s/ to be pronounced as [s]
after voiceless sounds, [z] after voiced sounds,
and [əz] after sibilants also applies to the pos-
sessive morpheme /s/ and the 3rd person
singular morpheme /s/. Consider the mor-
pheme /in/ which means “not” in the words
inoperable, incongruent, and impossible.
What are the allomorphs of this morpheme?

We now call your attention to a few pit-
falls of identifying morphemes. First, don’t
confuse morphemes with syllables. A few ex-
amples will show that the number of mor-
phemes and syllables in a word are indepen-
dent of each other. Consider the word coats.
It is a one-syllable word composed of two
morphemes. Coat happens to be one mor-
pheme and consists of a single syllable, but -s
is not even a syllable, although it is a mor-
pheme. Note that syllable is a three-syllable
word composed only of one morpheme.

Secondly, note that a given morpheme
has a particular sound or sound sequence
associated with it, but not every instance of
that sound sequence in the language repre-
sents that morpheme. For example, take the
plural morpheme /s/. When you hear the
word [karts] in isolation, you can’t deter-
mine if the [s] is an instance of this plural
morpheme (the carts are back in the store),
or an instance of the possessive morpheme
(the cart’s wheels turn funny) or of the 3rd
person singular morpheme (He carts those
books around everyday). That sound se-
quence may not even be a morpheme at all.
The [s] in [sun], for example, is not a mor-
pheme. Likewise, the [in] of inexcusable is
the morpheme which means “not,” but the
[in] of print is not a morpheme.

Third, remember to analyze the pho-
netic representations of morphemes and
not their spellings. A morpheme can have
one or more allomorphs, and these allo-
morphs might be represented by the same or
different spellings. The -er in writer is the
same morpheme as the -or in editor, and the
-ar in liar, since all three mean “one who,”
but they do not represent separate allo-
morphs since their pronunciations are iden-
tical, namely, [r]. On the other hand, the -s
in Mark’s, John’s and Charles’s are the same
morpheme, but represent three different al-
lomorphs, since each is pronounced differ-
ently.

Finally, we include below a summary
list of criteria which might help you to iden-
tify the different types of morphemes.

Given a morpheme,

1. Can it stand alone as a word?
YES → it’s a free morpheme (e.g., bubble,
orange)
NO → it’s a bound morpheme (e. g., -er in
beater, -s in oranges)

2. Does it have the principal meaning of the
word it’s in?
YES → it’s the stem (e.g., happy in
un-happiness)
NO → it’s an affix (e.g., -or in contributor
or, pre- in preview) 

3. Does it create a new word by changing
the meaning and/or part of speech?
YES → it’s a derivational affix (e.g., re- in
rewind, -ist in artist)
NO → it’s an inflectional affix (e.g., -est in
smartest)

4. Does it have a meaning, or cause a
change in meaning when added to a
word?
YES → it’s a content morpheme (e.g., -un
in untrue
NO → it’s a function morpheme (e.g.,
the, to, or, -s in books)
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When we examine words composed of only
two morphemes, we implicitly know two
facts about the ways in which affixes join
with their stems. First, the stems with which
a given affix may combine normally belong
to the same part of speech. For example, the
suffix -able attaches freely to verbs, but not
to adjectives or nouns; thus, we can add this
suffix to the verbs adjust, break, compare,
and debate, but not to the adjectives asleep,
lovely, happy, and strong, nor the nouns
anger, morning, student, or success. Second,
the words formed by the addition of a given
affix to some word or morpheme also nor-
mally belong to the same part of speech. For
example, the expressions resulting from the
addition of -able to a verb are always adjec-
tives; thus adjustable, breakable, compa-
rable, and debatable are all adjectives

These two facts have an important con-
sequence for determining the way in which
words with more than one affix must be
formed. What it means is that words are
formed in steps, with one affix attaching to a
complete word, which can be a free mor-
pheme or a morphologically complex word.
Words with more than one affix are not
formed in one single step with the affixes and
stem just strung together. For example, con-
sider the word unusable, which is composed
of a prefix un- a stem use, and a suffix -able.
One possible way this morphologically com-

plex word might be formed is all at once, as
in: un + use + able, where the prefix and the
suffix attach at the same time to the verb
stem use. However, this cannot be the case
knowing what we know about how affixes at-
tach only to certain parts of speech and cre-
ate words of certain parts of speech. The pre-
fix un-, meaning “not,” attaches only to
adjectives and creates new words which are
also adjectives. (Compare with unkind, un-
wise, and unhappy.) The suffix -able, on the
other hand, attaches to verbs and forms
words which are adjectives. (Compare with
stoppable, doable, and washable.) There-
fore, un- cannot attach to use, since use is a
verb and not an adjective. However, if -able
attaches first to the stem use, then it creates
an adjective, usable, and the prefix -un is al-
lowed to combine with it. Thus, the forma-
tion of the word unusable is a two-step pro-
cess whereby use and -able attach first, then
un- attaches to the word usable.

Recall that what we are analyzing is the
internal structure of words. Words, since
they are formed by steps, have a special type
of structure characterized as hierarchical.
This hierarchical structure can be schemat-
ically represented by means of a “tree”
which indicates the steps involved in the for-
mation of the word, i.e., which morphemes
joined together first and so on. The tree for
unusable is:
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Now consider the word reusable. Both
the prefix re- and the suffix -able attach to
verbs, but we have already shown that one
must attach first. Which is it? Notice that
reusable cannot be regarded as the result of
adding the prefix re- to the word usable since
re- attaches only to verbs (compare with
redo, relive, and refuel) and usable is an ad-
jective. However, -able can attach to the
verb reuse since -able attaches to verbs.
Thus, our understanding of how the affixes
re- and -able combine with other mor-
phemes allows us to conclude that the verb
reuse, but not the adjective usable, is a step
in the formation of the adjective reusable.

Interestingly, some words are ambigu-
ous in that they have more than one mean-
ing. When we examine their internal struc-
ture, we find an explanation for this: their
structure may be analyzed in more than one
way. Consider, for example, the word un-
lockable. This could mean either “not able
to be locked” or “able to be unlocked.” If we
made a list to determine the parts of speech
the affix un- attaches to, we would discover
that there are not one but two prefixes which
sound like un-. The first combines with ad-
jectives to form new adjectives, and means
“not.” (Compare with unaware, unintelli-
gent, or unwise.) The second prefix un-
combines with verbs to form new verbs, and
means “do the reverse of.” (Compare with
untie, undo, or undress.) 

Remember from Files 40 and 41 that
even though these prefixes sound alike, they
are entirely different morphemes. Because
of these two different sorts of un- in English,
unlockable may be analyzed in two different
ways. First, the suffix -able may join with the

verb lock to form the adjective lockable. un-
may then join with this adjective to form the
new adjective unlockable, with the meaning
“not able to be locked.” This way of forming
unlockable is schematized in the following
tree:

The second way of forming unlockable is
as follows. The prefix un- joins with the verb
lock to form the verb unlock. The suffix -able
then joins with this verb to form the adjective
unlockable with the meaning of “able to be
unlocked.” This manner of forming unlock-
able is represented by the following tree:

SOME SUGGESTIONS

There are a few prefixes which do not attach
exclusively to one part of speech. For ex-
ample, consider the prefix pre-. Pre- attaches
to verbs and does not change the part of
speech as the following examples show:

preexist
predecide
predetermine
predefine
premeditate

However, there are examples of words
with the prefix pre- which do not follow the
same pattern as those cited above:

preseason
predawn
prewar
pregame

Adj

un lock able

V

Adj

un lock able

Adj

Adj

un use able

V
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In these words pre- attaches to a noun and
forms an adjective (the preseason game, the pre-
war propaganda, the pregame warmup). How-
ever, the “meaning” of the prefix is the same as
in preexist, predecide, etc. (although its function
is different). In addition, there are sets such as:

prefrontal
predental
preinvasive
prehistoric

In these words, pre- is attaching to an adjec-
tive, forming adjectives, and has the same
“meaning” as in preexist, predecide, etc. So
this is a bit problematic. We don’t want to
throw out the idea that a given affix attaches
only to one part of speech, since the over-
whelming majority of affixes adhere to this
pattern. Apparently, some morphemes be-
come so productive that their combinator-
ial possibilities can be extended. Such must
be the case with pre-. Note, however, that
its combinations are nevertheless rule-gov-
erned. When pre- attaches to verbs, it forms
only verbs. When it attaches to nouns, it
forms only adjectives, and when it attaches
to adjectives, it forms only adjectives. So, it
is advisable to consider many examples
when attempting to determine the rules by
which a given affix combines.

EXERCISES

1. Draw a tree diagram for the word pre-
judgment.

2. Draw tree diagrams for each of the follow-
ing words: 

a. reconstruction
b. unaffordable
c. un-American
d. manliness
e. impersonal
f. irreplaceability
g. oversimplification
h. unhappiness
i. impotency
j. international
k. misunderstandable
l. dehumidifier

m. unrespectable
n. nonrefundable
o. mismanagement
p. underspecification
q. restatement
r. inflammability
s. unmistakable
t. insincerity
u. dysfunctional
v. inconclusive
w. premeditatively
x. overgeneralization
y. reformer 
z. infertility 

aa. dishonesty

3. We said that polar opposite (“not”) unat-
taches only to adjectives, but two excep-
tions to this rule are Uncola and Uncar.
Why are these exceptions? Why would
advertisers have made them up in the first
place when the words fail to follow the
rule?



In the previous files of this section, we have
been looking at how words are put together
out of smaller parts. We have seen that En-
glish makes use of derivational morphemes
to create more words than would exist with
only free morphemes, and, of course, En-
glish is not the only language that enlarges
its vocabulary in this way. When linguists
observe a language which uses the combin-
ing of bound and free morphemes to form
additional words, they note that the occur-
ring combinations are systematic, i.e., rule-
governed, as we have certainly seen is the
case in English. To illustrate, recall that the
prefix un-, meaning “not” attaches only
to adjectives, the prefix re- attaches only
to verbs, and the suffix -ful attaches only to
nouns. Because these combinations are
rule-governed, we can say that a process is
at work, namely a word formation process,
since new words are being formed. What we
will consider in this file are the ways in
which languages create new words from
bound and free morphemes. There are
other ways in which new words come into
use in a language, but they will be discussed
in Files 95 and 96 in Historical Linguistics.

Before describing some of the word for-
mation processes found in the world’s lan-
guages, we must first address the question:
in what sense is it meant that new words are
being “formed?” Do we mean that every

time a speaker uses a morphologically com-
plex word that the brain reconstructs it?
Some linguists would maintain that this
is the case. They would claim that in a
speaker’s mental dictionary, called the
lexicon, each morpheme is listed individu-
ally, along with other information such as
what it means, its part of speech (if a free
morpheme), and possibly a rule naming
what it can combine with, if it is a bound
morpheme. Thus, each time a word was
used, it could be reformed from the separate
entries in the lexicon. However there is evi-
dence which indicates this is not actually
the case; even morphologically complex
words apparently have a separate entry in
the adult lexicon. There are other reasons,
though, to consider derivation a process of
word formation. A linguist analyzing a lan-
guage uses the term formation to mean that
the lexicon of a language includes many
items which are systematically related to
one another. Speakers of a given language,
however, are also often aware of these rela-
tionships. We see evidence of this when new
words actually are formed based on patterns
that exist in the lexicon. For example, a
speaker of English may never have heard
words such as unsmelly, smellless, or smell-
ful before, but he or she would certainly un-
derstand what they mean. The word
stick-to-it-ive-ness causes some prescriptiv-
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ists to wail; why create this new word when a
perfectly good word, perseverance, already
exists? This word illustrates that speakers of
a language have no problem accessing the
patterns in their lexicons and applying them
for new creations. Thus, the term formation
is applicable. Rules which speakers actually
apply to form words that are not currently in
use in a language are termed productive. En-
glish has examples of nonproductive mor-
phemes as well; for example, the suffix -tion
is not used by speakers to form new nouns,
whereas the suffix -ness is.

AFFIXATION

Words formed by the combination of bound
affixes and free morphemes are the result of
the process of affixation. Although English
uses only prefixes and suffixes, many other
languages use infixes as well. Infixes are in-
serted within the root morpheme. Note that
English really has no infixes. At first glance
at a word like doubtfully some students
think that -ful is an infix because it occurs in
the middle of a word. Recall from File 42,
however, that doubtfully has a hierarchical
structure which indicates that the -ly suffix is
not attaching to the affix -ful, but rather is at-
taching to a complete word, doubtful. Thus
-ful attaches to the word doubt as a suffix and
does not break up the morpheme doubt.
Tagalog, one of the major languages of the
Philippines, uses infixes quite extensively.
For example, the infix -um is used to form
the infinitive form of verbs:

[sulat] “write” [sumulat] “to write”

[bili] “buy” [bumili] “to buy”

[kuha] “take, get” [kumuha] “to take, to get”

COMPOUNDING

Compounding is a process which forms new
words not from bound affixes but from two

or more independent words. The words that
are the parts of the compound can be free
morphemes, words derived by affixation, or
even words formed by compounding them-
selves. Examples in English of these three
types include:

girlfriend air conditioner lifeguard chair

blackbird looking glass aircraft carrier

textbook watch maker life insurance 
salesman

Notice that in English compound
words are not represented consistently in
the orthography. Sometimes they are writ-
ten together, sometimes they are written
with a dash, and sometimes they are writ-
ten separately. We know, however, that
compounding forms words and not just
syntactic phrases, regardless of how the
compound is spelled, because the stress
patterns are different for compounds.
Think about how you would say the words
red neck in each of the two following sen-
tences:

1. The wool sweater gave the man a red
neck.

2. The redneck in the bar got drunk and
started yelling. 

Compounds which have words in the
same order as phrases have primary stress on
the first word only, while individual words in
phrases have independent primary stress.
Some other examples are listed below. (Pri-
mary stress is indicated by ´.)

Compounds Phrases

bláckbird bláck bírd

mákeup máke úp

Other compounds can have phrasal
stress patterns, but only if they can’t possibly
be phrases. These same compounds might
also have stress on the first word only, like
other compounds. For example:
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eásy-góing eásy-going

mán-máde mán-made

hómemáde hómemade

German is one of the many languages
which also uses compounding to form new
words. Some examples of the numerous
compounds in German are:

Muttersprache
“native language” < “mother tongue”

Schreibtisch “desk” < “writing table”

stehenbleiben “stand (still)” < “stay remain”

wunderkind
“child prodigy” < “miracle child”

Geschwindigkeitsbegrenzung
“speed limit” < “speed limit”

REDUPLICATION

Reduplication is a process of forming new
words either by doubling an entire free mor-
pheme (total reduplication) or part of it (partial
reduplication). English makes use of reduplica-
tion very sporadically. Some English examples
are higglety-pigglety, hoity-toity, and hocus-
pocus. However, note that these partial redupli-
cations are not a single morpheme. Other lan-
guages do, however, make use of reduplication
more extensively. Indonesian uses total redu-
plication to form the plurals of nouns:

[rumah] “houses” [rumahrumah] “house”

[ibu] “mother” [ibuibu] “mothers”

[lalat] “fly” [lalatlalat] “flies”

Tagalog uses partial reduplication to indi-
cate the future tense:

[bili] “buy” [bibili] “will buy”

[kain] “eat” [kakain] “will eat”

[pasok] “enter” [papasok] “will enter”

In conjunction with the prefix -maŋ (which
often changes the initial consonant of a fol-
lowing morpheme to a nasal with the same
place of articulation as the original initial
consonant), Tagalog uses reduplication to
derive words for occupations:

[mamimili] “a buyer” </maŋ + bi + bili/
(cf. [bili] “buy”)

[manunulat] “a writer” </maŋ + su + sulat/
(cf. [sulat] “write”)

[maŋʔiʔisda] “a fisherman” </maŋ + ʔi + ʔisda/
(cf. [ʔisda] “fish”)

MORPHEME-INTERNAL CHANGES

Besides adding an affix to a morpheme or
copying all or part of the morpheme to
make new words or make morphological
distinctions, it is also possible to make mor-
pheme-internal modifications. There are a
few examples of this in English.

1. Although the usual pattern of plural for-
mation is to add an inflectional mor-
pheme, some English plurals make an in-
ternal modification:
man men
woman women
goose geese
foot feet

2. The usual pattern of past and past partici-
ple formation is to add an affix, but some
verbs also show an internal change:
ring rang rung
sing sang sung
swim swam swum

Some verbs show both an internal change
and the addition of an affix to one form:
break broke broken
bite bit bitten

3. Some word class changes are also indi-
cated only via internal changes
strife strive 
teeth teethe
breath breathe
life live (V) 
life live (Adj)

SUPPLETION

Languages that employ morphological pro-
cesses to form words will usually have a reg-
ular, productive way of doing so according
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to one or more of the processes discussed
above. They might also have some smaller
classes of words that are irregular because
they mark the same morphological distinc-
tion by another of these processes. Some-
times, however, the same distinction can be
represented by two different words which
don’t have any systematic difference in
form—they are exceptions to all of the pro-
cesses. This completely irregular situation is
called suppletion and usually only occurs in
a few words of a language. 

In English, for example, the regular past
tense is formed by the ending realized by the
allomorphs [t], [d] or [əd]. Most English
verbs, and any newly made-up words such as
scroosh or blat, will have this past tense
form:

[wak] “walk” [wakt] “walked”

[skrus̆] “scroosh” [skrus̆t] “scrooshed”

[blæt] “blat” [blætəd] “blatted”

There are also some smaller classes of very
common words that form the past tense by
an internal vowel change:

[siŋ] “sing” [sæŋ] “sang”

[reŋ] “run” [ræŋ] “ran”

But a small number of individual verbs have
suppletive past tenses:

[æm] “am” [wez] “was”

[go] “go” [wεnt] “went”

Note there is no systematic similarity be-
tween the past and present tense forms of
these verbs.

Classical Arabic provides another ex-
ample of suppletion (as could most lan-
guages). The normal plural form for nouns
ending in [at] in Arabic involves the length-
ening of the vowel of this ending (a mor-
pheme internal change):

[dira:sat] “(a) study” [dira:sa:t] “studies”

[harakat] “movement” [haraka:t] “movements”

There are also some irregular plurals of
nouns ending in [at] that involve other in-
ternal changes:

[�umlat] “sentence” [�umal] “sentences”

[fikrat] “strength” [fikar] “thoughts”

However, the plurals of other forms are
clearly cases of suppletion, for example:

[marʔa+t] “woman” [nisa:ʔ] “women”

EXERCISES

1. Imagine for a moment that -ful is an infix
in English. How would it attach to a mor-
pheme like doubt? What would the entire
word look like? (Note, there are four pos-
sibilities.)

2. Think up other examples of suppletion in
English. (Hint: start with some common
adjectives.) 
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Expressed by hands and face rather than by
voice, and perceived by eye rather than
by ear, signed languages have evolved in a
completely different biological medium
from spoken languages. Used primarily by
deaf people throughout the world, they have
arisen as autonomous languages not derived
from spoken language and are passed down
from one generation of deaf people to the
next (Klima and Bellugi 1979; Wilbur
1987). Deaf children with deaf parents ac-
quire sign language in much the same way
that hearing children acquire spoken lan-
guage (Newport and Meier 1985; Meier
1991). Sign languages are rich and complex
linguistic systems that manifest the univer-
sal properties found in all human languages
(Lillo-Martin 1991). 

In this chapter, I will explore a unique
aspect of sign languages: the linguistic use
of physical space. Because they directly use
space to linguistically express spatial loca-
tions, object orientation, and point of view,
sign languages can provide important in-
sight into the relation between linguistic
and spatial representations. Four major top-
ics will be examined: how space functions as
part of a linguistic system (American Sign
Language) at various grammatical levels;
the relative efficiency of signed and spoken
languages for overt spatial description tasks;
the impact of a visually based linguistic sys-
tem on performance with nonlinguistic

tasks; and finally, aspects of the neurolin-
guistics of sign language. 

5.1 MULTIFUNCTIONALITY OF SPACE IN
SIGNED LANGUAGES

In this section, I describe several linguistic
functions of space in American Sign Lan-
guage (ASL). The list is not exhaustive (for
example, I do not discuss the use of space to
create discourse frames; see Winston 1995),
but the discussion should illustrate how
spatial contrasts permeate the linguistic
structure of sign language. Although the
discussion is limited to ASL, other signed
languages are likely to share most of the spa-
tial properties discussed here. 

5.1.1 Phonological Contrasts

Spatial distinctions function at the sub-
lexical level in signed languages to indicate
phonological contrasts. Sign phonology
does not involve sound patterning or vocally
based features, but linguists have recently
broadened the term phonology to mean the
“patterning of the formational units of the
expression system of a natural language”
(Coulter and Anderson 1993, 5). Location is
one of the formational units of sign lan-
guage phonology, claimed to be somewhat
analogous to consonants in spoken lan-
guage (see Sandler 1989). For example, the
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ASL signs summer, ugly, and dry
1 differ

only in where they are articulated on the
body, as shown in Figure 1.

At the purely phonological level, the lo-
cation of a sign is articulatory and does not
carry any specific meaning. Where a sign is
articulated is stored in the lexicon as part of
its phonological representation.2 Sign lan-
guages differ with respect to the phonotactic
constraints they place on possible sign lo-
cations or combinations of locations. For
example, in ASL no one-handed signs are
articulated by contacting the contralat-
eral side of the face (Battison 1978). For all
signed languages, whether a sign is made
with the right or left hand is not distinctive
(left-handers and right-handers produce the
same signs—what is distinctive is a contrast
between a dominant and nondominant
hand). Furthermore, I have found no
phonological contrasts in ASL that involve
left-right in signing space. That is, there are
no phonological minimal pairs that are dis-
tinguished solely on the basis of whether the

signs are articulated on the right or left side
of signing space. Such left-right distinctions
appear to be reserved for the referential and
topographic functions of space within the
discourse structure, syntax, and morphology
of ASL (see below). For a recent and com-
prehensive review of the nature of phono-
logical structure in sign language, see Co-
rina and Sandler (1993). 

5.1.2 Morphological Inflection

In many spoken languages, morphologi-
cally complex words are formed by adding
prefixes or suffixes to a word stem. In ASL
and other signed languages, complex forms
are most often created by nesting a sign stem
within dynamic movement contours and
planes in space. Figure 2 illustrates the base
form give along with several inflected
forms. ASL has many verbal inflections that
convey temporal information about the
action denoted by the verb, for example,
whether the action was habitual, iterative,
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or continual. Generally, these distinctions
are marked by different movement patterns
overlaid onto a sign stem. This type of
morphological encoding contrasts with the
primarily linear affixation found in spoken
languages. For spoken languages, simul-
taneous affixation processes such as tem-
platic morphology (e.g., in the Semitic lan-
guages), infixation, or reduplication are
relatively rare. Signed languages, by con-
trast, prefer nonconcatenative processes
such as reduplication; and prefixation and
suffixation are rare. Sign languages’ prefer-
ence for simultaneously producing affixes
and stems may have its origin in the visual-
manual modality. 

For example, the articulators for speech
(the tongue, lips, jaw) can move quite
rapidly, producing easily perceived distinc-
tions on the order of every 50–200 milli-
seconds. In contrast, the major articulators
for sign (the hands) move relatively slowly
such that the duration of an isolated sign is
about 1,000 milliseconds; the duration of an
average spoken word is more like 500 mil-
liseconds. If language processing in real
time has equal timing constraints for spoken
and signed languages, then there is strong
pressure for signed languages to express
more distinctions simultaneously. The artic-
ulatory pressures seem to work in concert

with the differing capacities of the visual
and auditory systems for expressing simulta-
neous versus sequential information. That
is, the visual system is well suited for simul-
taneously perceiving a large amount of in-
formation, whereas the auditory system
seems particularly adept at perceiving fast
temporal distinctions. Thus both sign and
speech have exploited the advantages of
their respective modalities. 

5.1.3 Coreference and Anaphora

Another hypothesized universal use of space
within sign languages is for referential func-
tions. In ASL and other sign languages,
nominals can be associated with locations in
signing space. This association can be estab-
lished by “indexing” or pointing to a loca-
tion in space after producing a lexical sign,
as shown in Figure 3. Another device for es-
tablishing the nominal-locus association is
to articulate the nominal sign(s) at a partic-
ular location or by eye gaze toward that lo-
cation. In Figure 3, the nominal dog is as-
sociated with a spatial locus on the signer’s
left and cat is associated with a locus on the
signer’s right. The verb bite moves between
these locations identifying the subject and
object of the sentence “[The dog] bites [the
cat].” bite belongs to a subset of ASL verbs
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FIGURE 5.3. Example of the sentential use of space in ASL. Nominals (cat, dog) are first associated with
spatial loci through indexation. The direction of the movement of the verb (BITE) indicates the grammati-
cal role of subject and object.



termed agreeing verbs, whose movement
and/or orientation signal grammatical role.3
ASL pronouns also make use of established
associations between nominals and spatial
loci. A pronominal sign directed toward a
specific locus refers back to the nominal as-
sociated with that locus. Further description
of coreference and anaphora in ASL can be
found in Lillo-Martin (1991) and Padden
(1988). 

Recently, there has been some contro-
versy within sign linguistics concerning
whether space itself performs a syntactic
function in ASL. Liddell (1993, 1994, 1995)
has argued that spatial loci are not mor-
phemic. He proposes that space in sen-
tences illustrated in Figure 3 is being used
deictically rather than anaphorically. That
is, the signer deictically points to a locus in
the same way he would point to a physically
present person. In contrast, other re-
searchers have argued that these spatial loci
are agreement morphemes or clitics that are
attached to pronouns and verbs (e.g., Janis
1995; Padden 1990). As evidence for his po-
sition, Liddell (1993, 1995) argues that just
as there is an unlimited number of spatial
positions in which a physically present ref-
erent could be located, there also appears to
be an unlimited number of potential loca-
tions within signing space (both vertically
and horizontally) toward which a verb or
pronominal form can be directed (see also
Lillo-Martin and Klima 1990). If this is the
case, then location specifications are not
listable or categorizable and therefore can-
not be agreement morphemes or clitics.
The syntactic role of subject or object is as-
signed, not by the spatial loci, but either by
word order or by the orientation or the tem-
poral end points of the verb itself.4 Accord-
ing to this view, the particular location at
which a verb begins or ends serves to iden-
tify the referent of the subject and object
roles. The space itself, Liddell has argued, is

not part of a syntactic representation; rather,
space is used nonmorphemically and deicti-
cally (much as deictic gesture is used when
accompanying speech). This hypothesis is
quite radical, and many of the details have
not been worked out. For example, even if
space itself does not perform a syntactic
function, it does perform both a referential
and a locative function within the language
(see Emmorey, Corina, and Bellugi 1995).
The association of a nominal with a particu-
lar location in space needs to be part of the
linguistic representation at some level in or-
der to express coreference relations between
a proform and its antecedent. If this associ-
ation is not part of the linguistic represen-
tation, then there must be an extremely in-
timate mixing of linguistic structure and
nonlinguistic representations of space. 

5.1.4 Locative Expressions

The spatial positions associated with refer-
ents can also convey locative information
about the referent. For example, the phrase
dog index, shown in Figure 3 could be in-
terpreted as “the dog is there on my left,” but
such an interpretation is not required by the
grammar. Under the nonlocative reading,
index simply establishes a reference rela-
tion between dog and a spatial locus that
happens to be on the signer’s left. To ensure
a locative reading, signers may add a specific
facial expression (e.g., spread tight lips with
eye gaze to the locus), produced simultane-
ously with the index sign. Furthermore,
ASL has a set of classifier forms for convey-
ing specific locative information, which can
be embedded in locative and motion predi-
cates; for these predicates, signing space is
most often interpreted as corresponding to a
physical location in real (or imagined)
space. The use of space to directly represent
spatial relations stands in marked contrast to
spoken languages, in which spatial informa-
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tion must be recovered from an acoustic sig-
nal that does not map onto the information
content in a one-to-one correspondence. In
locative expressions in ASL, the identity of
each object is provided by a lexical sign
(e.g., table, t-v, chair); the location of the
objects, their orientation, and their spatial
relation vis-a-vis one another are indicated
by where the appropriate accompanying
classifier sign is articulated in the space in
front of the signer. The Flat B handshape is
the classifier handshape for rectangular,
flat-topped, surface-prominent objects like
tables or sheets of paper. The C handshape
is the classifier handshape for bulky boxlike
objects like televisions or microwaves. The
Bent V is the classifier handshape for squat,
“legged” objects like chairs, small animals,
and seated people. 

Flat B handshape:

C handshape:

Bent V handshape:

These handshapes occur in verbs that ex-
press the spatial relation of one object to an-
other and the manner and direction of mo-
tion (for moving objects/people). Figure 4
illustrates an ASL description of the room
that is sketched at the far left. An English
translation of the ASL description would be
“I enter the room; there is a table to my left,
a TV on the far side, and a chair to my right.”
Where English uses separate words to ex-
press such spatial relations, ASL uses the ac-

tual visual layout displayed by the array of
classifier signs to express the spatial relations
of the objects. 

Landau and Jackendoff (1993) have re-
cently argued that languages universally en-
code very little information about object
shape in their locative closed-class vocabu-
lary (e.g., prepositions) compared to the
amount of spatial detail they encode in ob-
ject names (see also Landau, Chapter 8, this
volume). As one can surmise from our dis-
cussion and from Figure 4, ASL appears to
have a rich representation of shape in its
locative expressions. Like the locational
predicates in Tzeltal (Brown 1991; Levin-
son 1992a), ASL verbs of location incorpo-
rate detailed information about the shape of
objects. It is unclear whether these lan-
guages are counterexamples to Landau and
Jackendoff’s claims for two reasons. First,
both Tzeltal and ASL express locative infor-
mation through verbal predicates that form
an open-class category, unlike prepositions
(although the morphemes that make up
these verbal predicates belong to a closed
class). The distinction may hinge on
whether these forms are considered gram-
maticized closed-class elements or not (see
also Talmy 1988). Second, in ASL the de-
gree of shape detail is less in classifier forms
than in object names. For example, the Flat
B handshape classifier is used for both
table and for paper—the count nouns en-
code more detailed shape information
about these objects than the classifier form.
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Thus, although the contrast is much less
striking in ASL than in English, it still ap-
pears to hold. 

Talmy (1983) has proposed several uni-
versal features that are associated with the
figure object (i.e., the located object) and
with the reference object or ground. For ex-
ample, the figure tends to be smaller and
more movable than the ground object. This
asymmetry can be seen in the following sen-
tences (from Talmy 1983):5

(1) a. The bike is near the house. 

b. ?The house is near the bike.

In English, the figure occurs first, and the
ground is specified by the object of the
preposition. When a large unmovable entity
such as a house is expressed as the figure, the
sentence is semantically odd. This same
asymmetry between figure and ground ob-
jects occurs in ASL, except that the syntac-
tic order of the figure and ground is reversed
compared to English, as shown in (2a) and
(2b) (the subscripts indicate locations in
space). In these examples, the classifier in
the first phrase is held in space (indicated by
the extended line) during the articulation of
the second phrase (produced with one
hand). In this way, the classifier handshape
representing the figure can be located with
respect to the classifier handshape repre-
senting the ground object, as illustrated in
Figure 5 (the signer’s left hand shows the
classifier form for house; her right hand
shows the classifier form for bike). The final
classifier configuration is the same for either
(2a) or (2b)—what differs is phrasal order. 

(2)
a. HOUSE OBJECT-CLASSIFIERa

BIKE VEHICLE-CLASSIFIERnear a

b. ?BIKE VEHICLE-CLASSIFIERa
HOUSE OBJECT-CLASSIFIERnear a

Recently, I asked eight native signers6

to describe a series of fifty-six pictures de-
picting simple relations between two ob-

jects (e.g., a dog under a chair, a car be-
hind a tree). The signers almost invariably
expressed the ground first, and then located
the figure with respect to the ground object.
This ordering may be an effect of the visual-
spatial modality of sign language. For ex-
ample, to present a scene visually through
drawing, the ground tends to be produced
first, and then the figure is located within
that ground. Thus, when drawing a picture
of a cup on a table, one generally would
draw the table first and then the cup; rather
than draw the cup in midair and then draw
the table beneath it.7 More crosslinguistic
work will help determine whether the vi-
sual-spatial modality conditions all signed
languages to prefer to initially express the
ground and then the figure in locative con-
structions. 

Talmy (1983) also argues that preposi-
tions (for languages like English) ascribe
particular geometries to figure and ground
objects. He presents evidence that all lan-
guages characterize the figure’s geometry
much more simply than the ground. The
figure is often conceived of as a simple
point, whereas the ground object can have
more complex geometric specifications. For
example, Talmy argues that the English
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FIGURE 5.5. Final classifier configuration of
either (2a) or (2b).
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prepositions across, between, along, and
among all pick out different ground geome-
tries. At first glance, it appears that there is
no such asymmetry in ASL. For example,
the classifier construction in (2a) for the
ground (the house) does not appear to be
more geometrically complex than the figure
(the bike) with respect to specifications for
shape (indicated by classifier handshape) or
for spatial geometry. The locative expres-
sion in (2a) does not appear to have a lin-
guistic element that differentially encodes
figure and ground geometries in the way
that prepositions do in spoken languages.
Nonetheless, the grammar of ASL reflects
that fact that signers conceive of the figure as
a point with respect to a more complex
ground. As shown in (3a) and (3b) and illus-
trated in Figure 6, expression of the figure
can be reduced to a point, but expression of
the ground cannot: 

(3)
a. HOUSE OBJECT-CLASSIFIERa

BIKE POINTnear a

b. ?HOUSE POINTa
BIKE VEHICLE-CLASSIFIERnear a

Thus Talmy’s generalization about figure-
ground complexity appears to hold even for
languages that can use spatial geometry it-
self to encode spatial relations. 

5.1.5 Frames of Reference

ASL can express spatial relations using an
intrinsic, relative, or absolute frame of refer-
ence (see Levinson, Chapter 4, this volume,
for discussion of the linguistic and spatial
properties of these reference frames).8
Within a relative frame of reference, scenes
are most often described from the perspec-
tive of the person who is signing. In this case,
the origin of the coordinate system is the
viewpoint of the signer. For example, eight
ASL signers were asked to describe the pic-
ture shown in Figure 7. All but one indi-
cated that the bowl was on their left with the
banana on their right (one signer provided a
description of the scene without using sign-
ing space in a topographic way, producing
the neutral phrase on s-i-d-e instead). To
indicate that the banana was on their right,
signers produced the classifier form for bowl
on the left side of signing space, and then a
classifier form for banana was simultane-
ously articulated on the right. 

Descriptions from the addressee’s view-
points9 turn out to be more likely in the
front-back dimension than in the left-right
dimension (the signer’s perspective is still
the most likely for both dimensions). In de-
scribing the picture shown in Figure 8, five

FIGURE 5.6. Final classifier construction for (3a). Final classifier construction for (3b).



of eight signers preferred their own view-
point and produced the classifier for banana
near the chest with the classifier for bowl ar-
ticulated away from the chest behind the
classifier for banana, as shown in Figure 8a.
This spatial configuration of classifier signs
maps directly onto the view presented in
Figure 8 (remember that you as the reader
are facing both the signer and the picture).
In contrast, three signers described the pic-
ture from the addressee’s viewpoint, pro-
ducing the classifier for bowl near the chest
and the classifier for banana in line with the
bowl but further out in signing space, as
shown in Figure 8b. This configuration
would be the spatial arrangement seen by an
addressee standing opposite the signer (as
you the reader are doing when viewing
these figures). There were no overt linguis-
tic cues that indicated which point of view
the signer was adopting. However, signers
were very consistent in what point of view
they adopted. For example, when the sign-

ers were shown the reverse of Figure 8, in
which the banana is behind the bowl, all
signers reversed their descriptions according
to the viewpoint they had selected previ-
ously. Note that the lack of an overt marker
of point of view, the potential ambiguity,
and the consistency within an adopted point
of view also occur in English and other spo-
ken languages (see Levelt 1984). 

Bananas and bowls do not have intrinsic
front/back features, and thus signers could
not use an intrinsic frame of reference to de-
scribe these pictures. In contrast, cars do
have these intrinsic properties, and the clas-
sifier form for vehicles encodes intrinsic fea-
tures: the front of the car is represented
roughly by the tips of the index and middle
fingers, which are extended. Figures 9 and
10 illustrate ASL constructions using the ve-
hicle classifier, along with the correspond-
ing pictures of a car in different locations
with respect to a tree. Again the majority of
signers expressed their own view of the pic-
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FIGURE 5.7. Illustration of one of the pictures that signers were asked to describe.

FIGURE 5.8. a. Signer’s viewpoint (5/8 signers). b. Addressee’s viewpoint (3/8 signers).



ture. In Figures 9 and 10, the pictured fe-
male signer adopts her own perspective (de-
scribing the picture as she sees it), while the
male signer adopts the addressee’s view-
point. As noted above, lexical signs identify-
ing the referents of the classifier signs are

given first. Also as noted, the ground object
(the tree) is expressed first and generally
held in space while the lexical sign for car is
articulated and the vehicle classifier is
placed with respect to the classifier for tree.
The illustrations in Figures 9 and  10 repre-
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FIGURE 5.9. a. Signer’s viewpoint (6/7 signers). b. Addressee’s viewpoint (1/7).

FIGURE 5.10. a. Signer’s viewpoint (5/7 signers). b. Addressee’s viewpoint (2/7 signers).



sent the final classifier construction in the
description. As you can see, signers orient
the vehicle classifier to indicate the direc-
tion the car is facing. Note that the orienta-
tion of the car is consistent with the point of
view adopted—the vehicle classifier is al-
ways oriented toward the tree.10 The major-
ity of signers described Figure 9 by placing
the vehicle classifier to their left in signing
space. Only one signer placed the car on his
right and the tree on his left. Again all sign-
ers were very consistent in which point of
view they adopted, although one signer
switched from her own viewpoint in de-
scribing Figure 9 to the addressee’s view-
point for Figure 10. There were no switches
in viewpoint within either the left-right or
front-back dimension. Signers were also
consistent within the intrinsic frame of ref-
erence, almost always changing the orienta-
tion of the vehicle classifier appropriately
(e.g., toward the left/right or away from/fac-
ing the signer).11

One question of interest is whether sign-
ers can escape the relative point of view that
is imposed “automatically” by the fact that
signers (and addressees) view their own ar-
ticulators in space and these articulators ex-
press locative relations using this space. The
answer appears to be that a relative frame-
work is not necessarily entailed in locative
expressions in ASL. That is, the expressions
shown in Figure 9a and 9b could be inter-
preted as the rough equivalent of “the tree is
in front of the car” without reference to the
signer’s (or addressee’s) viewpoint. The car
could actually be in any left-right or front-
back relation with respect to the signer—
what is critical to the intrinsic expression is
that the vehicle classifier is oriented toward
(facing) the tree. Thus the intrinsic frame of
reference is not dependent upon the rela-
tive frame; in ASL these two frames of refer-
ence can be expressed simultaneously. That
is, linguistic expression within an intrinsic

frame occurs via the intrinsic properties of
certain classifier forms, and a relative frame
can be imposed simultaneously on signing
space if a viewpoint is adopted by the signer.
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate such simultane-
ous expression of reference frames. The lin-
guistic and nonlinguistic factors that influ-
ence choice of viewpoint within a relative
reference frame have not been determined,
although it is likely that several different lin-
guistic and nonlinguistic factors are in-
volved. And just as in English (Levelt 1982a,
1984), frame of reference ambiguities can
abound in ASL; further research will deter-
mine how addressee and signer viewpoints
are established, altered, and disambiguated
during discourse. Preliminary evidence sug-
gests that, like English speakers (Schober
1993), “solo” ASL signers (such as those in
this study) are less explicit about spatial per-
spective than signers with conversation part-
ners. 

Finally, ASL signers can use an absolute
reference frame by referring to the cardi-
nal points east, west, north, and south. The
signs for these directions are articulated
as follows: west: W handshape, palm in,
hand moves toward left12; east: E hand-
shape, palm out, hand moves toward right;
north: N handshape, hand moves up;
south: S handshape, hand moves down. 

N handshape:

E handshape:

S handshape:

W handshape:

These signs are articulated in this manner,
regardless of where the person is standing,
that is, regardless of true west or north. This
situation contrasts sharply with how speak-
ers gesture in cultures that employ absolute
systems of reference such as certain Aborig-
inal cultures in Australia (see Levinson
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1992b and Chapter 4, this volume). In these
cultures, directional gestures are articulated
toward cardinal points and vary depending
upon where the speaker is oriented. 

Although the direction of the citation
forms of ASL cardinal signs is fixed, the
movement of these signs can be changed to
label directions within a “map” created in
signing space. For example, the following
directions were elicited from two signers de-
scribing the layout of a town shown on a
map (from Taylor and Tversky 1992): 

(4) YOU DRIVE STRAIGHT EAST
right hand traces E handshape traces the
a path outward same path, palm to left
from the signer

“You drive straight eastward.”

(5) UNDERSTAND MOUNTAIN R-D PATH NORTH
right hand 
traces path 
toward left, 
near signer 

“Understand that Mountain Road goes north
in this direction.” 

The signer who uttered (5) then shifted
the map, such that north was centered out-
ward from the signer, and the sign north

13

then traced a path similar to the one in (4),
that is, centered and outward from the
signer. It appears that ASL direction signs
are either fixed with respect to the body in
their citation form or they are used relative
to the space mapped out in front of the
signer. As in English, it is the direction
words themselves that pick out an absolute
framework within which the discourse must
be interpreted. 

5.1.6 Narrative Perspective

In a narrative, a spatial frame of reference
can be associated with a particular character
(see discussions of viewpoint in Franklin,
Tversky, and Coon 1992; and Tversky,
Chapter 12, this volume). The frame of
reference is relative, and the origin of the co-

ordinate system is the viewpoint of that char-
acter in the story. The linguistic mecha-
nisms used to express point of view in signed
languages appear to be more explicit than in
spoken languages. Both signers and speak-
ers use linguistic devices to indicate
whether utterances should be understood as
expressing the point of view of the
signer/speaker or of another person. Within
narrative, “point of view” can mean either a
visual perspective or the nonspatial per-
spective of a character, namely, that charac-
ter’s thoughts, words, or feelings. Spoken
languages have several different devices for
expressing either type of perspective:
pronominal deixis (e.g., use of I vs. you),
demonstratives (here, there), syntactic struc-
ture (active vs. passive), and literary styles
(e.g., “free indirect” discourse). Signed lan-
guages use these mechanisms as well, but in
addition, point of view (in either sense) can
be marked overtly (and often continuously)
by a “referential shift.” Referential shift is
expressed by a slight shift in body position
and/or changes in eye gaze, head position,
or facial expression (for discussions of this
complex phenomenon, see Loew 1983;
Engberg-Pedersen 1993; Padden 1986;
Lillo-Martin 1995; Poulin and Miller
1995). 

The following is an example of a refer-
ential shift that would require overt marking
of a spatial viewpoint. Suppose a signer were
telling a story in which a boy and a girl were
facing each other, and to the left of the boy
was a tall tree. If the signer wanted to indi-
cate that the boy looked up at the tree, he or
she could signal a referential shift, indicat-
ing that the following sentence(s) should be
understood from the perspective of the boy.
To do this, the signer would produce the
sign look-at upward and to the left. If the
signer then wanted to shift to the perspective
of the girl, he or she would produce the sign
look-at and direct it upward and to the
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N handshape
traces same
path, palm in
near signer



right. Signers often express not only a char-
acter’s attitudinal perspective, but also that
character’s spatial viewpoint through signs
marked for location and/or deixis. Slobin
and Hoiting (1994, p. 14) have noted that
“directional deixis plays a key role in signed
languages, in that a path verb moves not
only with respect to source and goal, but
also with respect to sender and receiver, as
well as with respect to points that may be es-
tablished in signing space to indicate the lo-
cations and viewpoints of protagonists set up
in the discourse.” That spoken languages ex-
press deixis and path through separate ele-
ments (either through two verbs or through
a satellite expression and a verb) reflects,
they suggest, an inherent limitation of spo-
ken languages. That is, spoken language
must linearize deictic and path information,
rather than express this information simul-
taneously, as is easily done in signed lan-
guages. Deixis is easily expressed in signed
languages because words are articulated in
the space surrounding the signer, such that
“toward” and “away from” can be encoded
simply by the direction of motion with re-
spect to the signer or a referential locus in
space. I would further hypothesize that this
simultaneous expression of deictic and
other locative information within the verbs
of signed languages may lead to habitual ex-
pression of spatial viewpoint within dis-
course. 

In sum, signed languages use space in
several different linguistic domains, includ-
ing phonological contrast, coreference, and
locatives. The visual-gestural modality of
signed languages appears to influence the
nature of grammatical encoding by com-
pelling signed languages to prefer noncon-
catenative morphological processes (see
also Emmorey 1995; Supalla 1991; Gee and
Goodhart 1988). Signed languages offer
important insight into how different frames
of reference are specified linguistically.

A unique aspect of the visual-gestural
modality may be that intrinsic and relative
reference frames can be simultaneously
adopted. In addition, shifts in reference are
often accompanied by shifts in visual per-
spective that must be overtly marked on de-
ictic and locative verbs. Although spoken
languages also have mechanisms to express
deictic and locative relations, what is
unique about signed languages is that such
relations are directly encoded in space. 

5.2 SOME RAMIFICATIONS OF THE DIRECT
REPRESENTATION OF SPACE

In the studies reported below, I explore
some possible ramifications of the spatial
encoding of locative and spatial contrasts
for producing spatial descriptions and solv-
ing spatial problems. Specifically, I investi-
gate (1) how ASL signers use space to ex-
press spatial commands and directions,
(2) to what extent signers use lexicalized
locatives in spatial directions, (3) whether
the use of sign language provides an advan-
tage for certain spatial tasks, and (4) how dif-
ferences in linguistic encoding between En-
glish and ASL affect the nature of spatial
commands and directions. 

5.2.1 Solving Spatial Puzzles with
Spatialized Language

To investigate these questions, ten hearing
English speakers and ten deaf ASL native
signers were compared using a task in which
they had to solve three spatial puzzles by
instructing an experimenter,14 where to
place blocks of different colors, shapes, and
sizes onto a puzzle grid (see Figure 11). To
solve the problem, all blocks must fit
within the puzzle outline. The data from
English speakers were collected by Mark St.
John (1992), and a similar but not identical
protocol was used with ASL signers. English
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speakers were instructed to sit on their
hands and were not permitted to point to the
puzzle or to the pieces. Of course, ASL sign-
ers could use their hands, but they were also
not permitted to point to the pieces or
puzzle. For both signers and speakers, the
subject and experimenter sat side by side,
such that each had the same visual perspec-
tive on the puzzle board. 

To explore how speakers and signers use
spatial language—encoded in either space
or sound—we examined different types of
English and ASL instructions. We hypothe-
sized that ASL signers may be able to use
signing space as a rough Cartesian coordi-
nate system, and therefore would rely less
on the coordinates labeled on the puzzle
board. This prediction was confirmed: 67%
of the English speakers’ commands referred
to the puzzle grid, whereas only 28% of the
commands given by ASL signers referred to
the puzzle coordinates. This difference in
grid reference was statistically reliable
[F(1,18) = 9.65; p < .01]. The following are
sample commands containing references to
the puzzle grid given by English speakers: 

(6) Take the blue L piece and put it on H1
H2 G2. 

(7) Place the red block in 3G H 2G. 

(8) Green piece on El, E2, D2, C2, and D3. 

Instead of referring to grid coordinates, ASL
signers used space in various ways to indi-
cate the positions on the puzzle board—for
example, by tracing a distinctive part of the
board in space or by holding the nondomi-
nant hand in space, representing a part of
the puzzle board (often an edge). 

We also compared how signers and
speakers identified the puzzle pieces to be
placed for a given command (see Figure
12a). There were no significant differences
in how either ASL or English was used to la-
bel a particular block. We had hypothesized
that signers might make more references
to shape because shape is often encoded
in classifier handshapes (see discussion
above). However, the numerical difference
seen in Figure 12a was not statistically sig-
nificant. Language did not appear to influ-
ence how subjects labeled the puzzle pieces
within this task. 

There were significant differences,
however, in the types of commands used by
ASL signers and English speakers (see Fig-
ure 12b). Puzzle commands could be ex-
haustively divided into three categories:
(1) commands referring to a position on the
puzzle board, (2) commands expressing a
relation between two pieces, and (3) the ori-
entation of a single piece. These categories
were able to account for all of the com-
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FIGURE 5.11. Solving a spatial puzzle: Subjects describe how to place blocks on a puzzle grid.



mands given by the twenty subjects. The
only difference was that in ASL, two com-
mand types could be expressed simultane-
ously. For example, signers could simulta-
neously describe the orientation of a piece
(through the orientation of a classifier
handshape) and that piece’s relation to an-
other block through two-handed classifier
constructions (see Figure 15, as well as the
constructions illustrated in Figures 5, 9,
and 10). 

English speakers produced significantly
more commands referring to a position on
the puzzle board compared to ASL signers
[F(1,18) = 4.47; p < .05]. English speakers’
reliance on commands involving coordi-
nate specifications (see examples [6]–[8])
appears to account for this difference in
command type. It is interesting to note that
even when ASL signers referred to grid co-
ordinates, they often specified these coordi-
nates within a vertical spatial plane, signing
the letter coordinates moving crosswise and
the number coordinates moving downward.
Thus the true horizontal plane of the board
laying on the tabletop was “reoriented” into
a vertical plane within signing space, as if
the puzzle board were set upright. The lin-
guistic and pragmatic constraints on using a

vertical versus horizontal plane to represent
spatial layouts are yet to be determined, but
clearly use of a vertical plane does not nec-
essarily indicate a true vertical relation be-
tween objects. Subjects did not differ signif-
icantly in the percentage of commands that
referred to the relation of one piece to an-
other. Examples of English relation com-
mands are given in (9)–(l 1): 

(9) Put the other blue L next to the green
one. 

(10) Put it to the left of the green piece. 

(11) Switch the red and the blue blocks.

ASL signers also produced these types of
commands, but generally space, rather than
prepositional phrases, conveyed the relation
between pieces. For example, the non-
dominant hand can represent one block,
and the dominant hand either points to a
spatial locus to the left or right (somewhat
like the construction illustrated in Figure
6a) or the dominant hand represents an-
other block and is positioned with respect to
the nondominant hand (see Figure 15). 

Finally, ASL signers produced signifi-
cantly more commands that referred to the
orientation of a puzzle piece [F(l, 18)
= 5.24; p < .05]. Examples from English
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of commands referring to orientation are
given in (12)–(14): 

(12) Turn the red one counterclockwise. 

(13) Rotate it 90 degrees. 

(14) Flip it back the other way. 

For English speakers, a change in orienta-
tion was often inferred from where the piece
had to fit on the board, given other non-ori-
entation-specific commands. In contrast,
ASL signers often overtly specified orienta-
tion. For example, Figure 13 illustrates an
ASL command that indicates a change in
orientation by tracing a block’s ultimate ori-
entation in signing space (the vertical plane
was often used to trace shape and orienta-

tion). Figure 14 illustrates a command in
which orientation change is specified by a
change in the orientation of the classifier
handshape itself. Figure 15 illustrates the si-
multaneous production of a command indi-
cating the orientation of an L-shaped piece
and its relation to another piece. Signers also
used the sign rotate quite often and indi-
cated the direction of rotation by movement
of the wrist (clockwise vs. counterclockwise). 

ASL also has a set of lexicalized locative
signs that are used much less frequently
than classifier constructions in spatial de-
scriptions. The lexicalized locatives that
were produced by signers in this study in-
cluded in, on, against, near, and between.
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GREEN CL:G ___________ 
CL:G-orientation

“Orient the green block in this way.” See green block in figure 5.11; note signer’s perspective.

FIGURE 5.13.

BLUE L CL:L-orientation
“Move the blue L so it is oriented with the long end outward.”

FIGURE 5.14.



Only about 20% of ASL commands in-
volved lexical locatives, and these were al-
most always produced in conjunction with
commands involving classifier construc-
tions. The grammatical structure of these
forms is not well understood—are they ad-
positions (see McIntire 1980) or verbs (see
Shepard-Kegl 1985)—and their semantics
has not been well studied either (see McIn-
tire 1980 for some discussion of in, under,

and out). The linguistic data from our
study provided some interesting insight into
the semantics of in and on (these signs are
shown in Figure 16). 

English speakers used the prepositions
in and on interchangeably to specify grid co-
ordinates, for example, “in G2 H2” or “on
G2 H2” (see sample commands 6 and 7
above). ASL signers used the lexical locative
on in this context, but never in:

(15) PUT RED 1 ON G2 H2 I2 I3

(16) PUT BLUE [CL:G—shape]15 ON 3E 4F 3F 3G
shape traced in 

vertical plane 

(17) *PUT RED 1 IN G2 H2

The use of the preposition in for describing
grid positions on the puzzle board falls under
Herskovitz’s (1986) category “spatial entity in
area,” namely, “the reference object must be
one of several areas arising from a dividing
surface” (p. 153). This particular semantic
structure does not appear to be available for
the ASL sign in. Signers did use in when as-
pects of the puzzle could be construed as
container-like (falling under Herskovitz’s
“spatial entity in a container”). For example,
signers would direct pieces to be placed in
corner;

16 in this case, two lines meet to form
a type of container (see Herskovitz 1986,
149). in was also used when a block (most of-
ten the small blue square) was placed in a
“hole” created by other blocks on the board
or when a part of a block was inserted into the
part of the puzzle grid that stuck out (see Fig-
ure 11). In both cases, the reference object
forms a type of container into which a block
could be placed. The use of the ASL lexical
locative in appears to be more restricted than
English in, applying only when there is a
clear containment relation. 

One might conjecture that the iconicity
of the sign in renders its semantics transpar-
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RED L CL:B _________________
CL:L-orientation

“Move the blue L so it is oriented with the long end outward.”

FIGURE 5.15.

ON IN

FIGURE 5.16. ASL lexicalized locative signs.
Illustration by Frank Allen Paul in Newell (1983).



ent—one hand represents a container, and
the other locates an object within it. How-
ever, iconicity can be misleading. For ex-
ample, the iconic properties of on might
lead one to expect that its use depends upon
a support relation, with the nondominant
hand representing the support object. The
data from our experiment, however, are not
compatible with this hypothesis. ASL sign-
ers used on when placing one block next to
and contacting another block (e.g., the red
piece on the green in Figure 11): 

(18) RED MOVE [CL:G—orientation] ON GREEN
new orientation traced in 
horizontal plane 

“Move the red one so that it is oriented
lengthwise next to the green.” 

(19) RED [(CL:G–shape] THAT-ONE      ROTATE 
shape traced in up- clockwise to 
per horizontal plane lower left

[CL:L—orientation] ON GREEN 
[CL:B–reference obj.]
L classifier (right hand) 
oriented and positioned with 
respect to B classifier (left hand) 
as in Figure 5.15 

“Rotate that red L-shaped block clockwise so
that it is oriented lengthwise at the top of the
green.”

English speakers never produced com-
mands relating one block to another using
only the preposition on. Given the nature of
the puzzle, subjects never said “put the red
block on the green one.” The support re-
quirements described by Herskovitz for on
in English do not appear to apply to the lex-
ical locative glossed as on in ASL. This dif-
ference in semantic structure highlights the
difficulties of transcribing one language us-
ing glosses of another (see also discussion
in Shepard-Kegl 1985). English on is not
equivalent in semantics or syntax to ASL on

(see Bowerman, Chapter 10, this volume,
for further discussion of language variation
and topological concepts). 

Finally, the ability to linguistically rep-
resent objects and their orientations in

space did not provide signers with an advan-
tage on this complex spatial task. Signers
and speakers did not differ in the number of
moves required to solve the puzzles nor in
the number of commands within a move. In
addition, ASL signers and English speakers
did not differ significantly in the time they
took to solve the puzzles, and both groups
appeared to use similar strategies in solving
the puzzle. For example, subjects tended to
place the most constraining piece first (the
green block shown in Figure 11). 

In summary, English speakers and ASL
signers differed in the nature of the spatial
commands that they used for positioning ob-
jects. Signers used both vertical and horizon-
tal planes of space itself as a rough Cartesian
coordinate system. Changes in object orien-
tation were expressed directly through
changes in the spatial position of classifiers
and by tracing shape and orientation in sign-
ing space. In contrast, English speakers were
less likely to overtly express changes in orien-
tation and relied heavily on direct reference
to labels for coordinate positions. The heart
of this different use of spatial language ap-
pears to lie in the properties of the aural-vocal
and visual-manual linguistic modalities. For
example, in ASL, the hands can directly ex-
press orientation by their own orientation in
space—such direct representation within the
linguistic signal is not available to English
speakers. Finally, ASL and English differ in
the semantics they assign to lexicalized loca-
tives for the topological concepts in and on,
and the semantic structure of the ASL loca-
tives cannot be extracted from the iconic
properties of the forms. In the following
study, we further explore the effect modality
may exert on the nature of spatial language
for both spoken and signed language. 

5.2.2 Room Description Study

Eight ASL signers and eight English speak-
ers were asked to describe the layout of ob-
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jects in a room to another person (“the ma-
nipulator”) who had to place the objects
(pieces of furniture) in a dollhouse.17 In or-
der to elicit very specific instructions and to
eliminate (or vastly reduce) interchanges,
feedback, and interruptions, “the describer”
(the person giving the instructions) could
not see the manipulator, but the mani-
pulator could see the describer through
a one-way mirror (see Figure 17). The
manipulator could not ask questions but
could request that the describer pause or
produce a summary. Subjects described six
rooms with canonical placements of furni-
ture (“normal rooms”) and six rooms in
which the furniture had been strewn about
haphazardly without regard to function
(“haphazard rooms”). The linguistic data
and analysis arising from this study are dis-
cussed elsewhere (Emmorey, Clothier, and
McCullough). However, certain results
emerged from the study that illuminate
some ramifications of the direct representa-
tion of space for signed languages. 

Signers were significantly faster
than speakers in describing the rooms
[F(1,14) 5.00; p < .05; see Figure 18a]. Mean
description time for ASL signers was 2 min, 4
sec; English speakers required an average of 2

min, 48 sec to describe the same rooms. In
one way, the speed of the signers’ descriptions
is quite striking because, on average, ASL
signs take twice as long as English words to ar-
ticulate (Klima and Bellugi 1979; Emmorey
and Corina 1990). However, as we have seen
thus far in our discussion of spatial language
in ASL, there are several modality-specific
factors that would lead to efficient spatial de-
scriptions and lessen the need for discourse
linearization (Levelt 1982a,b), at least to
some degree. For example, the two hands can
represent two objects simultaneously through
classifier handshapes, and the orientation
of the hands can also simultaneously repre-
sent the objects’ orientation. The position of
the hands in space represents the position
of the objects with respect to each other. The
simultaneous expression of two objects, their
position, and their orientation stands in con-
trast to the linear strings of prepositions and
adjunct phrases that must be combined to ex-
press the same information in English. 

The difference in description time was
not due to a speed-accuracy trade-off. Sign-
ers and speakers produced equally accurate
descriptions, as measured by the percent of
furniture placed correctly by the manipula-
tors in each group (see Figure 18b). There
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was no significant difference in percent cor-
rect, regardless of whether a lenient scoring
measure was used (object misplaced by
more than 3 cm or misoriented by 45 de-
grees; represented by height of the bars in
Figure 18b) or a strict scoring measure was
used (object misplaced by 1 cm or misori-
ented by 15 degrees; shown by the line in
each bar in Figure 18b). 

To summarize, this second study sug-
gests that the spatialization of American Sign
Language allows for relatively rapid and effi-
cient expression of spatial relations and loca-
tions. In the previous study, we saw that ASL
signers and English speakers focused on dif-
ferent aspects of objects within a spatial
arrangement, as reflected by differing in-
structions for the placement of blocks within
a coordinate plane. These differences arise,
at least in part, from the spatial medium of
signed languages, compared to the auditory
transmission of spoken languages. 

5.3 INTERPLAY BETWEEN SPATIALIZED
LANGUAGE AND SPATIAL COGNITION

We now turn to the relation between gen-
eral nonlinguistic spatial cognition and

processing a visual-spatial linguistic signal.
Does knowing a signed language have any
impact on nonlinguistic spatial processing?
In a recent investigation, Emmorey, Kosslyn,
and Bellugi (1993) examined the relation
between processing ASL and the use of
visual mental imagery. Specifically, we ex-
amined the ability of deaf and hearing sub-
jects to mentally rotate images, to generate
mental images, and to maintain images in
memory (this last skill will not be discussed
here). We hypothesized that these imagery
abilities are integral to the production and
comprehension of ASL and that their con-
stant use may lead to an enhancement of
imagery skills within a non-linguistic do-
main. In order to distinguish the effects of
using ASL from the effects of being deaf
from birth, we also tested a group of hearing
subjects who were born to deaf parents.
These subjects learned ASL as their first lan-
guage and have continued to use ASL in
their daily lives. If these hearing native sign-
ers have visual-spatial skills similar to those
found for deaf signers, this would suggest
that differences in spatial cognition arise
from the use of a visual-spatial language. On
the other hand, if these signers have visual-
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spatial skills similar to those found in hear-
ing subjects, this would suggest that differ-
ences in spatial cognition may be due to au-
ditory deprivation from birth. 

We hypothesized that mental rotation
may play a crucial role in sign language pro-
cessing because of the changes in spatial
perspective that can occur during referen-
tial shifts in narrative (see above) and the
shifts in visual perspective that occur be-
tween signer and addressee. As discussed
earlier, during sign comprehension the per-
ceiver (i.e., the addressee) often must men-
tally reverse the spatial arrays created by the
signer such that, for example, a spatial locus
established on the right of the person sign-
ing (and thus on the left of the addressee) is
understood as on the right in the scene be-
ing described by the signer (see Figures 9a
and 10a). Because scenes are most often de-
scribed from the signer’s perspective and not
the addressee’s, this transformation process
may occur frequently. The problem is not
unlike that facing understanders of spoken
languages who have to keep in mind the di-
rections “left” and “right” with regard to the
speaker. The crucial difference for ASL is
that these directions are encoded spatially
by the signer. The spatial loci used by the
signer to depict a scene (e.g., describing the
position of objects and people) must there-
fore be understood as the reverse of what the
addressee actually observes during discourse
(assuming a face to face interaction). Fur-
thermore, in order to understand and pro-
cess sign, the addressee must perceive the
reverse of what they themselves would pro-
duce. Anecdotally, hearing subjects have
great difficulty with this aspect of learning
ASL; they do not easily transform a signer’s
articulations into the reversal that must be
used to produce the signs. Given these lin-
guistic processing requirements, we hypoth-
esized that signers would be better than
hearing subjects at mentally rotating im-

aged objects and making mirror image judg-
ments. To test this hypothesis, we used a task
similar to the one devised by Shepard and
Metzler (1971) in which subjects were
shown two forms created by juxtaposing
cubes to form angular shapes. Subjects were
asked to decide whether the two shapes were
the same or mirror images, regardless of ori-
entation (see Figure 19). 

Our results support the hypothesis that
use of ASL can enhance mental rotation
skills (see the top illustration in Figure 19);
both deaf and hearing signers had faster re-
action times compared to nonsigners at
all degrees of rotation. Note that the slopes
for the angle of rotation did not differ be-
tween signing and nonsigning groups, and
this indicates that signers do not actually ro-
tate images faster than nonsigning subjects.
Emmorey, Kosslyn, and Bellugi (1993) orig-
inally suggested that ASL signers may be
faster in detecting mirror reversals, particu-
larly because they were faster even when no
rotation was required (i.e., at zero degrees).
However, recent research by Ilan and Miller
(1994)18 indicates that different processes
may be involved when mirror-same judg-
ments are made at zero degrees within a
mental rotation experiment, compared to
when mental rotation is not required on any
of the trials. In addition, preliminary results
from Emmorey and Bettger indicate that
when native ASL signers and hearing non-
signers are asked to make mirror-same judg-
ments in a comparison task that does not in-
volve mental rotation, these groups do not
differ in accuracy or reaction time. The
faster response times exhibited by signers on
the mental rotation task may reflect faster
times to initiate mental rotation or faster
times to generate a mental image (as sug-
gested by the next experiment). Finally, the
finding that hearing native signers per-
formed like deaf signers indicates that en-
hancement on this mental rotation task is
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not a consequence of auditory deprivation.
Rather, it appears to be due to experience
with a visual language whose production
and interpretation may involve mental rota-
tion (see also Talbot and Haude 1993). 

Another visual imagery skill we investi-
gated was the ability to generate mental im-
ages, that is, the ability to create an image
(i.e., a short-term visual memory represen-
tation) on the basis of information stored in
long-term memory (see Kosslyn et al. 1985).
In ASL, image generation may be an impor-
tant process underlying aspects of referen-
tial shift. Liddell (1990) argues that under
referential shift, signers may imagine refer-
ents as physically present, and these visual-
ized referents are relevant to the expression
of verb agreement morphology. Liddell

gives the following example involving the
verb ask which is lexically specified to be di-
rected at chin height (see Figure 20): 

To direct the verb ask toward an imagined
referent, the signer must conceive of the
location of the imaginary referent’s head.
For example, if the signer and addressee
were to imagine that Wilt Chamberlain
was standing beside them ready to give
them advice on playing basketball, the
sign ask would be directed upward toward
the imaged height of Wilt Chamberlain’s
head (Figure [20a]). It would be incorrect
to sign the verb at the height of the signer’s
chin (Figure [20b]). This is exactly the
way agreement works when a referent is
present. Naturally, if the referent is imag-
ined as laying down, standing on a chair,
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etc., the height and direction of the agree-
ment verb reflects this. Since the signer
must conceptualize the location of body
parts of the referent imagined to be pre-
sent, there is a sense in which an invisible
body is present. The signer must concep-
tualize such a body in order to properly di-
rect agreement verbs. (Liddell 1990, 184) 

If deaf subjects are in fact generating vi-
sual images prior to or during sign produc-
tion, then the speed of forming these images
would be important, and we might expect
signers to develop enhanced abilities to gen-
erate images. The image generation task we
used is illustrated at the bottom of Figure
19. Subjects first memorized uppercase
block letters and then were shown a series of
grids (or sets of brackets) that contained an
X mark. A lowercase letter preceded each
grid, and subjects were asked to decide as
quickly as possible whether the correspond-
ing uppercase block letter would cover the X
if it were in the grid. The crucial aspect of
the experiment was that the probe mark ap-
peared in the grid only 500 ms after the low-
ercase cue letter was presented. This was not
enough time for the subjects to complete
forming the letter image; thus response
times reflect in part the time to generate the
image. Kosslyn and colleagues have used

this task to show that visual mental images
are constructed serially from parts (e.g.,
Kosslyn et al. 1988; Roth and Kosslyn 1988).
Subjects tend to generate letter images seg-
ment by segment in the same order that the
letter is drawn. Therefore, when the probe X
is covered by a segment that is generated
early (e.g., on the first stroke of the letter F),
subjects have faster reaction times, com-
pared to when the probe is located under a
late-imaged segment. Crucially, this differ-
ence in response time based on probe loca-
tion is not found when image generation is
not involved, that is, when both the probe X
and letter (shaded gray) are physically pre-
sent. 

Our results indicated that both deaf and
hearing signers formed images of complex
letters significantly faster than nonsigners
(see Figure 19). This finding suggests that
experience with ASL can affect the ability to
mentally generate visual images. Results
from a perceptual baseline task indicated
that this enhancement was due to a differ-
ence in image generation ability, rather
than to differences in scanning or inspec-
tion—signers and nonsigners did not differ
in their ability to evaluate probe marks
when the shape was physically present. The
signing and nonsigning subjects were
equally accurate, which suggests that al-
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though signers create complex images faster
than nonsigners, both groups generate
equally good images. Furthermore, deaf
and hearing subjects appeared to image let-
ters in the same way: both groups of subjects
required more time and made more errors
for probes located on late-imaged segments,
and these effects were of comparable mag-
nitude in the two groups. This result indi-
cates that neither group of subjects gener-
ated images of letters as complete wholes,
and both groups imaged segments in the
same order. Again, the finding that hearing
signers performed similarly to deaf signers
suggests that their enhanced image genera-
tion ability is due to experience with ASL,
rather than to auditory deprivation. 

This research establishes a relation be-
tween visual-spatial imagery within linguis-
tic and nonlinguistic domains. Image gen-
eration and mental rotation appear to be
deeply embedded in using ASL, and these
are not processes that must obviously be in-
volved in both visual imagery and ASL per-
ception. Note that these experiments have
focused on ASL processing; whether there is
a more direct relation in sign language be-
tween linguistic representations (e.g., con-
ceptual structure, see Jackendoff, Chapter
1, this volume) and spatial representations is
a topic for future research. 

5.4 NEURAL CORRELATES FOR SIGNED
AND SPOKEN LANGUAGES

Finally, sign language exhibits properties for
which each of the cerebral hemispheres of
hearing people shows different predomi-
nant functioning. In general, the left hemi-
sphere has been shown to subserve linguis-
tic functions, whereas the right hemisphere
is dominant for visual-spatial functions.
Given that ASL expresses linguistic func-
tions by manipulating spatial contrasts, what
is the brain organization for sign language?

Is sign language controlled by the right
hemisphere along with many other visual-
spatial functions or does the left hemisphere
subserve sign language as it does spoken
language? Or is sign language represented
equally in both hemispheres of the brain?
Howard Poizner, Ursula Bellugi, and Edward
Klima have shown that the brain honors the
distinction between language and nonlan-
guage visual-spatial functions (Poizner,
Klima, and Bellugi 1987; Bellugi, Poizner,
and Klima 1989). Despite the visual-spatial
modality of signed languages, linguistic pro-
cessing occurs primarily within the left
hemisphere of deaf signers, whereas the
right hemisphere is specialized for nonlin-
guistic visual-spatial processing in these
signers. Poizner, Bellugi, and Klima have
shown that damage to the left hemisphere of
the brain leads to sign aphasias similar to
classic aphasias observed in speaking pa-
tients. For example, adult signers with left-
hemisphere damage may produce “agram-
matic” signing, characterized by a lack of
morphological and syntactic markings and
often accompanied by halting, effortful
signing. An agrammatic signer will produce
single-sign utterances that lack the gram-
matically required inflectional movements
and use of space (see discussion above). In
contrast, right-hemisphere damage pro-
duces impairments of many visual-spatial
abilities, but does not produce sign lan-
guage aphasias. When given tests of sign
language comprehension and production
(e.g., from the Salk Sign Aphasia Exam;
Poizner, Klima, and Bellugi 1987), signers
with right-hemisphere damage perform nor-
mally, but these same signers show marked
impairment on nonlinguistic tests of visual-
spatial functions. For example, when given
a set of colored blocks and asked to assemble
them to match a model (the WAIS blocks
test), right-hemisphere-damaged signers
have great difficulty and are unable to cap-
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ture the overall configuration of the block
design. Similar impairments on this task are
found with hearing, speaking subjects with
right-hemisphere damage. 

Poizner, Klima, and Bellugi (1987) also
reported that some signing patients with
right-hemisphere damage show a selective
impairment in their ability to use space to
express spatial relations in ASL, for example
when describing the layout of furniture in
their room or apartment. Their descriptions
are not ungrammatical, but they are incor-
rect when compared to the actual layout of
objects. One hypothesis for this dysfunction
following right-hemisphere damage is that,
unlike spoken language, ASL requires that
the cognitive representation of spatial rela-
tions be recovered from and instantiated
within a spatialized linguistic encoding
(i.e., cognitive spatial relations map to
space, not to sound). Evidence supporting
this hypothesis comes from a bilingual hear-
ing patient with right-hemisphere damage
studied by David Corina and colleagues

(Corina et al. 1990; Emmorey, Corina, and
Bellugi 1995; Emmorey, Hickok, and Co-
rina 1993). The data from this case suggest
that there may be more right-hemisphere
involvement when processing spatial infor-
mation encoded within a linguistic descrip-
tion for signed compared to spoken lan-
guages. 

The case involves female patient D.N.,19

a young hearing signer (age 39), bilingual in
ASL and English, who was exposed to ASL
early in childhood. She underwent surgi-
cal evacuation of a right parietal-occipital
hematoma and an arteriovenous malforma-
tion. Examination of a magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) scan done six months after
the surgery revealed a predominantly mesial
superior occipital-parietal lesion. The supe-
rior parietal lobule was involved, while the
inferior parietal lobule was spared, although
some of the deep white matter coming from
this structure may also be involved. The
comparison test between English and ASL
spatial commands (see below and Figure 21)
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was conducted by Corina approximately one
year after D.N.’s surgery. 

D.N. was not aphasic for either English
or ASL. Her performance on the Salk Sign
Diagnostic Aphasia Exam was excellent,
and she showed no linguistic deficits for En-
glish. Nevertheless, she exhibited a striking
dissociation between her ability to compre-
hend and produce spatial descriptions in
English compared to ASL. Although her
English description had no evident spatial
distortions, she was impaired in her ability
to describe the spatial layout of her room us-
ing ASL. Her ASL description showed a
marked disorganization of the elements in
the room. Her attempts to place one set of
objects in relation to others were particu-
larly impaired, and she incorrectly specified
the orientation and location of items of fur-
niture (see also Emmorey, Corina, and Bel-
lugi 1995). 

Corina (1989) developed a specific set
of tasks to investigate D.N.’s comprehension
of locative relations in English and ASL.
One of these tasks required D.N. to set up
real objects in accordance with spatial de-
scriptions given in either English or in ASL.
An example of a simple English instruction
would be “The pen is on the paper.” The
English and ASL instructions along with
D.N.’s responses are illustrated in Figure 21.
D.N. correctly interprets the English com-
mand, but fails with the ASL instructions.
This particular example was elicited
through informal testing by Corina in
which the same instructions were given in
both English and ASL. D.N. was later given
36 different spatial commands (18 in En-
glish and 18 in ASL) which involved from
two to four objects (e.g., cup, pen, book).
The instructions were matched for number
of spatial relations that were encoded in
each language. When D.N. was given in-
structions in English to locate objects with
respect to one another, she performed rela-

tively well—83% correct. Her score was
worse than her normal age-matched bilin-
gual control (100% correct), but better than
other right-hemisphere-damaged subjects
who were given the English test (69% cor-
rect). However, when presented with simi-
lar information in ASL—in which spatial re-
lations are presented topographically in sign
space—D.N. made many more spatial er-
rors, scoring only 39% correct. This result is
particularly striking, given the iconicity of
the ASL descriptions (see Figure 21). 

We hypothesize that the dissociation be-
tween D.N.’s comprehension of English and
ASL spatial commands arises because of the
highly specific spatial realization of ASL
classifier constructions. That is, spatial rela-
tions must be recovered from a visual-spatial
signal in which much more information is
encoded about the relative position and ori-
entation of objects, compared to English.
Furthermore, the requirement of reading off
spatial relations directly from the orientation
and position of classifier signs in space may
make additional demands on spatial cogni-
tive processes within the right hemisphere.
D.N.’s comprehension impairment is not
linguistic per se, but stems from the fact that
linguistic information about spatial relations
must be recovered from a representation that
itself is spatialized; D.N. does not have diffi-
culty understanding ASL spatial contrasts
that do not encode information about loca-
tion or orientation. Thus the case of D.N.
also bears on our earlier discussion concern-
ing referential versus topographic functions
of space in ASL. D.N. exhibits a dissociation
between the use of signing space as a lin-
guistic device for marking sentence-level ref-
erential distinctions and the use of signing
space as a topographic mapping device (see
Emmorey et al. 1995 for a complete discus-
sion of this dissociation and for additional ev-
idence from language-processing experi-
ments with normal ASL signers). 
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In conclusion, signed languages offer a
unique window into the relation between
language and space. All current evidence
indicates that signed languages are con-
strained by the same principles that shape
spoken languages. Thus far, there is no evi-
dence that signed languages grammaticize
different aspects of the spatial world com-
pared to spoken languages (see Supalla
1982). What is different and unusual about
signed languages is their visual-spatial
form—the fact that space and movement
can be used to linguistically represent space
and movement in the world. This chapter
has explored the ramifications of this spa-
tialized encoding for the nature of linguistic
structure, for language processing, for spa-
tial cognition in general, and for the neural
substrate of sign language. Future research
might include investigations of the follow-
ing: (1) the semantic and grammatical
structure of locative constructions in differ-
ent sign languages (how do sign languages
vary in the way they utilize physical space to
represent topological and other spatial con-
cepts?); (2) when and how signing children
acquire locative vocabulary (what is the de-
velopmental relation between spatial cogni-
tion and sign language acquisition? See
Mandler, Chapter 9, this volume, and Bow-
erman, Chapter 10, this volume, for discus-
sion of spatial cognition and spoken lan-
guage acquisition); (3) spatial attention in
sign language perception and nonlinguistic
visual-spatial perception (do signers show
differences in spatial attention that could be
attributed to experience with sign lan-
guage?); (4) how signers build spatial men-
tal models (does signing space operate like a
diagram? See Johnson-Laird, Chapter 11,
this volume); and (5) the neural substrate
and psychological mechanisms that under-
lie the mapping between a linguistic signal
(both signed and spoken) and an amodal
spatial representation. These are only some

of the areas in which the study of sign lan-
guage could enhance our understanding of
the relation between language and space. 
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NOTES

1. Words in small capital letters represent English
glosses for ASL signs. The gloss represents the
meaning of the unmarked, unmodulated root
form of a sign. A subscripted word following a sign
gloss indicates that the sign is made with some
regular change in form associated with a system-
atic change in meaning, and thus indicates gram-
matical morphology in ASL (e.g., givehabitual).
Multiword glosses connected by hyphens are
used when more than one English word is re-
quired to translate a single sign (e.g., look-at).
Subscripts are used to indicate spatial loci; nouns,
pronouns, and agreeing verbs are marked with a
subscript to indicate the loci at which they are
signed (e.g. indexa, biteb). Classifier forms are
abbreviated cl, followed by the handshape of the
classifier and a description of the meaning in ital-
ics (cl:g—shape). Descriptions of how a classi-
fier sign is articulated may be given underneath
the gloss. English translations are provided in
quotes. 

2. Some signs such as personal pronouns may not
be specified in the lexicon for location (see Lillo-
Martin and Klima 1990; Liddell 1994). 

3. Other terms that have been used for these verbs
are indicating (Liddell 1995) and inflecting (Pad-
den 1988). 
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4. Whether subject is associated with the beginning
or end of the verb’s movement depends upon the
class of verb (cf. “backwards” verbs, Padden 1988;
Brentari 1988). 

5. Following traditional linguistic typography, a
question mark (?) indicates that a sentence is con-
sidered marginal; a star (*) indicates that the sen-
tence is unacceptable. 

6. In this study, native signers were deaf individuals
who were exposed to ASL from birth. 

7. The example of drawing was suggested to me by
Dan Slobin, who has made similar arguments
about scene setting and the effect of modality on
signed languages (Slobin and Hoiting 1994).

8. Sign linguists often use “frame of reference” in a
nonspatial sense, referring to anaphoric reference
in a discourse (see especially Engberg-Pedersen
1993). 

9. The addressee is assumed to be facing the signer.
Signers described these pictures to a video cam-
era rather than to an actual addressee. In under-
standing this discussion of point of view in ASL, it
might be useful for you the reader to imagine that
you and the signer viewed the display from the
same vantage point, and now the signer is facing
you (the addressee) to describe it. 

10. It should be noted that occasionally a signer may
ignore the orientation features of the vehicle clas-
sifier, say, pointing the vehicle classifier toward
the tree classifier, when in actual fact the car is
facing away from the tree. This may occur when
it is difficult to produce the correct orientation,
say, pointing the vehicle classifier to the right with
the right hand, palm out (try it). 

11. There were only six examples (out of thirty-five)
in which a signer ignored the orientation of the
car because it was awkward to articulate. Also,
signers did not always alternate which hand pro-
duced the classifier for tree, as might be implied
by Figures 9 and 10. 

12. Except for the sign left, west is perhaps the only
sign that is specified as moving toward the signer’s
left rather than toward the “nondominant side.”
For both left- and right-handers, the sign west

moves toward the left, and the sign east moves to-
ward the right. The direction of movement is
fixed with respect to the signer’s left and right, un-
like other signs. For example, right- and left-han-
ders would articulate the signs illustrated in Fig-
ure 1, which also move across the body, with
opposite directions of motion (left to right vs.
right to left, respectively). However, there is some
change in articulation for left-handers, perhaps
due to phonological constraints. For east and
west the orientation of the palm is reversed: out-
ward for west and inward for east. This change
in palm orientation also occurs when a right-
handed signer articulates east or west with the

left hand (switches in hand dominance are
phonologically and discourse governed). 

13. When the signs north and south are used to la-
bel paths within a spatial map, they often retain
some of their upward and downward movement. 

14. This study was conducted in collaboration with
Shannon Casey; the experimenter was either a
native speaker of English (for the English sub-
jects) or a deaf ASL signer (for the deaf subjects). 

15. This is not an orientation command but a shape
description, namely, a classifier construction in
which the shape of the blue puzzle piece is traced
in the vertical plane (see Figure 13 for an ex-
ample). 

16. corner is a frozen classifier construction pro-
duced with nominal movement (Supalla and
Newport 1978). The sign can be articulated at
various positions in space to indicate where the
corner is located (e.g., top left or bottom right). 

17. This study was conducted with Marci Clothier
and Stephen McCullough. 

18. I thank Mary Peterson for bringing this work to
my attention. 

19. Poizner and Kegl (1992) also discuss this patient,
but use the pseudonym initials A.S.
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This paper examines a particular class of
pointing signs in ASL. It will be shown that
this class of signs is distinct from other point-
ing signs in several ways. The analysis pro-
vided here gives support to the idea that
these signs act as determiners.

Sign language researchers who discuss
pointing signs in ASL have arrived at diverse
conclusions as to their syntactic, semantic,
and pragmatic functions. Lacy (1973) finds
that signers establish referents in particular
locations in signing space and use pointing
signs that act as pronouns to reference these
locations. O’Malley (1975) distinguishes
two types of pronouns: deictic, which refer
to objects that are physically present; and
anaphoric, which refer to objects that are
not actually present.

Mandel (1977) and Wilbur (1979) pro-
pose that the pronoun is the point in space
rather than the pointing gesture, and that
the pointing gesture merely indicates which
referent is meant. However, most researchers
(Coulter 1977; Liddell 1980; Pettito 1983;
Padden 1983) agree that these signs do func-
tion as pronouns. Liddell (1980) has shown
that they appear in the syntactic positions re-
served for subjects and objects, thus acting
in the same way as personal pronouns in
spoken languages like English.

Freidman (1975) speaks of these signs
in terms of “proforms,” which are used to
achieve all pronominal, most locative, and

some temporal references. Edge and Herr-
man (1977) and Hoffmeister (1977) also use
the term “proforms.” Edge and Herrman
state that proforms can reference people,
objects, time, and locations. Like Mandel
(1977) and Wilbur (1979), they claim that
the pointing sign merely functions as an in-
dicator rather than a lexical item. In their
view, the proforms consist of locations in
space or of “markers,” which can take the
form of the signer’s body or hand “which
are understood or explicity labeled to take
on the identity of referents” (1977, 142).
Hoffmeister (1978), on the other hand, calls
the pointing sign itself the proform and says
that it functions as a personal pronoun, a
demonstrative pronoun, or a prolocative.

Several researchers (Liddell 1980; Pad-
den 1983; Aramburo 1986) have studied
pointing signs used as locatives. Ingram
(1978) notes that the pointing of the finger
is one of the many possible markers for
ASL topics. Hoffmeister (1977, 1978) and
Wilbur (1979) briefly mention that pointing
signs also function as determiners.

From this discussion it is obvious that
descriptions of the forms and uses of point-
ing gestures are diverse and ambiguous.
One might assume from the literature that
one sign performs many different functions,
and that this sign is made by pointing to a
particular location in neutral space. How-
ever, a close examination indicates that
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pointing signs constitute several different
lexical items.

This paper focuses on a class of pointing
signs that are phonologically and syntacti-
cally distinguished from other pointing
signs. The analysis and discussion support
the notion that this class of signs act as
determiners.

METHODOLOGY

The data for this project come from two
main sources. The first set comes from
videotape recordings of ten deaf native sign-
ers of ASL. The tapes were transcribed us-
ing a system of written English glosses, and
drawings were made to document the vari-
ous forms pointing signs could take.

The second set of data comes from work
with several deaf informants. The time
spent with the informants was mainly used
to elicit particular types of data, to ask spe-
cific questions, and to check hypotheses.
These data were collected in the form of
notes in which ASL signs were recorded us-
ing English glosses.

In the analysis of these written tran-
scripts and notes, each occurrence of a
pointing sign was described according to its
phonological form, placement in a clause or
phrase, signs preceding or following it, and
apparent meaning and function.

PHONOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

Although the pointing signs mentioned in
the literature are composed of a variety of
movements, locations, and orientations, the
category of signs examined in this paper is
quite restricted in form. The vast majority of
these signs point slightly upward (see Figure
1). These signs, made with the nondomi-
nant hand, are often simultaneous with a
sign on the dominant hand. In this case,
they are sometimes lowered (see Figure 2).

Eye gaze is variable, sometimes remaining
on the addressee, sometimes following the
direction of the point.

These signs are phonologically distinct
from other pointing signs with arcing or jab-
bing movements. Aramburo (1986) de-
scribes varying forms of locative pointing
signs, all of which involve an arcing move-
ment. Other pointing signs in our data have
a jabbing movement, which is often re-
peated. Neither of these classes of pointing
signs will be discussed here. This paper fo-
cuses on signs that move slightly or not at
all, never arc or jab, and most often point
slightly upward.

SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS

A large corpus of signs with this particular
phonological form were analyzed according
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FIGURE 1. Pointing signs on dominant hand.



to their syntactic function. It soon became
apparent that these signs could be divided
into two syntactic categories: pronouns and
determiners.1

The use of pointing signs as pronouns
has been well documented, but will be
briefly reviewed here. Pronominalization in
ASL has been said to involve the indexing of
a particular area in signing space. A pointing
sign acting as a pronoun is distinguished by
its function and by its placement within a
clause. In ASL, the first-person-singular pro-
noun is signed with the tip of the index fin-
ger moving to make contact with the chest
(transcribed as pro.1). Describing the syn-
tactic function of this pronoun helps to
identify other pronouns in ASL, and to help
discriminate them from other uses of point-
ing signs. Examples 1 and 2 are examples of
first-person-singular pronouns.

(1) PRO.1 CL:PICK-UP-PIECES
“I picked up the pieces.”

(2) NEVER SEE BOY BREAK-INTO-TEARS
FOR PRO.1
“I’d never seen a boy burst out crying
over me.”

The pronouns all stand alone. In accor-
dance with the definition of pronouns, they
are “noun phrases of the simplest possible
structure, which, as a rule, allow neither pre-
modification nor postmodification” (Aarts
and Aarts 1982, 49). ASL pronouns func-
tion in a similar way to English pronouns,

except that there is no gender marking or
case marking.

Pointing signs acting as pronouns are
shown in sentences 3 and 4. (Henceforth
[p.s.] will be used to indicate a pointing
sign.)

(3) [p.s.] COOK THAT GREEN CL:SMALL-
CYLINDER
“He cooked celery.”

(4) PRO.1 LIKE [p.s.]
“I liked him.”

In accordance with the definition of third-
person pronouns, these signs can be re-
placed by the noun phrase for the person,
place, or thing to which they refer. The
pointing sign constitutes the whole noun
phrase. This is illustrated in the phrase
structure trees of sentences 3 and 4 (see Fig-
ure 3).

Many of the pointing signs in this cor-
pus do not act as pronouns. A pronoun, as
mentioned above, must stand alone in a
nounphrase. However, pointing signs some-
times occur with nouns rather than replac-
ing them, as in sentences 5 and 6.

(5) [p.s.] GIRL ALL-DAY WORK
“The girl worked all day long.”

(6) OTHER MAN [p.s.] STEAL
“The other man had stolen it.”

The data collected for this study are con-
sistent with the notion put forward by
Hoffmeister (1977) and Wilbur (1979) that
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pointing signs may act as determiners. The
tree diagrams of sentences 5 and 6 indicate
that the pointing sign, together with the
noun, constitutes the noun phrase (see Fig-
ure 4).

POINTING SIGNS AS DETERMINERS

Since the pointing signs discussed above oc-
cur with nouns in noun phrases, they serve
to modify nouns. They don’t contain a great
deal of semantic content nor do they de-
scribe nouns. Thus they do not function as
adjectives. When asked why these signs
were being used, the informants stated that
they “specify” the noun. These observations
indicate that these signs function as some
type of determiner.

In English, determiners are usually con-
sidered to include the articles “a” and “the,”
the demonstrative pronouns (“this,” “that,”
“these,” and “those”), possessive pronouns,
and quantifiers like “any,” “other,” “some,”
“none,” etc. (Stockwell, Schachter, and Par-
tee 1973; Huddleston 1984; Givon 1984).
They help “determine” which object is be-
ing referred to. Determiners can be either
definite or indefinite. The factors that dic-
tate whether a definite or an indefinite de-
terminer will be used have not been fully de-
scribed. However, it is generally agreed that
a definite determiner is used when the in-
terlocutor can be expected to be able to lo-
cate a referent (for example, “the girl,” “that

book,” “my mother”) because such a deter-
miner is anaphoric (makes reference to
prior discourse) or deictic (makes reference
to an entity that is present). An indefinite de-
terminer will be used when the particular
referent cannot be identified (for example,
“a girl,” “some books,” “anyone’s mother”).
A noun phrase in English can contain up to
three determiners as in “all her many
friends” (Huddleston 1984). 

The data examined for this study sup-
port Wilbur’s (1979) claim that pointing de-
terminers may occur before, after, or simul-
taneously with a noun, as in sentences 7
through 10: (Pointing determiners will be
labeled “det” throughout the rest of the pa-
per.)

(7) Before the noun
SEE DET GIRL
“He saw a girl.”

(8) After the noun
OTHER SISTER DET COME
“The other sister came over.”

(9) Simultaneously with the noun
SAME MAN/DET CL:ONE PERSON-
MOVES-TOWARD-ANOTHER
“The same man was walking towards
her.”

As in English, ASL permits more than
one determiner to occur in a noun phrase.
Many examples of a pointing determiner oc-
curring with other signs that act as deter-
miners, such as other and that, were
found in these data, as in sentence 10:2
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(10) OTHER MAN DET THAT^DET ENTER
“The other man, that one, came in.”

Wilbur (1979) hypothesizes that the
definite/indefinite distinction in ASL may
be made by the contrast between the exis-
tence of a surface determiner (in which case
a noun phrase is definite) or the lack of a sur-
face determiner (in which case it is indefi-
nite). The data in this study, however, are
not consistent with this hypothesis. One
clear case in which one would expect to see
an indefinite determiner is that in which a
character in a story who is unknown to the
interlocutor is being mentioned for the first
time. But, we found many instances in
which a noun being mentioned for the first
time does occur with a determiner. In sen-
tence 11, one of the signers is telling a story
about an experience he and a friend had at
the beach. A clumsy man walks by and spills
a can of soda on his friend. In this utterance,
the man is being mentioned for the first
time.

(11) DET FAT-KLUTZ MAN CL:WALK-
CLUMSILY
“A fat klutzy guy was walking clumsily
toward us.”

We found several instances in which a
newly mentioned noun occurs without a de-
terminer, but by far the most usual case was
that in which a determiner is present.

Determiners with Specific and
Concrete Nouns

We found no instances of pointing signs be-
ing used with generic nouns. The infor-
mants in this study indicated that pointing
determiners are used to describe only spe-
cific entities. Sentences 12 and 13 provide
examples of a permissible utterance and an
ungrammatical utterance:

(12) MY CAR DET BETTER THAN POSS.3
CAR DET
“My car is better than his car.”

(13) *TOYOTA DET BETTER THAN
HONDA DET
“The Toyotas are better than the
Hondas.”

In addition, we found no instances of point-
ing determiners being used with abstract
nouns. The informants also judged as un-
grammatical the use of pointing signs si-
multaneously with signs such as concept

and theory.
These data seem to indicate, therefore,

that pointing determiners in ASL are used
only with concrete nouns that refer to spe-
cific entities. It is also possible that pointing
determiners are used only with count
nouns, although this needs to be investi-
gated further. As yet, we have identified no
process marking the definite/indefinite dis-
tinction. Our original hypothesis was that
this distinction is marked by whether the de-
terminer occurs before or after the noun,
but a thorough investigation proved this hy-
pothesis to be unfounded.

Arbitrary Direction of the Point

One particularly interesting discovery is that
the direction of the point is most often in-
significant. It has been generally accepted
that signers set up entities at different loca-
tions in space. In a story with several differ-
ent characters, the claim has been that each
character is identified with one particular
location in the signing space. In this view,
the location remains constant until the
signer indicates that the character has
moved to a new location (Padden 1983).
This view also claims that a pointing gesture
in the direction of a location associated with
a character is used when referring back to
this character.

The characters in the stories we exam-
ined, however, are typically not set up in this
way. In most cases, the determiners used
with many different characters point to the
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same location. In fact, the data indicate that
signers tend to have a preferred location that
they use consistently for their determiners.
When we asked one of the informants to tell
the story of “Cinderella,” the determiners
used with nouns to indicate each of the
characters were most often identical in
form—that is, handshape, orientation, and
(most notably) location were the same.
These observations show that the locations
to which these signs point do not distinguish
characters from one another. Furthermore,
even determiners occurring with nouns in-
dicating places (for example, home and
b-a-l-l) show no distinction in location.
Also the determiners used with one charac-
ter are not consistently directed toward one
location. Occasionally the determiners used
with girl (indicating Cinderella), were di-
rected toward a different location, with no
apparent semantic or pragmatic reason for
doing so. It appears, then, that the direction
in which a determiner points is arbitrary.
One particularly clear example of this oc-
curs in sentence 14. This utterance oc-
curred in a story in which one of the char-
acters was a woman sitting in the back seat
of a car. The story teller, referring to the
woman in the back seat signed the utterance
(loc here refers to a pointing sign function-
ing as a locative).

(14) DET (to the left) WOMAN LOC
(to the back) 
“The woman in the back . . .”

The determiner in this case points toward
the left, whereas the locative points toward
the back.

Determiners with Plural Nouns

We also found determiners of the same form
used with plural nouns, as in sentence 15.

(15) FLIRT MANY GIRL DET SERVE KING
“He was flirting with the king’s serving
girls.”

In sentence 15 the determiner follows the
noun girl, which is pluralized by the addi-
tion of the sign many. However, the form of
the determiner is the same as that used with
a singular noun. Plural pronouns, on the
other hand, use an arcing movement as in
sentence 16.

(16) PRO.1 ASK PRO.3 (arcing movement). 
“I asked them.”

Determiners with Personal Names
and Possessives

We found that pointing signs can occur with
personal names, indicating another differ-
ence between English determiners and ASL
determiners. We observed occurrences of
ASL determiners being used with proper
nouns in both the videotaped narratives and
in the work with informants. Sentence 17 is
one example of a determiner used with a
personal name:

(17) BILL DET TAKE-ADVANTAGE ANN
“Bill took advantage of Ann.”

ASL determiners also appear with posses-
sives, as in sentence 18:

(18) MY CAR DET BETTER THAN POSS.3
CAR DET
“My car is better than his car.”

SUMMARY

In this study, pointing signs that act as deter-
miners have been phonologically and syn-
tactically distinguished from other pointing
signs. Evidence has been provided that indi-
cates that such pointing signs occur with
nouns in a noun phrase and are used to mark
specific entities in a discourse. This analysis
shows how ASL determiners are similar to
and different from English determiners. Un-
like English determiners, ASL determiners
can occur with proper nouns and posses-
sives, and apparently cannot occur with
generic or abstract nouns. It is particularly
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interesting that the direction in which a de-
terminer points is generally insignificant.

This is a preliminary study of how point-
ing determiners behave in one visual/gestural
language, ASL. Areas for future research in-
clude the exploration of the definite/indefi-
nite distinction, the interaction of pointing
determiners with other determiners like that

and other, and the possibility that some
pointing signs (possibly those with a jabbing
movement) act as demonstratives. Finally, it
would be of interest to examine whether
pointing signs are ever used to “set up” entities
in space for later reference, and if so, whether
these signs act as determiners or have some
other syntactic function.

NOTES

The authors wish to thank Scott Liddell for his guid-
ance and encouragement.
1. The fact that pronouns and determiners have the

same phonological form is not unique to ASL. As
noted by Sera de Vriendt (personal communica-
tion), this phenomenon is also found in other lan-
guages. In French, for example, the masculine “le”
and feminine “la” are used as both pronouns and
determiners.

2. The form that^det, although not addressed in
this paper, is worthy of special note. It may be that
it is one lexical item since it appears that the two
parts cannot be interrupted by additional details or
by a pause. Its function warrants further investiga-
tion. One possibility is that it acts as some type of
discourse marker.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter explores how morphemes and
words are organized within sentences. It ex-
amines the parts of a sentence, the relation-
ships among them, and the relationships
among various kinds of sentences such as
statements and questions. The structure of a
sentence, as well as its study, is called syntax.

The first observation to be made in
studying sentence structure is that all lan-
guages have ways of referring to entities—to
people, places, things, ideas, events, and so
on. Referring expressions are nouns or noun
phrases. There are simple ones like the
proper nouns Lauren, Paris, and Labor Day,
the common nouns books and justice, and
the personal pronouns you and it. There are
also more complicated expressions like
these noun phrases: a magical book, the
ghost, his mother, the star of the film, a judge
he had known forty years earlier, and the
strict-constructionist way that Wapner settled
another dispute over the ownership of a dog.

The second observation to be made about
syntax is that all languages have ways of saying
something about the entities they make ref-
erence to. In other words, all languages can
make predications about the things referred to
by the referring expressions. All languages
have ways of making statements, both affir-
mative and negative. They can also ask ques-
tions, issue directives, and so on.

Let’s illustrate with affirmative state-
ments. In the following sentences, refer-
ence is made to an entity and then a predi-
cation is made about it.

Referring Expression Predication

Judge Wapner uses an answering machine.

She has a daughter.

The ghost reappeared last night.

In the first example, reference is made to
“Judge Wapner”; something is then predi-
cated of him—namely, that he “uses an an-
swering machine.” Likewise for the second
and third examples.

Sentences often consist of more elabo-
rate referring expressions and more elabo-
rate predications than these. The two sen-
tences below illustrate more elaborate
predications. In the first example, reference
is made “to the dog” and then a predication
about the dog is made. In the second ex-
ample, reference is made to “the bride” and
then a predication is made about her. In
these examples, the predication is under-
lined.

The dog bit the man who had agreed to care
for it.

The bride swore that her father had promised
to foot the bill.

The processes that a language uses to re-
fer to things and make predications about
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them are part of its syntax. Syntax governs
the way a language makes statements, asks
questions, gives directives, and so on. In
other words, the study of syntax treats the
structure of sentences and their structural
relationships to one another. To repeat: A
typical sentence consists of two parts, one a
referring expression and the other a pred-
ication about the entity referred to. In syn-
tactic terms, referring expressions are noun
phrases, and predicates are verb phrases. All
languages, however much they differ from
one another in the other categories or parts
of speech, have nouns (and noun phrases)
and verbs (and verb phrases).

SENTENCE TYPES

In many traditional grammars three major
sentences types are distinguished. A simple
sentence consists of a single clause that
stands alone as its own sentence. In a coor-
dinate sentence (called “compound” in tra-
ditional grammars), two or more clauses are
joined by a conjunction in a coordinate re-
lationship. A complex sentence combines
two (or more) clauses in such a way that one
clause functions as a grammatical part of the
other one.

Simple Sentences

Simple sentences are those that contain one
clause; a clause contains a single verb (or
predicate). The following are examples of
simple sentences:

(a) Dan washed the dishes.

(b) Karim assembled the new grill.

(c) Joe cooked the hot dogs.

(d) A runner from Ohio won the marathon
last year.

(e) Denise will buy a new raincoat this fall.

(f ) Her uncle had put the gifts in the car.

(g) The psychiatrist should have believed in
banshees.

Each of these sentences contains only one
verb, but you can see that a verb itself can
consist of a single word (as in washed, as-
sembled, cooked, and won) or of more than
one word (as in will buy, had put, and should
have believed). The clauses just cited are
called sentences because they stand inde-
pendently as sentences; if they were incor-
porated into other sentences, they would be
called clauses. In English and many other
languages, the central element in a clause is
the verb; each clause—and therefore each
simple sentence—contains just one verb.

Coordinate Sentences

Two clauses can be joined to make a coordi-
nate sentence, as in these examples:

(a) Karim assembled the new grill, and Joe
cooked the hot dogs.

(b) Denise bought a new coat, but she didn’t
wear it often.

A coordinate sentence consists of two
clauses joined by a word such as and, but, or
or, which are called coordinating conjunc-
tions, or simply conjunctions. Conjunctions
can be used to join sentences (as we have
just seen), but they can also join other con-
structions; for example, nouns in trick or
treat and dungeons and dragons: verbs in
trip and fall and break and enter; adjectives
in slow and painful and tried and true. To re-
peat a point made in the preceding section,
when clauses are combined to form a single
sentence we generally reserve the word sen-
tence for the larger structure and refer to the
structures that make it up as clauses.

The clauses in a coordinate sentence
hold equal status as parts of the sentence:
neither is part of the other one, and each
could stand by itself as an independent sen-
tence. Figure 1 represents the structure of a
coordinate sentence and illustrates the
equivalent status of the clauses (called coor-
dinate clauses). We use the label S for both
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the whole sentence and for each coordinate
clause in it: conj stands for conjunction.

Complex Sentences

Embedded Clauses. One clause can be in-
corporated into another clause. The clause
Dan washed the dishes can be incorporated
into another clause to produce the sentence
Sue said Dan washed the dishes. In each of
the following examples, the underlined por-
tion is a clause that is incorporated (or em-
bedded) into another clause.

(a) Sue said Dan washed the dishes.

(b) That the runner from Ohio won the
marathon surprised us.

(c) She is wondering whether Denise will
buy a new raincoat.

(d) She didn’t suspect a party until her uncle
put the gifts in the car.

(e) It was clear that the patient should have
received a refund.

In sentence (a), the clause Dan washed the
dishes is embedded into the clausal struc-
ture Sue said __________. The clause Dan
washed the dishes functions as the direct ob-
ject of the verb said. It is thus functionally
equivalent (though not semantically equiv-
alent) to the word something in the sentence
Sue said something; both are direct objects.
In (b), the clause That the runner from Ohio
won the marathon is embedded into the
clausal structure ______ surprised us. In this
case, the embedded clause functions as the

subject of the verb surprised. The embedded
clause in (b) (That the runner from Ohio
won the marathon) is grammatically equiva-
lent to It in It surprised us or to The news in
The news surprised us. In (c) the clause
whether Denise will buy a new raincoat is
embedded into the clause She is wondering
_____; it serves as a complement to the verb
is wondering.

Subordinators. In most of the examples
just given, the embedded clause is intro-
duced by a word that would not occur there
if the clause were standing as an indepen-
dent sentence: words like that in (b) and (e),
whether in (c) and until in (d). When a
clause is embedded into another clause, it is
often introduced by such a subordinator.
Subordinators serve to mark the beginning
of an embedded clause and to help identify
its function in the sentence. Not all embed-
ded clauses must be introduced by a subor-
dinator, although in English they usually
can be. Compare these sentence pairs:

(a) Sue said that Dan washed the dishes.

(b) Sue said Dan washed the dishes.

(c) That she won surprised us.

(d) *She won surprised us.

Notice that (a) and (b) are well formed with
or without the subordinator. But of the pair
(c) and (d), only (c) is well formed. (The as-
terisk preceding (d) indicates a structure
that is not well formed.)

The Form of Embedded Clauses. When a
clause is embedded within certain other
clauses, its form may differ from the form it
would have if it stood independently as a
simple sentence. In these pairs, compare
sentence (a) with (b) and (c) with (d):

(a) Sue said Dan washed the dishes.

(b) Sue wanted Dan to wash the dishes.
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(c) That the runner from Ohio won the
marathon surprised us.

(d) For the runner from Ohio to win the
marathon surprised us.

The clause Dan to wash the dishes is not a
well-formed English sentence; yet when it is
embedded into the clausal structure Sue
wanted _____, it is perfectly well formed. As
a matter of fact, any other form would be un-
acceptable, as illustrated:

(a) *Sue wanted Dan washed the dishes.

(b) *Sue wanted that Dan will wash the
dishes.

(c) *Sue wanted Dan washes the dishes.

The form of an embedded clause can
depend on the particular verb of the clause
in which it is embedded. Compare the sen-
tences in each of these pairs:

(a) Sue wanted Dan to wash the dishes.

(b) *Sue wanted Dan washed the dishes.

(c) Sue said Dan washed the dishes.

(d) *Sue said Dan to wash the dishes.

These sentences suggest that the verb want
requires a clause form with to, as in wanted
Dan to wash the dishes; whereas the verb say
does not permit an embedded clause to take
the form Dan to wash the dishes but does
permit the independent sentence form Dan
washed the dishes.

Unlike coordinate sentences, which
contain clauses of equal status, complex
sentences contain clauses of unequal sta-
tus. In the complex sentences we have been
examining, one clause is subordinate to an-

other clause and functions as a grammati-
cal part of that clause. We call the subordi-
nate clause an embedded clause and the
clause into which it is embedded a matrix
clause. Every subordinate clause is by defi-
nition embedded in a matrix clause, in
which it serves in a grammatical function
such as subject, direct object, or adverbial.
For example, in the next sentences, in
which brackets set off the embedded
clauses, each embedded clause functions
as a grammatical unit in its matrix clause.
Each embedded clause has the same gram-
matical function in its matrix clause as the
underlined word has in the sentence di-
rectly below it:

(a) Sally said [she saw a ghost].

(b) Sally said it. ( it is the direct object of the
verb said )

(c) [That Jack feared witches] upset his wife.

(d) It upset his wife. ( It is the subject of the
sentence)

(e) Joe cooked the hot dogs [after Karim
assembled the grill].

(f ) Joe cooked the hot dogs then. (then is an
adverbial modifier)

In (a), the embedded clause she saw a ghost
functions as the direct object of the verb
said, just as the word it does in (b). In (c), the
embedded clause That Jack feared witches
functions as the subject of the verb upset,
just as it does in sentence (d). In (e), after
Karim assembled the grill functions as an ad-
verbial modifying the verb phrase cooked the
hot dogs, just as then does in (f ).
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Noun-substantives, the names of things declare,

And adjectives, what kind of things these are . . .

A structure: and the toil of grammar’s past.

Israel Tonge (c. 1680)

One of the underlying themes of this book is
that language is a highly structured system of
communication. Utterances are not formed
by randomly combining linguistic elements.
Rather, as you saw in Chapter 3, words con-
sist of phonological units called syllables,
which in turn are made up of segments and
features. This chapter focuses on syntax, the
system of rules and categories that allows
words to be combined to form sentences.

The data that linguists use to study syn-
tax consist primarily of judgments about
the grammaticality of individual sentences.
Roughly speaking, a sentence is considered
grammatical if speakers judge it to be a pos-
sible sentence of their language. Example
1a is not a possible sentence in English, al-
though the same words can be combined in
a different way to form the grammatical
structure in 1b.

1. a) *house painted student a the

b) A student painted the house.

Often, it is not obvious why a particular sen-
tence has to be ungrammatical. Consider in
this respect the following examples.

2. a) Mike will leave tomorrow at 3:00 P.M.

b) Will Mike leave tomorrow at 3:00 P.M.?

3. a) Mike leaves tomorrow at 3:00 P.M.

b) *Leaves Mike tomorrow at 3:00 P.M.

While 2a and 3a mean essentially the same
thing, only one of them has a question struc-
ture formed by reversing the order of the
first two words. There is nothing logically
wrong with sentence 3b. Such structures are
found in many human languages and, until
a few centuries ago, were pefectly accept-
able in English. For some reason, however,
the rules that form sentences in Modern
English do not allow this pattern.

In the following pages, we will use in-
formation about grammaticality to illustrate
the workings of the syntactic component of
the grammar. We will begin by considering
the role of word classes in sentence forma-
tion. Next, we will examine the various types
of rules that form sentences by arranging
words into patterns appropriate to English.
Finally, we will consider some basic syntac-
tic phenomena in languages other than
English.

5.1 SYNTACTIC CATEGORIES

The first step in syntactic analysis is the
identification of the categories to which the
words of a language belong. If words could
not be assigned to a small group of cate-
gories, it would be very hard to learn or use
a language. Each of the ten thousand or so
lexical items in the average person’s every-
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day spoken vocabulary would have its own
set of properties that would have to be mem-
orized—a rather daunting task.

Lexical Categories

Fortunately, such a feat of memory is un-
necessary since large groups of words have
very similar properties. These shared char-
acteristics allow us to organize words into a
relatively small number of lexical categories
or classes (see Table 1). Four major lexical
categories are typically recognized, namely
noun (N), verb (V), adjective (Adj), and ad-
verb (Adv). Membership in these categories
is open in the sense that new words are al-
ways being added. There is also a group of
minor or closed categories in which mem-
bership is open in the sense that new words
are always being added. There is also a
group of minor or closed categories in which
membership is restricted to a fixed set of el-
ements already in the language. Minor lex-
ical categories include determiner (Det),
auxiliary verb (Aux), preposition (P), pro-
noun (Pro), and conjunction (C). How are
lexical categories defined? As noted previ-
ously, the words in each lexical category
share certain properties. Some of these

properties pertain to meaning. Nouns, for
instance, typically name entities such as in-
dividuals (Shawn, Marie) and concrete and
abstract things (book, desk, policy). Verbs,
on the other hand, designate actions (run,
jump), sensations (feel, hurt), and states (be,
remain).

The meanings associated with nouns
and verbs can be modified in various ways.
The typical function of an adjective, for in-
stance, is to designate a property or attribute
that is applicable to the individuals and
things named by nouns. Thus, adjectives
such as tall, old, and red name properties
that can be attributed to individuals and
things. When we say That building is tall,
we are attributing the property “tall” to the
building named by the noun.

Just as adjectives bear a special relation-
ship to nouns, so adverbs typically name
properties and attributes that can be applied
to the actions, states, and sensations desig-
nated by verbs. In the following sentences,
for example, the adverb quickly indicates the
manner of Janet’s leaving and the adverb
early specifies its time.

4. a) Janet left quickly.

b) Janet left early.
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TABLE 5.1 Lexical Categories

Major lexical categories Examples

Noun (N) Pierre, butterfly, wheat, policy

Verb (V) arrive, discuss, melt, feel, remain

Adjective (Adj) good, tall, silent, old, expensive

Adverb (Adv) yesterday, silently, slowly, quietly, quickly

Minor lexical categories Examples

Determiner (Det) the, a, this, these

Auxiliary verb (Aux) will, can, may, must, be, have

Preposition (P) to, in, on, near, at, by

Pronoun (Pro) he, she, him, his, her

Conjunction (C) and, or, but



The members of each lexical category also
share certain combinatorial properties. This
means that they can combine with certain
other types of words to form larger units.

Noun Phrases. The words that we have
grouped together as nouns can all combine
with determiners and adjectives to form
larger phrases such as the following:

5. a) the books

b) the controversial books

In 5, the adjective controversial modifies the
noun books while the determiner the indi-
cates that the speaker has in mind a definite
set of books. Such a group of words, called a
noun phrase or NP, can be represented by ei-
ther a tree structure or a set of labeled brack-
ets. In Figure 5.1, each word is marked by
the appropriate lexical category label and is
shown to be part of a larger phrasal unit
(NP). Evidence that NPs are syntactic units
comes from the fact they can often be re-
placed by a single word such as the pronoun
they or it. This is illustrated in 6, where they
replaces the students and it replaces the con-
troversial book. (This is called a substitution
test.)

6. The students read the controversial book,
and then they returned it to the library.
(they = the students, it = the controversial
book)

Even though the sequence of words the con-
troversial book is longer and contains more
information than the single word it, both are

NPs and both can occur in the same places
in sentences. In fact, a pronoun can replace
any NP, no matter how long or complex it
may be. In 7, for example, it can replace the
considerably longer NP:

7. The controversial book that the teacher
almost forgot to remind the students to
return to the library was banned by the
committee.

From the syntactic point of view, a pro-
noun like it or she counts as a full NP, even
though it would be listed in the dictionary as
a pronoun only one word long (see Fig-
ure 5.2).

Note that the pronoun substitutes for
the entire NP and not simply for the N, as
shown in 8.

8. a) The students read it.

b) *The students read the controversial it.

Prepositional Phrases. The class of words
making up the minor lexical category of
preposition includes such items as near, in,
on, before, and after. In terms of meaning,
these words typically designate relations in
space (such as in), time (such as before,) or
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direction (such as to or from). A preposition
combines with an NP to form a preposi-
tional phrase or PP (see Figure 5.3).

The substitution test confirms that in
the park is a unit since it can be replaced by
a single word in sentences such as 9.

9. The team practiced in the park, and Lisa
trained there too.
(there = in the park)

A second indication that in the park forms a
phrase is that it can be moved as a single unit
to different positions within the sentence.
(This is called a movement test.) In 10 for in-
stance, in the park occurs at the beginning
of the sentence.

10. In the park, the team practiced for the
championship game.

Verb Phrases. The lexical category consist-
ing of verbs has yet another set of combina-

torial properties. As Figures 5.4 and 5.5
show, elements in this class can combine
with NPs and/or PPs (among other cate-
gories) to form a verb phrase or VP. We know
that drop the ball and trip on the bat form
syntactic units because they can be replaced
by the single word did.

11. a) The catcher dropped the ball, and the
pitcher did too.
(did = dropped the ball )

b) The player tripped on the bat and the
coach did too.
(did = tripped on the bat)

Other Phrases Two other types of phrasal
categories are commonly found in lan-
guage. An adjective can combine with a de-
gree specifier (Spec) such as very, quite, or re-
ally to form an adjectival phrase or AdjP, as
in Figure 5.6. AdjPs can be replaced by the
word so in structures such as 12.
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12. Linda is very intelligent, and Mark
appears so too.
(so = very intelligent)

Adverbial Phrases. (AdvPs) consist of an
adverb and an optional specifier as in Figure
5.7. AdvPs expressing times can usually be
replaced by the word then.

13. Jeremy arrived very early, and Cheryl
arrived then too.
(then = very early)

Other types of AdvPs cannot be easily re-
placed by a single word, but substitution by
larger units is possible.

14. Doug types very quickly, and Caroline
types that way too.
(that way = very quickly)

A small number of time expressions such
as yesterday, today, and now are problematic
for syntactic analysis. In terms of the meaning
they express, such elements appear to be ad-
verbs in that they provide information about
the time of actions. In terms of form, how-
ever, these elements do not combine with
specifiers such as very. For the purposes of this
book, we will consider these expressions to
make up an exceptional class of adverbs.

Intermediate Structures. The substitution
test that we used to justify the claim that NPs
are syntactic units can also be used to show
that there is a syntactic unit larger than an N
but smaller than an NP. This new category
is N’ (pronounced N-bar). It is sometimes
also written as N—. An item that substitutes
for N’ is the word one.

15. a) This book is longer than that one.
(one = book)

b) This book about Australia is longer
than that one about New Guinea.
(one = book)

c) This book about Australia is longer
than that one.
(one = book, or book about
Australia.)

Here we see that word one can substi-
tute for something the size of an N or some-
thing larger than an N but smaller than an
NP. If we postulate N’ as a category inter-
mediate between N and NP, we can think of
these examples as involving the same kind
of substitution. Another set of examples il-
lustrating this is shown below.

16. a) This book is heavier than that one.
(one = book)

b) This book on the shelf is heavier than
that one on the table.
(one = book)

c) This book on the table is better than
that one.
(one = book, or book on the table)

In general, we can think of the NP as ini-
tially branching in two directions, to Det
and N’. N’ can go directly to N, or it can
branch to N’ and something else, such as
PP. At each level, one may substitute for N’.
This is diagrammed in Figure 5.8.

The substitutability of one in other
cases involving adjectives shows that an
AdjP can be a subconstituent of N’ (see
Figure 5.9). That is, one may substitute for
an AdjP + N sequence, as in 17a. In fact,
there is even more structure in this ex-
ample, since one may also replace only
book, as in 17b.

17. a) This controversial book is longer than
that one.
(one = controversial book)

b) This controversial book is longer than
this innocuous one.
(one = book)
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(Because this section is optional, the NPs di-
agrammed in the following sections do not
reflect the N’ innovation discussed here.)

Heads. As we have seen, each phrasal cat-
egory is built around a lexical category—NP
around N, VP around V, AdjP around Adj,
and so on. The lexical category around
which a phrasal category is built is called the
head of that phrase. The head of a phrase
has two distinctive properties. First, it is the
one component of a phrase that is invariably
present. Thus, it is not possible to have a VP
without a verb, although it is possible to
have such a phrase without an NP or a PP.

18. a) No NP: They [VP left early].

b) No PP: They [VP left the room].

c) No NP or PP: They [VP left].

d) No verb: *They [VP the room]

Second, the type of meaning associated with
the head is also associated with the phrase.

Thus, just as the noun girls designates a group
of individuals, so does the NP the young girls.
Similarly, just as the verb run names an ac-
tion, so does the VP run to the store.

This head–phrase relation can be ex-
pressed by using the variable X to stand for
N, V, Adj, or P. Every XP contains an X as its
head, and many of the properties of the X, as
illustrated above in the previous paragraph,
are shared by the XP. This way of looking at
phrases leads us to expect that an XP will al-
ways have an X as its head. It should there-
fore come as a great surprise if we were to
find a VP with something other than a V as
its head—an N for instance.

19. a) [VP[Vrun] to the store ]

b) [VP[N noun] to the store ]

A system of phrase structure called X’
(X-bar) theory, incorporating the notion of
head discussed here as well as intermediate-
sized categories like the N’ discussed ear-
lier, has been elaborated and applied in
much recent work in syntactic theory.

Recursion

One very important property of any natural
language is that it contains an indefinite
number of possible sentences; given any
grammatical sentence of the language, it is
always possible to form a sentence that is
longer. This property is called recursion, and
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it can be illustrated with notions introduced
in this section. Take, for example, the NP in
16b, this book on the shelf. Note that this NP
contains a PP (on the shelf ) as a subcon-
stituent, and note further that this PP con-
tains an NP (the shelf ) as a subconstituent.

Now imagine that this NP itself con-
tained a PP, this book on the shelf in the cor-
ner. Here we have a longer sentence, formed
by the introduction of a PP into the NP, a
reapplication of the procedure used to form
the NP in Figure 5.10. The following gen-
eral pattern is emerging: an NP may contain
a PP which in turn contains an NP, which
may contain a PP, and so on (see Figure 5.11).

Were it not for the fact that the NP need not
contain a PP, the sentence would never end.

Recursion is exhibited in other parts of
the syntax of a language. We have seen that
AdjPs, for example, may contain the speci-
fier very, as in the AdjP very quiet. We may
also have an AdjP that contains two occur-
rences of very (very, very quiet), or three
(very, very, very quiet), or in fact any number.
Nor is there a numerical limit on the num-
ber of AdjPs that can occur inside NP, as in
the small, white poodle, or the very, very
large, very black, quite silly, rather undigni-
fied bulldog.

Sentence Structure

A sentence (S) consists of an NP and a VP,
each of which can itself consist of other cat-
egories. This is illustrated in Figure 5.12.
(For clarity of exposition, tree structures
rather than labeled bracketing will be used
to represent full sentences in many cases.)
Tree structures such as Figure 5.12 express a
fundamental insight of syntactic analysis.
That insight is that sentences do not simply
consist of strings of lexical categories.
Rather, within any sentence, words are
grouped together to form phrases, and so on.
As we have seen, the presence of each
phrasal unit can be verified with the help of
substitution and movement tests.
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Some Syntactic Relations. Tree structures
can be used to define various important syn-
tactic notions. The points where category la-
bels appear in Figure 5.12 are called nodes.
One node is said to dominate another if
there is a path in the tree from the first node
down to the second. Thus, the S node in
Figure 5.12 dominates all other nodes,
while the NP node dominates only Det and
N. Two or more categories that have the
same node immediately above them are
called sisters. In Figure 5.12, for example,
each determiner and the noun to its right
are sisters as are the verb and the NP and PP
to its right. In contrast, the noun player and
the verb lost are not sisters since they do not
occur immediately beneath the same node.

Dominance and sisterhood allow us to
define the following important distinction
between two structural positions in the sen-
tence.

20. Subject: the NP immediately dominated
by S (it is the sister of VP)
Direct object: the NP immediately
dominated by VP (it is the sister of V)

When applied to Figure 5.12, these de-
finitions identify the player as subject and a
shoe as direct object. Frequent reference to
subjects and direct objects is made in the re-
mainder of this chapter.

Structural Ambiguity The grouping to-
gether of words into phrases reflects not only
the syntactic organization of the sentence,
but also the way in which word meanings

are combined to give the meaning of the full
sentence. Consider in this regard a sentence
such as fast cars and motorcycles are danger-
ous. This sentence can mean either that
there is danger in fast cars and fast motorcy-
cles or that there is danger in fast cars and
any type of motorcycle. We can use tree
structures to represent these two meanings
by assuming that the phrase fast cars and
motorcycles can be analyzed in either of
the two ways shown in Figure 5.13. (C marks
a conjunction, a minor lexical category
whose members serve to join categories of
the same type.) Figure 5.13a corresponds to
the interpretation in which the property ex-
pressed by the word fast applies to both cars
and motorcycles, while Figure 5.13b repre-
sents the intepretation in which only the
cars are taken to be fast.

When the same string of words can be
associated with more than one tree struc-
ture, it is said to be structurally ambiguous.
We will consider this type of ambiguity in
more detail in the chapter on semantics. For
the time being, the important thing to note
is that tree structures provide a natural way
to represent this phenomenon.

5.2 PHRASE STRUCTURE RULES

Now that we have established the existence
of syntactic structures consisting of lexical
and phrasal categories, our next step must
be to determine the rules that allow some
combinations of words but not others. As
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noted in the introductory chapter, there is
no numerical limit on the set of possible
grammatical sentences in a language. It
therefore makes no sense to think that
speakers simply memorize all of the syntac-
tic structures of their language. Rather, they
must have access to a system of rules that en-
ables them to form sentences as needed.
Part of this system consists of phrase struc-
ture rules, which specify the grouping of lex-
ical categories into phrases. A sample set of
phrase structure rules is given in 21.

The S Rule

Each arrow can be read as “branches into,”
“consists of,” or “is rewritten as.” Thus, the
first phase structure rule, called “the S Rule,”
indicates that an S (sentence) branches into
an NP and a VP (see Figure 5.14).
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21. a) S → NP VP

b) NP → N PP

c) VP → V (NP) (PP)

d) PP → P NP

e) AdjP → (Spec) Adj

The NP Rule

The NP Rule in 21b is somewhat more
complicated since it indicates that NPs can
optionally contain a determiner, a PP, and
an adjectival phrase in addition to an oblig-
atory noun head. (As is the custom, optional
elements are enclosed in parentheses.) This
gives the eight possibilities exemplified in
Figure 5.15. To simplify, N’ will not be used
here, and the AdjPs in these examples con-
sist of only an adjective head.

The VP Rule

A wide range of options is also allowed by
21c, the VP Rule. These options include
the verb (the head) standing alone or ac-
companied by an NP, a PP, or both (see Fig-
ure 5.16).

The phrase structure rules given in 21
also allow us to construct syntactic structures
for entire sentences. Reconsider in this re-

gard the syntactic structure in Figure 5.12, re-
peated here as Figure 5.17. In Figure 5.17, the
S Rule applies first—giving NP and VP. The
NP rule then permits the determiner-noun
sequence corresponding to the player. The
VP Rule allows the VP to branch into a verb
(lost), an NP, and a PP. The NP Rule can
then be applied, giving the determiner-noun
sequence corresponding to a shoe. The PP
Rule will give a preposition (in) and an NP.
At this point, the NP Rule can be used once
again to yield the determiner-noun sequence
corresponding to the dugout.

Modal Auxiliaries

Now consider the following sentences.

22. a) Mosquitoes will sting.

b) The winds can shift.

c) This grade may impress Holly.

These sentences all include modal auxiliary
verbs such as will, can, may, and must, which
express notions like permission, possibility,
obligation, and futurity. These elements are
called auxilliary or helping verbs because they
must always occur with a regular or main verb
in a complete sentence. The utterance Ships
must, for instance, is not a complete sentence
of English since it has no main verb.

A second type of auxiliary verb is found
in sentences such as 23.
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23. a) The boy has done the laundry.

b) The boy is doing the laundry.

Auxiliary have and be can be used in con-
junction with a modal to create complex
patterns such as the one in 24.

24. The copilot must have been flying the
plane.

In order to simplify, we will focus our atten-
tion here on modal auxillaries, which are in-
troduced by the rule in 25 and appear in
structures such as Figure 5.18 (M = modal).

25. S → NP (M) VP

5.3 LEXICAL INSERTION

Having seen how phrase structure rules
determine the arrangement of phrasal and
lexical categories into sentences, we can now
consider how individual words are inserted
into syntactic structure. One obvious pre-
condition for lexical insertion is a “match” be-
tween the word’s syntactic category and the
category of the node under which it is in-
serted. In Figure 5.19, for example, the de-
terminer The occurs under the Det node, the
noun parcels under the N node, and the verb
arrived under the V node. A match between
the category of the lexical item and the node
under which it is inserted does not always en-
sure a correct result. The section that follows
deals with a second equally important condi-
tion on lexical insertion.

Subcategorization

Lexical insertion is also sensitive to the cate-
gory of other phrases in syntactic structure.
As Figure 5.20 shows, not just any verb can be
inserted into the V position in a tree struc-
ture. The verb arrive cannot take a direct ob-
ject NP. That is, it cannot be inserted into a
tree structure where it will have an NP as its
sister. (Recall that the direct object NP is the
sister of V.) In this, it differs from the verb
like, which requires a direct object NP.

26. a) *The wrestlers like.

b) The wrestlers like the fans.

Different again are verbs such as study, which
can occur with or without a direct object.

27. a) The candidates must study.

b) The candidates must study the
problem.

These contrasts are captured by means of
subcategorization frames, features that di-
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vide syntactic classes into subcategories by
indicating the types of sister categories with
which they can or must occur.

Verb Subcategorization. The subcatego-
rization frame – [_NP] indicates that a verb
cannot occur with a sister NP (a direct ob-
ject). Such verbs are often called intransi-
tive. The frame +[_NP], in contrast, indi-
cates that the verb requires a direct object.
Such verbs are called transitive. Verbs (such
as study) that optionally take a direct object
have the subcategorization frame +[_(NP)].

28. arrive: V, –[_NP]
like: V, +[_NP]
study: V, +[_(NP)]
hit: V, +[_NP]

Verbs may also be subcategorized for a
sister PP. The verb put, for example, re-
quires not only a sister NP but also a sister
PP.

29. a) *Trevor put.

b) *Trevor put the glass.

c) *Trevor put on the table.

d) Trevor put the glass on the table.

In order to account for these facts, we will
have to assume that put has the subcatego-
rization frame +[_NP PP] and that it can
therefore be inserted only into structures
such as Figure 21 in which it will have two
sisters—an NP and a PP. Verbs whose sub-
categorization frames make no mention of
PPs are assumed to allow such elements as
optional sisters.

More Ambiguity

The condition that allows PPs as optional
sisters of Vs predicts more structural ambi-
guity of the sort discussed earlier. Consider
the following sentence.

30. Curly will hit the dog with the stick.

This sentence is ambiguous: it has two
meanings. The first meaning can be para-
phrased by using a relative clause: Curly
will hit the dog that is carrying the stick.
Here, the PP is modifying the dog. In the
second interpretation, Curly will use the
stick as a weapon, as in Curly will use the
stick to hit the dog. Here, we might say that
the PP is modifying the verb hit. (The first
interpretation may be called the PP modi-
fier interpretation, and the second, the in-
strument interpretation.) This ambiguity is
a consequence of the optionality of PP both
within the VP and within the direct object
NP. That is, the PP with the stick may be
mapped into either of two positions, daugh-
ter of VP or daughter of NP, as illustrated in
Figure 5.22. In each case, the resulting
structure is licensed by the set of phrase
structure rules.

5.4 A GENERATIVE GRAMMAR

Table 2 summarizes the phrase structure
rules proposed to this point as well as the
syntactic categories and subcategorization
frames for some of the words used in the
examples in the preceding section. Table 2
provides an illustrative fragment of a gen-
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erative grammar, a system of rules that
forms or generates syntactic represen-
tations (tree structures) for all the gram-
matical sentences of a language. This
approach to syntactic analysis was
introduced to linguistics in the 1950s by
Noam Chomsky, a linguist at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology. Since
that time, many of the most influential
syntactic analyses have made use of a gen-
erative grammar in one form or another.
For this reason, this approach constitutes
the focus of our introduction to syntax.

A major objective of current linguistic
research is to construct a grammar capable
of generating all the grammatical sentences
of a language and no ungrammatical ones.
This research involves identifying the rules
that allow speakers to determine which sen-
tences of their language are well formed and
which are not.

The syntactic rules considered up to
this point are very incomplete. (There has
been no mention, for example, of AdvPs in
the phrase structure rules.) Instead of simply
adding to the list of phrase structure rules,
we will turn our attention to an entirely dif-
ferent type of syntactic rule, one that better
illustrates the type of grammar that many
linguists believe is associated with human
language.

5.5 TRANSFORMATIONAL RULES

Although phrase structure rules generate a
very wide range of patterns, there are syntac-
tic phenomena that they cannot describe in
an entirely satisfactory way. This section pre-
sents a number of these phenomena and dis-
cusses the changes that must be made in the
grammar in order to accommodate them.

Inversion in Yes-No Questions

The following structures are called yes-no
questions because the expected response is
usually yes or no.

31. a) Will Tiffany leave?

b) Can Joan can scale this cliff?

Notice that the sentences in 31 have an aux-
iliary verb in initial position rather than after
the subject NP, as in 32.

32. a) Tiffany will leave.

b) Joan can scale this cliff.

The former structures create a problem for
the S Rule (restated in 33), which allows a
modal auxiliary to occur only after the sub-
ject NP.

33. S → NP (M) VP

What changes must be made to accommo-
date yes-no questions? One possibility is a re-
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TABLE 5.2. A Preliminary Generative Grammar

Rules Lexical items

Syntactic categories and
Examples subcategorization frames

S → NP (M) VP the Det

NP → (Det) (AdjP) N (PP) in P

VP → V (NP) (PP) parcels N

PP → P NP arrive V, –[_ NP]

put V, +[_ NP PP]

hit V, +[_ NP]



vision to the S rule along the lines indicated
in 34.

34. S → (M) NP (M) VP

Although 34 will allow a modal to occur ei-
ther at the beginning of the sentence (as in
31) or after the first NP (as in 32), it can also
incorrectly generate ungrammatical sen-
tences such as 35, in which modals occur in
both positions.

35. a) *Can Tiffany will leave?

b) *Will Joan can scale this cliff?

This problem can be overcome if we retain
the original (and simpler) S Rule outlined
in 33 and add to the grammar an entirely
new type of rule called a transformation. A
transformation is a rule that applies to a syn-
tactic tree to yield a new syntactic tree. In
the case of yes-no questions, such a rule ap-
plies to the structure formed by the phrase
structure rules to bring about the change
stipulated in 36, where “Aux” equals any
auxiliary, including modals.

36. Inversion:
NP Aux
1 2 ➔➔ 2 1

The left side of the transformation, called
the structural description, states the input to
the rule while the right side, called the struc-
tural change, designates the output. Thus,
36 indicates that Inversion applies to an NP
Aux (auxiliary verb) sequence to bring about
the change indicated by the numbers in the
second line.

A sentence such as Will Alex leave? is
generated by first using the usual phrase
structure rules to form the tree in Figure 23a
and then applying the Inversion Rule. Since
the modal will is a type of auxiliary verb, the
Inversion Rule will convert the tree in Fig-
ure 23a into the tree in Figure 23b. What is
the advantage of using the Inversion trans-
formation to help generate yes-no questions?
For one thing, we now avoid the ungram-

matical sentences in 35. Since we can use
the simple phrase structure rule in 33 to
form the structure to which the Inversion
Rule applies, we can be sure that there will
be only one modal auxiliary verb in each S.

A second advantage of the transforma-
tional approach is that it allows us to capture
the relationship between sentences such as
those in 37.

37. a) Alex will leave.

b) Will Alex leave?

Sentence 37b is the question form corre-
sponding to 37a. This fact is captured in our
analysis since both sentences are formed by
the same set of phrase structure rules. The
difference between them is then attributed
to the fact that the Inversion transformation
has applied in the question structure.

Particle Movement

English includes numerous constructions
such as the following:

38. a) Chris looked up the reference.

b) Bob threw away the wrapper.

c) Amy put down the hamster.

In these sentences, the words, up, away, and
down are examples of particles. Although
many of the words in this minor lexical cat-
egory can also function as prepositions, it is
important to keep the two categories sepa-
rate. Unlike prepositions, particles appear
immediately under the VP node rather than
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a PP node. This is reflected in the revised
VP Rule outlined in 39, which yields the
tree structure depicted in Figure 24.

39. VP → V (Prt) (NP) (PP)

A distinctive fact about particles is that their
positioning is somewhat flexible. As you can
see by comparing the sentences in 40 with
those in 38, the particle can occur either
immediately after the verb or after the direct
object NP.

40. a) Chris looked the reference up.

b) Bob threw the wrapper away.

c) Amy put the hamster down.

In contrast, prepositions must always occur
before an NP, as stipulated in the PP Rule.
Thus, we can 41a, but not 41b.

41. a) We sat near the stage.

b) *We sat the stage near.

The flexible positioning of particles is
accounted for by the following transforma-
tion, which applies optionally to the tree
structure formed by the VP Rule in 39.

42. Particle Movement:
V Prt NP
1 2 3 ➔➔ 1 3 2

Applied to Figure 24, this movement trans-
formation will yield the structure depicted in
Figure 25 by reversing the order of the parti-
cle and the direct object NP. An advantage of
this analysis is that it allows the same phrase

structure rule to be used in the generation of
both constructions containing a particle.
This provides a way of capturing the fact that
the two structures are variants of the same ba-
sic pattern and differ from each other only in
terms of the positioning of the particle.

Deep Structure and Surface Structure

The preceding examples show how sen-
tences are generated with the help of two
distinct rule systems—phrase structure
rules, which stipulate the internal structure
of phrasal categories, and transformations,
which modify tree structures by reordering
the elements in specific ways. Because sen-
tences are generated in these two major
steps, it is possible to identify two levels of
syntactic representation. The first is called
deep structure. It results from insertion of
lexical items into the tree structure gener-
ated by the phrase structure rules. As will be
shown in the chapter on semantics, deep
structure plays a very central role in the in-
terpretation of sentences. The second level
of syntactic structure is called surface struc-
ture. It results from the application of what-
ever transformations are needed to yield the
final syntactic form of the sentence. Thus,
the deep structure for the sentence Can
chimps count? will be Figure 26a, while the
surface structure will be Figure 26b. The
first structure is the product of the usual
phrase structure rules, while Figure 26b is
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formed by applying the Inversion transfor-
mation to Figure 26a.

The set of steps or rule applications that
results in the formation of a sentence is
called a derivation. In sentences where the
derivation does not include any transforma-
tions, the deep structure and surface struc-
ture will look alike. Thus, the sentence
Tourists will leave, which does not undergo
any transformations, will have a surface
structure (final syntactic form) identical to
its deep structure (the tree produced by the
phrase structure rules).

Transformations can interact with each
other and with the phrase structure rules to
generate a wide range of sentences. An ex-
ample of this interaction is given in Figure 27.

The diagram in Figure 28 helps repre-
sent the organization of the syntactic com-
ponent of the grammar as it has just been
outlined. As Figure 28 shows, the grammar
makes use of different syntactic operations.
Some of these operations are responsible for
the formation of syntactic structure, others
for the insertion of lexical items, and still
others for the movement of categories
within syntactic structure. As we have seen,
these rule systems operate in conjunction
with each other to generate grammatical
sentences of English. In later sections of this
chapter, we will see how these rules can be
modified to generate an even wider range of
English sentences and how they can be fur-
ther modified to account for syntactic pat-
terns in other languages as well.
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Movement and Inversion transformations.

FIGURE 5.28. The syntactic component of the
grammar.



Up to this point in the book, the emphasis
has been on the form of utterances—their
sound pattern, morphological structure,
and syntactic composition. In order for lan-
guage to fulfill its communicative function,
however, utterances must also attempt to
convey a meaning or message. This chapter
is concerned with semantics, the study of
meaning in human language. We will ex-
amine four major issues in this field: (1) the
nature of meaning, (2) the contribution of
syntactic structure to the interpretation of
sentences, (3) the role of nongrammatical
factors in the understanding of utterances,
and (4) the possible influence of language
on thought.

MEANING

Long before linguistics existed as a disci-
pline, thinkers were speculating about the
nature of meaning. For thousands of years,
this question has been considered central to
philosophy. More recently, it has come to be
important in psychology as well. Contribu-
tions to semantics have come from a diverse
group of scholars, ranging from Plato and
Aristotle in ancient Greece to Bertrand Rus-
sell in the twentieth century. Our goal in
this section will be to consider in a very gen-
eral way what this research has revealed
about the meanings of words and sentences
in human language.

Word Meaning

The basic repository of meaning within the
grammar is the lexicon, which provides the
information about the meaning of individ-
ual words relevant to the interpretation of
sentences. We know very little about the
nature of this type of meaning or how it
should be represented. Nonetheless, it is
worthwhile to review briefly some of the
better-known proposals and their attend-
ant problems.

Referents. One well-known approach to se-
mantics attempts to equate a word’s meaning
with the entities to which it refers—its refer-
ents. According to this theory the meaning of
the word dog corresponds to the set of entities
(dogs) that it picks out in the real world. Al-
though not inherently implausible, this idea
encounters certain serious difficulties. For
one thing, there is a problem with words such
as unicorn and dragon, which have no refer-
ents in the real world even though they are far
from meaningless. A problem of a different
sort arises with expressions such as the Prime
Minister of Great Britain and the leader of
the Conservative Party, both of which refer
(in 1989 at least) to Margaret Thatcher. Al-
though these two expressions may have the
same referent, we would not say that they
mean the same thing. No one would main-
tain that the phrase Prime Minister of Great
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Britain could be defined as “the leader of the
Conservative Party” or vice versa.

Extension and Intension. The impossibil-
ity of equating a word’s meaning with its ref-
erents has led to a distinction between ex-
tension and intension. Whereas a word’s
extension corresponds to the set of entities
that it picks out in the world, its intension
corresponds to its inherent sense, the con-
cept that it evokes. Some examples are given
in Table 6.1. Thus, the extension of woman
would be a set of real word entities (women)
while its intention would involve notions
like “female” and “human.” Similarly, the
phrase Prime Minister of Great Britain
would have as its extension an individual
(“Margaret Thatcher”), but its intension
would involve the concept “leader of the
majority party in Parliament.” The distinc-
tion between a word’s intension and its ex-
tension does not allow us to resolve the ques-
tion of meaning. It simply permits us to pose
it in a new way: what is the nature of a word’s
inherent sense of intension?

One suggestion is that word meanings
(intensions) correspond to mental images.
This is an obvious improvement over the ref-
erential theory since it is conceivable that
one might have a mental image of a unicorn
or a dragon even if there are no such entities
in the real world. Unfortunately, this idea en-
counters serious difficulties of another sort.
For one thing, it is hard to conceive of a men-
tal image for words like nitrogen, 522, 101, if,
very, and so on. Moreover, there seems to be
no mental image for the meaning of the

word dog that could be general enough to in-
clude Chihuahuas and Irish wolfhounds, yet
still exclude foxes and wolves.

Semantic Features. Still another approach
to meaning tries to equate a word’s intension
with an abstract concept consisting of
smaller components called semantic fea-
tures. This componential analysis is espe-
cially effective when it comes to represent-
ing similarities and differences among
words with related meanings. The feature
analysis in Figure 6.1 for the words man,
woman, boy, and girl illustrates this. An ob-
vious advantage of this approach is that it al-
lows us to group entities into natural classes
(much as we do in phonology). Hence, man
and boy could be grouped together as 
[+human, +male], while man and woman
could be put in a class defined by the fea-
tures [+human, +adult].

Componential analysis gives its most
impressive results when applied to sets of
words referring to classes of entities with
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TABLE 6.1. Extension versus Intension

Phrase Extension Intension

Prime Minister of Great Britain Margaret Thatcher leader of the majority party in Parliament

World Series champions (1988) L.A. Dodgers winners of the baseball championship

capital of California Sacramento city containing the state legislature

FIGURE 6.1. Semantic feature composition for
man, woman, boy, girl.



shared properties. As illustrated above, a few
simple features will allow us to distinguish
among subclasses of people—men, women,
boys, and girls. Unlike phonological fea-
tures, however, semantic features do not
seem to make up a small, well-defined class,
and it is often very hard to reduce word
meanings to smaller parts. Can we say, for
example, that the meaning of blue consists
of the feature [+color] and something
else? If so, what is that other thing? Isn’t it
blueness? If so, then we still have not broken
the meaning of blue into smaller features,
and we are back where we started.

In other cases, it is unclear whether se-
mantic features really provide any insights
into the nature of the meaning they are sup-
posed to represent. What value is there, for
instance, in characterizing the meaning
of dog in terms of the feature complex 
[+animal, +canine] so long as there is no
further analysis of the concept underlying
the feature [canine]? A similar objection
could be made to the use of features like [hu-

man] and [male] to define man and woman.

Semantic Relations among Words

Despite the difficulties associated with de-
termining the precise nature of meaning, it
is possible to identify a number of important
universal semantic relations relevant to the
analysis of word meaning. Foremost among
these are the relations of synonymy, an-
tonymy, polysemy, and homophony.

Synonymy. Words or expressions that have
identical meanings are called synonyms. Al-
though genuine synonymy is rare in human
language, the pairs of words in Table 6.2 pro-
vide plausible examples of complete or near
synonymy.

Antonymy. Words or phrases that have op-
posite meanings are called antonyms. The

pairs of words in Table 6.3 provide examples
of antonymy.

Polysemy and Homophony. When a word
has two or more meanings that are at least
vaguely related to each other, this is called
polysemy (see Table 6.4).

Homophones are words that have a
single phonetic form but two or more en-
tirely distinct meanings (see Table 6.5). In
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TABLE 6.2. Some English Synonyms

youth adolescent

automobile car

remember recall

purchase buy

big large

TABLE 6.3. Some English Antonyms

dark light

male female

hot cold

up down

in out

come go

TABLE 6.4. Some English Polysemous Words

iron a type of an instrument (made of
metal iron) for pressing clothes

diamond a precious a baseball field (in the
stone shape of a diamond)

leaf a part of a sheet of paper
a tree

TABLE 6.5. Some English Homophones

bat a winged a piece of equipment
rodent used in baseball

bank a commercial a small cliff at the
lending institution edge of a river

club a social a blunt weapon
organization

pen a writing a small cage
instrument



such cases, it is assumed that there are two
separate words with the same pronunciation
(rather than a single word with two related
meanings). Polysemy and homophony cre-
ate lexical ambiguity in that a single word
has two or more meanings. Thus, a sentence
such as 1 could mean either that Liz pur-
chased an instrument to write with or that
she bought a small cage.

1. Liz bought a pen.

Of course in actual speech the context usu-
ally makes the intended meaning clear.
Thus, it is improbable that anyone would
perceive ambuiguity in a sentence such as 2.

2. He got a loan from the bank.

Semantic Relations Involving Sentences

Like words, sentences have meanings that
can be analyzed in terms of their relation
to each other. We consider three such re-
lations here—paraphrase, entailment, and
contradiction.

Paraphrase. Two sentences with identical
meanings are said to be paraphrases of each
other. The following pairs of sentences pro-
vide examples of complete or near para-
phrases.

3. a) The police chased the burglar.

b) The burglar was chased by the police.

4. a) I gave the summons to Erin.

b) I gave Erin the summons.

5. a) It is unfortunate that the schooner lost.

b) Unfortunately, the schooner lost.

6. a) The game will begin at 3:00 P.M.

b) At 3:00 P.M., the game will begin.

The a and b sentences in each of the above
pairs are obviously very similar in meaning.
Indeed, it would be impossible for one sen-
tence in any pair to be true without the other
also being true. Thus, if it is true that the po-
lice chased the burglar, it must also be true

that the burglar was chased by the police.
For some linguists, the fact that two sen-
tences must either be both true or both false
is an indication that they have the same
meaning. However, you may notice that
there are subtle differences in emphasis be-
tween the a and b sentences in 3–6. For in-
stance, it is natural to interpret 3a as a state-
ment about what the police did and 3b as a
statement about what happened to the bur-
glar. Similarly, 6b seems to place more em-
phasis on the starting time of the game than
6a does. Some linguists feel that it would be
inefficient for a language to retain two or
more structures with absolutely identical
meanings and that perfect paraphrases
therefore do not exist.

Entailment. A relation in which the truth of
one sentence necessarily implies the truth
of another, as happens in examples 3–6, is
called entailment. In the cases we have been
considering, the entailment relation be-
tween the a and b sentences is mutual since
the truth of either member of the pair guar-
antees the truth of the other. In some cases,
however, entailment is asymmetrical. The
following examples illustrate this.

7. a) The police wounded the burglar.

b) The burglar is injured.

8. a) The house is red.

b) The house is not white.

The a sentences in 7 and 8 entail the b sen-
tences. If it is true that the police wounded
the burglar, then it must also be true that the
burglar is injured. However, the reverse
does not follow since the burglar could be
injured without the police having wounded
him. Similarly, if it is true that the house is
red, then it is also true that it cannot be
white. Once again though, the reverse does
not hold: even if we know that the house is
not white, we cannot conclude that it must
be red.
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Contradiction. Sometimes, the truth of
one sentence entails the falsity of another.
This is the case with the examples in 9.

9. a) Charles is a bachelor.

b) Charles is married.

If it is true that Charles is a bachelor, then it
cannot be true that he is married. A rela-
tionship wherein the truth of one sentence
entails the falsity of another sentence in this
way is called a contradiction.

In this section, we have considered
some of the major problems associated with
the representation of word meaning as well
as some basic semantic relations and con-
trasts involving words and sentences. Our
next task must be to consider how speakers
of a language are able to produce and un-
derstand meaningful utterances. Although
much of the work in this area is complex, it
is worthwhile to consider versions of a few
representative proposals.

SYNTACTIC STRUCTURE 
AND INTERPRETATION

The syntactic representations (tree struc-
tures) generated by the grammar are impor-
tant not only for determining the form of
sentences, but also for determining their in-
terpretation. In this section, we will con-
sider the relevance of syntactic structure to
three aspects of sentence interpretation—
the representation of structural ambiguity,
the assignment of thematic roles, and the in-
terpretation of reflexive pronouns.

Structural Ambiguity

As noted in the chapter on syntax, some
sentences are ambiguous because their
component words can be arranged into
phrases in more than one way. This is called
structural ambiguity and is to be distin-
guished from lexical ambiguity, which is
the result of homophony or polysemy.

Structural ambiguity is exemplified by
phrases like old men and women where we
can take old to be a property of both the
men and the women or of the men alone.
These two interpretations or readings can
be linked to separate tree structures as Fig-
ure 6.2 shows, (C = conjunction). Figure
6.2a corresponds to the reading in which old
modifies men as well as women. This is
shown by making the adjective a sister of
the category that dominates both nouns. In
Figure 6.2b, on the other hand, the adjective
is a sister of only the N men, and this struc-
ture corresponds to the reading in which
“old” applies only to the men.

Another case of structural ambiguity is
found in sentences such as 10.

10. Nicole saw the people with binoculars.

In one interpretation of 10, the people had
binoculars when Nicole noticed them (the
phrase with binoculars modifies the noun
people), while in the other interpretation,
Nicole saw the people by using the binocu-
lars (the PP modifies the verb). These two
readings can be represented as in Figure 6.3.
In Figure 6.3a, the PP with binoculars com-
bines with the N people, reflecting the first
reading for this sentence. In Figure 6.3b, on
the other hand, the PP is a sister of the verb
and its direct object and is not linked in any
special way to the N people.

As a final example of this type of struc-
tural ambiguity, consider the compound
French history teacher, which can refer to a
history teacher who is French or to a teacher
of French history. These two readings can
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be associated with the trees depicted in Fig-
ure 6.4a and 6.4b, respectively.

The three cases of structural ambiguity
just outlined all have in common the fact
that the two interpretations can be related to
differences in the surface structure tree.
Sometimes, however, ambiguity can be
properly characterized only with the help of
deep structure. Consider in this regard a
sentence such as the following:

11. Who do you expect to play?

On one reading, 11 can be interpreted as a
question about who your opponent will be
(who you will play against) while on an-
other, it asks who will be playing. Although
it is difficult to see how the grouping of con-
stituents in surface structure could reflect
these different interpretations, considera-
tion of the relevant deep structures provides
the needed insight. The first reading corre-
sponds to 12a, in which who appears as di-
rect object of play. The second interpreta-
tion, on the other hand, is associated with
the deep structure depicted in 12b, in which
the wh word is subject of play. In both cases,

Wh Movement will yield the sentence in
11. (See Section 5.7 of Chapter 5.)

12. a) You expect to play who.

b) You expect who to play.

The fact that deep structure is needed to
represent certain types of ambiguity pro-
vides interesting additional evidence for the
view that there are at least two levels of syn-
tactic structure—deep structure and surface
structure.

Thematic Roles

Part of semantic interpretation involves de-
termining the roles that the referents of NPs
play in the situation described by sentences.
Consider in this regard the sample sentence
in 13.

13. The senator sent the lobster from Maine
to Nebraska.

It would be impossible to understand this
sentence if we could not identify the senator
as the person who is responsible for sending
something, the lobster as the thing that is
sent, and so on. The term thematic role or
semantic role is used to describe the part
played by a particular entity in an event. In
most linguistic analyses, at least the the-
matic roles in Table 6.6 are recognized.
(These definitions have been simplified
somewhat.) The notion of transfer used in
the definition of theme, source, and goal is
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intended to involve not only actual physical
movement, but also changes in possession,
as in 14, and identity, as in 15.

14. Terry gave the skis to Mary
agent theme goal

15. The magician changed the handkerchief
agent theme

into a rabbit.
goal

Many semantic analyses recognize various
other thematic roles, shown in Table 6.7, to
describe the NPs in sentences such as the
following:

16. The astronomer saw the comet with a
new telescope at the observatory.

Thematic Role Assignment. The lexicon
includes information about the type of the-
matic role associated with particular verbs
and prepositions. The entry for the verb
send, for example, indicates that the subject
NP expresses an agent, the direct object NP
a theme, and so on. (By convention, the the-
matic role of the subject is written to the left
of the dash and that of the direct object to
the right.)

17. send
NP  __  NP (from NP) (to NP)
agent theme source goal

The lexical entries for the verbs see and re-
ceive include the following information
about thematic roles.

18. see
NP                 __NP

experiencer  stimulus

19. receive
NP __ NP
goal  theme

The entry for the preposition near would in-
clude the following piece of information.

20. near
__ NP

location

The thematic role that an NP receives is de-
termined by its position in deep structure.
Consider first a sentence such as 13, re-
peated here as 21, whose surface structure
and deep structure are identical in the rele-
vant respects.

21. The senator sent the lobster from Maine
to Nebraska.
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TABLE 6.6. Thematic Roles

The senator sent the lobster from Maine to Nebraska.

Agent: the entity who deliberately performs an action the senator

Theme: the entity undergoing a change of state or transfer the lobster

Source: the starting point for a transfer Maine

Goal: the end point for a transfer Nebraska

TABLE 6.7. Some Additional Thematic Roles

The astronomer saw the comet with a new telescope at the observatory.

Experiencer: the entity perceiving something the astronomer

Stimulus: the entity perceived the comet

Instrument: the entity used to carry out an action a new telescope

Location: the place at which an entity or action is located the observatory



Here, the order of the NPs in deep structure
is such that they can be linked in one-to-one
fashion with the thematic roles mentioned in
the lexical entry for send in 17. A more inter-
esting case involves sentences such as 22 in
which the NP bearing the theme role (what)
occurs at the beginning of the sentence
rather than after the verb (the position corre-
sponding to theme role in the lexical entry).

22. What will the senator send from Maine
to Nebraska?

Fortunately, this does not present a problem
since the NP what will occur in the right po-
sition in deep structure to receive the theme
role. As 23 shows, what occurs in direct ob-
ject position prior to Wh Movement.

23. The senator will send what from Maine
to Nebraska.

Deep Structure and Meaning. The discov-
ery of the relevance of deep structure to sen-
tence interpretation had an important and
lasting impact on linguistic theory, allowing
formulation of the following hypothesis.

24. In sentences with the same deep struc-
ture, noun phrases will be associated
with the same thematic roles.

This generalization is true not only for wh
questions, but also for other pairs of sen-
tences that share a deep structure. Consider
the following: 

25. a) Anton will throw the ball.

b) Will Anton throw the ball?
Anton = agent; the ball = theme

26. a) The boxer knocked out the
champion.

b) The boxer knocked the champion out.
the boxer = agent; the champion =
theme

27. a) Sandra received the book.

b) The book was received by Sandra.
Sandra = goal; the book = theme

The relevance of deep structure to the as-
signment of thematic roles is important for
two reasons. First, it shows that syntactic
structures not only represent the way in
which words are organized into phrases, but
also are relevant to semantic intepretation.
Second, the fact that an NP’s position in
deep structure determines its thematic role
provides additional evidence for the exis-
tence of the underlying level of syntactic
structure. This, in turn, lends support to the
claim that there must be at least two types
of syntactic rules: phrase structure rules,
which form the deep structure; and trans-
formations, which convert it into surface
structure.

The Interpretation of Reflexive Pronouns

The interpretation of reflexive pronouns
such as himself, herself, or themselves pro-
vides another example of the relevance of
syntactic structure to semantics. Reflexive
pronouns are considered to be a type of NP
since they occur in the positions normally
reserved for this type of syntactic category.
In 28, for instance, the reflexive pronoun
himself occurs in the direct object posi-
tion.

28. Jim hurt himself.

In order to interpret a reflexive pronoun, it is
necessary to identify elsewhere in the sen-
tence the NP that indicates its referent. In a
sentence such as 28, the referent of the re-
flexive pronoun himself is specified by the
NP Jim. The NP to which a pronoun looks
for its interpretation is called its antecedent.

Consider now the following two sen-
tences.

29. a) [S Clare showed Alice a picture of
herself ].

b) [S Clare said [S Alice took a picture of
herself ].
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Most speakers of English find that the first
sentence is ambiguous in that herself can
have either Clare or Alice as its antecedent.
Thus, the picture mentioned in 29a could
be of either Clare or Alice. Not so in 29b.
Here, herself can only take Alice as its an-
tecedent. The reason for this contrast stems
from the following principle.

30. The Same S Requirement: A reflexive
pronoun and its antecedent must occur
in the same S.

In 29a, there are two NPs in the same S
as the reflexive (Alice and Clare), either of
which could be its antecedent according to
30. The sentence is therefore ambiguous. In
29b, in contrast, only one NP (Alice) occurs
in the same S as the reflexive pronoun. The
NP Clare occurs outside the embedded S in
which herself occurs and therefore cannot
serve as its antecedent. This shows that a fea-
ture of syntactic structure, the occurrence of
clause boundaries, is crucial to the intepre-
tation of sentences.

The C-Command Requirement. A some-
what more abstract feature of syntactic
structure enters into the interpretation of
the reflexive pronoun in sentences such as
31, which would be associated with the tree
in Figure 6.5.

31. The boy’s uncle admired himself.

Although there are two NPs in the same S as
himself, only one (the boy’s uncle) can serve

as antecedent for the reflexive pronoun.
Thus, the person who was admired in 31
must have been the boy’s uncle, not the boy.
The principle needed to ensure this inter-
pretation makes use of the notion c-com-
mand, which is defined as follows.

32. The NP x c-commands the NP y if every
category dominating x also dominates y.

A second constraint on the interpretation of
reflexives is now formulated as follows.

33. The C-Command Requirement: A re-
flexive pronoun must be c-commanded
by its antecedent.

Now consider how this principle applies to
the NPs the boy and the boy’s uncle in struc-
tures such as Figure 6.5. There is only one
category dominating the NP the boy’s
uncle—namely S. Since this category also
dominates the reflexive, NP1 c-commands
himself according to our definition and can
therefore serve as its antecedent. As we have
already seen, the sentence has this intepreta-
tion. But what of the forbidden interpreta-
tion? The NP the boy (NP2) in Figure 6.6 is
dominated by two categories—S and NP1.
Each of these categories is circled in Figure
6.6. Since only the first of these categories
also dominates the reflexive, NP2 does not c-
command himself and can therefore not serve
as its antecedent. This is the desired result.

There is much more that can and
should be said about the interpretation of
pronouns. A more detailed examination of
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this very complex phenomenon would re-
veal the need for even more abstract prin-
ciples referring to additional properties of
syntactic structure. However, the examples
we have already considered suffice to illus-
trate the crucial point in all of this; namely,
that syntactic structure plays an important
role in various aspects of semantic interpre-
tation.

OTHER FACTORS IN
SENTENCE INTERPRETATION

Syntactic structure is just one of the factors
entering into sentence interpretation. In or-
der to use a language appropriately, it is also
necessary to understand how the grammar
interacts with other systems of knowledge
and belief. Several examples of this interac-
tion are presented in this section.

Pragmatics

A major factor in sentence interpretation
involves a body of knowledge that is of-
ten called pragmatics. This includes the
speaker’s and addressee’s background atti-
tudes and beliefs, their understanding of the
context in which a sentence is uttered, and
their knowledge of the way in which lan-
guage is used to communicate information.
As an example of this, consider the follow-
ing pair of sentences.

34. a) The councilors refused the marchers
a parade permit because they feared
violence.

b) The councilors refused the marchers
a parade permit because they
advocated violence.

These two sentences have identical syntac-
tic structures, differing only in the choice of
the verb in the second clause (feared in the
first sentence vs. advocated in the second).
Yet the pronoun they is usually interpreted
differently in the two sentences. Most

people believe that they should refer to the
councilors in 34a but to the marchers in 34b.
These preferences seem to have nothing to
do with grammatical rules. Rather, they re-
flect beliefs we have about different groups
within our society—in particular, that coun-
cilors are more likely to fear violence than to
advocate it.

The Cooperative Principle. In many cases,
pragmatic knowledge is put to even subtler
uses in the interpretation of sentences. Sup-
pose, for example, that a ship’s captain
makes the following entry in the log: The
first mate was not drunk tonight. Although
this statement says nothing about the first
mate’s condition on other nights, a reader is
likely to infer that he has a problem with
drunkenness. This inference does not fol-
low from the literal meaning of the sen-
tence, but rather from the way in which lan-
guage is used to communicate. Ordinarily,
the sentences we use are supposed to be in-
formative and relevant. This is part of what
has been called the Cooperative Principle
for conversation. When an utterance ap-
pears to be uninformative or irrelevant, the
listener (or reader) assumes that he or she is
to draw a conclusion that can restore its in-
formativeness and relevance.

In the example we are considering, this
involves taking what appears to be a rela-
tively uninformative statement about some-
one (a ship’s first mate is expected not to be
drunk) and inferring something informative
from it (namely, that the individual’s not be-
ing drunk on a particular night is somehow
exceptional). This conclusion follows not
from the meaning or structure of the origi-
nal sentence, but rather from the assump-
tion that the captain was trying to be infor-
mative when he made the entry in the ship’s
log. A conclusion that is drawn on the basis
of an assumption about how we communi-
cate is called a conversational implicature.
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Presuppositions

There are other ways in which a speaker’s
beliefs can be reflected in language use. A
familiar example of this involves sentences
such as the one in 35.

35. Have you stopped exercising regularly?

Use of the verb stop implies a belief on the
part of the speaker that the listener has been
exercising regularly. No such assumption is
associated with the verb try, as 36 shows.

36. Have you tried exercising regularly?

The assumption or belief implied by the use
of a particular word or structure is called
a presupposition. The following two sen-
tences provide another example of this.

37. a) Nick admitted that the team had lost.

b) Nick said that the team had lost.

Choice of the verb admit in 37a indicates
that the speaker is presupposing the truth of
the claim that the team lost. No such pre-
supposition is associated with choice of the
verb say in 37b. The speaker is simply re-
porting Nick’s statement without taking a
position on its accuracy.

Still another type of presupposition is il-
lustrated in 38.

38. a) Abraham Lincoln was assassinated in
1865.

b) Abraham Lincoln was murdered in
1865.

Whereas use of the verb assassinate in 38a
implies that Abraham Lincoln was a promi-
nent political figure, no such presupposi-
tion is associated with the verb murder.

Speech Acts

Still another set of factors that must be taken
into account in semantic analysis involves
the type of act associated with the utterance
of a sentence. According to one influential
proposal, there are three basic speech acts:

the locutionary act, which corresponds to
the utterance of a sentence with a particular
meaning, the illocutionary act, which re-
flects the intent of the speaker in uttering
that sentence (to praise, to criticize, warn);
and the perlocutionary act, which involves
the effect that the speaker has on his or her
addressees in uttering the sentence. Sup-
pose, for example, that a teacher who is hav-
ing trouble maintaining order in the class-
room utters the sentence I’ll keep you in
after class. In uttering such a sentence, the
teacher is simultaneously producing three
speech acts—a locutionary act (involving
utterance of a sentence with the meaning
“I’ll make you stay in school later than
usual”), an illocutionary act (a warning),
and a perlocutionary act (silencing the
students).

There is no one-to-one relationship be-
tween syntactic structure and speech acts.
An illocutionary act of warning, for ex-
ample, could involve (1) a declarative sen-
tence (a statement), (2) an imperative (a
command), (3) a yes-no question, or (4) a wh
question.

39. a) There’s a bear behind you.

b) Run!

c) Did you know there’s a bear behind
you?

d) What’s that bear doing in here?

Similarly, a perlocutionary act aimed at get-
ting someone to open the window could be
expressed in a variety of ways.

40. a) I wish you’d open the window.

b) Open the window.

c) Could you open the window?

d) Why don’t you open the window?

e) It’s awfully hot in here.

Because of the perlocutionary act associated
with these utterances, the appropriate re-
sponse on the part of the listener should be
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to open the window. Speakers of English
therefore know that 40c is not be interpreted
as a simple request for information. Only as
a joke would someone respond by saying
Yes, I could and then not do anything about
opening the window.

Despite the indirect relationship be-
tween sentence structure and speech acts,
there is a small set of verbs whose use makes
explicit the illocutionary force of a sen-
tence. Common examples of these verbs in-
clude promise, bet, warn, and agree.

41. a) I promise that I’ll be there.

b) I bet that the Yankees will lose.

c) I warn you that’s not a good idea.

d) I agree that you should do it.

The verbs in 41 indicate the type of illo-
cutionary act involved in uttering the sen-
tence—an act of promising, an act of warn-
ing, and so on. Such verbs are called
performatives since the very act of producing
them involves the performance of an illocu-
tionary act. Thus, in saying I promise that I’ll
be there, I automatically carry out an illocu-
tionary act of promising. Such is not the
case with a sentence like I’ll be there, which
could be a simple prediction, a warning, or
a threat.

When a verb is used performatively, it
always has a first person subject (I or we) and
occurs in the present tense. Some perfor-
mative verbs are subject to an additional re-
striction: they can only be appropriately ut-
tered by speakers with a certain social status
or authority. Only a clergyman or a justice of
the peace can appropriately utter the sen-
tence I pronounce you man and wife while
only a judge can properly say I sentence you
to five years in prison.

LANGUAGE, MEANING, AND THOUGHT

As we examine the way in which words and
structures are used to express meaning, it is

natural to wonder about the possibility that
language might play a role in shaping how
we think. While it is certainly plausible to
believe that language facilitates reasoning
and problem solving by providing a way to
represent complex thoughts, it has some-
times been proposed that linguistic systems
might have a considerably more fundamen-
tal effect on cognition. Indeed, it has even
been suggested that the particular language
people speak shapes the way in which they
think and perceive the world.

The Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis

The best-known and most influential ver-
sion of this idea has come to be known as the
Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis in honor of Edward
Sapir and Benjamin Lee Whorf, the two lin-
guists who articulated it most clearly. Sapir,
for instance, wrote in 1929:

Human beings . . . are very much at the
mercy of the particular language which has
become the medium of expression for their
society . . . the “real world” is to a large extent
unconsciously built upon the language
habits of the group.

Several years later, Whorf expressed essen-
tially the same sentiment when he made the
following claim.

We dissect nature along lines laid down by
our native language. The categories and
types that we isolate from the world of phe-
nomena we do not find there because they
stare every observer in the face; on the con-
trary, the world is presented in a kaleido-
scopic flux of impressions which has to be or-
ganized by our minds—this means largely by
the linguistic systems in our minds.

Two types of linguistic phenomena are
commonly cited in support of the Sapir-
Whorf Hypothesis: cross-linguistic differ-
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ences in vocabulary, and variation in the
type of grammatical contrasts a language
encodes. The first type of phenomenon is
exemplified by the fact that the Eskimo lan-
guage has far more words for snow than does
English, while Arabic has a far richer vocab-
ulary pertaining to sand. From this, it is
sometimes concluded that Eskimo and Ara-
bic allow their speakers to make perceptual
distinctions pertaining to snow and sand
that English cannot.

A more plausible explanation is that
language is shaped by the need to adapt to
the cultural and physical environment. Ac-
cording to this alternate view, if a language
has a large vocabulary in a particular area, it
is because subtle distinctions of that type are
important to its speakers. Even speakers of a
language without an extensive vocabulary
in that area should be able to make the rele-
vant contrasts if they become important to
them. This is presumably why skiers, for in-
stance, are able to distinguish among many
different types of snow, even though their
language may not have a separate word for
each. Where necessary, they can then use
the resources of their language to describe
these distinctions by creating expressions
such as powder snow.

Consider now cross-linguistic differ-
ences in the expression of grammatical con-
trasts—the type of phenomenon on which
Whorf concentrated. Whorf attempted to
link the apparent lack of tense contrasts in
Hopi (an Amerindian language spoken in
the American Southwest) with different cul-
tural attitudes towards time and the future.
According to Whorf, time for the Hopi does
not consist of the passage of countable units
(like days), but rather the successive reap-
pearance of the same entity. There is no
“new day” for the Hopi, Whorf claimed, just
the return of the same day. Whorf believed
that this is reflected in the Hopi belief that
the future is best dealt with by working on

the present situation (which will return as
the future).

Here again, innumerable problems
arise. For one thing, Whorf was apparently
mistaken in his belief that Hopi does not
have tense; such a category is, in fact, found
in this language. Moreover, even if there
were no tense contrasts in Hopi or if they
were radically different from those found in
English, it is unlikely that they could be cor-
related with speakers’ attitudes toward time.
There are doubtless many individual speak-
ers of English who share the Hopi philoso-
phy for dealing with the future (and some
Hopi speakers who do not).

The problem of Hopi tense aside, there
are many grammatical phenomena that it
would be absurd to correlate with the abil-
ity to make distinctions in the real world.
Finnish, for instance, has no grammatical
contrasts that reflect natural gender (or sex),
but one would hardly conclude that the ab-
sence of a distinction between he and she
impedes the ability of Finns to distinguish
between males and females. Likewise, it is
hard to believe that speakers of French be-
lieve that women, tents, and shirts are
somehow alike even though the words
for all three entities (femmes, tentes, and che-
mises) are assigned to the same gender class
(feminine).

An Experiment. There have been various
attempts to verify the Sapir-Whorf Hypothe-
sis by experimental means. The most fa-
mous of these experiments was conducted
in 1958. The basic idea was to determine
the effect of English and Navaho on the per-
ception of color, size, and shape. In Navaho,
verbs expressing handling actions vary in
form depending on the shape of the object
being handled. Thus, a long flexible object
(a snake) requires the verbal form s̆ánléh, a
long rigid object (a spear) requires the ver-
bal form s̆ántúh, while flat flexible material
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requires s̆ánilcóós. Since there is no such
contrast in English, it was thought that chil-
dren speaking these two languages might
group objects in different ways. An experi-
ment was designed to test this.

The children participating in the exper-
iment were presented with a pair of objects
such as a piece of rope and a stick, and then
shown a third object and asked to tell the ex-
perimenter which of the pair went best with
the new object. It was thought that the re-
sponses of the Navaho-speaking children
might reflect the classification imposed by
the verb system of their language rather than
similarities in size or color. However, it was
found that the responses of the forty-seven
white English-speaking children (from
Boston) were very similar to those of the
fifty-nine monolingual speakers of Navaho.
Given the differences between the two lan-
guages, this is not the result predicted by the
Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis.

The repeated failure of experimental at-
tempts to uncover systematic shaping effects
for language has drastically reduced the
credibility of the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis.
This is not to say that languages do not rep-
resent reality in different ways. Clearly, they
do. Thus, French distinguishes between
knowing someone (connaı̂tre) and knowing
something (savoir), a distinction that is not
made in the verb system of English. On the
other hand, English has an extremely fine
set of contrasts involving light (glimmer, glit-
ter, glow, gleam, and glisten) that are not
found in other languages. What is in doubt
is whether such differences in the linguistics
description of reality reflect deeper, lan-
guage-induced differences in patterns of
thought or perception.

Summing Up

The study of semantics is concerned with a
broad range of phenomena including the

nature of meaning, the role of syntactic
structure in the interpretation of sentences,
and the effect of pragmatics and speaker be-
liefs on the understanding of utterances. Al-
though serious problems and obstacles re-
main in all these areas, work in recent years
has at least begun to identify the type of re-
lations, mechanisms, and principles in-
volved in the understanding of language.
These include the notions of extension and
intension in the case of word meaning, the
C-Command Requirement in the case of
pronoun interpretation, and thematic role
assignment in the case of sentence interpre-
tation.

Sources

Various positions on the nature of word
meaning and on semantic relations have
been outlined and discussed in many
books, including those by Fodor and Kemp-
son cited below. The Cooperative Principle
is outlined and defended in Paul Grice’s
important article “Logic and Conversa-
tion” in Syntax and Semantics 3, edited by
P. Cole and J. Morgan (New York: Acade-
mic Press, 1975). Speech act theory is in-
troduced in J. Austin’s classic work How to
Do Things with Words (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1962). The quote from Edward Sapir
on language and thought comes from a pas-
sage cited in Whorf’s article “The Relation
of Habitual Thought and Behavior to Lan-
guage” reprinted in Language, Thought
and Reality, edited by J. Carroll (Cam-
bridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1956). The quote
from Whorf is taken from his article “Sci-
ence and Linguistics,” also reprinted in
Language, Thought and Reality. The at-
tempt to verify the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis
experimentally is reported in an article by
J. Carroll and J. Casagrande, “The Func-
tion of Language Classification in Behav-
ior” in Readings in Social Psychology,
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edited by E. Maccoby et al. (New York:
Henry Holt, 1958).
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It is obvious to most people that there is vari-
ation among languages—that, for example,
English is different from Spanish which is
different from Arabic which is different from
Russian, and so on. It may not be so obvious,
however, that each and every language ex-
hibits internal variation (on all linguistic
levels).

Within any particular language there is
variation from speaker to speaker, the form
of language spoken by one person being
known as an idiolect. There is also variation
from group to group. When a group of
speakers of a particular language differs no-
ticeably in its speech from another group we
say they are speaking different dialects. A di-
alect, then, is simply any variety of a lan-
guage, the variety being characterized by
systematic differences from other varieties
of the same language. These differences are
in pronunciation, vocabulary, and other as-
pects of the grammar. Differences in pro-
nunciation are commonly known as accent,
but note that this represents systematic vari-
ation in the phonological component of the
grammar and is more than likely accompa-
nied by variation in the other components as
well.

How do we know if two (or more) lan-
guage varieties are different dialects of the
same language or if in fact they are separate,
distinct languages? One criterion used to
distinguish dialect from language is the cri-

terion of mutual intelligibility; that is, if
speakers of one language variety can under-
stand speakers of another language variety
and vice versa, we say that these varieties are
mutually intelligible. Suppose you are a na-
tive of Brooklyn, New York, and you go to
visit some friends in Beaumont, Texas. You
may notice some differences in the speech
of your Beaumont friends (and they in
yours), but essentially you will be able to un-
derstand each other; your variety of speech
and theirs are mutually intelligible, but dif-
fer systematically, and are therefore dialects
of the same language.

It is not always easy to decide if two lan-
guage varieties are different dialects of the
same language or different languages just on
the basis of mutual intelligibility; other fac-
tors (such as cultural or historical consid-
erations) may cloud the issue. In China,
Mandarin is spoken in northern provinces
and Cantonese in the southern province of
Kwang Tung. Now, even though in spoken
form these language varieties are not mutu-
ally intelligible, they are considered (by the
speakers of these varieties themselves) to be
dialects of the same language. Why? One
reason is that in written form these two vari-
eties are mutually intelligible, because they
use a common writing system. The opposite
situation exists in the American Southwest
between Papago and Pima, two Native
American languages. These two language
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varieties are actually mutually intelligible
with less linguistic difference between them
than between Standard American English
and Standard British English. However, be-
cause these two tribes regard themselves as
politically and culturally distinct, they con-
sider the languages to be distinct as well.

Another complication for the criterion
of mutual intelligibility can be found in a
phenomenon known as a dialect contin-
uum. This is a situation where, in a large
number of contiguous dialects, each dialect
is closely related to the next but the dialects
at either end of the continuum (scale) are
mutually unintelligible. Thus, dialect A is
intelligible to dialect B which is intelligible
to dialect C which is intelligible to dialect
D; but D and A are not mutually intelligi-
ble. A situation such as this can be found
near the border between Holland and Ger-
many, where the dialects on either side of
the national border are mutually intellig-
ible. Because of international boundaries,
however (and probably political and cul-
tural considerations, as well), speakers of
these varieties regard them as dialects of dis-
tinct languages. At what point is the line
drawn? Clearly, the criterion of mutual in-
telligibility does not account for all the facts.
Indeed, there may be no clear-cut, black-
and-white answer to such a question in
every case.

From the Family Tree Model in the sec-
tion on historical linguistics we saw that a
parent language may split and form daugh-
ter languages—e.g., Germanic split off into
English, Dutch and German (among oth-
ers). This type of split may occur when di-
alect differences become so great that the
dialects are no longer mutually intelligible
to the speakers of these language varieties.

A group of people speaking the same
dialect is known as a speech community.
Speech communities are defined not only
by geography, but also by a number of other

factors, such as age, gender, and socioeco-
nomic class. A regional dialect is a dialect
defined by geography.

ORIGINS OF LANGUAGE 
VARIATION IN THE U.S.

How did regional variation in the United
States arise? Some variation can be ex-
plained in terms of early regional settlement
patterns; other variation can be explained in
terms of natural barriers to communication.
The formation of U.S. regional dialects in
part had its beginnings in England as speak-
ers from various regions of England jour-
neyed across the Atlantic and settled the
Eastern seaboard of the U.S. Thus, from the
start, settlers in any given settlement formed
heterogeneous speech communities, some
perhaps speaking a London dialect, others
speaking a southern or northern dialect, etc.
In time, because of prolonged contact and
necessary communicative compromise (for
example, agreeing on a southern English
word for small body of water but a northern
English word for a water container) the di-
verse dialects of a particular settlement be-
gan to coalesce into a more homogeneous
speech community. Compromises would
differ, however, from settlement to settle-
ment. Thus, various dialects emerged along
the Atlantic seaboard. During this time,
some colonial cities such as Boston,
Philadelphia and Charleston acquired pres-
tige as a result of becoming centers of trade
and culture. The dialects spoken in these
cities became prestigious as well and began
to exert influence on nearby settlements.

Migration westward to a large extent re-
flected the settlement patterns of the At-
lantic states. Yankees from Western New
England and Upstate New York, in moving
west, fanned out, settling chiefly in the
Great Lakes area; settlers from the Middle
Atlantic region (primarily Pennsylvania and
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Maryland) journeyed west to Ohio, West
Virginia and the Mississippi Valley. In-
fluence from the southern Atlantic colonies
was felt as speakers from this area settled
in the Gulf states. The lines are never clearly
drawn, however, because the streams of mi-
gration often mingled. Sometimes, New En-
glanders and speakers from the Mid-Atlantic
region would form compact communities
outside their usual area of settlement—e.g., the
Yankee enclave of Worthington, Ohio or the
North Carolina Quaker settlement of Rich-
mond, Indiana. Added to these patterns is
the influence of the later waves of Euro-
pean immigrants. The spread of migration
continued to the Rocky Mountain states,
essentially following previously established

patterns but with greater mingling and, fi-
nally, reaching the West Coast, resulting in
even greater crossing of dialect lines. More-
over, the sharp increase in geographic mo-
bility since World War II as a result of
transportation technology has contributed
greatly to the obscuring of dialect bound-
aries.

Geographic barriers have also played a
role in the formation of regional dialects;
that is, regional dialect boundaries often co-
incide with natural barriers such as rivers,
mountains or swamps. For example, speak-
ers of English east of the Alleghenies may
use the word soda for a nonalcoholic, car-
bonated beverage while those west of this
mountain range use pop instead. 
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While we are all aware that there is some
variation in terms of pronunciation and
choice of vocabulary items among dialects
of the same language, we may be surprised
at the extensive variation which exists at all
levels of linguistic structure. This file is de-
signed to introduce you to different types of
variation that exist at each level.

PHONETIC LEVEL

A. In most American dialects [t, d, n, s, z] are
produced with alveolar articulation, but
some New York City dialects have dental
articulation whereby the tongue tip
touches the top teeth.

B. Some British and Scottish dialects of En-
glish produce a trilled “r,” [r̃], while most
American dialects have either a retroflex
[r] or a “bunch” [ɹ].

C. Many American dialects have a mid back
lax vowel which is transcribed as [ɔ].
However, this vowel is produced very dif-
ferently in different dialects—some are
more rounded, some less so, others are
higher or lower than others (but not as
high as [U] or as low as [a]).

PHONOLOGICAL LEVEL

A. Many American dialects have one vowel
in caught, dawn, and hawk (something
close to [ɔ] but a little lower) and another

in cot, Don, and hock [a]; but some di-
alects have the same vowel in all words,
and this difference in vowels is not used to
distinguish between words, so that in
these particular dialects Don and dawn
would be homophonous.

B. In Southern England, words like flood,
but, and cup have the vowel [ə] and words
like full, good, and put have the vowel [u].
In Northern English dialects, however,
both sets of words have the vowel [u].

C. Some Caribbean English dialects do not
have the sounds [θ] or [ð]; instead the
sounds [t] and [d] are substituted, respec-
tively, e.g., both [bot], and there [dεr].

D. Standard British English does not permit
sequences of vowel-r-C or V-r-#. This is
similar to Bostonian English where the
sentence Park the car would be pro-
nounced [pak ð əka].

E. Some Black English dialects do not per-
mit sequences of C-r or C-l, especially in
unstressed syllables, so that the word pro-
fessor would be pronounced [pofεsə]. 

F Northern and Southeastern British En-
glish dialects both have the phonemes [a]
and [æ] in their phonemic inventories. In
the Southeastern dialects, how-ever, [æ]
occurs in pat, bad and cap but [a] in path,
laugh, grass, etc., while in the North [æ]
occurs in both sets of words.

G. In some Southern and Midwestern di-
alects of America there is no distinction be-
tween [i] and [ε] before nasals; only [i] oc-
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curs. So, in the words pen and pin, which
are pronounced [pεn] and [pin], respec-
tively, by SAE speakers, the pronunciation
is [pin] for both words in these dialects.

MORPHOLOGICAL LEVEL

A. Some American dialects do not mark
third person singular present tense and
say, for example, he kiss, she see, and it
jump rather than he kisses, etc. 

B. Some Black English dialects mark the ha-
bitual aspect on the verb, whereas SAE
does not. So, for example, SAE has the
same verb form for both She is in there
now and She is in there every Tuesday,
while the BE dialects would make a dis-
tinction, She there now (“zero” form) vs.
She be there every Tuesday.

C. Some rural British dialects use the posses-
sive morpheme only with pronouns and
not with nouns: Tom egg for Tom’s egg; the
old lady purse for the old lady’s purse, but
my life, his dog, etc.

D. In parts of Northern England and South-
ern Wales -s is not just a third singular pre-
sent tense marker, but a general present
tense marker. These speakers say sen-
tences like I likes him, We goes, etc.

E. Many dialects of English have hisself and
theirselves for standard himself and them-
selves.

F. Appalachian English has many examples
of past tense forms for various verbs which
are different from other American di-

alects, e.g., clum for climbed, et for ate, het
for heated.

G. In Appalachian English the possessive
pronouns have an -n suffix: yourn, hisn,
hern, ourn, theirn as in That’s hisn.

SYNTACTIC LEVEL

A. For many Southern speakers, done serves
not only for a form of do but also can be an
auxiliary: She done already told you rather
than she has.

B. For many Appalachian speakers right can
be an adverb as well as an adjective, e.g.,
A right good meal.

C. In some dialects combinations of auxil-
iaries like might could, might would, may
can, and useta could are permitted, and
form a single constituent.

D. Many Appalachian and Midwestern di-
alects have the construction The crops
need watered as a variant of The crops need
to be watered.

E. Many dialects of English have the feature
multiple negation, e.g., Didn’t nobody see
it and Ain’t nobody can touch me.

SEMANTIC LEVEL

A. Knock up means “rouse from sleep by
knocking” in British English, but “make
pregnant” in American.

B. Words for carbonated beverages differ
from place to place (soft drink, soda, pop,
soda-pop, coke, pepsi, tonic, etc.).
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Sociolinguistic inquiry examines the com-
plex relationship between language and its
social context. Language is much more than
a means of communication; it is also a social
object that both reflects and helps constitute
the social context in which it is embedded.
One of the ways that language accomplishes
this social function is through the variable
use of linguistic forms. If a language pro-
vides speakers with more than one way to say
the same thing, speakers will use the vari-
ants to mark group identity, group solidarity,
and social distance and also to define the so-
cial environment (Fasold 1984). Sociolin-
guistic theory holds that the understanding
of such variation is crucial to an under-
standing of language itself. Unlike tradi-
tional linguistic inquiry, which might ig-
nore or attempt to minimize the importance
of linguistic variation, sociolinguistic re-
search makes variation the primary object of
inquiry, explains the variable use of a lin-
guistic form based upon sociolinguistic fac-
tors, and reveals linguistic forms that may be
in the process of change.

Sociolinguistic inquiry is especially
suited to describing the differences between
language varieties. By delineating the lin-
guistic differences between two language
varieties and then correlating each with the
linguistic and social contexts in which they
occur, the patterning of the nonstandard va-
riety emerges. In fact, demonstrating that
vernacular dialects consist of linguistic pat-

terns just as systematic as the patterns that
characterize standard varieties is one of the
great contributions of sociolinguistic re-
search (Wolfram 1993). Finally, sociolin-
guistic analysis of how an individual signer
utilizes a particular variable can reveal the
unconscious but highly complex patterning
and functioning of a variable within the lect
of an individual.

LINGUISTIC VARIATION

Among its other attributes, language is a so-
cial object that both reflects and helps to
constitute the social structure in which it
is embedded. The complex relationships
among language, social structure, and the
context of use compose the object of soci-
olinguistic inquiry. Although sociolinguists
have employed a number of approaches to
the study of the relationship between lin-
guistic form and social structure, including
the ethnography of speaking (e.g., Bauman
and Sherzer 1974), interactional sociolin-
guistics (e.g., Gumperz 1982), and discourse
analysis (e.g., Tannen 1984), the variationist
paradigm developed by William Labov has
proven to be one of the more productive.

The relationship between language and
social context is most apparent in the vari-
able use of a particular linguistic form, be it
phonological, morphological, lexical, or
syntactic. Since Labov’s study in 1966 of
variable deletion of [r] by residents of the
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Lower East Side of New York City, sociolin-
guistic research has repeatedly confirmed
that nonlinguistic facets of an interaction
strongly influence the particular linguistic
form a speaker will use at any given moment
in the interaction. These include the per-
sonal, social, sociocultural, and socioeco-
nomic characteristics of the participants, as
well as the characteristics of the interaction
itself (e.g., formal vs. informal). In other
words, factors outside the language influ-
ence which particular linguistic forms a
speaker will use. The socioeconomic factors
that influence how often a variable will oc-
cur are referred to as social constraints.
There may also be linguistic factors that in-
fluence how often a variable will occur,
which are referred to as linguistic con-
straints.1 Typically, the frequency at which a
particular variant occurs is influenced by
both types of constraints. For example, in his
study of the phonological variable pinky ex-
tension, Hoopes (1998) found that the oc-
currence of pinky extension was strongly in-
fluenced by three linguistic constraints—
the phonological structure of the sign, the
syntactic category of the sign, and the
prosodic function of the sign. But its occur-
rence was also influenced somewhat by the
degree of social distance between the sub-
ject and her interlocutor in the interaction
(i.e., a social constraint). The closer the re-
lationship, the more likely pinky extension
was to occur. Thus, the frequency of pinky
extension was influenced by the linguistic
and the social constraints working in con-
cert.

The influence of contextual factors on
language use was originally postulated by
Labov and others, on the basis of spoken lan-
guage research. It is now beyond dispute
that sociolinguistic phenomena also obtain
in sign language. Careful studies over the
past twenty years have shown correlations
between sociolinguistic factors and linguis-

tic variables on every linguistic level. For ex-
ample, Lucas and Valli (1992) demon-
strated that signers code switch among va-
rieties of ASL (along the ASL–Contact
Sign–Signed English continuum) and that
the particular language variety used during
a given interaction is largely determined by
sociolinguistic factors. Likewise, Woodward
(1973, 1994) found that five morphological
variables of ASL (e.g., verb reduplication
and verb incorporation of negation) closely
correlated with sociolinguistic factors.2 For
a thorough survey of this growing body of so-
ciolinguistic research of sign languages, see
Patrick and Metzger (1996).

DISCOVERING AND DESCRIBING VARIATION
ACROSS INDIVIDUALS AND COMMUNITIES

Sociolinguistic variation in ASL has been
noted since the beginning of research on the
language. The Dictionary of American Sign
Language (Stokoe, Casterline, and Crone-
berg 1965) reports variants for many signs,
including lie and mother. Croneberg’s
(1965) discussion of variation in the dictio-
nary suggests social dimensions that might
be investigated for correlations with varia-
tion, including region and ethnicity. Several
studies in the 1970s examined phonological
variation in ASL, describing social and lin-
guistic constraints on variation in hand-
shape, location, and orientation of lexical
signs (Battison et al. 1975; Woodward et al.
1976; Woodward and Erting 1975). These
early studies of ASL variation share with
studies of spoken language variation a com-
mitment to describing patterns in a particu-
lar community’s use of language, whether
the community is large, as in the Deaf com-
munity of the United States, or smaller, de-
fined in regional or social terms (Labov
1972; Milroy 1987; Lucas 1995; Rose et al.
1998). The three studies we report on here
all had as their primary goal to describe sys-
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tematic variation in the use of ASL within
and across individuals and groups within
the U.S. Deaf community. 

Since the earliest studies of variation in
ASL, research on variation has changed in
that new quantitative and qualitative tools
have been developed (Milroy 1980, 1987;
Rousseau and Sankoff 1978; Rand and
Sankoff 1990). At the same time, our under-
standing of ASL phonology, morphology,
syntax, and discourse structure has deep-
ened. It is in this environment of recent social
and linguistic research that the three studies
presented here took up their respective top-
ics. In brief, the three studies are as follows:

1. Hoopes (1998) examined constraints on
pinky extension in lexical ASL signs. 

2. Collins and Petronio (1998) set out to dis-
cover differences in the way that deaf-
blind signers use ASL, as compared to
sighted users of ASL. 

3. Lucas, Bayley, Valli, in collaboration with
Rose, Wulf, Dudis, Sanheim, and Schatz
(forthcoming) studied sociolinguistic
variation in ASL, relying primarily on
quantitative methods to describe phono-
logical and morphosyntactic variation in
ASL as it is used around the country and
across social groups. The analysis of one
variable, the sign deaf, is summarized
here; this report is a follow-up study to Lu-
cas’s earlier investigation (1995). 

Certain methodological issues are com-
mon to all variation studies, and we will
show how these concerns relate to the
choice of informants, to the elicitation of
vernacular language, and to the variables
and constraints, both social and linguistic,
considered in all of the studies. Next, we will
discuss concerns that may be particular to
studying sociolinguistic variation in sign
languages. These community-particular
concerns color not only the methodologies
employed, but also the social constraints
considered in the analyses. Finally, we will

set out the methodologies of all three stud-
ies.

Defining and Sampling a Community

The first issue common to studies of varia-
tion in both signed and spoken languages
concerns sampling. The goal of all variation
studies is to describe the patterns of variable
linguistic structure within and across lan-
guage communities. Whether the study is
qualitative or quantitative, participants in
the study must be members of the commu-
nities whose language use is being de-
scribed. Further, quantitative sociolinguis-
tic work that seeks to reach conclusions
about language use in a community as a
whole must take steps to ensure that its par-
ticipant group is as representative as pos-
sible of the entire community. A study of
variable ASL use in the Deaf community,
for example, must study the language use of
deaf people who use ASL. The language
community may be defined in both linguis-
tic and social terms. If the study finds that
a group of ASL users share some aspect of
their language in common, (e.g., if the con-
straints on a particular variable affect all
members of the community in the same
way), then this is evidence that the group is
a linguistic community (Labov 1972). 

When defining the language commu-
nity in social terms, variation studies have
taken two main approaches. One approach
is to use broad social categories like socioe-
conomic status and gender to draw bound-
aries around subgroups within a community
(Labov 1966, 1972). Another is to use com-
munity-based social networks. This latter
approach looks at a community in terms of
the number and nature of connections
among individuals in order to correlate
these connections with patterns of language
use (Labov 1966, 1972; Milroy 1980, 1987;
Eckert 1989a). A researcher who employs
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either approach, however, has an explicit
definition of the language community in
terms of common social factors.

The three studies discussed here exam-
ined variation in language structure and use
in the U.S. Deaf community (Padden and
Humphries 1988; Padden 1997). The re-
searchers in each case took steps to ensure
that all participants were deaf users of ASL,
and that they were all connected socially to
their local Deaf communities. In the pinky
extension (PE) study and in the Tactile ASL
study, the participants were known to the
researchers to be members of local Deaf
communities. They had grown up as users
of ASL, attended residential schools, and
participated in social relationships with
other deaf people and in Deaf organizations
like Deaf clubs. For the Tactile ASL study,
it was also important that participants be
members of a community of deaf-blind
people. Collins and Petronio defined this
membership both in terms of physical
blindness and in terms of language use and
socialization. All fourteen participants in
their study were legally blind as a result of
Usher syndrome I; all of them regularly
socialized with other deaf-blind adult users
of Tactile ASL; and all were comfortable
and experienced users of Tactile ASL. For
the quantitative study of sociolinguistic vari-
ation in ASL, not all participants in the
seven communities around the country
were personally known to the researchers.
Rather, the project relied on contact people
in each area to recruit a sample that was as
representative of the community as pos-
sible. This strategy was informed by the so-
cial network approach of Milroy (1987). Po-
tential participants were approached by a
contact person, a deaf individual who lived
in the area, possessed a good knowledge of
the local community, and was a respected
member of the community. A major con-
cern of this study was representativeness.

Therefore, the researchers and contact
people tried to recruit a group of partici-
pants diverse enough to match the diversity
of the U.S. Deaf community. The project
sampled the language of 207 women and
men in seven sites: Boston, Massachusetts;
Frederick, Maryland; Staunton, Virginia;
New Orleans, Louisiana; Olathe, Kansas;
Kansas City, Missouri; Fremont, California;
and Bellingham, Washington. African-
American and white women and men were
represented, as were working- and middle-
class signers of both races. Participants
ranged in age from 13 to 93, and included
signers with deaf parents as well as those
with hearing parents.

Describing Natural Language Use

The second issue in variation studies con-
cerns the type of data analyzed. Studies of
sociolinguistic variation differ in a funda-
mental way from formal studies of abstract
linguistic competence: studies of variation
are committed to studying language in con-
text (Labov 1966, 1972; Milroy 1980, 1987;
Lucas 1995). Directly eliciting different
variants of a sociolinguistic variable would
defeat the purpose of studying how the so-
cial and linguistic environments of lan-
guage use condition variation. The sociolin-
guistic interview, though it has been used in
many studies as a way in which linguists can
record conversational language use, has
been recognized as not being conducive to
natural speech (Milroy 1987; Schilling-
Estes 1999). The ideal would be to record
and study the full range of the community’s
styles of language use, from formal lectures
given to an audience of strangers to casual
daily encounters with friends and acquain-
tances. In reality, this is impossible. First of
all, few people, if any, whether they are deaf
or hearing, hang out waiting for linguists to
come and record their conversations. Also,
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as we will discuss further below, the cam-
corder would get in the way.

Despite these fundamental limitations
on linguists’ access to natural language use,
each of the three studies reported on here
made methodological accommodations to-
ward gathering conversations that were as
natural as possible. The conversation types
that were recorded differed on many dimen-
sions: how well the conversational partici-
pants knew one another, the degree to
which the conversations were about lan-
guage itself, the length of the conversations,
and the presence or absence of the re-
searchers during the videotaping. Each of
these dimensions might have provided an
environment that would affect variation.
For this reason, the conclusions take into
account these aspects of the recorded
conversations.

In the PE study, Hoopes recorded a
signer during four different one- to two-hour
conversations with other ASL users. The first
and third conversations were with a close
friend, also deaf, from the signer’s residential
school. The second recording was made
during a conversation with a deaf graduate
student from Gallaudet University, some-
one with whom the signer was casually ac-
quainted. During these conversations, the
deaf signer and her conversational partner
were asked just to chat. The final conversa-
tion was with a hearing interpreter, a good
friend of the signer. Before this conversation,
the researcher suggested some topics they
might discuss. During all of these conversa-
tions, the researcher was not a participant; in
fact, he was absent from the room.

The Tactile ASL study relied on con-
versational data videotaped under two dif-
ferent circumstances. The first recording
was made during an informal party that
lasted about four hours. Eleven deaf-blind
adults who regularly socialized together at-
tended the party. The researchers video-

taped their Tactile ASL conversations with
one another. In the second situation, three
pairs of deaf-blind adults were recorded
telling stories to one another using Tactile
ASL. The researchers viewed this second set
of data as coming from more formally situ-
ated language use. 

Lucas et al.’s study of sociolinguistic
variation in ASL videotaped groups of sign-
ers during one- to two-hour data collection
sessions. These sessions were divided into
three parts. The first consisted of approxi-
mately one hour of free conversation among
the participants, without the researchers
present. In the second part, at least two par-
ticipants were selected from each group and
interviewed in depth by deaf researchers
about their educational and linguistic back-
grounds, their social networks, and their pat-
terns of language use. The final part in-
volved eliciting lexical variants from the
participants who had been interviewed. All
participants in this part of the data collec-
tion were shown the same set of thirty-three
pictures and were asked to supply signs for
the objects or actions represented in the
pictures.

Defining Variables and Constraints

The third issue that the studies described
here share with all studies of sociolinguistic
variation is a concern that what is being in-
vestigated is, in fact, a sociolinguistic vari-
able. The three studies are among the first
studies of variation in ASL in about twenty
years. Our hope is that we know enough
now about the structure of ASL to identify
what varies, to describe it, and to quantify it.
The first steps in variation analysis are to de-
fine the variable and the envelope of varia-
tion. That is, decide what forms count as in-
stances of the variable and determine that
the forms that vary indeed are two ways of
saying the same thing. 
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The three studies required, first, a con-
sideration of what features were noticeably
variable. These variables might be found at
any level of linguistic structure, from
phonology to discourse. For the quantitative
study of sociolinguistic variation in ASL, the
hope was that these variables would also cor-
relate with both linguistic and social factors.
For the qualitative study of Tactile ASL, in
which a language variety is being described
in detail for the first time, the goal is that the
variables that are described will uniquely
identify the community being studied and
will be amenable to further quantitative or
applied work.

An additional issue that arises early in a
variation study concerns specifying the fac-
tors that may potentially influence a signer’s
choice of a variant. Lucas (1995), for ex-
ample, investigated the potential effects of
eight separate linguistic factors on the
choice of a variant of deaf. As it turned out,
most of these constraints proved not to be
statistically significant. However, the labor
of coding for many factors was not in vain.
The study demonstrated that Liddell and
Johnson’s (1989) hypothesis that variation
in the form of deaf is influenced primarily
by the location of the preceding sign is, at
best, incomplete. The present studies are at
different stages in the process of identifying
constraints. The Tactile ASL study, because
its purpose is simply to describe the differ-
ences between visual and Tactile ASL, set
out to note features that were known to be
unique to tactile signing. Collins and Petro-
nio knew that being deaf-blind is a condi-
tioning factor for some changes in language
use, but the question was, what linguistic
changes take place? The investigation of
pinky extension and the sociolinguistic vari-
ation in ASL study, on the other hand,
needed to propose constraints, both linguis-
tic and social, on the variables to be quanti-
fied. A central theoretical issue for variation

studies is the identification of internal con-
straints on the variables. As Labov stated, the
issue “is to discover whatever constraints
may exist on the form, direction, or struc-
tural character of linguistic change” (1994,
115). Phonological constraints on the vari-
ables considered by the PE and sociolin-
guistic variation studies could include the
segmental phonological environment or
suprasegmental, or prosodic, environment.
Other linguistic constraints could be mor-
phological, syntactic, or related to discourse
topic or type of discourse. The linguistic
constraints considered in each of these stud-
ies will be described in more detail below.

As for social constraints, the researcher’s
knowledge of the community should inform
what factors are considered in the model of
variation within the community. The PE
study was not designed to take into account
social constraints other than the level of in-
timacy between conversational partners, as
it was expressly limited to investigating the
variable signing of a single individual. The
Tactile ASL study suggests that if deaf-blind
and sighted individuals are included in the
same study of variation in ASL, then this
should be taken into account, as a deaf per-
son’s vision status could affect how he or she
uses the language. Sociolinguistic variation
in ASL study included several social factors
in its statistical analysis of variants of deaf.

SOCIOLINGUISTIC STUDIES IN THE
DEAF COMMUNITY: SOME ISSUES

Social Constraints Particular
to Deaf Communities

While social constraints like gender, age,
and ethnicity might be common to all stud-
ies of sociolinguistic variation, many of
these need to be articulated more fully
when they are put into research practice in
a particular community. This is particularly
true for studies of linguistic variation in
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Deaf communities. Notions like socioeco-
nomic status or even age cannot be simply
borrowed whole from studies of variation in
spoken language communities.3 The differ-
ences in social constraints when applied to
Deaf communities are of two types. First,
there are constraints, like age, whose labels
have a common application but which
might have a different meaning considering
the history of Deaf communities in this
country. Second, there are constraints, like
language background, that are unique to
Deaf communities. 

The first type of constraints include de-
finitions of gender, age, regional back-
ground, and ethnicity, all of which need to
be redefined when looking at Deaf com-
munities. For deaf people, regional back-
ground, or where they grew up, may be less
significant than where they attended school
(especially if it was a residential school) or
where their language models acquired ASL.
Age as a sociolinguistic variable may have
different effects on linguistic variation be-
cause of the differences in language policies
in schools and classes for deaf children over
this last century. Thus, while differences in
the signing of older and younger people
may appear to be due either to age-group dif-
ferences or to natural language change such
as occurs in all languages, these differences
may also be the result of changes in educa-
tional policies, like the shift from oralism to
Total Communication or from Total Com-
munication to a bilingual/bicultural ap-
proach. These language policies affected
not only what language was used in the
classroom, but also teacher hiring practices
(deaf teachers who used ASL or hearing
teachers who knew no ASL). These lan-
guage policies affected deaf children’s ac-
cess to appropriate language models, and
this access may have varied across time to
such an extent as to affect the kind of varia-
tion we see in ASL today. 

With respect to ethnicity, demographics
and oppression may work doubly against
our understanding of language use in mi-
nority Deaf communities. The linguistic
and social diversity in the Deaf community
is just beginning to be explored by re-
searchers (Lucas 1996; Parasnis 1997), and
many questions remain about how African-
American, Latin-American, or Asian-Amer-
ican deaf people self-identify and how they
use language. Are the boundaries of these
groups such that they form coherent groups
whose ethnic identity is stronger than their
Deaf identity? Or do the members of these
groups construct a separate, minority Deaf
identity? Is it reasonable to acknowledge
multiple potential language influences? Is
the use of a particular variant related to a
person’s identity as a Deaf person, or as an
Anglo-American Deaf person, for example?4

Through the social network technique of
contacting potential informants, the soci-
olinguistic variation in ASL study uncov-
ered one way in which ethnicity and age
have intersected to create a situation of op-
pression multiplied. The contact people
were unable to find any Black Deaf people
over age 55 who were members of the
middle class (that is, who had a college edu-
cation and were working in professional oc-
cupations). This finding suggests that politi-
cal, social, and economic factors intersect
with race and ethnicity in ways that have
profound effects on minority language com-
munities like the Deaf community. 

With respect to gender, several ques-
tions emerge that are also related to the mi-
nority language community status of the
Deaf community. Those yet to be answered
include: Is there a solidarity in language use
between men and women in a language mi-
nority group because of oppression from the
outside and shared experiences rooted in
being Deaf? Or are usage differences as pro-
nounced as in other communities?
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The second type of differences in social
constraints arises from the unique charac-
teristics of Deaf communities. The question
of the language background of signers who
participate in the studies is one such charac-
teristic. Most participants in variation stud-
ies acquired the language under study, say
English or Spanish, as a native language
from native-speaking parents, as well as
from exposure in their everyday environ-
ment. In Deaf communities, some partici-
pants had neither of these kinds of exposure
to the language at the earliest stages of their
development. Even deaf parents may not be
native signers. It may seem that this problem
conflicts with the goal of describing use of a
particular language. However, if all signers
who learned ASL from people other than
their parents were excluded from sociolin-
guistic studies, such studies would be inval-
idated because they would not be repre-
sentative of the community. Researchers
should simply take account of the language
background of their participants while draw-
ing conclusions from the data. If the anal-
ysis is qualitative, the language background
of the participants should be expressly stated
in the report and taken into account in the
analysis. If the analysis is quantitative, the
influence of language background differ-
ences on the variables being investigated
may be included as a factor in the statistical
model. 

A related constraint is the school back-
ground of informants. Whether the signers
who participated in the variation study at-
tended a residential or mainstream school
may have influenced their signing. Some
questions related to this issue are: Did the
signers acquire ASL at a very early age from
signing adults, or did they learn it at a later
age, having entered the community later? At
what age did they acquire or learn ASL?
What kinds of signing—SEE, Contact Sign-
ing, or ASL—did their language models use?

Collecting Data: Videotaping and
the Observer’s Paradox

Linguists who conduct sociolinguistic re-
search aspire to base their conclusions on
conversation that is as natural as possible.
However, one aspect of the basic method re-
quired for doing careful study of natural
language use impinges on this goal: A con-
versation being studied must be recorded,
yet the fact that the conversation is being
recorded makes it less likely that it will be
close to the vernacular use of the language.
Labov (1966, 1972) has called this problem
the “Observer’s Paradox.” When consider-
ing sociolinguistic research in Deaf com-
munities, this problem may be magnified.
Videotaping is more intrusive than audio-
taping. Equally important is the issue of
anonymity. While voices on an audiotape
cannot be connected to a face or a name, ex-
cept by the researchers, faces on a videotape
are not anonymous. The Deaf community is
small, and signers may be concerned, with
good reason, that what they say on videotape
will be seen by others in the community and
understood out of context. With videotap-
ing, anonymity is impossible. 

What We Know and What We Can Study

The limits on what we know about sign lan-
guage structure pose a further consideration
for studies of variation in sign languages. We
have learned much about the structure of
ASL in the last twenty years, since the earliest
studies of variation. For example, when the
first studies of variation in ASL were con-
ducted, the phonological specifications of
signs were understood to be simultaneously
produced. The variables considered in the
present studies, on the other hand, assume
that segments of signs occur in sequence, and
that what varies phonologically are either in-
dividual features of these segments or the se-
quence in which these segments are pro-
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duced (Liddell and Johnson 1989; Lucas
1995). We need to know enough about the
structure and meaning of the language to en-
sure that our variants have the same meaning
and are simply two (or more) ways of saying
the same thing. That is, we need to be able to
distinguish between two forms that mean the
same thing but are both part of the language
and vary with respect to one another, and two
forms that have different meanings and,
therefore, cannot be said to be in variation.
We also need to know enough about the
phonological, morphological, syntactic, and
discourse structures, and how they interact,
in order to define carefully and clearly the en-
vironments that condition variation. In light
of these concerns related to ASL structure,
we are just beginning to understand what
constitutes a variable in a sign language and
what the possible linguistic constraints on
variability are. Further, as the present studies
begin to suggest, simply borrowing con-
straints from spoken language studies may
not be sufficient to account for the variation
we see in ASL (Lucas 1995).

In summary, the studies that we present
here share some goals and methodologi-
cal concerns with sociolinguistic research
in general. They also represent three ap-
proaches to the question of variation in ASL,
a question that requires attention to our un-
derstanding both of linguistic structure and
of Deaf history, culture, and community. 

METHODS EMPLOYED IN THE THREE STUDIES 

In this section, we describe the methods
used by the researchers in each of the three
studies. Table 1 summarizes the goals and
methodologies of these studies.

Pinky Extension: Confirming a Variable 

The pinky extension (PE) study relies on
data from a single individual’s conversa-

tional signing to examine patterned varia-
tion in the pinky extension variable (Hoopes
1998). Sociolinguistic variables are not just
variable over a community. The variation
we see in ASL signing in Deaf communities
does not result from one signer using one
variant and one signer using another.
Rather, a single speaker/signer ordinarily
uses two or more variants of a single vari-
able, even within the same conversation
(Guy 1980). Signing with one’s pinky ex-
tended on some signs has been anecdotally
discussed as a possible phonological vari-
able. Signs like think, wonder, and toler-

ate (the latter two illustrated in Figure 1)
can be signed either with the pinky (the
fourth finger) closed or fully extended. 

The study’s goals were to determine
whether pinky extension showed patterned
variation that correlated with phonological,
syntactic, or discourse constraints, and to
consider functional explanations for these
correlations. The study set out to (a) de-
scribe this potential variable as part of one
individual’s signing style and (b) discuss pos-
sible constraints on the individual’s use of
pinky extension.

The signer for the PE study was a 55-
year-old Caucasian Deaf woman. She was
deafened in infancy and was the only deaf
member of her immediate family. She at-
tended a residential school and Gallaudet
College. She was videotaped in conversa-
tion over four separate sessions, each one to
two hours long, for a total of seven hours of
conversational data. Her conversational
partners varied in how well she knew them
(one was a long-time friend, another a re-
cent acquaintance), and in whether they
were hearing or deaf.

For the analysis, 100 occurrences of
pinky extension were extracted from the
videotaped data. Each of these occurrences
was coded for the following linguistic and
social factor groups:
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• Preceding handshape,
• Following handshape,
• Sign in which PE occurs,
• Discourse topic,
• Handshape of the PE sign, 
• Syntactic category of the PE sign, and
• Level of intimacy between informant and

conversational partner.

A subset of these occurrences was also
coded for prosodic features. This coding

involved timing the duration of the tokens
(occurrences) by the number of frames
each lasted. These durations were aver-
aged and compared with the duration of to-
kens of the same lexemes (signs) without
pinky extension. The constraints investi-
gated for this subset of tokens were the du-
ration of the sign, whether there was a pre-
ceding or following pause, and repetition
of the sign.
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TABLE 1. Summary of Goals and Methodologies of the Three Studies

GOALS AND
METHODS STUDY

Sociolinguistic Variation 
Pinky Extension Tactile ASL in ASL

Research Is PE a sociolinguistic How does Tactile ASL differ What are the linguistic and 
questions variable? from visual ASL in its phono- social factors that condition 

What linguistic constraints logy, morphology, syntax, use of three variants of DEAF? 
possibly condition PE? and discourse structure? Which of these constraints 

are strongest?

Informants 1 Deaf woman, an ASL user 14 deaf-blind ASL and 207 Deaf ASL users
Tactile ASL users

Videotaping 4 conversations lasting 1 to Conversations at a  party Groups of 2 to 6 participants 
procedures 2 hours each lasting 4 hours (11 partici- in three situations:

pants);  Conversations in the group;
Storytelling sessions Interview with the 
(6 participants, paired) researcher; 

Responding to questions 
on lexical variants

Videotape Extracted 100 occurrences Developed specific questions Watched videotapes for 
analysis of PE. Compared timing of a about linguistic structure. signers using DEAF. Glossed 

subset of these occurrences Extracted examples of each each occurrence of DEAF

with tokens of non-PE signs. type of structure from con- with information about con-
versations. Generalized over straints in a text database.
examples to a statement 
about variant structure.

Methods of Coded each instance of PE Compared structures in Tac- Coded each token for lin-
analysis for linguistic and social con- tile ASL with parallel struc- guistic and social constraints. 

straints. Compared percen- tures in visual ASL. Entered coded tokens into 
tages of PE and non-PE in VARBRUL. Used VARBRUL 
different environments. Com- probabilities to find relevant 
pared prosodic features. and irrelevant constraints. 
Suggested constraints that Suggested variable linguistic 
may condition PE. rules that are part of the 

grammar of ASL.



Some potential occurrences were ex-
cluded from the pool of tokens. Occur-
rences in fingerspelling were excluded be-
cause it was assumed that in these cases it
resulted from processes other than those
that could cause pinky extension in lexical
signs. Also excluded were instances of lexi-
calized pinky extension, in which case the
non-PE variant and the PE variant would
not co-occur in the signing of one individ-
ual. Lastly, signs in which pinky extension
did not occur over the full production of the
sign were excluded.

The analysis of the full 100 tokens, not
including the prosodic analysis, consisted of
comparing percentages of tokens in each of
the subgroupings of the constraints. In the

prosodic analysis, Hoopes compared the av-
erage duration of the signs with and without
pinky extension.

Tactile ASL: Identifying Variables

While the ASL of sighted deaf people has
been studied for forty years, the signing of
deaf-blind people is a new subject of lin-
guistic research. The Tactile ASL study set
out to describe changes in signing that oc-
cur when ASL is used in a tactile, rather
than a visual, mode. The goal was to de-
scribe the particular variety of ASL used in
the deaf-blind community when deaf-blind
people converse with each other. Collins
and Petronio (1998) considered that varia-
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tion between sighted ASL and Tactile ASL
could occur at any level of linguistic struc-
ture. 

To collect representative samples of
deaf-blind conversation, Collins and Petro-
nio used two sets of conversational data, one
more informal, one more formal. Informal
data were collected at a party attended by
eleven deaf-blind people. The more formal
data came from another set of conversations
between three pairs of deaf-blind people, all
using Tactile ASL to tell stories to each
other. As mentioned earlier, the fourteen
signers had all been born deaf, knew and
used ASL prior to becoming legally blind,
became blind as a result of Usher syndrome
I, and regularly socialized with deaf-blind
adults who use Tactile ASL. Tactile ASL can
be received with one or both hands. In order
to limit the possible variation that could
occur even within Tactile ASL, only one-
handed conversations were included in the
data set used to describe the tactile variety of
ASL.

Research questions specific to each
level of linguistic structure were formu-
lated. These questions are listed in Table 2.
All of these questions focus on describing
differences between visual and Tactile ASL.

The videotaped conversations were exam-
ined for evidence of structures or strategies
that do not occur in visual ASL.

Sociolinguistic Variation in ASL: Providing
Broad Quantitative Description 

The goal of Lucas et al.’s study is to provide the
basis for a description of phonological, mor-
phosyntactic, and lexical variation in ASL.
One of the variables, a set of three variants of
the sign deaf, is reported on here. The sign
deaf has many possible forms, but occur-
rences of only three of these forms were ex-
tracted from the videotapes. In citation form
(+cf),5 the sign begins just below the ear and
ends near the corner of the mouth. This form
is called ear-to-chin. A second variant begins
at the corner of the mouth and moves upward
to the ear. This variant was labeled the chin-to-
ear variant. The third variant considered here,
the contact-cheek variant, consists of the index
finger tapping the lower cheek without mov-
ing up. These variants (see Figure 2) were
compared using statistical programs that re-
quire many tokens as input, but which allow
the researcher to investigate the effects of
many potential constraints at the same time.
In this section, we will first discuss the bene-
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TABLE 2. Questions Addressed by the Tactile ASL Study

LEVEL OF 
LINGUISTIC STRUCTURE QUESTIONS

Phonology In Tactile ASL, the receiver’s hand is placed on the signer’s hand. Does this
physical difference in the mode of communication result in changes in any of
the sign parameters: handshape, movement, location and orientation?

Morphology Deaf-blind people are unable to see the nonmanual adverbs and adjectives that
accompany many lexical verbs and adjectives. How are these morphemes con-
veyed in Tactile ASL?

Syntax Word-order in questions in visual ASL varies. What word orders occur in ques-
tions in Tactile ASL?

Discourse The back-channel feedback given by addressees in visual ASL is inaccessible to
deaf-blind people. What type of back-channeling in Tactile ASL replaces the
head nods, head tilts, and facial expressions of back-channeling in visual ASL?



fits and requirements of this kind of quantita-
tive analysis. Then, we will describe how data
were collected and how occurrences of the
variants of deaf were extracted from the
videotaped data.

One of the main goals of the quantitative
study of language variation is to understand
linguistic phenomena and their relationship
to social structure. We want to be able to un-
derstand, for example, the direction of lin-
guistic change or the relationship between
the form and the syntactic function of a class
of signs. We also want to be able to test hy-
potheses about the relationships between dif-
ferent linguistic and social constraints, to
compare alternative analyses, and to create
models that allow us to make predictions
(Guy 1993). Percentages of occurrence or non-
occurrence of particular variants cannot ac-

count for many possible simultaneous influ-
ences on variation, both linguistic and social.
To accomplish the goals of the study, then,
Lucas et al. needed to use statistical proce-
dures that could model simultaneously rela-
tionships between the many contextual fac-
tors that promote or inhibit use of a particular
variant. In linguistics, the program known as
VARBRUL, a specialized application of lo-
gistic regression, has been used most exten-
sively for this type of modeling because it has
been deliberately designed to handle the
kind of data obtained in studies of variation.
It also provides heuristic tools that allow the
investigator to reanalyze the data easily as hy-
potheses are modified.6

Videotaped data for this study were col-
lected during 1994 and 1995 at the seven sites
mentioned earlier. All sites have thriving com-
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munities of ASL users. Six groups of deaf ASL
signers, all white, participated in Staunton,
Frederick, and Bellingham. Six white groups
and five African-American groups participated
in Boston, Fremont, Kansas City, Olathe, and
New Orleans. In total, 207 signers partici-
pated. Their social and demographic charac-
teristics are summarized in Table 3.

Working-class participants had no edu-
cation beyond high school and were work-
ing in blue-collar jobs. Middle-class parti-
cipants had completed college and were
working in professional positions. The age
group divisions were designed to correlate
roughly with changes in the language poli-
cies in deaf education over the last ninety
years. Older participants would have had
purely oral instruction in schools; the
middle group was in school during Total
Communication; younger participants would
have begun school at the beginning of the
return to using ASL in the classroom.

Groups of participants were videotaped
in the three parts of the data collection ses-
sions described above: conversation, sociolin-
guistic interview, and lexical variation elicita-
tion. All tokens of the three variants of deaf,

a total of 1,618 occurrences, were extracted
from this videotaped database for coding for
multivariate analysis with VARBRUL. Each
token was entered into the statistical database
along with its values for social and linguistic
factors. The following social factors were
coded: region, age (15–25, 26–54, 55+), gen-
der, ethnicity (African-American, white),
class (working, middle), and language back-

ground (native ASL, other). The linguistic
factors coded were designed to provide a fol-
low-up to Lucas’s (1995) study, which found
that the grammatical function of the sign was
the most significant constraint on the form of
deaf. The coding scheme for the linguistic
constraints is presented in Table 4.

Once coding was complete and the data
were entered, VARBRUL estimated the fac-
tor values (or probabilities) for each contex-
tual factor specified (e.g., the handshape of
the preceding segment or the social class to
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TABLE 3. Demographic Characteristics of Informants in the Sociolinguistic Variation in ASL Study

CHARACTERISTICS AFRICAN-AMERICAN GROUPS ANGLO-AMERICAN GROUPS

Socioeconomic Status Middle Class Working Class Middle Class Working Class

Age 15–25 15–25 15–25 15–25

26–54 26–54 26–54 26–54

55+ 55+ 55+ 55+

TABLE 4. Coding Scheme for Linguistic
Constraints on DEAF

Grammatical function of DEAF

noun

adjective

predicate adjective

compound

Location of the preceding segment

high (at ear or above)

middle (between ear and chin)

low (chin or below)

pause

Location of the following segment

high (at ear or above)

middle (between ear and chin)

low (chin or below)

pause

Genre of text in which DEAF occurs

conversation

narrative



which a signer belongs). The program pro-
vided a numerical measure of the strength of
each factor’s influence, relative to other fac-
tors in the same group, on the occurrence of
the linguistic variable under investigation.
VARBRUL probability values range be-
tween 0 and 1.00. A factor value, or weight,
between .50 and 1.00 indicates that the fac-
tor favors use of a variant relative to other fac-
tors in the same group. For example, in the
results reported below, compounds (e.g.,
deaf � culture), with a factor value of .66,
favor use of noncitation (–cf) forms. A value
between 0 and .50 indicates that the factor
disfavors a variant. Thus, in the same results,
predicate adjectives, with a factor value of
.37, disfavor use of –cf forms of deaf. The
output also includes an input probability, a
measure of the overall tendency of signers to
use a particular variant. In the results below,
the input value for –cf forms of deaf is .743.
This value reflects the fact that –cf forms
were far more common in the data than +cf
forms. Of 1,618 tokens analyzed, 1,118, or
69 percent, were –cf. Finally, the program
provides several measures of goodness of fit
between the model and the data (see Young
and Bayley 1996, 272–73). 

FINDINGS

This section summarizes the more important
findings of the three studies that have pro-
vided the data for our discussions of the po-
tential contributions and methods of varia-
tionist linguistics to our understanding of sign
languages. The details of the studies are avail-
able in Hoopes (1998), Collins and Petronio
(1998), Lucas, Bayley, and Valli et al. (forth-
coming), and Bayley, Lucas, and Rose (2000).

Pinky Extension

In contrast to the other studies, Hoopes’s
study (1998) analyzed the occurrence of a

single phonological variable—pinky exten-
sion—in the signing of a single individual.
Prior to this study, Lucas and others had ob-
served that some signers extend their pinky
during particular signs, contrary to the cita-
tion forms of these signs.

Hoopes’s study sought to determine
whether the occurrence of pinky extension
was indeed variable and, if so, whether the
frequency of occurrence correlated with
any linguistic or social factors. As stated pre-
viously, a primary goal of sociolinguistic in-
quiry is to correlate social and economic fac-
tors (e.g., sex, age, race, education, etc.)
with the frequency at which a variable oc-
curs in a given subject’s speech. To accom-
plish this goal, tokens must be collected
from subjects in each sociolinguistic cate-
gory under analysis. Why, then, would
Hoopes undertake to study a single signer?
The primary reason is that this was a pilot
study to determine if pinky extension varied
at all. Because our understanding of the
structure of ASL is still emerging, it is often
difficult at the outset of a sociolinguistic
study to know whether the linguistic form
under analysis is variable at all. In this case,
it was entirely possible that the occurrence
of pinky extension was subject to a categori-
cal, as opposed to a variable, rule. Before a
larger, and more expensive, study was un-
dertaken, it was necessary to determine if
pinky extension was in fact variable, and, if
so, whether it could be correlated with any
linguistic or social constraints.

The findings indicated that the fre-
quency of occurrence of pinky extension
upon signs did in fact vary, and that the fre-
quency of occurrence correlated with lin-
guistic factors (handshape and syntactic cat-
egory) and the one social factor analyzed
(degree of social distance). The most in-
triguing finding, however, was that pinky ex-
tension tended to co-occur with prosodic
features of emphatic stress. Specifically, it
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tended to occur (a) with lexemes used re-
peatedly within a discourse topic, (b) before
pauses, and (c) with lexemes lengthened to
almost twice their usual duration. This sug-
gests that pinky extension is itself a prosodic
feature of ASL that adds emphatic stress or
focus to the sign with which it co-occurs. It
is quite analogous to stress in spoken lan-
guage, which is indicated by a stronger sig-
nal as a result of greater articulatory effort.

It should be noted that sociolinguistic
methodology was crucial to this last find-
ing—pinky extension played a prosodic
function in the lect of the subject. Prosody
has largely been ignored by linguists work-
ing within either the Chomskian or the
earlier structuralist framework due to the
tendency of these frameworks toward cate-
gorization. Prosody tends not to be subject
to categorical rules. But, as Hoopes’s study
shows, when one searches for factors that
constrain but do not absolutely determine
the occurrence of a linguistic form, the pat-
terning of prosodic features emerge.

Tactile ASL

Space does not permit a discussion of the
findings pertaining to morphology, syntax,
and discourse, so here we will focus on the
differences and similarities of the phonolog-
ical form of signs used in visual and Tactile
ASL. (For a full account of this study, see
Collins and Petronio 1998). Signs were ex-
amined in terms of their handshape, loca-
tion, movement, and orientation.

Early studies on visual ASL sought min-
imal pairs to determine the distinctive parts
of signs. Minimal pairs were interpreted as
providing evidence for three parameters:
handshape, movement, and location. For
instance, the signs donkey and horse use
the same location and movement but differ
in handshape; mother and father use the
same handshape and movement but differ

in location; and sick and to-become-sick

use the same handshape and location but
differ in movement. Battison (1978) later
identified a fourth parameter, orientation,
based on pairs such as children and
things. These two signs have identical
handshape, movement, and location, but
they differ in the palm orientation.

Using these four parameters, Collins
and Petronio examined signs to see if there
were any phonological differences when the
signs were used in visual ASL and Tactile
ASL. They found no variation or changes in
the handshape parameter. The other three
parameters (movement, location, and ori-
entation) displayed the same type of varia-
tion due to phonological assimilation that
occurs in visual ASL. However, although
the same forms of variation occurred in Tac-
tile ASL, this variation was sometimes due
to (a) the receiver’s hand being on the
signer’s hand and (b) the signer and receiver
being physically closer to each other than
they generally are in visual ASL. The sign-
ing space used in Tactile ASL is generally
smaller than that used in visual ASL be-
cause of the physical closeness of the sign-
ers. This smaller space usually results in
smaller movement paths in signs. In addi-
tion, because the signer’s and receiver’s
hands are in contact, the signing space shifts
to the area where the hands are in contact;
correspondingly, the location of signs artic-
ulates in neutral space and also shifts to this
area. The orientation parameter showed
some variation that resulted from modifica-
tions the signer made to better accommo-
date the receiver. One change, unique to
Tactile ASL, occurred with signs that in-
cluded body contact. In addition to the
signer’s hand moving toward the body part,
the body part often moved toward the hand
in Tactile ASL. This adaptation allowed the
receiver to maintain more comfortable tac-
tile contact with the signer.
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The variation, adaptations, and changes
that Collins and Petronio describe are ex-
amples of linguistic change that has occurred
and is continuing in the U.S. deaf-blind com-
munity. In the past several years the American
Association of the Deaf-Blind has expanded
its membership and many state chapters have
been established. The opportunity for deaf-
blind people to get together and make com-
munities has resulted in sociolinguistic
changes in ASL as deaf-blind people modify it
to meet their needs. From a linguistic view-
point, Tactile ASL provides us with a unique
opportunity to witness the linguistic changes
ASL is experiencing as the deaf-blind com-
munity adapts the language to a tactile mode. 

Sociolinguistic Variation of DEAF

Lucas et al.’s ongoing study focuses on a
number of sociolinguistic variables, among
them variation in the form of the sign deaf.

To examine the constraints on this variable,
Lucas et al. performed multivariate analysis
of 1,618 tokens using VARBRUL. The re-
sults indicated that variation in the form of
deaf is systematic and conditioned by mul-
tiple linguistic and social factors, including
grammatical function, the location of the
following segment, discourse genre, age,
and region. The results strongly confirmed
the earlier finding of Lucas (1995), which
showed that the grammatical function of
deaf, rather than the features of the preced-
ing or following sign, is the main linguistic
constraint on variation. In this section, we
will focus on the role of the grammatical
category because the results for this factor
suggest that variation in ASL operates at a
much more abstract level than has previ-
ously been documented. We will also briefly
review the main results of the role of signer
age and geographical region.

The three variants of deaf might logi-
cally be related to one another in a number

of different ways, based on what is known
about the history of ASL as well as obser-
vations of processes governing ASL com-
pound formation (Liddell and Johnson 1986;
see also Lucas, Bayley et al. forthcoming;
and Bayley, Lucas, and Rose 2000, for de-
tails). The researchers in this study hypoth-
esized that the variants were related to one
another as follows: The citation or under-
lying form is ear-to-chin—in the first stage,
this form undergoes metathesis and surfaces
as chin-to-ear; in the second stage, the
metathesized form undergoes deletion of
the first element and surfaces as contact-
cheek, a process that is especially common
in compounds (e.g., deaf � culture). This
model of the processes underlying variation
in the form of deaf necessitated two sepa-
rate quantitative analyses: +cf vs. –cf, in-
cluding both chin-to-ear and contact-cheek,
and chin-to-ear vs. contact-cheek. Note that
citation forms were eliminated from the sec-
ond analysis because only forms that have
undergone metathesis are eligible for dele-
tion of the first element. 

The results of both analyses for the
grammatical category factor group are
shown in Table 5. The table includes infor-
mation on the application value, or value of
the dependent variable at which the rule is
said to apply; the VARBRUL weight, or fac-
tor value; the percentage of rule applica-
tions; and the number of tokens of each fac-
tor. The table also includes the input value,
the overall percentage of application, and
the number of tokens in each analysis.

The results of the first analysis show that
compounds favor (p = .66) and predicate ad-
jectives disfavor (p = .37) noncitation forms.
Nouns and adjectives slightly favor noncita-
tion forms as well (p = .515). The results of
the second analysis, which excluded cita-
tion tokens, show that compounds very
strongly favor the noncitation variant, con-
tact-cheek (p = .85). The results also show
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that adjectives and predicate adjectives that
have undergone metathesis are unlikely to
undergo deletion. Finally, as in the first
analysis of citation vs. noncitation forms, the
value for nouns (p = .49) is close to .50,
which indicates that this factor has only a
slight effect on signers’ choice of a form of
deaf.

An obvious question arises from these
results. Why should the grammatical cate-
gory to which deaf belongs have such a
large effect on a signers’ choices among the
three variants, while other factors, such as
the location of the following segment, have
no significant effect? One possibility is that
the grammatical constraints are a syn-
chronic reflex of a change in progress that
originates in compounds and then spreads
to nouns and adjectives and finally to predi-
cates. A change from ear-to-chin to chin-to-
ear, beginning with compounds, a gram-
matical class that is most subject to change,
is arguably a shift in the direction of greater
ease of production. Such a change would
conform to Kroch’s (1978) model of change
from below, which, at least in the case of
consonants, tends to greater ease of articula-

tion. This explanation is supported by the
fact that there are a number of ASL signs
that move from chin to ear in their citation
form. Only two of these, however, clearly
allow metathesis. They are head and
mother � father (“parents”). Metathesis is
not allowed by other common signs with a
phonological structure like deaf, consisting
of a hold, a movement, and a hold (e.g., in-

dian, home, yesterday).7 The fact that
metathesis is not allowed by most signs
whose citation form is chin to ear (that is,
signs that move up), while it is allowed by
deaf, where the citation form moves down,
suggests that chin to ear movement is the
less marked sequence. deaf, then, may be
undergoing a change from a more marked
to a less marked form that is characterized
by greater ease of production.

As we have noted, in addition to identi-
fying significant linguistic constraints on
deaf, Lucas et al. also found significant so-
cial and geographic constraints. Although
social class, gender, and language back-
ground proved not to be statistically signi-
ficant, both age and region were highly
significant. In conducting their analyses,
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TABLE 5. The Influence of Grammatical Category on Choice of a Form of DEAF

FACTOR VARBRUL WEIGHT % N

Analysis 1: +cf vs. –cf (application value: –cf )

Noun, adjective .515 71 1,063

Predicate adjective .370 58 361

Compound .660 81 194

Total/input .743 69 1,618

Analysis 2: chin-to-ear vs. contact-cheek (application value: contact-cheek)

Noun .490 17 411

Adjective .403 10 191

Predicate adjective .338 12 299

Compound .850 56 151

Total/input .142 20 1,052



Lucas et al. considered each age group
within a region as a separate factor in order
to investigate whether ASL was changing in
the same way across the country or whether
the direction of change differed from region
to region. The results show interregional dif-
ferences that Lucas et al. suspect are related
to changes in deaf education policies in par-
ticular areas and to the complex relation-
ships of residential schools to one another
(Baynton 1996). However, in the analysis of
citation vs. noncitation forms of deaf, one
dominant pattern emerged that was shared
by four sites: In Virginia, Louisiana, Cali-
fornia, and Washington state, both the
youngest and the oldest signers were more
likely to use noncitation forms of deaf than
signers aged 26–55. This dominant pattern
is illustrated in Figure 3. Although much re-
mains to be done, particularly in under-
standing the complex relationship of age
and region to signers’ choice of a variant of
deaf, the study demonstrates the potential

contribution that variationist linguistics can
make to sign language research.

CONCLUSION

The methodologies and findings from the
three distinct studies described here demon-
strate the range of variation in sign lan-
guages and the diversity of approaches avail-
able for studying this variation. It is hoped
that continued research on a variety of lan-
guages will enhance our growing under-
standing of sign language variation.

NOTES

1. Preston (1996) argues that, for members of the
same speech community, linguistic constraints al-
ways have a greater effect on variation than do so-
cial factors.

2. For a thorough survey of this growing body of soci-
olinguistic research on sign languages, see Patrick
and Metzger (1996).

3. In fact, variationist studies of spoken language
communities have come under considerable criti-
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cism because they often rely on naive and outdated
ideas of social categories such as class and gender
(see, for example, Eckert 1989b; Santa Ana and
Parodi 1998; and Williams 1992).

4. Issues of identity are likely to interact with other
factors, and the salience of different aspects of per-
sonal identity is affected by the nature, setting, and
topic of the conversational interaction. Thus, an
individual may always be straight or gay, male or fe-
male, deaf or hearing, and so forth. However, not
all aspects of the multiple characteristics that com-
pose an individual’s identity are always equally
salient, a fact that is reflected in patterns of linguis-
tic variation. Schilling-Estes (1999), for example,
reported on an extended conversation between
two university students in the South, one African-
American and the other Native American. When
the topic concerned their common experiences as
members of ethnic minorities at a predominantly
white institution, the two speakers showed very
similar patterns of variation. When the topic
shifted to the Civil War (during which the Native
American student’s tribe had supported the Con-
federacy), the two speakers diverged sharply. Fur-
ther, the concept of dual ethnicity introduced by
Broch (1987) is explored in Valli et al. (1992) in
terms of language use by Deaf African-American
signers, but not with specific reference to variation.

5. The citation form (+cf) is the form of a sign as it
would appear in a sign language dictionary or as
it might be taught in a sign language class. The
noncitation form (–cf) is the form of a sign as it
might occur in everyday conversation, a variant of
the +cf form. Of course, citation forms occur in
everyday conversation as well.

6. The statistical bases for the VARBRUL programs
are set out in Sankoff (1988), and the procedures
for using the software are explained in Young and
Bayley (1996) and in the documentation that ac-
companies the programs. The present study used
GoldVarb for the Macintosh (Rand and Sankoff
1990). Space does not permit a full explanation of
the steps involved in a multivariate analysis with
VARBRUL here. The topic is discussed in detail in
the literature on the subject (e.g., Guy 1980, 1993;
Rousseau and Sankoff 1978; Sankoff 1988; Young
and Bayley 1996).

7. There is some question as to whether home per-
mits metathesis. Liddell and Johnson (1989) claim
that it does, whereas there is disagreement among
Deaf informants as to whether it does.
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INTRODUCTION

The black deaf community can be de-
scribed as a group of individuals who live in
a “hearing and color-conscious society” (An-
derson 1972). They are continually striving
to overcome the communication problems
faced in everyday living while still having to
contend with racist attitudes that govern so-
ciety. They are a group of individuals that
appear to be immersed in both the black
and deaf cultures. 

At least three issues surface as a result of
this “double immersion.” One issue con-
cerns the actual reality of a black deaf com-
munity, as distinct from both the black com-
munity and the deaf community. A second
issue concerns identity. That is, given the
double immersion in both black and deaf
cultures, the question is whether the indi-
vidual’s identity is primarily as a member of
the black community, the deaf community,
or the black deaf community. A third issue
concerns communication patterns as de-
fined in terms of differences between black
signing and white signing, and in terms of
sign variation and code-switching. Casual
observation reveals that the signing of black
deaf individuals varies as a function of the
race of other participants in a conversational
setting. That is, black signers sign differently
with white signers than they do with other
black signers.

This study investigates all of these issues
and presents empirical data that permit a
clearer sociolinguistic perspective than has
heretofore been possible. Data relating to
the issue of identity consist of the results of a
survey conducted with sixty black deaf indi-
viduals. For the issue of communication pat-
terns, data consist of videotapes made of the
conversational interaction of seven dyads
controlled for race, audiological status, and
signing skills.

THE BLACK DEAF COMMUNITY

As defined by Hillery (1974), a community
is a general social system in which a group of
people live together, share common goals,
and carry out certain responsibilities to each
other. Loomis (1983) states that communi-
ties strive to protect the resources that will
serve to inform future generations of their
cultural past. Padden (1980) distinguishes
between culture and community and refers
to the former as a set of learned behaviors of
a group of people who have their own lan-
guage, values, rules for behavior, and tradi-
tions. She goes on to point out that a com-
munity cannot only have individuals who
are culturally deaf but also hearing and deaf
people who are not culturally deaf yet still
interact with culturally deaf people and see
themselves as working with them in various
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common concerns (Padden 1980, 92–93).
Evidence for the existence of both a black
community and a deaf community is pre-
sented elsewhere (e.g., Higgins 1980; Pad-
den 1980). 

The first issue here concerns the reality
of the black deaf community, as distinct
from both the black community and the
deaf community. The contention here is
that there does indeed exist a black deaf
community, and that it shares the character-
istics and values of both the black commu-
nity and the deaf community. In addition, it
has some characteristics and values that are
unique. For example, members of the black
deaf community share with the black com-
munity the obstacle of overcoming societal
prejudices against black people. The high
unemployment rate is felt more in the black
community than the white community. The
unemployment rate is even higher among
blacks in the deaf commmunity. Indeed,
underemployment is rampant in both black
communities (Christiansen and Barnartt
1987). There are few black political leaders
in the black community. They are nonexis-
tent in the black deaf community. Both the
black community and the black deaf com-
munity declare their black heritage, and the
struggles that blacks endured in obtaining
their civil rights are salient in both commu-
nities. 

Features shared by the black deaf com-
munity and the deaf community are largely
in the domain of communication. Their
language, American Sign Language, is an
important factor in the socialization process
within the deaf community. Social activities
such as sports events (where the teams are
comprised of deaf players), deaf club activi-
ties, deaf-related conferences and meetings
attract deaf individuals because all involved
can identify with the mode of communica-
tion used, ASL. Stereotypes classifying the
deaf as dumb, uneducated, and unable to

work, to name a few, are realities both the
general deaf community and the black deaf
community have to overcome in a “hearing
world.” The black deaf individual must also
overcome some additional stereotypes that
society at large places on blacks. Lower-class
whites have similar stereotypes placed on
them. 

Characteristics and values that are
unique to the black deaf community can be
identified by looking at patterns of social in-
teraction, education, and use of sign lan-
guage. For example, many of the clubs
where the black deaf go for social purposes
cater primarily to the black deaf commu-
nity. This is true in most cities (Higgins
1980). There is also, in most cities, a meet-
ing place where the white deaf go for their
social activities. No law or rules laid down by
the deaf community mandates this occur-
rence, it is simply something that happens.
The separation of social meeting places is
evidence of the existence of a black deaf
community. The clubs where the black deaf
meet are their places for disseminating key
information about how they will carry out
certain functions as a group. Club meet-
ings, sports meetings, dances, card socials,
and personal celebrations such as birthdays
and anniversaries all happen at the club
house. Information related to jobs, prob-
lems that members are faced with, new laws
pertaining to the deaf is all available at the
deaf club.

Not many black deaf individuals have
the luxury of owning a telecommunication
device for the deaf (TDD), so the telephone
is not a viable means for relaying informa-
tion. Members of the black deaf community
do not all live in the same area of the city.
For those who do live in close proximity, the
club house is the most convenient place for
meeting in order to discuss and pass on in-
formation. Observation of the black deaf
community confirms that black deaf marry
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other black deaf. Judging from married cou-
ples in the black deaf community, an indi-
vidual tends to marry another black deaf in-
dividual who attended the same residential
school. When a black deaf individual does
marry a hearing person, that hearing spouse
is usually also black.

Educational patterns also provide evi-
dence of the existence of a black deaf com-
munity. In recent years, the black and deaf
communities have made significant achieve-
ments in the area of education. Blacks no
longer must settle for an education that is
“separate but equal” and can freely attend
any school or university for which they are
qualified. During the days of racial segrega-
tion, however, most elementary school pro-
grams for black deaf children were set up on
campuses that accommodated an all black
student population. The programs were me-
diocre (Hairston and Smith 1983) and in
most cases, the administrative personnel had
no expertise in the field of deaf education, a
topic on which information was scarce. Al-
though there were good intentions for edu-
cating this special group of students, the re-
ality was that the tools and personnel needed
to achieve the best results were not available.
Teachers in black schools for the deaf were
not required to have college credits or course
work related to the education of deaf chil-
dren. College programs that provided blacks
with a degree in education offered no course
work specifically geared to educating the
deaf. Teachers used their knowledge and ex-
pertise in these schools to work with deaf stu-
dents and provide them with a decent edu-
cation. Still, the problem of communication
surfaced.

Then as now, educational programs for
the deaf do not require the teacher to be
versed in ASL. Programs designed to teach
sign language to teachers are rare. The man-
ual alphabet was the predominant mode for
teaching in many of the schools with black

deaf students. Often entire lessons were fin-
gerspelled. In many schools, sign language
was not permitted in the classroom. Teach-
ers cannot understand their students, so
they insist on fingerspelling (in English) as
the sole means of communication. Needless
to say, the student has to have a good grasp
of the English language in order to compre-
hend what is being taught in the classroom.
In many cases, the home environment was
not the ideal place for learning English. To-
day, black deaf children who are born to
hearing parents face the same predicament
of their peers in the past, namely, many
hearing parents refuse to communicate with
their children through sign language. Par-
ents leave the burden of educating their
child solely to the school system.

Black deaf children born to deaf parents
have an advantage over their peers with
hearing parents, since deaf parents commu-
nicate with their children through sign lan-
guage. When these students go back to the
residential schools, they bring sign language
with them. This provides a means of com-
munication other than fingerspelling. Out-
side the classroom, students converse using
sign language. Playground activities or
other nonschool-related activities permit
students to develop their language and so-
cial skills. During the years that black
schools were not permitted to compete with
white schools in athletic activities, black stu-
dents had to travel in order to compete with
rival schools. During these visits, black deaf
students shared their language and taught
each other new signs. Upon completing
school, most black deaf students chose to
learn a trade in order to make their living,
and it has been suggested that a correlation
exists between this choice and inadequate
English skills. Moreover, this choice of vo-
cational training greatly lessened the num-
ber of black deaf students entering college
(Christiansen and Barnartt 1987). The
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number of black deaf students entering col-
leges and universities today is still small.
Many students, whether in the residential
schools or special education programs for
the hearing-impaired in local school dis-
tricts, are graduating with a high school cer-
tificate and not a high school diploma. Fa-
cilities and services offered to black deaf
students are becoming better, but the num-
ber of black deaf individuals possessing a
doctoral degree is very low when compared
to the overall deaf community.1

Although a certain level of achievement
has been attained within the majority deaf
and the majority hearing communities,
black deaf individuals are still behind in
terms of advancement. The black deaf per-
son is doubly affected insofar as being la-
beled black, poor, and disabled amounts to
simultaneous placement in two devalued
worlds (Alcocer 1974). Blacks in general
have made considerable gains for the black
community, but members of the black deaf
community have had a difficult time emu-
lating their success. Deaf people in general
did not participate in the movement to im-
prove their civil rights until the 1970s, when
they actively joined other organizations of
disabled people in transforming their own
special civil rights issues into the 1973 Re-
habilitation Act (Boros and Stuckless 1982).
The black deaf community, having missed
the opportunity to gain advancement along-
side the black community, must now advo-
cate for themselves. As stated by many black
deaf individuals, they have noticed no real
improvements overall in the black deaf
community. Deaf people, like other minori-
ties, are subject to categorical discrimina-
tion (Schowe 1979). Being discriminated
against on the basis of deafness is difficult
enough to overcome, but the joint impact of
handicap discrimination and ethnic dis-
crimination compounds the hardship and
increases the barriers to success.

Further evidence of the existence of a
black deaf community comes from differ-
ences observed between black signing and
white signing. Later in this chapter, evi-
dence is provided of how black signing dif-
fers from white signing, mainly in the area of
lexical choices.

On the whole, members of the black
deaf community are aware of both their
black culture and deaf culture. Much as
members of the black community pass on to
future generations cultural resources such
as black art, black folklore, and black spiri-
tuals, members of the black deaf commu-
nity pass along similar cultural resources.
For example, an oral history about residen-
tial school experiences from the era when
schools were segregated parallels the oral
history of the black community about
slavery.

BLACK OR DEAF?

As discussed earlier, black deaf individuals
are immersed in both the black and deaf
cultures. It appears that the black deaf indi-
vidual can be part of both cultures, so a
question of identity arises. That is, does a
black deaf individual identify primarily with
the black community or with the deaf com-
munity. In an attempt to answer this ques-
tion of identity, a survey was conducted
among sixty members of the black deaf com-
munity in the Washington, D.C. area. The
majority of the persons who participated
were high school and college students at-
tending the Model Secondary School for
the Deaf (MSSD) and Gallaudet Univer-
sity. Approximately one-third of the individ-
uals interviewed lived in Washington, D.C.
and surrounding areas. Twenty individuals
were targeted from three age groups: eigh-
teen to twenty-five years old, twenty-six to
thirty-five years old, and thirty-six years old
and above. A representative sample of ten
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men and ten women was targeted for each
age group. Older members of the black deaf
community from Washington, D.C. were
sought for representation of the adult black
deaf population.

In actuality, a total of thirty-three men
and twenty-seven women participated in the
study. The median age of the participants
was 27.1 years. The age at which each re-
spondent acquired sign language was re-
corded: fourteen participants (23 percent)
learned sign language before age six, and
forty-six participants (77 percent) learned
sign language after age six. The majority
of those surveyed attended a residential
school, that is, fifty participants (88 per-
cent). The remaining seven participants (12
percent) attended either public or parochial
schools, or both. Four of the participants (7
percent) are children of deaf parents. The
remaining fifty-six participants (93 percent)
are children of hearing parents. In disclos-
ing their competence in using ASL, fifty-five
participants (92 percent) described them-
selves as native signers of ASL. The remain-
ing five participants (8 percent) did not pro-
vide an assessment of their skills as native
ASL signers. 

The interviews were conducted with
participants on a one-on-one, informal ba-
sis. A comfortable setting was agreed upon
by both the interviewer and the respondent.
Interviews averaged thirty minutes in dura-
tion. In the initial part of the interview, re-
spondents were briefed about the nature of
the study. These preliminaries also enabled
the interviewer to gain familiarity with the
communication skills of each respondent.
ASL was used throughout the interview as
the primary mode of communication. First,
respondents were asked background ques-
tions concerning age and onset of deafness,
deaf family members, and educational his-
tory. Once comfortable with the interview-
ing process, the respondents were next ques-

tioned about black culture and the black
community in general. The questions were
as follows: (1) Who are some black leaders
you recognize as influential in the black
community? (2) Where did you acquire
your knowledge of black history? (3) Have
you ever felt you were discriminated against
or treated differently not because you are
deaf but because you are black? (4) In terms
of upward achievement, where do you see
the black community headed? (5) What
contribution(s) do you feel black deaf
people can make in bringing about racial
equality?

This session on black culture and the
black community in general was followed
by questions about deaf culture and the
black deaf community. The questions in-
cluded the following: (1) Just like we talked
about a black culture, do you feel there is a
deaf culture existing in the deaf commu-
nity? (2) Who are some deaf leaders you
identify with? (3) What is the most signifi-
cant achievement obtained by deaf people?
(4) When in school, were you taught deaf
culture in class? (5) Did you ever feel you
were discriminated against or treated differ-
ently because you are deaf?

Subsequent to the discussion of the in-
dividual topics of black culture and deaf cul-
ture, the two topics were combined in order
to inquire about the participants’ feelings on
being black and deaf. The participants were
asked to conjoin their knowledge and expe-
riences of being black and deaf in order to
comment on what they perceived to be
black deaf culture. The questions leading
into this discussion were the following:
(1) How does black culture and the black
community differ from deaf culture and the
black deaf community? (2) What are ad-
vancements you notice that have been
made by black deaf individuals? (3) Do you
feel black deaf culture is alive and strong in
the black deaf community? (4) What do you
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see as the most significant barrier black deaf
individuals have to overcome in order to be
considered equal with the black community
and also with the deaf community? (5) What
do you hope to contribute to the black deaf
community? (6) Which do you identify with
first, your black culture or your deaf cul-
ture?

RESULTS

The survey provided a general answer to the
question of identity. Eight participants (13
percent) said that they identify themselves
as deaf before they identify as black; the re-
maining fifty-two participants (87 percent)
identified themselves as black first. Among
those participants that identified with their
deafness first, the majority have deaf parents
and were educated in a residential school
for the deaf. These people are more inte-
grated into the deaf community than those
who identified with their blackness first. As
hypothesized, when compared to the re-
sponses of the black-identified participants,
the responses of the deaf-identified partici-
pants were broader in scope with questions
about deaf culture and more limited in
scope with questions about black culture.
This deaf-identification does not serve to
preclude knowledge about black culture,
but the responses of the deaf-identified do
indicate much greater enthusiasm for ques-
tions related to deaf culture than to those re-
lated to black culture.

In contrast, the respondents who identi-
fied with black culture first said that they see
their color as more visible than their deaf-
ness and that they want respect for their eth-
nicity before their deafness. One comment
was typical of many of the black-identified
participants: “You see I am black first. My
deafness is not noticed until I speak or use
my hands to communicate.” Members of
this group, as expected, gave more detailed

answers than the deaf-identified group to
questions about black culture. All were able
to identify with famous black leaders such as
Martin Luther King and Jesse Jackson.
When asked to identify the person who in-
vented the cotton gin or the person who dis-
covered plasma, they were not able to pro-
duce the names. Many of the participants
were babies during the time blacks fought
for their civil rights, so their knowledge was
not first hand. When asked where they ac-
quired their knowledge of black history, the
majority said that they did not learn about
black culture in school. They were in-
formed about their black heritage from what
parents and siblings taught them in addition
to what they learned on their own. Most
could identify with present problems facing
blacks. Many of the answers focused on
racial discrimination. In response to a ques-
tion about how they would achieve racial
equality, these participants spoke about
blacks working together. Their common
goal was to see blacks and whites, both deaf
and hearing, interacting on the same level.

In response to questions about deaf cul-
ture, all of the participants agreed that there
is a deaf culture. When asked about promi-
nent deaf leaders, Thomas Hopkins Gal-
laudet was named most frequently and
nearly exclusively by a majority of the par-
ticipants. No contemporary deaf leaders
were identified as making a substantial con-
tribution to the deaf community. Many of
the participants, however, provided names
from their school or local community when
discussing who they felt made a contribu-
tion to the deaf community. On the whole,
all the participants agreed that the deaf com-
munity has progressed in recent years. Areas
of achievement were noted in the field of
employment opportunity and education.
All participants felt that they were discrimi-
nated against or treated differently because
of their deafness or their blackness, or both.
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Many of the participants also mentioned
that they felt they were being discriminated
against or treated differently by members of
the deaf community, in addition to the gen-
eral hearing community.2

In the final battery of questions, partici-
pants were asked to comment on the black
deaf community. In many of the responses,
participants mentioned parallels between
the black community and the deaf commu-
nity. Also mentioned were notable accom-
plishments that blacks have made since the
civil rights movement began. The barrier of
communication was seen as the most preva-
lent obstacle separating the black deaf com-
munity from the black and deaf communi-
ties. This topic of communication often
surfaced in the interview segments on the
black deaf community. Individuals in the
black deaf community feel that their com-
munication skills are not on the same level as
hearing members of the black community.
Communication is facilitated when individ-
uals have something in common, but it is
hampered when differences exist among in-
dividuals (Glenn and Glenn 1981). Members
of both the black deaf community and the
black community share black culture. But
the members of each group lack, to a certain
degree, the ability to communicate effec-
tively with each other through either ASL or
spoken English. Black deaf individuals often
find themselves alienated from the domi-
nant black culture. The lack of cross-cultural
communication between members of the
black deaf subculture and members of the
majority black culture places both cultures
at a distance. The participants who strongly
identified with their black deaf culture also
noted that differences exist in the ways of
signing between black deaf and white deaf
individuals. They mentioned too the separa-
tion of black deaf clubs and white deaf clubs
as an ongoing dilemma that explains why
both cultures are not totally cohesive. 

The following are some not-so-flattering
excerpts from the interviews. They provide
an outline of what some of the participants
said about the harsh realities facing mem-
bers of the black deaf community.

The black community in general has more op-
portunities for advancement than the
black deaf community. 

Black deaf women have a much harder time at
success than their male counterparts.

Progress within the black deaf community has
seen little or no improvements within the
last ten to fifteen years.

The total number of blacks seeking higher ed-
ucation has increased, while the number
of black deaf individuals seeking higher
education is still comparatively low.

The deaf community has made progress, but
the black deaf community still lags be-
hind.

Communication is important in terms of so-
cializing skills.

Black deaf individuals’ communication skills
are weak when relating to the general
black community.

Sign language skills are an important tool in
functioning in the black deaf community.

Upward achievement is difficult for black deaf
persons without sufficient role models.

We have just begun to see a focus on black cul-
ture and black history in the education
setting.

Much of what black deaf people learn about
black culture is through readings they do
on their own or what family members
teach them. We learned nothing in the
schools.

A black deaf person has to identify with their
blackness first because of its visibility.
Deafness is invisible. You do not notice I
am deaf until I begin to communicate.

Members of the black deaf community
have well-developed feelings and sentiments
towards each other. They behave according
to well-defined norms on what is proper
and improper in their black deaf culture.
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Throughout the interview, the sense of iden-
tity and the feeling of belonging were appar-
ent in the comments and behavior of the par-
ticipants. To be sure, a person who is black
and deaf is not automatically a member of
the black deaf community. Black individuals
who become deaf late in life are examples of
this. They have not yet experienced the deaf-
ness aspect in the combination of what it
means to be black and deaf. Many of the ex-
amples of discrimination cited by the partic-
ipants were not very encouraging in terms of
the comparisons made between where black
deaf individuals were ten years ago and
where they are today. Still, the participants
expressed a commitment to positive change.
Although the greater percentage of partici-
pants identified themselves as black first and
deaf second, the black deaf community is
nonetheless a cohesive, highly motivated
culture. They demonstrate a desire for self-
improvement. Prevalent in their responses is
a need to educate the black deaf community.
In order to find ways of improving their situ-
ation, the concerns and attitudes expressed
by the participants warrant some examina-
tion and discussion.

Attitudes are commonly analyzed ac-
cording to three components: affective, cog-
nitive, and conative (McGuire 1969). The
affective component refers to the subjective
feeling of what is good or bad. For example,
the formation of a national organization for
black deaf individuals is viewed with posi-
tive feeling. In contrast, black deaf individu-
als who lack motivation and enthusiasm to
succeed are viewed as affectively bad. The
cognitive component refers to the beliefs
and ideals that are attributed to members of
a culture by others. Stereotypes are most
frequently manifested in this component.
For example, black deaf individuals are
perceived by some individuals as being un-
derachievers and lacking motivation. The
conative component refers to the behavioral

intentions of individuals. For example, sign
language skills are looked upon by members
of the black deaf community as important to
effective communication. But the majority
of members of the black community who
have deaf relatives lack the signing skills
needed to communicate with them and
other members of the black deaf commu-
nity. Often, individuals in the black com-
munity are shunned by members of the
black deaf community for lack of productive
communication skills. The attitude of dis-
crimination, referring to the behavior
adopted by members of the black commu-
nity, which puts other individuals in the
black community at a disadvantage, repre-
sents this conative component.

Eighty seven percent of the individuals
taking part in this study stated that they
identify with their black culture first. Other
studies relating to deafness provide evi-
dence of unhealthy denials of self (Stewart
1969). Stories are often told of individuals
denying their deafness, claiming to belong
to the hearing world. But when black deaf
individuals discuss whether they identify
first with the black community or with the
deaf community, they state that they are not
denying one or the other but rather are plac-
ing each in the proper perspective of degree
of societal acceptance. An often cited rea-
son for identifying with the black culture
first is the actuality of skin color. Black deaf
individuals believe that society views them
as black first because of the high visibility of
skin color. Deafness is an invisible handi-
cap. Until a deaf person uses sign language
or speaks in a manner unnatural to native
(normal) speech, it is not immediately obvi-
ous to a viewer that the person is deaf.

COMMUNICATION PATTERNS

As discussed earlier, differences have been
observed between black signing and white
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signing. It has also been observed casually
that the signing of black deaf individuals
varies as a function of the race of other par-
ticipants in a conversational setting. That is,
black signers sign differently with white
signers than they do with other black sign-
ers. The second part of the present study col-
lected empirical data on sign language pro-
duction in black-white interaction. This
data provided evidence of code-switching
by black signers.

Specifically, the conversational interac-
tion of seven dyads was videotaped. The par-
ticipants in the study were two black deaf
men, both native ASL users (hereafter iden-
tified as X and Y); one black hearing man, a
professional working in the deaf commu-
nity; one white deaf man, a native ASL user;
and one white hearing man, a professional
working in research on deafness. Table 1
presents the composition of the seven dyads
set up among these five participants and the
language used in each dyad by the partici-
pants. Each dyad was videotaped for ap-
proximately twenty minutes while the two
participants, alone together in the taping
room, engaged in casual conversation. The
setting was kept as informal as possible. All
other participants, as well as the videotaping
crew, were dismissed so that the signing
mode of each dyad would not be influenced
by the presence of others. The general topic
of conversation is the same in all dyads. ASL

is the predominant mode of communica-
tion used when both participants are deaf
(native ASL users). When either of the hear-
ing participants are involved, the predomi-
nant mode of communication is ASL-like
signing, as opposed to pure ASL.

Dyads 1, 2, 4, and 5 provide evidence of
code-switching. Although the predominant
mode of communication in these dyads is
ASL-like signing, the deaf participant in
each dyad often began the conversation in
ASL and then switched to incorporate more
English in the signing. An example of this is
the initialization of ASL signs, such as the
use of the I handshape instead of the 1 (in-
dex finger) handshape to sign “i.” 

Dyads 6 and 7 display sign language
variation within ASL, as opposed to code-
switching to ASL-like signing. ASL is used
by both speakers in each dyad as their pri-
mary mode of communication. There are
not any “English-like” features embodied in
their conversation. Moreover, initialized
signs are not used by these deaf participants
in their all-deaf dyads. In contrast, the fea-
ture of initialized signs is fast apparent in
dyads 1, 2, 4, and 5. Nonmanual features
also are different between these two groups.
Exaggerated body movements and facial ex-
pressions are not as prevalent when a deaf
participant conversed with a hearing partic-
ipant as compared to when both partici-
pants are deaf.
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TABLE 1. Composition of Conversational Dyads and Language Used

DYAD PARTICIPANTS LANGUAGE

1 Black deafX–Black hearing ASL-like signing

2 Black deafY–Black hearing ASL-like signing

3 Black deafX–Black deafY ASL

4 Black deafX–White hearing ASL-like signing

5 Black deafY–White hearing ASL-like signing

6 Black deafX–White deaf ASL

7 Black deafY–White deaf ASL



In setting up this project, it was hypoth-
esized that the deaf participants would sign
differently when paired with a hearing par-
ticipant than when paired with each other.
In light of this hypothesis, what takes place
in dyad 3 is significant when compared to
dyads 6 and 7. ASL is used in all three dyads.
Yet, in dyad 3, the two black deaf partici-
pants, X and Y, use signs when paired to-
gether that they do not use when paired sep-
arately with the white deaf participant in
dyads 6 and 7.

By way of explaining these differences
in lexical choice, it is important to note ini-
tially that all three deaf participants had am-
ple time to meet each other and converse
about different topics before the actual pro-
cess of data collection began. This time to-
gether permitted each participant to be-
come comfortable with the other two, as
well as familiar with the others’ respective
modes of communication. Further, anal-
ysis of the discourse in dyads 3, 6, and 7 did
not reveal any discernible differences be-
tween the speakers in each dyad with re-
spect to hesitance in signing. As opposed,
then, to the social familiarity versus nonfa-
miliarity of coparticipants, and even partic-
ipant uncertainty (hence hesitance) about
particular ASL signs, the social identity of
participants as black versus white appears to

be sociolinguistically salient in accounting
for certain lexical variation in the data.
Specifically, the citation forms of flirt,

school, and boss occur in dyads 6 and 7,
but black forms of these signs occur in dyad
3. (See Figures 1, 2; 3, 4; and 5, 6.) When
asked about these particular forms, and
other, similarly categorized forms that are
not described here, the black deaf partici-
pants characterized them as older signs
used by blacks, originating from the time
that blacks attended segregated schools for
the deaf. When questioned further about
why blacks sometimes do not use these
forms, one of the black deaf participants ex-
plained that the forms are not used when a
black person is with “a person who is not a
part of that culture.” 
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The discourse in dyad 3 also differs from
the discourse in dyads 6 and 7 with respect
to facial expressions, body movement, and
size of the signing space used by the partici-
pants. The facial expressions are exagger-
ated in dyad 3, and both participants use
their signing space to the fullest. In contrast,
these two black deaf participants, X in dyad
6 and Y in dyad 7, use less exaggerated facial
expressions, fewer body movements, and a
smaller signing space when conversing with
the white deaf participant than when con-
versing with each other. 

Other studies provide additional evi-
dence of variation in ASL that is related to
ethnic background (e.g., Woodward and De
Santis 1977; Woodward and Erting 1975).

Other findings of the present study suggest
that the two sociolinguistic oppositions of
deaf-hearing and black-white (i.e., variables
of participant social identity) can have inter-
locking effects on discourse. For example, in
dyad 6, the black deaf participant X is more
of a passive listener when conversing with
the white deaf participant than in his other
conversations. Although black participant Y
is far from passive in his conversation with
this same white deaf participant in dyad 7,
the only instances where Y interrupts his co-
participant in order to speak are all in dyad
3, when he is conversing with X, the other
black deaf participant. 

There is a general observation in the lit-
erature that native ASL signers use a more
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English-like signing when conversing with
hearing signers than when conversing with
other deaf signers (Lucas and Valli, this vol-
ume). In dyad 1 of the present study, black
deaf participant X produces a greater degree
of English-like features in his signing when
with the black hearing participant than occur
in any other conversation in the data corpus.
For example, in many instances, participant
X uses an ASL sign and then “corrects” the
sign with an English equivalent, such as me

try in ASL followed by i t-r-y, in an effort to
conform to English style. Participant X also
uses more copulas in this conversation than
occur in any other conversation in the cor-
pus. Additionally, in one instance, he uses
the emphatic form of work, which, with
nonmanual features, means “working hard.”
He also uses the sign very to indicate em-
phasis. In contrast, when X converses with
the other black deaf participant (dyad 3), cop-
ulas, as well as the initialized sign for “i,” are
not used at all. When these same two partici-
pants converse with the white deaf partici-
pant (dyads 6 and 7), their conversational
styles include English-like features. Finally,
throughout his entire conversation with the
white hearing participant (dyad 5), black deaf
participant Y keeps his responses short and
uses almost perfect English word order.
When with this same white hearing partici-
pant (dyad 4), black deaf participant X does
not correct toward English as frequently as he
does with the black hearing participant (dyad
1), but he still incorporates English-like fea-
tures in his signing.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The existence of a black deaf community is
in part evidenced by the survival of all-black
clubs for the deaf, where members go to so-
cialize in a setting that satisfies their com-
munication needs. The existence of this
community is reinforced by a history of seg-

regated schooling. The lack of adequate fa-
cilities and qualified personnel needed to
prepare black deaf individuals for the future
is reflected not only in the high levels of un-
employment and underemployment found
in the black deaf community but also in the
small number of black deaf individuals who
enter institutions of higher learning. 

In the present study, a survey was used
to answer the question of which community
black deaf individuals identify with first, the
black community or the deaf community.
The majority of the respondents identified
themselves first with the black community.
They believe that they are seen by others as
black first, since, unlike skin color, their
deafness only becomes visible when they
communicate in sign language. In contrast
to these respondents, the remaining respon-
dents who identified themselves first with
the deaf community are more immersed in
this community than the black-identified
group. That is, the deaf-identified respon-
dents are from deaf families, grew up in res-
idential schools for the deaf, and socialize
mostly within the deaf community as adults. 

The language of the black deaf commu-
nity is ASL. Yet, variations of ASL occur
when members of this community engage
in conversations among themselves, as op-
posed to conversations with others who are
outsiders or nonmembers of the black deaf
community. Specifically, as found in the
present study, black deaf individuals com-
monly use signs that are unknown to out-
siders. These “black signs,” used mostly by
black deaf individuals when the schools
were segregated, are used when conversing
with other deaf blacks, but standard ASL
signs are used when conversing with white
deaf individuals. This sociolinguistic varia-
tion also evidences the existence of a black
deaf community. 

Overall, as an essential part of the deaf
community, the black deaf community
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faces the challenges of securing better edu-
cation, more promising employment oppor-
tunities, and social advancements similar to
those already acquired by members of the
black community at large. Both in drawing
attention to these issues and in describing
some sociolinguistic features of black deaf
discourse, the overriding aim of this chapter
is to stimulate further research on the black
deaf community. It is hoped that future stud-
ies will increase our understanding of this
particular minority group as well as other
minorities within the deaf community at
large.

NOTES

1. These observations come from in-depth interviews
with administrators and teachers at the Southern
School for the Deaf in Baton Rouge, Louisiana
(closed in 1978). The interviews covered the edu-

cational situation for the black deaf in Louisiana,
Mississippi, and Texas in particular.

2. This issue was raised by Dorothy Gilliam in an arti-
cle in the Washington Post (18 April 1988), appear-
ing a month after the Gallaudet protest. The article
remarked that “it is tempting to think that within
their own world, every person who is hearing im-
paired is totally visible, absolutely equal. But ac-
cording to some black and white parents of students
in Gallaudet’s Model Secondary School for the Deaf,
the institution over the years has sometimes dis-
played marked insensitivity to black students.” One
parent describes the racism she witnessed as “horrific,
shocking.” Some parents formed a Black Concerns
Committee, which organized discussion groups be-
tween black and white students, and workshops on
race relations. One goal of the committee is the ap-
pointment of a black deaf person as one of the deaf
board members guaranteed in the student victory.
A further example of the racism that exists in the
deaf community was provided by a white foreign
student studying at Gallaudet for one year. This stu-
dent inquired about shopping at a market near the
campus and was told by a white deaf university ad-
ministrator that it might not be wise to shop there,
because “that’s where all the black people shop.”
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INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, register variation in Ameri-
can Sign Language (ASL) is examined. Reg-
ister variation, sometimes referred to as style
variation, involves differential language use
that is sensitive to situational factors. It is
generally accepted that speakers use lan-
guage differently in different situations, and
several models have been put forward that
attempt to describe the situational dynamics
that control register variation. Other than
several seminal studies by Ferguson, which
describe features found in specific registers
such as baby talk (Ferguson 1978), foreigner
talk (Ferguson 1982), and sports announcer
talk (Ferguson 1983), there are few empiri-
cal studies of register variation in particular
languages.

Much of the discussion of register varia-
tion among deaf Americans centers on the
notion of diglossia. In these models, signed
English is seen as the “high” variety (used in
formal situations, such as an academic con-
ference) and ASL is seen as the “low” variety
(used in more informal situations, such as
casual talk among friends). Some scholars
have noted special features within ASL that
are sensitive to situational changes, but no
truly empirical study of these differences has
yet been made.

What follows is a study of register varia-
tion in ASL. The data for this study come

from videotaped recordings of a native user
of ASL. He was taped in three different situ-
ations: a formal lecture in an academic set-
ting, an informal talk, and a television inter-
view. Portions of these tapes were transcribed
and compared to discover differential lan-
guage use. While the findings are only pre-
liminary, they do support the notion that
language users in general, and users of ASL
in particular, vary their language according
to the situation of use.

SITUATIONAL VARIATION IN LANGUAGE

Halliday (1968) distinguishes register vari-
ation, which he describes as “variation ac-
cording to use,” from dialect variation, de-
scribed as “variation according to user.”
Whereas dialect is seen as a function of who
the speaker is in terms of social identity and
determines what dialect the speaker habitu-
ally speaks, register is seen as a function of
what the speaker is doing in terms of social
activity, which determines how the speaker
will speak in a particular situation. Some
clear cases of special registers can be found
in “restricted languages” (e.g., pilot radio
talk or the sign language used by skin
divers).

The models of language variation ad-
vanced thus far discuss register in terms of
socially constituted and recognized conven-
tions of language use. These conventions are
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determined by the social structures that ob-
tain in a “speech community.” Gumperz
(1972, 200) describes a speech community
as “any aggregate characterized by regular
and frequent interaction by means of a
shared body of verbal signs and set off from
similar aggregates by significant differences
in language use.” This definition does not
preclude the possibility that any individual
can be a member of several different speech
communities and applies readily in multilin-
gual communities where an individual can
control several different languages. It is also
possible for separate speech communities to
share the same “language,” as illustrated by
the different national varieties of English ex-
isting in many places in the world (Kachru
1983). Within one national variety, speech
communities can be divided according to
dialect. Speakers of a “nonstandard” dialect
can control both their native dialect and the
national standard. An individual speaker
controls a range of language variation that
can be thought of as his or her “linguistic
repertoire” (Fishman 1972). The repertoire
of a speaker can include separate languages
and dialects, different subgroup and occupa-
tional varieties, and, within each of these, a
range of variation according to register. 

Culture is an important factor in deter-
mining the characteristics of a speaker’s
repertoire. Each culture and subculture de-
fines the speech styles that are relevant to it
(Hymes 1974). Any competent member of
the community has access to the conven-
tions operative in certain speech situations.
Each speaker is also involved in a range of
speech networks, and those with a more ex-
tensive system of networks control a more
varied linguistic range (Fishman 1972).

MODELS OF REGISTER VARIATION

Register variation involves the relative level
of formality or informality called for, and

used by, a speaker in a particular situation.
Joos (1968) posits a “finite” number of
“styles” and proposes five in particular. The
least formal level, called “intimate,” is de-
scribed as the level used among people who
know each other very well and who interact
on a regular basis. It is characterized by
heavy use of ellipsis (especially of phonolog-
ical segments and certain lexical items such
as articles, subject pronouns, etc.) and
private language, the meaning of which is
known only to the interactants. The next
level is dubbed “casual.” This style shares
many of the features of intimate style, with-
out such a heavy reliance on private lan-
guage. The third level, “consultative,” is the
style used in everyday conversation between
speakers who are strangers or do not know
each other well. It is still characterized by
some ellipsis and a use of colloquial speech.
But in consultative style, there is an empha-
sis on making speech as clear and unam-
biguous as possible. The fourth level Joos
calls “formal.” He says that the most impor-
tant function of speech at this level is to im-
part information, and that the talk does not
have a great deal of “social importance”
(Joos here seems to equate “social” with in-
teractive). The fifth level Joos calls “frozen,”
and he says it is characterized by language
that is formulaic. This is exemplified by
much of the language used in religious ser-
vices and in the courtroom.

Other writers avoid talking about regis-
ters as discrete varieties. Instead, they posit
the existence of contextual factors that help
to determine a range of language use that
will be appropriate or acceptable in any
given situation. Crystal and Davey (1969)
mention three categories of features that in
part determine the type of utterance con-
ventionally prescribed in a particular situa-
tion. “Province” features relate an utterance
to extralinguistic factors (e.g., an occupa-
tional or professional setting in which
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speech takes place). “Status” features take
into account the participants and their so-
cial standing vis à vis one another. “Modal-
ity” features concern the purpose(s) served
by an utterance. The authors believe that
these features act in combination or sepa-
rately to cause speakers to follow expected
conventions for the particular type of dis-
course in which they are involved.

The most sophisticated model for a de-
scription of register variation is proposed by
Halliday (1968, 1978) and expanded upon
by Gregory and Carroll (1978). Halliday
also uses a three-way division to describe the
characteristics of a speech situation. He
calls his categories the field, the mode, and
the tenor of discourse. The field includes
the physical setting and the social activity
that surrounds and defines a speech event. A
major determining factor of field is the de-
gree of emphasis placed on the language it-
self. At one extreme of this dimension are
situations in which language plays a very mi-
nor role and is subordinate to the nonverbal
interaction. These situations are best exem-
plified by work or play that involves the col-
laboration of participants. At the other ex-
treme are situations in which the language
itself dominates the interaction, exempli-
fied by gossip, public lectures, and so forth.
Halliday also includes subject matter in the
field of discourse. 

For Halliday, the mode of discourse in-
cludes the channel used (i.e., written, spo-
ken, or signed) and involves factors such as
whether speech is memorized or sponta-
neous and monologic or dialogic. The
speech “genre” (e.g., conversation, lecture,
interview) is also part of the mode. The
mode can in part determine the types of co-
hesion used in a text. Gregory and Carroll
(1978) state that certain types of texts exhibit
more phonological, grammatical, and lexi-
cal cohesion than others, and that texts can
also be distinguished by whether deictic

processes are intra- or extralinguistic (i.e.,
whether the referents for pronouns and
demonstratives are discourse-internal or are
situationally copresent). They state that
texts that rely less on shared experience tend
to be more “complete” linguistically.

The tenor of discourse in Halliday’s
model concerns the participants and the in-
terpersonal dynamics involved in their rela-
tionship. Halliday mentions two different
types of social roles that participants can
hold vis à vis one another. First-order roles
are defined extralinguistically (e.g., friend,
teacher, mother, etc.). Second-order roles
are defined in relation to the linguistic sys-
tem (e.g., questioner, informer, responder,
lecturer, etc.). These factors constitute the
“personal tenor” of the discourse. A dis-
course also has “functional tenor” (Gregory
and Carroll 1978). This involves the pur-
poses to which language is being applied.
Language can be used to inform, discipline,
persuade, and so forth. The functional tenor
of a discourse can be more or less explicit
[e.g., a salesman’s choice of “hard” or “soft”
sell (Gregory and Carroll 1978)]. Unlike
Crystal and Davey (1969), Halliday (1978)
and Gregory and Carroll (1978) do not be-
lieve that individual factors can act alone.
Rather, clusters of features act on a text in
aggregate fashion, although different fea-
tures can have more or less importance in
any particular speech situation. 

All of these contextual factors serve to
determine a range of language use that will
be appropriate or acceptable in any given
situation. Unlike Joos, Halliday and Gre-
gory and Carroll do not believe that registers
constitute totally discrete varieties (except
possibly in the special registers mentioned
earlier). Rather, features that are often asso-
ciated with a particular register can also be
found in other registers of speech. We can
say that in a certain situation, a particular
linguistic variable X is likely to occur, but
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this does not preclude the possibility that Y
will occur instead. For example, in a context
in which a more “formal” feature is usually
found, a more “informal” feature will be
used. Hudson (1980, 50) discusses the pos-
sibility that even within a sentence, individ-
ual items can be selected according to dif-
ferent sets of criteria. He gives as an example
the sentence, “We obtained some sodium
chloride.” Depending on context, it may be
more appropriate to say either “We got some
sodium chloride” or “We obtained some
salt.” The word “obtained” may be selected
for its level of formality, and the term
“sodium chloride” may be selected because
of its technical description (in scientific jar-
gon, “salt” has a different meaning).

Register, then, is an abstract notion that
is not easily definable, and any given speech
event may be difficult to categorize as a vari-
ant. The concept of the appropriateness or
inappropriateness of certain types of lan-
guage use in particular situational contexts
does, however, seem to have psychological
reality for groups of speakers. This is illus-
trated by the ability of people to recognize
certain speech styles out of context. Speak-
ers would most likely be able to recognize
differences between audiotapes of a radio
announcer, a lawyer in court, and a sermon
conducted in their native language (Crystal
and Davey 1969). They would also probably
have similar opinions about whether a par-
ticular type of speech event is appropriate or
inappropriate for a particular social situa-
tion. Hymes (1974) mentions that people
are often seen to use a “significant speech
style” outside of the context in which it nor-
mally occurs (e.g., in reported speech, in
stereotype, and in alluding to particular per-
sons and situations). Use of certain speech
styles outside of their normal contexts can
involve the phenomenon of linguistic
taboo, the flaunting of which can arouse
strong feelings in a listener (e.g., in Ameri-

can society, use of “four letter words” is
strongly discouraged in most situations).
Furthermore, inappropriate use of register
is often used in humor (Halliday 1968).
Enkvist (1987) says that we spend a great
deal of time observing speech of different
styles and comparing these texts with each
other, gaining insight into the “subvarieties”
of language that we can expect in any
speech situation.

MODELS OF REGISTER VARIATION IN ASL

As mentioned earlier, there has been no sys-
tematic study of the notion of register in
ASL, and, until recently, most discussions of
situationally conditioned sign variation as-
sumed the existence of a “diglossic” situa-
tion. The idea of diglossia was first put forth
by Ferguson (1959), after he noticed that
several of the communities he was studying
have separate language varieties specified
for function. One variety, which he termed
H (high), is used in more formal situations,
whereas the other, termed L (low), is used in
more colloquial situations. Fishman (1972)
later expanded Ferguson’s definition of
diglossia to include bilingual situations, in
which one language plays the H role (e.g.,
used for school, government) and the other
plays the L role (e.g., used at home and
when interacting with peers). Stokoe (1969)
posits the existence of diglossia in the Deaf
community. He claims that there are two
very different types of signing going on in
formal and colloquial interactions. Wood-
ward and Markowicz (1975) state that Fish-
man’s description of bilingual diglossia is
more explanatory of the situation in the
Deaf community, in that signed English
seems to be used as the H variety and ASL as
the L variety. Lee (1982), however, points
out that none of these explanations ade-
quately describes the dynamics involved.
She states that both signed English and ASL
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show up in all of the situations differentiated
by Ferguson on the basis of H and L usage.
For Lee, alternate use of ASL and English is
not tied to register but rather to other factors
mostly determined by the characteristics of
the participants involved in the interaction
(most importantly, level of signing skill and
attitudes about English and ASL).

Although no systematic study of register
variation in ASL has been done, several au-
thors mention speech situations that call for
signing that is more or less “formal” (Baker
and Cokely 1980; Kettrick 1983; Lee 1982).
They state that more formal signing prob-
ably occurs at academic lectures, business
meetings, banquets, and church services
and that more informal signing occurs with
family and friends, or at a party. Authors also
list features with which these two different
styles are marked. Formal ASL is said to be
slower paced and to use a much larger sign-
ing space (Baker and Cokely 1980; Kettrick
1983). Formal signing is said to be more
clear and more fully executed (Kettrick
1983). In casual signing, the nondominant
hand can be deleted (Lee 1982). That is, for-
mal signing tends to use two-handed vari-
ants of signs, whereas informal signing tends
to use one-handed variants (Baker and
Cokely 1980; Kettrick 1983). Signs that con-
tact the forehead in formal signing can con-
tact the cheek or be made in neutral space
in casual signing (Baker and Cokely 1980;
Lee 1982; Kettrick 1983; Liddell and John-
son 1985). Certain grammatical markers
apparently become “more distinct” in ca-
sual signing (Kettrick 1983). These include
discourse and sentence boundary markers
and body shifting to indicate reported
speech (as opposed to shoulder, head, or
eye-gaze shifts). Nonmanual signals appear
without a manual component in informal
signing, but not in formal signing. These in-
clude pronominal indexing that uses eye-
gaze, nonmanual adverbs (e.g., “pursed

lips” that mean “very thin”) (Kettrick 1983),
and lexical items that have an obligatory
nonmanual component, such as not#yet

(Lee 1982). Phonological processes such as
“assimilation” operate more often in casual
than in formal signing (Liddell and Johnson
1985). In casual signing, a sign such as
think, which is normally made with a
l handshape, is made with a Y handshape
with extended index finger, in anticipation
of the following sign play (Baker and
Cokely 1980). With a sign that has a differ-
ent handshape on each hand in formal sign-
ing, the nondominant hand assimilates to
the dominant handshape in casual signing
(Liddell and Johnson 1985).

THE PRESENT STUDY

The observations discussed here thus far are
noteworthy and intuitively appealing. They
are, however, based on casual observation
rather than on systematic analysis of data.
Until such a systematic study is conducted,
no empirical conclusions can be drawn as to
what register variation looks like in ASL,
and what situational factors trigger the use
of different linguistic forms.

The project discussed here is a very pre-
liminary attempt at a systematic study of sit-
uational variation in ASL. The data for the
analysis come from three videotapes of one
Deaf native ASL signer. Tape number one
consists of a lecture on the subject of lin-
guistic attitudes among Deaf high school
students. It is referred to here as “the lec-
ture.” Tape number two is a talk addressed
to a small audience on the subject of being
a “househusband.” It is called “the informal
talk.” The third tape is from a television in-
terview in which this speaker is interviewing
a deaf guest. It is called “the interview.”

None of these situations falls at the “ca-
sual” end on a continuum of formal to in-
formal language, since they are all relatively
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planned, as opposed to spontaneous, and
are each performed for an audience. The
level of formality called for in each situa-
tion, however, is quite different. The most
formal (and the most thoroughly planned)
of the three situations is the lecture. As is
the tradition at academic conferences, the
speaker is presenting a paper that would
later be published. Academic lectures con-
stitute, in a way, a special genre. According
to Goffman (1981), this genre is character-
ized by a “serious and impersonal” style.

The informal talk, although not “collo-
quial,” is much less formal than the lecture.
In this situation, the main discourse topic is
an important factor to consider, along with
the size of the audience being addressed.
We can expect that a talk given to a small
audience, about the things the speaker has
experienced while taking care of his son,
lends itself to a casual, conversational
style, whereas a lecture at an academic con-
ference does not. Also, while the informal
talk is still somewhat planned (the speaker is
using notes to remind himself of subtopics
and anecdotes he wishes to relate), it is
much less so than the lecture.

The interview, since it is interactive, is in
some sense conversational. But because it
was taped for broadcast on television, we can
expect it to be much more formal than an
everyday conversation among friends. The
interactants are together not as friends but as
performers for the television audience.

Analysis

Portions of each of these three tapes were
transcribed. The transcribed portions were
then analyzed to discover similarities and
differences that might be linked to similari-
ties and differences in register. Many fea-
tures were found to distinguish the language
used in these three speech situations. The
lecture in particular is quite different from

the other two tapes. Three areas that differ-
entiate these tapes from each other are dis-
cussed here: phonological differences, mor-
phological and lexical differences, and
differences in syntax and discourse organi-
zation. A close inspection of the lecture also
reveals that parts of the text are very different
from each other. Therefore, intratextual
register variation within the lecture is also
discussed here, and three areas in which
striking differences exist are described.

Phonological Differences. The lecture is
most noticeably different from the other two
tapes in the area of phonology. Especially
obvious is a distinct difference in the use of
space. The signing space used in the lecture
is much larger than that used in the other
two tapes. In both the informal talk and the
interview, signs made in neutral space (i.e.,
signs in which the hand(s) does not contact
the body) are usually executed within a
range extending from the top of the head
to the middle of the chest, and usually not
beyond shoulder width. In the lecture,
however, the signing space often extends
considerably beyond these boundaries. In
addition to being larger, signs in the lecture
are also executed more slowly. Individual
signs are of longer duration, and final holds
are longer. 

Body movements are also much more
pronounced in the lecture than in the other
two situations. Shifts to indicate reported
speech (which usually takes the form of a di-
alogue between the speaker and one of his
students) involve directional shifting of the
entire torso. This can be contrasted with the
same phenomenon in the informal talk, in
which shifting to mark different speakers is
done only with movements of the head. In
the lecture, the signer often takes a step or
two when setting up oppositions or compar-
isons between two or more categories of
items. In the informal talk, this is once again
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accomplished with head movements, subtle
body shifts, or hand switching, as discussed
later.

A technique used extensively in the lec-
ture and rarely in the other two tapes is that
of hand-switching. Signed languages differ
from spoken languages in that a signer has
the use of two articulators. Thus, it is logi-
cally possible for a signer to execute two
one-handed signs simultaneously, or to
switch back and forth between signs made
with the left hand and signs made with the
right hand. The usual case is for one hand to
be “dominant” and for all or most one-
handed signs to be made with this hand. At
times, though, a speaker will switch domi-
nance for the length of one or more signs.
Frishberg (1985) has studied hand-switch-
ing in ASL narratives and has discovered
that a switch into the nondominant hand
can be used for particular pragmatic or se-
mantic purposes. She (ibid, 83) says that
“the signer can manipulate the [dominance
reversals] throughout [a narrative text] for
the purpose of creating semantic connec-
tions or contrasts between elements within
the narrative.” 

Hand-switching is infrequent in the in-
terview and occurs only with pronouns and
determiners. It occurs somewhat more of-
ten in the informal talk, and most of the
switches also occur with pronouns and de-
terminers. All other cases are like those de-
scribed by Frishberg, that is, the switch has
semantic or pragmatic significance. Con-
sider the following examples of hand-
switching from the informal talk.1 In seg-
ment A, the speaker is relating how his son’s
name was created by combining his own
name with that of his wife (also see Figure
1a–h).

Segment A

R L
PRO.1 P-E-R-R-Y POSS.1 WIFE A-N-N
“My (name) is Perry, my wife’s is Ann”

L/R L/R R
ONE-HALF MATCH P-E-R-A-N
“Per and an, make Peran”

In this example, the signer is describing
a process that involves a combination of two
elements. When indicating his own name
and the portion of it (“Per”) that occurs in
the name of his son, he maintains right-
hand dominance. He then switches to left-
hand dominance to indicate his wife’s
name and the portion of it (“an”) that also
occurs in his son’s name. It is significant
that he uses both hands for the sign one-

half. This sign is normally one-handed.
The use of a two-handed version here helps
to reinforce the idea that two elements are
being combined (or “connected” in Frish-
berg’s terms). 

Hand-switching in the lecture, in con-
trast, is used more frequently. The following
example (B) is a segment of the lecture in
which hand-switching is especially perva-
sive. The speaker is discussing the issue of
native versus nonnative signers of ASL and
indicating that signers who have received
the language from their parents are native
ASL signers.

Segment B

R L
ALL-OVER DEAF COMMUNITY POSS.3
“Throughout the deaf community”

L R L R
DET/ PRO.1 TALK A-S-L NATIVE

L
N-A-T-I-V-E DET

“There are those who are native users of ASL”

L R L
THERE MEAN THERE
“Those speakers”

R L R
MEAN POSS.3 PARENT
“the ones whose parents are deaf”

R L
A-S-L HAND-DOWN ACCEPT NATIVE A-S-L
“have received the language from them and
are native users of ASL”
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In this example, there appears to be no
semantic or pragmatic significance to the
switching. Thus, it can only be seen as a styl-
istic variation occurring in this particular
register of signing. 

The lecture is also distinguished from
the other two tapes by the relative frequency

of occurrence of certain phonological pro-
cesses. Liddell and Johnson (1985) describe
several processes that occur in casual sign-
ing but not in formal varieties. Assimilation
is a process whereby some feature of a sign
(e.g., facing, orientation or handshape) as-
similates to the same feature of the sign im-
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mediately preceding or following it. Hand-
shape assimilation occurs especially often in
indexical signs, for example, pointing ges-
tures used as pronouns, locatives, and deter-
miners (Patschke 1986). The present data
were examined for handshape assimilation
occurring with indexical signs. In the for-
mal lecture, no overt evidence of assimila-
tion was found. It should be noted, however,
that this phenomenon is especially perva-
sive with first person pronouns, which are
often hard to see clearly on a video tape.
Nevertheless, some assimilation of this type
occurs in the informal talk. In these in-
stances, the L handshape of the first person
pronoun assimilates to a following sign with
a B handshape. In the lecture, no such as-
similation was found.

Other phonological processes discussed
by Liddell and Johnson (1985) are persever-
ation and anticipation. In each of these pro-
cesses, the base handshape in a two-handed
sign is in place for the length of two or more
signs. With perseveration, a nondominant
base handshape stays in place after the dom-
inant hand has changed to a new sign. With
anticipation, the base handshape is in place
before the dominant hand begins to make
the sign. In connected discourse, this means
that a base handshape for one sign is in
place while the dominant hand executes
two or more signs. No anticipation was
found in the section of the lecture analyzed,
whereas it occurs fairly regularly in both the
informal talk and the interview. In instances
such as the following segment (C) from the
informal talk. The signer is relating a dis-
cussion that he and his wife were having on
a particular subject. (The overscore here in-
dicates that the base hand for discuss is in
place.)

Segment C

L
R PRO.3 PRO.1 SAY DISCUSS
“She and I discussed it”

Perseveration does occur in the lecture,
but it is infrequent and of short duration
(usually continuing over only one extra sign
or a part of a sign). In the informal talk and
in the interview, it is seen much more often
and it lasts longer, as in segment D, ex-
tracted from the interview (see segment D
and Figure 2a–e). In this example, persever-
ation occurs twice within one clause. The
interviewer is asking whether the interview-
ee’s experience has been the same or dif-
ferent as that of others. He signs the two-
handed version of same. The nondominant
handshape for same perseverates through
the next two signs of the dominant hand, ex-

perience and the fingerspelled word o-r,
and then changes to the handshape for the
two-handed sign different. This hand-
shape then perseverates through the next
one-handed sign, experience.

Segment D

L
R SAME EXPERIENCE O-R

L
DIFFERENT EXPERIENCE?

“Has it been the same experience or a
different experience?”

Lexical and Morphological Differences.
There are also striking differences at the lex-
ical level among the three tapes, and be-
tween portions of the lecture. Certain “col-
loquial” lexical items appear in the informal
talk and in the portions of direct speech in
the lecture but do not occur in either the in-
terview or the body of the lecture. These
include: what-for, what’s-up, expert

(F handshape at the chin), fine (the version
that wiggles), pea-brain, adore (kissing the
back of the hand), brainy, know# that,

that#det, and the sign usually glossed as
shit. In some cases, it is not clear whether
this is a matter of lexical choice or of se-
mantics, since it is often difficult to find con-
texts in the lecture where these signs could
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be appropriately used. In some instances,
however, these contexts can be found. An
example is the sign expert, which is never
used in the lecture. skill is used in all con-
texts where expert would be semantically
appropriate.

Some signs occur only in the body of
the lecture, never in the informal talk or the
interview. These are: and and then. and is
used much like the English word and to
conjoin two equal elements (lexical items,
clauses, etc.). In the other tapes, conjunc-
tion of elements is achieved nonlexically.
then is used to segment ideas. In the infor-
mal talk, segmentation is usually achieved
syntactically with topicalization. 

A certain type of morphological inflec-
tion that often occurs in the lecture, but
does not occur in either of the other tapes, is

articulated by the exaggerated movement of
a sign, indicating a process that is difficult or
of long duration. One such example occurs
with the production of the sign equal (see
Figure 3). The lecturer is discussing the dif-
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FIGURE 2. (a–e) Perseveration in segment D. (a) SAME; (b) EXPERIENCE; (c) O-R; (d) DIFFERENT;
(e) EXPERIENCE.

FIGURE 3. Exaggerated movement of EQUAL.



ficulty encountered in his attempts to com-
municate with students on an equal basis.
The sign is executed as a series of extremely
large circles of the dominant hand, which
eventually contacts the nondominant hand,
bounces back, and contacts again. The
bounce is accompanied by a jerk of the en-
tire body. Several utterances later, the sign
head-toward is executed in much the
same manner. This same type of inflection
is seen with other verbs such as avoid and
name.

This type of exaggerated movement
may be used in the lecture in place of non-
manual signals. In the informal talk, a long
and difficult process is indicated by a non-
manual signal that involves squinted eyes
and spread lips. Differential uses of non-
manual signals involving facial expression
are discussed more fully later.

Differences in Syntax and Discourse Organi-
zation. Differences among the three tapes
are also seen at the syntactic and discourse
levels. The most obvious of these is the ex-
tensive use of rhetorical questions in the lec-
ture and their infrequent use in the other
two tapes. On the other hand, the informal
talk uses much more topicalization than is
used in the lecture. These observations tie
into formal contrasts that function at the
discourse level. In the informal talk, topic
marking seems to be used as a device to
segment the discourse, whereas in the lec-
ture such boundary marking is typically
achieved with the lexical item now. An-
other discourse-level feature used in the lec-
ture but not in the informal talk is the use of
metaphor. This is discussed more fully in
the next section.

A syntactic phenomenon that only oc-
curs in the lecture is the use of a pointing
sign with a fingerspelled word. This tech-
nique occurs with the words d-e-a-f and
a-t-t-i-t-u-d-e, where each word is spelled

with the dominant hand (see Figure 4). The
last letter of the word is then held while the
index finger of the nondominant hand
points to the held letter. This occurs several
times in the lecture with both of these words.

Intratextual Register Variation In an Academic
Lecture. There are differences between
portions of the lecture that are very striking.
The intratextual register shifts between
three particular portions of the text are of in-
terest: (1) the body of the lecture, consisting
of the portions that exhibit all of the features
delineated earlier and in which the lecturer
is giving factual information or making a
point to his audience; (2) direct or so-called
reported speech, consisting of the portions
that exhibit features associated with a more
colloquial register and in which the speaker
uses a technique involving the role playing
of conversations between two participants
(in this case, himself and various of his high
school students); and (3) metaphoric/poetic
speech, consisting of the portions that ex-
hibit features probably associated with a per-
formance register and typically found in
theater and poetry. This type of language is
used during the introduction and the clos-
ing of the lecture and at various midpoints.

The sections in which direct speech is
used are most clearly differentiated from the
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body of the lecture in the area of lexicon.
Extensive use is made of colloquial lexical
items (listed earlier), as in the following seg-
ment E. The speaker is reporting the speech
of one of his students. The student is asking
why he needs to study ASL, since he is al-
ready fluent in it.

Segment E

HEY WHAT’S-UP TAKE-UP SIGN WHAT-FOR
“Hey, why should I take sign?”

PRO.1 BRAINY EXPERT SIGN-ASL
“I’m already a great signer”

PRO.1 TAKE-UP SIGN WHAT-FOR
“Why should I take it?”

The sections of direct speech also differ
somewhat from the body of the lecture at
the phonological level. The shortening of
the final hold makes the signs appear to flow
together rather than appear separated. Signs
such as pea-brain and what-for are exe-
cuted in neutral space rather than at the
forehead. The signing space used in the por-
tions of direct speech is often much smaller
than that used in the body of the lecture.
Phonological processes such as assimilation
and perseveration still occur infrequently,
but more often than in the body of the lec-
ture.

Nongrammatical facial expression is
also used differently in the main-body versus
direct-speech portions of the lecture. Facial
expression is minimally used in the body of
the text, whereas it is used at a level that is
often quite exaggerated in the portions of
direct speech. A clear exemplification of
meaningful nonoccurrence of facial expres-
sion in the lecture involves the use of the
sign important. There is a nonmanual
marker that is often used as an intensifier
with this sign. It consists of a movement of
the lips in which the signer appears to be
saying “po.” This nonmanual marker is not
used in the body of the lecture, even when
the meaning is clearly “very important.”

The intensified meaning is indicated, in-
stead, by exaggeration and intensification of
the movement of the sign. This absence of
facial gestures in the body of the lecture
happens even when the gestures have lexi-
cal significance. The only way to distinguish
between the lexical items not-yet and late

is by a position of the mouth and tongue. In
the body of the lecture, even this facial ges-
ture is frequently omitted.

The portions of text labeled metaphoric/
poetic show less contrast with the body of
the lecture than do the portions of direct
speech, but they are different in some no-
ticeable ways. Phonologically, they are very
similar to the lecture. Signs in these portions
are also executed in a large signing space
and are fully articulated with long final
holds. On the whole, phonological pro-
cesses are rarely at work, the result being
that the signs appear clearly signed and sep-
arated from each other. The distinctive
characteristics are instead found mostly at
the morphological, syntactic, and discourse
levels. The portions are most clearly marked
by a type of poetic line structure, in which a
repetition of lexical items and syntactic pat-
terns occurs, as in the following segment F.
The signer is discussing the attitudes of deaf
students about English and ASL and indi-
cates that he has noticed changes in stu-
dents’ attitudes. Whereas the students origi-
nally felt positive toward MCE (manually
coded English) and negative toward ASL,
they now feel negative toward MCE and
positive toward ASL.

Segment F

DEAF CULTURE
“The culture of the deaf”

DEAF LANGUAGE
“The language of the deaf”

POSS.3 ENGLISH
“Some use English”

POSS.3 SIGN LANGUAGE
“Some use sign language”
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PRO.1 OBSERVE START CHANGE POSS.3
OPINION
“I’ve seen opinions begin to change”

BEFORE SAY NEGATIVE+++ CHANGE
POSITIVE + + +
“Attitudes that were negative, have become
positive”

SOME MCE POSITIVE+++ CHANGE
NEGATIVE + + +
“Attitudes about MCE that were positive
have become negative”

SOME ASL NEGATIVE+++ SOME STAY
NEGATIVE+ + +
“Some attitudes about ASL that were
negative have stayed negative”

These portions are also marked by cre-
ative use of ASL morphological systems.
In the beginning of the lecture, the speaker
discusses ASL metaphorically as an ice-
berg, which is resisting attempts to analyze
it. Hearing researchers are metaphorically
portrayed as a large ship, and deaf re-
searchers as a small boat. The classifier
predicate used for a moving vehicle is
signed with the nondominant hand. The
dominant hand executes the handshape
and movements of the sign hearing. The
normal place of articulation for hearing is
at the mouth. But the sign is articulated just
above the vehicle classifier. The pattern is
then repeated with the signs boat and sign-

asl (see Figure 5a–c). This type of creative
morphology is used only in portions of the
tape that show other features of a
metaphoric/poetic register.

SUMMARY

In the prior analysis, some variable features
in ASL that are sensitive to changes in regis-
ter have been described. These findings in-
dicate that the notion of five discrete “styles”
as posited by Joos (1968) is too simplistic.
Each of the three pieces of data examined
here would be classified as “formal” in his
system, nevertheless they exhibit marked
differences. A system such as that put for-
ward by Halliday (1968, 1978) is much
more adequate, since it posits ranges of vari-
ation that are sensitive to the interaction of
many different factors present in a speech
situation. However, even this view fails to
capture the kinds of intratextual variation
that occur within the lecture examined in
this chapter. Even though the field, mode,
and tenor of the discourse remain constant,
the types of language used in various por-
tions of the text differ greatly.

The present analysis is obviously only a
beginning. Most of the features discussed
occur at the phonological or lexical levels. A
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more in-depth analysis will undoubtedly
uncover other variable features at the mor-
phological, syntactic, and discourse levels.

Findings of this type have implications
for several fields of study. The phenomenon
of register variation is of interest to subdisci-
plines of linguistics, most notably those deal-
ing with language variation and linguistic
change. Features at all levels (phonological,
morphological, lexical, syntactic, and dis-
course) seem to show marked differences
owing to register variation. Therefore, any
comparison of texts leading to statements
about variable features that are sensitive to
other sociolinguistic factors must be held
suspect if register is not held constant. This
is also true for studies of historical change. If
an older tape of an academic lecture is com-
pared with a newer tape in a much less for-
mal register, there is no way to know whether
the differences noted are due to change over
time or to register variation.

In the area of interpretation and inter-
preter training, knowledge of and skill in us-
ing register variation is of the utmost impor-
tance. An interpreter’s goal is to produce a
target language message that is equivalent,
at all levels, to the original source language
message. An interpretation can be quite ac-
curate at the level of content but still be in-
adequate if expressed in an inappropriate
register. 

In the area of second-language acquisi-
tion and the teaching of ASL, it is equally im-
portant to consider differences in register. In
order to be truly fluent, a student must not

only learn the correct forms and structures of
the target language but also must become
knowledgeable about when and where par-
ticular forms are appropriately used.

Studies of register variation provide us
with a great deal of insight into the question
of linguistic competence. The present find-
ings indicate that a native speaker of ASL
does truly control a range of language varia-
tion, a “repertoire” in Fishman’s (1972)
terms, that bears a direct and systematic re-
lationship to a range of social situations and
purposes.

Obviously, more work is needed in this
area. The present study is focused on but
one user of one particular language. It
would be of interest to study these differ-
ences across a range of speakers and for a
much broader range of situations. It would
also be of interest to discover the spoken
language equivalents of the manual-gestural
features described here.

NOTE

1. The samples of ASL discourse presented in this
chapter are transcribed in accord with the follow-
ing conventions. ASL signs are indicated by En-
glish gloss-labels in small capital letters. Each
signed segment is followed by a fuller English
gloss, enclosed in double quotation marks. Hy-
phenated letters, also in small capital letters, indi-
cate fingerspelling. In the examples of hand-
switching, overscoring of the line of ASL signs
indicates the duration and choice of hand(s). L for
left-hand dominant signs, R for right-hand domi-
nant signs, and L/R for two-handed signs. + indi-
cates that a sign is duplicated. The number of +’s
indicates the number of duplications.
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INTRODUCTION

A videotaped talk in ASL about stickleback
fish was described by users of American Sign
Language (ASL) as “terrific” and “interest-
ing.” This chapter describes what kind of talk
this was, explores why the talk and the speaker
were received so favorably by the audience,
and presents an analysis of some features of
ASL discourse produced by a single speaker.

Discourse analysis in ASL is a recent
development and most of the research to
date concentrates on aspects of the structure
of conversation and the exchange of talk in
ASL (Baker 1976, 1977; Baker and Padden
1978; Wilbur and Pettito 1983). For the most
part, these studies focus on macrofeatures of
turn-taking, linguistic functions of nonman-
ual behaviors, and utterance boundaries
and topic-flow. For example, Baker (1977)
describes in detail devices that control turn-
taking procedures in ASL dyadic conversa-
tions. Wilbur and Pettito (1983) describe
the flow of discourse topics in a dyadic con-
versation and the devices that are used to ac-
complish the initiation, maintenance, and
termination of topics within an ASL conver-
sation. McIntire and Groode (1982) discuss,
from their own experience, what are con-
versational differences in greetings, ongoing
conversation, and leave-takings between
Deaf and hearing interactions. Prinz and

Prinz (1985) describe the acquisition of
conversational behavior in the sign lan-
guage of twenty-four deaf children between
the ages of three and eleven. 

In studying the discourse of a single
speaker, Gee and Kegl (1983) give a de-
tailed stylistic analysis of two narratives.
They claim that narrative structure in ASL
can be revealed via an analysis of the pause
structure at each word boundary. One of the
narratives, which had a known story struc-
ture, namely, “Goldilocks and the Three
Bears,” was analyzed in the opposite direc-
tion to see if its pause structure matched the
narrative structure. Although there are
other descriptions of features in ASL narra-
tives (Baker 1983; Liddell 1980), there are
no studies of the features of ASL discourse
that occur in a lecture or speech.

Although brief in length, the talk de-
scribed here is best labeled a lecture, for rea-
sons explained later. Informal interviews
with audience members, as well as the re-
searcher’s own experience, suggest that in a
good lecture, the content is of high quality,
it is well organized, and it is “interesting.”
Lectures are discourses with particular goals
in mind, goals that are both informational
and social. Although lectures tend to be
monologues (as opposed to dialogues or dia-
logic conversation) by nature and do not re-
quire interaction in the form of talk, good
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lecturers are aware of the audience’s needs
to both follow the flow of the talk and enjoy
the experience of listening. 

Lectures of a scientific nature are gen-
erally expected to provide objective know-
ing which is created, in part, by a presenta-
tion of known facts. Lectures are thus
expected to be more content-oriented than,
say, conversations. Since lectures are dis-
courses of retention, they also require the
use of linguistic devices that give the listener
a firm idea of how an utterance fits into the
lecture process as a whole (Lebauer 1984,
42). These are the kind of linguistic ele-
ments that are not a part of the content of
the lecture, per se, but do guide listeners in
how to interpret the information that they
are hearing. These words or phrases are co-
hesive, structural devices that contribute to
a listener’s ability to distinguish between
major and minor points, old versus new in-
formation, and turns or shifts in the flow of
topics. These elements contribute signifi-
cantly to the gestalt of a lecture. In this chap-
ter, the use and function of two such dis-
course devices found in an ASL lecture are
explored. 

Content and organization are necessary
but not sufficient characteristics of a good
lecture. Thus, in this chapter, a third crite-
rion is also addressed, that which makes a
lecture vivid and interesting. It is a sociolin-
guistic assumption that not only the strate-
gies and devices typical of ordinary con-
versation but also the elements of good
storytelling are used to create vividness and
audience interest (Goffman 1981). Lectur-
ers involve their audiences by having them
participate as much as possible in the devel-
opment and understanding of the informa-
tion presented; this is achieved by creating
the impression of immediacy and forcing
the listener to make sense out of what is be-
ing said. One aim of this chapter is to exam-
ine one of the features that contributes to

this involvement between the speaker, the
audience, and the lecture itself.

THE LECTURE

A five-minute discourse by an ASL user on
the mating habits of the stickleback fish was
elicited. This user is a Deaf man in his thir-
ties. He attended residential schools from
the age of four, has hearing parents, earned
a Master’s degree, and was tutoring deaf col-
lege students at a technical institute in a
Southwestern state. His discussions with the
researcher about ASL led to a decision to
make a videotape demonstrating that ASL
could be used to talk about scientific sub-
jects. Since fishing is one of his lifelong hob-
bies, he read about the mating habits of a
particular fish in a college freshman biology
book and reproduced this information on
videotape, in a studio, with an audience of
two people, a Deaf man and a hearing
woman. He was told to picture his audience
as college freshmen. 

ASL speakers who have never seen this
man before tell me that the lecture is fasci-
nating and the speaker is good and clear.
They also identify the language used as ASL.
When asked who the potential audience is
for the videotape, they say that it is young
adults ranging in age from seventeen to forty.

Although the discourse is only about
five minutes in duration, its structure is typ-
ical of American expectations of a lecture.
As argued in this chapter, the talk is struc-
tured and organized as a lecture by two cri-
teria: (1) the display of an ordered develop-
ment of subtopics and (2) the occurrence of
linguistic features that mark the transitions
into those subtopics.

ANALYSIS OF THE LECTURE

The content of a lecture must be structured
so as to develop the topic of the talk through
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subtopics and guide the listener through the
relevance of each topic as it is discussed.
The organizational structure of the present
discourse segment reflects a naturally oc-
curring, sequentially developed chain of re-
lated subtopics. It is generally agreed that
most lectures open with an introduction
and some explanation of why the speaker is
talking. The introduction is then followed
by the main body of the lecture and an
obligatory closing. Cook (1975) calls these
naturally formed segments “episodes.”
Episodic types include an obligatory focal
(or introductory) episode with optional fo-
cal episodes, an obligatory developmental
episode along with a number of optional de-
velopmental episodes, and an obligatory
closing episode followed by optional closing
episodes. These different kinds of episodes
combine to form the unified piece that con-
stitutes a lecture.

The focal episode is made up of intro-
ductory statements in which the speaker in-
troduces the subject and generally includes
his reason for talking about this subject. De-
velopmental episodes form the body of the
talk. In a talk about a fish and its mating rit-
ual, we can expect this main body to be a se-
quenced account of the mating process.
The obligatory closing episode reminds the
listener of why the topic is being talked
about, and of specific ideas that the speaker
wants the listener to remember. Although
the discourse about the stickleback fish is
brief, when analyzed within this framework
of episodes, it is a typical lecture, as Ameri-
can society conventionally recognizes a lec-
ture.

There are eight episodes in the stickle-
back fish talk. The first two episodes form
the obligatory focal episode and an optional
focal episode, which together introduce the
speaker and explain why he is talking. In the
first episode, the speaker gives his name, the
subject of his talk, and introduces the sign

that he will use to refer to a particular
species of fish throughout the rest of his talk.
The second episode narrows the focus to the
uniqueness of the mating ritual of this par-
ticular species, the stickleback fish. 

The next five episodes form the obliga-
tory developmental episode and four op-
tional developmental episodes. These five
episodes are chronologically developed and
explain and describe the mating process of
this fish. Each succeeding episode develops
the topic of the mating process, but the fo-
cus of each of these episodes is slightly dif-
ferent. For example, in the first of the five
episodes, the speaker explains the normal
behavior of the fish and then describes the
conditions under which the behavior
changes and the mating ritual begins. The
second episode contrasts how the males
separate from the females and undergo a
color change signaling the onset of the mat-
ing process. The third episode describes
the nest-building activities of the male;
the fourth episode explains how the male
guards the nest and lures the female to the
nest; the fifth and final episode relates the
egg-laying process.

The final, closing episode is separate
from the preceding five episodes because it
is here that the speaker reminds the listeners
of the purpose of the talk, that is, that this
fish is the focus of scientific study because of
its unusual characteristics during mating.
He then describes the two characteristics
that make this fish and this ritual unusual,
which are that the underside of the male
changes to red, and that the female swims
vertically toward the male rather than hori-
zontally. This last episode is not dependent
upon real-time or chronological develop-
ment. Rather, it provides the specific points
the speaker wants to make in closing his
talk. The following outline of the lecture re-
flects the sequencing of the episodes and the
larger chunks of talk that they form:
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Topic: The Mating Ritual of the
Stickleback Fish

Episode 1 Focal (or introductory)
Episode 2 } episodes

Episode 3 
Episode 4 

Developmental (or main
Episode 5 

body) episodes
Episode 6 
Episode 7 
Episode 8 Closing episode

The analysis thus far shows that the or-
ganization of the content can be seen as a
lecture format with topic development. But
this is not the only assessment we can make
to determine what constitutes a lecture.
Lecture content is structured not only
through the content of its propositions but
also through textual features that reflect
transition boundaries between episodes and
link the episodes together. The suggestion is
thus that lecturing is not static in form but is
also a process whereby the speaker makes
available to listeners features that show the
continuity and relationship between sub-
topics or episodes.

Markers That Divide the Text into Episodes

Serial episodes in texts are linked together
by features that can be single or phrasal lex-
ical elements. These discrete grammatical
elements serve to segment the message con-
tent into idea or informational units by
marking the transition into an episode.
Speakers use these markers, albeit uncon-
sciously, to show the progression of a cumu-
lative series of subordinate and related
subtopics. The term “discourse marker” is
used, following Schiffrin (1986), to talk
about these elements that serve to highlight
the boundaries of contiguous ideas so that
hearers can appropriately interpret the con-
tinuous flow of information in discourse. In
the fish lecture, episodes are closed off with
markers that are identifiable on the basis of

such factors as the markers’ lack of message
content and the intuitions of native speak-
ers. The category of discourse markers in-
cludes head nods and the signs ok and any-

way. These particular markers are not
examined here. Instead, the focus is on two
markers that are used to begin episodes and
shift the listeners’ attention to a different, yet
related, subtopic: (1) the lexical sign now,
produced simultaneously by both hands
(see Figure 1) and (2) now-that, which
consists of the lexical sign that produced
on the left hand the lexical sign now pro-
duced on the right hand (see Figure 2).

NOW as a Discourse Marker. The sign
now, which is consistently signed with both
hands, appears eleven times in the text. This
sign is generally understood as an indicator
of present time in ongoing discourse, and on
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some occurrences in the text, the sign func-
tions in this way. On other occasions how-
ever, the sign functions as a discourse
marker, marking a shift into a new subtopic
as well as calling attention to what is coming
up next in the text. To be sure, it is not al-
ways easy to discern in which of the two ways
a particular token of now is functioning.
There are, however, some distributional
and formal criteria that distinguish the two
uses. The discourse-marker form of now is a
sign that occurs in an utterance-initial posi-
tion and can co-occur with topic marking.
This discourse-marker form of now occurs
five times in the data corpus. Three of those
occurrences exhibit no final hold in sign ar-
ticulation, and the other two show only a fi-
nal hold on the weak hand; the strong hand
has no final hold and continues toward the
next sign. Also, with some occurrences of
this form, there are long pauses before the
sign is articulated, and, in one instance,
there is a body shift to the right.1 The fol-
lowing are some examples of the discourse-
marker form and function of now that occur
in the text:2

t
NOW CL: fish FISH PRO.3
TRUE STRANGE PRO.3
“Now, as for the fish, it is truly unique, it is”

body shift
NOW MALE WILL (point to chest)
RED BEGIN LOOK-FOR ON
“Now when the male changes (point to chest
to red, (he) begins to search on”

t
NOW MALE FISH SELF VERY JEALOUS
“Now, as for the male fish, (he) is very
jealous”

The temporal form of now is also a si-
multaneous two-hand sign that can occur in
utterance-initial position but does not occur
with topic marking. This form consistently
displays a final hold on both hands and is not
accompanied by prior pauses or body shifts:

FISH DECIDE BEGIN NOW BREED
“The fish decide to begin breeding now”

NOW FISH LOOK-FOR WOOD THIN
NARROW PIECES GREEN PLANT DIFFERENT
“Now the fish search for sticks, thin narrow
pieces, green plants, many different things”

NOW ME READY FOR LOOK-FOR PRO.3
FISH PRO.3 FEMALE
“Now I’m ready to look for it, it’s a fish, it’s a
female”

As these examples reflect, there is vari-
ety in the formal articulation of now when
used as a discourse marker and sameness in
the formal articulation when used as a tem-
poral marker, but this sample of language
behavior is not sufficient to argue that form
alone accounts for the difference in mean-
ing or function.

How, then, can the discourse marker
and the temporal marker be differentiated?
Another possibility for identifying now as ei-
ther a temporal marker or a discourse marker
is to examine its meaning when influenced
by discourse context (Schiffrin 1987). That
is, by examining contextual factors such as
the lecture in progress and the surrounding
utterances, we can decide if the meaning is
temporal or related to the discourse. Indeed,
the distinction can even be contextually
neutralized: if now occurs at a point of topic
development that allows a temporal reading,
it is not always possible on formal or distrib-
utional grounds to assign it an interpretation
as either temporal or discourse-related. This
particular discourse has five episodes de-
scribing biological events that must be re-
lated in chronological order. In this dis-
course, the real-time events of the main body
episodes are matched by the speaking time
relationship between the utterances them-
selves. Thus, the distinction between now

meaning “present time” and now marking
discourse can be difficult to discern.

We can examine the meaning of now in
discourse context by substituting its occur-
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rence with a paraphrase. If we substitute oc-
currences of now in an utterance that con-
tains a time meaning and in an utterance
that contains a discourse meaning, we can
see which meaning fits the context. That is
not to say that there will not be moments
when now is ambiguous in its meaning.
Consider the following examples:

t
1. NOW CL:fish FISH PRO.3 TRUE

STRANGE PRO.3
“Now, as for the fish, it is truly unique, it is”

t

a. *TODAY CL:fish FISH PRO.3 TRUE
STRANGE PRO.33

“Today, as for the fish, it is truly
unique, it is”

t
b. ON-TO-THE-NEXT-PART CL:fish FISH

PRO.3 TRUE STRANGE PRO.3
“On to the next part, as for the fish, it
is truly unique, it is”

2. FISH DECIDE BEGIN NOW BREED
“The fish decide to begin breeding now”

a. FISH DECIDE BEGIN GO-AHEAD
BREED
“The fish decide to begin breeding,
start ahead”

b. *FISH DECIDE BEGIN ON-TO-THE-
NEXT-PART BREED
“The fish decide to begin breeding on
to the next part”

In utterance 1a, the sign today is sub-
stituted for the discourse marker now, and
the result is an ungrammatical utterance.
But in utterance 1b, on-to-the-next-part

is substituted for now, and the result is ac-
ceptable. Similarly, in sentence 2a, when
the sign go-ahead is substituted for the tem-
poral marker now, the result is an accept-
able utterance. But in sentence 2b, on-to-

the-next-part is substituted for now, and
the result is unacceptable. These para-
phrases are a way of confirming (or possibly
rejecting) intuitions about the meaning at-
tributed to the same lexical item, now.

A third and final confirmation of the ex-
istence of a temporal use of now and a dis-
course use of now came about by asking na-
tive speakers to view the videotape. The first
step was to view the lecture in its entirety.
Then the tape was viewed a second time.
During this second viewing, each informant
was asked to stop the tape whenever they
sensed that the speaker changed or shifted to
new focus. All three informants consistently
stopped the tape at the junctures where the
discourse form of now appears and indi-
cated that the speaker was getting ready to
talk about something different. Sometimes
they identified now as signaling the shift;
sometimes they identified a closing marker;
and sometimes they sensed a shift that they
explained by referring to the content of the
text itself. Once consistent judgments were
obtained about episode shifts marked by
now, the form was further examined to as-
certain the range of its distribution and
function.

The Function of NOW as a Discourse
Marker. The textual distribution of now

provides a basis for ascertaining its dis-
course function by building on observa-
tions about its form and use. As noted ear-
lier, the speaker’s introduction consists of
two episodes. In the first episode, the
speaker says his name, the name of the fish,
and how he will refer to the fish. The sec-
ond episode explains that this fish is un-
usual and that scientists have been studying
its mating habits for a long time. These two
episodes are both introductory in nature
and thus can be grouped together. now ap-
pears at the beginning of the first utterance
of the second episode and signals a shift
from the first episode to the second episode,
that is, a shift to continuing and related in-
troductory talk. It is significant that the first
token of now co-occurs with the marking
for topic:
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t
NOW CL: fish FISH PRO.3 TRUE
STRANGE PRO.3
“Now, as for the fish, it is truly unique, it is”

Not only does now introduce the sec-
ond episode, but if its meaning were that of
present time (today), it would be nonsense.
Also, the temporal marker does not co-occur
with topic marking anywhere in the text.

The following segments are the first
three episodes of the text, transcribed in
their entirety so that now as a discourse
marker, and as a temporal marker, can be
clearly seen in its actual contexts of use:

Episode 1

HELLO ME NAME B-O-B A-L-C-O-R-N
“Hello my name is Bob Alcorn”

ME HERE TALK-ABOUT CL-fish
“And I’m here to talk about a fish”

PRO.3 NAME S-T-I-C-K-L-E-B-A-C-K FISH
“It’s called the stickleback fish”

CALL ABBREVIATE (discourse marker) OK
“Referring to it in this shortened form, so, Ok”

Episode 2

t
NOW CL:fish FISH PRO.3 TRUE STRANGE
PRO.3
“Now, as for the fish, it is truly unique, it is”

SCIENCE-AGENT UP-TIL-NOW STUDY
MANY YEARS
“Scientists have been studying it for many
years”

POSS BEHAVE TRUE STRANGE HOW
BREED HOW 
“Its behavior is truly unique as to how it breeds”

STUDY MANY YEAR ANYWAY
“It’s been studied for many years, anyway”

Episode 3 

1 hd nd
NOW-THAT PRO.3 FISH TRUE STRANGE
“Now, the one I’m talking about, (it’s a fish)
is truly unique”

PRO.3 ALWAYS GROUP-TRAVEL-
FORWARD
“It always travels in groups”

WITH MANY LARGE-GROUP-COME-
TOGETHER GROUP-TRAVELING-
FORWARD
“With many fish, (they) come together as a
large group and swim forward”

BUT TIME FEEL SPRING CHANGE WARM
FEEL
“But there comes a time and a feeling, it’s
spring, there’s a change and a warmness, and
the fish feel it”

FISH DECIDE BEGIN NOW BREED
“The fish decide to begin breeding now”

NOW WILL BEGIN LINES-OF-FISH-
MOVING-FORWARD SEPARATE
“Now they will begin, from the lines of fish
swimming forward, to separate”

now is not used to open the first episode
nor is it used to open the third episode. now

initially occurs at the beginning of the sec-
ond part of the introduction. This is the only
instance of use as a discourse marker in the
first three episodes of the text. It is only in
the developmental episodes that the form is
again used in this capacity.

The next five episodes, as the develop-
mental episodes, constitute the main body
of the talk. This group of episodes contains
the most content, has an orderly progression
of events, and constitutes a straightforward
exposition of the details. now does not oc-
cur at the shift between the introductory
episodes and the developmental episodes
but does occur at each utterance initial
position in the four succeeding episodes
within the main body. This repetitive pat-
tern suggests that one function of now is
to make explicit the ideational progress
through these episodes by focusing atten-
tion on what the speaker is about to say in re-
lation to what he has just said. Thus, the dis-
tribution of now in this particular text is a
property of its function of marking shifts.
That is, its repeated use between related
subtopics emphasizes the forward progres-
sion of related episodes in the emerging dis-
course. With these markers, the speaker
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maintains the listener’s attention to the text
and the forward progress through this group
of episodes.4 The following diagram pre-
sents a recasting of the earlier-presented out-
line of text episodes to illustrate the distribu-
tional pattern of now as a discourse marker.

Episode 1 Focal (or introductory)
NOW Episode 2 } episodes

Episode 3
NOW Episode 4

Developmental (for
NOW Episode 5

main body) episodes
NOW Episode 6
NOW Episode 7

Episode 8 Closing episode

One way in which the relationship be-
tween language and context is reflected in
the structure of languages is through deixis.
This term indicates a pointing or indexical
property of a lexical item and is exemplified
through the use of pronouns, tense, and
time and place adverbs. Deixis is a way lan-
guages grammaticalize features that indi-
cate the context of an utterance. For ex-
ample, the pronoun this in English does not
name or refer to any particular entity in all
of its uses; rather, it is a place-holder for
some particular entity given by the context,
as in “bring me a stick about this big.” Levin-
son (1983, 88) explains discourse deictics
as forms serving to indicate “often in very
complex ways, just how the utterance that
contains them is a response to, or a contin-
uation of, some portion of the prior dis-
course.”

The two uses of now discussed here are
related to its deitic meaning. Schiffrin
(1987) has shown that, in English conversa-
tional data, markers which have a deictic
meaning make use of such meaning. She
found that in discourse use the temporal
meaning is internal to the utterances in the
discourse itself. In ASL the discourse marker
now also makes use of this deictic meaning
by providing a temporal index to the group
of utterances of an episode within the

emerging lecture. This adds to the com-
plexity in the use of now. When discourse
time mirrors event time, i.e., the male fish
makes the nest before he protects it, then
now not only reflects the speaker’s focus on
the next episode (or discourse time), but
also on a new event within the description of
the mating process. As Schiffrin observes,
this neutralizes the distinction between a
temporal use and the discourse use through
the structure of the discourse. The temporal
only use of now establishes a reference time
for a content-filled utterance in relation to
the real-world event sequence, such as the
biological process of mating. In its use as a
discourse marker, now makes use of the
temporal sense to indicate the progression
of discourse time while also indicating that
the information of the next episode is one
more step forward in the real-world mating
process.

It remains to be seen if these observa-
tions will retain validity across longer texts
with different topics. Lectures and work-
shop talks by native and nonnative Deaf
speakers alike have been observed by the re-
searcher, and the use of now as a discourse
marker seems a fairly common occurrence.
For example, one native speaker signed now

as she discussed a list of qualities defining a
professional, using now to separate the
items on the list. Overall, further study is
needed to substantiate the claims made
here. The present analysis shows that now

occurs and functions as a discourse marker
by shifting the listener’s attention to a new
section of the discourse and by maintaining
the progression through an episode group.

NOW-THAT as a Discourse Marker. The
sign now-that occurs at the initial utter-
ance of the episode that begins episode
groups. Each time a shift is made into a
group of episodes, the marker is not now but
now-that. As explained earlier, now-that
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is formed by now on the right hand and
that on the left hand. It is used to separate
the introductory episode group from the de-
velopmental (or main body) episode group,
and the developmental episode group from
the closing episode. The following diagram
will illustrate the distribution of now and
now-that:

Episode 1 Focal (or intro-
NOW Episode 2 } ductory) episode

NOW-THAT Episode 3
NOW Episode 4 Developmental
NOW Episode 5 (or main body)
NOW Episode 6 episodes
NOW Episode 7

NOW-THAT Episode 8 Closing episode

As explained earlier, internal episodes
in a group are linked by now. The third
episode (the beginning episode of the de-
velopmental group) begins with now-that.
When the speaker finishes with the final
episode of the main body, the beginning of
the first utterance of the closing episode is
now-that.

The Form and Function of NOW-THAT.
This marker occurs at the utterance-initial
position. Liddell (1980) describes the forms
of three tokens of that that had all previ-
ously been considered the same sign. One
form of that—Liddell’s (1980, 150) thatc—
begins with a backward motion and ends
with a hold that separates it from the other
forms and means “that’s the one I’m talking
about.” In the fish text, it is the form thatc
which occurs. Both tokens of now-that

co-occur with topic marking, with the artic-
ulation of now slightly preceding the articu-
lation of that. 

The first now-that occurs at the begin-
ning of the third episode and the second
now-that occurs at the beginning of the
eighth episode. That is, now-that occurs at
the beginning of the main body episode
group, and at the beginning of the third

group, the closing. The discourse context
reveals an even more interesting feature: the
content of the utterances at the beginning of
both the third and eighth episodes co-refers
with the first utterance of the second
episode; that is, all three utterances are re-
markably similar in form and content.
These three utterances are the following:

Beginning of episode 2 (introductory group)

t

NOW CL: Fish FISH PRO.3 TRUE
STRANGE PRO.3
“Now, as for the fish, it is truly unique, it is”

Beginning of the main body episodes

t hd nd
NOW-THAT PRO.3 FISH TRUE STRANGE
“Now, the one I’m talking about, it (it’s a fish)
is truly unique”

Beginning of the closing episode group

t 
NOW-THAT SCIENCE-AGENT
STUDY TRUE STRANGE
“Now, the one I’m talking about, as for the
scientists, (they) have been studying it, it is
truly unique”

If that means “that’s the one I’m talk-
ing about,” then there must be a segment of
previous discourse that identifies “one.” An-
tecedents do not occur only in the immedi-
ately prior discourse, nor do antecedents
have to be single lexical items. They can oc-
cur further back in the discourse and consti-
tute portions of the discourse (Halliday and
Hasan 1976). In the prior three examples,
the use of that at the beginning of the main
body episodes looks back to episode 1 but
also gathers in portions of episode 2. The
use of that at the beginning of the closing
episode looks back not only to the beginning
of the main body episodes but also to
episode 2, thus requiring the listener to keep
in mind all that they have heard so far. The
utterance that begins the main body
episodes simultaneously looks forward with
the use of now and looks backward at the
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prior episode with the use of that. The ut-
terance that begins the closing episode si-
multaneously looks forward and backward,
not only to the five episodes before but also
even further back to the introduction, to re-
mind the listener of why the speaker is talk-
ing about the fish. The repetition embed-
ded in these now-that utterances provides
evidence that this marker is pointing to prior
discourse and establishing relevance to the
upcoming discussion. This repetition is also
typical of how lectures continually remind
their audience of their main focus.

In its discourse use, that retains the
meaning of “that’s the one I’m talking
about” because it refers to the fish but also
makes use of its deictic property, to look
backward to prior discourse. Thus, two
forms, now-that, function together to mark
a shift to a slightly different focus but also to
remind listeners of what has gone before in
the discourse.

DISCOURSE MARKERS

This analysis follows Schiffrin (1986), who
has analyzed several discourse markers in
English, including now. Her data is a large
corpus of conversational interaction from
Philadelphia neighborhoods in the 1970s.
She points out that, on occasions, the differ-
ence between the discourse marker now and
the adverb now is difficult to determine.
Three ways to assess the status of now in En-
glish are through finding co-occurrence vio-
lations (e.g., now then), which is allowable
for one category (discourse marker) and not
the other (adverb), through discourse con-
text, or through prosodic features. For ex-
ample, the utterances “now then, what’s next
on the schedule?” and “now now” (as an ex-
pression of comfort) constitute co-occur-
rence violations for the adverbial use of now.
Discourse context, on the other hand, can ei-
ther distinguish between the categories or be

ambiguous if the topic itself has a temporal
sequence. For example, if a comparison is
being made between “back then” and “now,”
now can be ambiguous as to whether a new
topic is being introduced or now means
something like “nowdays.” Finally, Schiffrin
discovered that now as a discourse marker re-
ceives no stress but receives intonational
marking that signals “more to come.”

For the discourse functions of now,
Schiffrin explains how now functions on dif-
ferent discourse planes in conversational
English. First, in comparisons and opin-
ions, now shows “the speaker’s progression
through a discourse which contains an or-
dered sequence of subordinate parts” (Schif-
frin 1986, 240). On another level of dis-
course organization, now marks when the
speaker is shifting orientation, that is, makes
explicit the stance that the speaker is taking
toward what is being said. In addition, she
discusses the impact of deictic meaning on
the uses and functions of now.

In the fish text, other discourse markers
are at work, such as ok, anyway, and know.
It is obvious that a rich system of discourse
markers exists in ASL and that further study
will reveal some similarities to the functions
of discourse markers found in spoken lan-
guages. It is also obvious that this is not the
same system that exists in English, in that
English has no marker known as now-that

or on-to-the-next-part.

CONSTRUCTED DIALOGUE 
IN AN ASL LECTURE

Talks that are descriptions of knowledge and
that impart information are generally ex-
pected to provide a presentation of known
facts, to be organized in a predictable way,
and thus to be more content-oriented. The
content and the structure of organization,
however, do not provide a sufficient expla-
nation as to why a speech is “good” or “in-
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teresting,” since well-organized, content-
filled lectures can be quite dull. There is a
third criterion that makes a lecture vivid and
interesting.

It is a sociolinguistic assumption that
strategies and devices typical of ordinary
conversation and elements of good story-
telling are used to create impressions of
vividness and interpersonal involvement
(Chafe 1982; Labov 1972; Schiffrin 1981;
Tannen 1982). One such device is reported
speech. Reported speech is one of a range of
features that makes a lecture vivid and in-
volving. The use of reported speech in a lec-
ture is a strategy that creates interest in the
content and seeks to involve the audience in
making sense of information. 

Tannen (1986) introduces the term
“constructed dialogue” to replace “reported
speech,” a term used when speech is repre-
sented as first-person dialogue. She argues
that lines of dialogue in conversation, owing
to characteristics of human memory, are
probably not exactly the same as those that
were actually spoken. Thus, the lines of
speech are not actually reported verbatim
but rather are constructed by speakers based
on real people and events. 

Further evidence for the notion that di-
alogue is constructed is based on the fact
that some lines of dialogue in stories are the
thoughts of the participants in the stories, or
are interjected by listeners. Further support
for Tannen’s notion that reported speech is
more appropriately termed “constructed
dialogue” is found in ASL discourse. Con-
structed dialogue can occur between hypo-
thetical persons or animals. It can also occur
as anthropomorphically attributed speech,
instances of which occur in the fish text ex-
amined here.5 To term this hypothetical di-
alogue “reported speech” or “direct address”
is odd, to say the least.

Lines of dialogue can also appear in lec-
tures, as a type of discourse event. Pufahl

(1984, 3) shows that constructed dialogue
in a technical lecture in English about
chemical compounds is “by and large differ-
ent from the one found in narratives.” Most
of the dialogue that she examined is used to
verbalize possible hearer questions or re-
sponses to information, such as “and you
say, ‘this looks like a mess.’” She suggests
that these dialogue lines are strategies used
by speakers to create interesting lectures.
They serve the function of making lectures
interesting or vivid.

Constructed dialogue in the present
ASL lecture appears both as utterances that
a fish (purportedly) is saying to other fish
and as thoughts that a fish (purportedly) is
thinking. One occurrence of dialogue is in-
troduced by the speech-framing device say

and one other occurrence is introduced by
warn. But eight instances of dialogue have
no such lexical introducer. The following
are examples of constructed dialogue in the
fish lecture:

THAT RED FISH WARN NOW ME READY
FOR LOOK-FOR PRO.3 FISH FEMALE
“That redness is the fish warning ‘Now I’m
ready to look for it, it’s a fish, it’s a female’”

BEGIN FLIRT KNOW FISH (manual wiggle in
water) FEMALE (shift to right, eye-gaze to
left) FINE (with fingers wiggling)
“(He) begins to flirt, you know, the fish
‘dances’ and the female (says) ‘How fine!’”

FISH (in holding position in front of nest) 
CHERISH MINE MINE PROTECT
“The fish is guarding the nest ‘I cherish this, it
is mine, it is mine, and I’ll protect it’”

HOME PROTECT GET-AWAY GET-AWAY
“It protects its home ‘get-away, get-away’”

FOLLOW SAY COME-HERE
”(The female) will follow, (the male) says
‘come here’”

The constructed dialogue in this ASL
lecture is different from the dialogue found
in ASL narratives. In ASL narratives, there is
an exchange of dialogue between speakers,
the content of the utterances is longer with
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more repetition than that in lectures, and
there is simply more dialogue.6 As might be
expected in a scientific, content-filled talk,
the dialogue in the fish lecture is brief and
generally consists of only one or two man-
ual signs accompanied by nonmanual sig-
nals. The one exception is a complete utter-
ance spoken by the male fish. There is no ac-
tual exchange of talk between the fish. In
this lecture, with or without co-occurring,
signed introducers such as say, the dialogue
is marked by ordinary ASL nonmanual
markers of constructed dialogue: a differ-
ence in head orientation, whereby the head
is turned and sometimes also tilted, and a
change in eye-gaze.7

All of the dialogue in the lecture is at-
tributed to the fish, and all of the utterances
are human-like expressions of thoughts or
feelings. Evidence that the dialogue can be
attributed to the fish is found in (1) the use
of the imperative get-away, which implies
an underlying you, clearly directed toward
the other fish and not the speaker or the au-
dience and (2) the use of the possessive
mine, which is said by the male fish and not
the speaker himself.8

Clearly there is more work to be done in
describing constructed dialogue, but the
purpose of this chapter is to discuss the func-
tion of dialogue in making the lecture vivid
and interesting. The following example
demonstrates this point: the male fish is fo-
cused on a particular female, the female no-
tices and says fine (with fingers wiggling).
Accompanying this sign is a facial expres-
sion reminiscent of a Mae West impression,
that is, repeated raising of the eyebrows. A
good literal translation might be, “ooh, I like
this,” or “this feels good.” Note that this seg-
ment of talk is not informative nor is it con-
tent-oriented. Therefore, it must be there to
serve another function. Indeed, the seg-
ment appears to serve a dual purpose. One

purpose is to make the talk vivid and inter-
esting, another purpose is to create an anal-
ogous scene through which the information
can be understood more completely. In ef-
fect, these are one and the same function,
an interactive, communicative function.

To confirm this interpretation, deaf
people ranging in age from eighteen to forty
were asked to evaluate this speaker. It was a
unanimous judgment that the ASL speaker
was “good,” and many of these speakers said
that the talk itself was “clear, fascinating,
and interesting.”

This use of constructed dialogue,
which, in turn, creates visual scenes or pic-
tures, seems representative of a style of
information noticed by the researcher in
lectures by other deaf speakers and in
classrooms with deaf teachers. A discourse
style that makes the attempt to associate the
world that is being talked about with an-
other world, by having listeners make a lat-
eral jump from the topic at hand to a set of
terms in which the information can be seen
differently, is analogical in nature. In pre-
sentations of analogies, the relationship be-
tween the two concepts is not always made
explicit and is not always a “logical” one, in
the Western sense of the word. That is, the
fish in the talk are not really similar to a boy
and a girl flirting. Rather, the listener is in-
vited to imagine the idea of flirtatious be-
havior so as to understand the mating ritual
of fish.

This creation of scenes through dia-
logue is a powerful way to present facts and
involve the audience in making sense of a
phenomenon. Johnstone (1986), in study-
ing persuasive arguments in Arabic, terms
these arguments, which are rich with stories
and analogies, “analogic persuasion.” One
persuades another not through logical argu-
ments built from facts but through the
beauty and vividness of stories and analo-
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gies. Thus the use of a constructed dialogue
strategy in this ASL lecture (and others) rep-
resents a type of presentation of information
in ASL that might be termed an “analogic
style.” Since people understand and inter-
nalize information through the vividness of
familiar and shared experiences, the ana-
logic style suggests that listening to and un-
derstanding users of ASL is an exercise in
cross-cultural communication, and that
speakers of a visual language understand
and learn about the world differently. 

It must be noted, however, that analogic
styles are certainly available to speakers of
many languages, including English. Conse-
quently, one cannot explain the use of these
styles simply by reference to cultural deter-
minism. Rather, the use of this style, or any
other, is the result of a particular interaction,
a particular context, and a particular audi-
ence, in conjunction with cultural predispo-
sitions (Johnstone 1986). That is, users of
ASL might choose to use this strategy within
particular interactions, whereas speakers of
English, for example, might choose to use
the same strategy in a different context.
Thus, both might find their expectations for
a particular interaction in conflict.

A FINAL POINT ABOUT NOW

Having discussed the phenomenon of con-
structed dialogue, the occurrence of now in
dialogue warrants some attention. Some to-
kens of now can easily be assigned to a par-
ticular functional category on the basis of
their appearance in discourse strategies. In
the following ASL segments from episodes
4 and 5, now appears first as a discourse
marker under a topic marking with female.
Within the episode, it appears again in ut-
terance-initial position, but in this instance
is part of an utterance that is actually the di-
alogue of the fish.

Episode 4

t
NOW FEMALE WILL LINES-OF-FISH-
MOVING FORWARD GROUP-SWIM-
TOGETHER
“Now, as for the female, (they) will, from
swimming as a school, form their own group
and continue swimming”

� (intervening discourse segments)

THAT RED FISH WARN NOW ME READY
FOR LOOK-FOR PRO.3 FISH PRO.3
FEMALE

“That redness is the fish warning, ‘Now I’m
ready to look for it, it’s a fish, it’s a female’”

Episode 5

bodyshift
NOW MALE WILL (point to chest)
RED BEGIN LOOK-FOR ON

“Now when the male changes (indicating the
chest) to red, (he) begins to search on”

WATER-MOVING (movement) WATER
(point down) GROUND LOOK-FOR GOOD
ROCK (classifier) SCADS-OF FINE++ 
“Make movements in the water and go down
to the floor looking for good rocks, small,
round rocks, lots of them and (say) ‘fine’”

The missing utterances between the
two segments of episode 4 are about the
male fish separating from the group and
swimming alone while his chest area begins
to turn red. After it turns red, the male fish is
ready to seek a female. Thus, now in the sec-
ond segment of episode 4 has a temporal
meaning as seeking a female is the next tem-
poral sequence in the process of mating.
now occurs as part of the constructed dia-
logue of the fish.

In the next episode, there occurs a brief
repetition of information from the prior
episode (the male’s chest turns red as a
warning that he is ready to look for a mate),
and the speaker uses the repetition to intro-
duce the topic of the fish looking for the
right place to build a nest. The underside of
the male fish cannot turn red twice; it has
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already been established that the chest turns
red. This kind of repetition often occurs in
utterances that open new episodes. There is
an expectation of a marker to introduce a
new focus while reminding the listener of
what he already knows. Thus, now in the
first utterance of episode 5 marks a shift to a
new point even though known information
is said next. Finally, it is noteworthy that
now as a discourse marker never appears in
constructed dialogue in this text.

SUMMARY

This chapter examines a lecture produced
by a user of ASL who is considered to be a
good lecturer. The episodic development
of the text is illustrated, and two discourse
markers that contribute to the structural
flow or organization of the lecture are de-
scribed. The combination of episode devel-
opment and discourse markers are only two
of the factors that constitute this text as a lec-
ture. In addition, constructed dialogue is
discussed as a feature of lecture style in ASL
that contributes to the impression of vivid-
ness in this lecture.

These findings barely scratch the sur-
face of the complex nature of discourse in
ASL. They do, however, provide ample evi-
dence that discourse structure in ASL is a
rich, undiscovered system. It is hoped that
these preliminary findings stimulate further
studies of discourse structure in ASL.

Schiffrin (1986) demonstrates that the
analysis of discourse markers in English led
to the construction of a theory of discourse
coherence. As she points out, such work in
other languages determines what linguistic
resources are drawn upon for use as markers
and how such determinations clarify dis-
course components and their interaction.
Studying devices such as constructed dia-
logue and other stylistic strategies at work in
all genres of discourse also builds an under-

standing of coherence, not only in dis-
course, but in the lives of the people who
use a visual language. Understanding the
basis of coherence in talk is understanding
the intricacies of human interaction.

In addition, knowledge about how con-
tent-oriented discourse is structured in ASL
will lead to questions such as how and when
children learn to incorporate markers, how
and when second language learners should
learn these markers, and how interpreters
incorporate them into the discourse flow.
The answers to such questions have clear
implications for communication in deaf ed-
ucation, second language instruction of
ASL, and interpreter education. That is, in
addition to being of theoretical interest,
such answers have practical applications as
well.
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NOTES

1. I have closely observed two other speakers using
NOW. One is a native Deaf speaker and one is a
nonnative Deaf speaker. Both speakers use now as
a discourse marker but formally articulate the sign
in ways that are different from the one used by the
speaker in this research. This observation calls for
the study of such discourse markers across many
speakers.

2. Because ASL has no written system, labels in En-
glish are used to represent signed units. The reader
should be aware that these gloss-labels are prob-
lematic in that they do not allow for all the visual
information that might be present to be repre-
sented nor has ASL been fully described. For ex-
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ample, the label PRO.3 represents a 3rd person
pronoun. But this sign has not been fully explored.
Thus, at times, it represents a 3rd person pronoun
but at other times seems to be working as a deter-
miner. 

The translations or full English glosses that are
provided are modified literal translations. That is,
they are translated as close to literal as possible, yet
understandable to a speaker of English, in an at-
tempt to represent, in English, all of the informa-
tion in the ASL utterance and to show the order in
which that information appears in the ASL utter-
ance. 

In addition, I translate the sign now in ASL as
“now” in English because it is traditionally trans-
lated this way, although others could be used. The
reader should keep in mind that now in English is
spoken differently depending on its use as a tem-
poral or discourse marker. 

In the sample discourse segments presented in
this chapter, the following transcription conven-
tions are used: ASL signs are indicated by small
capital gloss-labels, followed by a fuller English
gloss of each segment within double quotation
marks. Hyphenated single letter sequences in

small capital letters indicate fingerspelling. Each +
indicates one repetition of the sign immediately
preceding it. Parenthetical notations provide addi-
tional description of ongoing linguistic events, for
example, the occurrence of gestural deictics. Over-
scoring of the line of signs indicates the co-occur-
rence of either topic marking (t), body shift, or
head nod (hd nd).

3. The articulated form of now in this utterance en-
tails Movement–Hold. The articulated form of to-

day entails M M M H. Thus, these are two differ-
ent lexical items.

4. I am not suggesting that now works alone at these
shifts; undoubtedly there are a number of cues,
manual and nonmanual, working together (see, for
example, Baker 1976).

5. There is anecdotal evidence that this dialogue also
occurs between objects and concepts.

6. These features of ASL narratives are suggested by
Liddell (1980) and Baker (1983) and also based on
observations of the researcher.

7. Scott Liddell directed my attention to such mark-
ers based on his work (1980).

8. I thank Ceil Lucas for pointing out this evidence to
me.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the major sociolinguistic issues in
the deaf community concerns the outcome
of language contact. Specifically, there ex-
ists a kind of signing that results from the
contact between American Sign Language
(ASL) and English and exhibits features of
both languages.1 It has been claimed (Wood-
ward 1973b; Woodward and Markowicz
1975) that this kind of signing is a pidgin
and that it is the result of deaf-hearing inter-
action. The goal of this study is to reexamine
this claim, based on a preliminary structural
description of contact signing resulting
from naturalistic interaction. The objec-
tives of the study are (1) to describe the data
collection methodology used to induce
switching between ASL and this contact
signing;2 (2) to describe the sociolinguistic
factors that sometimes correlate with the
production of signing other than ASL; and
(3) to describe some aspects of the morpho-
logical, syntactic, and lexical structure of
the contact signing. The preliminary evi-
dence suggests that the outcome of lan-
guage contact in the American deaf com-
munity is unique, and quite different than
anything that has been described to date in
spoken language communities. The overall

goal, then, is reexamination as a way of get-
ting at an accurate characterization of this
unique and complex phenomenon.

The first step toward understanding lan-
guage contact in the deaf community in-
volves recognizing the complexity of the
contact situation with respect to not only
the characteristics of participants but also
the varieties of language available to those
participants. For example, with participant
characteristics, it is clearly not enough to
simply distinguish deaf individuals from
hearing individuals. Participants in a con-
tact situation can be deaf ASL-English bi-
linguals who attended a residential school at
an early age (entering, say, at age three or
four), learned ASL as a first language from
other children, and were taught some form
of English, usually by hearing teachers who
did not sign natively.3 Alternatively, the par-
ticipants can be deaf individuals who were
mainstreamed at an early age and learned
to sign relatively late, whether with ASL,
signed English, or both. Or, they can be the
hearing children of deaf parents, again ASL-
English bilinguals who learned ASL at
home natively. They can even be hearing
individuals who learned ASL or some vari-
ety of signed English relatively late in life.
Participants in a language contact situation
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can also include hearing individuals who
are English monolinguals and do not sign,
as well as deaf ASL monolinguals with a
minimal command of English in any form.
Similarly, the varieties of language available
to participants in a contact situation range
from ASL to spoken English or signed En-
glish, and to a variety of codes for English
that have been implemented in educational
settings. (See Ramsey, this volume.) The
participants in any given language contact
situation may have been exposed to some or
all of the above and may display a wide
range of linguistic skills. Finally, it is crucial
to understand that the participants in a lan-
guage contact situation have both the vocal
channel and the visual channel available,
the latter including both manual and non-
manual grammatical signals. That is, the
participants in a language contact situation
have hands, mouth, and face available for
the encoding of linguistic messages.

With spoken languages, two language
communities can be in contact but there may
not actually be many bilingual individuals in
those communities. The linguistic outcome
of language contact in that situation is differ-
ent from the linguistic outcome of the inter-
action of bilingual individuals. In turn, the in-
teraction of bilingual individuals who share
the same native language is apt to be different
from the interaction of bilinguals who have
different native languages. Compare, say, two
French-English Canadian bilinguals who
both speak French as a first language, as op-
posed to two French-English Canadian bilin-
guals, one of whom claims French as a first
language and the other of whom claims En-
glish as a first language. Code-switching can
occur in both of these situations, for example,
but the reasons for it and the linguistic form it
takes can be quite different. And this is all
in contrast, finally, with the interaction of
a bilingual speaker with a monolingual
speaker, whether that interaction is con-

ducted in the second language of the bilin-
gual (and the native language of the mono-
lingual), or vice versa. The case of a Spanish-
English bilingual interacting with a
monolingual English speaker is but one ex-
ample. If the bilingual’s first language is
Spanish and the interaction is in English,
the linguistic outcome of the interaction will
probably be different from any interaction in
Spanish with the monolingual who is in the
earliest stages of learning Spanish. 

Parallels exist for all of these situations
in the deaf community, and, as explained
earlier, participant characteristics can vary
widely between language contact situa-
tions. The following is a partial outline of
possible language contact situations in the
American deaf community, according to
participant characteristics:

• Deaf bilinguals with hearing bilinguals
• Deaf bilinguals with deaf bilinguals 
• Deaf bilinguals with hearing spoken En-

glish monolinguals
• Hearing bilinguals with deaf English signers 
• Deaf bilinguals with deaf English sign-

ers
• Deaf English signers with hearing spoken

English monolinguals
• Deaf English signers with hearing bilin-

guals
• Deaf English signers with deaf ASL mono-

linguals
• Deaf bilinguals with deaf ASL monolin-

guals 
• Deaf ASL monolinguals with hearing bilin-

guals

ISSUES OF DEFINITION

Several issues arise from this outline. One
concerns the problematic and relative con-
cept of bilingualism. As in spoken language
situations, participants in language contact
situations in the deaf community display a
range of competence both in ASL and in
English, and in the latter, both in forms of
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English-like signing and in written English.
For the purposes of the present study, bilin-
gualism is defined in demographic terms:
Deaf bilinguals are individuals who not only
learned ASL natively, either from their par-
ents or at an early age from their peers in res-
idential school settings, but also have been
exposed to spoken and written English all
their lives, beginning with the school system
and continuing into adulthood through in-
teraction with native English speakers. In
contrast, hearing bilinguals are native En-
glish speakers who learned to sign as adults,
both through formal instruction and
through interaction with deaf people. Al-
though not native ASL signers, hearing
bilinguals do not use manual codes for En-
glish, either. Specific sign use in the present
study will be discussed later. Again, it is cru-
cial to recognize a range of competence in
hearing bilinguals. For example, the lin-
guistic outcome of an interaction between a
hearing child of deaf parents (hence, possi-
bly, a native user of ASL) and a deaf bilin-
gual can be quite different from that of a
deaf bilingual and a hearing bilingual who,
while competent, learned ASL as an adult.

Another issue that arises concerns the
distinction between deaf people and hear-
ing people. Informal observation and anec-
dotal evidence suggest that this distinction is
an important variable in the outcome of lan-
guage contact in the American deaf com-
munity. Deaf individuals not only can sign
quite differently with other deaf individuals
than with hearing individuals but also can
initiate an interaction in one language and
radically switch when the interlocutor’s
ability to hear is revealed. For example, a
deaf native ASL user may initiate an inter-
action with another individual whom he be-
lieves to be deaf or whose audiological status
has not been clarified. The latter participant
may well be a near-native user of ASL. Once
the latter’s hearing ability becomes appar-

ent, however, it is not unusual for the deaf
participant to automatically switch “away
from ASL” to a more English-based form of
signing. Code choice is thus sensitive to the
ability versus inability of participants to hear
and this distinction is carefully attended to
in the present study of contact phenomena
in the deaf community. 

One might predict that the different con-
tact situations outlined earlier here yield dif-
ferent linguistic outcomes, all of them of
interest. For example, there is substantial in-
formal observational evidence that when
speaking English away from deaf individuals,
hearing bilinguals occasionally code-switch
into ASL and code-mix English and ASL fea-
tures. Another outcome is seen, when, in in-
teraction with hearing individuals who do
not sign at all, a deaf bilingual who does not
otherwise use his voice (in interaction with
other deaf people or with hearing people who
sign) opts to use spoken English in combina-
tion with gestures. Similarly, there is infor-
mal observational evidence that in interact-
ing with hearing individuals who are in the
early stages of learning to sign, deaf native
ASL users use a form of “foreigner talk.” Fi-
nally, the outcome of language contact be-
tween native signers of different sign lan-
guages (for example, ASL and Italian Sign
Language) can have unique characteristics.
There is anecdotal and casual observational
evidence for the existence of all of the lan-
guage contact situations outlined. What is
clearly required at this point is carefully col-
lected ethnographic data on videotape and
descriptive analyses of these interactions. 

The present study focuses on the out-
come of language contact in the first situa-
tion in the outline: deaf bilinguals with hear-
ing bilinguals. The reason for choosing this
focus is that characterizations of language
contact in the American deaf community
have thus far been limited to the interaction
between deaf people and hearing people,
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and this interaction contact has been char-
acterized as producing a kind of pidgin. As
stated earlier, one of the objectives of this
study is to reexamine this characterization,
in part by way of a preliminary description of
the lexical, morphological and syntactic fea-
tures of language production that result from
the interaction of deaf and hearing people.
There are suggestions in the literature that
the outcome of the interaction of deaf bilin-
guals with other deaf bilinguals is sometimes
a language variety other than ASL. In the
present study, we collected considerable
data on such interactions, a very general de-
scription of which is provided here. A de-
tailed linguistic analysis of the deaf-deaf va-
riety of interaction, as well as a comparison
of that variety with the hearing-deaf variety,
are reserved for future study.

THE OUTCOME OF LANGUAGE CONTACT

Given the variety in both participant charac-
teristics and languages available, it is not sur-
prising that the linguistic outcome of lan-
guage contact is something that cannot be
strictly described as ASL or as a signed repre-
sentation of English. The issue is not that
contact signing occurs, nor what label to at-
tach to the system of signs, but rather how to
characterize the system. Contact signing is

characterized as “an interface between deaf
signers and hearing speakers” by Fischer
(1978, 314) and is labeled Pidgin Sign En-
glish (PSE) by Woodward (1972, 1973b).
The linguistic characteristics of this so-called
PSE are examined in three studies: Wood-
ward (1973b), Woodward and Markowicz
(1975), and Reilly and McIntire (1980).
Woodward (1973b, 17) states that “Some-
times people sign something that seems to be
a pidginized version of English. The syntac-
tic order is primarily English, but inflections
have been reduced in redundancy, and there
is a mixture of American Sign Language and
English structure.” Further details are pro-
vided (Woodward 1973b, 42):

These characteristics point up some close 
similarities between PSE and other pid-
gins. In most pidgins, articles are deleted;
the copula is usually uninflected; inflec-
tions such as English plural are lost and
most derivations are lost, just as they are in
PSE. Perfective aspect in pidgins is often
expressed through finish or a similar verb
like done.

Woodward (1973b) and Woodward and
Markowicz (1975) provide a description
of some of the linguistic characteristics of
PSE, which are summarized in Table 1.
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TABLE I. Linguistic Characteristics of Pidgin Sign English (PSE)

FEATURE ASL SIGN ENGLISH PSE

Articles No Yes Variable: A, T-H-E (fingerspelled)

Plurality Noun pluralization -s, etc. Some reduplication, generally does not use marker
by reduplication to represent English s plural

Copula No Yes With older signers, represented by the sign TRUE

Progressive Verb reduplication -ing “PSE retains verb reduplication in a few heavily
weighted environments, e.g., ‘run’, ‘drive’. PSE un-
inflected copula or inflected forms plus a verb for
Standard English be + ing. PSE, however, drops the
redundant + ing” (Woodward 1973b, 41).

Perfective FINISH FINISH2, an allomorph of ASL FINISH



Their inventory of features includes agent-
beneficiary directionality, negative incorpo-
ration, and number incorporation. They
also discuss PSE phonology, specifically,
handshapes, location, and movement.

Reilly and McIntire (1980, 151) define
PSE as “a form of signing used by many
hearing people for interacting with deaf
people and thus is a commonly encoun-
tered dialect of ASL.” They (1980, 152)
point out that

Although PSE has been classified as a pid-
gin language, it differs from most pidgins
in important ways. . . . Syntactically, PSE
does not appear as many other pidgins.
Because it does make use of a number of
English grammatical devices for creating
complex sentences, it has access to a
wider range of grammatical constructions
than do most pidgins.

The PSE label is very widely used and
the analogy with spoken language pidgin
situations and language contact in gen-
eral is extended to include the idea of
diglossic variation along a continuum.
The suggestion that Ferguson’s (1959)
concept of diglossia might be applicable
to the deaf community was first made by
Stokoe (1969). By the low (L) variety,
Stokoe is referring to ASL. As he (Stokoe
1969, 23) states, “The H (‘superposed’ or
‘high’) variety is English. However, this
English is a form most unfamiliar to usual
linguistic scrutiny. It is not spoken but ut-
tered in ‘words’ which are fingerspelled or
signed.” As Lee (1982, 131) points out,
“The concept of a sign language ‘contin-
uum’ linking the H and L varieties . . . has
become quite popular. This continuum
represents a scale of all the varieties of
ASL and English produced by both deaf
and hearing signers. These varieties im-

perceptibly grade into ASL on one ex-
treme and English on the other.” It is
claimed that a number of varieties exist
along the continuum, and it is some com-
plex of these varieties that the label PSE is
said to identify. 

A notable problem with earlier descrip-
tions concerns lack of data or problems with
the data used to back up claims about the
linguistic nature of the signing being de-
scribed. Neither in Woodward (1973b) nor
in Woodward and Markowicz (1975) is
there any description of the sample that
serves as the source for the list of features
proposed for PSE. Woodward (personal
communication, 1988) has indicated that
the description of PSE was based in part on
a sample from his dissertation: 140 individ-
uals, ranging in age from thirteen to fifty-
five, with 9 black signers and 131 white sign-
ers. But these data are still problematic as
the basis for a description of language con-
tact because (1) the data were elicited by a
hearing researcher on a one-on-one basis
with the use of a questionnaire, and were
not interactional; and (2) the signers provid-
ing these data range from deaf native ASL
signers to hearing nonnative signers, mak-
ing it virtually impossible to separate out fea-
tures of the language produced that are a
function of language contact from features
that are a function of second-language ac-
quisition. For example, Woodward and
Markowicz (1975, 18) claim that the ASL
rule of negative incorporation can occur in
PSE, but that “deaf signers use more nega-
tive incorporation than hearing signers.”
This may indeed be true, but it might also
reflect a difference in language competence
(i.e., native signers knowing and compe-
tently using a rule that nonnative signers
may be in the process of learning), rather
than a reflection of language contact be-
tween hearing and deaf signers.
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It seems that deaf language production
and hearing language production in a lan-
guage contact situation are necessarily dif-
ferent by virtue of differences in language
acquisition backgrounds. Also, the features
of contact signing (PSE) cannot be de-
scribed based on data that not only combine
native and nonnative signers’ productions
but also are not interactional. Researchers
are certainly aware of the need to dis-
tinguish between native and nonnative pro-
duction. In fact, Lee (1982, 131) reports 
that

Stokoe (personal communication) sug-
gests that there may in fact be two PSE
continua: a PSEd produced by deaf sign-
ers and a PSEh produced by hearing sign-
ers. PSEd is likely to have more ASL
grammatical structures and to omit En-
glish inflections. PSEh tends to have
greater English influence and rarely ap-
proaches the ASL extreme of the contin-
uum.

The need for separation of data sources is
thus recognized, but this need is not re-
flected in the actual descriptions of PSE that
are produced. Thus, Reilly and McIntire
(1980) base their description of the differ-
ences between PSE and ASL on videotapes
of a children’s story that was signed by four
informants. Three of these informants are
hearing. Three have deaf parents and two of
the three hearing informants did not use
sign in childhood. The instructions for dif-
ferent versions of the story were given either
in ASL or, as Reilly and McIntire (1980,
155) describe, “in PSE and spoken En-
glish simultaneously . . . or interpreted, i.e.,
signed as they were being read aloud by the
investigator.”

Although there is an awareness of the
need to control for the variable of signer
skill, and even though the description of

PSE is based on videotaped data, the prob-
lem of separating the consequences of lan-
guage contact from the consequences of
second language learning arises in Reilly
and McIntire’s (1980) study. In their con-
clusions, they (1980, 183) observe:

It seems that there is a gradation from
structures that are more obvious to the
language learner (classifiers and direc-
tional verbs) to those that are more and
more subtle (sustained signs and facial
and other non-manual behaviors). This
gradation is reflected in differential usage
by different signers.

Once again, we encounter the “apples and
oranges” dilemma resulting from descrip-
tions of PSE based on the sign production of
signers with different levels of competence
and ages of acquisition. Furthermore, data
collection in analogous spoken language
situations does not typically yield naturalis-
tic data, and, accordingly, it is not clear that
the data upon which Reilly and McIntire’s
description of PSE is based bear any resem-
blance to language production in a natural
language contact situation. 

Clearly, any study that proposes to de-
scribe the linguistic outcome of language
contact in the American deaf community
should at the very least take its departure
from data collected in naturalistic interac-
tional settings that reflect actual language
contact situations as closely as possible. It is
fair to say that studies claiming to describe
the linguistic outcome of language contact
in the American deaf community to date
may not reflect the actual situation, owing
to either a lack of data or problematic data.
In light of the problems presented by the
data in research to date, the characteriza-
tions of language contact in the American
deaf community—pidginization, foreigner
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talk, learner’s grammars, diglossic contin-
uum—warrant reexamination.

THE PRESENT STUDY

Given the enormous complexity of lan-
guage contact in the American deaf com-
munity, and the problems inherent in ear-
lier studies attempting to describe the
situation, we focused on only one particular
type of interaction. The major goals of the
present study are (1) to provide a prelimi-
nary description of the signing of deaf bilin-
guals when signing with hearing bilinguals,
and (2) to base that description on carefully
collected data that reflect natural interac-
tion as closely as possible. Toward this end,
six dyads of informants were formed. Eleven
of the twelve informants rated themselves
as very skilled in ASL, and all twelve rated
themselves as skilled in English. Of the
twelve informants, nine were born deaf, one
was born hard of hearing and is now deaf,
and two were born hearing and became deaf
at fifteen months of age and three years of
age, respectively. Five of the twelve came
from deaf families, and of the remaining
seven, five attended residential schools for
the deaf and learned ASL at an early age.
One informant learned ASL from other deaf

students in a mainstream program. Consid-
ering the family and educational back-
ground of all but one of the informants,
their self-evaluations of personal language
skills are accurate: They are bilinguals who
learned ASL either natively from their par-
ents or at a very early age from peers (all but
one in a residential school setting). They
have had exposure to and contact with En-
glish all of their lives. The data from one in-
formant who did not learn ASL until age 21
(born deaf, hearing family) is excluded from
the analysis, and, in fact, the video-tapes for
this informant reveal minimal use of ASL.

The composition of each of the six
dyads is shown in Table 2. The participants
in dyads 1 and 2 share similar backgrounds,
as do the participants in dyads 4, 5, and 6.
Dyad 3 was deliberately “mixed,” consisting
of one individual born deaf in a deaf family
and one individual born deaf in a hearing
family, but both having attended residential
school. In dyads 1, 3, and 6, the participants
did not know each other; in dyads 2, 4, and
5, they did. 

In the first part of the data collection,
the videocameras were present, but at no
point were the technicians visible. The sign
production of the six dyads was videotaped
during interaction with, first, a deaf inter-
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TABLE 2. Composition of Dyads

DYAD PARTICIPANT A PARTICIPANT B

1 Deaf family, born deaf, residential school Deaf family, deaf at 15 mos., public school

2 Deaf family, born deaf, deaf day school Deaf family, born hard of hearing, now profoundly
deaf, deaf day school

3 Deaf family, born deaf, residential school Hearing family, born deaf, residential school

4 Hearing family, born deaf, residential Hearing family, deaf at age 3, residential school
school

5 Hearing family, born deaf, residential Hearing family, born deaf, mainstream program
school

6 Hearing family, deaf at age 3, residential Hearing family, born deaf, learned ASL at age 21, 
school public school



viewer who signed ASL, then the dyad
alone; next with a hearing interviewer who
produced English-like signing and used her
voice while she signed, then the dyad alone
again; finally, with the deaf interviewer
again. The whole interview experience be-
gan with exclusive contact with the deaf in-
terviewer.

Each interview consisted of a discus-
sion of several broad topics of interest to
members of the deaf community. Four
statements were presented and participants
were asked if they agreed or disagreed, and
why.4 It was predicted that (1) the situation
with the deaf researcher will induce ASL,
but the relative formality of the situation
and the presence of a stranger can preclude
it; (2) the situation with the hearing re-
searcher will induce a shift away from ASL
to contact signing; and (3) the informants
alone with each other will elicit ASL. The
structure of the interviews in terms of rela-
tive formality and informality is summa-
rized in Table 3.

This interview structure has strong par-
allels with Edwards’ (1986) research design
for a study of British Black English. Ed-
wards’ (1986, 9) major concern in that study
was the improvement of methodology “so as
to ensure that this corpus authentically re-
flects the range of individual and situational
variation which exists within the black com-
munity.” Edwards recognized the obvious
need for the black interviewers in gaining
access to vernacular speech. Edwards

(1986, 17) was assured that the presence of a
sympathetic, young Black interviewer, that
is, a peer, would guarantee the use of the
vernacular by the informants. But

Our observation made it clear that many
young black people use Patois only in in-
group conversation, so that the presence
of any other person, even the young black
field-worker, would be enough to inhibit
Patois usage The obvious solution was to
create a situation in which the young
people were left alone.

As in the Edwards study, participants in
the present study were left alone twice and
asked to continue discussing the topics in-
troduced by the interviewers. In the first in-
stance, the deaf interviewer was called away
for “an emergency phone call.” After an
eight to ten minute period, the hearing in-
terviewer arrived and explained that she
would be taking the deaf interviewer’s
place. The interview continued and the
hearing interviewer then left to check on the
deaf interviewer. The dyad was again left
alone until the return of the deaf interviewer
for the remainder of the interview session.
Following the completion of the interview,
the participants were told that there had in
fact been no emergency, and the reason for
the deaf interviewer’s departure was ex-
plained. The participants viewed portions of
the tapes and discussed the purpose of the
study with the researchers. All the partici-
pants were glad to be told that the “emer-
gency” was false, but accepted it as part of
the data collection procedure.

Based on a preliminary examination of
the data, some important observations can
be made. These observations fall into two
broad categories: (1) the overall pattern of
language use during the interviews, and
(2) the linguistic properties of the contact
signing produced by deaf native ASL sign-
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TABLE 3. Interview Structure

SITUATION TYPE FORMAL INFORMAL

With deaf interviewer +

Dyad alone +

With hearing interviewer +

Dyad alone +

With deaf interviewer +



ers during deaf-hearing interaction. As as-
sessed by a deaf native ASL user, the distri-
butional pattern of language choice dur-
ing the interviews is summarized in Table
4.5 The information in this table should be
read as follows: In the first dyad, partici-
pant A uses ASL across all of the situations
of interaction; A’s language use here con-
trasts with B’s, who uses contact signing
and signed English with the deaf inter-
viewer, contact signing with A, and signed
English with the hearing interviewer, and
so on, for all six dyads. As the distributional
contrasts in Table 4 reveal, some partici-
pants start out with one kind of signing in
a particular condition and then change to
another kind of signing, within the same
condition. Participant B in dyad 5, for ex-
ample, produces contact signing with the
deaf interviewer. When alone with A, B
produces ASL and then produces contact
signing again when the hearing inter-
viewer appears. When the hearing inter-
viewer leaves, and A and B are again alone,
B continues to produce contact signing for
a while and then produces ASL. B contin-
ues to produce ASL upon the return of the
deaf interviewer and does so until the end
of the interview. 

In keeping with our prediction, ten of
the twelve informants produce a form of
signing that is other-than-ASL with the hear-
ing interviewer—either contact signing or
signed English with voice. In some cases,
the informants produce ASL with the deaf
interviewer and while alone with each
other, as was expected. However, some un-
expected results emerged. For example,
three informants use ASL with the hearing
interviewer, contrary to a widely held belief
that deaf native signers automatically switch
away from ASL in the presence of a nonna-
tive signer. Furthermore, two of the infor-
mants (1A and 4A) use ASL consistently
across all of the situations. One might pre-
dict that both of these informants come
from deaf families; however, 4A is from a
hearing family. Another unexpected result
is the production of contact signing both
with the deaf interviewer and when the in-
formants are left alone. The deaf inter-
viewer consistently signs ASL, and it was
predicted that the informants would pro-
duce ASL in this situation and when left
alone. But this is not the actual outcome. In-
deed, in one case, an informant produces
signed English with the deaf interviewer.
These results are particularly noteworthy
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TABLE 4. Distribution of Language Choice, by Interview Situation and Participant

Dyad 1 Dyad 2 Dyad 3 Dyad 4 Dyad 5 Dyad 6
Participants Participants Participants Participants Participants Participants

SITUATION A B A B A B A B A B A B

With deaf 
interviewer ASL CS/SEa ASL ASL/CS ASL/CS CS ASL SE ASL CS ASL CS

Dyad alone ASL CL ASL ASL ASL/CS ASL/CS ASL CS ASL ASL CS CS

With hearing 
interviewer ASL SE ASL/CS CS CS SE ASL CS CS CS CS CS

Dyad alone ASL CS ASL ASL ASL/CS ASL/CS ASL CS CS/ASL CS/ASL CS/ASL CS/ASL

With deaf 
interviewer ASL CS ASL ASL/CS ASL/CS ASL ASL CS ASL ASL ASL CS

aCS, Contact Signing; SE, Signed English, with voice.



given another widely held belief that deaf
native signers will consistently sign ASL
with each other if no hearing people are pre-
sent. The observations on the overall pattern
of language use during the interviews can
be summarized as follows:

• Some informants use contact signing or
signed English with the hearing inter-
viewer, as expected; others use ASL
throughout. 

• ASL is used with the hearing interviewer
by some informants but not others.

• Contact signing is produced with the deaf
interviewer and when the informants are
alone.

• ASL is used not only by deaf informants
from deaf families but also by deaf infor-
mants from hearing families.

These observations appear to challenge
the traditional perspective on language
contact in the American deaf community.
For example, it is traditionally assumed that
contact signing (known as PSE) appears in
deaf-hearing interaction, mainly for the ob-
vious reason that the hearing person might
not understand ASL. On the extreme is the
position that the very purpose of contact
signing is to prevent hearing people from
learning ASL (Woodward and Markowicz
1975, 12). More measured approaches
simply describe contact signing as the prod-
uct of deaf-hearing interaction. Little is
said, however, about the use of contact
signing in exclusively deaf settings. Al-
though the need for comprehension might
explain the occurrence of contact signing
in deaf-hearing interaction, it is clearly not
an issue in portions of the interviews de-
scribed here, as all of the participants are
native or near-native signers and, in some
instances, sign ASL with each other. The
choice to use contact signing with other
deaf ASL natives, then, appears to be moti-
vated by sociolinguistic factors. Two of

three factors identified in the present study
are the formality of the interview situation
(including the presence of videotape equip-
ment) and the participant’s lack of familiar-
ity in some cases with both the interviewer
and the other informant. The videotaped
data also clearly present counter-evidence
to the claim that deaf people never or rarely
sign ASL in the presence of hearing people,
as two of the informants chose to sign ASL
throughout their respective interviews.
This choice may be motivated by other so-
ciolinguistic factors, such as the desire to es-
tablish one’s social identity as a bona fide
member of the deaf community or cultural
group, a desire that may supersede consid-
erations of formality and lack of familiarity
with one’s cointerlocutor(s). Different soci-
olinguistic factors motivate the language
choices of different individuals. This is fur-
ther illustrated by the differences among in-
formants in language choice within a given
interview situation.

Figure 1 provides a more graphic sum-
mary of informant language use within the
interviews. Three distinct patterns are dis-
cernible here. One pattern, as seen with
dyads 1 and 4, consists of the two informants
using distinctly different kinds of signing
and never overlapping with each other. For
example, in dyad 1, informant 1A consis-
tently uses ASL throughout the interview,
even though 1B starts out with contact sign-
ing and signed English, then moves first to
contact signing, then to signed English, and
then back to contact signing. Similarly, in
dyad 4, informant 4A consistently uses ASL,
while 4B starts out with signed English and
then consistently uses contact signing. Nei-
ther 1B nor 4B ever approaches the use of
ASL during the interview. The first pattern,
then, is that one participant’s choice of sign-
ing during the interview is consistently dis-
tinct from the co-participant’s choice or
choices. 
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In dyads 2 and 6, we see a second pat-
tern, where the informants use different
kinds of signing during the first part of the
interview with the deaf interviewer but,
when left alone with each other, use the
same kind of signing. In dyad 2, informant
2A continues with ASL, and 2B switches to
ASL; in dyad 6, informant 6B continues
with contact signing, and 6A switches to
contact signing. In dyad 6, the informants
use the same kind of signing and switch in
the same way towards ASL when left alone

and then sign quite differently with the deaf
interviewer. In dyad 2, the informants do
not sign in exactly the same way, but they do
shift in the same direction. Also noteworthy
in both dyads is the fact that despite shifting
during the interview, each informant signs
the same way with the deaf interviewer at
the end of the interview as at the beginning. 

The third pattern is seen in dyads 3 and
5, where the informants begin the interview
with different kinds of signing. One infor-
mant then shifts toward the other, and then
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FIGURE 1. Patterns of language choice: (a) dyad 1; (b) dyad 2; (c) dyad 3; (d) dyad 4; (e) dyad 5; (f) dyad 6.



both informants either together use the
same kind of signing for the remainder of
the interview (dyad 5) or use the same kind
of signing, then shift in the same direction,
and then together use the same kind of sign-
ing again (dyad 3).

One central question is what accounts
for the use of different kinds of signing by in-
dividual informants within the interviews.
Switching that seems to be motivated by the
presence of a hearing person can be seen in
these data: seven of the twelve informants
switch from ASL signing or ASL signing
with some contact signing features to con-
tact signing or signed English with voice in
the presence of the hearing interviewer. Of
the remaining five informants, two consis-
tently sign ASL in all situations; the other
three produce contact signing when the
hearing interviewer arrives and maintain
this choice for the duration of her presence.
Five of the twelve informants are from deaf
families, and it is important to note that four
of those five are among those who switched
in the presence of the hearing interviewer.
Of the five informants who did not switch
with the hearing interviewer, only one is
from a deaf family. 

Signing behavior produced in the pres-
ence of a hearing person does not explain
the occurrence of contact signing with the
deaf interviewer or when the informants are
alone. The use of contact signing in the lat-
ter situations can be accounted for by sev-
eral factors, such as the formality of the in-
terview situation and the lack of familiarity
of the informants with the deaf interviewer.
Attitudes concerning the kind of signing
that is appropriate in different situations
have long been noticed and described. In-
deed, it is this interrelationship between
language attitudes and language choices
that prompted Stokoe (1969) to describe the
language situation in the deaf community as
diglossic—that is, ASL strictly in some con-

texts and a more English-like signing strictly
for other contexts, with no overlap. In reex-
amining this characterization of the lan-
guage situation in the deaf community as
diglossic, Lee (1982, 127) states that al-
though “there is indeed variation [in the
deaf community] . . . code-switching and
style shifting rather than diglossia appear to
be the norm.” Three of Ferguson’s (1959)
nine criteria for diglossia are linguistic (lexi-
con, phonology, and grammar), while six
are described by Lee as sociolinguistic (lit-
erary heritage, standardization, prestige, sta-
bility, acquisition, and function). As she
(Lee 1982, 147) observes, “I have found
none of the nine characteristics actually
consistent with diglossia, at least in some
parts of the linguistic community.”

Even though it is not clear at this point
what the roles of code-switching and style
shifting are in the deaf community, it is clear
from Lee’s reexamination of Stokoe’s (1969)
work and from the present data that the lan-
guage situation in the deaf community is
not strictly diglossic. Clearly, some of the in-
formants in our study see ASL as inappro-
priate for any part of the interview. Specifi-
cally, informants 1B and 4B never use ASL.
Other informants see ASL as appropriate
only when no interviewer is present. In each
one of the six dyads, a shift occurs when the
deaf interviewer departs and the informants
are alone, and it is striking that whenever
the signing of one informant shifts toward
the signing of another, it is, with one excep-
tion, a shift from contact signing or signed
English to or toward ASL. That is, infor-
mants 1A, 2A, 4A, 5A use ASL with the deaf
interviewer at the beginning of the inter-
view, and 1B, 2B, 3B, 4B, and 5B use con-
tact signing or signed English. When the
deaf interviewer departs, the latter infor-
mants switch to or toward ASL. The one ex-
ception is informant 6A, who uses ASL with
the deaf interviewer and then switches to
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contact signing when left alone with 6B,
who continues to use contact signing. This
may have occurred because, of the twelve
informants, 6B is the only one who learned
ASL relatively late. 6A may have switched to
contact signing in an attempt to accommo-
date 6B. The claim that ASL is regarded as
appropriate only when the interviewers are
absent is further supported by the two infor-
mants (2B and 6B) who switch away from
ASL to contact signing when the deaf inter-
viewer reappears at the end of the interview.
Any attempt, however, to claim that this is
evidence of diglossia is quickly thwarted by
the informants who use ASL in all of the in-
terview situations, with no apparent regard
for formality, familiarity, or audiological sta-
tus of the cointerlocutor(s).

The patterns seen in Figure 1 provide
an illustration of Giles’s (1977) theory of ac-
commodation in linguistic behavior (also,
see Valli, 1988). That accommodation can
take the form of convergence, nonconver-
gence, or divergence. With convergence, a
speaker chooses a language variety that
seems to fit the needs of the cointerlocu-
tor(s). Under some conditions, however, a
speaker can diverge in order to dissociate
from the cointerlocutor(s), perhaps to em-
phasize loyalty to his group. Nonconver-
gence occurs when one speaker does not
move away from another but simply contin-
ues using a variety that differs from other
speakers. Figure 1 provides examples of all
three types of accommodation. In dyad 1,
for example, participant 1B converges with
or shifts toward 1A when the dyad is alone.
1B then converges with the hearing inter-
viewer by shifting to signed English, while
1A provides an example of nonconvergence
with the hearing interviewer by continuing
to use ASL. In all of the dyads except 6, the
B participants converge toward the A partic-
ipants, which is to say, toward ASL. As men-
tioned earlier about dyad 6, participant A

may converge toward B because B learned
sign language relatively late and may not be
comfortable using ASL. 

A major goal of this chapter is to de-
scribe the sociolinguistic conditions that ac-
company the production of signing other
than ASL, signing that has been labeled
PSE. Contrary to claims that this kind of
signing occurs in the presence of hearing
people, either to aid their comprehension or
to deny them access to ASL, the videotaped
data in this study clearly demonstrate that
contact signing is produced among deaf na-
tive ASL signers in the absence of hearing
people. The sociolinguistic factors that mo-
tivate this language choice appear to in-
clude the relative formality of the interview
situation and the lack of familiarity with
cointerlocutors. There is clear evidence that
contact signing is considered more appro-
priate than ASL in some situations. Further-
more, an examination of the conditions of
language contact situations in the deaf com-
munity reveals that, from a sociolinguistic
standpoint, these situations are not at all
analogous to the sociolinguistic conditions
that give rise to spoken language pidgins.

LINGUISTIC FEATURES OF CONTACT SIGNING

Another goal of this chapter is to describe
some of the morphological, lexical, and syn-
tactic features of contact signing. As ex-
plained earlier, a complete linguistic de-
scription of contact signing is planned and
will be based on a corpus formed from na-
tive signer judgments of the language pro-
duction on the videotapes. This linguistic
description will encompass each infor-
mant’s signing in all the interview situa-
tions, that is, with the deaf interviewer, with
the hearing interviewer, and alone with the
other informant. The present preliminary
description focuses on each informant’s in-
teraction with the hearing interviewer and is
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based on thirty seconds of transcription per
informant.6 From this sample, Table 5 sum-
marizes various features of contact signing. 

The lexical forms found in contact sign-
ing are ASL signs. It is important to observe
that these lexical forms are consistently ac-
companied by the mouthing of correspond-
ing English lexical items. This mouthing
is produced without voicing. Although most
of the lexical forms are ASL signs with ASL
meaning and function, sometimes the lexi-
cal forms have English meanings and func-
tions. For example, the ASL sign grow (the
sign used when discussing the growth of
plants, for example) is produced with the
lexicalized fingerspelled sign #up, in a dis-
cussion of the hearing children of deaf par-
ents. Even though the sign grow used by
our informant is an ASL sign, it is not the
sign typically used in ASL for talking about
the growth of children. The result, then, is
the use of an ASL form with a meaning not
usually associated with that sign. This ex-
ample is analogous to examples in the vari-
ous manual codes for English, where one
ASL sign is used for a wide variety of English
meanings, even though separate ASL signs
exist for those meanings. For example, the
ASL sign run (as in “run down the street”) is
cited in these systems for the meanings of
“run for president,” “run a business,” or “run
in a stocking.” The occurrence of the sign
grow with the fingerspelled #up may be a
reflection of the signer’s exposure to manu-
ally coded systems for English in the educa-
tional system. And in a situation deemed
appropriate for more English-like signing,

evidence of those systems emerges. grow,
then, is a case of an ASL sign that is not be-
ing used with its ASL meaning. In that usage
it has an English meaning. Another ex-
ample in the data of ASL lexical forms with
English meaning and function is the sign
mean, which in ASL is generally used as a
verb, as in

WH
WORD MEAN
“What does the word mean?”

In the data, however, this sign occurs with
the meaning and function of the English
noun meaning, as in the sequence what

mean of quote deaf culture “what is the
meaning of ‘deaf culture’”?

Both morphologically and syntactically,
the contact signing examined here shows
drastic reduction of both the ASL and English
systems. Word order follows English patterns,
as does the use of prepositional phrases, con-
junctions, embedded constructions with that,
personal pronouns, and collocations. English
inflectional and derivational morphology is
nonexistent, yielding a very analytic (as op-
posed to synthetic) picture. This extends to
the mouthing of English lexical items that is a
feature of contact signing. The mouthing
does not include any bound English mor-
phemes such as plural -s, third-person posses-
sive -s, past tense -ed, and so forth.

Davis (this volume) draws a distinction
between clear English mouthing and re-
duced English mouthing. The former con-
sists of the completely silent pronunciation
of a word. The latter consists of the partially
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TABLE 5. Linguistic Features of Contact Signing

LEXICAL MEANING MORPHOLOGICAL SYNTACTIC
LEXICAL FORM AND FUNCTION STRUCTURE STRUCTURE

ASL and ASL-like ASL, idiosyncratic, English Reduced ASL and English, Reduced English
lexical items, English reduction and/or absence idiosyncratic 
mouthing of nonmanual signals constructions 



silent pronunciation of a word. For example,
one signer fingerspells #ed “education”
and mouths “educa-.” These data contain
examples of both complete and partial
mouthing. Furthermore, ASL inflectional
and derivational morphology are virtually
absent. There is also considerable use of de-
ictic signs, such as pronouns. Finally, the
contact signing yields some examples of
what can only be called idiosyncratic syntac-
tic constructions, constructions that fit nei-
ther the ASL nor the English grammatical
system. Examples include sequences such as

+ mouthing →
GROW # UP OF BE DEAF,

and

+ mouthing →
COOPERATIVE TEAM-
WORK #IS REAL MOST
KEY THEIR #GOALS.

Figure 2 provides an example of the
contact signing produced by one informant
in discussing whether mainstreaming is
preferable to residential schools. This par-
ticular informant favors residential schools.
Examples of the features of contact signing
here include English word order, use of
conjunctions, prepositional phrases, consis-
tent mouthing without voice of English lex-
ical items, idiosyncratic constructions, and
the absence of determiners. Inflectional
morphemes are absent except for the in-
vented sign for English -ing and the finger-
spelled copula, #is. There are also examples
of deictic ASL signs (e.g., pronouns), lexi-
calized fingerspelling (#of, #ed), and an
ASL discourse marker (“well”). Finally,
there is the occurrence of a single spoken
English word, “so.” Recall that Woodward
(1973b) and Woodward and Markowicz
(1975), in their inventory of PSE features,
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FIGURE 2. Contact signing. The transcription is relatively broad. The notation + mouthing indicates the
mouthing without voice of English phrases or sentences that parallels the signed message. The term PRO
is used for what appear to be pronominal forms. The gloss “WELL” indicates the placement of a discourse
marker.



include English word order and the absence
of determiners, two of the features of the
present data. However, there are many
other features in these data that are not
found in their inventory. 

The linguistic outcome of contact be-
tween ASL and English is not most aptly de-
scribed as a pidgin. This observation is in
accord with that of Cokely (1983). In
reviewing the preconditions defined by
other researchers for the emergence of a
pidgin (e.g., Ferguson and DeBose 1977),
Cokely (1983, 11, 20) finds that the ASL-
English contact situation 

can be described as one in which mem-
bers of the Deaf community communi-
cate with hearing people in a foreigner
talk register of ASL, and members of the
hearing community communicate with
Deaf people in a foreigner talk register of
English. . . . The ASL-English contact sit-
uation does not, in fact, result in the
emergence of a pidgin. Although the pro-
cess of pidginization may be detected in
the ASL-English situation, the precondi-
tions for the development of a pidgin lan-
guage are not adequately met. Instead the
variation along the ASL-English contin-
uum of varieties or registers can be ac-
counted for by the dynamic interplay of
foreigner talk, judgments of proficiency,
and learners’ attempts to master the target
language—whether this is ASL for hear-
ing users or English for Deaf users.

There is one apparent difficulty with
Cokely’s characterization of language con-
tact in the deaf community. Consider an
analogy from spoken language contact situ-
ations. In the contact between a native
speaker of Italian, for example, and a non-
native speaker, it would be quite strange to
expect that the “foreigner talk” variety of
Italian used by the native speaker would
include any elements of the nonnative

speaker’s first language. More likely, the
“foreigner talk” variety would simplv be a
modified version of Italian. The variety of
signing that the deaf native ASL signer typi-
cally uses with hearing people, however,
seems to include at least some features of
English and thus does not qualify strictly as
“foreigner talk.” This is also the case for the
variety of signing that hearing people use
with deaf people.

Woodward (1985, 19) describes Cokely’s
observations as “challenging to Woodward’s
(1973b) analysis of the varieties between
ASL and English as a pidgin language” and
contends that “by 1980, however, the notion
that varieties referred to by ‘PSE’ as a discrete
pidgin had already been abandoned.” He
(1985, 19) cites his own 1980 work to support
this contention: “While it is true that PSE is
different from pure ASL and from pure En-
glish, it is not a separate language. There is
no way in the world to define where PSE be-
gins and ends.” Bochner and Albertini
(1988) address the issue of PSE within the
context of language acquisition and cor-
rectly observe that it is difficult to draw a
clear parallel between spoken language pid-
gins and PSE. Although their claims are not
data based, they (Bochner and Albertini
1988, 13–14) note that “a pidgin may be de-
veloping in North American schools and
workplaces among users of mutually unin-
telligible sign systems . . . Objective and de-
tailed descriptions of the structure and func-
tion of signing being used in these situations
would clarify the picture.”

To fully understand the preliminary in-
ventory of contact signing features in these
data, and to get a clearer understanding of
what kind of linguistic phenomenon contact
signing is, it is useful to compare it to (1) in-
ventories of the features of English-based
spoken language pidgins and (2) features of
other kinds of signing such as signed En-
glish, which by its nature is English-based.
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From the comparison in Table 6, we can see
that the contact signing examined thus far is
distinct from both English-based spoken lan-
guage pidgins and from signed English.
Specifically, virtually the only way in which
an analogy of contact signing with spoken
language pidgins may hold is with the re-
duction in morphology. In all other ways,
contact signing and spoken language pid-
gins are quite different in their inventory of
features. Compared to English-based pid-
gins, which consist of mainly English lexical
items with English meanings and functions
in a reduced English morphological and
syntactic system, contact signing uniquely
combines ASL and ASL-like lexical items in
a reduced English syntactic system.

The outcome of this language contact
situation appears to be a kind of code-mixing
that is quite different from those described
thus far for spoken languages. For example,
Bokamba (1985, 4) defines code-switching
as an intersentential event, the embedding or
mixing of words, phrases, and sentences
from two codes within the same speech
event and across sentence boundaries. And

code-mixing is an intrasentential event, the
embedding or mixing of various linguistic
units, that is, affixes, words, phrases, and
clauses from two distinct grammatical sys-
tems or subsystems within the same sen-
tence and the same speech situation. Kachru
(1978b) and Sridhar and Sridhar (1980) of-
fer similar definitions. Central to under-
standing both code-switching and code-mix-
ing in spoken languages is that even though
the parts of two different codes can be
switched intersententially or mixed intrasen-
tentially, the switching or mixing is sequen-
tial in nature, as opposed to being simulta-
neous. That is, units in spoken languages,
whether phonological, morphological, or
syntactic, are necessarily produced one after
the other. If, in a code-mixing situation, the
verb of one language is marked with an in-
flection from another language, this event is
also sequential, that is, first the verb is pro-
duced, followed by the inflection. It is safe to
say that code-mixing, for spoken languages,
does not mean the consistent use of the lexi-
cal items of one language in the syntactic
system of another.
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TABLE 6. Comparison of Linguistic Features among Various Systems

ENGLISH-BASED
SPOKEN CONTACT SPOKEN LANGUAGE

FEATURES ENGLISH ASL SIGNED ENGLISH SIGNING PIDGINSa

Lexical form English ASL ASL, ASL-like signs, ASL and ASL-like English, some substrate,
non-ASL-like signs, signs, English mouth- some idiosyncratic
spoken English ing

Lexical English ASL English ASL, idiosyncratic, Usually English, some
function English idiosyncratic

Morphology English ASL Reduced English and Reduced ASL and En- Reduced English
ASL, signed repre- lish, reduction and/
tation of bound mor- or absence of non-
phemes manual signals

Syntax English ASL Reduced English Reduced English, Basically SVO, reduced
some idiosyncratic use of pronouns and
constructions, code- prepositions, embed-
switching to ASL ding rare

aFrom Muhlhäusler (1986).



There may be some parallels to code-
mixing in Whinnom’s (1971) description of
cocoliche, the Spanish spoken by Italian
immigrants in Argentina (but not spoken by
Argentines). After introducing the notion of
linguistic hybridization, he (1971, 97) ob-
serves:

It is a now despised formula of “primitive”
creolistics that pidgin is made up of the
vocabulary of one language and the gram-
mar of another. The observation may be
faulty but it reflects a basic reality. It is,
moreover, a description which fits very
well certain linguistic phenomena (“sec-
ondary languages”) associated with naive
language learning.

At the least intense level of hybridization
that he describes, Spanish lexical items
(nouns, adjectives, verb radicals) are im-
ported into an Italian morphosyntactical
system without interfering with the native
phonological system, a phenomenon that
seems to parallel contact signing. Contact
signing, however, appears to be unique in
another way. In spoken language contact
situations, speakers have at their disposal the
phonological, morphological, syntactic,
and discourse component of two or more
languages, and it is possible to imagine a si-
multaneous mix of, say, the phonology of
one language with the morphology of an-
other, or the morphology of one with the
syntax of another. It seems, however, the
mixing within components, while possible,
is necessarily sequential. That is, it seems
impossible to simultaneously produce two
phonological events from two different spo-
ken languages. In the contact signing de-
scribed here, however, in which a signer
produces ASL lexical items on the hands
and simultaneously mouths the correspond-
ing English lexical items, the result is the
simultaneous production of two separate
codes. This appears to be a unique kind of

code-mixing, different from what has been
described for spoken language contact situ-
ations to date.7

The outcome of contact between ASL
and English is not entirely predictable. The
outcome could simply be a modified form of
ASL, or it could be code-switching and code-
mixing of the sequential type described for
spoken languages. In fact, many of the in-
stances of sequential switching observed in
the present data are distinct from contact
signing. An example is the following:

+ mouthing →
THEY HAVE #KNOWLEDGE OF WHAT
DEAF CULTURE #IS ABOUT
+ mouthing → – mouthing
EXPOSURE TO # IT SEE (inflected) 
+ mouthing →
NOT IDIOTS
“They have knowledge of what deaf culture
is about, exposure to it. They have seen it for
a long time. They are not idiots”

In this example, the informant switches
from contact signing (with mouthing of En-
glish lexical items) to an inflected form of
the ASL sign see. This inflected form is a
two-handed sign with a V handshape, pro-
duced in alternating elliptical circles away
from the signer’s face. It can be glossed as
see for a long time. It is important to note
that during the switch, the mouthing of En-
glish is interrupted and then resumed im-
mediately following the sign.

There are also examples of simultane-
ous production of contact signing and ASL,
such as the following:

Right hand

ONE FRIEND POINT (to 1-CL on left hand) 
+ mouthing
HEARING POINT (to 1-CL)

+ mouthing →
#ADOPT BY DEAF PARENT POINT (1-CL)

Left Hand:
1-CL “friend”—————————————
“One friend was adopted by deaf parents.”
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In this example, the informant starts out
with one friend and then points to a classi-
fier predicate being produced with the left
hand. (1-CL is the classifier predicate pro-
duced with a 1 handshape.) It represents the
friend in question, and the use of that pred-
icate is a feature of ASL. The left hand shap-
ing the l-CL stays in place while the right
hand produces contact signing with
mouthing of English. (#adopt represents
fingerspelling.) That is, the left hand pro-
duces ASL, while the right hand and the
mouth produce contact signing. A feature of
contact signing is thus this simultaneous
production of some ASL features, a phe-
nomenon that must be distinguished from
switches away from contact signing to ASL,
as in the see example.

Contact signing is also clearly distinct
from signed English, as can be seen in Table
6. Although contact signing can involve the
silent mouthing of English lexical items, for
example, signed English can involve spoken
(voiced) English, including bound mor-
phemes. Also, signed English can include
invented, non-ASL-like signs, and bound
English morphemes can be represented
manually. 

We observed earlier in this paper that
we are reluctant at this point to call the con-
tact signing that we have observed a variety
or a dialect, that is, a discrete and consistent
linguistic system. Our examination of the
linguistic features of contact signing would
seem to justify our reluctance. Bob Johnson
(personal communication) has observed
that, due to the wide variety of language
skills and backgrounds and educational
backgrounds that signers bring with them to
language contact situations, the best way to
describe the outcome of language contact
in the American deaf community may be as
a collection of individual grammars. Fur-
ther description of our data will shed light
on his observation.

SOCIOLINGUISTIC FEATURES OF
CONTACT SIGNING

Sociolinguistically, the language contact sit-
uation in the deaf community also does not
reflect a pidgin. It is clear that not all lan-
guage contact situations result in pidginiza-
tion. As Grosjean (1982, 38) succinctly sum-
marizes this issue,

The usual outcome of bilingualism . . . is
a return to monolingualism: this may take
the form of maintenance of the groups’
second language and the disappearance
of the first language (often referred to as
mother-tongue displacement or language
shift); or the evolution to a new language
through processes of pidginization and
creolization.

In a review of the state of the art in interlin-
guistics, Muysken (1984) lists third-lan-
guage creation, dialect shift, foreign accent,
code-switching, relexification, code-mix-
ing, and foreigner talk as possible outcomes
in a language contact situation. Further,
there has been continuous and vigorous de-
bate about the fundamental nature of pid-
gins and pidginization at least since Hall’s
pioneering work in the 1960s, with De-
Camp (1971), Alleyne (1971) Whinnom
(1971), Bickerton (1975, 1977, 1981, 1984),
Samarin (1971), Ferguson and DeBose
(1977), Todd (1974), Kay and Sankoff
(1974), Rickford (1981), Sankoff (1984),
and Muhlhäusler (1986). However, there is
apparently a basic convergence of opinion
about the unique nature of pidginization in
having at its inception a very particular set of
sociolinguistic circumstances. As Barbag-
Stoll (1983, 24) observes,

The fundamental condition for the oc-
currence of pidginization is a contact sit-
uation involving two or more different
languages. This should by no means
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imply, however, that any contact of two or
more languages will result in hybridiza-
tion. If the source languages are closely
related, the output product is more likely
to be a dialect, as the prevailing process
will be substitution rather than simplifica-
tion. If the spread of the source language
is symmetrical when it is learnt through
formal means, it is likely to result in bilin-
gualism. Whether the output is a pidgin
or a standard language depends on the de-
gree of availability of target models and
the extent to which they are exposed to
the learners. If the standard language
models are easily accessible and if the na-
ture of the contact situation is such that
the speaker interacts mostly with native
speakers of the target language, he is most
likely to learn the non-pidginized version
of it. However, if the target language is
spoken mainly with non-native speakers
and the target models are rare, the output
will most probably be pidgin.

Barbag-Stoll stresses the availability of
target models and the extent to which learn-
ers are exposed to them as central to the
pidginization process. Hall (1962) empha-
sizes that the language in question is not na-
tive to any of its users. DeCamp (1971, 15)
defines a pidgin as “a contact vernacular,
normally not the native language of any of
its speakers. It is used in trading or in any sit-
uation requiring communication between
persons who do not speak each other’s na-
tive language.” DeCamp goes on to say that
pidgins are characterized by limited vocab-
ularies, elimination of many grammatical
devices such as number and gender, and
drastic reduction of redundant features. But
he cautions against equating this reduction
with simplification. Bickerton (1975) states
that at the inception of the pidgin-creole
cycle, future pidgin speakers already have
established grammars of their own and, in
fact, are often multilingual. They are con-

fronted by the grammar of the superstrate
language and then removed both from their
own language communities and from the
target superstrate language. In later work,
Bickerton (1977, 49, 54) characterized pid-
ginization as akin to

Second-language learning with restricted
input . . . We can conclude that pidgini-
zation is a process that begins by the
speaker using his native tongue and relex-
ifying first only a few key words; that, in
the earliest stages, even the few super-
strate words will be thoroughly rephonol-
ogized to accord with substrate sound sys-
tem and phonotactics; that subsequently,
more superstrate lexicon will be acquired
but may still be rephonologized to varying
degrees and will be, for the most part slot-
ted into syntactic surface structures drawn
from the substrate; that even substrate
syntax will be partially retained, and will
alternate, apparently unpredictably, with
structures imported from the superstrate.

Pidginization, then, is clearly the result
of a unique kind of language contact, and
the key elements in understanding the
pidginization process appear to be the rela-
tive access to the target model, the lack of a
mutually intelligible language among inter-
locutors, the immediate need for communi-
cation, and the interruption of access to
one’s native language.

Although one result of language con-
tact in the American Deaf community is la-
beled Pidgin Sign English, the sociolinguis-
tic situation in this community does not
coincide with the “classic” pidgin situation
or with any of its key elements. Let us as-
sume, for example, that English is consid-
ered the superstrate language in the deaf
community. Clearly it is the native language
of hearing users of contact signing. But even
deaf native ASL signers, for whom English
may not be a native language, have exten-
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sive exposure to and contact with English in
various forms, first in educational settings
and later in their adult lives through em-
ployment, interaction with hearing people,
and through print and broadcast media.
This exposure to and contact with English is
accompanied by ongoing ASL interaction
with other native signers. The result for such
native ASL signers in American society is a
maintained bilingualism, wrought from the
many different kinds of contact situations
occurring in the deaf community and de-
pendent on the participants’ characteris-
tics. 

Again, we see parallels with Whinnom’s
(1971) description of cocoliche. One reason
for the occurrence of cocoliche is the resis-
tance to full integration into the Spanish-
speaking community. This invites specula-
tion about a signer’s choice of contact
signing, for example, over strict signed En-
glish. Furthermore, because cocoliche rep-
resents a form of second-language learning,
Whinnom points out that the speech of any
two individual cocoliche speakers can never
be even nearly identical. This has clear par-
allels with the diversity of educational back-
grounds of individuals in the deaf commu-
nity and what, as a consequence, they bring
with them to a contact situation. But Whin-
nom also points out that with cocoliche, the
pressures of formal language instruction do
not contribute to language use. This repre-
sents an important difference with the deaf
community, as the role of English in contact
signing, owing directly to its role in the edu-
cational system, cannot be discounted. The
present study describes some of the linguis-
tic and sociolinguistic outcomes of lan-
guage contact in the deaf community, and
reveals the situation to be considerably
more complex than earlier descriptions
have indicated. One interesting and per-
haps ironic fact about the linguistic out-
come is the occurrence of English struc-

tural features in contact signing, features
which do not include the invented signs that
are part of the manual codes for English that
have been implemented in the educational
system. One part of the irony lies in the fact
that there is considerable use in the educa-
tional system of these manual codes, and it
would not be unreasonable to predict that
elements of these codes would occur in
bilingual contact situations. However, very
little evidence of those codes was found in
the data described here. Another part of the
irony has to do with the generally negative
reception that these codes have received
from members of the deaf community
(Baker and Cokely 1980). It should be clear
from the present study that resistance to in-
vented codes for English should not be mis-
taken for resistance to English per se, as the
indigenous, natural signing that occurs as a
result of the contact between bilinguals has
many English features. Clearly the social
stigma about invented systems does not pre-
clude the occurrence of English features.
The crucial difference is the difference be-
tween an invented representation of a lan-
guage imposed on its users, and a naturally
occurring form of language observed not
only in deaf-hearing interaction, but also in
the interaction of deaf native ASL users with
each other.

Some final speculation about the future
of language contact in the Deaf commu-
nity: In this study, we have described the oc-
currence of contact signing in situations
where ASL might be predicted, i.e., be-
tween deaf individuals who are native ASL
users. We have suggested that the occur-
rence of “other than ASL” can be accounted
for by a variety of sociolinguistic factors, in-
cluding lack of familiarity between partici-
pants or formality of the situation. Clearly,
the choice of “other than ASL” is being
made in some situations; “other than ASL”
is clearly seen as more appropriate in some
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situations. If this were not so, native ASL
users who choose ASL in some situations
would use it in situations where they now
choose “other than ASL.” By way of conclu-
sion, we suggest, as have other researchers
(e.g., Stokoe 1969), that the choice of “other
than ASL” and the view that ASL is not ap-
propriate for some situations are the direct
results of a sociolinguistic situation in which
ASL has been ignored and devalued, and
in which the focus has traditionally been
on the instruction and use of English. We
suggest that, as ASL becomes more highly
valued and becomes formally and fully
recognized and used as a legitimate tool
for communication in any situation, that
the outcome of language contact in the
American deaf community will change
noticeably.
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NOTES

1. American Sign Language (ASL) is the visual-ges-
tural language used by members of the deaf com-
munity in the United States. It is a natural lan-
guage with an autonomous grammar that is quite
distinct from the grammar of English. ASL is also
quite distinct from artificially developed systems
that attempt to encode English and can include
the use of speech, ASL signs, and invented signs
used to represent English morphemes. There are a
number of such systems, which are often referred
to by the generic term signed English.

2. Based on a preliminary examination of the linguis-
tic and sociolinguistic data, we are reluctant at this
point to call the contact signing that we have ob-
served a variety or a dialect, and the absence of
such labels in the present study is conscious. Fur-
ther study may reveal the need for such a label.

3. At this point, evidence for the occurrence of signed
or spoken English in the home, along with ASL, is
largely anecdotal. For example, a Gallaudet un-
dergraduate whose parents are deaf and who signs
ASL as a first language remarked, in a class journal,
“At first when I was born, my parents thought I was
hearing due to a VERY little hearing loss. Afraid
that I may have poor speech and English skills,
they decided to use straight English and their
voices whenever talking to me.” She later remarks
that her parents went back to using ASL. And an-
other student states, “I was introduced to ASL
since I’m the daughter of deaf parents and the fifth
deaf generation. When SEE [Signing Exact En-
glish, a manual code for English] was emphasized
in the 70s—my mama decided to learn SEE and
placed me in a mainstream program where SEE
was strongly used.” Both of these comments imply
the use of some form of English signing by native
ASL signers in the home with their children. Fur-
thermore, Woodward (1973c, 44) observes that, “it
has been estimated that 10–20 percent of the deaf
population has deaf parents. A tiny proportion of
these parents are highly educated and have native
English competence. In this tiny minority of the
deaf, PSE [Pidgin Sign English, Woodward’s term
for the outcome of language contact in the deaf
community—editor’s note] may be learned with
ASL from infancy.” However, sociolinguistic and
ethnographic data to support comments and ob-
servations such as these are nonexistent. 

4. The four statements introduced for discussion are
as follows:

1. Someone in a public place (airport, restaurant)
discovers that you’re deaf and wants to help you.
That is acceptable. Agree or disagree?

2. The hearing children of deaf people are mem-
bers of deaf culture. Agree or disagree?

3. Gallaudet University should have a deaf presi-
dent. Agree or disagree?

4. Mainstreaming is better than residential
schools. Agree or disagree? 

5. At this stage of the study, assessment of the sign-
ing on the tapes (i.e., ASL vs. other-than-ASL vs.
signed English) is based on the judgment of the re-
searchers. ASL and other-than-ASL were judged
by a deaf native signer; signed English consistently
included the use of voice and hence included in-
put from the hearing researcher. The final anal-
ysis, however, will not be limited to the judgment
of the researchers. The second part of the data
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collection will consist of having native signers view
each tape at least twice and indicate by pushing a
button when switches away from ASL or back to
ASL take place. These native-signer judges will be
asked to characterize the language production be-
tween the switch points, and it is this production
that will form the data base for the eventual de-
scription of contact signing. The entire methodol-
ogy was first designed and employed bv Robert E.
Johnson, Scott Liddell, Carol Erting, and Dave
Knight in a pilot project entitled “Sign Language
and Variation in Context,” sponsored by the Gal-
laudet Research Institute. The data base will even-
tually include the signing production of twenty in-
dividuals: twelve white and eight black. The sign
production of the black informants reflects their
interaction with both black and white, and hearing
and deaf, interviewers.

6. These thirty seconds of data per informant were
transcribed by a deaf native signer. The transcrip-
tion process was as follows: after a shift to contact

signing was perceived by the transcriber, thirty
seconds were allowed to elapse and then the next
thirty seconds were transcribed. This transcrip-
tion procedure was followed for all twelve infor-
mants.

7. The situation is somewhat analogous to the one de-
scribed by Gumperz and Wilson (1971, 155) as
convergence, where he claims that a single syntac-
tic surface structure is the result of the extended
contact between three languages. The outcome of
the ASL-English situation is different, however, in
that its basic syntactic structure is English. It
should be noted that in spoken language contact,
there could conceivably exist a simultaneous mix-
ing of features within a single phonological seg-
ment, and it is this kind of mixing that probably ac-
counts for certain kinds of accents. Our data are
different, however, in that we see the simultaneous
production of two complete segments (as opposed
to features of segments) from two distinct phonolo-
gies, each segment retaining its integrity. 
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sublexical or phonological analysis of, 200
table of symbols used in, 27, 234, 245–46
versus Movement-Hold Model, 40
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stress (emphasis), 58
strong hand. See active hand
structural ambiguity of sentences, 365, 369, 378–79
structural change, 371
structural description, 371
structural metaphors, 156
style variation. See register variation
subcategorization frames, 368–69
subject deletion rule, 133
subject-object agreement, 93–99, 113
subject-object information, 94–96
subject pronouns, 101–3
subjects, in simple sentences, 132
subject-verb (sentence structure), 132, 135
subject-verb-object (sentence structure), 134, 135, 137
subject-verb-pronoun (sentence structure), 132, 135
sublexical structure of signs, 199–202
subordinators, 356
substitution test, 360–62
suffixes, 308, 311–14
Supalla, S., 190
Supalla, T., 54, 58, 79, 169, 241, 270, 300
suppletion, 316–17
surface morphemes, 82
surface structure, 133, 372
syllabic consonants, English phonetic symbols for, 260
syllables versus morphemes, 310
symbols

arbitrary, 5–7
as broken down into smaller parts, 10–11
forms of, 5–7
iconic, 5–7, 226
introduction of new, 9
more than one meaning conveyed by, 11
Morse code and semaphore, 10
relationships between, 8–9
used in language, 2–11
use of, in Morse code and semaphore, 1

symmetrical orientation, 206
symmetry condition, 3, 205–7, 209, 217
synonymy, 152–53, 376
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syntax, 121–45, 354–57. See also grammar
categories of, 358–65
definition of, 2, 121, 354
formal versus informal signing, 439
linguistic competence and, 221
space and, 321

tab (tabula). See also location, in Stokoe system
definition of, 26, 200, 243–44, 267
illustrations of, 247–52
symbols for, 27, 245–46

tabula. See tab (tabula)
Tactile ASL, 169, 396, 398, 404–5, 405, 409–10
Talmy, L., 323
Tannen, D., 453
Taub, S., 6, 156
temporal aspect, 107–10. See also time

definition of, 107
inflection of, 108

tenor of discourse, 431
tense

in ASL, 116–17
in English, 115–16
indicated by function words, 161
markers, 115
in predicate signs, 124

Thai Sign Language, 6
theaters with ASL productions, 192
thematic roles, 379–81
thumb configurations, 283–85. See also finger configura-

tions; hand configurations
opposed rotation, 285
thumb pad contact, 285
thumb restraint, 285
unopposed rotation, 284

time. See also temporal aspect
changes in language across, 12
expressed in ASL, 116–17, 126
indicated by adverbs, 126
references in language to, 12
role in ASL structure, 116–18

tip contact, 285
topicalization, 143–44

definition of, 143
examples of, 134–35, 143–44
in informal signing, 439
nonmanual signals in, 144
symbols for, 144
in transitive sentences, 134–35

torso, articulatory location on, 286
total reduplication, 316
transcription system

goals of, 274
for sign language, 233, 234 (see also Dictionary of Ameri-

can Sign Language; Movement-Hold Model;
Stokoe system)

transformational rules, 370–73
transformations, 133, 371
transitive verbs, 134–35, 369

examples of sentences with, 134–35
turn-taking, 145

in conversation, 177–78
two-handed signs, 278–80. See also active hand; passive

hand

assimilation of, 296
in fingerspelling, 67, 68
in formal signing, 433
handshape specifications of, 204–7
in informal settings, 178–80
morpheme structure constraints on, 204–7
phonetic description of, 278–80
typology of, 204

utterance-initial position, 447, 450, 455

Valli, C., 193, 395, 396
variation. See language variation; regional variation
verb phrases, 361
verb-pronoun (sentence structure), 133
verbs. See also classifier predicates

action of, 107–8
expressed as different types of movement, 241
as lexical category, 359
movement of, 54–55, 320
nouns derived from, 53–56, 112
patterns in relationship with nouns, 54
subcategorization of, 368–69
subject-object agreement, 93–99

videotaping problems in studying natural language, 401
visual acuity, 211
visual landmarks, 211
vocabulary expansion in ASL, 238
volar (palm) surfaces, 201–2
VO rule, 367
vowels, English phonetic symbols for, 260–61

weak hand. See passive hand
weak hand anticipation rule, 60
Whinnom, K., 475, 478
whole entity handshapes, 91
whole entity morphemes, 82
Whorf, B. L., 385
wh-questions, 140–41

examples of, 140
width morphemes, 82
Wilbur, R., 156, 347, 349, 350, 443
Wilcox, P., 156
will, 117–18
Wolf, P., 192
Woll, B., 155
Woodward, J. C., 170, 200, 395, 432, 461, 462, 472, 473
word formation

in ASL, 54, 58
definition of, 314
derivation as process of, 314
morphology and, 52
process of, 314–17

word order
in ASL, 132–35
in questions, 139
semantic roles and, 159–60

words
compounding of, 58
creation of (see word formation)
hierarchical structure of, 311–13
internal structure of, 311–13
meaning of, 374–78
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word structure, 307
writing. See Stokoe system; written language
written language. See also glossing

in English, 2
fingerspelling and, 68–69

Wulf, A., 171, 396

yes-no questions, 139
conveying the meaning of, 11–12
inversion in, 370–71
nonmanual signals in, 139, 145

Zimmer, J., 104, 180
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